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Expresses views on a nomination for the Presidency.

To Miss Lane, December 28 487

Consoles her upon her sister's death.

To Lord Clarendon, December 31 489

Resents false publications of Mr. Buchanan's despatches to Washington.
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TO PRESIDENT PIERCE/

Wheatland, near Lancaster, ii June 1853.

My dear Sir/

I learn by your letter of the 2d Instant that the final execu-

tion of the Fishery & Reciprocity Treaty cannot await the settle-

ment of the Central American questions, without serious & immi-

nent danger of actual collision between the two Countries, upon

the Fishing grounds.

Under this statement of facts, Heaven forbid! I should

entertain the most remote idea that the negotiations between

Governor Marcy & Mr. Crampton ought to be delayed for a

single moment, on account of my suggestion ! On the contrary,

it affords me very great satisfaction to learn that a fair prospect

exists of the speedy conclusion of the Treaty, though I shall ever

deem it unfortunate that the Central American questions could

not have been definitively settled in the same negotiation. The

absurd construction imposed by the British Government upon our

Fishing Convention, (if I may be permitted to employ such an

epithet upon so grave a subject,) enforced as it has been by sud-

denly sending a large fleet to the Fishing grounds, & this too

without previous notice, had its far reaching design. This was

to obtain from us the Reciprocity Treaty. Under such circum-

stances, I should have said to Great Britain, in the beginning, you

shall have the Treaty; but to obtain it, you must, at the same

time, consent to withdraw your protectorate from the Mosquito

coast & restore the Colony of the Bay of Islands to the Republic

of Honduras. By not pursuing this course, I fear we have lost

^ Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.

1
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the golden opportunity, for years to come, of settling the Central

American questions in an honorable & satisfactory manner. Still,

it is vain to indulge in useless regrets.

Then to the point. I have reconsidered the question of the

mission to London, according to promise, & have determined to

accept it; but this solely & exclusively to gratify your wishes &
to prevent the embarrassment which you think my declination

of it would occasion to your administration. In the success of

that administration I consider that the interests of the Country &
the continued ascendancy of the Democratic party are deeply

involved. From the beginning I determined to give it my ear-

nest, active, & ardent support, & neither the strength of this

resolution nor my warm personal regard & esteem for yourself

has been in the slightest degree impaired by my peculiarly

unfortunate efforts to obtain office for friends whom I deemed the

most deserving & popular.

Having made up my mind, I shall go to London cheerfully

& do my best, relying always upon your own confidence, friend-

ship, & support, which will be indispensable to the success of

my mission.

From your friend very respectfully

James BuchAnan.
His Excellency Franklin Pierce.

TO PRESIDENT PIERCE.^

Wheatland, near Lancaster, 14 June 1853.

My dear Sir/

I have this moment received yours of the nth Instant &
now enclose you Mr. Appleton's resignation. I cannot imagine

how I neglected to do this before. It will be very difficult to

supply his place.

If you have changed your mind in regard to the place where

our important negotiations with England shall be conducted,

you would confer a great favor upon me by informing me of this

immediately. I stated to you in our first conversation on the

subject that Mr. Polk, after due deliberation, had determined

that such negotiations should be conducted under his own eye at

^ Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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Washington; & it would not give me the shghtest uneasiness to

learn that, upon reconsideration, such had become your deter-

mination. I should, however, consider it a fatal policy to divide

the questions. After a careful examination & study of all these

questions & their mutual bearings upon each other & upon the

interests of the two Countries, I am fully convinced that they

can only be satisfactorily adjusted all together. Indeed, from
what you said to me of your conversation with a Senator & from
what I have since learned, I believe it would be difficult to obtain

the consent of two thirds of the Senate to any partial Treaty.

The South, whether correctly or not, will probably be averse to

a reciprocity Treaty confined to the British North American
Provinces ; & it would be easy for hostile demagogues to proclaim,

however unjustly, that the interests of the South had been bar-

tered away for the Fisheries. But the South might & probably

would be reconciled to such a Treaty, if it embraced a final &
satisfactory adjustment of the questions in Central America.

If you have changed your mind, & I can imagine many
reasons for this, independently of the pressure of the British

minister to secure that which is so highly prized by his Govern-
ment,—then I would respectfully suggest that you might inform
Mr. Crampton you are ready & willing to negotiate upon the

subject of the fisheries & reciprocal trade; but this in connection

zvith our Central American difficulties; that you desire to put

an end to all the embarrassing & dangerous questions between
the two Governments, & thus best promote the most friendly

relations hereafter; & that you will proceed immediately with

the negotiation & bring it to as^ speedy a conclusion as possible,

whenever he shall have received the necessary instructions. In-

deed, the Treaty in regard to reciprocal trade & the fisheries

might, in the mean time, be perfected, with a distinct understand-

ing, however, that its final execution should be postponed until

the Central American questions had been adjusted. In that

event, as I informed you, when at Washington, if you should so

desire, I shall be most cordially willing to go there as a private

individual & render you all the assistance in my power. I know,
as well as I live, that it would be vain for me to go to London to

settle a question peculiarly distasteful to the British Government,
after they had obtained at Washington that which they so

ardently desire.

I write this, actuated solely by a desire to serve your ad-

ministration & the Countrv. I shall not be mortified, in the
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slightest degree, should you determine to settle all the questions

in Washington. Whether or not, your administration shall not

have a better friend in the Country than myself, nor one more
ardently desirous of its success; & I can render it far more
essential service as a private citizen at home than as a minister in

London.

With my very kindest regards for Mrs. Pierce & Mrs.

Means, I remain, very respectfully your friend

James Buchanan.
His Excellency Franklin Pierce &c. &c.

P. S. I should esteem it a personal favor to hear from
you as soon as may be convenient.

TO PRESIDENT PIERCE.^

Wheatland, near Lancaster, 22, June 1853.

My dear Sir/

Not having yet been honored with an answer to my letter

of the 14th Instant, I infer from your silence, as well as from
what I observe in the Public Journals, that you have finally

changed your original purpose & determined that our important

negotiations with England shall be conducted under your own
eye at Washington, & not in London. Anxious to relieve you
from all embarrassment upon the subject, I desire to express my
cordial concurrence in such an arrangement, if it has been made

:

& I do this without waiting longer for your answer, as the day
is now near at hand which was named for my departure from
the Country.2 Many strong reasons, I have no doubt, exist, to

render this change of purpose entirely proper & most beneficial

for the public interest. I am not at all surprised at it, having
suggested to you, when we conversed upon the subject, that Mr.
Polk, who was an able & a wise man, had determined that our
important negotiations with foreign powers, so far as this was
possible, should be conducted at Washington, by the Secretary

of State, under his own immediate supervision. With such a
change I shall be altogether satisfied, nay personally gratified,

because it will produce a corresponding change in my determina-

tion to accept the English mission.

^ Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.

'JulyQ.
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I never had the vanity to imagine that there were not many
Democratic Statesmen in the Country who could settle our

pending questions with England quite as ably & successfully as

myself; & it was, therefore, solely your own voluntary & power-

ful personal appeal to me to undertake the task which could have

overcome my strong repugnance to go abroad. Indeed, when I

stated to you how irksome it would be for me, at my period of

life & with my taste for retirement, again for the second time to

pass through the routine & submit to the etiquette necessary in

representing my country at a foreign court, you kindly remarked,

you were so well convinced of this, that you would have never

offered me the mission, had it not been for your deliberate de-

termination that the negotiations on the grave & important ques-

tions between the two Countries should be conducted by myself

at London, under your instructions; observing that, in your

opinion, better terms could be obtained for our Country at the

fountain of power, than through the intermediate channel of the

British minister at Washington.

At any time, a foreign mission would be distasteful to me;

but peculiar reasons of a private & domestic character existed at

the time I agreed to accept the British mission, & still exist, which

could only have yielded to the striking view you presented of the

high public duty which required me to undertake the settlement

of these important questions.

You will, therefore, be kind enough to permit me, in case

your enlightened judgment has arrived at the conclusion that

Washington & not London ought to be the seat of the negotia-

tions, most respectfully to decline the mission. For this, you

have doubtless been prepared by my letter of the 14th Instant.

With my deep & grateful acknowledgments for the high

honor you intended for me, & my ardent & sincere wishes for

the success & glory of your administration, & for your own
individual health, prosperity, & happiness, I remain

Very respectfully, yr. friend

James Buchanan.

His Excellency Franklin Pierce &c. &c. &c.
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FROM PRESIDENT PIERCE/

Washington, D. C. June 26, 1853.

My dear Sir

I was much surprised by the perusal of your letter of the 23d inst.,

received this morning.

I had seen no letter from you since that to which I replied on the nth

inst., and was mortified that thro' a mistake of my own, and from no neglect

of my private secy., it had been misplaced from a large mail of the 17th with

one or two other letters and had thus entirely escaped my notice. The

motives which led me to desire your acceptance of the mission to England

were fully stated, first, I think, in my note addressed to you at Wheatland,

and subsequently in our personal interview.

The general views which were expressed by me at that interview as to

the relative advantages of conducting the negotiations here or at London

have undergone no change. Still, the present condition of aflfairs with respect

to the fisheries, and the various questions connected therewith, have seemed

to demand that they be taken up at once, where Mr. Crampton & Mr. Everett

left them. Recent developments have inspired the belief that the fisheries,

the reciprocity question &c., will leave no ground of concession which could

be available in the settlement of the questions in Central America. The
threatening aspect of aflfairs on the coast, in the provinces, has of necessity

called for several conversations between Mr. Crampton & the Secretary of

State with a view to keep things quiet there, and if practicable to agree upon

terms of a satisfactory adjustment. To suspend these negotiations at this

moment, in the critical condition of our interests in that quarter, might I fear

prove embarrassing if not hazardous. That a treaty can be or had better be

concluded here I am not prepared to say. I have no wish upon the subject

except that the negotiations be conducted wherever they can be brought

to the most speedy and advantageous termination. The great respect for

your judgment, experience, high attainments and eminent abilities which led

me to tender to you the mission to England, will induce me to commit to

your hands all the pending questions between the two Countries unless the

reasons for proceeding here with those to which I have referred shall appear

quite obvious. I need not say that your declination at this time would be

embarrassing to me and for many reasons a matter to be deeply regretted.

I thank you for your generous expressions and assure you that your

heart acknowledges no feelings of personal kindness to which mine does not

respond.

If the tax be not too great, will you oblige me by visiting Washington
again? I trust a comparison of conclusions with the facts before us may
conduct to a result mutually satisfactory.

With the highest [respect] yr. friend

Frank. Pierce.

Hon. James Buchanan
Wheatland. Pa.

* Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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TO PRESIDENT PIERCE/

Wheatland, near Lancaster, June 29th, 1853.

My dear Sir :

—

Your favor of the 26th inst. did not reach Lancaster until

yesterday afternoon. I had thought it strange that you did not

answer my letter of the 14th instant; but this accidental omission

has been kindly and satisfactorily explained by your favor of the

26th.

It is, perhaps, scarcely necessary for me to repeat my un-

changed purpose to accept the English mission and go to London
without delay, if it be still your determination to intrust me with

the settlement of the reciprocity, the fishery and the Central

American questions. I confess, however, that I do not perceive

how it is now possible, employing your own language, " to sus-

pend negotiations (in Washington) at this moment " on the

reciprocity and fishery questions. I agree with you that it was

quite natural that the negotiations " should be taken up at once,

where Mr. Crampton and Mr. Everett left them." This could

only have been prevented by an official communication to Mr.

Crampton, upon offering to renew the negotiation, informing

him of the fact that you had appointed me minister to London
for the very purpose of settling these, as well as the Central

American, questions.

In regard to our Central American difficulties, I still enter-

tain, after more mature reflection, the most decided opinions—

I

might even say convictions. Whilst these difficulties are all

embarrassing, one of them is attended with extreme danger. I

refer to the establishment by Great Britain of the Colony of the

Bay of Islands. This wrong has been perpetrated, if I under-

stand the question, in direct violation of the Clayton and Bulwer

treaty. Our national honor imperatively requires the removal

of this colony. Its withdrawal ought to be a sine qua non in any

negotiation on any subject with the British government. With
what face could we ever hereafter present this question of vio-

lated faith and outraged national honor to the world against the

British government, if whilst, flagrante delicto, the wrong unex-

plained and unredressed, we should incorporate the British North

American provinces, by treaty, into the American Union, so

far as reciprocal free trade is concerned ? How could we, then,

* Curtis's Buchanan, II. 87.
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under any circumstances, make this a casus belli ? If a man has

wronged and insulted me, and I take him into my family and

bestow upon him the privileges of one of its members, without

previous redress or explanation, it is then too late to turn round

and make the original offence a serious cause for personal hostili-

ties. It is the first step which costs ; and this ought to be taken

with a clear view of all the consequences. If I were placed in

your exalted and well merited station, my motto should be, " all

the questions or none." This is the best, nay, perhaps the only

mode of satisfactorily adjusting our difficulties with that haughty,

overreaching and imperious government. My sole object in

agreeing to accept a mission, so distasteful to me in all other

respects, was to try the experiment, under your instructions, well

knowing that I should receive from you a firm and enlightened

support. I still cherish the confident belief we should have

proved successful. It would now seem to be too late to transfer

the negotiation to London; but you may still insist that all the

questions shall be settled together in Washington. They still

remain there just as they were in Mr. Fillmore's time. Why,
then, should Mr. Crampton have received instructions in two of

them, and not in the third?

But I have said and written so much to yourself and Gov-

ernor Marcy upon the danger of dividing these questions, that I

shall only add that, were I a Senator, I could not in conscience

vote for the ratification of any partial treaty in the present con-

dition of our relations with Great Britain. And here I would

beg respectfully to make a suggestion which, if approved by you,

might remove all difficulties. Let Governor Marcy and Mr.

Crampton arrange the reciprocity and fishery questions as speed-

ily as possible; and then let me carry the perfected projet with

me to London, to be executed there, provided I shall succeed in

adjusting the Central American questions according to your

instructions; but in no other event. In this manner the

reciprocity question, as arranged by the Secretary of State, might
still be used as the powerful lever to force a just settlement of

the Central American questions. Indeed, in communicating your
purpose in this respect to Mr. Crampton, Governor Marcy might
address him a note which would essentially assist me in the

Central American negotiation. As the reciprocity and fishery

treaty would not be submitted to the Senate until December, this

arrangement would be productive of no delay.

I should cheerfully visit Washington, or go a thousand miles
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to serve you in any manner, but I doubt whether this would be

good pohcy under existing circumstances. The public journals

would at once announce that I had arrived in Washington to

receive my commission and instructions, and depart for Europe.

Finding this not to be the case, they would presume that some
misunderstanding had occurred between you and myself, which

prevented me from going abroad. Is it not better to avoid such

suspicions? If I should not go to England, a brief explanation

can be made in the Union which will put all right, and the whole

matter will be forgotten in a week. After all, however, should

you still wish me to go to Washington, please to have me tele-

graphed, because the mail is almost always two, and sometimes

three days in reaching me.

In regard to myself personally, if the expedient which I

have suggested should not be adopted, or something similar to it,

then I should have no business of importance to transact in

London, and should, against all my tastes and inclinations, again

subject myself to the ceremonies, etiquette and round of gaiety

required from a minister at a foreign court. But this is not all.

I should violate my private and social duties towards an only

brother, in very delicate health, and numerous young relatives,

some of whom are entirely dependent upon me and now at a

critical period of life, without the self-justification of having any

important public duties to perform. So reluctant was I, at the

first, to undertake the task which, in your kindness, you had

prescribed for me, that my mind was not finally made up, until

a distinguished Senator bluntly informed me, that if I shrank

from it, this would be attributed to a fear of grappling with the

important and dangerous questions with England which had

been assigned to me, both by the voice of the President and the

countr}\

I regret that I have not time, before the closing of the mail,

to reduce my letter to any reasonable dimensions.

From your friend, ver)^ respectfully,

James Buchanan.
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FROM PRESIDENT PIERCE/

Washington, D. C. July 2, 1853.

My dear Sir

Your letter of the 29th was received this morning and I have carefully

considered its suggestions. The state of the questions now under discussion

between Mr. Crampton and Gov. Marcy cannot with a proper regard for the

public interests be suspended. It is not to be disguised that the condition of

things on the coast is extremely embarrassing, so much so as to be the

source of daily solicitude. Nothing, it is to be feared, but the prospect of a

speedy adjustment will prevent actual collision. Mr. Crampton had become

so deeply impressed with the hazards of any ill-advised step on either side

that he left this morning with the view of having a personal interview with

Sir George Seymour. Thus, while I am not prepared to say that a treaty

can be concluded here or that it will prove desirable on the whole that it

should be, it is quite clear to my mind that the negotiations ought not to be

broken off, and that, with a proper regard to our interests, the announce-

ment cannot be made to Mr. Crampton that the final adjustment of the fishery

question must await the settlement of the Central American questions.

Believing that the instructions now prepared would present my views in

relation to the mission in the most satisfactory manner, they will be for-

warded to you tomorrow.

I need not repeat the deep regret your declination would occasion on my
part. What explanation could be given for it I am unable to perceive.

I am with the highest respect

Truly yr. friend

Frank. Pierce.

Hon. James Buchanan,
Wheatland, Pa.

FROM MR. MARCY.^

Private. State Department,
Washington, July 5th '53.

My dear Sir:—
I expected you would be again in Washington before you left for

England, but as this is uncertain I have concluded to send by the bearer,

Mr. W. G. C. Mann, the instructions which have been prepared for you. I

have preferred to send them in this way, lest they should not reach you in

season if entrusted to the mail.

I should have been pleased with an opportunity of submitting them to

you, and having the benefit of any suggestions you might make thereon;
but I shall not have it, as you will not probably be here before your departure
on your mission. The instructions have been carefully examined by the
President, and made conformable to his views. Should there be other docu-

^ Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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ments than those now sent which it would be proper for you to take out, they

will be forwarded to our Despatch agent at N. York and by him handed to

you.

Very respectfully your obt. Servt.

W. L. Marcy.
Hon. Jas. Buchanan.

TO PRESIDENT PIERCE.^

Wheatland, near Lancaster, July 7, 1853.

My dear Sir :

—

Yours of the 2d inst., postmarked on the 4th, did not reach

me until this morning at too late an hour to prepare and send an

answer to Lancaster in time for the southern mail. Young Mr.

Mann arrived and left last evening, a most decided contre-temps.

Had your letter preceded him, this would have saved me some
labor, and, although a very placid man, some irritation.

Although the opinions and purposes expressed in my letters

of the 14th, 23d and 29th ultimo remain unchanged, yet so great

is my personal desire to gratify your wishes that I shall take the

question under reconsideration for a brief period. I observe

from the papers that you will be in Philadelphia, where I antici-

pate the pleasure of paying you my respects. Then, if not sooner,

I shall give your letter a definite answer.

I hope that in the meantime you may look out for some
better man to take my place. You may rest assured I can mani-

fest my warm friendship for your administration and for yourself

far more effectively as a private citizen of Pennsylvania than as

a public minister in London.

From your friend.

Very respectfully,

James Buchanan.

* Curtis's Buchanan, II. 90.
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MEMORANDUM BY BUCHANAN
ON HIS APPOINTMENT AS MINISTER TO ENGLAND.

^

[July 12, 1853.]

Although gratified with this offer,^ I felt great reluctance

in accepting it. Having consulted several friends, in whose

judgment I have confidence, they all advised me to accept it, with

a single exception (James L. Reynolds). I left Lancaster for

Washington on Thursday, 7th April, wholly undecided as to my
course. On Friday morning (8th April) I called upon the

President, who invited me to dine with him " en famille " that

day. The only strangers at the table were Mr. John Slidell and

Mr. O'Conor. After the dinner was over the President invited

me up to the library, where we held the following conversation

:

I commenced by expressing to him my warm and grateful

acknowledgments for the offer of this most important mission,

and said I should feel myself under the same obligations to him
whether it was accepted or declined; that at my age, and con-

tented and happy as I was at home, I felt no disposition to

change my position, and again to subject myself to the cere-

monious etiquette and round of gaiety required from a minister

at a foreign court.

Here the President interrupted me and said : "If this

had been my only purpose in sending you abroad, I should never

have offered you the mission. You know very well that we have

several important questions to settle with England, and it is my
intention that you shall settle them all in London. The coun-

try expects and requires your services as minister to London. You
have had no competitor for this place, and when I presented your
name to the cabinet they were unanimous. I think that under
these circumstances I have a right to ask you to accept the

mission."

To this I replied that Mr. Polk was a wise man,, and after

deliberation he had determined that all important questions with
foreign nations should be settled in Washington, under his own

* Curtis's Buchanan, II. 76. The date given to this memorandum by the

editor is to a certain extent conjectural, but, as the paper evidently was
completed soon after the events which it so minutely describes, the date

assigned is that of the day after Mr. Buchanan announced his final decision

to President Pierce.

^ See President Pierce to Mr. Buchanan, March 30, 1853, and Mr.
Buchanan to President Pierce, April 2, 1853, supra.
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immediate supervision; that he (President Pierce) had not, per-

haps, seriously considered the question.

He promptly replied that he had seriously considered the

question, and had arrived at the conclusion that better terms could

be obtained in London at the seat of power than through an

intermediate agent in this country; and instanced the Oregon
negotiation as an example.

From this opinion I did not dissent, but asked :
" What will

Governor Marcy say to your determination? You have ap-

pointed him Secretary of State with my entire approbation ; and

I do not think he would be willing to surrender to your minister

at London the settlement of these important questions, which

might reflect so much honor upon himself."

He replied, with some apparent feeling, that he himself

would control this matter.

I interposed and said :
" I know that you do ; but I would

not become the instrument of creating any unpleasant feelings

between yourself and your Secretary of State by accepting the

mission, even if I desired it, which is not the case."

He replied that he did not believe this would be the case.

When he had mentioned my name to the cabinet, although he did

not say in express terms I should be entrusted with the settlement

of these questions, yet from the general tone of his remarks they

must have inferred that such was his intention. He added, that

after our interview he would address a note to Governor Marcy
to call and see him, and after conversing with him on the subject

he would send for me.

I then mentioned to him that there appeared to me to be

another insurmountable obstacle to my acceptance of the mission.

I said :
" In all your appointments for Pennsylvania, you have

not yet selected a single individual for any office for which I

recommended him. I have numerous other friends still behind

who are applicants for foreign appointments ; and if I were now
to accept the mission to London, they might with justice say that

I had appropriated the lion's share to myself, and selfishly re-

ceived it as an equivalent for their disappointment. I could not

and would not place myself in this position."

His answer was emphatic. He said :
" I can assure you,

if you accept the mission, Pennsylvania shall not receive one

appointment more or less on that account. I shall consider yours

as an appointment for the whole country ; and I will not say that

Pennsylvania shall not have more in case of your acceptance
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than if you should dedine the mission." I asked him if he was

wilHng I should mention this conversation publicly. He said he

would rather not ; but that I might give the strongest assurances

to my friends that such would be his course in regard to Penn-

sylvania appointments.

We then had a conversation respecting the individual ap-

pointments already made in Pennsylvania, which I shall not

write. He told me emphatically, that when he appointed Mr.

Brown collector, he believed him to be my friend, and had re-

ceived assurances to that effect; although he knew that I greatly

preferred Governor Porter. He also had been assured that

Wynkoop was my friend, and asked if I had not recommended
him; and seemed much surprised when I informed him of the

course he had pursued.

I then stated, that if I should accept the mission, I could not

consent to banish myself from my country for more than two
years. He replied, that at the end of two years I might write

to him for leave to return home, and it should be granted ; adding,

that if I should settle our important questions with England at

an earlier period, I might return at the end of eighteen months,

should I desire it.

The interview ended, and I heard nothing from the Presi-

dent on Friday evening, Saturday or Sunday, or until Monday
morning. In the mean time, I had several conversations with

particular friends, and especially with Mr. Walker (at whose
house I stayed,) Judge Campbell and Senator Bright, all of

whom urged me to accept the mission. The latter informed me
that if I did not accept it, many would attribute my refusal to a

fear or an unwillingness to grapple with the important and

dangerous questions pending between the United States and Great

Britain.

On Sunday morning, April loth, the Washington Union
was brought to Mr. Walker's, from which it appeared that the

session of the Senate would terminate on the next day at one

o'clock, the President having informed the Committee to wait

upon him, that he had no further communications to make to the

body. At this I was gratified. I presumed that the President,

after having consulted Governor Marcy, had concluded not to

transfer the negotiations to London; because it had never oc-

curred to me that I was to go abroad on such an important

mission without the confirmation of the Senate. Mr. Walker
and myself had some conversation on the subject, and we agreed
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that it was strange the Senate had been kept so long together

without submitting to them the important foreign appointments;

as we both knew that in Europe, and especially in England, since

the rejection of Mr. Van Buren's appointment, a minister had

not the proper prestige without the approbation of the co-ordinate

branch of the Executive power.

On Sunday morning, before dinner-time, I called to see

Jefferson Davis.^ We had much conversation on many subjects.

Among other things, I told him it was strange that the foreign

appointments had not been agreed upon and submitted to the

Senate before their adjournment. He replied that he did not see

that this could make any difference; they might be made with

more deliberation during the recess. I said a man was considered

but half a minister, who went abroad upon the President's

appointment alone, without the consent of the Senate, ever since

the rejection of Mr. Van Buren. He said he now saw this

plainly; and asked why Marcy had not informed them of it,

—

they trusted to him in all such matters. The conversation then

turned upon other subjects; but this interview with Mr. Davis,

sought for the purpose of benefiting my friend, John Slidell,

who was then a candidate for the Senate, has doubtless been the

cause why I was nominated and confirmed as minister to England

on the next day.

On Sunday evening a friend informed Mr. Walker and

myself that a private message had been sent to the Senators still

in town, requesting them not to leave by the cars on Monday
morning, as the President had important business to submit to

them. This was undoubtedly the origin of the rumor which at

the time so extensively prevailed, that the cabinet was about to be

dissolved and another appointed.

On Monday morning, at ten o'clock, I received a note from

Mr. Cushing,2 informing me that '' the President would be glad

to see me at once." I immediately repaired to the White House;

and the President and myself agreed, referring to our former

conversation, though not repeating it in detail, that he should

send my name to the Senate. If a quorum were present, and I

should be confirmed, I would go to England ; if not, the matter

was to be considered as ended. Thirty-three members were pres-

ent, and I was confirmed. On this second occasion, our brief

^ Mr. Davis was Secretary of War.
^ Attorney General.
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conversation was of the same character, so far as it proceeded,

with that at our first interview. He kindly consented that I

should select my own Secretary of Legation; and without a

moment's hesitation, I chose John Appleton, of Maine, who ac-

cepted the offer which I was authorized to make, and was ap-

pointed. I left Washington on Tuesday morning, April 12th.

At our last interview, I informed the President that I would

soon again return to Washington to prepare myself for the

performance of my important duties, because this could only be

satisfactorily done in the State Department. He said he wished

to be more at leisure on my return, that he might converse with

me freely on the questions involved in my mission; he thought

that in about ten days the great pressure for office would relax,

and he would address me a note inviting me to come.

I left Washington perfectly satisfied, and resolved to use my
best efforts to accomplish the objects of my mission. The time

fixed upon for leaving the country was the 20th of June, so that

I might relieve Mr. Ingersoll on the ist of July.

I had given James Keenan of Greensburg a strong recom-

mendation for appointment as consul, to Glasgow. As soon as he

learned my appointment as minister to England, he wrote to me
on the 14th of April, stating that the annunciation of my accept-

ance of this mission had created a belief among my friends there

that no Pennsylvanian could now be appointed to any consulship.

On the 1 6th of April, I wrote to him and assured him, in

the language of the President, that my appointment to the

English mission would not cause one appointment more or one

appointment less to be given to Pennsylvania than if I had

declined the mission.

In answer, I received a letter from him, dated April 21st, in

which he extracts from a letter from Mr. Drum, then in Wash-
ington, to him, the following :

" I have talked to the President

earnestly on the subject (of his appointment to Glasgow), but

evidently without making much impression. He says that it will

be impossible for him to bestow important consulships on Penn-
sylvania w^ho has a cabinet officer and the Urst and highest

mission. Campbell talks in the same strain; but says he will

make it his business to get something worthy of your acceptance.''

For some days before and after the receipt of this letter, I

learned that different members of the cabinet, when urged for

consulates for Pennsylvanians, had declared to the applicants and
their friends that they could not be appointed on account of my
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appointment to London^ and what the President had already

done for the State.^ One notable instance of this kind occurred

between Colonel Forney and Mr. Gushing. Not having heard

from the President, according to his promise, I determined to go

to Washington for the purpose of having an explanation with

him and preparing myself for my mission. Accordingly, I left

home on Tuesday, May 17th, and arrived in Washington on

Wednesday morning. May i8th, remaining there until Tuesday
morning, May 31st, on which day I returned home.

On Thursday morning, May 19th, I met the President, by

appointment, at g}i o'clock. Although he did not make a very

clear explanation of his conversation with Mr. Drum, yet I left

him satisfied that he would perform his promise in regard to

Pennsylvania appointments. I had not been in Washington

many days before I clearly discovered that the President and

cabinet were intent upon his renomination and re-election. This

I concluded from the general tendency of affairs, as well as from

special communications to that effect from friends whom I shall

not name. It was easy to perceive that the object in appoint-

ments was to raise up a Pierce party, wholly distinct from the

former Buchanan, Cass, and Douglas parties ; and I readily per-

ceived, what I had before conjectured, the reason why my recom-

mendations had proved of so little avail. I thought I also dis-

covered considerable jealousy of Governor Marcy, who will prob-

ably cherish until the day of his death the anxious desire to

become President. I was convinced of this jealousy at a dinner

given Mr. Holmes, formerly of South Carolina, now of Cali-

fornia, at Brown's Hotel on Saturday, May 21st. Among the

guests were Governor Marcy, Jefferson Davis, Mr. Dobbin, and

Mr. Gushing. The company soon got into high good humor.

In the course of the evening Mr. Davis began to jest with

Governor Marcy and myself on the subject of the next Presi-

dency, and the Governor appeared to relish the subject. After

considerable bagatelle, I said I would make a speech. All wanted
to hear my speech. I addressed Governor Marcy and said

:

" You and I ought to consider ourselves out of the list of candi-

dates. We are both growing old, and it is a melancholy spectacle

to see old men struggling in the political arena for the honors and

offices of this world, as though it were to be their everlasting

*See Mr. Buchanan to President Pierce, April 27, 1853, Mr. Buchanan to

Mr. Johnson, May 3, 1853, and Mr. Buchanan to Mr. Marcy, May 12, 1853,

supra.
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abode. Should you perform your duties as Secretary of State

to the satisfaction of the country during the present Presidential

term, and should I perform my duties in the same manner as

minister to England, we ought both to be content to retire and

leave the field to younger men. President Pierce is a young man,

and should his administration prove to be advantageous to the

country and honorable to himself, as I trust it will, there is no

good reason why he should not be renominated and re-elected

for a second term." The Governor, to do him justice, appeared

to take these remarks kindly and in good part, and said he was

agreed. They were evidently very gratifying to Messrs. Davis,

Dobbin, and Gushing. Besides, they expressed the real senti-

ments of my heart. When the dinner was ended, Messrs. Davis

and Dobbin took my right and left arm and conducted me to my
lodgings, expressing warm approbation of what I had said to

Governor Marcy. I heard of this speech several times whilst I

remained at Washington; and the President once alluded to it

with evident satisfaction. It is certain that Governor Marcy
is no favorite.

I found the State Department in a wretched condition.

Everything had been left by Mr. Webster topsy turvy; and Mr.

Everett was not Secretary long enough to have it put in proper

order; and whilst in that position he was constantly occupied

with pressing and important business. Governor Marcy told me
that he had not been able, since his appointment, to devote one

single hour together to his proper official duties. His time had

been constantly taken up with office-seekers and cabinet councils.

It is certain that during Mr. Polk's administration he had paid

but little attention to our foreign affairs ; and it is equally certain

that he went into the Department without much knowledge of

its appropriate duties. But he is a strong-minded and clear-

headed man; and, although slow in his perceptions, is sound in

his judgment. He may, and I trust will, succeed ; but yet he has

much to learn.

Soon after I arrived in Washington on this visit, I began
seriously to doubt whether the President would eventually en-

trust to me the settlement of the important questions at London,
according to his promise, without which I should not have con-

sented to go abroad. I discovered that the customary and neces-

sary notice in such cases had not been given to the British govern-
ment, of the President's intention and desire to transfer the nego-

tiations to London, and that I would go there with instructions
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and authority to settle all the questions between the two govern-

ments, and thus prepare them for the opening of these negotia-

tions upon my arrival.

After I had been in Washington some days, busily engaged

in the State Department in preparing myself for the duties of my
mission, Mr. Marcy showed me the projet of a treaty which had

nearly been completed by Mr. Everett and Mr. Crampton, the

British minister, before Mr. Fillmore's term had expired, creating

reciprocal free trade in certain enumerated articles, between the

United States and the British North American provinces, with

the exception of Newfoundland, and regulating the fisheries.

Mr. Marcy appeared anxious to conclude this treaty, though he

did not say so in terms. He said that Mr. Crampton urged its

conclusion; and he himself apprehended that if it were not con-

cluded speedily, there would be great danger of collision between

the two countries on the fishing grounds. I might have an-

swered, but did not, that the treaty could not be ratified until

after the meeting of the Senate in December; and that in the

mean time it might be concluded at London in connection with

the Central American questions. I did say that the great lever

which would force the British government to do us justice in

Central America was their anxious desire to obtain reciprocal

free trade for their North American possessions, and thus pre-

serve their allegiance and ward off the danger of their annexa-

tion to the United States. My communications on the extent

and character of my mission were with the President himself,

and not with Governor Marcy ; and I was determined they should

so remain. The President had informed me that he had, as he

promised, conversed with the Governor, and found him entirely

willing that I should have the settlement of the important ques-

tions at London.

The circumstances to which I have referred appeared to me
to be significant. I conversed with the President fully and freely

on each of the three questions, viz : The reciprocal trade, the

fisheries, and that of Central America; and endeavored to con-

vince him of the necessity of settling them all together. He
seemed to be strongly impressed with my remarks, and said

that he had conversed wath a Senator then in Washington, (I

presume Mr. Toucey, though he did not mention the name, ) who
had informed him that he thought that the Senate would have

great difficulty in ratifying any treaty which did not embrace

all the subjects pending between us and England ; and that for
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this very reason there had been considerable opposition in the

body to the ratification of the Claims Convention, though in

itself unexceptionable.

The President said nothing from which an inference could be

fairly drawn that he had changed his mind as to the place where

the negotiation should be conducted ; and yet he did not speak in

as strong and unequivocal terms on the subject as I could have

desired.

Under all the circumstances, I left Washington, on the

31st of May, without accepting my commission, which had been

prepared for me and was in the State Department. On the 5th

of June I received a letter from Governor Marcy, dated on the

first, requesting me to put on paper my exposition of the Clayton

and Bulwer treaty. In this he says nothing about my instruc-

tions on any of the questions between this country and England,

nor does he intimate that he desires my opinion for any particular

purpose. On the 7th of June I answered his letter. In the

concluding portion of my letter, I took the occasion to say:
" The truth is that our relations with England are in a critical

condition. Throw all the questions together into hotchpot, and

I think they can all be settled amicably and honorably. The
desire of Great Britain to establish free trade between the United

States and her North American possessions, and by this means
retain these possessions in their allegiance, may be used as the

powerful lever to force her to abandon her pretensions in Central

America ; and yet it must be admitted that, in her history, she has

never voluntarily abandoned any important commercial position

on which she has once planted her foot. It cannot be her interest

to go to war with us, and she must know that it is clearly her

interest to settle all the questions between us, and have a smooth

sea hereafter. If the Central American question, which is the

dangerous question, should not be settled, we shall probably have

war with England before the close of the present administration.

Should she persist in her unjust and grasping policy on the North
American continent and the adjacent islands, this will be in-

evitable at some future day; and although we are not very well

prepared for it at the present moment, it is not probable that we
shall for many years be in a better condition."

I also say in this letter to Governor Marcy, that " bad as the

treaty (the Clayton and Bulwer treaty) is, the President cannot

annul it. This would be beyond his power, and the attempt

would startle the whole world. In one respect it may be em-
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ployed to great advantage. The question of the Colony of the

Bay of Islands is the dangerous question. It affects the national

honor. From all the consideration I can give the subject, the

establishment of this Colony is a clear violation of the Clayton

and Bulwer treaty. Under it we can insist upon the withdrawal

of Great Britain from the Bay of Islands. Without it we could

only interpose the Monroe doctrine against this colony, which

has never yet been sanctioned by Congress, though as an indi-

vidual citizen of the United States, I would fight for it to-morrow

so far as all North America is concerned, and would do my best

to maintain it throughout South America."

This letter of mine to Governor Marcy, up till the present

moment, June 25, has elicited no response. . . .

Having at length determined to ascertain what were the

President's present intentions in regard to the character of my
mission, I addressed him a letter, of which the following is a

copy, on the 14th June. . . .^

From the important character of this letter and the earnest

and reiterated request which I made for an early answer, I did

not doubt but that I should receive one, giving me definite in-

formation, with as little delay as possible. I waited in vain until

the 23d June; and having previously ascertained, through a

friend, that my letter had been received by the President, I wrote

him a second letter on that day, of which the following is a

copy. . . .

^

To this letter I received an answer on Tuesday evening,

June 28th, of which the following is a copy. . . .

^

Wednesday, July 6th, at about 6 o'clock in the afternoon,

Mr. Mann, son of the Assistant Secretary of State, arrives and

presents me with a private letter from Governor Marcy dated

on the day previous, and a sealed package which, upon opening,

I found contained my commission and instructions as minister to

Great Britain, without the slightest reference to the previous

correspondence on the subject between the President and myself,

and just as though I had accepted, instead of having declined the

mission, and was now on the wing for London. He was to

^Here follows, in the memorandum, Mr. Buchanan's letter to President

Pierce of June 14, 1853, which is given in its proper order, supra,

^For this letter, see Mr. Buchanan to President Pierce, June 23, 1853,

supra.

'See President Pierce to Mr. Buchanan, June 26, 1853, supra. For Mr.

Buchanan's reply, see Mr. Buchanan to President Pierce, June 29, 1853, supra.
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find me wherever I might be. He left about sunset or between

that and dark. Vide Governor Marcy's letter.^

Thursday morning, July 7, the following letter from

the President came to hand, postmarked Washington, July

4th. . . .2

On Monday evening, July 11, 1853, I went to Philadelphia

to meet the President, according to my appointment.^ I saw him
on Tuesday afternoon at the head of the military procession, as

it marched from Market Street down Sixth to Independence Hall.

He was on the right of General Patterson, and being a good
horseman, he appeared to much advantage on horseback. He
recognized me, as he rode along, at the window of the second

story of Lebo's Commercial Hotel.

The reception of the President in Philadelphia was all that

his best friends could have desired. Indeed, the Whigs seemed

to vie with the Democrats in doing honor to the Chief Magistrate.

Price Wetherell, the President of the Select Council, did his

whole duty, though in a fussy manner, and was much gratified

with the well-deser^^ed compliments which he received. The
dinner at McKibbins' was excellent and well conducted. We did

not sit down to table until nearly nine o'clock. The mayor, Mr.

Gilpin, presided. The President sat on his right, and myself

on his left. In the course of the entertainment he spoke to me,

behind Mr. Gilpin, and strongly expressed the hope that I would
accept the mission, to which I made a friendly, but indefinite

answer. He then expressed a desire to see me when the dinner

should be ended; but it was kept up until nearly midnight, the

President cordially participating in the hilarity of the scene. We
then agreed to meet the next morning.

x\fter mature reflection, I had determined to reject the mis-

sion, if I found this could be done without danger of an open

breach with the administration; but if this could not be done,

I was resolved to accept it, however disagreeable. The advice

of Governor Porter, then at McKibbins', gave m& confidence in

the correctness of my own judgment. My position was awkward
and embarrassing. There was danger that it might be said

(indeed it had already been insinuated in several public journals),

that I had selfishly thrown up the mission, because the fishery

question had not been entrusted to me, although I knew that

^ See Mr. Marcy to Mr. Buchanan, July 5, 1853, supra.

^ See President Pierce to Mr. Buchanan, July 2, 1853, supra.

' See Mr. Buchanan to President Pierce, July 7, 1853, supra.
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actual collision between the two countries on the fishery grounds

might be the consequence of the transfer of the negotiation to

London. Such a statement could only be rebutted by the publi-

cation of the correspondence between the President and myself;

but as this was altogether private such a publication could only

be justified in a case of extreme necessity.

Besides, I had no reason to believe that the President had

taken from me the reciprocity and fishery questions with any

deliberate purpose of doing me injury. On the contrary, I have

but little doubt that this proceeded from his apprehension that

the suspension of the negotiation might produce dangerous conse-

quences on the fishing grounds. I might add that his instructions

to me on the Central American questions were as full and ample

as I could desire. Many friends believed, not without reason,

that if I should decline the mission, Mr. Dallas would be ap-

pointed; and this idea was very distasteful to them, though not

to myself.

The following is the substance of the conversation between

the President and myself on Wednesday morning, the 13th of

July, partly at McKibbins', and the remainder on board the

steamer which took us across to Camden. It was interrupted by

the proceedings at Independence Hall on Wednesday morning.

The President commenced the conversation by the expres-

sion of his strong wish that I would not decline the mission. I

observ^ed that the British government had imposed an absurd

construction on the fishery question, and without notice had sud-

denly sent a fleet there to enforce it, for the purpose, as I believed,

of obtaining from us the reciprocity treaty. Under these circum-

stances I should have said to Great Britain : You shall have the

treaty, but you must consent at the same time to withdraw your

protectorate from the Mosquito Coast, and restore to Honduras

the colony of the Bay of Islands. That this course might still be

adopted at Washington, and that in this view all the negotiations

had better be conducted there. Without answering these remarks

specifically, the President, reiterating his request that I should

accept the mission, spoke strongly of the danger of any delay,

on our part, in the adjustment of the fishery question, and said

that Mr, Crampton, deeply impressed with this danger, had gone

all the way to Halifax to see Admiral Seymour, for the purpose

of averting this danger. I observed that it was far, very far

from my desire, in the present state of the negotiation, to have

charge of the fishery negotiation at London ; but still insisted that
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it was best that the Central American questions should also be

settled at Washington. To this he expressed a decided aversion.

He said that serious difficulties had arisen, in the progress of the

negotiations, on the reciprocity question, particularly in regard to

the reciprocal registry of the vessels of the two parties; and it

was probable that within a short time the negotiation on all the

questions would be transferred to me at London, and that my
declining the mission at this time would be very embarrassing to

his administration, and could not be satisfactorily explained. 1

replied that I thought it could. It might be stated in the Union

that after my agreement to accept the mission, circumstances had

arisen rendering it necessary that the negotiations with which I

was to be entrusted at London, should be conducted at Washing-

ton ; that I myself was fully convinced of this necessity ; but that

this change had produced a corresponding change in my de-

termination to accept a mission which I had always been reluctant

to accept, and we had parted on the best and most friendly terms.

Something like this, I thought, would be satisfactory.

He answered that after such an explanation it would be

difficult, if not impossible, to get a suitable person to undertake

the mission. He had felt it to be his duty to offer me this im-

portant mission, and he thought it was my duty to accept it. He
said that if the Central American questions should go wrong in

London, entrusted to other hands than my own, both he and I

would be seriously blamed. He said, with much apparent feeling,

that he felt reluctant to insist thus upon my acceptance of a

mission so distasteful to me.

Having fully ascertained, as I believed, that I could not de-

cline the mission without giving him serious offence, and without

danger of an open rupture with the administration, I said:

" Reluctant as I am to accept the mission, if you think that my
refusal to accept it would cause serious embarrassment to your

administration, which I am anxious to support, I will waive my
objections and go to London." He instantly replied that he was
rejoiced that I had come to this conclusion, and that we should

both feel greatly the better for having done our respective duties.

He added that I need not hurry my departure. I told him that

although my instructions gave me all the powers I could desire

on the Central American questions, yet they had not been accom-

panied by any of the papers and documents in the Department
relating to these questions; that these were indispensable, and
without them I could not proceed. He expressed some surprise
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at this, and said he would write to Governor Marcy that very

evening. I told him he need not trouble himself to do this, as

I should write to him myself immediately after my return home.

This was on the river. I accompanied him to the cars,

where I took leave of him, Mr. Guthrie, Mr. Davis and Mr.
Gushing, who all pressed me very much to go on with them to

New York.

TO MR. MARCY.^

(No. I.) Wheatland, near Lancaster, 14 July 1853.

Sir/

I received on Wednesday evening the 6th Instant, by the

hands of W. G. C. Mann, Esquire, a sealed package containing

my commission as '* Envoy Extraordinary & Minister Plenipoten-

tiary of the United States of America at the Court of the United

Kingdom of Great Britain & Ireland," together with your General

Instructions (No. i) dated on the ist Instant & the different

documents therein mentioned. Also, your Special Instructions

(No. 2) dated on the 2d Instant.

As by the latter, " the whole Central American question, so

far as Great Britain has seen fit to connect herself with it, is

entirely confided to your [my] management, under such instruc-

tions as you [I] may from time to time desire, or such as the

President may consider himself called upon to furnish, in the

progress of the discussions which may arise thefeon;" it has

become indispensable that I should receive, before my departure

from the Country, copies of every document in the Department

of State having any material bearing upon this question, except

such as may be found in the Archives of the Legation at London.

The transfer of the negotiation from Washington to that City

renders this all important. Before my first introduction of the

subject to the British Minister for Foreign Affairs, it is necessary

that I should understand the question in all its relations. For

this purpose, it is essential that I should be fully informed of the

nature & extent of the pretensions of the British Government to

interfere in Central America & the reasons on which they are

founded. You will, therefore, be kind enough to cause copies

of all such documents to be transmitted to me, at your earliest

*MSS. Department of State, 65 Despatches from England.
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convenience; as I am anxious to proceed on my mission, with

as little delay as possible. Among these, I might mention two

letters to the Department which I perused when last at Washing-

ton; one from W. S. Murphy, Special Agent &c., dated, accord-

ing to my recollection, in January, 1842, & the other from Mr.

Harrison, our Consul at Jamaica, dated in March of the present

year. When there, you read to me a paper containing the

opinion of certain British law officers on the construction of the

Clayton & Bulwer Treaty; which would, also, be important.

Your instructions do not seem to contemplate, at least for

the present, any attempt to acquire the Island of Cuba from
Spain, by purchase. I should be glad to know the policy of the

President in regard to the acquisition of this Island, as soon as

it shall be definitively determined ; &, under your instructions, to

render any such incidental services in the accomplishment of this

important object, as may be deemed compatible with my position

& duties as Minister of the United States at London.

I shall, most cheerfully, execute your instructions in regard

to Cuba, according to my best ability; but in order to do this

effectually, ought I not to possess all the information in the

Department, directly bearing on the objects of these instructions?

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy.

Secretary of State.

P. S. Copies of all the papers relating to San Juan de

Nicaragua will be highly important, & may be wanted the first

of all.

TO CITIZENS OF LANCASTER.^

Wheatland, near Lancaster, 23 July 1853.

Gentlemen/
I have received your very kind invitation, in behalf of my

friends and neighbours, to partake of a public dinner before my
departure for England.

No event of my past life has afforded me greater satisfac-

tion than this invitation ;—proceeding as it does, without distinc-

^ Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania ; Curtis's Buchanan,
II. 93.
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tion of party, from those who have known me the longest &
known me the best. Born in a neighbouring County, I cast my
lot among you when little more than eighteen years of age, &
have now enjoyed a happy home with you for more than forty

three years, except the intervals which I have passed in the public

service. During this long period, I have experienced more per-

sonal kindness both from yourselves & from your fathers than

has, perhaps, ever been extended to any other man in Pennsyl-

vania who has taken so active a part, as I have done, in the

exciting political struggles which have so peculiarly marked this

portion of our history.

It was both my purpose & desire to pass the remainder of

my days in kind & friendly social intercourse with the friends of

my youth & of my riper years, when invited by the President of

my choice, under circumstances which a sense of duty rendered

irresistible, to accept the mission to London. This purpose is

now postponed,—not changed. It is my intention to carry it

into execution, should a kind Providence prolong my days &
restore me to my native land.

I am truly sorry not to be able to accept your invitation.

Such are my engagements, that I can appoint no day for the

dinner when I could, with certainty, promise to attend. Besides,

a farewell dinner is at best but a melancholy affair. Should I

live to return, we shall then meet with joy; & should it then be

your pleasure to offer me a welcome home dinner, I shall accept

it, with all my heart.

I cherish the confident hope that, during my absence, I shall

live in your kindly recollectiqn ; as my friends in Lancaster

County shall ever live in my grateful memory.
Cordially wishing you & yours, under the blessing of

Heaven, health, prosperity, & happiness, I remain.

Your friend & fellow-citizen

James Buchanan.

C. Hager, William B. Fordney, E. C. Reigart, B. C. Bach-
man, Wm. Mathiot, George H. Krug, & N. Ellmaker,
Esquires, & others.
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TO MR. JOHNSON/

Wheatland, near Lancaster, 26 July 1853.

My dear Sir/

In the hurry & bustle of preparation to leave my native land

1 have time to say scarcely any thing more to you than Farewell

!

May God bless you ! And may you & yours live long & live

happy ! I hope you will let me hear from you in London, as you

shall certainly hear from me.

I very much desired to write you a long letter ; but engage-

ments of a pressing nature & company have prevented. The
mission has been changed into one which I should never have

originally accepted. I did my best to get clear of it, at the last

moment; but I discovered this would produce an open rupture

with the administration. The happiest day I shall pass during

my absence will be the day on which I shall discover the shores

of my native land rising from the ocean on my return, should

Heaven bless me & prolong my days until that happy event.

Still I do not expect to be miserable.

Miss Harriet & Miss Hetty desire. to be most kindly remem-
bered to you. In haste, I remain as ever, very respectfully

Your grateful friend

James Buchanan.
Hon: Cave Johnson.

TO MR. MARCY.^

(No. 3.) Wheatland, near Lancaster, 27 July 1853.

Sir/

Among the papers which you have furnished me, I find a

copy of a communication from Lord Clarendon to Mr. Crampton
dated on 27 May, 1853, in which he states, that " Her Majesty's

Government have already, on many occasions, within the last

twelve months, made overtures of the fairest & most liberal &
practical character to the United States Government, inviting

that Government to go hand in hand with the Government of

Great Britain in devising & establishing a scheme of adjustment

by which the affairs of Central America, Mosquito included, shall

^Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
^ MSS. Department of State, 65 Despatches from England.
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be satisfactorily & permanently settled, and the honor of Great

Britain, as ancient protector of Mosquito shall be preserved

intact."

I do not find among the papers transmitted to me copies of

the " overtures," to which his Lordship refers. Before I can

answer this communication satisfactorily, it is indispensable that

I should be apprised of the nature & extent of these " overtures."

I would thank you, therefore, to furnish me all the necessar}^

information on this subject, before my departure from New York.

I do not discover, among the papers which you have com-

municated, the President's full power to conclude a Treaty with

Great Britain on the Central American questions. This, I pre-

sume, is a mere oversight.

It is of great importance that I should understand precisely

what are the terms & conditions which the President would re-

quire in such a Treaty. Although I feel greatly honored by the

high confidence reposed in me by the President, yet I should be

unwilling to conclude a Treaty with the British Government upon

these complicated, embarrassing, & dangerous questions, without

instructions as to the particular stipulations which would be

satisfactory to my own Government ; & especially as to the terms

which would be required as a sine qua non. Such instructions

will present definite objects, to the accomplishment of which all

my efforts shall be concentrated & directed. I respectfully re-

quest, therefore, that you will devote your attention to this

subject, at your earliest convenience.

I have another suggestion to make;—and this in regard to

the Colony of the Bay of Islands. I am happy to know we agree

in opinion, that this Colony has been established by the British

Government in direct violation of the Clayton & Buhver Treaty.

Such is, also, the opinion of the Committee on Foreign Relations

of the Senate, which is entitled to great respect. The establish-

ment of this Colony, then, stands out in bold relief from the

other aggressions of the British Government in Central America.

Ought there not to be a solemn & formal protest made to that

Government, in the name of the President, against this establish-

ment, accompanied by a demand that it shall be withdrawn?

Perhaps this may have already been done; & in that case, my
suggestion will go for nothing. If not, I shall be happy to

receive the President's authority to make such a Protest.

I have never yet seen a copy of the Convention with Great

Britain of the 8th February last, referred to in your instructions.
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No. 2; but it has doubtless been communicated to the Legation
at London.

I am anxious, if possible, to take out with me to London the

Congressional Globe & Appendix for the last session of Congress,

on account of the Debates which they contain on the Monroe Doc-
trine & the Clayton & Bulwer Treaty. Might they not be trans-

mitted in the Despatch Bag ?

It is my purpose to leave this place for Philadelphia on
Monday morning next & to arrive in New York on Wednesday,
where I shall remain until the departure of the Atlantic on
Saturday the 6th proximo.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State. •

FROM PRESIDENT PIERCE.^

Washington, D. C. July 27, 1853.

My dear Sir

Have you come to a conclusion as to the person whom you would desire

to have designated to fill the place of Mr. Appleton as Secy, of Legation

at London?
I have seen no Gentleman, since I came to Washington, who, in my

judgment, possesses to a great extent the qualifications and accomplishments
you would wish to secure than Hon. Donn Piatt of Cincinnati, Ohio.

Judge Piatt is about 30 years old—a Gentleman of high intelligence

—

possesses great advantages- of person & address—and is withal modest and
unobtrusive. He is to sail for Europe with his wife next Saturday, but
would accept the position referred to and join you whenever notified.

I write, not with a desire to control your judgment, but barely to make
a suggestion.

In haste,

Very truly yr. friend,

Franklin Pierce.

Hon. James Buchanan
Wheatland, near Lancaster, Pa.

Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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TO PRESIDENT PIERCE/

Wheatland, near Lancaster, 29 July 1853.

My dear Sir/

I have just received your favor of the 27th Instant strongly

suggesting the appointment of Judge Piatt of Cincinnati as Secre-

tary of Legation to the British mission. Mr. Sickles left here

this afternoon, & I was very much pleased with him. There

is some strange mistake in this matter. I had been induced to

believe that you favored the appointment of Mr. Sickles ; . &
indeed, he was under this impression himself. He had been

highly & warmly recommended to me ; but as I would not favor

the appointment of any man who was to become a member of

my family, without a personal acquaintance, I used some manage-

ment to obtain a personal interview with him without any com-

mittal; & I confess I think that his manners, appearance, &
intelligence are all that could be desired. I hope, as the matter

has gone so far, you will be kind enough to confer the appoint-

ment upon him.

'Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.

His Excellency Franklin Pierce &c. &c. &c.

FROM PRESIDENT PIERCE.^

Washington
July 31, 1853.

My dear Sir—
I concur with you entirely with regard to the qualifications of Mr.

Sickles, and his commission was made out immediately upon the presenta-

tion of your letter yesterday. Mr. S. will leave for New York this evening.

My letter in relation to Judge Piatt was written with his knowledge

before I knew that you desired the appt. of Mr. S. or that he would accept

it.—With the best wishes for your health & happiness

Yr. friend

Fr. Pierce.

Hon. J. Buchanan.

^ Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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TO MISS LANE/

AsTOR House, New York, 4 August 1853.

My dear Harriet/
John Van Buren called to see me this morning & was par-

ticularly amiable. He talked much of what his father had

written & said to him respecting yourself, expressed a great desire

to see you, & we talked much bagatelle about you. He intimated

that his father had advised him to address you. I told him he

would make a very rebellious nephew & would be hard to man-
age. . . .2 He asked where you would be this winter & I

told him that you would visit your relatives in Virginia in the

course of a month & might probably come to London next spring

or summer. He said he would certainly see you: & asked me
for a letter of introduction to you, which I promised to give him.

As he was leaving, he told me not to forget it but give it to the

proprietors of Astor House before I left, & I promised to do so.

I told him that you had appreciated his father's kindness to you,

felt honored & grateful for his attentions, & admired him very

much. He knew all about your pleasant intercourse with his

father in Philadelphia. There was much other talk which I con-

sidered & still consider to be bagatelle; yet the subject was
pursued by him. As I have a leisure moment, I thought I

would prepare you for an interview with him in case you should

meet.

John Van Buren is a man of rare abilities & great wit, &
is quite eminent in his profession. His political course has been

eccentric, but he still maintains his influence. I never saw him
look so well as he did to-day. I repeat that I believe all this to

be bagatelle; & yet it seemed to be mingled with a strong desire

to see you.

Saturday Morning, 6 Aug:—I passed an hour last evening

with Mrs. Sickles. She is both handsome & agreeable. And
now, my dear Harriet, with the blessing of God, I shall go aboard

the Atlantic this morning with a firm determination to do my
duty & without any unpleasant apprehensions of the result.

Relying upon that gracious being who has protected me all my
life until the present moment & has strewed my path with bless-

ings, I go abroad once more in the service of my country, with

^ Buchanan Papers, private collection.

^ The passage here omitted is now illegible.
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fair hopes of success. I shall drop you a line from Liverpool,

immediately upon my arrival.

With my kindest regards for Miss Hetty, I remain

Yours affectionately

James Buchanan.
Miss Harriet Lane.

TO MISS LANE.^

Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool 17 August 1853.

My dear Harriet/
I arrived in Liverpool this morning after a passage of about

ten days & sixteen hours. I was sea sick the whole voyage, but

not near so bad as I had anticipated or as I was in going to &
returning from Russia. Captain James West of Philadelphia, the

commander of the Atlantic, is one of the most accomplished &
vigilant officers & one of the most kind & amiable men I have

ever known. I never wish to cross the Atlantic in any but a

vessel commanded by him. We did not see the sun rise or set

during the whole voyage. The weather was either rainy or

cloudy throughout but many of the passengers were agreeable.

Upon arriving here I found Mr. Lawrence who came from

London to receive me. It is my purpose to accompany him to

London tomorrow where I shall at the first stop at the Clarendon

House. I do not yet know whether I shall take or rather whether

I can obtain Mr. Ingersoll's house or not. I thought I would

have to remain here some days to recruit ; but I had scarcely got

upon land before I felt perfectly well & have enjoyed my dinner

very much,—the first meal for which I felt any appetite since

I left New York. I shall write to you again as soon as I am
settled at London;—or probably sooner.

Although I left Wheatland with regret & a heavy heart, yet

I am resigned to my destiny, & shall enter upon the performance

of my duties, with God's blessing, in a determined & cheerful

spirit.

I received your letter in New York. I had not supposed

there was any thing serious in Lily's apprehensions.

In the midst of calls & engagements, I have not time to write

^ Buchanan Papers, private collection. Imperfectly printed in Curtis's

Buchanan, II. 99.

Vol. IX—
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you a longer letter. Please to keep an eye on Eskridge & James
Reynolds, as you promised.

Give my affectionate regards to Miss Hetty & Eskridge &
remember me to all my friends. In haste, I remain your affec-

tionate uncle,

James Buchanan.
Miss Harriet Lane.

P. S. I shall direct this letter to Eskridge, supposing that

you may have left Wheatland before its arrival. Remember me
very kindly to Mr. Reynolds, Miss Kate, & all the Reynolds.

Remember me affectionately to brother Edward & his family.

Take good care of yourself. I shall buy a new hat when I reach

London, & do not think my fortune has been spoiled by wearing

the old one hitherto.

TO MR. MARCY.^

(No. 4.) U. States Legation, London 24 August 1853.

Sir/

I arrived in Liverpool on Wednesday the 17th Instant, & in

this City on the day following.

All the necessary preliminaries having been arranged ac-

cording to your instructions I was yesterday presented to the

Queen, at her summer residence at Osborne, in the Isle of Wight,
by the Earl of Clarendon, her Majesty's Secretary of State for

Foreign Affairs. In delivering my letter of credence, I expressed

the desire of the President & people of the United States to pro-

mote the most friendly relations with her Majesty's Government;
& said I should be most happy, if, during my mission, I might
prove in any degree instrumental in strengthening & consolidat-

ing these relations, so desirable for both nations. She received

these expressions in a kind & courteous manner, without making
any formal reply. She, then, inquired for the health of the

President; & asked me if I had ever been in England before.

After I had given appropriate answers to these questions in their

order, the interview terminated.

Mr. Ingersoll & myself went together to Osborne ; he to have
his audience of leave, & I to be presented.

My presentation was accompanied with but little formality;

* MSS. Department of State, 65 Despatches from England.
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& was such as is usual when Ministers are presented to the Queen
at the summer residence. Indeed, there seemed to be but few
persons about the palace; though we were hospitably received &
entertained during our brief visit. Had this been postponed

until after Friday, it must have been deferred until her Majesty*s

return from Scotland in November, which would have been a

source of much inconvenience.

Although I had considerable conversation with Lord Claren-

don, yet no part of it related to political affairs.

It affords me great pleasure to state that Mr. Ingersoll's

kindness & attentions towards myself have been all I could have

desired. He has conducted himself throughout his Mission in

such an acceptable manner as to leave a very favorable impression

behind.

I had the honor of receiving your Number 7, of the 30th

ultimo, at New York previous to my departure for Liverpool;

& I shall look with some degree of anxiety for " the views of the

President " in regard to the terms & conditions which he would
require in a Treaty with Great Britain for the settlement of the

Central American questions ; & also, for his authority to present

a protest to this Government against their establishment of the

Colony of the Bay of Islands.

August 26. The commissions of James M'Dowell, John L.

Nelson, & Philip J. Heartt, Esquires, have just been returned to

the Legation, together with the Queen's Exequaturs for them to

act as Consuls of the United States, respectively, at Leith, Turk's

Island, & Glasgow.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy

Secretary of State.

FROM NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE.
(Enclosure A. i. in No. 14.^)

Consulate United States, Liverpool, 24 Aug. 1853.

Sir,

I have to request vour opinion and advice under the following circum-

stances.

The American clipper ship " Sovereign of the Seas " is now loading at

this Port for Melbourne, Australia, and with the probability of making a

* See despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 14, Nov. i, 1853, infra.
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remarkably quick passage, her commander submitted a proposal to the Post

Office authorities to carry out the Mails—the proposal, as I understand, being

to take them for £500, guaranteeing to deliver them in Melbourne in 70 days

or forfeit £20 for each day beyond that time. This proposal however was
rejected, and the Captain stated he should refuse to take them, and was

answered that he would be compelled. To-day the enclosed paper, contain-

ing extracts of Acts of Parliament relating to the carriage of letters by ship,

is sent to the Captain through his agent, and his attention called to the last

paragraph, in which is contained the substance of Section 6 of the Act i

Vict. Cap. 36, as extended by 3 & 4 Vict. Cap. 96, Sect. 2)7, "and for com-
pelling the observance of the Provisions of the Post Office Laws relating

to the conveyance of ship letters, be it enacted that every master of a

vessel outward bound v/ho shall refuse to take a Port letter Bag delivered

or tendered to him by an Officer of the Post Office for conveyance shall

forfeit two hundred pounds ;
" and he appeals to me to be advised whether

he being an American vessel can be compelled to carry the British Mail,

whether the Act in question extends to American vessels.

As it is a new question involving points of considerable doubt and

delicacy, and it may be of some importance to American commerce, I have

to submit it to you and request your opinion and advice.

On first view it does seem to me to be a hardship, and withal an injus-

tice, that the English Government should compel an American vessel to

carry mails on such terms as it shall deem fitting to prescribe, yet if such

be the law—if the Act really does extend to American vessels as well as

British, it will be for me to advise a strict compliance, until mutual nego-

tiation shall provide a remedy.

The ship sails on the 3 of September, so that I will thank you for a

reply accordingly.

With high respect I have the honor to be

Your obd. Servt.

(sd.) N. Hawthorne.

TO LQRD CLARENDON.

(Enclosure B. 2. in No. 14.^)

United States Legation, 25th August, 1853.

My Lord,

I have the honor to infonn you that Mr. Ingersoll has just

delivered to me a communication from the Consul of the United

States at Liverpool, dated on the 24th Inst., from which it appears

that the Post Office Authorities at that place have claimed the

right to compel the Captain of the American Clipper Ship the
" Sovereign of the Seas," now loading a cargo in Liverpool for

Melbourne, to carry a British Mail from the former to the latter

port.

^ See despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 14, Nov. i, 1853, infra.
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The Consul asks for information on the subject, and I

would respectfully request to be informed whether the Postmaster

General is of opinion that such a right exists. As the vessel will

sail from Liverpool on the 3d Sept., I should esteem it a favor

if Your Lordship would communicate this information to me in

time to transmit it to Liverpool before that day.

I have the honor to be, with great consideration.

Your Lordship's most obedient servant,

(sd.) James Buchanan.

The Right Honorable The Earl of Clarendon.

&c. &c. &c.

TO MISS LANE.^

Clarendon Hotel, London, 26 August, 1853.

My dear Harriet/
I have received your letter written a few days after my

departure from New York, which is mislaid for the moment;
and it afforded me great pleasure. It is the only letter which I

have yet received from the United States.

I was presented to the queen at Osborne in the Isle of Wight
on Tuesday last by the Earl of Clarendon, & delivered her my
letter of credence. She has not many personal charms; but is

gracious & dignified in her manners & her character is without

blemish. The interview was brief. Mr. Ingersoll,^ who accom-

panied me to take his leave, & myself lunched at the palace with

Lord Clarendon and several of the attaches of Royalty. His

conduct towards me is all I could have desired ; & Miss Wilcox
is a very nice girl.^ They will pay a short visit to Paris & the

continent & return to the United States in October.

You have lost nothing by not coming to England with me.

Parliament adjourned on last Saturday; and this was the signal

for the nobility & gentry to go to their estates in the country.

There they will remain until next February & in the mean time

London will be very dull. All gaiety in town is at an end &
has been transferred to the estates & country seats throughout

the kingdom.

^ Buchanan Papers, private collection. Imperfectly printed in Curtis's

Buchanan, II. 100.

^ Mr. Buchanan's predecessor as minister to England.
' A niece of Mr. Ingersoll.
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I have not yet procured a house ; but hope to do so next week.

I have just paid my bill for the first week at this Hotel. I have

two rooms & a chamber, have had no company to dine & have

dined at home but three days & the amount is £14 7s. 6d., equal

to nearly $75.00.

It is my desire to see you happily married, because should I

be called away your situation would not be agreeable. Still you

would have plenty. Whilst these are my sentiments, however, I

desire that you shall exercise your own deliberate judgment in

the choice of a husband. View steadily all the consequences, ask

the guidance of Heaven & make up your own mind ; & I shall be

satisfied. A competent independence is a good thing, if it can

be obtained with proper affection; though I should not care for

fortune, provided the man of your choice was in a thriving &
profitable business & possessed a high and fair character. I had

not supposed there was any thing serious in the conversation;

certainly none of your relatives can interpose any just objection.

Be, however, fully persuaded in your own mind & act after due

reflection ; & may God guide you

!

It will require some time to reconcile me to this climate.

We have none of the bright & glorious sun & the clear blue sky

of the United States; but neither have we the scorching heat,

nor the mosquitoes. I have slept comfortably under a blanket

ever since I have been here ; & almost every man you meet carries

an umbrella. The winters, however, are not cold.

Society is in a most artificial position. It is almost impos-

sible for an untitled individual who does not occupy an official

position to enter the charmed circle. The richest & most influ-

ential merchants & bankers are carefully excluded. It is true as

we learned that the niece of a minister at the head of his estab-

lishment does not enjoy his rank. At a dinner party, for

example, whilst he goes to the head of the table, she must remain

at or near the foot. Still, Miss Wilcox has made her way to

much consideration, admiration, & respect.

The rage which seems to pervade the people of the United
States for visiting Europe is wonderful. It takes up much time

at the legation to issue passports. London, however, is but a

stopping place. They generally rush to Paris & the continent;

& this, too, wisely I have no doubt. I would not myself tarry at

London longer than to see the sights. My promise to you shall

be kept inviolate ; and yet I have no doubt a visit to Europe with

an agreeable party would be far more instructive & satisfactory
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to you than to remain for any considerable length of time with

me in London. I thank my stars that you did not come with

me, for you would have had a dreary time of it for the next

six months.

But the Despatches are to be prepared & the Despatch Bag
must close at five o'clock for the steamer of tomorrow. I have
time to write no more, but to assure you that I am always your
affectionate uncle,

James Buchanan.
Miss Harriet Lane.

Remember me most kindly to all my friends & especially to

Miss Hetty, should you still be in Lancaster.

TO MR. POOLE.

(Enclosure in No. 6.^)

Legation &c. 29 August 1853.

John Poole, Esq.
" Lloyd's."

Sir,

I have had the honor of receiving your communication of

the 27th inst., enclosing a copy of certain Resolutions adopted by
" a Public Meeting of Merchants, Underwriters, Ship Owners,

Captains, Officers, and others interested in Navigation, held at

the Merchants' Room at Lloyd's, on the subject of the offer made
by Lieutenant Maury of the United States Navy on behalf of his

Government, to furnish copies of his valuable charts and sailing

directions to Masters of British Merchant Ships who shall under-

take to furnish the results of their observations in the prescribed

form."

You may be assured that I shall esteem it both a pleasure

and privilege, in compliance with these resolutions, to become

the organ of communicating the thanks of the Meeting to the

Government of the United States.

Foreign Commerce, by uniting distant Nations and render-

ing them mutually dependent, has ever proved to be a powerful

means of promoting peace and extending civilization throughout

*Mr. Buchanan's No. 6, Sept. 6, 1853 (65 MS. Despatches from England),

transmits this letter to the Department of State, without comment.
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the world. Every improvement, therefore, in the science and

practice of Navigation is a benefit to all mankind. In this view

of the subject, I feel convinced that the President and people of

the United States will learn with peculiar satisfaction that the

intelligent and powerful class of British Subjects interested in

foreign commerce are disposed to co-operate with the Government

of the United States in '' collecting and disseminating informa-

tion relative to the direction of winds and Ocean Currents in all

parts of the world," which may shorten the duration and diminish

the danger of Voyages, and thus render life and property more
secure.

With sentiments of high respect,

I remain truly yours

(Sd.) James Buchanan.

TO BARON DE CETTO.

(Enclosure in No. 7.^)

Legation of the U. S. August 29, 1853.

Mr. Buchanan presents his compliments to Baron de Cetto,

and has the honor to inform him that he has received instructions

from the Government of the United States to conclude a Conven-

tion with his Excellency, between the United States of America

and the Kingdom of Bavaria, for the mutual extradition of

fugitives from justice, similar to that' which has recently been

concluded between the United States and Prussia, of which Mr.

Buchanan has now the honor to transmit a copy.

It affords him pleasure also to inform H. E. Baron de Cetto,

that the delay to accede to the wish expressed by him to Mr.

Lawrence to conclude such a Convention has been solely occa-

sioned by the doubt which existed whether the Senate of the

United States would approve the Convention with Prussia. This

doubt having now been rem.oved, Mr. Buchanan is prepared at

any time after the present week which may suit H. E. Baron de

Cetto's convenience to enter upon the business.

Mr, Buchanan avails himself of this opportunity to assure

H. E. Baron de Cetto of his high consideration.

His Excellency Baron de Cetto,

&c., &c., &c.

^Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 7, Sept. 16, 1853, infra.
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FROM LORD CLARENDON.
(Enclosure C 3. in No. 14/)

Foreign Office, August 30, 1853.

Sir,

I have the honour to acquaint you that immediately upon the receipt

of your letter of the 25th instant, I requested the Post Master General to

furnish me with information in regard to the Law by which the Captain of

the American Clipper Ship, the " Sovereign of the Seas," had been called

upon by the Post Office authorities at Liverpool to carry a British Mail Bag
from that Port to Melbourne; and I have now the honor of forwarding to

you a copy of a Report from the Post Office, by which you will see that

the Master of any Ship, whether British or Foreign, is bound, under a

Penalty of Two Hundred Pounds, to convey such a Mail bag on receiving

the usual gratuities payable for such service.

I have the honor to be with the highest consideration. Sir,

Your most obedient humble servant

(signed) Clarendon.

FROM BARON DE CETTO.

(Enclosure with No. 7.'')

In reply [to Mr. Buchanan's note of the 29th ultimo] Baron de Cetto

begs leave to say that he has heard with much gratification of Mr. Buchanan's

being authorized to negotiate and sign the Convention above mentioned, and

availing himself of His Excellency's kind offer, he takes the liberty of

naming Monday next, if convenient to Mr. Buchanan, for the purpose of

their meeting together at the place and at the hour His Excellency may be

pleased to appoint.

Baron de Cetto has thus fixed upon an early day with a view of making

it possible to settle the affair before his departure from England, which is to

take place soon on leave of absence.

Baron de Cetto avails himself of this opportunity to assure Mr. Buchanan

of his high consideration.

Hill Street, Berkeley Square,

August 31, 1853.

His Excellency James Buchanan, Esqre.

&c., &c., &c.

* Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 14, Nov. i, 1853, infra.

^Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 7, Sept. 16, 1853, infra.
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TO MR. HAWTHORNE.
(Enclosure D. 4. in No. 14.^)

Eegation of United States
London, 31 Aug. 1853.

Sir,

Immediately upon the receipt of your favor of the 24th

Instant, which was handed to me by Mr. Ingersoll, I addressed a

note to Lord Clarendon on the 25th, respecting the claim made
by the Post Office authorities at Liverpool to compel the Captain

of the American Clipper Ship the " Sovereign of the Seas " to

carry a British mail from Liverpool to Melbourne. On last even-

ing I received from the Foreign Office an answer enclosing a

report from the Post Office Department on the subject, dated

on the 29th, from which I make the following extract :

—

" I am
directed by his Lordship to state to you for the information of

the Earl of Clarendon that, in the opinion of the Solicitor to this

Department to whom the question has been referred, no master

of any vessel, British or Foreign, bound from the Port of Liver-

pool to Australia could refuse to take a Post letter Bag delivered

or tendered to him for conveyance by an officer of the Post

Office, without incurring a penalty of £200. The usual gratuities

would be payable whether the vessel were British or Foreign."

As I intend to investigate this question, I should be glad that

you would inform me, after a careful examination, whether this

is the first case of the kind which has occurred at Liverpool. It

is presumed that as the British Government have opened their

coasting trade to Foreign vessels, they deem it but reasonable

that in the enjoyment of this trade those vessels should be subject

to the same terms and conditions with British vessels. Whether
there exists any Act of Parliament to justify the decision of the

Post Office Department will be a subject of immediate investi-

gation. In the mean time, I would advise the Captain of the

"Sovereign of the Seas " to receive and carry the mail under

protest should he deem this expedient.

Yours very respectfully

(signed) James Buchanan.
Nath. Hawthorne, Esq.

U. S. Consul, Liverpool.

^ See despatch to Mr, Marcy, No. 14, Nov. i, 1853, infra.
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TO MR. MARCY/

(No. 5.) Legation of The United States.

London, 2d September 1853.

Sir,

I have the honor to acknowledge your Despatch No. 8, (of

the 1 8th Aug-. 1853,) transmitting a Copy of a Despatch dated

1 6th Feb. 1853, from Lord John Russell to Mr. Crampton. I

have also, since my arrival in London, received your No. 3 (of

the 6th July) authorising and instructing me to conclude a

Convention, on the part of the United States, with the kingdom
of Bavaria, for the mutual Extradition of Fugitives from justice,

similar to that recently concluded with Prussia, together with a

full power for this purpose. The Baron de Cetto & myself have

agreed to meet on Monday next to enter upon this business ; and

as he is very anxious to conclude the Convention, I do not

anticipate any delay or difficulty in accomplishing the object.

I would merely observe that during Mr. Polk's administra-

tion, the third Article of the present Convention with Prussia,

declaring that " none of the contracting parties shall be bound
to deliver up its own citizens or subjects," was considered so

wanting in real reciprocity, though reciprocal on its face, that

for this, as well as for other reasons which I do not now dis-

tinctly recollect, we declined to enter into such a Convention

with that Power.

As, however, this concession has already been made to

Prussia and other States of the Germanic Confederation, it

could not well be denied to Bavaria.

I transmit you copies of two notes from the Earl of Clar-

endon of the 26th and 30th ultimo, the first announcing that

directions had been given, by the General Commanding in Chief,

for the immediate discharge of Benjamin Wentworth, a citizen

of the United States from her Majesty's Service; and the second,

that orders had been given by the Lords Commissioners of the

Admiralty for the erection of a Light-House at the '' Isaacs
"

on the Bahama Bank.

I have not yet asked an interview with Lord Clarendon;

because I expected to receive by Mr. Sickles a Despatch from

you, communicating the views of the President in regard to the

stipulations which he would deem indispensable in a Treaty with

^MSS. Department of State, 65 Despatches from England.
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Great Britain for the settlement of the Central American ques-

tions ; & authorising me, should I deem it expedient, to present a

protest to this Government against their establishment of the

Colony of the Bay of Islands. In this expectation I have been

disappointed; but I shall, notwithstanding, request an interview

with his Lordship early next week & report to you the result.

At this interview, however, I shall feel somewhat embarrassed,

for want of the distinct views of the President on these im-

portant subjects.

On Wednesday last, the Turkish Minister at this Court, Mr.

Musurus, called to see me, & immediately commenced, with the

utmost apparent frankness, to converse on the existing difficulties

between the Emperor Nicholas & the Sultan. I observed that I

presumed the questions between the two Powers might be con-

sidered as settled; because the public Journals asserted, that the

modifications proposed by the Sublime Porte to the note agreed

upon by the four Powders at Vienna were of a character merely

formal, & would, therefore, be accepted by the Emperor. He
replied that this was a mistake,—that the modifications were of

an important character from which the Sultan would never re-

cede, & they were stated to be merely formal by the French &
English Journals, so that the Emperor might the more readily

give his assent to them. I asked if the Sultan had required that

the Emperor should withdraw his forces from the Danubian

provinces as a condition of the settlement. He said not;—but

that the Sultan would hold the Mediating Powers responsible for

this result.

Since our conversation, these modifications have been pub-

lished, & although they cannot be said to be merely formal, yet,

in my opinion, they contain nothing of a very important char-

acter. It was the Turkish Minister's opinion there would be

no war; & in this I heartily concur. France & England are so

much indisposed to go to war with Russia, that they will find

means to avert it, even if the Emperor should refuse to accede

to the modifications made by the Sublime Porte, which, however,

is not anticipated. It is a remarkable fact that whilst the Gov-
ernments of both France & England admit that the invasion of

the Danubian provinces constituted a casus belli, the question is

to be settled by a note from the Sultan which makes no mention
whatever of this invasion & requires no stipulation, on the part

of the Emperor, that he shall withdraw his forces from these

Provinces. I ought to add, that it seems to be confidently
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believed by the Mediating Powers, that the Emperor will with-

draw his forces immediately after his acceptance of the note as

modified ; & they may have private assurances to this effect. But

there will be no war, unless the fanaticism of the Turks should

unexpectedly compel the Sultan to commence hostilities.

The Turkish Minister expressed great satisfaction with the

conduct of Captain Ingraham in the Koszta affair.

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

TO MR. BROWN/
Legation of The United States.

London 5 September 1853.

Sir/

I have had the honor to receive the Resolution adopted, on

the 30th ultimo, by the American Chamber of Commerce at

Liverpool, inviting me to a Banquet to be given by them, as a

mark of respect & welcome upon my appointment as Minister of

the United States of America to England; & requesting me to

name a day when it will best suit my convenience to attend.

Whilst highly & gratefully appreciating this honor, I regret

that it is impossible for me, with a due regard to my public duties

in London, to say when, if at all, their kind invitation could be

accepted. I feel, therefore, constrained respectfully to decline it.

In doing this, however, I beg to assure them, that no man in

either country estimates more highly than myself the commerce
conducted between Liverpool & the United States; & no man
more ardently desires that this may long continue to extend itself,

in peace & security, & to confer mutual benefits upon both nations.

The period in the world's history seems at length to have

arrived when mankind have discovered that narrow & unjust

restrictions upon foreign trade most surely defeat their own
object, & when selfishness itself is enlisted in favor of a liberal

policy. The philanthropist, at the same time, rejoices in the

knowledge that the mutual dependence which commerce creates

between nations is the surest preventive of war, by rendering

* Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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peace the interest of all. For my own part, I firmly believe that

the unsettled questions known to exist between Great Britain

& the United States, judged alone according to the value of the

material interests involved, are not worth six months' suspension

of the trade between the two Countries. It is, therefore, greatly

to be desired that these questions should be speedily, honorably

& finally adjusted; & that hereafter both nations should enjoy a

smooth sea & a cloudless sky for a friendly competition in all the

pursuits calculated to enlighten & benefit the human race. The
greatest revolution, so far as the interest of commerce & manu-
factures is concerned, which has ever been commenced among
men, is that now in apparently successful progress in China.

Should this terminate in opening a free access to that vast

empire of three hundred millions of human beings, the United

States & Great Britain will have a harvest presented to them,

which, even with all their energy, enterprise & resources, they

will scarcely be able to reap. Then will a noble & generous

rivalry, also, spring up between them;—which shall contribute

most effectually to promote the cause of Christianity, civilisation

& freedom among this ancient & strange people.

With sentiments of great respect, I remain,

Your obedient servant

James Buchanan.
William Brown Esquire M. P.

Chairman &c. &c.

TO THE REV. MR. BUCHANAN.^

Clarendon Hotel, New Bond Street,

London 8 September 1853.

My dear Brother/
I am now sitting this evening by a good coal fire thinking

of you & all at home kindly. The change of climate has not

been pleasant; though I trust I shall soon be acclimated. From
the night of the day after I left New York, (Aug: 6) I have
slept comfortably under a blanket & sometimes under two. This

climate is extremely damp. It rains very often ; & almost every

decent looking man you meet carries an umbrella to be prepared

^Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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for a sudden shower. But if we do not here enjoy the bright

suns & clear blue sky of our Country, neither do we suffer from
the extremes of heat & cold.

This is the dull season in London. The Nobility & gentry

are all in the Country & so they will continue to be until near the

meeting of Parliament in February next. This will afford me
time to bring up my reckoning & I am glad of it.

The expense of living is great, even beyond any estimate I

had formed. Myself & my servant cost me at this Hotel from

$80 to $90 per week. I have three rooms. I have been en-

gaged in looking out for a furnished house; but although there

are plenty to let, I have not yet found one in all respects suitable.

I regret that circumstances compelled me to accept this mis-

sion
;
yet with the blessing of God, I intend to make the best of

it & render myself as comfortable & happy as possible. Inde-

pendently of the important business there is much to do here;

but I think I have been fortunate in the Secretary of Legation &
Private Secretary. To be sure, they are somewhat green yet;

but they both have capacity & all they want is training.

I shall send you by the next Despatch Bag the London
Morning Post of yesterday containing a charge of the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury to his clergy; which I have no doubt will

interest you.

The devotion and loyalty of these people to their Queen &
" defender of the Faith " is enthusiastic & almost unanimous. Her
personal character & conduct are indeed exemplary; but after all,

she is little more than a mere pageant, the real power being in the

hands of the responsible ministry. My interview with her was but

brief. Her manners are gracious & dignified, though she has

not many personal charms.

Of the Cabinet Ministers I have only seen the Earl of Claren-

don, & Lord Palmerston. With the latter, who came two days

[ago] from the Country, I have had a very free & friendly

conversation. He is a dashing character & the ablest Debater in

the House of Commons.
I hope that ere this James may have commenced his studies,

either at Pittsburg or Lancaster.

Last Sunday week I attended Langham Church, a fashionable

Episcopal Church, in company with a wealthy Banker & his lady

:

& was rather pleased with the exercises though the church had

something of a Catholic appearance. I confess, however, that

when in looking over the Peerage, I found that many of the
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nobles had from 5 to 20 & even thirty livings in their gift, my
Republican spirit w^as vexed at this abuse.

Last Sunday I went to Great Russell Street to hear Dr.

Cummins—a celebrated preacher of the Free Church of Scotland.

I, there, felt myself more at home. He did not preach, though

we had a good Presbyterian sermon & a running exposition of

the chapter which preceded it. We had the old version of

David's Psalms ; & it would have done Dr. Sample's heart good

to hear the style of the singing. I have not the slightest objection

to the Episcopal Church in the United States. Far, very far

from it
;
yet early associations attach me to the Presbyterian form.

I desire to be a good Christian ; & shall make it a point to attend

some church every Sunday, unless something particular should

prevent.

Please to remember me most kindly to Dr. Sample & the

Lightners, with Mrs. Dale. I presume Isaac is now in Wash-
ington. Also to Miss Hetty & Eskridge, should you see them.

Give my love to Anne Eliza & the children & believe me ever

to be your affectionate brother

James Buchanan.
Rev: Edward Y. Buchanan.

Please to give the Post to Mrs. Bovmian with my kind

respects.

FROM MR. HAWTHORNE.
(Enclosure E. 5. in No. 14.^)

Consulate of the United States.

Liverpool 9th Sept. 1853.

Sir,

Referring to my communication of the 24th Aug., and your reply thereto

of the 31st of Aug., I now beg to inform you that, acting on your advice,

Capt : Warner, of the " Sovereign of the Seas," received the Letter Bags
tendered him by the Post Office, under Protest. Herewith I forward you
a copy of the Protest he deemed it proper to make before me.

I cannot find that any previous case of the kind has occurred at

Liverpool.

For the voyage to the United States, and until recently American vessels

rarely sailed from Liverpool for any other port, the prescribed compensa-
tion of two pence a letter was deemed sufficient, and as I understand it was
a perquisite of the Captain, no dissatisfaction would be likely to be felt.

The raising of the question seems owing to the opening of the Australia and

^ Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 14, Nov. i, 1853, infra.
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India trade to American vessels—to the much greater cost of the vessels

engaged in it, and the much longer voyage and higher rates of freight, coupled

with the facts that the British Government frequently pays large sums for

conveyance of the mails to Australia by private vessels, and that a sum so

paid would go to the owner of the vessel; and I understand that it was at

the instance of the owner of the " Sovereign of the Seas " and his agent

that the proposition and objection respecting the carrying of the mails were
first made.

What national or higher interests are involved in the question thus raised,

you are a better judge of than I can be, but it is desirable that the right in

the matter should be settled and understood.

With high respect I have the honor to be

Your obed. servt.

(sd.) N. Hawthorne.

TO MISS lane;

Clarendon Hotel, London 15 September 1853.

My dear Harriet/
On the day before yesterday I received your kind letter of

the 28 August, with a letter from Mary which I have already

answered. How rejoiced I am that she is contented & happy in

San Francisco! I also received your favor of the 18 August in

due time. I write to you this evening ; because I have important

Despatches to prepare for the Department tomorrow, to be sent

by Saturday's steamer.

How rejoiced I am that you did not come with me! Per-

ceiving your anxiety, I was several times on the point of saying

to you, come along ; but you would see nearly as much fashionable

society at Wheatland, as you would see here until February or

March next. You cannot conceive how dull it is; though per-

sonally I am content. The beau nionde are all at their country-

seats or on the continent, there to remain until the meeting of

Parliament. But what is worse than all, I have not yet been

able to procure a house in which I would consent to live. I have

looked at a great many,—the houses of the nobility & gentry ; but

the furniture in all of them is old, decayed, & wretched & with

very few exceptions, they are very, very dirty. I can account for

this in no other manner than that they are not willing to rent

them until the furniture is worn out, & that London is for them

like a great watering place from about the first of March until the

^ Buchanan Papers, private collection. Imperfectly printed in Curtis's

Buchanan, IL 101-103.
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first of August. This hotel, which is the most fashionable in

London, is not nearly equal to the first hotels in Philadelphia &
New York; & yet the cost of living at it, with two rooms &
a chamber is about $90 per week. The enormous expense [here]

and the superior attractions [there] drive all the American

travellers to Paris & the continent. The London Times has taken

up the subject & is now daily comparing the superior cheapness &
superior accommodations of the Hotels in the United States with

those of London. Here there are no tahle-d'hotes & the house

may be full without your knowing who is in it.

I think I have a treasure in the servant (Jackson) I brought

with me from New York. If he should only hold out, he is all

I could desire.

Mr. Welsh surpasses my expectations as a man of business.

Colonel Lawrence, the attache without pay, is industrious, gentle-

manly, & has been highly useful. He knows everybody, &
works as though he received $10,000 per annum. I venture to

say I have as able & useful a legation as any in London. Law-
rence has gone to Scotland in company with Miss Chapman &
her father, & I think he is much pleased with her. In truth, she

is a nice girl & very handsome. The Chapmans will return imme-
diately to the United States.

The Marchioness of Wellesley is suffering from the dropsy

& she, with her sister Lady Stafford, remained a few days at this

house. I saw a good deal of them whilst they were here; & they

have been very, very kind to me. They love to talk about

America & they yet appear to have genuine American hearts.

Lady Wellesley lives at Hampton Court,—the old historic palace

about fifteen miles from London erected by Cardinal Wolsey, &
I am going there to dine with them & see the palace on Saturday.

I shall take Sickles & Welsh with me, according to Lady Welles-

ley's special request, though she does not know them. The
Duchess of Leeds is in Scotland.

These three American girls have had a strange fate. Many
of their sex have envied them ; but I think without cause. They
are all childless & would, I verily believe, have been more happy
had they been united to independent & intelligent gentlemen in

their own country. It is impossible to conceive of a more elegant

& accomplished lady than Lady Wellesley; & although bowed
down by disease she still retains the relics of her former beauty.

Her younger sister, Betsy Caton (Lady Stafford), the belle of

belles in her day in America, has become gross & does not retain
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a trace of her good looks except a cheerful and animated counte-

nance. She is evidently a fine woman & very much a Catholic

devotee. They are all widows except the Duchess of Leeds.

Rank, rank is every thing in this country. My old friend

of twenty years ago, Mrs. Bates, the wife of the partner of the

great House of Baring Brothers & Co., & then a nice little

Yankee woman who had never been at court, continually talks

to me now about the duchess of this & the countess of that &
the Queen. Lords & Ladies afford her a constant theme. Her
daughter & only child, who will be immensely rich, is the wife of

the Belgian minister, & this has given her a lift. She is still,

however, the same good kind hearted woman she was in the

ancient time; but has grown very large. They are now at their

country-seat at East Sheen in the vicinity of London,—her hus-

band's business preventing her from going far away. I have

now nearly finished my sheet. I have not yet had time to see any

of the Lions. God bless you! Remember me kindly to Mrs.

Hunter. I have written to Clemmie since I have been here.

From yr. affectionate uncle,

James Buchanan.
Miss Harriet Lane.

TO LORD CLARENDON.

(Enclosure F. 6. in No. 14.^)

United States Legation.

London, 16 Sept. 1853.

My Lord,

I have the honor of communicating to you the copy of a

protest made on the 6th inst. before the United States Consul at

Liverpool, by Henry Warner, the Master of the American Ship
" Sovereign of the Seas," against the action of the Post Office

Authorities at that place in compelling him to carry a British

mail to Australia.

The Consul informed me that so far as he can ascertain,

this is the first case of the kind that has ever occurred at Liver-

pool, and in reporting it to the Government at Washington, I

desire to accompany it with all the necessary explanations.

The Question is one of much interest, particularly to the

^Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 14, Nov. i, 1853, infra.
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owners of our fast sailing Clipper Ships, built at very great

expense, who naturally desire to realize all the advantages which
fairly belong to them, from the superior swiftness of their vessels.

Under these circumstances, I must beg Your Lordship to

procure for me a reference from the Postmaster General to the

Act or Acts of Parliament on which the opinion of the Solicitor

of that Department, communicated to you, on the 29th ultimo,

was founded ; that " no master of any vessel, British or Foreign,

bound from the Port of Liverpool to Australia, could refuse to

take a Post Letter Bag, delivered or tendered to him for convey-

ance by an Officer of the Post Office, without incurring a penalty

of £200." Should this reference be accompanied by a brief ex-

planation concerning the application of the law, and of the penalty

to Foreign, as well as to British vessels, it would be still more
satisfactory.

If American vessels are required by law, upon clearing from
a British Port, to carry British mails to their Ports of destination,

it is proper that this should be made known to those interested in

the United States, so that they may regulate their conduct ac-

cordingly; and thus future trouble be prevented.

I have the honor to be with great consideration

Your Lordship's most obedient servant,

(sd.) James Buchanan.

TO MR. MARCY.^

(No. 7.) Legation of The United States.

London, i6th September 1853.

Sir/

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch

No. 9, of the 24th ultimo, with the commission of George N.
Sanders, Esquire, as Consul of the United States for the Port
of London, and to inform you that application has already been
made for his Exequatur.

I transmit to you herewith, a convention " for the mutual
Extradition of Fugitives from justice, in certain cases," between
the United States and Bavaria, which was signed at this Legation
on the 1 2th Instant by Baron de Cetto, the Bavarian Minister in

London, and myself. I also transmit a copy of my note to

^ MSS. Department of State, 65 Despatches to England.
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Baron de Cetto, of the 29th ultimo, and of his answer of the

3ist.^ These are the only notes of the least importance which

passed between us.

Upon examination you will find that this Convention has

been drawn in strict conformity with your instructions of the 6th

July, and is, in every essential particular, a transcript of our

recent Convention on the same subject with Prussia. The verbal

variations in the preamble and at the commencement of the first

Article were assented to by me in consequence of the strong desire

expressed by the Baron, proceeding evidently from national

jealousy, that our Convention with Bavaria should not be an

exact copy of that with Prussia.

I proposed to him to omit the second article, providing " that

the stipulations of this Convention shall be applied to any other

State of the Germanic Confederation which may hereafter declare

its accession thereto," and asked him whether there were any and

what German States who might probably desire to avail them-

selves of this concession. He answered that Wurtemberg and

Hanover and other States might possibly wish to declare their

accession to our Convention with Bavaria. I informed him that

I had no doubt the Government of the United States would be

willing to conclude a similar Convention with either Wurtemberg
or Hanover; and that these States could, in my opinion, derive

but little benefit from their accession to this Convention, because

the act of accession, whatever this might be, must first be ratified

by the President and Senate, in order to render it effectual. I

also observed that an unhappy misunderstanding now existed

between the United States and Austria which might possibly

present difficulties to the ratification of a Convention by the

President and Senate, which would enable that Power to ad-

vance a claim to be placed on the same footing with Bavaria.

He replied that I need have no fears on that account. Austria

considered herself too great and was too proud to declare her

accession to a Convention concluded by any Powder but herself.

He said he had himself suggested to his Government that the

second article might be omitted as unnecessary; but they had

objected to it, believing that the United States ought to place

Bavaria in this respect on the same footing with Prussia. He
added that Austria might at present, if she were so disposed,

accede to our Convention with Prussia; and that therefore no

* For these notes, see the proper dates, supra.
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possible inconvenience could result from placing Bavaria on the

same footing with that Power.

I informed him that Mr. Polk's administration had serious

objections to the conclusion of a Treaty of Extradition with

Prussia and the other German States, chiefly because these States

insisted upon refusing to deliver up their own subjects who might
commit crimes in the United States and escape to their respective

countries. He said that the constitution and laws of Bavaria

and all the German States prohibited their Governments from
surrendering their own subjects to be tried before a foreign

jurisdiction, and besides, that the Convention would be strictly

reciprocal as it did not require the United States to deliver up
their citizens. I observed that this reciprocity was more nominal

than real;—whilst the emigration of Bavarian subjects to the

United States was very great, but few American citizens visited

Bavaria. I said, however, that the Government of the United

States had overcome this objection in regard to Prussia and they

were willing now to place Bavaria on the same footing.

The Baron is a frank and kind-hearted German, and has been

long the Minister at this Court. He seems to be very favorably

disposed to our country, and was evidently much gratified that

he had signed as Plenipotentiary the first Treaty between Bavaria

and the United States. He has obtained a leave of absence for

two months, and left London for Munich on Tuesday last, carry-

ing with him the Convention.

I can conceive that serious difficulties may arise from Ex-
tradition Conventions, especially when concluded with nations

from which there is a large emigration to the United States, by
a departure from the rule of surrendering fugitives from justice,

no matter to what country they belong, to be tried under the

jurisdiction where the crime was committed.

The Emperor of Russia has refused to accept the modifica-

tions made by the Sublime Porte to the note of the Four Mediat-

ing Powers. Notwithstanding this refusal, I still entertain the

opinion expressed to you in my despatch of the 6th instant, that
" there will be no Avar, unless the fanaticism, of the Turks should

compel the Sultan to commence hostilities." The danger appears

to me to be chiefly from this quarter. The Turks have made
great preparations ; and in doing this have exhausted the resources

of the Empire. There are many skilful foreign officers in their

serv^ice; and they are now probably better prepared for the

inevitable struggle than they will be at any future period. Be-
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sides, the ancient Mussulman fanaticism has been aroused to the

highest pitch against the Russians; and the Turkish troops are

anxious to commence hostihties. There is a large and formid-

able war party in the Divan; and it is believed by many that

should the Sultan now be prevailed upon to withdraw his modifi-

cations to the note of the mediating Powers and consent to

transmit it to Russia in its original form, whilst the Russian

troops still occupy Moldavia and Wallachia, his head will be in

danger. Still France and Great Britain will exhaust every effort

of diplomacy to avert hostilities.

I have lost or mislaid my despatch No. i, and have never

received your No. 4. I would thank you to send me copies of

them; and also of all the Consular Regulations of the Department

now in force. I have often occasion for these last in my cor-

respondence with our consuls.

I have not yet asked an interview^ with Lord Clarendon for

the purpose of talking over the Central American question, con-

cluding, upon reflection, it was most judicious to await the arrival

of the Baltic in the certain expectation that I should then receive

your promised instructions together with my full power to con-

clude a Treaty upon this subject. In this expectation I have been

disappointed, and I shall to-morrow ask an interview with his

Lordship, though my conversation with him cannot be of that

specific and frank character which, I am well persuaded, is best

calculated to produce an effect upon this Government.

Yours veiy respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy

Secretary of State.

TO MR. MARCY.^

(No. 8.) Legation of The United States.

London, 22 Sept. 1853.

Sir,

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, on the 19th

instant, of your despatch. No. 10, of the 2nd, enclosing a copy

of the draft of a Treaty submitted to Mr. Crampton on the ist;

'MSS. Department of State, 65 Despatches from England.
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also of your explanatory communication to him of the same date.

I called on the Earl of Clarendon yesterday at the Foreign

Office by appointment.

After mutual salutations, he said he would have called to

see me in a friendly way before this time ; but his family were in

the country and he was with them as much as possible; and whilst

in town, they were all worried with the Russian and Turkish

question. I answered that I should most probably have called

to see him at an earlier day but for this question. I knew how
much of their time and attention it occupied, and I had waited

until it should be settled ; but as this still appeared to be remote, I

had determined to wait no longer. He shrugged his shoulders,

and obsen^ed emphatically that the question now looked squally.

They had had a great deal of trouble with it. They had done all

they could to save Turkey. The Sultan ought to have been satis-

fied with the note prepared by the Four Powers. It was true

the Emperor of Russia had behaved badly. He had violated

existing Treaties, and exposed Europe to the danger of a general

war, which, if once commenced, God only knew where it would

end.

I remarked that for some time it had appeared to me the

danger of war proceeded from the Sultan rather than the Czar ;

—

that the fanaticism of the Turks now seemed to be excited to the

very highest degree,—that their army breathed nothing but war
against Russia, and that the Sultan might be in personal danger

were he now to recede from the modifications he had proposed to

the note of the four Powers. His Lordship replied that this was
indeed the source of the greatest danger. The Sultan had col-

lected a large body of wild troops from Asia, inspired with

fanatical zeal, who would not be willing to return home without

a fight; and on both sides they were almost equally barbarians.

I told him that when I was in Russia, twenty years ago, the

Emperor had treated me with great personal kindness and had

occasionally conversed with me freely; that I considered him
one of the ablest men I had ever met, and his manners and

conversation were well calculated to give him great personal

influence over all those w^hom he desired to please and conciliate.

His Lordship said this was ver}^ true; he was a very able

man, had great powers of persuasion, and could render himself

very agreeable when he chose.—I proceeded :—when I was in

Russia, from the very highest to the lowest, they all looked with

intense zeal to the recovery of the Church of St. Sophia, which
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they considered the original seat of their holy religion, from the

possession of the Turks;—that, in fact, the Catholic Christians

could not feel greater anxiety for the recovery of St. Peter's at

Rome, were it in the hands of the infidels, than the Greek Chris-

tians did to re-possess St. Sophia at Constantinople. Now it

might be a question whether the Emperor Nicholas, all powerful

as he was, after stimulating this religious zeal among his subjects

and taking possession of the Principalities, could with safety re-

trace his steps.

He said that the Emperor had indeed done all he could to

make his subjects believe that the Greek Church was in danger;

but, his Lordship added, his advices from St. Petersburg were

that the Emperor's efforts had failed. They said there, in regard

to the danger of the Greek Church,—and then he hesitated :

—

they said, in plain terms, it is a lie;—it is all a lie.

, I expressed my regret at the statement contained in the Post

of this morning, and hoped that it was without foundation. If it

were true, the affair did, indeed, look " squally." He said he had

not seen the Post ; he had heard there was an article in it on the

Russian and Turkish question, but had not learned what it con-

tained. I said I would tell him, without any desire to elicit a

response from him, in which, as American Minister, I had no

immediate concern. The statement was that the Russian Govern-

ment had assigned as one reason for not accepting the note as

modified by the Turks, that the original note prepared by the

Four Powers had, in substance, contained all the concessions

which the Emperor required through Prince Menschikoff, and

that viewing it in this light, the Emperor had been satisfied with

it. This appeared to disturb his Lordship; and from his reply

I understood him to say that the British Government had no

such information; but of this I am not positive. (It would place

both England and France in an awkward predicament if it should

appear that the Emperor and the Sultan both attached the same

meaning to the note of the Four Powers,—a meaning so much
at variance with the professed intention of the British and French

Governments.

)

I observed it was fortunate for the cause of peace that the

Danube was between the opposing forces. Yes, said he, if it had

not been for this, they would have been at it long ago.

He was evidently full of the subject; but I took occasion to

change it.

I told him that my principal object in requesting this inter-
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view was to inform him that the President of the United States

had confided to me the task of settling with him, if this were

possible, the questions pending between the two Governments in

relation to Central America. It was not my purpose at this time

to enter into any discussion of these questions; but merely to

introduce the subject to his notice.

He said he feared we would have great difficulty in settling

these questions;—the two Governments seemed to differ widely

on this subject. That for their part, they would gladly get clear

of their Mosquito Protectorate,—it was of no advantage to them;

but that for a period of two or three hundred years they had

exercised this Protectorate, and that the honor of Great Britain

required they should not abandon the Mosquitos, without proper

attention to their interests.

I replied that upon this point the two Governments did

indeed differ widely. That the American Government was en-

tirely convinced that even if the British Government had formerly

any claims to the Mosquito Protectorate, they had entirely and

explicitly abandoned them by their Treaties with Spain of 1783
and 1786. He said there were two opinions on this subject, and

that since the date of those Treaties they had resumed their

protectorate. I replied, that this, I believed, they had only done

at a recent period. We then agreed that we would not enter

upon the discussion of this or any other of the questions at the

present time; for which he was evidently unprepared.

I then told him I would state the fact, that the Senate of the

United States, at their last Session, had before them a proclama-

tion dated at Belize in July, 1852, from which it appeared that

the British Government had established a new Colony of " The
Bay Islands " on the Coast of Honduras, since the date of the

Clayton and Bulwer Treaty, and that it seemed to be the opinion

of that body, so far as I knew, without dissent, that this Colony

had been established in direct violation of that Treaty. That if

this Colony had been established, it would tend very much to

complicate the questions between the two Countries. He an-

swered that he knew nothing about the establishment of such a

Colony,—that he was wholly unprepared to say whether it had

or had not been established ; but would inform me the next time

we met. He then asked what Islands they were. I told him
Ruatan and other smaller Islands in its vicinity. He said he

thought Ruatan had long been in possession of the British. I

observed that this would also be disputed; but in any event, I
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conceived that the estabHshment of this Colony, subsequent to

the date of the Clayton and Bulwer Treaty, was a plain violation

of its terms. I hoped it had not been established. It was not

mentioned among their Colonies in the British Imperial Calendar

for 1853; and that the Senate had not had before them any

official evidence of the fact; but had asked upon such information

as seemed to be entirely satisfactory.

He then took a memorandum from me of the proclamation

purporting to have been issued on the 17th July, 1852, by
" Augustus Frederick Gore, Acting Colonial Secretary." I re-

quested him, if such a Colony had been established, to send me a

copy of the official act,—which he promised to do.

His Lordship then branched off, I suppose in consequence

of my reference to the proceedings of the Senate in regard to the

Bay Islands, & said he was extremely sorry to remark, that the

Speakers in our Senate & House of Representatives, particularly

the latter, were in the habit of indulging in offensive remarks

against Great Britain, calculated to excite unfriendly feelings be-

tween the two Countries, which ought always to be good friends.

That no member of the House of Lords or House of Commons
ever indulged in similar remarks against the United States. If

any one of them should attempt to do so, he would meet the

strongest marks of reprobation. That in fact it would not be

tolerated.

I answered that his Lordship knew well how to make the

proper allowance for freedom of discussion in a Legislative

Assembly under a free Government. Besides, that unfortunately,

ever since my entrance into public life, there had been a continued

succession of irritating questions between the two governments,

which kept unpleasant feelings alive without intermission. That

at the present moment, I was sorry to say, there were many such

in existence. Yes, he observed, there was a plentiful crop of

them at present, for which he was, also, very sorry ;—I continued,

it was the desire of the President that all these should be amicably

and honorably settled, so that the two countries might make a

fresh and propitious start.

I observed, there was one question which had been incessant

in its operation and kept alive a constant irritation of feeling

in the United States. The Congress of the United States had no

more power to interfere with or to abolish the Institution of

Slavery in the several States than had the Parliament of Great

Britain. He said emphatically he knew that was the case, he
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knew it well ; and yet, I continued, that ever since the establish-

ment of the British Anti-Slavery Society and their associate

Societies of Abolitionists in the United States, they had kept up

an incessant war upon this subject. These fanatics ought to

know and could not but know, that they were adopting the most

effectual mean's of defeating their own avowed object. They
had exasperated the feelings of the citizens of the Slave-holding

States by their violent and abusive interference in this question,

and had thus succeeded in defeating all hopes of emancipation by

the only Powers on earth who had any rightful authority over

the subject. He observed earnestly, that this was a necessary

consequence of their proceedings. I resumed,—Before this Anti-

Slavery agitation commenced, about the year 1832 or 1833, a

grandson of Mr. Jefferson, Col. Randolph, had introduced into

the House of Delegates of Virginia, a proposition for the gradual

abolition of Slavery in that important State,—that many of the

leading men in the Legislature of Virginia sustained the measure

w^armly and strongly, that it w^as deliberately and temperately

discussed, and that the mover entertained strong hopes of carry-

ing it at no distant period. In the mean time the British Anti-

Slavery Society, and other Societies of a kindred character, had

interposed their baneful efforts, and such had been the effect that

Col. Randolph himself had assured me, some years ago, he could

not now introduce a similar proposition without danger of sub-

jecting himself to personal violence.

I observed that if this question had been left to the citizens

of the several sovereign States, to whom it alone belonged, many
persons believed that, ere this, laws would have existed in some

of the more northern slave-holding States for the gradual aboli-

tion of slavery.

We conversed for some time longer in the same strain,

—

when, just at the moment I was about to proceed, in the execution

of your instructions, to ascertain, if possible, the designs of Great

Britain in relation to slavery in Cuba, the Earl of Aberdeen was

most unfortunately announced. This was the signal to me for

retiring. I knew that the attempt w^ould be vain to continue the

conversation at this moment—the very crisis of the Russian and

Turkish question in which all their feelings are enlisted, whilst

the Premier was in waiting for an audience. Lord Clarendon

said he was sorry for the interruption,—that he would take the

liberty in a few days of addressing me a note requesting me to

call at the Foreign Office, when we could continue our conversa-
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tion; and he expected to be then better posted up than he was at

present.

I think I cannot be mistaken in supposing that my conversa-

tion on the subject of British interference with Slavery in the

United States made a considerable impression on his Lordship.

Lord Clarendon is an experienced and able statesman, whose
manners are frank, courteous, and agreeable; but he did not

appear to me to possess an intellect of the highest order.

I have received Her Majesty's Exequatur for Mr. George
N. Sanders, appointed by the President Consul of the United

States for the Port of London.

Yours Very Respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy

Secretary of State.

TO MISS LANE.^

Legation of The United States.

London 30 September 1853.

My dear Harriet/
I have a few minutes to spare before the Despatch Bag

closes, & I devote them to writing a line to you. I have received

your very kind & acceptable letter of the 14 September from

Charlestown, & cordially thank you for the agreeable & interest-

ing information which it contains.

I have not yet obtained a house. It seems impossible to

procure one in every respect suitable for myself & the Legation

for less than from $3500 to $4500. The expense of living in

this country exceeds even what I had anticipated. I paid the Bill

for Messrs. Sickles, Welsh, & myself this morning at the Hotel,

& it amounted for one week to $150; & we live plainly. I shall

preserve my Hotel Bills as curiosities.

I did not suppose that your name had reached thus far. I

dined the other day at Hampton Court with Ladies Wellesley

& Stafford. Mr. & Mrs. Woodville of Baltimore were present.

Mrs. Woodville said she did not know you herself; but her

youngest son was well acquainted with you & spoke of you in the

* Buchanan Papers, private collection. Imperfectly printed in Curtis's

Buchanan, II. 103.
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very highest terms. I found she had previously been saying

pretty things of you to the two ladies.

Col : Sickles is a very agreeable as well as an able man.

He possesses much energy of character, & will make a favorable

impression here. I think it will not be long before his lady

follows him ; & he is evidently very anxious for this result. I am
entirely willing;—though not that they should live in the house

with me. I understand she is an only child, & so is Col : Sickles.

Their respective parents are quite rich, but I do not think that the

Col: has a large income.

Mr. Welsh is industrious, agreeable, & performs his duties to

my entire satisfaction. He greatly exceeds my expectations.

I shrewdly suspect that Miss Chapman has made a conquest

of Col: Lawrence. He went off with her & her father on a

visit to Scotland ; & I shall not be much surprised if it should be a

match, though I know nothing. The Col: is quite deaf, which

is very much against him.

She is delighted with her travels, is very handsome, & has

a great deal of vivacity. Upon the whole I was much pleased

with her.

I am sorry I have not time to write you a longer letter. Re-

member me very kindly to our friends in Virginia. May God
bless you!

Yours very affectionately

James Buchanan.
Miss Harriet Lane.

TO MR. HOLMES.

(Enclosure in No. 26.^)

United States Legation.

London, 4 October 1853.

Sir,

I have received your communication of the i8th July with its

enclosures, and, also, that of the 20th August with its enclosure,

the latter on the 29th ultimo, relating to the arrest and imprison-

ment of Captain Oliver N. Jenkins, Master of the American
Barque " Peytona " at the Cape of Good Hope; and have care-

fully perused all these documents.

^Despatch No. 26, March 24, 1854, infra.
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In yours of the i8th July you inform me that you *' have

sent copies of all the documents to the Honorable Secretary of

State at Washington." But for this information, I should have

promptly answered your first communication. I shall now await

instructions from the Department of State, especially as I per-

ceive the case of Captain Jenkins has become a subject of dis-

cussion in the public Journals of the United States. In the mean
time, however, I deem it proper to make some general sugges-

tions which may be useful to you, without entering into the merits

of this particular case.

It is an established principle of public law, that the maritime

territory of every State extends to its own ports and to the

distance of a marine league from its shores. Within these limits

its jurisdiction is absolute and excludes that of every other

nation. This jurisdiction is sometimes limited by Treaty, and

a portion of it is conferred upon foreign Consuls over the vessels

and crews of their respective Nations. Such a Treaty now exists

between France and the United States; but we have no similar

Treaty with Great Britain.

The proper exercise or the abuse of this jurisdiction is an-

other question ; and yet it must be an aggravated case in which

one nation could appeal to the Government of another and

demand redress for an injury sustained by one of its citizens aris-

ing out of a proceeding against him in a Court of Justice. In all

my experience I have never known a demand on the Government

of the United States for redress arising from the acts and deci-

sions of our Courts of Justice against any Master of a foreign

vessel or other person connected with it, within any of our Sea

Ports. The Executive branch of our Government is entirely

distinct from the Judiciary; and any attempt of the former to

interfere with the latter, in any manner whatever, would be a

gross violation of duty. Indeed, I do not know that such an

attempt has ever been made.

I am far from saying either that a case of this kind may not

occur in w^hich it would be the duty of the Government of the

United States to interfere nor do I say that the case of Captain

Jenkins is not of such a character. There were circumstances

attending it, especially in regard to his imprisonment, of a char-

acter well calculated to enlist your sympathy and arouse your

exertions; and the spirit and energy which you displayed in his

behalf are commendable. In any event, they cannot fail to have

a good effect. It was a case of cruel and unjust oppression pro-
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ceeding from a writ of arrest obtained by the perjury of the

Plaintiff in the cause and his associates ; and yet in justice to the

Court, it must be observed, that they quashed the writ and
discharged Captain Jenkins, as soon as the true statement of the

facts was brought to their knowledge.

Should the Secretar}^ of State instruct me to demand redress

for Captain Jenkins from the British Government, I shall do this,

in the most effective manner within my power.

Yours very respectfully

(signed) James Buchanan.
G. S. Holmes, Esq.

U. S. Consul, Malta.

TO MR. MARCY.^

(No. 10.) Legation of The United States.

London, 7 October 1853.

Sir,

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your No. 11

of the I2th ultimo, with the Full power, and your No. 13 of the

19th ultimo. Your No. 12 has not yet arrived, unless the blank

envelope containing copies of the Claims Convention between

Great Britain and the United States may have been so numbered.

I informed you in my Despatch No. 9 that on the abrupt

conclusion of our interview on the 22 ultimo. Lord Clarendon

informed me that in a few days he would request me to call at the

Foreign Office, when we could continue our conversation.

He has not since made any such request; and I have not

deemed it politic or proper as yet to ask another interview. The
truth is, he has been so much occupied with the Turkish question,

that I presume he is no " better posted up," to use his own
phrase, on the Central American questions than he was at our last

interview.

I still continue to be of the opinion that there will be no
war unless this should be precipitated by the Turks. It is under-

stood in high quarters here, that the Emperor Nicholas when at

Olmutz manifested pacific dispositions and used pacific expres-

sions which encourage the hope that he may yet yield his pre-

^ MSS. Department of State, 65 Despatches from England.
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tensions to such an extent as to satisfy the EngHsh and French

Governments. It is certain that they will not be very exacting.

I regret that the President has not deemed it expedient to

authorize me, in case circumstances should render this advisable,

to present a Protest in his name to the British Government,

against their colonization of the Bay Islands. That such a colony

has been established, although Lord Clarendon was ignorant of

the fact, is beyond a reasonable doubt. The truth is that this

Government does not seem to understand, certainly it does not

appreciate, the importance of the Central American questions.

1 desired a fair opportunity to present these questions before

them in their true light, which such a Protest would have

afforded;—because the establishment of this colony violates at

the same time their Treaties with Spain of 1783 and 1786, the

Monroe Doctrine, and the Clayton and Bulwer Treaty. I shall

of course be very glad to receive any information in regard to

the Colony of " the Bay Islands " which Mr. Molina may be able

to afford.

You inform me that the Government is not aware that Great

Britain claims to have full sovereignty over the Belize. I have

not yet been able to ascertain the date at which she established a

regular Colonial Government over it ; but certain it is, that such a

Government now exists. I have before me the British Imperial

Calendar for T853, in which among the list of British Colonies

is found that of Honduras, with the names of the Superintendent,

the Colonial Secretary, the Chief Justice, and those of all the

other Officers necessary for its Government. The Calendar of

1845 is the first in which I find the name of a Chief Justice,

R. Temple, Esquire, which has since been continued in each

successive year. I shall investigate this subject thoroughly;

though strange as it may seem, I find it very difficult to obtain

any precise information about the Colonies of Great Britain.

No opportunity has yet been afforded me to carry your

instructions into effect regarding the projet for the Fishery and

Reciprocity Treaty.

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon : W. L. Marcy,

Secretarv of State.

Vol. IX—
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TO MISS LANE/

U. S. Legation, London, 14 October 1853.

My dear Harrifjt/

I have received yours of the 28th ultimo. I did not think

I would write to you by to-morrow's steamer; but have now a

few minutes left before the closing of the Bag.

I am sorry, truly sorry, that you look upon your trip to

England as '' the future realisation of a beautiful dream." Like

all other dreams, you will be disappointed in the reality. I have

never yet met an American, gentleman or lady, who, whatever

they may profess, was pleased with London. They all hurry off

to Paris, as speedily as possible, unless they have business to

detain them here. A proud American who feels himself equal at

home to the best does not like to be shut out by an impassable

barrier from the best or rather the highest society in this

country. My official position will enable me to surmount this

barrier; but I feel that it will only be officially. Neither my
political antecedents nor the public business entrusted to my
charge will make me a favorite with these people : & I shall never

play toady to them. It is true I know very few of them as yet.

They are all in the Country or on the Continent, where they will

continue until the opening of the spring. They pass the spring

& part of the summer in London; just reversing the order in our

Country.

I get along very comfortably & pleasantly, though I have not

yet obtained a house. I find I cannot obtain one at all suitable

under £650 per year, equal to $3146; & then I shall have to

purchase many articles. The expense of living is great, even

much greater than I had anticipated. But enough of this.

Poor Magraw has almost too much good luck,—more than

he bargained for.

I still continue to find Messrs. Sickles & Welsh agreeable

companions & useful assistants. Mrs. Sickles is very anxious, I

believe, to come to England; & it is probable she may do so in

the spring. Mr. Sickles will live with me until the arrival of his

wife. Both you & myself placed much too low an estimate on

Mr. Welsh.

I should be pleased if you would visit Ellen Ward ; but you

^ Buchanan Papers, private collection. Imperfectly printed in Curtis's

Buchanan, II. 103.
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ought not to go so far North much later than this month on

account of your health.

I do not think well of your going to Philadelphia to learn

French in the house where James Henry boards. Clemmie
Pleasonton writes me that they will do all they can to instruct

you in speaking that language. You will be far better with them
than at a French Boarding House in Philadelphia.

I saw Mr. & Mrs. Haines, Lily's friends, last evening. They
left Paris about a week ago. She gave a glowing description

of the delights of that City; but said she would be almost tempted

to commit suicide, should she be compelled to remain long in

London. When you write to Lily, please to give her my love.

Remember me very kindly to Mr. Davenport & your relatives,

& believe me ever to be

Yours affectionately

James Buchanan.
Miss Harriet Lane.

TO MR. MARCY.^

(No. II.) Legation of The United States.

London, i8th October 1853.

Sir,

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

Despatch No. 12 of the 21st ultimo, enclosing a number of letters

from Professor A. D. Bache, the Superintendent of the U. S.

Coast Survey, together with the accompanying reports of the

operations of that survey, intended for the principal Continental

Ministers resident in England ; and it will afford me much satis-

faction to have these letters directed and the reports delivered

according to your instructions.

I have also received your Despatch No. 14, of the 3d Instant,

enclosing the commission of C. W. Dennison as Consul at

Demerara, which I have already transmitted to Lord Clarendon

for the Queen's Exequatur.

Your very able letter to Mr. Hiilsemann, of the 26th ultimo,

on the Koszta affair reached London some days ago. Meagre

extracts from it have alone been published in the London Journals

MSS. Department of State, 65 Despatches from England.
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so far as I have observed, without any expression either for or

against the doctrines which it enforces. The reason for this

doubtless is, that we had received information of the settlement

of this affair at Constantinople before your letter arrived in

London: and that the Russo-Turkish question is so absorbing

here as to swallow up the interest in all other questions. The
President's determination not to deliver up Koszta and to sustain

Captain Ingraham is approved by every person with whom I have
conversed on the subject.

Should the nations of Europe be involved in war, and indeed

whether or not, it will become indispensable that either the De-
partment or Congress shall define the protection to be afforded

to persons visiting Europe who are merely domiciled aliens in

our Country or to those foreigners who have gone a step further

and have declared their intention to become American citizens,

as against the nations of which they are natives as well as against

other Powers. We feel the necessity every day at the Legation

for definite rules upon this subject; and the difficulties have

sensibly increased since the appearance of your Koszta letter.

Should hostilities commence between Turkey and Russia, great

numbers of Poles and Hungarians who have declared their inten-

tion to become citizens of the United States will apply for pass-

ports at this Legation in order to enable them to reach the seat

of war. How then ought I to act under such circumstances? I

have considered the question with much deliberation, and have

determined that it would not be proper for me to assume the

grave responsibility, without your explicit instructions, of

reversing the rules prescribed by Mr. Everett when Secretary of

State, in his Despatches to this Legation No. 6, ii, and I2, of

the 13 Nov., 7 December, and 21st December 1852.

Mr. Everett in his Despatch No. 12, whilst denying pass-

ports to individuals who have declared their intention to become
citizens, says there is no impropriety in authenticating their

certificates of declaration by the usual countersign, meaning
doubtless the vise. In my opinion, the reasons which he gives

for this distinction are inconclusive ; and his practice of counter-

signing such certificates whilst Minister in London was never

authorized, so far as I can discover, by the Department of State.

The Government of the United States ought not to give its official

sanction to any thing which it does not intend to maintain.

Regular passports ought either to be granted or refused to for-

eigners who have declared their intention to become citizens;
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without adopting a middle course which may involve themselves

as well as the Government in difficulties.

In regard to naturalized citizens of the United States, we
are bound by every principle of honor and national faith, what-

ever may be the consequences, to protect them to the same extent

as though they were natives of the soil. In respect to all other

persons, I shall await your instructions, acting, in the mean time,

upon those of Mr. Everett to which I have already referred.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon. William L. Marcy

&c. &c. &c. Washington.

TO MR. MARCY.^

(Private.) United States Legation,

London, 21 October 1853.

My dear Sir/

I enclose you the within papers, as a mere matter of

curiosity, simply because they contain the copy of a grant from

the King of the Mosquitos. I have infoniied the Messrs. Whit-

ington that '' there is not the most remote probability, that you

will entertain their proposition."

I would thank you to give me the instructions relative to

Passports with as little delay as may be convenient. There have

been several applications for passports, within the last few days,

by individuals who had declared their intention some years ago.

We had within the last week almost a scene at the Legation.

The excited Poles are under the peculiar protection of Lord

Dudley Stuart. He sent one of them to the Legation for a

passport who has not been in the United States for several years,

who admitted that he had only declared his intention,—that he

w^as no citizen of the United States, & that he desired the Pass-

port in order to reach Turkey. Upon our refusal to grant it, he

became somewhat insolent & threatened to appeal to you at

Washington.

London is horribly expensive, even more so than I had

anticipated. I have not yet obtained a furnished house: but

MSS. Department of State, 65 Despatches from England.
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expect to accomplish this tomorrow. I have offered £650 for

it; but may have to give £700. My calculation is that I shall

spend the outfit & salary the first year; & the second $9000 of

my own money, less the infit of $2250. But with this personally

1 am content.

The duties are quite laborious. The number of Consuls

who apply to me for information on a variety of subjects is

great: & the beauty of it is, that there is not even a copy of the

consular instructions in the Legation, from either the Secretary

of State or the Secretary of the Treasury, much less any book
defining the powers & duties of Consuls. Thanks to my experi-

ence in the Department, I have not yet found myself much at a

loss.

If any addition should be made to the compensation of

Foreign Ministers,—which I would not ask if I were sure this

would obtain it,—a house ought to be provided. This could be

done at a much cheaper rate on a long lease, than it now costs the

minister. Besides, like all other Governments of any conse-

quence, we should have a fixed place & room for the Legation, &
the papers would not be tossed about on the arrival of every new
Minister. Were it not that we must have two good rooms on
the first floor for the Legation, besides a dining room, I could

get a good house suitable for myself for £450 or £500.

I do not see how the Russian & Turkish question can now
be settled without a little fighting; but they will entertain the

hope that it may be settled before the next Spring & that it is

now too late in the season for the parties to do each other much
harm before that period.

Lord Clarendon has not yet sent for me according to his

promise ; & with a war impending over them, & absorbed body &
soul, as they are, in the question, I have not deemed it discreet

to press the Central American questions upon him. I shall ask

for an interview early next week, & talk to him about the Reci-

procity & Fishery questions & some other matters.

I most sincerely sympathised with Mrs. Marcy & yourself

on the loss of your promising son. Pray present to her my
kindest & most respectful regards, & believe me to be.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon. W. L. Marcy.
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With Mr. Buchanan's private letter of 21 Octr., 1853.

London 12 Octr. 1853.

2 New Broad st. City.

To His Excellency The Minister of State &c. for Foreign Affairs &c.

OF the U. S. of N. America.

Sir

I am prepared to sell—for a moderately fair sum, (payable by instal-

ments if so needed and agreed) both or either of the properties whereof I

enclose Copy of title &c. and am, in conformity thereto, ready to assign to

your Nominee and to give possession accordingly.

This highly important territory, almost free from native occupants, (from

not having guarded against the fatal effects of strong drinks and of small-

pox!) and presenting a fine field for political and other occupancy &c., must

surely be worthy your consideration &c.

The Lake of the more Northern of the two Estates will at trivial Cost

afford Harbor &c. for the largest Vessels.

It will be observed that the Grant insures the most perfect freedom to

Strangers.

On the Grant comprising the Carratasca Lake &c. the services & obli-

gations required or that can be required have been duly performed & so

confirmed ; but on the other Grant, the annual tribute must be duly complied

with.

Any further information desired will be duly furnished by

Yr. mo. obt. st.

G. T. Whitington.

Know all Men present and to come, That we Robert Charles Frederic

of the Mosquito Nation in consideration of the services to us & to our

Nation hereafter to be rendered by G. R. B. of the City of London in the

Kingdom of England, and of the sum of one hundred Spanish Dollars to us

paid by the said G. R. B., the receipt whereof we do hereby acknowledge,

with an annual premium of Twenty Dollars : of our own Special act and

our own free motion have Given, Granted, and by these present Sealed with

Seal of our Realm do give, Grant, & confirm unto the said G. R. B. his heirs

& Assigns all that River Waunta Situated and being in or about Latitude

13 :33 N. & Longitude 83.32 West, together with the Lagoon and bays, like-

wise the Rivers commonly called Lyastica and Cocolya with a tract or district

of Land adjoining the said Rivers—To wit Ten English Miles, to be com-

puted from each bank of the said Rivers backwards from the mouth of the

said River Waunta to the Spanish limits (the said Latitude and Longitude

& bearing herein before stated having been taken from the Chart of Com-
mander Owens' late Survey) Together with all Arable lands, Meadows,

pastures. Waters, Trees, Wood, underwoods—and the ground & Soil thereof,

water, watercourses. Land covered with water. Mines, Minerals, Quarries,

Forests, parks. Warrens, Hunting, Fisheries, Towlings, Ways, Customs, Tolls,

and Duties, to the said Lands or any part thereof, in any wise appertaining

or belonging or of the same or any part thereof deemed or known as part

or member with their and every of their appurtances—To Hold & to have

the same, unto the said G. R. B. his heirs & Assigns for ever. And we do

hereby declare that it shall be lawful for the said G. R. B. his heirs and
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Assigns & the inhabitants of the tract or district freely and at all times to

pass & repass to & from the said Lands herein before granted & to navigate

all Rivers and Waters communicating therewith without the let or hindrance

of us or any part of our subjects and to introduce Foreigners to Settle

upon and Colonize the said tract or district and to cultivate the Lands

thereof. And moreover that it shall be lawful for the sd. G. R. B. his heirs

& Assigns in & upon the said Lands to erect any houses & buildings which to

him shall seem meet and to Mine for & to get the said Minerals and to carry

away the same and to cut down and carry away all Timber & underwood &
to hunt and fish and carry away the produce of such huntings & fishings

as his & their own proper Goods & Chattels. And further that it shall be

lawful for the said G. R. B. his heirs & Assigns to impose and levy all such

reasonable dues, customs, and Taxes upon the inhabitants of the sd. tract or

district and upon the Merchandize or Goods into or upon the same imported

or exported which shall be used or accustomed among European Nations.

And lastly we do declare that we will at no time hereafter impose or levy

any dues, customs, or Taxes upon the inhabitants of the said Tract or district

or their Lands, Goods, and Chattels or upon the Merchandize or Goods into

or upon the same imported or exported without the consent of the said

G. R. B. his heirs & Assigns, and that we and all our subjects will do all

things which may support and cherish the same. Given under our hand &
Seal this Twelfth day of December one thousand eight hundred and Thirty-

eight and in the Thirteenth year of our Reign.

(Signed.) Robert C. Frederic

King of the Mosquito Nation.

Signed & Sealed in the presence

of Three Witnesses.

Be it remembered that on the Twelfth day of December one thousand

eight hundred & thirty-eight peaceable and quiet possession of the Land and

other Hereditaments within mentioned to be granted and enfeoffed was
taken & had by the within named G. R. B., and the sd. Robert Charles

Frederic delivered to the sd. G. R. B. to hold to the sd. G. R. B. his heirs &
Assigns for ever in the presence of us.

Three Witnesses. Registered 5 March 1840.

[The second grant, though of a distinct tract, is couched in similar

terms.]

TO THE REV. MR. BUCHANAN.^

[Oct. 21, 1853.]

Took a solitary walk & embodied the ideas I had acquired

during the day in language. This fixed them on my mind &
gave me a faculty of expression.

I scarcely yet know how^ I shall like my residence in this

Country; but, God willing, I shall make the best of it & do not

Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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intend to be miserable. I have not yet got a house but am in a

fair way of obtaining one at a rent of £650,—or $3250.—The
living here is more extravagant than even I had conceived.

I paid a visit on Saturday last to a gentleman whose estate is

in Sussex & remained until Monday. The house was built in the

early part of Queen Elisabeth's reign, though it has been in a

degree modernised. We attended the Parish Church of Worth
Parish,—one of four such churches in Doomsday Book. It was
built before the Conquest; but how long before no person can

tell. It is venerable from its antiquity & curious as a specimen

of church architecture of the olden time. The Saxon arches are

entire without regular key stones. Dr. Bethune is its rector,

—

a descendant of the great Duke of Sully in France, & is also its

owner. It descends from father to son. His income from the

church, independently of his real estate, is about £1200 per

annum. He employs two curates, the one at £60 & the other at

£ioc) per annum. The sermon preached by a stranger from

Brighton was a very poor one, so that I was left pretty much
to my own reflections.

My thoughts ran upon the numerous successive generations

of mortals which had w^orshiped in this church for nearly a thou-

sand years & the fleeting nature of man. But the Lord endureth

forever & is the stay of those w^ho put their trust in him.

I think you acted wisely not to go to Bellefonte & truly

rejoice that $150 has been added to your income.

I am sorry Mrs. Musselman has changed her mind. I can

give no advice in regard to your purchase of the property. Act

w^isely & discreetly for yourself upon the best advice. The prop-

erty will I presume be sold in separate parcels; & if so, would

not the house in which Mrs. M. lives suit you the best? We
must contrive to raise the money in case of need.

Please to remember me kindly to Dr. Sample & the Messrs.

Lightner. I suppose Isaac is by this time in Washington. Give

my love to Ann Eliza & all the children & believe me always to

be your afl^ectionate brother

James Buchanan.
Rev : Edward Y. Buchanan.
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TO MISS PARKER/

U. S. Legation, London, 21 October 1853.

My dear Miss Hetty/
Your favor of the 11 September was a real treat to me. In

the midst of business & numerous engagements, my heart still

points to my quiet home at Wheatland. I pray God, that I may
enjoy it once more; & if this should be his will, I think I shall

never leave it again on public business.

When you write to Mrs. Dunham, please to remember me
to her in the kindest & most affectionate terms.

I can assure you I felt quite sorry to hear that we had

lost the calf. I had paid so much attention to it myself that I

had become attached to it.

I am rejoiced that I could leave Wheatland in charge of a

person like yourself in whom I have unbounded confidence.

You have indeed faithfully done your duty to me & I shall never

forget it. I have always considered you as my kind & much
valued friend, & never in any other character. I am happy to

learn that you miss me very much &. think of me often. My
thoughts & feelings towards yourself are exactly the same.

London is a horribly expensive place,—even more so than

I had anticipated. My salary will not nearly support me.

Providence which has been heretofore so kind to me has

placed me in my present situation, & in it, with his blessing, I

am endeavoring to do my duty. I shall make myself as con-

tented & happy as possible.

It has rained almost every day since I reached London. The
climate is uncommonly damp; but yet it is healthy. We have

the cholera here ; but the cases yet have been comparatively few

in a population of nearly two millions & an half & have occa-

sioned but little alarm.

Please to remember me very kindly to Father Krider, the

Brenners, Mr. Baer & his mother, Mr. Herr & the neighbours,

not forgetting Miss Gilfillan.

Should you see my faithful friend Mr. Kautz, also, remem-
ber me to him.

Remember me affectionately to Eskridge, your sister Harriet

& Aunt Rebecca & all inquiring friends.

^ Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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I hope you will write to me often. Every little incident of

the neighbourhood will be interesting to me.

The Messenger has come for the Despatch Bag & I must
close by the assurance that I shall ever be faithfully your friend

James Buchanan.
Miss Esther Parker.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 13. Legation of The United States.

London, 28 October, 1853.

Sir/

I deem it proper, however distasteful the subject may be

both to you & myself, to relate to you a conversation which I had

on Tuesday last with Major General Sir Edward Cust, the

Master of Ceremonies at this court, concerning my Court Cos-

tume.

I met him at the Traveller's Club, & after an introduction,

your circular on this subject became the topic of conversation.

He expressed much opposition to my appearance " at Court in

the simple dress of an American Citizen." I said that such was
the wish of my own Government; & I intended to conform to it,

unless the Queen herself would intimate her desire that I should

appear in costume. In that event, I should feel inclined to comply

with her Majesty's wishes. He said that Her Majesty would

not object to receive me at Court in any dress I chose to put on;

but whilst he had no authority to speak for her, he yet did not

doubt it would be disagreeable to her, if I did not conform

to the established usage. He said, I could not, of course, expect

to be invited to Court Balls or Court dinners where all appeared

in costume;—that Her Majesty never invited the Bishops to balls

not deeming it compatible with their character, but she invited

them to concerts : & on these occasions, as a Court dress was not

required, I would, also, be invited. He grew warm by talking;

& said, that, whilst the Queen herself would make no objection

to my appearance at Court in any dress I thought proper, yet

the people of England would consider it presumption.

^ MSS. Department of State, 65 Despatches from England. Inaccurately

printed in Curtis's Buchanan, II. 107.
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1 became somewhat indignant in my turn, & said, that, whilst

I entertained the highest respect for Her Majesty & desired to

treat her with the deference which was eminently her due, yet it

would not make the slightest difference to me, individually,

whether I ever appeared at Court. He stated that, in this

Country, an invitation from the Queen was considered a com-
mand. I paid no attention to this remark, but observed that the

rules of etiquette at the British Court were more strict even than

in Russia. Senator Douglas of the United States Senate had

just returned from St. Petersburg. When invited to visit the

Czar in costume, he informed Count Nesselrode that he could

not thus appear. The Count asked him in what dress he ap-

peared before the President of the United States. Mr. Douglas

answered : In the very dress he then wore. The Count after

consulting the Emperor said that was sufficient; & in this plain

dress he visited the Emperor at the palace & on parade & had

most agreeable conversations with him, on both occasions.

Sir Edward then expressed his gratification at having thus

met me accidentally,—said he had just come to Town for that

day & should leave the next morning; but would soon do himself

the honor of calling upon me.

Although he disclaimed speaking by the authority of the

Queen, yet it appeared both to myself & Col: Lawrence, who was
present, that they must have had some conversation in the Court

Circle upon the subject. I entertain this belief the more firmly,

as Sir Edward has since talked to a member of this Legation in

the same strain.

So, then, from present appearances, it is probable I shall Idc

placed, socially, in Coventr}^ on this question of dress ; because

it is certain, that should Her Majesty not invite the American

Minister to her Balls & dinners, he will not be invited to the

Balls & dinners of her courtiers. This will be to me personally

a matter of not the least importance; but it may deprive me of

the opportunity of cultivating friendly social relations with the

Ministers & other Courtiers, which I might render available for

the purpose of obtaining important information & promoting the

success of my mission.

I am exceedingly anxious to appear '' at Court in the simple

dress of an American Citizen ;

"—and this not only because it

accords with my own taste, but because it is certain, that if the

Minister to the Court of St. James should appear in uniform,

your circular will become a dead letter in regard to most if not
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all the other Ministers & charges of our Country in Europe.

The difficulty in the present case is greatly enhanced by the

fact, that the sovereign is a lady, and the devotion of her subjects

towards her partakes of a mingled feeling of loyalty & gallantr}'.

Any conduct, therefore, on my part which would look like dis-

respect towards her personally could not fail to give great offence

to the British people.

Should it prove to be impossible for me to conform to the

suggestions of the Circular in regard to dress, " without detri-

ment to the public interest " & " without impairing my usefulness

to my Country," then I shall certainly & cheerfully be guided by

its earnest recommendation & adopt " the nearest approach to it

compatible with the due performance of my public duties." This

course I pursued from choice whilst Minister in Russia; & this

course I should have pursued here without any instructions.

Yours very respectfully

Hon : William L. Marcy,
Secretary of State.

James Buchanan.

TO MR. MARCY.^

(No. 14.) Legation of The United States.

London, i November, 1853.

On Tuesday last I met the Earl of Clarendon by appoint-

ment at the Foreign Office; and, upon the whole, our interview

was highly satisfactory.

When I entered, he said he was ashamed to meet me. He
ought to have invited me to a meeting at a much earlier period,

according to his promise ; and the incessant claims upon his time

of the Russo-Turkish question had alone prevented.

A conversation ensued in regard to this question, which I

do not deem it necessary to state in detail. It proved the perfect

understanding and union between France and England, and their

determination to sustain the Sultan, at least by their fleets,

against the encroachments and demands of Russia. Still it was
evident that his Lordship does not yet abandon all hopes of peace.

He spoke in emphatic terms against the conduct of the Emperor
of Russia and contrasted the high character which he had en-

*MSS. Department of State, 65 Despatches from England.
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joyed but a year ago, for good faith and honor, with that which

he now sustained throughout Europe. His Lordship does not

seem to apprehend that either Austria or Prussia will render any

aid to the Czar in his war against the Sultan.

As bearing upon the question of war, I spoke to him of the

apprehensions entertained throughout England of a scarcity of

food ; and to these he seemed to be sensibly alive, as well he may
be. The crop of the present year is a short one, and is far from

being yet altogether secured; and the prospects for that of the

next year are indeed gloomy. Since my arrival here, it has

rained more or less almost every day; and for this cause com-

paratively but little of the ground has yet been seeded. For the

want of accurate statistical information, they can form no near

approximation to the amount of this year's crop,—nor that of

the supply required from foreign countries,—nor whether the

United States will be able to furnish the deficiency. In this state

of uncertainty, even the best informed men entertain serious

apprehensions of something approaching a famine. Under these

circumstances, the prospect of war is any thing but agreeable to

British Statesmen.

I come now to the business for which I requested the inter-

view. Under this head, the first topic which I introduced was the

claim recently made by the British Post Office upon Captain

Warner, the Master of the American Clipper Ship " the Sov-

ereign of the Seas," to carry a British mail from Liverpool to

Melbourne under the penalty of £200.

Copies, now enclosed, of the Documents relating to this

claim will sufficiently inform you of its history up to the date

of our interview, without any observations on my part. These

are marked,^

A. I. 24 August 1853. Letter addressed by Nathaniel

Hawthorne, Consul of the United States at Liverpool to Mr.

Ingersoll, " with the enclosed paper containing extracts of Acts

of Parliament relating to the carriage of Letters by ship."

B. 2. 25 August 1853. Mr. Buchanan to the Earl of

Clarendon.

C. 3. 30 August 1853. Lord Clarendon to Mr. Buchanan,

with a note dated 29 August, addressed by the General Post Office

at London to his Lordship.

D. 4. 31 August '53. Mr. Buchanan to Mr. Hawthorne.

* For the papers here enumerated, see supra, under the respective dates.
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E. 5. 9 September '53. Mr. Hawthorne to Mr. Buchanan,
with the Protest of Captain Warner, dated on the 6 September.

F. 6. 16 Sep. '53. Mr. Buchanan to the Earl of Clarendon.

G. 7. 19 Sep. '53. The Earl of Clarendon to Mr.
Buchanan.

I stated to Lord Clarendon that as the Session of Congress
was approaching, I should be glad to communicate to the Secre-

tary of State the information on this subject, which I had re-

quested in my note to him of the i6th ultimo. It could not

prove satisfactory to my Government to receive merely the naked
opinion of the Solicitor to the Post Office Department, that

American Vessels were bound to carry British Mails from British

Ports to Australia, without any reference to the Act or Acts

of Parliament creating such an obligation, or any explanations

whatever of this opinion. That such a claim, so far as I could

learn, had never before been asserted, and even if the law
justified it, we might have expected that some previous notice

would have been given beforelit was enforced.

Lord Clarendon answered, that he doubted himself whether
the law did authorise this claim,—it was altogether new to him;
and immediately after the receipt of my note of the i6th Septem-
ber he had caused the question to be submitted to the law officers

of the Crow^n. That their absence from town had occasioned a

delay; but he had just received a note from the Post Office De-
partment stating that these officers were divided in opinion on
the subject. He intimated his opinion, in no doubtful terms,

that whether the right existed or not, previous notice ought to

have been given before its enforcement.

I observed it was true that the Act of Parliament contained

expressions broad enough to include all vessels, foreign as well

as British, whether bound to a foreign or a British port; but

yet in construing this Act, it could scarcely be presumed that

Parliament had intended to extend its legislation beyond its own
vessels and make it apply to the vessels of foreign countries.

If this were really the case, my Government ought to know the

fact, and might then, if they thought proper, provide by law to

impose similar Postal duties on British vessels clearing from
the ports of the United States.

He said this was all fair, and I should have a satisfactory

answer with as little delay as possible, reiterating his doubts

whether the Post Office Solicitor had placed a correct construc-

tion upon the Act of Parliament.
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He asked if I was confident that the case of the '' Sovereign

of the Seas " was the first of the kind. I answered that the

Consul at Liverpool had informed me it was the first at that port,

and from all I could learn it was the first of the kind that had ever

occurred.

I incidentally remarked I had met Captain Porter of the

Steamer '' Golden Age " a few days ago. She was at Liverpool,

and would in a few days proceed to Melbourne, and was said

to be the fastest steamer which had ever been built in America.

(Then, interrupted his Lordship, if so, she is the fastest in the

world.

)

The Captain had informed me that the Post Office authorities

had demanded that she should carry a British Mail to Australia.

Now, my Lord, said I, if it should be the rule that the steamers

of the one country shall be compelled by law to carry the mails

of the other, what will be the effect of the rule on the steamers

of the two Governments sustained at such vast expense chiefly

for the purpose of carrying these mails? He said, very true;

and his own opinion seems to be decidedly against the right.

I ought to add that Captain Porter thinks he will make a

fair profit by carrying the mail to Australia at two pence per

letter, the sum allowed by the British law in such cases, provided

the Post Office Department shall deal fairly with him; and

having heard nothing from him since, I presume he is satisfied.

His Lordship himself then adverted to the subject of the

" Bay Islands " and the Central American questions. Perceiv-

ing from what he said that he was still not prepared to enter

upon the discussion of these questions, I observed it was not my
purpose to press them until it should be quite agreeable to him;

yet they were very important, and it was highly desirable that

they should be settled, if this were possible, without unnecessary

delay. I hoped, however, if the British Government had estab-

lished the Colony of the " Bay Islands," he would be able to

furnish me with a copy of the official act, at this time, so that I

might transmit it to Washington before the meeting of Congress.

He said, these questions were indeed highly important, and that

it was his anxious desire they should, if possible, be speedily

settled. He then asked me in what manner I thought we had

best proceed with the negotiation, and added that he did not

himself well understand the questions, and would depend much
upon myself for information in regard to them. My Lord, said

I, laughingly, this is your first attempt to play the diplomat upon
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me; I know you possess a thorough knowledge of the whole
subject. Indeed, said he, upon my honor, I do not,—I am quite

sincere. I desire to know your opinion as to the best manner
of our proceeding. Then, said I, I shall give it to you frankly.

I think when both parties desire to come to an amicable under-

standing, by far the best mode of accomplishing the object, is

first to talk the whole matter over in a friendly manner. We
can then soon discover the points on which we agree, and those,

if any, on which we differ. If w^e should proceed by addressing

notes to each other, this would produce long delay, and both

parties might feel a sort of necessity to stand by what they had

written. Now, said I, if you would appoint some day, when
you will have abundance of time, let us hold a free and friendly

conversation, embracing all the questions, and I dare venture to

hope for a favorable result. He said, he agreed, with his whole

heart, to the plan I had suggested,—he thought it was by far

the best mode of proceeding, and would appoint some day next

week for the conference, of which he would give me sufficient

notice. He added gayly, " You must not think I was attempting

to play the Diplomat, for in truth I do not understand the subject

:

but I shall endeavor to do so before we meet." He said he had

done his best to get the paper I desired from the Colonial Office,

relating to the " Bay Islands," but had not as yet succeeded ;

—

he had just received a note from them excusing themselves for

the delay. He observed that he believed Ruatan was a miserable

little Island that had been occupied for many years by a few

British subjects who had requested the home authorities to give

them some kind of Government. That their request had been

granted, and that this was entirely a different case from what it

would have been, had they but recently first occupied the Island.

I told him I had no desire to discuss the question at present ; but

I must observe, that so far from having occupied it for many
years, I believed it w^ould appear it had been seized from the

State of Honduras by a British Military force so late as 1841.

Mr. Johnston in his Dictionary of Geography, published in 185 1.

had stated expressly that the Island had been abandoned by the

English. But in any event, I conceived that the Clayton and

Bulwer Treaty had .disposed of the question of this Island which

was unquestionably a part of Central America. I then took oc-

casion to observe that the Government of the United States had

no idea of acquiring any territory in Central America. They

desired only tliat the small states into which it was divided

Vol. IX—

6
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should enjoy in peace what belonged to them; the two Govern-

ments, each for itself, interposing its good offices to settle the

disputed questions of boundary existing between them. That
in my opinion neither Great Britain nor the United States had
any real interest to pursue a different course, and that in America
we had all expected that the Clayton and Bulwer Treaty would
produce this happy result. Without this it certainly never would
have been ratified.

He said he heartily agreed in the wish expressed by me in

favor of these small states; and here the conversation on this

subject ended.

I then told him that Governor Marcy had informed me,

he had submitted to Mr. Crampton a projet for a Fishery and
Reciprocity Treaty, to be submitted to the British Government;

and asked him if he had received it. He said he had, and had

written to Mr. Crampton that the Treaty did not appear to him
to be a reciprocity Treaty. I told him that I had no instructions

to negotiate with him on these questions; but I should be most

happy to afford him any information in my power in relation to

them. I stated, if I were to express an opinion, the American

Government might with at least equal justice complain that it

would not be a Reciprocity Treaty. Why, said he, you still

insist upon giving a bounty to your fishermen, and with this

advantage ours cannot fairly compete with them. I replied that

a bounty was granted to the Cod Fishery alone, and that it

should be borne in mind that these fishermen had to pay a duty

of thirty per cent, ad valorem on their salt, from which British

fishermen were relieved. That this bounty was but little, if any

more than equal to the duty which our fishermen paid upon their

salt. That in the Mackerel and Herring fisheries there was no

bounty paid, and in regard to these the British fishermen enjoyed

a great advantage over the American ; inasmuch as the latter paid

a duty of thirty per cent, on their salt from which the former

were relieved. That the British, from their vicinity to the

Fishery grounds, would always possess advantages of which

the Americans must necessarily be deprived. The justice of this

remark appeared from the fact that the British fisheries were in

a flourishing condition, and notwithstanding the duty which they

now paid, a large quantity of British caught fish were brought

into the markets of the United States, compared with the supply

of that article from our own fishennen.

He observed that the British Colonists were of a very dif-
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ferent opinion, and complained loudly of what would be the

effect of the Treaty on their fisheries. That he had ordered

tables to be made from official documents shewing what was the

actual state of the trade between the Colonies and the United

States, and these tables would doubtless prove satisfactory to

both Governments, as we should then both know what we were

about.

I stated that the growth and present condition of the British

Fisheries could be ascertained with certainty from the Treasury

Reports of the United States, and I should be happy to procure

this information for him.

He still repeated that he did not consider the Treaty a

Reciprocity Treaty; but spoke alone of our bounties to the Cod
Fishery, on which he seemed to lay great stress. After repeat-

ing to him my explanation on this subject, I expressed the opinion

that the privilege to British Colonial fishermen to supply a popu-

lation of Twenty-five millions of people, annually increasing at

a rapid rate, with fish free of duty, would of itself be more than

an equivalent for their grant of the shore fisheries to our fisher-

men; and then observed, that the Treaty would yield to them

great additional advantages in the reciprocal free trade between

the United States and their Colonies. No man could examine

the schedule which it contained, without perceiving these ad-

vantages. From this schedule our two important agricultural

articles of Sugar and Tobacco had been omitted, and would still

continue to pay a duty in the Colonies ; whilst their grain, fiour,

and, I believed, every other agricultural article produced in the

Colonies, would be admitted into the United States, free of duty.

He replied that the Colonists required a duty upon Sugar

and Tobacco to support their Governments ; and I answered that

whatever might be the necessity for this duty, the effect would

still be the same on the Tobacco growing and Sugar planting

interests of the United States.

I then proceeded to converse with His Lordship in relation

to your instructions concerning Cuba; and here justice requires

me to remark, that what he said on this subject appeared to be

clear, explicit, and satis factor)\

I commenced by stating, that at the moment when the visit

of the Earl of Aberdeen had terminated our last interview. I

was about, under instructions from my Government, to make an

important enquiry of him, which I would now take the liberty
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of making with entire frankness; and that it would then be for

him to decide whether he would answer it or not.

I said :
" Your Lordship must be fully aware of the deep,

—

the vital interest which we feel in regard to the condition of the

colored population of Cuba. This Island is within sight of our

shores; and should a black Government like that of Hayti be

established there, it would endanger the peace and domestic

security of a large and important portion of our people. To
come then to the point :—it has been publicly stated and reiterated

over and over again in the United States, that Spain, should she

hnd it impossible to retain the Island, will emancipate the Slaves

upon it; and that the British Government is endeavoring to

persuade her to pursue this course." I here paused for a reply.

He answered :
—

" We certainly have no wish, very far

from it, to see a Black Government established in Cuba. We
have been pressing Spain incessantly to put down the African

Slave trade with Cuba ; and, I regret to say, without yet having

produced the effect which we so much desire. Concha was bad
enough in encouraging this trade, but Canedo has proved to be

still worse. The temptation to these people, of receiving about

thirty dollars a head, on the importation of each slave, has proved

irresistible. We now hope for better things. Canedo has been

recalled, and a man of fair character (I did not distinctly hear

his name) has been appointed ; and being a person of great

wealth, he will not be exposed to the same temptation as his

predecessor. With the exception of urging Spain to abolish the

Slave trade and endeavoring to trace out the Emancipados, and

do them the justice which good faith requires of us,—and in this

last we have had very little success,—we have never had any

negotiations of any kind with Spain, or attempted to exercise

any influence over her respecting the condition of the slaves in

Cuba. We have not the most remote idea, in any event, of

ever attempting to acquire Cuba for ourselves. We have, already,

too many Colonies,—far more than are profitable to us."

I told him I was very much rejoiced to be able to make
this report to my Government. He told me he never would have
forgiven me, if, having this upon my mind, I had not frankly

made the enquiry which he had as frankly answered. In our

intercourse, he hoped there would be the most perfect frankness

on both sides. I said, I united in his wish with all my heart,

and should always act upon this principle.

We then fell into a desultory conversation, concerning the
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Island of Cuba. In the course of this, I stated to him that the

United States had never had any purpose of acquiring Cuba
except by purchase or by other fair and honorable means. That
although politically opposed to Mr. Fillmore's administration, I

would do it the justice to declare my conviction that they had

done all they could to prevent the Filibustering Expedition to

that Island. He answered that he firmly believed this was the

fact.

Finding his Lordship quite willing to converse upon the

subject,—I said that Cuba was wretchedly governed. The in-

habitants were oppressed in every way, under an unmitigated,

irresponsible, and distant despotism. It was just at our doors,

and the people of the United States could not fail to feel a deep

mterest in its fate. If it w^ere governed as they governed their

North American Colonies, we would be perfectly content that it

should remain in the possession of Spain for an indefinite period.

But our trade with it was shackled by unjust restrictions, and our

general intercourse with it was a source of perpetual annoyance.

He admitted all this to be true, and said he had told Mr. Isturiz,

(the Spanish Minister at this Court) but a few, days ago, that if

Spain lost Cuba it would be altogether their own fault, and they

would be indebted for it to the wretched manner in which they

governed the Island. He added that although Spain did not

deserve it at the hands of the British Government, they still felt a

sympathy for her arising out of their ancient alliances.

I observed that if the oppressions of Spain should produce

an insurrection among the Creoles of Cuba, whilst our Govern-

ment might not feel disposed to take any part in the struggle as

long as it was confined to the original parties themselves, yet if

other Governments should interfere in the contest on behalf of

Spain, no human power could prevent us from interfering in

favor of the Creoles. This would be inevitable. In regard to

the African Slave Trade, we felt as much anxiety to see it sup-

pressed as they could do in Great Britain; and this feeling was
universal throughout our whole country. Such a feeling was not

only dictated by motives of philanthropy, but by those of self-

protection. We desired to avoid all possible danger of a Black

Government in Cuba, and we could never witness without great

dissatisfaction a large preponderance of the black over the White

race in that Island. His Lordship then mentioned he was sorry

to state that some fast sailing clipper ships, built in New York,

had been engaged in carrying on the Slave Trade, and he believed
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capital for this purpose had been furnished by merchants of that

city, but he would not say that capital had not been, also, fur-

nished for the same purpose by merchants of Liverpool.

I observed that my information did not enable me to speak

upon this subject; but this I could say, that if it were known that

any individual in the United States had furnished one dollar of

capital to build or equip an African Slave Ship, he would be

rendered infamous by the act, and would be deserted and pro-

scribed by our whole society, in every portion of the Union.

He replied that such was the feeling in England. Such a

man would be detested by all ranks of people.

After some amusing information which his Lordship com-

municated to me concerning the Queen and Court of Spain, which

I do not deem it proper to insert in a Despatch, our long interview

terminated.

I have given you the substance, and in many cases, nearly

the very words, as they were uttered, of what passed between us

;

from which you can draw your own conclusions.

One thing is certain:—that whether successful or not in

my mission, I anticipate a frank and agreeable official intercourse

with Lord Clarendon.

Yours Very Respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon. William L. Marcy

Secretary of State.

TO MISS LANE.^

Private & confidential.

[Undated; about November i, 1853.]

My dear Harriet/
I have at length got a house & a good one in an agreeable &

sufficiently fashionable locality ; but T shall not be able to get pos-

session much before Christmas. Col : Lawrence will go home
some time during the present month on the i6th to be married

to Miss Chapman, & will return to London with his bride in

February next. The opportunity will be so favorable that I am
almost inclined to invite you to accompany them. Indeed I would

^ Buchanan Papers, private collection.
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do so without hesitation, were it not that I may be socially placed

in Coventry here in consequence of Governor Marcy's costume
circular. I have had a pretty animated conversation on the sub-

ject with Sir Edward Cust, the Master of Ceremonies. He in-

fomied me that whilst the Queen would not object to my appear-

ance at Court in any dress I might think proper, yet I could not

expect to be invited to Court Balls & dinners, where all appeared

in costume. He graciously added, that I would be invited to

Court concerts where the Bishops attended; because a uniform
was not required on such occasions. Should Her Majesty pursue

this course, it will unquestionably be followed by her courtiers.

Now I would not care a button personally for this social ex-

clusion, but whilst it continues, / should not be willing to have

you here on any account. I need not state what I said to Sir

Edward. You will not doubt but that I evinced sufficient spirit.

The Queen holds several Levees & Drawing Rooms in the

course of the Season, which does not ordinarily commence until

the beginning of March. The only distinction between the two
is that at the Levees gentlemen only are admitted; whilst the

Drawing Rooms are intended chiefly for ladies. No invitations

are extended in either case; but a Court circular is sent by the

Master of Ceremonies to the members of the Diplomatic Corps,

giving them information of the time when they are to be held,

& it is considered their official duty to attend. It is on these

official occasions that the Queen would receive me, according to

Sir Edward, " in any dress I might choose to put on ;
" but to

the Court Balls & dinners, according to the same authority, " I

could not expect to be invited."

Should this difficulty be amicably adjusted, then you may
come with Col: Lawrence; otherwise not. But I have deemed
it proper in the mean time to give you this information. I shall

write again as soon as I know more of the matter.

I get along very well with the Earl of Clarendon, the Secre-

tary for Foreign Affairs. Indeed I think our official intercourse

will prove quite agreeable. I cannot yet form an opinion whether

my mission, in its main objects, will be successful. The place is

quite laborious.

I pay for my house £700, which is exactly equal to $3388;
but am allowed £80, for office rent, which reduces the amount to

$3000.80. According to my estimate, the outfit & salary will not

hold out longer than the first year ; & I shall have to supply the

deficiency in the second year from my private means.
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I shall faithfully keep my promise to you, & this may as

well be done in the first as in the second year of my mission,

unless the social difficulties should arise which I have reason to

apprehend. Still, if you are at all disposed to be seasick, the

crossing of the Atlantic in February would be awful. In April

it would be much more pleasant, & you would still be in time for

the fashionable season. I entrust you with the secret of Col

Lawrence, in the full belief that you will divulge it to no person

I have but a moment before the closing of the Bag, & have only

time to add that I am always

Your affectionate uncle

James Buchanan.
Miss Lane.

TO MR. MARCY.^

(No. 1 6.) Legation of The United States.

London, 12 November 1853.

Sir,

I had an interview with Lord Clarendon at the Foreign

Office on Monday last, by his own appointment.

His Lordship commenced the conversation by complaining

of his incessant labors in endeavoring to settle the Turkish ques-

tion. I asked him if he believed they would succeed in settling

this question, and his answer was, that he really could not say

whether there would be peace or war. It was altogether

uncertain.

He then observed, he was very much pained to learn that

there had been a violent and wholly unfounded article in the

Washington Union charging them with an intrigue with Spain

to " Africanise '' Cuba—he paid no attention to editorials gen-

erally, but this editorial derived importance from the fact that the

Union was understood to be the Government Organ. I told him
this was not the case—that the Union was just about as much the

organ of the American administration as the London Times was
the organ of the British Government. It was true the Union
published official notices and appointments by authority, and

gave its support generally to the administration of President

Pierce; but the administration had no organ in any other sense

* MSS. Department of State, 65 Despatches from England.
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than I had mentioned, and were not responsible for the editorials

of that Journal. Its editorials were its own. He then said

several things about the London Times, which it is unnecessary

to repeat, disclaiming that it was their organ, and stating wherein

its course had annoyed them very much on the Turkish question.

I told him that my last Despatch to Washington would cor-

rect the impression extensively entertained in the United States

regarding their supposed negotiations with Spain in relation to

the colored population of Cuba, as it contained a careful report

of our conversation on that subject. For this he expressed his

obligations to me, and stated that he had written to Mr. Crampton

on the same subject. He added with emphasis there was nothing

in the proceedings of the British Government which could affect

the United States in the slightest degree that he would not be

cheerfully willing to communicate to me without reserve and

with the utmost frankness; and that they desired we should be

the best friends in the world. Pie then mentioned that Mr.

Crampton had informed him that when he went to see Mr. Marcy

on the morning after the article appeared in the Union, the latter

had at once declared he knew nothing whatever of this article

until after its appearance in print, and that the Administration

were in no manner responsible for it.

His Lordship then asked what course I would suggest as

the best mode of proceeding with our conferences on the Central

American questions;—professing at the same time, as he had

done before, that he was not well acquainted with the subject,

and assuring me that in making this declaration on a former

occasion, he had not been attempting to play the Diplomat. I

told him he must have seen that my remark had been merely

playful; whereupon a sprightly conversation ensued not worth a

repetition.

I then observed that he had stated, in a recent Despatch to

Mr. Crampton, that the British Government had on several occa-

sions made overtures to that of the United States for the settle-

ment of these questions; but the administration at Washington

were not aware that any distinct overtures of this kind had been

presented. It was probable this might have been done in con-

versations between Mr. Crampton and Mr. Webster or Mr.

Everett, but, if so, there was no trace of such overtures in the

Department of State. I suggested, therefore, that he should in

the first place, as a starting point, state to me clearly and pre-

cisely upon what terms the British Government felt disposed to
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settle these questions. His Lordship made no distinct answer

to this suggestion; but asked me if I was not aware of the

Agreement which had been entered into between Mr. Webster
and Mr. Crampton, on this subject, in April, 1852; and enquired

how this would do for a basis of settlement.

I informed him that I was perfectly acquainted with this

Agreement. It was now at an end; and I assured him it could

not become the basis of a settlement. He inquired my reasons,

and I gave them to him at some length.

I stated that this Agreement both recognised and constituted

the Mosquito Indians as an Independent Power; which could

never be assented to by the United States. That these Indians

were incapable of governing themselves; and the consequence

would be that they must continue to be under the dominion of

the British Government as they had been heretofore. That

however much we might like Great Britain, we desired her

withdrawal from Central America as speedily as possible. This

had been our object in concluding the Clayton and Bulwer
Treaty; but unfortunately this object had not as yet been accom-

plished. Besides, the United States could never recognise the

right of Great Britain to a protectorate over the Mosquito

Indians.

He then spoke at some length of their ancient and long

continued relations with and protectorate of the Mosquitos,

adverted to Lord Palmerston's despatch to Mr. Castellon as

proving their right, and stated that whilst they earnestly desired

to get clear of their protectorate, British honor required that

this must be done with a proper regard to the interest and well

being of the Mosquitos.

In answer, I briefly presented, with as much clearness and

force as I could, their treaties with Spain of 1783 and 1786, and

the speech of Lord Thurlow, &c., &c., and proved, at least to

my own satisfaction, that they had no right to exercise such a

protectorate. I need not repeat my argument, as its main

features are embodied in your instructions. Besides, I observed

that whatever might have been their rights previously, the Clay-

ton and Bulwer Treaty had expressly prohibited them from

exercising any dominion over Central America, and yet, notwith-

standing this express prohibition, it was notorious they had con-

tinued to exercise exclusive dominion over the whole Mosquito

Coast, in the name of a mere shadow, dignified with the title of

King of the Mosquitos. That this treaty never would have been
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ratified by the Senate of the United States, had it not been

beHeved that it would effect their immediate withdrawal from

the Mosquito Coast.

The plan of settlement proposed by Lord John Russell, in

his despatches to Mr. Crampton of January 19, 1853, next be-

came the subject of conversation : and he enquired what I thought

of this plan. I told him that taking the two despatches of that

date together, it was difficult to comprehend this plan. It ap-

peared, however, that His Lordship, to use his own expression,

desired '' to make Mosquito a reality instead of a fiction." And
he proposed to do this by establishing a Government over the

Mosquito Coast, eventually to become independent both of Great

Britain and the United States; but in the mean time, and until

it should be able to defend itself, to be under their joint pro-

tection.

The first objection to this plan was, that it would be unjust

to the Central American States and deprive them of a territory

to which, in the opinion of my Government, they were justly

entitled.

Besides, independently of this conclusive objection, such an

arrangement would perpetuate strife in Central America. These

small states, feeling that injustice had been done to them by the

arbitrary conduct of the two Governments, would never cease

to be dissatisfied, nor discontinue their efforts to have this injus-

tice redressed. In addition, this Territory would become the

refuge of the most worthless and lawless population in the world
;

and that instead of finally settling the question and restoring

peace and harmony to Central America, the two Governments

would make confusion worse confounded, and the latter end

would be worse than the beginning. To prevent these evils,

the best mode was to restore the Central American States to their

rights. His Lordship (Russell) had stated that the Mosquito

territory extended through six degrees of latitude along the

Caribbean Sea from the River Roman to the San Juan, with an

indefinite extent inwards, containing thirty or forty thousand

Indians. Now, if it were at all necessary to discuss the extent

of this Territory, I thought I could prove from their own
authors,—^their own Government officials, that this territory

neither extended to the Roman on the North, nor to the San

Juan on the South. The claim reminded me of what Mr. Clay

had termed " a vagrant power " when speaking of the incidental

power claimed, under the Constitution of the United States, to
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establish a National Bank. So this claim was *' vagrant " in its

character, and could be made to expand or contract, or to em-
brace any spot along the whole coast, at pleasure. And in regard

to the number of the Indian population:—if his Lordship had

stated it at hundreds, instead of thousands, I believed he would
have come nearer to the mark. And then, if my information was
correct, they were the most miserable and degraded race of

savages on the Continent. They had been brought into contact

with the very worst species of white population, and whilst the\'

had learned all the vices of civilization, they had acquired none

of its virtues. Then as to their King,—it was known he was

drunken & worthless. General Herran, formerly minister from

New Granada to the United States, had given me a most

ludicrous description of his coronation at Jamaica. Why, said

his Lordship, did they crown him at Jamaica ? Yes, said I, they

clothed him with royal robes, I believed, of scarlet, seated him

upon a throne, & placed a crown upon his head, whilst the

officers of the British Government treated him with mock homage.

He then asked me if I knew the number of Mosquitos on the

Coast. I told him I did not ; but spoke from general information.

No census, I presumed, had ever been taken of them; but there

were undoubtedly books and documents in London from which

information could be derived on this subject. Here we had

some playful conversation concerning the Mosquitos and their

King, not proper to be inserted in a grave despatch.

His Lordship then said emphatically that the honor of the

British Government absolutely required they should secure some

provision for the Mosquitos, and they could not shrink from this

duty; but he added they were endeavoring to construct a bridge

for the Emperor Nicholas over which he might pass honorably

out of the principalities, and asked if we could not assist in

constructing a bridge to enable them to pass honorably from

the Mosquito protectorate. He said this could not possibly be

done without some provision in the Territory for those Indians

who had always been its possessors. (Here I ought to say, he

observed that he would not like to see his allusion to the

Emperor Nicholas in print.) I told him I would make a sug-

gestion upon this subject, (which in fact had just then occurred

to me) altogether without authority or instructions from my
own Government and without knowing whether it would meet

their approbation. He would, therefore, receive it as such in

this free conversation, which he promised to do.
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I told him that the principle upon which both the British

and American Governments have acted was to consider the

Indians within their respective territories as entitled to a qualified

right of occupancy. That whilst the sovereignty of these Gov-

ernments had always been held to embrace the Indian population

within their limits, yet it had been the practice of both to

extinguish this quasi Indian title by fair purchase before the

whites were permitted to settle upon Indian lands. That it was

true the Mosquitos had long occupied and roamed over portions

of this Territory; and therefore, provided the sovereignty of

Nicaragua was clearly recognised and its exclusive right admitted

to purchase this occupancy, it was probable that the United States

might consent that some territorial provision should be made
for these Indians. I did not perceive any valid objection thus to

place Nicaragua on the same footing that Great Britain and

the United States had always placed themselves in regard to their

own Indians; provided all the other questions could be satisfac-

torily adjusted and the British Government would withdraw

from any interference in the concerns of the Mosquitos and leave

them as mere occupants within a portion of the Territory of

Nicaragua.

I observed that some thing of this kind might constitute a

bridge over which they might pass with honor from the Mosquito

protectorate; but again disclaimed all authority to make any

such proposition.

The idea seemed to strike him with considerable force ; and

he said that in this view of the subject it would be important to

ascertain the number of the Mosquitos, with a view to the

extent of the territory within which they might be permitted

to remain.

He said the objection to this suggestion was that Nicaragua

might not act as Great Britain or the United States would act

towards these Indians under similar circumstances, but might

cheat them out of their possessions, or expel them by force ; and

again repeated what he had more than once done before, that the

honor of Great Britain required that they should make some

provision for these Indians in their own territory, before aban-

doning them. He stated that probably something might be made
of this idea, provided it were stipulated that the Mosquitos should

not sell their occupancy to Nicaragua without the approbation of

the two Governments. They would take care that those poor

Indians should not be cheated, and that the price that they
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obtained for their lands should be secured to them in such a

manner as to do them good. He then made many enquiries of

me as to the manner in which our Government had treated the

Indians, and to what degree of civilisation they had attained;

—

all of which I answered.

Here was a pause in the conversation, & I waited for some
moments, in expectation that he would introduce the subject of the
** Bay Islands." Discovering that this was not his intention, I

said, " My Lord, & what of the ' Bay Islands ' ? " He answered,

these Islands were of small importance, & we need not make a

Mountain out of a Mole Hill ; they had always been in possession

of Ruatan, & what they had recently done was merely to give

the British subjects settled there a new & more perfect form of

government. They had long previously had their magistrates

on that Island.

I replied :

—

'' Whatever you may suppose, I can assure you

this is the dangerous question ; because we firmly believe that the

establishment of this Colony is a direct violation of the Clayton &
Bulwer Treaty. By your Treaties with Spain of 1783 & 1786,

you expressly abandoned all pretensions to this portion of the

Continent of vSpanish America & its adjacent Islands; & these

Treaties were carried into execution. Johnston's Dictionary of

Geography, a high authority, published at London in 1 85 1 , imder

the title * Ruatan,' declared expressly that you had abandoned

this Island ;
^ & Crowe in ' The Gospel in Central America,' pub-

lished at London in 1850, states that it was captured from
Honduras by the British, so late as 1841. Thus it appears that

but a brief period has elapsed since you resumed the possession

of Ruatan, after having abandoned it for many years in obedience

to your Treaties with Spain."

I then asked his Lordship if he had received Mr. Mason's

report to the Senate of the United States, in relation to their

new Colony of the " Bay Islands." He answered, he believed

it had been sent to him; but intimated that he had never perused

it with care. I produced the report & read from it the note on

the 5th page, relative to the capture of Ruatan from Honduras

;

& then offered to leave it with him, which I did, after his ex-

pressed wish to that eft'ect. I proceeded :
—

" Even if it were a

fact that you had always been in possession of Ruatan, still your

obligation to withdraw from it would, in my opinion, be im-

^The edition of 1852 is entirely different.
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perative, under the Clayton & Bulwer Treaty. What have the

United States accomphshed by this Treaty? Nothing, Hterally

nothing. So far as we are concerned, it has hitherto proved

to be a mere dead letter. It stipulates that you shall not use your

alleged protectorate for the purpose of assuming or exercising

dominion over any part of Central America & yet it cannot be

denied that you still continue to exercise the very same exclusive

dominion over the Mosquito territory that you had done before

its conclusion.—In regard to Ruatan & the other small Bay
Islands, within sight of the coast of the State of Honduras,—all

of them clearly Central American Islands,—these are free from

the questions arising out of the Mosquito protectorate; and yet

you have not withdrawn from them in obedience to the Treaty;

but since its date you have not only continued to occupy them &
exercise dominion over them, but have actually converted them
into a new Colony. Let me assure you that this will be con-

sidered a most important question by the Congress & people of

the United States ; & I have no doubt they will arrive at the same

conclusion with the Committee of Foreign Relations of the

Senate."

His Lordship then inquired, if we believed the Treaty re-

quired them to withdraw from Belize. I replied that this was a

question which rested on a somewhat different ground from

the others, provided they confined themselves to the boundaries

& the terms prescribed by the Treaty of 1786; and I purposely

said no more on this branch of the subject.

He asked what was to become of Greytown? And I

promptly answered :
" Let it be restored to Nicaragua ; the two

Governments taking ample security from that State to make it a

free port, according to the terms of the Treaty."

We then went off into a discursive conversation introduced

t^ his Lordship, about grants which had been made by the

Mosquito King to Englishmen & Americans & the Pogais grants

on Black River;—which it would be tedious & useless to detail.

In the course of this conversation, I told him that whilst

our good mother had been all the time engaged, for one hundred

& fifty years, in annexing one possession after the other to her

dominions, until the sun now never set upon her empire, she

raised her hands with holy horror if the daughter annexed terri-

tories adjacent to herself, which came to her in the natural course

of events. His Lordship replied :
—

" Well, you must admit that
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in this respect you are a chip of the old block." Very true, I

observed; but we could not imagine why England should object

to our annexations;—we extended the English language, Chris-

tianity, liberty, & law wherever we went upon our own continent,

& converted uninhabited regions into civilised communities, from
the trade with which they derived great advantages. With much
similar conversation, especially in regard to the annexation of

Texas, this long interview terminated.

Just as I was about to take my departure, I asked him for

the Charter of " the Bay Islands," & he handed me the paper

which I now enclose. Upon my return home, I found it to be,

not the charter, but a proclamation of the Lieutenant Governor

of that Colony.

I think I shall not trouble you hereafter with any more
such minute details of conversations between Lord Clarendon

& myself. You will perceive that it has been my object to

impress his Lordship with the serious & even alarming nature

of the Central American questions, of which, I am persuaded,

he had no just conception. It was for this purpose I felt so

anxious to be authorised to protest, in the name of the President,

against the establishment of the Colony of " the Bay Islands."

I am now on such free & easy terms with Lord Clarendon

that I can say almost what I please to him, in a kind & respectful

manner; but I confess nothing would mortify me more than to

see our tmreserved conversation in print. Besides, this would

altogether destroy my usefulness here & make my situation very

disagreeable.

I would thank you to inform me what may be the President's

opinion of my suggestion to place the Mosquito Indians in the

same relation to Nicaragua that our own Indians sustain to the

United States. I confess that, after reflection, I can perceive no

insurmountable objection to the plan. The most serious diffi-

culty attending it would be to impose any limitation on the right

of the Mosquitos to sell or Nicaragua to purchase their lands,

such as that suggested by Lord Clarendon. With the consent

of Nicaragua, however, which his Lordship does not appear much
to regard, the object might be accomplished, if this were the only

obstacle in the way to a satisfactory adjustment of all the

questions. I hope you will let me hear from you on this subject.

at your earliest convenience. Please, also, to inform me of the

sequel of the argument between ^lessrs. Webster & Crampton;
8c send me a document containins: the letter of Lord Palmerston
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to Mr. Castellon. If you can ascertain what is the probable

number of the Mosquito Indians, I should be very glad to

know it.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon: William L. Marcy

Secretary of State.

(Enclosure in No. i6.)

Reed, from Lord Clarendon at our interview Monday 7 November 1853.

James Buchanan.

In the name of Her Majesty Victoria of the United Kingdom of Great

Britain and Ireland Queen Defender of the Faith

—

Proclamation.

By His Excellency Philip Edmond Wodehouse Esqre. Lieutenant Gov-

ernor of the Bay Islands.

Whereas by letters Patent under the Great Seal of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland bearing date at Westminster the 26th day of

March last past it is directed and enjoined that the said letters Patent be

read and proclaimed, And Whereas the said letters have been this day read

accordingly, Now therefore we the Lieut. Governor duly appointed under

the authority of the said letters Patent do hereby proclaim and declare that

Her Majesty Queen Victoria has been pleased to erect the Islands of Ruatan,

Bonacca, Utilla, Helena, Barbarat, and Moxat into the Colony of the Bay
Islands. And to constitute and appoint the Captain General and Governor

in Chief for the time being over the Island of Jamaica to be the Governor

and Commander in Chief for the time being of the said Colony.

And Her said Majesty has required and commanded the said Governor

to administer the Government of the said Colony, in conformity with the

said letters Patent and the instructions to be from time to time given to him
and with the Laws to be made and agreed upon by the said Governor with

the advice and consent of General Assemblies of the said Colony to be elected

in the manner directed by the said letters Patent.

And Her said Majesty has been pleased further to authorize and em-

power the said Governor by warrant under his hand and seal to constitute

and appoint a Lieutenant Governor and also a presiding Magistrate over

the said Colony.

Given at Coxon Hole this 2d day of August in the year of Our Lord 1852.

(signed) P. E. Wodehouse.
God save the Queen.

Vol. IX—

7
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FROM LORD CLARENDON.
(Enclosure in No. 17/)

Foreign Office, November 19th 1853.

Sir,

I have the honor to refer to your note of the i6th of September enclosing

a copy of a protest made before the United States Consul at Liverpool by

the master of the American Ship " Sovereign of the Seas " against the action

of the Post Office Authorities in compelling him to carry a British Mail to

Australia, and requesting to be referred to the Act or Acts of Parliament on

which the opinion of the Solicitor of the Post Office was founded, that " no

master of any vessel, British or Foreign, bound from the Port of Liverpool

to Australia could refuse to take a letter bag tendered to him for conveyance

by an officer of the Post Office without incurring a penalty of two hundred

pounds."

You also state that you had been informed by the United States Consul

that, so far as he could ascertain, this was the first case of the kind which

had occurred at Liverpool.

I have, in the first place, to express my regret at the delay which has

occurred in answering your communication, owing to circumstances over

which this Department had no control ; and I have now to state that the

United States Consul at Liverpool is mistaken in supposing that the practice

complained of by the master of the " Sovereign of the Seas " is new ; it has

existed, on the contrary, from a period extending as far back as we have any

records, and almost every day's " Packet List " contains announcements to

the effect " that the Ship letter office will despatch letters under the regula-

tions of the Acts of Parliament," by foreign as well as British Ships ; but,

after taking the opinion of the law officers of the Crown upon the subject,

and having conferred with the Post Master General, it has been considered

that the law is not compulsory as respects foreign vessels ; and that if captains

or owners of such vessels take charge of letter bags, it must be a voluntary

act on their part.

Directions to that effect have accordingly been given, to prevent all

future cause of complaint ; and, in order to explain the course which the

Post Office proposes to adopt, I beg to enclose a copy of a letter addressed

from that Department to the Agents of the American Ship " Golden Age,"

who, it appears, made the same objection as the Captain of the "Sovereign

of the Seas " to convey the Mail bags. ,

I have the honor to be. With the highest consideration, Sir,

Your most obedient humble servant,

(sd.) Clarendon.

James Buchanan, Esq.

&c. &c. &c.

^Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 17, Nov. 25, 1853, infra.
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TO MR. MARCY/

(No. 17.) Legation of The United States.

London, 25th November 1853.

Sir,

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your De-

spatches Nos. 16, 17, 18, and 19, respectively.

I have received from Lord Clarendon a communication

dated on the 19th instant, enclosing a copy of a note of the 8th

instant, from the Post Office Department, London, to Messrs.

Deane, Youle & Co., Liverpool, Agents of the '' Golden Age," of

which I transmit you copies. These terminate the question in

our favor, of the claims asserted, and in regard to the ''Sovereign

of the Seas," enforced, to compel American vessels clearing from

British Ports to carry British Mails.

The opinion of the Attorney General, and your Instructions

in regard to the Legislative Act of the Colony of New South

Wales '' for more effectually preventing desertion and other

misconduct of Seamen belonging to Foreign Ships," are in

accordance with my own anticipations. I shall take care to

communicate their substance in an appropriate manner to Lord

Clarendon.

I proceed to give you the information concerning Passports

requested by your No. 18.

Every passport issued by the Department of State requires

the vise of this Legation before the person holding it can pro-

ceed from London to any part of the Continent. This vise is

a warrant for the French Consul to affix his vise to the same

passport which is necessary in proceeding from London to Paris

;

and so of the appropriate Consuls or Ministers, if the individual

desires to proceed directly from London to any other European

Country. This duty is generally performed by the Consuls of

the respective Governments in London. When American travel-

lers have pre-determined their routes on the Continent, they often

obtain vises from the Consuls or Ministers of all the respective

Nations, in London, in which they intend ,to travel.

I transmit you a Blank form of the Passports issued by this

Legation. These Passports require the same vises precisely

from foreign Consuls and Ministers as are required for the Pass-

'MSS. Department of State, 65 Despatches from England.
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ports issued by the Department of State. There is no difference

except that the Legation does not vise its own passports.

The following is the exact form of a vise, whether upon a

passport issued by the Department, or on an official certificate of

the Declaration of intention of a foreigner to become a citizen

of the United States.

No. 350. Vu a la Legation des fitats Unis d'Amerique, a

Londres ce 25th Novembre 1853. Bon pour la France, la

Belgique, et partout le Continent.

[Seal] Pour le Ministre W. H. Welsh.

In obedience to your Instructions, I always sign original

Passports myself. They were formerly signed by the Secretary

of Legation or the Clerk of the Mission, for the Minister. I had
a new form prepared after my arrival in London. I send a copy

of the old form.

This business of granting passports and vises occupies the

Clerk of the Mission very often throughout all the business hours

of the day. It would be quite impossible for the Minister to

attend to it himself personally, without sacrificing the time which

ought to be devoted to more important and difficult duties ; though

he is always at hand to decide any question of difficulty which

may arise. Col. Lawrence, the attache to the Mission, attended

to this business in a most satisfactory manner until his recent de-

parture to the United States ; and Mr. Welsh now performs this

duty in an equally satisfactory manner.

Exequaturs for John C. O'Neill and John Higgins, Esquires,

have been obtained and transmitted to these gentlemen with their

commissions, at their respective Consulates in Belfast & Cork.

I have just received from the Foreign Office the Exequatur

for James H. Williams, Esquire, appointed Consul for the Port

of Sydney, which with his commission shall be transmitted to

him immediately.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy

Secretarv of State.
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TO LIEUTENANT MAURY/
U. S. Legation London 25 November 1853.

My dear Sir/

I have received your favor of the 9th Instant & owe you

many thanks for the *' chart illustrative of the Naval Strength of

Great Britain in American waters."

I should gladly serve you in attempting to induce the British

Government to adopt the form of the " Abstract Log," recom-

mended by the late Maritime Conference at Brussels &c. &c. &c.

;

but w^ithout instructions from the Department of State, I would

not feel justified in entering upon such a negotiation. According

to prescribed practice the Foreign Secretary is the only medium

of communication between foreign ministers & the other Depart-

ments of this Government. I can, therefore, have no direct

official communication with the Navy Department or the Board

of Trade. Under these circumstances, I should be unwilling to

commence the business, unless I could preface my note to Lord

Clarendon with the usual phrase, that I have been instructed by

my Government to bring the subject to his notice. This might,

also, be important to my success. It is for them & not for me
to decide whether & how I shall act in this matter. This shall

not, however, prevent me from bringing the subject in conversa-

tion before the appropriate authorities, w^hensoever an oppor-

tunity may offer.

I should hope that the British authorities, without being

urged thereto, by the American Government, would of them-

selves perceive the value & importance of adopting the recom-

mendation of the Conference at Brussels.

from your friend

very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Lieutenant M. F. Maury

of the U. S. Navy.

Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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FROM MR. MARCY/

Private. Washington Deer. 4th '53.

Hon. James Buchanan
Dear Sir: I have received the two private letters with which you have

favored me and ought to have acknowledged them before this time. I

think you have made an auspicious beginning with Ld. Clarendon and hope

the end may fulfil the promises of that beginning. You will see by the date

that Congress will assemble to-morrow. The caucus went off quite smoothly

last night, much more so than was expected considering the powerful Lobby
which were on the ground and were prompt and kind in offering their advice

to every M. C. new and old as they came in.

I have made arrangements to have the Message go in the Steamer from

Boston which will leave on Wednesday. I venture to predict that you will

be highly pleased with it.

I almost regret being confined here,, as it prevents me from taking an

efficient part in N. Y. in organizing the party for my old friend Dickinson.

This is probably one of the reasons that his hard friends are so extremely

anxious to have the Cabinet broken up. I really do not now see any thing

which looks like the happening of such an event. I forbear entering upon

political topics, for if you get a sight of the N. Y. Herald or read the Revd.

C. Edwards Liston's letters in the London Times you will get—I will not

say better—but very different information from that which I could give you.

You will ere long probably see our old Friend, J. Y. Mason. He was
delayed (partly by accident) longer than was intended and until so near the

time of the meeting of the Senate that it was thought respectful that he

should remain for confirmation. The same was the case with Gov. Seymour
and R. M. McLane.

I am a little surprised that Mr. Crampton has not yet heard from his

government in regard to the Fishery negotiation.

Not long since he read me a passage from a private note of Ld. Claren-

don's to him in which there were some civil & complimentary things said of

yourself. I ventured to say to Mr. C. that I thought the liking was mutual

for I was quite sure that your intercourse with Ld. C. had been very agree-

able to yourself.

From what Mr. C. said to me about the Sandwich Islands I had a right

to infer that G. Britain is a little uneasy about the state of things in them.

M. Sartiges exhibits still stronger symptoms of uneasiness on the part of

his govt.

I propose to communicate officially with you on that subject before long.

I really hope you will continue to favor me with private letters, for I

assure you I read them with much pleasure as I do your excellent Despatches.

I cannot in person present as you request your regards to Mrs. Marcy, for she

has left me, determined not to return until I get a house to cover her head

—

a provision for her comfort I have not yet made.

Yours truly

W. L. Marcy.

^ Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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TO MR. MARCY.^

U. S. Legation, London 9 December 1853.

My dear Sir/

John William Gates, the old & faithful messenger of this

Legation, & in many minor matters its factotum, has for eighteen

years received £80.00.0. per annum ; whilst the expense of living,

as well as wages, has in the mean time increased more than 25

per cent, in London. He cannot any longer maintain himself &
family on this sum. Indeed, I have been obliged to give my
coachman £114 per annum, & he claims other perquisites. I

would, therefore, earnestly & respectfully suggest that you should

increase his salary to £100.00.0. per annum, & authorise me to

pay him this sum from the commencement of the present month.

The price of coals has nearly doubled since the approach of

winter.

Gates, although a British subject, is a true American, & has

so completely identified himself with the Legation, after eighteen

years' service, that it would almost break his heart to be com-

pelled to seek other employment.

I do not deem this note of sufficient importance to give it the

power of a Despatch, though I desire that it may be filed as the

reason for making the increased allowance, which I trust you

may think proper to sanction.

No man in London could, until after years' experience, sup-

ply the place of Gates. Mr. Everett, I have no doubt, would

confirm all I have said about him.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy

Secretary of State.

^MSS. Department of State, 65 Despatches from England.
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TO MR. LEWIS/

U. S. Legation, London, 9 Dec: 1853.

My dear Sir :

Pray write me a long letter, and give me a gossiping account

of all matters and things relating to Lancaster, the world in

general, and " the rest of mankind." I am sadly in want of

such information. Please to direct to me, at the United States

Legation, London, care of I. Franklin Pierce, Esquire, Despatch

Agent, New York, and pay the postage to that city (New York).

Nothing more is necessary.

I believe I shall be able to give you a favorable introduction

to the sages of the Law, when you visit England next summer.

It has so happened that the Lord Chancellor and the Chief Justice

of the Queen's Bench, particularly Lord Campbell, have treated

me with great civility and kindness since my arrival in London.

The latter has given me a special invitation to visit the Queen's

Bench, where he says I shall be received with distinguished

honors. What he means by this I do not understand. We
have had no conversation on any legal subject, except what inci-

dentally arose from a question of mine as to the period when
Lord Holt was Chief Justice, in which I had a meaning. This

induced him to speak of the decision in the case of Coggs v.

Bernard, in which rusty as I am I felt at home. I then asked

him if he was aware Lord Holt had decided that under the law

of England negro slaves were merchandise. This was after he

had risen from the table of the Duke of Newcastle, where Mrs.

Stowe, her book, and American slavery had been a subject of

conversation. Upon that occasion I spoke right out, and was
agreeably surprised to find that most of the gentlemen at table

concurred with me in opinion as to the impropriety and the

consequences of their interference on the subject.
'' 'Tis distance lends enchantment to the view." In the

power and faculty of general conversation, I would be willing to

stake Wheatland that the Chief Justice and yourself would excel

the Lord Chancellor and the Lord Chief Justice. It is true that

in general society they are too polite to converse upon profes-

^This letter is copied from the original, which was temporarily placed in

the editor's hands by Mr. Burton Alva Konkle, who has given passages from
it in his Life of Chief Justice Ellis Lewis, 1 798-1871, of the First Elective

Supreme Court of Pennsylvania.
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sional subjects, where I have no doubt they would find them-

selves at home.

The official costume of the Judges of the Queen's Bench,

—

large crimson gowns,—is truly ridiculous. That of the Chancel-

lor and Vice Chancellor is far richer, though but little more

becoming. In a plain suit of black, I met the Grand Dignitaries,

at the Lord Mayor's dinner, all arrayed in their official robes.

If I were twenty years younger, I have no doubt I should

be much pleased with a residence at this Court. As it is, I shall

endeavor to make the best of it. My heart, however, is still in

my native land; and my dream of life is, that I shall pass the

remnant of my days, should a merciful Providence prolong them,

in retirement at Wheatland. I would now rather have an hour's

conversation with Alderman Kautz than with the Lord Chancellor

of England.

A few days ago, I went to pay a visit to the Marchioness

of Wellesley and Lady Stafford at Hampton Court. The former

was very ill with dropsy, and I did not see her. The latter I

found in much trepidation in consequence of a notice which she

had just received, through the official paper of the Court, to

appear before you on the first Monday of January. [Here fol-

lows a long passage, carefully crossed out with a pen.] I ob-

literate this, not because there is an3rthing objectionable in it, but

because I have always felt an abhorrence to make any allusion

to a Judge about a case before his court, even without expressing

my opinion. They asked me to recommend an agent for them

for their lands in Pennsylvania, and I suggested the name of our

friend Christopher L. Ward.
These ladies have experienced an astonishing fate. They

have all married titled noblemen; and no lady stood higher or

was more respected at Court than Lady Wellesley. Being the

sister-in-law of the Duke of Wellington, and a great favorite

with him, she has amused and interested me very much by relat-

ing private anecdotes of that remarkable man. She is now a

widow, in a dying condition, and has scarcely income sufficient

for her support in the rank to which she has been accustomed.

Lady Stafford is, also, a widow, and a fine woman ; but neither

she nor the Duchess of Leeds is at all equal to Lady Wellesley.

I like them all for the strong and ardent American feeling

which they still retain. I have no doubt they would have been

happier had they remained at home and married independent
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and worthy American gentlemen. But enough and far more

than enough of this.

The English just reverse our custom in regard to town and

country Hfe. The nobiHty and gentry visit London only in the

summer. The season, as they call it, commences a few weeks

after the meeting of Parliament in February, and terminates with

its adjournment in the beginning of August. All the rest of the

year they are upon their estates or roaming over the Continent.

If you happen to meet one of them, he will tell you that there is

now nobody in tow^n,—a town which contains two millions and a

half of people. They are great sportsmen, and men and women
are devoted to exercise in the open air, both on foot and on horse-

back. Their ladies are more robust and healthy looking than

our own; but they are deficient in that delicacy of beauty for

which our countrywomen are so distinguished. Of course the

ministers and oflicials of the Crown and judges of the courts

must be in London after the ist of November; but they all have

a time of it in the country- from the adjournment of Parliament

up till that day.

I wish I could change the habits of our ladies, and induce

them to take more exercise in the open air. This would con-

tribute both to their health and their beauty. You never see a

lady here on the street in full dress. With thick shoes and

warmly clad, they move at a rapid rate.

I am persuaded that the mass of the people are far, very far

behind our own in almost every respect. The rate of interest

and the rate of wages are now so high here that our manufac-

turers have but little to fear. The emigration of laborers to

America and Australia has produced this effect on labor; but it

is a problem which I cannot solve, w^hy money should be so

scarce throughout all the commercial nations of the world, not-

withstanding the immense production of gold in California and

Australia. Negotiations here in new, Rail Road Bonds are at

an end for some time to come.

Please to remember me kindly to the Chief Justice and your

other associates on the bench. Also to Hirst, Van Dyke, Tyler,

Plitt, Westcott, and all the rest, not forgetting our worthy host,

McKibbon. Present my kindest compliments to Mrs. Lewis, and

believe me to be very respectfully

Your friend

James Buchanan.
Hon. Ellis Lewis.
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TO GENERAL PORTER/

U. S. Legation, London 9 Dec: 1853.

My dear Sir/
'' Long looked for come at last." I believe my friends in

Pennsylvania have entirely forgotten me. If they knew v^hat

a deep interest I take in every thing at home they would surely

write to me often. I hope you will give me a long gossiping

letter,—cram every thing into it & let me know what is going

on behind the scenes. Brawley has never written me a word

since I have been in England & my friends at Lancaster have

been very chary of their letters. It is true I receive the papers

regularly, but they only present the outside. I do not even know
whether Frazer & his clique struck Brawley; but presume they

did, notwithstanding the coalition, of which I never approved.

I am here like a man in exile, but I shall endeavor to make
this exile as agreeable as possible. I cannot yet form an opinion

as to whether my mission will be successful; but I shall do my
best. I have had several long conversations with Lord Claren-

don, the Minister for Foreign affairs, on the subject of it & have

spoken as plainly as courtesy would permit. He is a very agree-

able man & we are on excellent terms ; but the Russian & Turkish

question takes up so much of his time, that I have not yet had

a fair chance. If the President in his message has spoken

plainly in relation to our questions with England, this will render

me great assistance. General phrases will be of no service.

It was remarked that at the Lord Mayor's dinner instead

of toadying any body myself, I was toadied by Lord Palmerston,

—a thing almost unexampled coming from that very able &
energetic statesman. The Lord Chancellor said still more; but

they do not report the dinner speeches of high dignitaries of the

Law. My social position here will be as agreeable as I could

desire, unless I shall get into difficulties about the Costume

Circular when the Queen begins to hold her Courts, which I

apprehend.

llie English people, so far as my observation extends, do

not like us. Their Public Journals, & particularly the Times,

never omit any opportunity of giving us " a rap over the

knuckles." This is pretty good evidence of the taste of their

readers. They are jealous of us & entertain a vague appre-

* Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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hension of our progress. And well they may. Ttie rate of

interest & the wages of labor are now nearly as high here as in

the United States. The latter will probably continue so for an
indefinite period, on account of the incessant drain of their labor-

ing population to the United States & Australia. The strikes for

higher wages all over England are a symptom of the times.

The other day at a dinner at the Duke of Newcastle's, Mrs.

Stowe & her book became the subject of conversation, & I did

not mince matters, but spoke right out, evidently to the satisfac-

tion of a majority of the Company. The occasion was a proper

one & the necessity justified it. In truth, these people do not

apparently treat me as a stranger. Wherever I have been, after

the first hour I am on free & easy terms with them. They are

now sadly puzzled about the Russian & Turkish question.

Of one thing you may be certain,—that the last crop has

been sadly deficient both in quantity & quality ; & they will require

a very large supply from the United States. There will be
great scarcity here before the next harvest; & we have had
scarcely any thing but rain, rain, & very damp weather ever

since my arrival. The consequence may probably be a deficiency

in the next year's crop. I am sorry for them ; but " it's an ill

wind that blows nobody good."

The labors of this Legation far exceed my anticipation.

The correspondence with Consuls & others independently of that

with the Department of State is very voluminous, though my
letters are as brief as possible. The compensation is absurdly

deficient ; but of this T shall never complain. How I shall rejoice^

should a kind Providence spare my life & restore me to my
native land in health & in peace!

Please to remember me most kindly to Mrs. Porter & give

my love to Lizzie.—Think of me often when assembled in the

back room. Remember me to Brawley, Parke, Judge Dock &
my other friends & believe me to be, very respectfully,

Your friend

James Buchanan.
Hon: David R. Porter.
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TO MISS LANE/

U. S. Legation, London, 9 December 1853.

My dear Harriet/
I received your favor of the 14th ultimo in due time &

thank you for the information it contained, all of which was
interesting to me.

In regard to your coming to London with Colonel Lawrence

& his lady, should he be married in February next, I have this to

say: Your passage at that season of the year would, unless by a

happy accident, be stormy & disagreeable, though not dangerous.

I have scarcely yet recovered from the effects of the voyage, &
should you be as bad a sailor as myself & have a rough passage,

it might give your constitution a shock. The month of April

would be a much more agreeable period to cross the Atlantic ; &
you w^ould still arrive here in time for the most fashionable &
longer part of the fashionable season.

It is my duty to inform you that a general conviction prevails

here, on the part of Lord Palmerston, the Secretary of the In-

terior, & the distinguished physicians, as well as among the

intelligent people, that the cholera will be very bad in London &
other parts of England during the latter part of the next summer
& throughout the Autumn. They are now making extensive

preparations & adopting expensive sanitary measures to render

the mortality as small as possible. The London Journals contain

articles on the subject almost every day. Their reason for this

conviction is,—that we have just had about as many cases of

cholera during the past autumn, as there were during the Autumn
in a former year, preceding the season when it raged so exten-

sively & violently.

Now this question will be for your own consideration, I

think it my duty to state the facts ; & it will be for you to decide

whether you will postpone your visit until the end of the next

autumn for this reason, or at least until we shall see whether the

gloomy anticipations here are likely to be realized.

I still anticipate difficulty about my costume ; but should this

occur, it will probably continue throughout my mission. It is,

therefore, no valid reason why you should postpone your visit.

In that event you must be prepared to share my fate. So far

^ Buchanan Papers, private collection. Inaccurately printed in Curtis's

Buchanan, II. 109.
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as regards the consequences to myself, I do not care a button for

them; but it would mortify me very much to see you treated

differently from other ladies in your situation.

If this costume affair should not prove an impediment, I

feel that I shall get along very smoothly here. The fashionable

world, Avith the exception of the high officials, are all out of

London, & will remain absent until the last of February or begin-

ning of March. I have recently been a good deal in the society

of those who are now here; & they all seem disposed to treat me
very kindly, especially the ladies. Their hours annoy me very

much. My invitations to dinner among them are all for a

quarter before eight, which means about half-past that hour.

There is no such thing as sociable visiting here of an evening.

This is all done between 2 & 6 o'clock in the afternoon, if such

visits may be called sociable. I asked Lady Palmerston what
was meant by the word " early " placed upon her card of invita-

tion for an evening reception, & she informed me it was about

ten o'clock.

The habits & customs & business of the world here render

these late hours necessary. But how ridiculous it is in our

countr}^, where no such necessity exists, to violate the laws of

nature in regard to hours merely to follow, the fashions of this

country

!

Should you be at Mr. Ward's, I would thank you to present

my kind love to Miss Ellen. I hope you will not forget the

interests of Eskridge in that quarter.

You inform me that Sallie Grier was & that Jennie Pleason-

ton was about to be married.

I desire to.be remembered with special kindness to Mrs.

Jenkins. I can never forget " the auld lang syne," with her &
her family. Give my love, also, to Kate Reynolds. Remember
me to Miss Hetty, or as you would say. Miss Hettie, for whom
I shall ever entertain a warm regard. I send this letter open to

Eskridge so that he may read it and send it to your direction.

From your affectionate uncle,

James Buchanan.
Miss Harriet Lane.
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TO MR. FORNEY.^

U. S. Legation, London,

13 Dec. 1853.

My dear Sir,
'' Long looked for come at last." I have received your wel-

come letter of the 28th ultimo : and now feel the greatest anxiety

to learn that you have been re-elected Clerk. I trust & believe

we shall receive this gratifying intelligence with the President's

message on Monday next.

My social position here will be, in fact is, all that I would

have desired twenty years ago when I was a younger man.

Although they say nobody is in town, I may dine out as often

as I please at 8 o'clock in the evening. Although they are

jealous of us and experience a sort of undefined uneasiness at

our rapid growth in commerce and manufactures, yet when an

American Minister mingles among them with any degree of tact

and talent for conversation, he cannot fail to find himself much

at home. For my own part, I have talked right out, with

prudence but with freedom, as I would do at home. What is

remarkable, I have not met any other Foreign Minister at their

tables, with the exception of a dinner at Lord Palmerston's.

When they speak to me of their friendship for our country, as

they often do, and refer to the mother and the daughter, I

answer that their public journals, and especially the Times, never

fail to give us a '' rap over the knuckles " when the occasion

offers, and that this is a strong evidence of public opinion. This

affords me an opportunity which I do not fail to embrace of doing

the President and our Country justice against the New York

correspondent of the Times. In this way, I believe I have

already rendered some service. On more than one occasion Mrs.

Stowe and her book and American Slavery have become topics

of conversation; and I find them more reasonable on this

subject than I had anticipated. I have not yet met the Duchess

of Sutherland.

They speak of the season in London as we speak of the

season at Saratoga. This usually commences about Easter and

terminates on the adjournment of Parliament in August. All

the rest of the year, it is not fashionable to be in town, except for

the members of the Cabinet and the other officials.

My social relations may and probably will undergo a great

^ Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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change after the Queen holds her first Drawing Room. They
have talked so much about my costume, that I do not see how
it is possible for me to put on gold lace and embroidery. A
Court lady asked me the other day if our President had not been

a general. I replied, certainly, he had been a good and brave

General. Well then, said she, did he not wear the uniform

attached to his rank and to distinguish him from other inferior

officers and privates ? I answered, of course, he did. Well then,

she answered, why should not a foreign Minister from your

country do the same thing? I gave her the reasons, which it is

not necessary to repeat.

I would send for Harriet at once if I could foresee the issue

of this affair. I would not care a button about being ostracised

myself in the immediate Court Circle; but should be very un-

willing to place her in this position. If I should pass through

the mill unscathed in plain clothes, I shall have to present Amer-
icans at Court in full Court Dress, because for them it is certain

they will not relax the rules.

You inform me that the President does not intend to change

his Cabinet, and I have not supposed he would. If he should,

their successors, whoever they might be, would probably en-

counter as many difficulties as the present members. I gave the

President advice from the bottom of my heart, in December last,

in regard to the " launching of his administration." It would

probably have been better had he followed it. I have no

personal objections to any member of the present Cabinet, and

to Davis, Dobbin, and Campbell I am and ought to be warmly
attached. I still like Marcy. We got along admirably well,

throughout Mr. Polk's administration. I do not think he be-

haved altogether right to me in the Presidential contest. I now
judge of things at home as if I were posterity; and I confess I

think Mr. Guthrie committed a great blunder in his letter to

Bronson. My influence with the administration is so poor, that

my brother informs me the promise of a clerkship has not even

been kept to poor Lightner. I am still, notwithstanding, at-

tached to the President, and heartily wish his administration

success. You know I have not much confidence in the free soil

Democrats of the Buffalo platform. My friends do not write

to me, not even from Lancaster. " Out of sight, out of mind."

I should forget all, should the President appoint Van Dyke; but

he will not do it. With my kindest regards to Mrs. Forney,

and a kiss for little Mary, I remain as ever sincerely your friend,

James Buchanan.
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TO MISS PARKER/

U. S. Legation, London i6 December 1853.

My dear Miss Hetty/
I have received your welcome letter of the 24 ultimo.

You give me more interesting news than any other friend; &
I do hope that you will pass some of the long winter evenings in

writing me all about Wheatland, the neighbours, & whatever else

you know would be interesting to me. I beg you to take no pains

with your letters but write whatever comes uppermost. This I

like of all things. My affections are all at home ; though I am
received & treated here most kindly.

I am glad that you have had interest enough with your

two beaus to get them to take Wheatland in hand. It needed it

very much ; & it was very kind on the part of Mr. Herr & Mr.

Baer. Please to thank them in my name. They shall be fully

compensated.

I rejoice, also, that Mrs. Fahnestock has consented to stay

with you. What a time you & she will have with the bachelor &
the widower. Unless Lara has changed very much for the better

he is but a poor protector.

Poor old father Kreider! He was an honest, intelligent, &
sensible man. He belonged to a generation which have all passed

away; & his descendants may be proud of him as well as profit

by his example.

I wish I could indulge the hope that I will be at home next

summer to enjoy the ice. This, however, is impossible, unless

in the ways of a kind Providence, something unexpected should

occur. My understanding with General Pierce was not to remain

longer than two years; but that I might return home after

eighteen months, should I succeed in accomplishing the great

objects of my mission. I do not as yet know what may be my
luck; but I am trying my best.

I am glad you have got clear of France on peaceable terms.

I hope he may have become a better man since he joined the

Church. I give myself no trouble about Wheatland, having

absolute confidence that you will do all things right. I hope

you will not mind the expense of any necessary improvement.

I am very glad to learn that Mr. Weaver still continues to

behave himself well & that Jessie is contented & happy. I had

* Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.

Vol. IX—

8
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not heard a word of them or from them since my departure

before I received your letter.

I have but Httle to say about myself, except that thank God!
I am as well as usual & better, I think, than before I left home.

The dinner hour here is from 7 till 8 o'clock; & I am obliged to

dine out often. The evening parties commence at from 10 to 12.

This deranges all my Wheatland habits; & yet when you go to

Rome you must do as Rome does. With all this I cannot say

but that I enjoy myself in society; & if I were twenty years

younger I might relish this kind of life very much. The ladies

Avhom I meet treat me with much civility & kindness.

These late hours are in conformity with all the habits of

society here. They cannot well be otherwise. But how ridiculous

it is to imitate them in the United States, where the habits &
business of the people are altogether different. With us it is a

fashion for which there is no reason.

My housekeeper is a Mrs. Sanders,—the lady who has kept

house for several of my predecessors. I think she understands

her business & is industrious. I am satisfied with her, without

being greatly pleased. The man (Jackson) whom I hired acci-

dentally in New York has behaved himself very well. He is

very attentive & I think perfectly honest. He is a good looking

mulatto, & I have been diverted to witness the attention he re-

ceives here w^here the same prejudices do not exist against color

as in the United States. And yet he is homesick & thinks as I

do, that there is no place in the w^orld to be compared with our

Country.

Please to remember me very kindly to Mrs. Fahnestock &
Mrs. Brenner, as well as to the Mrs. Baers, Mr. Herr, & Mr. Baer.

Should you be writing to Aunt Rebecca or Harriet, I would

thank you to present me kindly to them as w^ell as to Mr. & Mrs.

Van Dyke. Do not forget either old Jake or young Jake. I

expected ere this to hear of Mrs. B.'s marriage to Mr. Bauman.

My sheet is full & I have no more to say but that I remain most

sincerely & respectfully your friend,

James Buchanan.
Miss Esther Parker.
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TO MR. MASON.^

Legation of The United States.

London 23 December 1853.

My dear Sir/

In your kind note of Aug: 2d you were good enough to

promise that you would write to me during my absence. If you
could realise the pleasure which letters from home afford me in

this foreign land you would not neglect this friendly duty.

M}^ situation here is quite as agreeable as I anticipated. I

have been received & treated kindly by the society generally.

Lord Clarendon, the Minister for Foreign affairs, is a gentleman

of kind & affable manners, with whom it is a pleasure to transact

business. Whether I shall succeed in accomplishing the great

objects of my mission is as yet quite uncertain. I shall do my
best. Twenty years ago I should have enjoyed this mission very

much; but between the ages of 42 & 62, a man's tastes & habits

undergo a great change. Whilst I am contented here, I should

be far more happy in retirement at Wheatland.

These people are jealous of our rapid progress, especially in

commerce & manufactures, & entertain a sort of undefined dread

of our advancement; but yet with these feelings is intermingled

some pride that we owe our origin to them. An American min-

ister possessing some tact & talent for conversation will be always

well received in British society. We speak the same language,

have read the same books, & had the same history till the period

of the Revolution. These are so many links to bind us together;

& yet judging from the tone of the Press here & especially of the

Mammoth Times, they are far from being friendly to the United

States. Still I have always felt myself pretty much at home with

them after the first hour & have talked with almost as much
freedom at their dinner tables as I would do in Washington City.

Mrs. Stowe & her book have occasionally become subjects of con-

versation, & I have expressed myself freely of their Anti-Slavery

Society & its interference in our domestic concerns : & this, gen-

erally, with apparent approbation.

The President's message has been well received here, & wliat

is uncommon, has elicited a favorable notice from the Times.

This was Tuesday morning. I observe, however, that in an

Editorial of the next day it recurs to the everlasting subject of

Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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American Slavery, (which these people do not understand) &
the danger arising from it to our Union.

There was a great deficiency in the crop of wheat in this

country at the last harvest, both in quantity & quality; & they

will require a large supply from the United States. I sincerely

pity their condition in this respect; but "it's an ill wind that

blows nobody good."

Please to remember me, in the kindest terms, to Mrs. Mason,

& in the expectation of soon receiving from you a long gossiping

letter about all the world & " the rest of mankind," I remain, as

always.

Sincerely & respectfully your friend

James Buchanan.
Hon : Jno. Thomson Mason. ^

1854.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 19. Legation of The United States.

London, 5 Tanuar}^ 1854.

Sir:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your de-

spatches Nos. 20, 21, 22, and 23, of 19th November and ist, 3d,

and 1 6th December respectively.

In reference to your Despatch No. 19, of the loth November
last, on the subject of the Legislative Act of the Colony of New
South Wales " for more effectually preventing desertion and
other misconduct of seamen belonging to foreign ships," I have

informed Lord Clarendon that the President is unwilling to

express a desire that the Act in question should be enforced

against the crews of ships belonging to the United States. I

have, also, transmitted to him a copy of the opinion of the Attor-

^ Mr. Mason, a native of Maryland, was a representative in Congress

from that State from 1841 to 1843. In 185 1 he w^as elected by the people a

judge of the court of appeals, a post which he held till 1857, when he resigned

and became collector of the port of Baltimore. (Lanman's Biographical

Annals of the Civil Government of the United States, 276.)

' MSS. Department of State, 65 Despatches from England. The principal

part of this despatch is printed in H. Ex. Doc. i, 34 Cong, i Sess. I. 52.
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ney General of the 28th October last as containing the reasons

which have caused the President to arrive at this conclusion.

These are certainly sufficient.

I have not deemed it advisable to press the Central Amer-
ican negotiation since my last interview with Lord Clarendon
in November. The causes for this delay have been the un-

settled condition of the British Cabinet in consequence of the

resignation of Lord Palmerston and his subsequent withdrawal

of that resignation; the state of the Russo-Turkish question to

which the ministry have been devoting themselves, fruitlessly as

it is now believed to the task of preventing a war between Great

Britain and Russia; and the desire which I felt to receive your
instructions in regard to the suggestion which I had made to

Lord Clarendon that the Mosquito Indians might be placed in the

same relation to Nicaragua that our own Indians sustain to the

United States. Your satisfactory^ Despatch, No. 21, has re-

moved all doubts on this latter subject.

I have reason to believe that my omission to press the Cen-
tral American questions at the present most important crisis

between Great Britain and Russia has been properly appreciated

by Lord Clarendon.

On Monday last, however, I addressed His Lordship a note

requesting an interview, to which I have received his answxr
appointing to-morrow (Friday), at half past three o'clock, for

our meeting;—too late for the next steamer. Indeed, I had
reason to expect that ere this he would himself have taken the

initiative and have invited me to an interview. In the intennew
to-morrow I shall not forget the Fisher}^ and Reciprocity

questions.

I have received the Exequatur for Noble Towner, appointed

Consul at Barbadoes, and have transmitted it to him at his post

together with his commission.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon. Wm. L. Marcy,

&c. &c. &c. Washington, D. C.
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MEMORANDUM, JANUARY 6, 1854,

on the clayton-bulwer treaty.

^

Statement for the Earl of Clarendon.
AMien the negotiations commenced which resulted in the

conclusion of the Clayton & Bulwer Convention of the 19th April,

1850, the British Government were in possession of the whole
extensive coast of Central America, sweeping round from the

Rio Hondo to the Port & Harbor of San Juan de Nicaragua,

except that portion of it between the Sarstoon & Cape Hon-
duras, together with the adjacent Honduras Island of Ruatan.

The Government of the United States seriously contested

the claim of Great Britain to any of these possessions, with the

single exception of that part of the Belize settlement lying be-

tween the Rio Hondo & the Sebun, the usufruct of which, for a

special purpose and with a careful reservation of his sovereign

rights over it, had been granted by the King of Spain to the

British, under the Convention of 1786.

The progress of events had rendered Central America an

object of special interest to all the commercial nations of the

world, on account of the Rail Roads & Canals then proposed to

be constructed through the Isthmus, for the purpose of uniting

the Atlantic & Pacific Oceans.

Great Britain & the United States, both having large &
valuable possessions on the shores of the Pacific & an extensive

trade with the countries beyond, it was natural that the one should

desire to prevent the other from being placed in a position to

exercise exclusive control, in peace or in war, over any of the

grand thoroughfares between the two Oceans. This was a main
feature of the policy which dictated the Clayton & Bulwer Con-
vention. To place the two Nations on an exact equality, & thus

to remove all causes of mutual jealousy, each of them agreed, by

this Convention, never to occupy, fortify, or exercise dominion

over any portion of Central America. Both parties adopted this

self denying ordinance, for the purpose of terminating serious

misunderstandings then existing between them which might have

endangered their friendly relations.

^ This memorandum, as here printed, has been compared with the original

paper in 65 Despatches from England. It bears this endorsement :
" This

Memorandum & Statement is to be attached to & made a part of Despatch

No. 20 of the loth January, 1854. J. B." The memorandum is printed in

H. Ex. Doc. I, 34 Cong, i Sess. I. 55-64.
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Whether the United States acted wisely or not, in relin-

quishing their right, as an independent nation, to acquire terri-

tory in a region on their own Continent which may become

necessary for the security of their communication with their

important & valuable possessions on the Pacific, is another & a

different question. But they have concluded the Convention;

—

their faith is pledged, & under such circumstances they never look

behind the record.

The language of the Convention is properly mutual, though

in regard to the United States, it can only restrain them from

making future acquisitions; because it is well known that in

point of fact, they were not in the occupation of a foot of terri-

tory in Central America. In reference to Great Britain the

case is different, & the language applies not only to the future but

the past; because she was then in the actual exercise of dominion

over a very large portion of the Eastern coast of Central America.

Whilst, therefore, the United States had no occupancy to

abandon, under the Convention, Great Britain had extensive pos-

sessions to restore to the States of Guatemala, Honduras &
Nicaragua.

And yet, the British Government, up till the present moment,

have not deemed it proper to take the first step towards the per-

formance of their obligations under this Convention. They are

still in the actual occupancy of nearly the whole coast of Central

America, including the Island of Ruatan, in the very same

manner that they were before its conclusion. This delay, on their

part, surely cannot proceed from any obscurity in the language

of the Convention.

The first article declares, that the Government of the United

States & Great Britain agree that neither will " occupy, or fortify,

or colonize, or assume or exercise any dominion over Nicaragua,

Costa Rica, the Mosquito Coast, or any part of Central America."

And from abundant caution,—in view of the Mosquito protector-

ate, the article proceeds as follows :
—

" nor will either make use

of any protection which either affords or may afford, or any

alliance which either has or may have to or with any State or

people for the purpose of . . . occupying, fortifying or

colonizing Nicaragua, Costa Rica, the Mosquito Coast or any

part of Central America, or of assuming or exercising dominion

over the same." This rendered into plain English is, that the

parties shall not exercise dominion over any part of Central

America, either directly or indirectly, either by themselves or

in the name of others.
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It has been said that the first article of the Convention

acknowledged, by implication, the right of Great Britain to the

Mosquito protectorate,—a right which the United States have

always contested & resisted; a right which would continue to

Great Britain that entire control over the Nicaragua Ship canal &
the other avenues of communication between the two oceans

which it was the very object of the Convention to abolish; and

to defeat that equality between the parties in Central America

which was its special purpose to secure. Surely the United

States could never have been guilty of such a suicidal absurdity.

But admitting, for the sake of argument merely, that the

United States have acknowledged the existence of this Protec-

torate, it would be difficult, restricted in its use, as it has been

by the Convention, to conceive for what object of the least

importance it could be employed. It assuredly could not be for

the purpose of " occupying " '' the Mosquito Coast," or "of
assuming or exercising dominion over the same," because this has

been expressly prohibited by the Convention.

Great Britain has not even retired from the Island of

Ruatan, in obedience to the Convention. Here no question can

possibly arise from any alleged Mosquito Protectorate. This is

clearly a Central American Island belonging to the State of

Honduras, & but thirty miles distant from her port of Truxillo.

If the Convention plainly embraces any object whatever, this

must be Ruatan.

And yet, Great Britain has not only continued to occupy this

Island, but since the date of the Convention, she has actually

established a colonial Government over it. And not over it alone,

but adding thereto five other neighboring Islands, on the Central

American Coast, has converted them all into the British Colony

of the "' Bay Islands." Public sentiment is quite unanimous in

the United States, that the establishment of this Colony is a

palpable violation both of the letter & the spirit of the Clayton &
Bulwer Convention.

Ruatan is well known to be an Island of great value & im-

portance, on account of its excellent harbors, which are rare

along that coast. Indeed, it has been described by a Spanish

author " as the key of the Bay of Honduras & the focus of the

trade of the neighbouring Countries." Such is its commanding
Geographical position that Great Britain, in possession of it, could

completely arrest the trade of the United States, on its passage to

& from the Isthmus. In vain may the Convention have prohibited
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Great Britain from erecting or maintaining any fortifications

commanding the Nicaragua Canal, or in other portions of Central

America, if she shall continue to exercise dominion over '' the

Bay Islands."

The United States now only ask that this Convention shall

be faithfully executed by both parties. They wish that every

avenue of communication across the Isthmus shall be opened, not

merely for their own benefit, but for that of Great Britain &
the whole world. In this respect, they would not, if they could,

acquire any peculiar advantages, because these might arouse the

jealousy & distrust of other nations.

The rights and duties of the respective parties have been

ascertained & determined by the Convention itself; but as the

justice of the previous claim of Great Britain to her possessions

in Central America has been since asserted in high quarters, it

may not be improper to present the views of the Government of

the United States upon this subject.

It need scarcely be repeated that the United States have

always denied the validity of this claim. They believe that

Great Britain has surrendered nothing under the Convention,

which she would not voluntarily have done, from her own mag-
nanimity & sense of justice, as soon as the question was brought

home to her serious consideration.

It would be a vain labor to trace the history of the connection

of Great Britain with the Mosquito shore & other portions of

Central America, previous to her Treaties with Spain of 1783 &
1786. This connection doubtless originated from her desire

to break down the monopoly of trade which Spain so jealously

enforced with her American Colonies, & to introduce into them

British manufactures. The attempts of Great Britain to accom-

plish this object were pertinaciously resisted by Spain, and be-

came the source of continual difficulties between the two Nations.

After a long period of strife, these were happily terminated by

the Treaties of 1783 & 1786, in as clear and explicit language as

was ever employed on any similar occasion ; & the history of the

time renders the meaning of this language, if possible, still more

clear & explicit.

The 6th article of the Treaty of peace of 3d September,

1783, was very distasteful to the King & Cabinet of Great Britain.

This abundantly appears from Lord John Russell's " Memorials

& correspondence of Charles James Fox." The British Govern-

ment failing in their efforts to have this Article deferred for six
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months finally yielded a most reluctant consent to its insertion in

the Treaty.

Why this reluctant consent? Because the 6th Article

stipulates, that with the exception of the territory between the

River Wallis or Belize & the Rio Hondo, within which permis-

sion was granted to British subjects to cut Logwood, " all the

English who may be dispersed in any other parts, whether on

the Spanish Continent, (' Continent Espagnol ') or in any of the

Islands whatsoever dependent on the aforesaid Spanish Conti-

nent, & for whatever reason it might be, without exception, shall

retire within the District which has been above described in the

space of Eighteen months, to be computed from the exchange of

ratifications." And the Treaty further expressly provides, that the

permission granted to cut Logwood " shall not be considered as

derogating in any wise from his [Catholic Majesty's] rights of

sovereignty " over this Logwood District; and it stipulates, more-

over, " that if any fortifications should actually have been here-

tofore erected within the limits marked out, His Britannic Ma-
jesty shall cause them all to be demolished, & he will order his

subjects not to build any new ones."

But notwithstanding these provisions, in the opinion of Mr.

Fox, it was still in the power of the British Government " to put

our [their] own interpretation upon the words ' Continent

Espagnol,' & to determine upon prudential considerations whether

the Mosquito Shore comes under the description or not."

Hence the necessity for new negotiations which should de-

termine precisely & expressly the territory embraced by the Treaty

of 1783. These produced the Convention of the 14th July, 1786;

and its very first Article removed every doubt on the subject.

This declares that " His Britannic Majesty's subjects, and the

other colonists who have hitherto enjoyed the protection of

England, shall evacuate the Country of the Mosquitos, as well as

the Continent in general and the islands adjacent, without excep-

tion," situated beyond the new limits prescribed by the Convention

within which British subjects were to be permitted to cut not only

logwood but Mahogany and all other wood ; and even this District

is " indisputably acknowledged to belong of right to the Crown
of Spain."

Thus what was meant by the " Continent Espagnol," in the

Treaty of 1783 is defined, beyond all doubt, by the Convention

of 1786; and the sovereignty of the Spanish King over the

Mosquito Shore, as well as over every other portion of the
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Spanish Continent and the Islands adjacent, is expressly recog-

nized.

It was just that Great Britain should interfere to protect the

Mosquito Indians against the punishment to which they had

exposed themselves as her allies from their legitimate and ac-

knowledged sovereign. The 14th Article of the Convention,

therefore, provides that " His Catholic Majesty, prompted solely

by motives of humanity, promises to the King of England, that

he will not exercise any act of severity against the Mosquitos

inhabiting in part the countries which are to be evacuated by

virtue of the present Convention, on account of the connections

which may have subsisted between the said Indians and the

English; and his Britannic Majesty, on his part, will strictly

prohibit all his subjects from furnishing arms, or warlike stores

to the Indians in general situated upon the frontiers of the

Spanish possessions."

British honor required that these Treaties with Spain should

be faithfully observed; and from the contemporaneous history,

no doubt exists but that this was done; that the orders required

by the 15th article of the Convention were issued by the British

Government, and that they were strictly carried into execution.

In this connection a reference to the significant proceedings

in the House of Lords, on 26th March, 1787, ought not to be

omitted. On that day, a motion was made by Lord Rawdon
'' That the terms of the Convention of July 14, 1786, do not meet

the favorable opinion of this House." The motion was dis-

cussed at considerable length and with great ability. The task

of defending the Ministry on this occasion was undertaken by

Lord Chancellor Thurlow^ and was most triumphantly performed.

He abundantly justified the Ministry for having surrendered the

Mosquito Shore to vSpain and proved that " the Mosquitos were

not our allies ;—they were not a people we were bound by Treaty

to protect." " His Lordship repelled the argument that the

settlement was a regular and legal settlement with some sort of

indignation; and so far from agreeing, as had been contended,

that we had uniformly remained in the quiet and unquestionable

possession of our claim to the territory, he called upon the noble

Viscount Stormont to declare, as a man of honor, whether he did

not know the contrary."

Lord Rawdon's motion to condemn the Convention was

rejected by a vote of 53 to 17.

It is worthy of special remark, that all sides of the House,
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whether approving or disapproving the Convention, proceeded

upon the express admission that it required Great Britain, em-
ploying its own language, to '' evacuate the Country of the

Mosquitos." On this question the House of Lords were
unanimous.

At what period, then, did Great Britain renew her claims to

''the Country of the Mosquitos, as w;ell as the Continent in

general and the Islands adjacent without exception"? It cer-

tainly was not in 1801, when under the Treaty of Amiens she

acquired the Island of Trinidad from Spain, without any mention

whatever of future acquisitions in America. It certainly was not

in 1809, when she entered into a Treaty of alliance offensive and

defensive with Spain to resist the Emperor Napoleon in his at-

tempts to conquer the Spanish Monarchy. It certainly was not

in 1814 when the Commercial Treaties which had previously

existed between the two Powers, including, it is presumed, those

of 1783 and 1786 were revived. On all these occasions there

was no mention, whatever, of any claims of Great Britain to the

Mosquito protectorate or to any of the Spanish American terri-

tories which she had abandoned.

It was not in 181 7 and 18 19 when Acts of the British Parlia-

ment (57 & 59 Geo. 3rd) distinctly acknowledged that the

British settlement at Belize was " not within the territory and

dominion of His Majesty," but was merely " a settlement for

certain purposes in the possession and under the protection of

His Majesty ;

"—thus evincing a determined purpose to observe

with the most scrupulous good faith the Treaties of 1783 and

1786 with Spain.

In the very sensible book of Captain Bonnycastle, of the

Corps of British Royal Engineers, on Spanish America, published

at London in 18 18, he gives no intimation whatever that Great

Britain had revived her claim to the Mosquito Protectorate. On
the contrar}^^. he describes the Mosquito Shore as " a tract of

country which lies along part of the Northern and Eastern shore

of Honduras," which had " been claimed by the British." He
adds, " the English held this country for eighty years and aban-

doned it in 1787 and 1788."

Thus matters continued until a considerable period after

1 82 1, in which year the Spanish Provinces composing the Captain

Generalship of Guatemala asserted and maintained their inde-

pendence of Spain. It would be a work of supererogation to

attempt to prove, at this period of the world's history, that these
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Provinces, having by a successful revolution become independent

States, succeeded, w^ithin their respective limits, to all the terri-

torial rights of Spain. This will surely not be denied by the

British Government, which took so noble and prominent a part

m securing the independence of all the Spanish American

provinces.

Indeed Great Britain has recorded her adhesion to this prin-

ciple of international law, in her Treaty of the 26th December,

1826, with Mexico, then recently a revolted Spanish Colony.

By this Treaty, so far from claiming any right beyond the

usufruct which had been conceded to her under the Convention

with Spain of 1786, she recognizes its continued existence and

binding effect as between herself and Mexico by obtaining and

accepting from the Government of the latter a stipulation that

British subjects shall not be '' disturbed or molested in the

peaceable possession and exercise of whatever rights, privileges,

and immunities they have at any time enjoyed within the limits

described and laid down " by that Convention. Whether the

former Spanish sovereignty over Belize, subject to the British

usufruct, reverted of right to Mexico or to Guatemala, may be

seriously questioned; but, in either case, this recognition by

Great Britain is equally conclusive.

And here it may be appropriate to observe, that Great Britain

still continues in possession not only of the District between the

Rio Hondo and the Sibun, within which the King of Spain under

the Convention of 1786 had granted her a license to cut Ma-
hogany and other woods, but the British settlers have extended

this possession south to the River Sarstoon, one degree and a

half of latitude beyond " the limits described and laid down " by

the Convention. It is presumed that the encroachments of these

settlers south of the Sibun have been made without the authority

or sanction of the British crown, and that no difficulty will exist

in their removal.

Yet in view of all these antecedents, the island of Ruatan,

belonging to the state of Honduras and within sight of its shores,

was captured in 1841 by Colonel McDonald, then Her Britannic

Majesty's Superintendent at Belize, and the flag of Honduras

was hauled down and that of Great Britain was hoisted in its

place. This small state, incapable of making any effectual re-

sistance, was compelled to submit, and the island has ever since

been under British control. What makes this event more re-

markable is that, it is believed, a similar act of violence had been
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committed on Ruatan by the Superintendent of Belize in 1835;
but, on complaint by the Federal Government of the Central

American states then still in existence, the act was formally

disavowed by the British Government and the island was restored

to the authorities of the Republic.

No question can exist but that Ruatan was one of the
" Islands adjacent " to the American Continent, which had been

restored by Great Britain to Spain under the Treaties of 1783
and 1786. Indeed, the most approved British Gazetteers and

Geographers, up till the present date, have borne testimony to

this fact, apparently without information from that hitherto

but little known portion of the world, that the Island had again

been seized by Her Majesty's Superintendent at Belize, and was
now a possession claimed by Great Britain.

When Great Britain determined to resume her dominion

over the Mosquito shore, in the name of a protectorate, is not

known with any degree of certainty in the United States. The
first information on the subject in the Department of State at

Washington was contained in a Despatch of the 20th January,

1842, from William S. Murphy, Esquire, Special Agent of the

American Government to Guatemala, in which he states that in a

conversation with Colonel McDonald at Belize, the latter had

informed him he had discovered and sent documents to England,

which caused the British Government to revive their claim to the

Mosquito territory.

According to Bonnycastle, the Mosquito shore " lies along

part of the Northern and Eastern shore of Honduras," and, by

the map which accompanies his work, extends no further south

than the mouth of the river Segovia in about 12° North Latitude.

This respectable author certainly never could have imagined that

it extended south to San Juan de Nicaragua, because he de-

scribes this as the principal seaport of Nicaragua on the Caribbean

sea ; says there are " three portages " between the Lake and the

mouth of the River, and " these carrying places are defended,

and at one of them is the Fort St. Juan, called also the Castle

of Neustra Senora, on a rock and very strong; it has thirty six

guns mounted, with a sm^all battery, whose platform is level with

the water ; and the whole is enclosed on the land side by a ditch

and rampart. Its garrison is generally kept up at a hundred

infantry, sixteen artillery men, with about sixty of the militia,

and is provided with bateaux which row guard every night up

and down the stream." Thus it appears that the Spaniards were
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justly sensible of the importance of defending this outlet from

the lake of Nicaragua to the ocean; because as Captain Bonny-

castle observes, '' This Port [San Juan] is looked upon as the

key of the Americas, and with the possession of it and Realejo

on the other side of the Lake, the Spanish colonies might be

paralyzed by the enemy being then master of the ports of both

oceans." He might have added that nearly sixty years ago, on

the 26th February, 1796, the Port of San Juan de Nicaragua was

established as a Port of Entry of the second class by the King
of Spain.

Captain Bonnycastle, as well as the Spaniards, would have

been greatly surprised had they been informed that this Port

was a part of the dominions of His Majesty the King of the

Mosquitos, and that the cities and cultivated territories of

Nicaragua surrounding the lakes Nicaragua and Managua had

no outlet to the Caribbean sea, except by his gracious pennission.

It was therefore with profound surprise and regret the Govern-

ment and people of the United States learned that a British force

on the 1st of January, 1848, had expelled the State of Nicaragua

from San Juan; had hauled down the Nicaraguan flag, and had

raised the Mosquito flag in its place. The ancient name of the

Town, San Juan de Nicaragua, which had identified it in all

former time as belonging to Nicaragua, was on this occasion

changed and thereafter it became Greytown.

These proceedings gave birth to serious apprehensions

throughout the United States that Great Britain intended to

monopolize for herself the control over the different routes

between the Atlantic and Pacific, which, since the acquisition of

California, had become of vital importance to the United States.

Under this impression it was impossible that the American Gov-

ernment could any longer remain silent and acquiescing specta-

tors of what was passing in Central America.

Mr. Monroe, one of our wisest and most discreet Presidents,

announced in a public message to Congress, in December, 1823,

that " the American continents, by the free and independent con-

dition which the}^ have assumed and maintained, are henceforth

not to be considered subjects for future colonization by any

European Powers."

This declaration has since been known throughout the world

as ** the Monroe doctrine," and has received the public and

official sanction of subsequent Presidents, as well as of a very

large majority of the American people.
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Whilst this doctrine will be maintained whenever in the

opinion of Congress the peace and safety of the United States

shall render this necessary, yet to have acted upon it in Central

America might have brought us into collision with Great Britain,

—an event always to be deprecated, and if possible avoided. We
can do each other the most good and the most harm of any two

nations in the world ; and therefore it is our strong mutual inter-

est, as it ought to be our strong mutual desire, to remain the best

friends. To settle these dangerous questions, both parties wisely

resorted to friendly negotiations, which resulted in the Conven-

tion of April, 1850. May this prove to be instrumental in finally

adjusting all questions of difficulty between the parties in Central

America, and in perpetuating their peace and friendship

!

Surely, the Mosquito Indians ought not to prove an obstacle

to so happy a consummation. Even if these savages had never

been actually subdued by Spain, this would give them no title to

rank as an independent state, without violating the principles and

the practice of every European Nation, without exception, which

has acquired territory on the Continent of America. They all

mutually recognized the right of discovery, as well as the title

of the discoverer, to a large extent of interior territory, though

at the moment occupied by fierce and hostile tribes of Indians.

On this principle, the wars, the negotiations, the cessions, and

the jurisprudence of these nations were founded. The ultimate

dominion and absolute title belonged to themselves, although

several of them, and especially Great Britain, conceded to the

Indians a right of mere occupancy, which however, could only

be extinguished by the authority of the nation within whose

dominions these Indians were found. All sales or transfers of

territory made by them to third parties were declared to be abso-

lutely void; and this was a merciful rule even for the Indians

themselves, because it prevented them from being defrauded by

dishonest individuals.

No nation has ever acted more steadily upon these principles

than Great Britain ; and she has solemnly recognized them in her

Treaties with the King of Spain of 1783 and 1786, by admitting

his sovereignty over the Mosquitos.

Shall the Mosquito tribe of Indians constitute an exception

from this hitherto universal rule? Is there anything in their

character or in their civilization which would enable them to

perform the duties and sustain the responsibilities of a sovereign

state in the family of nations?
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Bonnycastle says of them that they '' were formerly a very

powerful and numerous race of people; but the ravages of rum
and the small pox have diminished their number very much."

He represents them on the authority of British settlers, as

seeming '' to have no other religion than the adoration of evil

spirits." The same author also states that " the warriors of this

tribe are accounted at fifteen hundred." This possibly may have

been correct in 1818, when the book was published; but at present

serious doubts are entertained whether they reach much more
than half that number. The truth is, they are now a debased

race and are degraded even below the common Indian standard.

They have acquired the worst vices of civilization from their

intercourse with the basest class of the whites, without any of

its redeeming virtues. The Mosquitos have been thus repre-

sented by a writer of authority who has recently enjoyed the

best opportunities for personal observation. That they are totally

incapable of maintaining an independent civilized Government is

beyond all question. Then in regard to their so-called King.

Lord Palmerston, in speaking of him to Mr. Rives, in September

1 85 1, says, " they had what was called a King—who, by the bye,"

he added in a tone of pleasantry, '' was as much a King as I or

you." And Lord John Russell, in his Despatch to Mr. Cramp-
ton of the 19th January, 1853, denominates the Mosquito

Government as " a fiction; " and speaks of the King as a person,
" whose title and power are, in truth, little better than nominal."

The moment Great Britain shall withdraw from Bluefields,

where she now exercises exclusive dominion over the Mosquito

shore, the former relations of the Mosquitos to Nicaragua and

Honduras, as the successors of Spain, will naturally be restored.

When this event shall occur, it is to be hoped that these states

in their conduct towards the Mosquitos and the other Indian

tribes within their territories will follow the example of Great

Britain and the LTnited States. Whilst neither of these has ever

acknowledged or permitted any other nation to acknowledge any

Indian tribe within their limits as an independent people, they

have both recognized the qualified right of such tribes to occupy

the soil, and as the advance of the white settlements rendered

this necessary have acquired their title by a fair purchase.

Certainly it cannot be desired that this extensive and valuable

Central American Coast, on the highway of nations between the

Atlantic and the Pacific, should be appropriated to the use of

three or four thousand wandering Indians, as an independent

Vol. IX—
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State, who would use it for no other purpose than that of hunting

and fishing and savage warfare. If such an event were possible,

the Coast would become a retreat for pirates and outlaws of

every nation, from whence to infest and disturb the commerce
of the world in its transit across the Isthmus. And but little

better would be its condition should a new Independent State be

established on the Mosquito Shore. Besides, in either event, the

present Central American States would deeply feel the injustice

which had been done them in depriving them of a portion of their

territories. They would never cease in attempts to recover their

rights, and thus strife and contention would be perpetuated in

that quarter of the world where it is so much the interest, both

of Great Britain and the United States, that all territorial ques-

tions shall be speedily, satisfactorily, and finally adjusted.

James Buchanan.
London, 6 January 1854.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 20. Legation of The United States.

London, 10 January 1854.

Sir/

I had a long interview on Friday last with Lord Clarendon,

at the Foreign office. We had much desultory & pleasant con-

versation on various topics but in my report I shall confine myself

to the substance of what passed between us in relation to the

pending questions between the two Governments.

Some remarks of His Lordship favorable to our naval

expedition to Japan introduced the name of Commodore Perry.

He then took occasion to repeat to me the handsome things which

Sir George Seymour had said to him concerning that gallant

officer, as well as his successor Commodore Shubrick, for their

conduct on the Fishing grounds during the years 1852 & 1853.

Availing myself of this introduction of the subject, I asked

his Lordship what he had done in regard to Secretary Marcy's

projet of the Fishery & Reciprocity Treaty communicated to him

by Mr. Crampton. His answer was unfavorable to its success.

^MSS. Department of State, 65 Despatches from England. The portion

of the despatch relating to Central America was printed in H. Ex. Doc. i,

34 Cong. I Sess. I. 52-56.
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He said we wanted to drive too hard a bargain with them & one

which was unacceptable to Nova Scotia & their other North

American Colonies. After endeavoring to convince him, but

without apparent success, that the bargain which we had offered

was not hard, but in the highest degree liberal, I said, '' My Lord,

the British Statesman, particularly at the present momentous

crisis in the affairs of the world, who shall be instrumental in

settling all the questions pending between the two Governments,

on fair & honorable terms, & thus converting Great Britain & the

United States into nations kindred in friendship, as they already

are in blood, will do more for his country, & indeed for both

countries, than any Statesman who has arisen in England since

the days of Lord Chatham." He interrupted me by a cordial &
enthusiastic response to this remark but observed, that the

American people seemed to entertain a strong prejudice against

England which it would be difficult to remove, & I must admit

this was not shared by the English people against the United

States. I replied that I could not speak on this subject from

personal observation, my intercourse with British society having

as yet been comparatively limited ; but that in a free country the

Public Press necessarily reflected public opinion, and judging by

this standard, I could not admit that the British people were very

friendly to the United States. Here a conversation intervened

of a good-natured character on the relative regard of the people

of the two countries for each other;—which I need not repeat.

I then proceeded to remark that there was great danger

of serious collision on the Fishing grounds. Under their con-

struction of the Convention of 1818, American fishermen were

excluded even from the great Bays or arms of the Sea; whilst

under our construction, these fishermen had a clear right to

enter all Bays more than six miles wide at their mouth in pursuit

of fish. Our fishermen were a class of people always ready &
willing to assert what they believed to be their rights; and in

consequence a collision might take place any day, which would

seriously endanger the peace between the two countries. That

this danger ought, if possible, to be avoided.

He said he heartily concurred with me in this opinion; but

again repeated his objections, in the same general terms, to your

Projet. In answer, I employed such arguments as I thought

would be most available in enforcing the reasonable & liberal

character of the Projet; but they did not seem to make much
impression. Still, he appeared very anxious that some mode
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should be devised to avert the danger of a collision which might

prove less objectionable to the Colonies.

I then told him he knew I had no authority to negotiate upon
this subject ; but I would make a suggestion on my own responsi-

bility, without in the slightest degree committing my Government,

which he might take for what it was worth. He said he would
be very glad to hear it ;—that whatever was done on this question

would necessarily be subjected to a severe criticism from the

people of both nations.

I observed : Why not adopt a single article in regard to the

Fisheries, for a brief period, which would bear its own justifica-

tion on its face to the people of both countries ? Let this simply

state that in consideration of the grant made by Great Britain to

the citizens of the United States of the Shore Fisheries, the

United States, on their part, grant that British caught fish shall

be admitted into their ports free of duty; & that, in addition,

there shall be a reciprocal free trade between the British Colonies

& the United States in the articles, enumerating them, contained

in your schedule.

The thought appeared to strike him favorably; & he asked

me to repeat the suggestion, which he took down in writing.

I observed that a simple provision of this kind for a few

years would avoid any immediate danger of collision ; & I was

persuaded that the Colonists, once in the enjoyment of the ad-

vantages which such a Treaty must afford, would desire that it

should be continued. Fie said that if they should prove to be

dissatisfied, the Treaty might be terminated after a brief period.

We then went off into a conversation on the advantages to the

Colonists of a free trade in fish, as well as in the other articles

enumerated in your schedule, in which I endeavored, as I had

done twice before, to convince him of its great virtue to them.

The only specific objection which he made to my suggestion was

the danger of collision between American & British fishermen, if

the former had the right to dr}^ & cure their fish on the shores.

This I obviated by stating that without the consent of the owners

of the property this right could not be exercised by American

fishermen ; & that when the question was once settled, the parties

would mutually respect each other's rights & not interfere with

any previous occupancy.

I am persuaded that it is the strong opposition of the Colo-

nists, and especially those of Nova Scotia, which has prevented

the conclusion of your Treaty.
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I was somewhat surprised at the apparent favor with which

this suggestion was received by Lord Clarendon. This, I am
convinced, arose from the clear presentation, in juxtaposition,

of the quid pro quo which such an article would exhibit to the

Colonists & to the British public. It could not have been from
any other cause; inasmuch as the article would assure to Amer-
ican fishermen all the rights specified in the Projet; would relieve

us from the embarrassing concession to British fishermen of the

right to take fish on our coasts, estuaries, & rivers, as well as from
the question of bounties; and, above all, it would waive the claim

to the registration in the United States of vessels built in the

British provinces,—a claim which ought never to be yielded.

Perhaps I may have gone too far in the suggestion. It was
not made until I had clearly ascertained His Lordship's (I think)

unreasonable repugnance to your Projet. The discussion, in any

event, can have done no harm. On the contrary, I am per-

suaded it gave him a stronger impression than he had before of

the importance of an early settlement of the Fishery question.

I have drawn up such an article as I intended to suggest.

At the first, I thought of sending it to his Lordship ; but on reflec-

tion I concluded this would be going too far. I now transmit

it to you. It has not been prepared with much care & is only

intended to present the general idea in a more specific form.

Perhaps, in the event that your projet should finally fail, some-

thing may be made of it; & I might then be able to induce Lord
Clarendon to send it to Mr. Crampton for your approbation.

The only objection to the Article which I can conceive is,

that it would not confer upon American caught fish the privilege

of being imported into the Colonies free of duty. I presume,

however, that this privilege would be but of little value to our

fishermen. It is, also, possible his Lordship might consent to

insert
**' Fish of all kinds " in the list of free articles, as it is

in your schedule ; & this would remove the dif^culty. This point

was not adverted to in our conversation. Still, my impression

is, that the favor with which the suggestion seemed to be received

was because it presented a substantive consideration for the

grant of the shore fisheries, in the free admission of British

caught fish into the Lnited States, which was not to be impaired

by the reciprocal privilege of admitting American caught fish

free of duty into the British provinces. In that I may be mis-

taken, as, I repeat, there was no allusion whatever to this point.
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After our conversation had ended on the Fishery & Reci-

procity questions, he informed me that he had presented my
suggestion to the Cabinet, that Nicaragua should treat the Mos-
quitos within her hmits as Great Britain & the United States

treated their own Indians, under similar circumstances; & they

thought, as he had done, that it was highly reasonable. I told

him I was glad to learn this, and was happy to inform him I

could now state from advices received by the last steamer that

you were of the same opinion.

lie then asked, in what manner shall we carry this into

effect? and intimated that the appointment of Commissioners by

the two Governments for this purpose might be the best mode of

proceeding. I told him I was not then prepared to express an

opinion on the subject; but would take it into consideration. The
proportion of territory to be occupied by the Mosquitos, until

their title was extinguished by Nicaragua, ought to depend very

much upon their number. Lord John Russell had stated this to

be thirt}^ or forty thousand, whilst from my information, which

was, however, vague, it did not exceed as many hundreds. He
replied that Mr. Green, the British Consul & agent at Bluefields,

was now in London, & had mentioned to him that my estimate of

their number was probably correct in regard to the Mosquitos

north of the San Juan, though there might be a thousand more;

but that the Mosquitos south of the San Juan were so numerous

as to render Lord John's estimate of the whole not excessive.

I told him I had never heard that any portion of this tribe re-

sided in Costa Rica, & I thought there must be some mistake in

the statement of Mr. Green.

He then asked what we should do with the grants of land

which had been made to individuals by the King of the Mos-
quitos ; & I answered, that under the law of all European nations,

since the discovery of America, as well as by the uniform prac-

tice both of Great Britain & the United States, such grants made
by Indians were absolutely void. I also stated to him, some-

what in detail, the decision on this point made by the Supreme
Court of the United States, in the case of Johnson v. Mcintosh,

(8 Wheaton, 543,) to which he appeared to listen with marked
attention.

After this, we had a discursive & rambling conversation em-

bracing the Ruatan & Belize questions, the Clayton & Bulwer

Treaty, & several other matters, which I do not propose to detail.

In the course of it, he stated distinctly that this Treaty was, in
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their opinion, entirely prospective in its operation & did not re-

quire them to abandon any of their possessions in Central Amer-

ica. At this I expressed my astonishment, & we discussed the

point, in an earnest but good natured manner.

In regard to Ruatan, he said he had the papers in a box

before him to prove their title to that Island ; but it would con-

sume too much time to read them, & therefore he had thought of

submitting his views to me respecting it in writing. This sugges-

tion pleased me much, as I desired to present to His Lordship

a memorandum which I had prepared embracing our whole case

in Central America. I told him, therefore, I should be much
gratified to receive his views in writing; & at the same time

informed him, that without changing our mode of personal

conference, I desired, also, to deliver him a written memorandum
to which he might at all times refer, containing a statement of

the case on the part of my Government. With this he expressed

himself to be much pleased. I am sorry that I shall not be able

to furnish you a copy of this memorandum by the present

steamer.

One incident may be worth particular mention. In the

course of the conversation, he said the Bay Islands were but of

little value; but if British honor required their retention, they

could never be surrendered. I made some playful remark in

reference to the idea of British honor being involved in so small

an affair. He then became quite earnest on the point of honor,

which might, he observed, be as much involved in subjects of

little as of great value. To this I assented; but said that when
the construction of a Treaty was really doubtful, which I did

not admit upon the present occasion, & when the friendly rela-

tions between two great countries were at stake, there could^ in

such a case, be no point of honor involved in the one yielding

to the other what was admitted to be of but little value. He
replied that in this view of the case I might be correct.

In regard to Belize, there was not the least appearance of

yielding on the part of his Lordship. He repudiated the idea

with some warmth that any person should suppose they had

surrendered this settlement under the Clayton and Bulwer
Treaty.

From all that passed, my impression is that, in addition to

the Mosquito Shore, they will finally, after a struggle, agree to

abandon the Bay Islands; but I am thoroughly convinced they

wnll never consent to surrender Belize,—most certainly not that
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portion of it the usufruct of which for particular purposes was
granted to them by the King of Spain under the Treaties of 1783
and 1786. Johnston, in his general Gazetteer, says that " Belize

is now the Depot of British manufactured goods and foreign

merchandize designed for Central America. Amount of im-

ports from £400,000 to £500,000 ; exports about the same. 9000
tons of British shipping employed in the trade."

The time has, therefore, arrived when it becomes indispen-

sable that I should receive the President's instructions on this

point. In forming his opinion, it may be worthy of considera-

tion, that the British have been in the actual possession of Belize,

under Treaty, for more than seventy years; that no period was
fixed when they should withdraw from this possession; that

Spain declared war against Great Britain on the nth October,

1796; that an attack was made from Yucatan on Belize in 1798,

w^hich w^as repelled by the British settlers ; and that for nearly

a quarter of a century, it has been under a regular colonial

Government, without attracting the notice of the United States.

In any event, I shall do my whole duty, in first urging their

withdrawal from the w^hole Colony; and if that should not

prove successful, then from the portion of it south of the Sibun

;

—but what am I to do, in case I shall be unsuccessful in both

or either of these particulars? I shall await your answer, with

considerable anxiety.

When I pointed out to Lord Clarendon on Bailey's map,

which lay before him, the extent of the encroachments which

British settlers had made beyond the Treaty limits; his only

answer was, in a tone of pleasantry, that w^e ought not to

complain of encroachments, and instanced our acquisition of

Texas. I then took occasion to give him information on this

subject, for which he thanked me, and said that he had never

understood it before.

Returning again to the Mosquitos : am I to consent that

they shall continue in the occupation of the territory assigned to

them by the agreement between Messrs. Webster and Crampton,

of April 30th, 1852, until their title shall be extinguished by

Nicaragua? Whether this assignment be unreasonable or not

would depend much upon their number. You can doubtless

ascertain at Washington whether any considerable number of

the tribe inhabit the Country south of the San Juan, as stated

by Mr. Green.

In regard to the Mosquitos, the question of the greatest
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difficulty would seem to be, in what manner can Great Britain

and the United States interpose, as suggested by Lord Clarendon,

to prevent Nicaragua from depriving these Indians of their right

of occupancy without a fair equivalent? It would seem that

this could be best accomplished by a Treaty with Nicaragua. The
Avhole detail presents embarrassments which will be annoying

without the consent of Nicaragua; and yet I am persuaded the

British Government care little or nothing for this consent. They
have evidently formed a very unfavorable opinion of that State,

and greatly prefer Costa Rica. It would appear, from what his

Lordship informed me, Mr. Marcoleta had told Mr. Crampton
that Costa Rica is jealous of the influence of Nicaragua with

the United States.

You would naturally desire to know something of His

Majesty the present King of the Mosquitos. I had on a former

occasion stated to Lord Clarendon that he was drunken and
worthless. At this interview his Lordship informed me I was
mistaken ; that the present King was a decent and well behaved

youth of between 22 and 23, who resided in Mr. Green's family;

though he believed his late Majesty, to whom I had doubtless

referred, was a bad fellow

!

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon. Wm. L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

(Enclosure in No. 20.)

In consideration that Her Britannic Majesty, in addition to the liberty se-

cured to American fishermen by the Convention between the parties of October

20th, 1818, hereby grants to the inhabitants of the United States the liberty,

in common with her own subjects, to take fish of every kind on the sea

coasts & shores & in the Bays, harbors, & creeks of all Her Majesty's Atlantic

Colonial possessions & Islands in North America, Newfoundland included,

without being restricted to any distance from the shore : The United States,

on their part, grant that all the fish of every kind caught by British subjects

on the sea coasts & shores & in the Bays, harbors, & creeks of Her Majesty's

said Colonial possessions & Islands, Newfoundland included, shall be admitted

into the Ports of the United States free of duty. And it is furthermore

agreed between the Parties that the following articles, being the growth &
produce of the aforesaid British Colonial possessions & Islands or of the

United States, respectively, shall be reciprocally admitted free of duty into

the Ports of the said Colonial possessions & Islands & into those of the

United States :—to wit, " Grain, flour, & bread stuffs of all kinds," &c. &c. &c.

It is understood, however, that the permission which Her Britannic
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Majesty hereby grants to American fishermen to land upon the coasts &
shores of all the aforesaid British Colonial possessions & Islands & of

their Bays, harbors, & creeks, for the purpose of drying their nets & curing

their fish, shall never be construed or employed so as to interfere with the

rights of private property, or with British fishermen in the previous occu-

pancy of any part of the said coasts & shores for the same purpose.

TO MR. LEWIS.

(Enclosure in No. 23.^)

Legation of The United States.

London, January 12, 1854.

Sir,

I have received your favor of the loth instant, and can

most cordially assure you that it will afford me very great,

pleasure to become the instrument of the *' Royal National Insti-

tution for the preserv'^ation of lives from Shipwreck " in trans-

mitting to my Government the Gold Medallion to be presented to

Captain Ludlow, of the American Whaling Ship " Monmouth,"
in admiration of his noble and persevering exertions in saving

one hundred and live persons from the English Emigrant Ship
" Meridian," which was wrecked on the Island of Amsterdam
on the 24th of August last.

Such a testimonial proceeding from your institution,

founded on principles of the purest humanity, will, I dare venture

to say, be prized by Captain Ludlow and his family as a most

precious treasure; while it may incite other captains to emulate

his noble exertions in rescuing their fellow men from a watery

grave.

Yours very respectfully

(sd.) James Buchanan.
Richard Lewis, Esq.

Secv. &c, &c. &c.

^Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 23, Feb. 7, 1854, infra.
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TO MR. MARCY.^

(No. 22.) Legation of The United States.

London, 20th January 1854.

Sir,

Referring to your Despatch, No. 17, of the 21st October

last, I have the honor to inform you that Augustus Nason, of

Maine, who had enHsted as a seaman on board Her Majesty's

ship Britannia, was discharged from that ship on the 24th De-

cember last. I enclose a copy of the Earl of Clarendon's note,

communicating this information.

I have, also, received, on the 14th instant, from the Foreign

Office, the Commission of John Duffy, Esquire, appointing him

Consul to Galway, together with the Queen's Exequatur, both

of which have been forwarded to him at his post.

Since the date of my last Despatch, I have heard nothing

from Lord Clarendon on the Central American questions, except

the formal acknowledgment of " the receipt, on the 14th Instant,

of Mr. Buchanan's memorandum, dated the 6th Instant, relative

to Central America and Mosquito." I await, with considerable

interest. His Lordship's promised exposition of the British title

to the Island of Ruatan.

And here I ought to mention that the trouble and confusion

incident to my own removal and that of the Legation to the

house which I have taken, (No. 56 Harley Street, Cavendish

Square) together with other circumstances, which I need not

specify, prevented me from having my statement copied for Lord

Clarendon until the 13th Instant.

I would refer you to the London Times of yesterday morn-

ing and this morning, the latter especially, for significant notices

on the Central American questions. I trust that the debates in

the Senate may not be of such a character as to embarrass my
negotiations on this subject.

Yours very Respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon. William L. Marcy

Secretary of State.

* MSS. Department of State, 65 Despatches from England.
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TO LORD CLARENDON.

(Enclosure in No. 2^})
Foreign Office, London

27th January 1854.

My Lord,

I have the honor of furnishing you the copy of a letter just

received from Nathaniel Hawthorne, Esquire, United States

Consul at Liverpool, bearing date on the 26th Instant : Relying

with entire confidence on the statements which it contains, I

have to request that your Lordship would grant the warrant

required by the Act of Parliament to the proper Magistrate or

Magistrates at Liverpool, for the arrest of Thomas Hallyman,

the second mate, and Henry Shaff, William J. Watson, Ephraim
M. Collins, and Jonathan Paramore, Seamen of the American
Ship John and Albert, to answer to a charge of assault with

intent to commit murder on the chief mate, Charles Sandford,

on board the said Ship, off the Omieshead, about thirty miles

from LiveqDOol, and to be further dealt with according to the

provisions of the Tenth Article of the Treaty of Washington,
of the 9th August 1842.

I have the honor to be, Very Respectfully,

Your Lordship's Most Obedient Servant

James Buchanan.

The Right Honorable, The Earl of Clarendon.

TO MR. MARCY.^

(No. 2;^,) Legation of The United States.

London, 7th February 1854.

Sir,

I have not yet received from Lord Clarendon his promised

statement of the British title to Ruatan. Although I have met

him several times in society since the promise was made, he has

never once alluded to this statement. I did not introduce the

* Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 23, Feb. 7, 1854, infra.

*MSS. Department of State, 65 Despatches from England. The part of

this despatch relating to court dress is printed in S. Ex. Doc. 31, 36 Cong.

I Sess. 16; Curtis's Buchanan, II. iii.
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subject, because I knew he would excuse himself on account of

the pressure upon his time of the Russo-Turkish question.

This question is decided, at least for the present, and war
would seem to be inevitable. The Russian Ministers, both at

London and Paris, have demanded and received their passports.

Still, many well-informed persons entertain better hopes of peace

at the present moment than they have done for several months.

These are founded upon assurances said to have been received

by this Government, that Austria and Prussia will stand by

Great Britain and France in maintaining the independence and

integrity of the Ottoman Empire. In my own opinion, nothing

can prevent war, unless the two German Powers shall cordially

consent to unite their forces with those of Great Britain and
France in expelling the Emperor of Russia from the Danubian
Principalities ; & in that event, it would be the extreme of folly for

him to encounter all Europe in arms. I have, however, as yet,

seen no evidence that Austria and Prussia will act in this decided

manner. On the contrary, the strongest measure which it has

yet been suggested these powers would adopt, is that of forcible

resistance, in case the Russian troops should pass the Danube.

The people of Great Britain are now almost unanimously

in favor of war, unless the Emperor should yield; and the

Government are making extensive preparations to carry it on
with vigor and effect.

Under these circumstances, the rights and the duties of the

United States, as a neutral nation, will become a subject for

serious consideration.

In a private letter received from Mr. Schroeder, our Charge
at Stockholm, in December last, he informs me that a copy of the

joint declaration of the Swedish, Norwegian, and Danish Govern-
ments, embodying, in part or in whole, the principles of the

Armed Neutrality of 1780, has been forwarded to the Swedish
and Norwegian Charge d'Affaires at Washington, with instruc-

tions to communicate it immediately to the Secretary of State.

This has doubtless been done; and Mr. Schroeder assures me
that it embraces the principle, that " free ships make free goods."

Should Sweden and Denmark maintain this principle by
force, and resist the capture of Swedish and Danish vessels with

Russian goods on board, this will bring them into direct and

immediate collision with Great Britain and France; because the

Judicial tribimals of both the latter powers, as well as the

Supreme Court of the United States, have uniformlv decided, as
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a principle of the law of nations, that the goods of an Enemy
may be captured on board the vessel of a friend. Great Britain,

as a belligerent power, has in all times and under all circum-

stances maintained this principle; and it is scarcely possible that

she will consent to yield it at the present moment to Sweden
and Denmark, in favor of the property of Russian subjects.

I shall be glad to learn what are the views of the President

on this and the other questions which must necessarily arise, in

the course of the approaching war, in regard to our rights and

obligations as neutrals, as I desire to be able to speak authorita-

tively on such subjects.

You will perceive by the London Journals,—The Times, the

Morning Post, the News, the Morning Herald, the Spectator,

the Examiner, Lloyds, &c., &c., copies of which I send you,

that my absence from the House of Lords, at the opening of

Parliament, has produced quite a sensation. Indeed, I have

found difficulty in preventing this incident from becoming a sub-

ject of enquiry and rem.ark in the Plouse of Commons. All this

is peculiarly disagreeable to me, and has arisen entirely from

an indiscreet and rather offensive remark of the London Times,

in the account which that Journal published of the proceedings

at the opening of Parliament. But for this, the whole matter

would probably have passed away quietly, as I had desired.

Some time after my interview with Sir Edward Cust, the

Master of Ceremonies, in October last, (whom I have never since

seen) which I reported to you in my Despatch No. 13 of the

28th of October, I determined, after due reflection, neither to

wear gold lace nor embroidery at Court; and I did not hesitate

to express this determination. The spirit of your circular, as

well as my own sense of propriety, brought me to this conclusion.

I did not deem it becoming in me, as the Representative of a

Republic, to imitate a Court Costume, which may be altogether

proper in the Representatives of Royalty. A Minister of the

United States should, in my opinion, wear something more in

character with our Democratic Institutions than a coat covered

with embroidery and gold lace. Besides, after all, this would

prove to be but a feeble attempt " to ape foreign fashions ;

"

because, most fortunately, he could not wear the orders and

stars which ornament the Coats of other Diplomatists, nor could

he, except in rare instances, afford the diamonds, unless hired

for the occasion.

At the same time, entertaining a most sincere respect for
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the exalted character of the Queen, both as a Sovereign and a

lady, I expressed a desire to appear at Court in such a dress

as I might suppose would be most agreeable to herself, without

departing from the spirit of the Circular.

It was then suggested to me, from a quarter which I do not

feel at liberty to mention, that I might assume the civil dress

worn by General Washington; but after examining Stewart's

Portrait, at the house of a friend, I came to the conclusion that

it would not be proper for me to adopt this costume. I observed,
*• fashions had so changed since the days of Washington, that if

I were to put on his dress and appear in it before the Chief

Magistrate of my own Country, at one of his receptions, I should

render myself a subject of ridicule for life. Besides, it would be

considered presumption in me to affect the style of dress of the

Father of his Country."

It was in this unsettled state of the question, and before I

had adopted any style of dress, that Parliament was opened. If,

however, the case had been different and I had anticipated a

serious question, prudential reasons would have prevented me
from bringing it to issue at the door of the House of Lords. A
Court held at the Palace would, for many reasons, be a much
more appropriate place for such a purpose.

Under these circumstances, I received, on the Sunday morn-
ing before the Tuesday on which Parliament met, a printed cir-

cular from Sir Edward Cust, similar to that which I have no
doubt was addressed to all the other foreign Ministers, inviting

me to attend the opening of the session. The following is ex-

tracted from this circular. " No one can be admitted into the

Diplomatic Tribune, or in the body of the House, but in full

Court Dress."

Now, from all the attending circumstances, I do not feel

disposed to yield to the idea that any disrespect was intended

by this circular, either to my country or myself. Since I came
to London, I have received such attentions from high official per-

sonages as to render this quite improbable. What may be the

final result of the question, I cannot clearly foresee, but I do not

anticipate any serious difficulties.

For the purpose of bringing to your notice the discrepancy

existing between the Legislation of Great Britain and that of

the United States, to carry into effect the loth (Extradition)

Article of the Treaty between the Parties, of the 9th August,

1842, 1 transmit to you copies of an application made by me under
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this Treaty and of the warrant issued by Lord Palmerston.^

Upon examination of the Act of ParHament of the 22nd August,

1843, (6 and 7 Victoria) you will find that the requisition must
be made " by the authority of the United States," and that no

British Magistrate is authorised to take any step in the arrest of

a Fugitive from Justice until he shall have first received a

warrant for that purpose, issued " by one of Her Majesty's

Principal Secretaries of State." The consequence must be the

escape, at least in some cases, of such fugitives before a warrant

can be obtained from London ; and this would have been the result

on the present occasion, had not the police of Liverpool volun-

tarily held the fugitives in custody for several days.

I transmit herewith a Gold Medallion, unanimously voted

by *' the Committee of Management of the Royal National Insti-

tution for the preservation of lives from Shipwreck," " to Captain

Ludlow of the American Whaling vShip, Monmouth, in admira-

tion of his noble and persevering exertions in saving one hundred

and five persons from the English Emigrant Ship Meridian,

which was wrecked on the Island of Amsterdam, on the 24th

August last;" and I have the honor to request that you will

cause this Medallion to be delivered to the brave and benevolent

Captain. As I have acknowledged its receipt, I would thank you

to inform me of its delivery. For further particulars, I refer

you to the correspondence between Richard Lewis, Esquire, the

Secretary of the Institution, and myself, marked A. B. C. & D.^

I have this moment received your Despatch No. 27, of the

20th January last, together with the Commission of Thomas
vSteere, Esquire, as Consul for the Port of Dundee, to which

immediate attention shall be given.

Yours Very Respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon. W. L. Marcy

Secretary of State.

^ To Lord Clarendon, Jan. 27, 1854, supra.

' See Mr. Buchanan to Mr. Lewis, Jan. 12, 1854, supra. The rest of the

enclosures are not given.
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TO MR. LEON.

(Enclosure in No. 24})
Legation of The United States.

London, 9 February 1854.

Sir,

I have just received and hasten to answer your favor of the

4th instant.

It is impossible for me, in the present want of information

as to the course which Russia may pursue, in regard to neutral

Commerce, in the war which would seem to be impending, to

furnish precise answers to your questions. Under the law of

nations, as expounded by British and American Tribunals, the

goods of an American Citizen, if not domiciled in a foreign

country, found on board of a British vessel, would be restored by

a Russian Prize Court to their owner. In the language of

Chancellor Kent: " The tw^o distinct propositions, that enemies'

goods found on board a neutral ship of war, and that the goods

of a neutral found on board of an enemy's vessel, were to be

restored, have been explicitly incorporated into the jurisprudence

of the L'uited States, and declared by the Supreme Court to be

founded in the law of Nations."

It will, therefore, be very important that in such cases as

you mention, the clearest evidence possible should be found on

board the British ship of the American ownership of the goods.

Of what particulars this evidence ought to consist, it is impossible

for me to give you accurate information at the present moment.

I ought to add, that if you are domiciled in this country and

are here conducting a mercantile business, though an American

Citizen, the goods belonging to this establishment would be

liable to capture and condemnation in the very same manner as

though you Avere a British subject. Such is the settled law

both of Great Britain and the United States.

Yours very respectfully

(sd.) James Buchanan.
Mr. a. Leon.

* Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 24, Feb. 10, 1854, infra.

v^T "nr inVol, IX—10
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TO MR. BRIGHT/

U. S. Legation, London,

9 Feby. 1854.

My dear Sir,

I owe you many thanks for your kind note of yesterday,

& feel much gratified that you have refrained from introducing

the subject to the notice of the House.

I know not whether I shall be received at Court in any dress

I could wear, with propriety, at a reception by the President of

the United States. If not, my strong desire to become instru-

mental in settling the serious questions pending between the two
Countries causes me earnestly to hope, that I shall not encounter

any possible embarrassment which might arise from the call of

public attention to a matter comparatively so unimportant as my
absence from the opening of Parliament, a Levee, or a Drawing
Room.

With sentiments etc.

(sd) James Buchanan.
John Bright, Esq. M. P.^

^ Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.

*Mr. Bright's letter (now among the Buchanan Papers, Historical Society

of Pennsylvania), to which the foregoing is a reply, is as follows:

Reform Club Feby 8. 54.

My dear Sir,

I spoke to Lord John Russell at the meeting of the House on the day

on which I called upon you—all I could extract from him was that he had

written to Lord Clarendon on the subject—but he seemed not to wish any-

thing to be said in the House. I therefore abstained from saying anything, in

accordance with what I thought was your own desire under these circum-

stances—tho' I must say I was silent against my own judgment.

I would have called upon you again, but I think I shall take up less of

your valuable time by sending this note.

Believe me to be with great respect

Yours faithfully

John Bright.

The Honble. James Buchanan
56 Harley St.
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TO MR. MARCY.^

(No. 24.) Legation of The United States.

London, loth February 1854.

Sir,

I have the honor to transmit you the copy of a letter of the

20th January from the Chamber of Commerce of Newcastle upon
Tyne, together with the copy of the answer thereto, dated on the

29th ultimo; and to request that you would submit them to the

Secretary of the Treasury.

I also enclose an extract from my letter to August Belmont,

Esquire, our Charge d'Affaires at the Hague, in answer to in-

quiries made by him; and the copy of a letter addressed by me
on yesterday to Mr. A. Leon,^ an American citizen at Sheffield,

in answer to a letter from him of the 4th Instant.

As the views which I have presented in these letters, on

important international questions, may assume a practical char-

acter, in the event of w^ar between Russia and Great Britain and

France, I should be glad to learn that they had received your

approbation. Should you entertain different opinions, you will,

of course, furnish me instructions accordingly.

I have said, in my letter to Mr. Belmont, that " I shall not

approach Lord Clarendon for the purpose of obtaining from the

British Government a declaration in favor of the principle that

* free ships make free goods,' without instructions from my
Government." Whilst I am fully sensible of the great benefits

which would result to our neutral commerce should the belliger-

ents act upon this principle, I yet feel reluctant, without the

authority of the President, to interfere in the matter and thus

furnish a precedent which, in his opinion, might by possibility

hereafter prove embarrassing to our country. Still, in view of

the great and immediate advantages to our commerce, circum-

stances may arise which will induce me to assume the responsi-

bility of speaking to Lord Clarendon on the subject; and there-

fore I trust I may have your instructions upon it by the first

returning steamer. It is certain that Sweden, Denmark, the

Netherlands, and, I believe, Prussia, are all anxious that the

belligerents, during the apparently approaching war, should carry

into effect the principle that " free ships make free goods."

^MSS. Department of State, 65 Despatches from England.
' Letter to Mr. Leon, Feb. 9, 1854, supra.
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I transmit you the copy of a letter which I have this mo-

ment received from Joseph Hume, Esquire, Member of Parha-

ment, which from the importance of its contents to our commer-

cial interests, as well as the character of the writer, will, I know,

secure your immediate attention.

I have not yet received from Lord Clarendon the promised

statement of the British title to Ruatan, and I begin to believe

that he may have found it difficult to answer my own statement

in regard to that Island.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

(Enclosure in No. 24.)

[Extract from a letter to August Belmont, Esquire, United States Charge

d'Affaires at the Hague, in answer to enquiries from him.]
" I shall not approach Lord Clarendon for the purpose of obtaining from

the British Government a declaration in favor of the principle that ' free

ships make free goods,' without instructions from my Government. I have

written to Gov. Marcy on the subject of our neutral rights and obligations,

and I enclose you an extract from my Despatch of yesterday. . . .

" We have entered into several Treaties with weak Powers, establishing

the principle that as between the parties " free ships shall make free goods,"

in some with and in others without modifications. It has hitherto been the

policy of our Government to change the law of Nations in this particular.

We have succeeded with the weak ; but not with the strong. Russia refused,

in 1832, to make such a Treaty with us. What would now be the consequence

resulting from these Treaties in case we were at war with England? Why,
British goods would be protected from capture on board the vessels of those

Nations with whom we have such unqualified Treaties, whilst American

goods, on board the very same vessels, would be subject to capture by our

enemy. If the strong maritime Powers would adopt the principle, I should

hail it as a benefit to neutral Commerce, and as a most desirable change in the

law of Nations ; but until such powers shall agree to make the change, I

cannot perceive the advantage to our Country of concluding any such Treaties

with the weaker Nations. If England and France would now agree to this

just and enlightened policy, and issue a declaration that the flag shall protect

the property, I have no doubt the United States would gladly follow the

example, in case they should become a belligerent. I, therefore, wish Baron
Bentinck entire success in his efforts with Lord Clarendon."

Dated, 8th February 1854.

United States Legation at London.

(Enclosure in No. 24.)

Bryanston Sq. 10 Feby. 1854.

Dear Sir,

I formerly received from the Secretary to the Marine at Washington a

copy of his publications on public Light houses and on the experiments made
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on Coals for Steamers and on Gas for Light houses, which were placed in

the hands of the Government here, and I cannot get them back.

I wish, in writing to Washington, that you would ask the Secretary of

the Marine to send me a copy of all the publications on the above subjects

of Light houses. Coals, and Gas, as I am pressing the Government to abolish

Light house dues, and to assimilate the system to that of the United States.

There is a letter from your Predecessor "on the subject of English Light

dues, on American Ships," and, with your assistance, I am sanguine to think

that the Government will be induced to abolish them.

Since January, 1854, a reduction of ^ths of the coasting light dues on

ships has been effected. My opinion being that a similar reduction should be

made on all foreign traders, I propose, as soon as I receive a complete set

of the papers from the United States I now ask for, to bring the subject

before the House of Commons with the object of reduction or of the aboli-

tion of Light house dues altogether. If you refer to the letter of your

Predecessor on this subject to Lord Palmerston, you will see the importance

of my motion to the trade of both countries.

I hope you received the Parliamentary papers I sent you, whilst I remain

Your obd. Servt.

(sd.) Joseph Hume.

N. B. Your Government are in possession of the Reports on Light

Houses of 1834/5 and of 1845, by Committees of which I was Chairman, and

of which I sent copies, as in them will appear the object I have in view.

TO MISS LANE/

Legation of the United States,

London, 18 February 1854.

My dear Harriet/
According to my calculation, Captain West will leave New

York for Liverpool in the Atlantic on Saturday the 29th April

;

& it is my particular desire that you should come with him, under

his special care, in preference to any other person. I shall send

this letter open to Captain West; & if he should transmit it to

you with a line stating that he w:ill take charge of the freight you

may then consider the matter settled. I shall meet you, God
willing, at Liverpool.

I have no doubt that the lady whom you mention in yours of

the 2d instant would be an agreeable companion, & should she

come in the Atlantic at the same time with yourself it is all very

well : but even in that event, I desire that you should be under the

special care of Captain West. He is a near relative of our old

^Buchanan Papers, private collection; Curtis's Buchanan, II. 112.
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friend, Redmond Conyngham; & I have the most perfect confi-

dence in him both as a gentleman & a sailor. He stays at the

Astor House when at New York; & you had better stop there

with your brother when about to embark.

Had he been coming out two weeks earlier in April I should

have been better pleased; but on no account would I have con-

sented to your voyage until near the middle of that month.

Yours affectionately,

James Buchanan.
Miss Harriet Lane.

FROM MR. HAWTHORNE.^

(Enclosure C in No, 26.^)

Consulate of The United States.

Liverpool, 20 February 1854.

Sir,

Referring to my communication to you of the 31 January, I have now
to inform you, that in a final examination, had on Saturday, of the persons

charged with an assault with intent to commit murder on board the American

Ship "John & Albert," the Magistrate has decided, that the evidence of

criminality is insufficient against any of them except Jonathan Paramore,

whom he has committed to Gaol, to be dealt with according to the provisions

of the Treaty, and has discharged the others from custody. His certificate to

this effect will be sent by Post to-day to the Secretary of State, Lord

Palmerston.

I presume that nothing now remains to be done but to obtain the Sec-

retary of State's Warrant for the Prisoner's extradition; and if this can

be in Liverpool by Wednesday morning, he can be sent back in the " John &
Albert," which sails for Charleston on Wednesday, and the Captain, Higgins

Crowell, may be designated to receive him.

It is very desirable that he should be sent in the " John & Albert," as

the two principal witnesses are the Cook and Steward of that vessel, and

there being no Law under which I could oblige any other Captain to take

him, there might be some difficulty in finding another conveyance within the

time allowed by Law.

With great respect, I have the honor to be

Your obed. Sert.

(sd.) N. Hawthorne.
To His Ex: James Buchanan

&c. &c. &c.

^Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 26, March 24, 1854, infra.
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TO LORD PALMERSTON.

(Enclosure D in No. 26.^)
;

Legation of The United States.

London, 21 February 1854.

My Lord/
Referring to the Warrant which your Lordship granted on

the 28th ultimo for the apprehension of Thomas Hallyman and
others, under the loth Article of the Treaty of Washington of

August 9th, 1842, and the Act of Parliament of 6 & 7 Victoria,

Cap. 76, giving effect thereto, I have the honor to communicate

to your Lordship the copy of a letter which I have just received

from Nathaniel Hawthorne, Esquire, Consul of the United

States at Liverpool, dated on yesterday, and to request, for the

reasons therein stated, that your Lordship would issue your

Warrant, under the said Treaty and Act of Parliament, ordering

Jonathan Paramore to be delivered to Captain Higgins Crowell,

of the Ship " John & Albert," that he may be conveyed therein

to the United States, there to be tried for the crime of assault

with intent to commit murder within the jurisdiction of the same.

I have the honor to be

Your Lordship's Most obd. Servant

(signed) James Buchanan.
To the Right Honl. Lord Viscount Palmerston

&c. &c. &c.

TO MISS LANE.^

Legation of The United States.

London, 21 February 1854.

My dear Harriet/
I have received your letter of the 2d Instant & am truly

rejoiced to learn that you have recovered your usual good
health. I hope you will take good care of yourself in Washing-
ton & not expose yourself to a relapse.

I intended to write you a long letter to-day; but an unex-

pected pressure of business will prevent me from doing this before

the Despatch Bag closes. I now write merely to inform you

* Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 26, March 24, 1854, infra.

* Buchanan Papers, private collection; Curtis's Buchanan. II. 113.
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that I have made every arrangement for your passage with

Captain West in the Atlantic either on Saturday the 15th, or

Saturday the 29th April. He does not at present know which;

but will inform you on his arrival in New York. He will leave

Liverpool to-morrow. And let me assure you that this is the

very best arrangement which could be made for you. You will

be quite independent & under the special charge of the captain.

You will discover that you will thus enjoy many advantages.

If you have friends or acquaintances coming out at the same

time this is all very well ; hut let not this prevent you from putting

yourself under the special charge of Captain West & you can

say that this is my arrangement. I wish you to inform me
whether you will leave New York on the 15th or 29th April, so

that I may make arrangements accordingly. In either event, I

shall, God willing, meet you at Liverpool. I shall write to Esk-

ridge by the next steamer & direct him to provide for your

passage. You will, of course, have no dresses made in the

United States. I am not a very close observer or an accurate

judge; but I think the ladies here of the very highest rank do

not dress as expensively, with the exception of jewels, as those

in the United States.

I dined on Wednesday last with the Queen, at Buckingham
Palace. Both she & Prince Albert were remarkably civil, & I

had quite a conversation with each of them separately. But the

question of costume still remains; & from this I anticipate

nothing but trouble in several directions. I was invited " in

frock dress " to the dinner, & of course I had no difficulty. To-

morrow will be the first levee of the Queen, & my appearance

there in a suit of plain clothes will, I have no doubt, produce

quite a sensation & become a subject of gossip for the whole

court.

I wish very much that I could obtain an autograph of General

Washington for the Countess of Clarendon. She has been very

civil to me & like our friend Laura is a collector of autographs.

She is very anxious to obtain such an autograph & I have

promised to do my best to procure it for her. Perhaps Mr.

Pleasonton could help me to one.

The first wish of my heart is to see you comfortably & re-

spectably settled in life ; but ardently as I desire this, you ought

never to marry any person for whom you think you would not

have a proper degree of affection. You inform me of your

conquest, & I trust it may be of such a character as will produce
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good fruit. But I have time to say no more, except to request

that you will give my love to Laura & Clemmie, & my kindest

regards to Mr. Pleasonton & also to Mr. & Mrs. Slidell & Mr. &
Mrs. Thomson of New Jersey.

Ever yours affectionately,

James Buchanan.
Miss Harriet Lane.

TO MR. MARCY.^

(No. 25.) Legation of The United States.

London, 24 February 1854.

Sir,

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

Despatch of the 7th instant informing me that you had increased

the salary of John Miller, the Agent of this Legation, from

Eight hundred to one thousand dollars. Mr. Miller is an old

and faithful public servant, but from age has become rather

inefficient in the discharge of his duties. I was not aware that

he had applied for an increase of salary.

I have transmitted to Messrs. Baring Brothers & Co. your

letter to them increasing the contingent expenses of this Lega-

tion from $2800 to $3000, to meet the corresponding increase in

Mr. Miller's salary.

I have received from the Foreign Office the Exequatur of

Thomas Steere, Esquire, United States Consul at Dundee,

together with his Commission, and have forwarded both to him

at his Post.

I had an interview with Lord Clarendon at the Foreign

Office on Monday last, the 17th Instant. From the pressure of

the war question with Russia and his engagements at the com-

mencement of the vSession of Parliament, he was not then pre-

pared to proceed with our negotiations. Indeed, I scarcely ex-

pected that he would be, but I deemed it advisable to remind

him of their urgency and importance. T told him that the Ses-

sion of Congress was rapidly passing aw^ay and before its ad-

journment the President would certainly expect to be able to

communicate to them the result of the negotiation in regard to

the Central American Questions. Besides, I observed that the

^ MSS. Department of State, 65 Despatches from England. The most of

this despatch is printed in H. Ex. Doc. 103, 33 Cong, i Sess. 7-9, ig-20.
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Fishing Season was approaching and there would be great danger

of colHsion on the Fishing grounds, should not the question, in

the mean time, be adjusted. After some conversation on these

subjects, not of sufficient importance to repeat, he promised that

at as early a day as his pressing engagements would permit, he

should send for me and then be prepared to go thoroughly into

the different questions. Nothing was said, on either side, of

his Lordship's promised statement of the British title to the

Island of Ruatan. I did not deem it prudent, at the moment,
to remind him of his unperformed promise.

I then enquired of His Lordship, whether the British Gov-
ernment had yet. determined upon the course they would pursue,

during the impending war, in regard to neutrals ;—whether they

would adhere to their old rule of capturing the goods of an

enemy on board the vessel of a friend, or adopt the rule of " free

ships free goods," observing that it was of great importance to

my countrymen engaged in commerce that they should know the

decision on this point as speedily as possible. He said that the

question was then under the consideration of the Cabinet and

had not yet been decided ; but I should be the very first person to

whom he would communicate the result. Intimating a desire to

converse with me informally and unofficially upon the subject,

I informed him that I had no instructions whatever from my
own Government in relation to it, but as an individual, I was

willing frankly to express my opinions. From what passed

between us, I should consider it a breach of confidence in me to

report his private opinions on a question still pending before

the Cabinet Council and on which its members are probably

divided. I can, however, have no objection to repeat to you the

substance of my own observations.

I said that the Supreme Court of the United States had

adopted, in common with their own courts, the principle that a

belligerent had a right, under the law of nations, to capture the

goods of an enemy on board the vessel of a friend, and that he

was bound to restore the goods of a friend captured on board

the vessel of an enemy. That, from a very early period of our

history, we had sought in favor of neutral commerce to change

this rule by Treaties with different nations ; and instead thereof,

to adopt the principle that the flag should protect the property

under it, with the exception of contraband of war. That the

right of search was at best an odious right and ought to be re-

stricted as much as possible. There was always danger from
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its exercise of involving the Neutral in serious difficulty with

the Belligerent. The captain of a British Man of War or

privateer would meet an American vessel upon the ocean and

board her for the purpose of ascertaining whether she was the

carrier of enemy's property. Such individuals, especially, as

their own interest was deeply involved in the question, were not

always the most competent persons to conduct an investigation

of this character. They were too prone to feel might and forget

right. On the other hand the American Captain of the vessel

searched would necessarily be indignant at what he might believe

to be the unjust and arbitrary conduct of the searching officer.

Hence bad blood would be the result and constant and dangerous

reclamations would arise between the two nations.

I need not inform his Lordship that our past history had

fully justified such apprehensions. On the other hand, if the

rule that '' free ships shall make free goods " were established,

the search of the Boarding Officer would be confined to the

ascertainment of the simple facts, whether the flag was bona fide

American, and whether articles contraband of war were on

board. He would have no investigations to make into the owner-

ship of the cargo. If, superadded to this rule, the corresponding

rule were adopted that " enemy's ships shall make enemy's

goods," the Belligerent would gain nearly as much by the latter

as he had lost by the former; and this would be no hardship on

the neutral owner of such goods, because he would place them
on board an enemy's vessel with his eyes open and fully sensible

of the risk of capture. I observed that the Government of the

United States had not, to my recollection, made any Treaties

recently on the principle of " Free ships free goods ;
" and the

only reason, I presumed, was, that until the strong maritime

nations, such as Great Britain, France, and Russia, should con-

sent to enter into such Treaties, it would be but of little avail

to conclude them with the minor powers.

This I believe is a fair summary of all I said at different

times in the course of a somewhat protracted conversation, and

I hope it may meet your approbation.

I shall not be astonished if the British Government should

yield their long cherished principle and adopt the rule that the

flag shall protect the cargo. I know positively that Sweden and

Norway, Denmark, the Netherlands, and Prussia are urging this

upon them ; but what I did not know, until the day before yester-

day, was that the Government of France was pursuing the same
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course. I have the information from Count Walewsky, the

French Ambassador, himself. In this connection I feel it to be

my duty to say, that the correspondence of Mr. Schroeder, our

Charge d'Aftaires at Stockholm, a gentleman with whom I am
not personally accjuainted, has furnished me the earliest and
most accurate information of the proceedings of the Northern

Powers on questions which may affect the neutral interests of

the United States.

I>ord Clarendon referred to our Neutrality Law [of April

20th, 1818] in terms of high commendation, and pronounced it

superior to their own, especially in regard to Privateers. They
are evidently apprehensive that Russian privateers may be fitted

out in the ports of the United States, to cruise against their com-

merce, though in words his Lordship expressed no such appre-

hension. Would it not be advisable, after the war shall have

fairl)^ commenced, for the President to issue his proclamation

calling upon the proper official authorities to be vigilant in

executing this law? This could not fail to prove satisfactory

to all the Belligerents.

In the course of conversation with Lord Clarendon, I made
an appeal to him in favor of the pardon of Smith O'Brien, on

condition that he would go to the United States; stating, at

the same time, that this proceeded entirely from myself as an

individual, and without instructions from my Government. He
said he felt much obliged to me for the suggestion,—expressed

the opinion that Mr. O'Brien could do them no harm in the

United States, remarked that he had been Lord Lieutenant of

Ireland when the proceedings against him had occurred and knew
all about him ;—and concluded by stating he would embrace the

very first opportunity to consult the other members of the Cabinet

on the subject of his pardon. You may, therefore, judge how
much I felt gratified when on opening the " Times " yesterday

[Thursday] morning, I discovered that Lord Palmerston had

stated in the House of Commons, on the preceding night, in

answer to an enquiry of Mr. Beamish, *' that the question of

extending the clemency of the Crown to Mr. Smith O'Brien had

been under the consideration of the Government. Other persons

in the same category, (he observed) had thought fit to break

their parole ; but Mr. O'Brien, whatever had been his faults and

his crime, had acted, in this respect, like a gentleman, and it

was the intention of the Government to advise the Crown to

extend to him, as an act of clemency, permission to place himself
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in the same situation as that in which those other persons had

placed themselves by a violation of their pledges."

The question of Court Costume has been finally settled to

my entire satisfaction. I appeared at the Queen's Levee, on

Wednesday last, in the very dress which you have often seen me
wear at the President's Levees, with the exception of a very

plain black handled and black hilted dress sword ; and my recep-

tion was all that I could have desired. I am confident they

are as well pleased as myself that this small affair has ended.

I have never felt prouder, as a citizen of my country, than when
I stood amidst the brilliant circle of foreign ministers and other

Court dignitaries, '' in the simple dress of an American Citizen."

I think 1 cannot be mistaken in saying that the preponderance of

public opinion in England is decidedly in favor of the Circular.

Many of the most distinguished liberal members of Parliament

have never appeared at Court, simply because they would not

consent to wear the prescribed costume.

I have purposely avoided to mention the names of those

with whom I have had interviews on this subject, lest it might

expose them to censorious remarks hereafter; but having men-

tioned that of Sir Edward Cust, the Master of Ceremonies, in

my despatch No. 13 of the 28th of October last, it is but an act

of simple justice to state, that at the Court on Wednesday last,

his attentions to me were of the kindest and most marked char-

acter and have placed me under many obligations.

In the matter of the sword, I yielded, without reluctance, to

the earnest suggestion of a high official character, who said that

a sword, at all the Courts of the world, was considered merely

as the mark of a gentleman, and although he did not mention

the Queen's name, yet it was evident from the whole conversa-

tion, that this was desired as a token of respect to Her Majesty.

He had on a former occasion expressed the hope that I would

wear something indicating my official position, and not appear at

Court, to employ his own language, in the dress I wore upon the

street. I told him promptly I should comply with his suggestion,

and that, in wearing a sword at Court, as an evidence of the very

high regard which I felt for her Majesty, I should do nothing

inconsistent with my own character, as an American Citizen, or

that of my country. I might have added that as the " simple

dress of an American Citizen " is exactlv that of the upper Court

servants, it was my purpose, from the beginning, to wear some-

thing which would distinguish me from them. At the first I
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had thought of United States buttons, but a plain dress sword

has a more manly and less gaudy appearance. I hope I am now
done with this subject forever.

Upon the request of Lord Raglan, the Master General of

the Ordnance, and Commander in Chief of the British forces

destined to serve against Russia, I have given Col. Burn of the

Royal Artillery a letter of introduction to the Secretary of War.
The object of his mission to the United States is, in the language

of his Lordship, " to visit the Government small arms manufac-

tories in that country & any other establishments of the same
nature, or of machinery that it may be interesting and instructive

to look at." For several reasons, it is desirable that Col. Bum
should be treated with kindness and attention by the President

and Cabinet. Li this manner we shall have the opportunity of

reciprocating the liberal conduct of the British Government to

our own officers and countrymen on similar occasions. Col.

Burn will leave Liverpool by the Steamer of to-morrow. I en-

close you a copy of my note in answer to that of Lord Raglan,

which you will please to hand to the Secretary of War. I am
well acquainted with his Lordship, but have never seen Colonel

Burn. Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon. W. L. Marcy,

&c. &c. &c.

TO MISS LANE.^

Legation of The United States.

London 24 February 1854.

My dear Harriet/
Mr. Peabody handed me at the dinner table the enclosed,

which he made me promise to send to you. Mr. Macalester has

mentioned your name to him.

The dress question, after much difficulty, has been finally &
satisfactorily settled. I appeared at the Levee on Wednesday
last, in just such a dress as I have worn at the President's one

hundred times. A Black coat, white waist-coat & cravat & black

pantaloons & dress boots, with the addition of a very plain black-

handled & black-hilted dress sword. This to gratify them who

^Buchanan Papers, private collection; Curtis's Buchanan, II. 114.
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had yielded so much & to distinguish me from the Upper Court

serv^ants. I knew that I would be received in any dress I might

wear ; but could not have anticipated that I should be received in

so kind & distinguished a manner. Having yielded, they did

not do things by halves. As I approached the Queen, an arch

but benevolent smile lit up her countenance ;—as much as to say,

you are the first man who ever appeared before me at Court in

such a dress. I must confess that I never felt more proud of

being an American, than when I stood in that brilliant circle, " in

the simple dress of an American citizen." I have no doubt the

Circular is popular with a majority of the people of England. In-

deed, many of the most distinguished members of Parliament

have never been at court, because they would not wear the pre-

scribed costume.

I find lying on the table before me a note from the Duchess

of Somerset which possibly Laura might be glad to have as an

autograph. She prides herself on being descended in a direct

line from Robert the Third of Scotland.

With my love to Laura & Clemmie & my best regards to

Mr. Pleasonton, I remain, in haste, yours affectionately

James Buchanan.

P. S. I have not had time to write to Eskridge by this

steamer; but shall do so by the next.

TO MISS LANE.^

Legation op' The United States.

London io March 1854.

My dear Harriet/
I have received yours of the i6th ultimo from Philadelphia

& am rejoiced to learn from yourself that your health has been

entirely restored. For several reasons I should have been glad

you had gone to Washington at an early period of the winter as

I desired & I hope you went there as you said you would the

week after the date of your letter.

You have not mentioned the name of Miss Wilcox in any of

your letters, & from this I presume you have not made her

* Buchanan Papers, private collection. Imperfectly printed in Curtis's

Buchanan, 11. 114.
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acquaintance. I regret this, because she was much esteemed

among her acquaintances here, & many persons whom you will

meet will make inquiries of you concerning her. It is strange

she did not call to see you, if that be the fact. She talked of you

to me.

I shall soon expect to learn from you whether you will leave

New York with Captain West for Liverpool on the 15th or 29th

April. God willing, I shall meet you at Liverpool. I should be

very glad if Mrs. Commodore Perry would accompany you. I

am well acquainted with her & esteem her highly. Still I repeat

my desire that in any event you should come with Captain West
on one of the two days designated.

I have no news of any importance to communicate. I am
getting along here smoothly & comfortably, determined to make
the best of a situation not very agreeable to me. My health has

absolutely required that I should decline many 7^^ & 8 o'clock

dinner invitations, 8z evening parties commencing at 10^ & 11

o'clock.

I venture to predict that you will not be much pleased with

London, & I desire that you should not be disappointed. You
must not anticipate too much, except from seeing the sights.

These are numerous & interesting from their historical associa-

tions. I have been making inquiries concerning a maid for you.

Please to remember me, in the kindest terms, to Mr. Pleason-

ton & give my love to Laura & Clemmie. . . . Ever yours

affectionately,

James Buchanan.
Miss Harriet La.ne.

TO MR. FARNUM.

(Enclosure B in No. 26.^)

United States Legation.

London, 14 March 1854.

Sir,

Your letter of the 15th December last concerning the ill-

fated Barque '' Peytona " was received at the Legation on the

28th Ultimo. I had already heard much of this vessel from
the Cape of Good Hope.

Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 26, March 24, 1854, infra.
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From the circumstances which you state and to which I

need not specially refer, it is evident that Captain Jenkins had

no other alternative than that of abandoning the vessel for the

benefit of those whom it might concern.

It seems that the Bottomry Bond for the sum of $1964,

executed by the Captain at Bahia, in April last, at the ruinous

rate of 50 per cent, interest, was put in suit before the Vice

Admiralty Court at St. Louis ; and that Captain Jenkins contested

the jurisdiction of the Court. The Court, however, decided,

and no doubt correctly, that they had jurisdiction. Indeed, after

the Barque had been abandoned and the voyage broken up, the

Bottomry Bond would have become a nullity had its payment not

been enforced by the Vice Admiralty Court. After the decision

of the question of jurisdiction, you state that " Captain Jenkins

abandoned all other action in the matter; " and from this moment
forward he paid no attention either to the Bottomry suit or any

of the other suits brought against him.

In this he violated his duty both to his owners and the

underwriters. He ought to have contested, by the employment

of Counsel and all the means in his power, the justice and fairness

of the Bottomry Bond and of all the other claims put in suit, if

he deemed them unjust and unfair. This was his duty as the

Master of the '' Peytona; " and he had no justifiable excuse for

abandoning this duty and '' leaving it to higher authority at home
to decide whether the action of the Court was right or wrong."

Nothing can be clearer than the jurisdiction of the Vice

Admiralty Court. I shall make an extract for your use of what

I have written upon this subject on the 4th October last, concern-

ing the same Captain Jenkins, to Gideon S. Holmes, Esquire,

Consul of the United States at the Cape of Good Hope.

[Here, inserted Extract from letter beginning at "It is an

established principle," etc. and ending with " nor do I say that

the case of Captain Jenkins is not of such a character," etc.]

It appears that on the i6th November last, the Barque
" Peytona " was sold at Public Auction under a decree of the

Court of Vice Admiralty for the sum of $9501, "a very high

price " in your opinion.

Now in order properly to raise any question for redress

against the British Government, on this part of the case, it will

be necessary for you to obtain a copy of the decree of the Court

stating to whom and in what manner the proceeds of the sale

have been distributed. On the face of this decree, an inference

Vol. IX—11
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may be drawn whether this money was unjustly and lawlessly

distributed, as you state in general terms, among parties not

entitled to receive it.

It will also be the duty of Captain Jenkins to furnish an

accurate statement to the parties interested of the disposition of

the Cargo as well as of the vessel. In order to do this, he should

obtain certified copies of the proceedings of the Court in all the

suits brought against himself or his vessel, in which he has un-

fortunately suffered judgments to be entered by default.

When these statements shall be furnished to the parties

interested, in the United States, they may appeal, should they

deem this advisable, to the State Department at Washington,

and in the event that the Secretary shall consider it a proper case

for a demand for redress against the British Government, I shall

cheerfully present the claim in the best manner in my power.

Upon your vague and general statement, I am sorry to say I

can make no such demand.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
George H. Farnum, Esq.

U. S. Consul, Mauritius.

MEMORANDUM/

Thursday, March i6, 1854.

Called at the Foreign Oftice by the invitation of Lord
Clarendon. He presented me a printed treaty in blank, which

he proposed should be executed by Great Britain, France and the

United States. The chief object of it was that all captains of

privateers and their crews should be considered and punished

as pirates, who, being subjects or citizens of one of the three

nations who were neutral, should cruise against either of the

others when belligerent. The object undoubtedly was to prevent

Americans from taking service in Russian privateers during the

^ Curtis's Buchanan, II. 128-130. Curtis, in a note to this memorandum,

says :
" I find in Mr. Buchanan's private memorandum book the account of

this matter in his handwriting, given in the text." The manuscript to which

Curtis refers has apparently been lost, probably in the fire in which a number

of the Buchanan papers were destroyed.
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present war. We had much conversation on the subject, which

I do not mean to repeat, this memorandum being merely intended

to refresh my own memory. His lordship had before him a list

of the different treaties between the United States and other

nations on this subject.

I was somewhat taken by surprise, though I stated my
objections pretty clearly to such a treaty. Not having done

justice to the subject in my own opinion, I requested and ob-

tained an interview for the next day, when I stated them more

fully and clearly. The heads were as follows

:

1. It would be a violation of our neutrality in the war to

agree with France and England that American citizens who
served on board Russian privateers should be punished as pirates.

To prevent this, Russia should become a party to the treaty,

which, under existing circumstances, was impossible.

2. Our treaties only embraced a person of either nation

who should take commissions as privateers and did not extend to

the crezv. Sailors were a thoughtless race, and it would be cruel

and unjust to punish them as pirates for taking such service,

w^hen they often might do it from want and necessity.

3. The British law claims all who are born as British subjects

to be British subjects forever. We naturalize them and protect

them as American citizens. If the treaty were concluded, and a

British cruiser should capture a Russian privateer with a natural-

ized Irishman on board, what would be the consequence? The
British law could not punish him as an American citizen under

the treaty, because it would regard him as a British subject. It

might hang him for high treason; and such an event would
produce a collision between the two countries. The old and

dangerous question would then be presented in one of its worst

aspects.

4. Whilst such a treaty might be justly executed by such

nations as Great Britain and the United States, would it be just,

wise or humane to agree that their sailors who took service on

board a privateer should be summarily tried and executed as

pirates by several powers which could be named?

5. Cui bono should Great Britain make such a treaty with

France during the existing war. If no neutral power should

enter into it with them, it could have no effect during its con-

tinuance.

6. The time may possibly come when Great Britain, in a

war with the despotisms of Europe, might find it to be exceed-
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ingly to her interest to employ American sailors on board her

privateers, and such a treaty would render this impossible. Why
should she unnecessarily bind her hands?

7. The objections of the United States to enter into en-

tangling alliances with European nations.

8. By the law of nations, as expounded both in British and
American courts, a commission to a privateer, regularly issued

by a belligerent nation, protects both the captain and the crew
from punishment as pirates. Would the different commercial

nations of the earth be willing to change this law as you propose,

especially in regard to the crew? Would it be proper to do so

in regard to the latter?

After I had stated these objections at some length on Friday,

the 17th of March, Lord Clarendon observed that when some of

them were stated the day before, they had struck him with so

much force after reflection, that he had come to the office from
the House of Lords at night and written them down and sent

them to Sir James Graham. In his own opinion the treaty ought

not to be concluded, and if the cabinet came to this conclusion the

affair should drop, and I agreed I would not write to the Depart-

ment on the subject. If otherwise, and the treaty should be

presented to the Government of the United States, then I was
to report our conversation.

In the conversation Lord Clarendon said they were more
solicitous to be on good terms with the United States than any

other nation, and that the project had not yet been communicated

even to France.

(Vide I Kent's Commentaries, 100. United States Statutes

at large, 175, Act of March 3d, 1847, to provide for the punish-

ment of piracy in certain cases. Mr. Polk's message to Congress

of December 8, 1846.)

General conversation about privateering.

The object of the treaty was to change the law, of nations in

this respect, and Lord Clarendon said that if England, France

and the United States should enter into it, the others would soon

follow. The project contained a stipulation that the person who
took a commission as a privateer should give security that he

would not employ any persons as sailors on board who were not

subjects or citizens of the nation granting the commission.

March 22, 1854. At her majesty's drawing-room this day,

Lord Clarendon told me that they had given up the project of

the treaty, etc., etc.
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TO MR. MARCY.^

(No. 25.) Legation of The United States.

London, 17 March, 1854.

Sir,

Lord Clarendon sent for me yesterday, and in compliance

with his promise read me the declaration which had been pre-

pared for Her Majesty, specifying the course she had determined

to pursue towards Neutral Commerce, during the present war.

It announces distinctly not only that the Neutral flag shall protect

the cargo, except in cases of contraband, but that the goods of

neutrals captured on board an enemy's vessel shall be restored to

their owners. It fully adopts the principle that '' free ships shall

make free goods ;
" and also secures from confiscation the prop-

erty of a friend found on board the vessel of an enemy.

The declaration on the subject of blockades, so far as I

could understand it from the reading, is entirely unexceptionable

and in conformity with the doctrines which have always been

maintained by the Government of the United States.

Her Majesty, also, declares that she will issue no commis-

sions to Privateers or letters of marque during the war.

His Lordship then asked me how I was pleased with it;

and I stated my approbation of it in strong terms. I said that in

one particular it was more liberal towards neutral commerce than

I had ventured to hope, and this was in restoring the goods of

a friend though captured on the vessel of an enemy. He re-

marked that they had encountered great difficulties in overcoming

their practice for so long a period of years and their unvarying

judicial decisions ; but that modern civilization required a relaxa-

tion in the former severe rules, and that war should be conducted

with as little injury to neutrals as was compatible with the interest

and safety of Belligerents. He also observed that he had re-

peated the conversation which he had held with me on these sub-

jects to the Cabinet Council, and this had much influence in

inducing them to adopt their present liberal policy towards

neutrals. He then expressed the hope that their course would

prove satisfactory to the Government of the United States; and

I assured him that I had no doubt it would prove highly gratify-

ing to them.

*MSS. Department of State, 65 Despatches from England. Extract

printed in H. Ex. Doc. 103, 33 Cong, i Sess. 9-10.
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I asked if I were at liberty, in anticipation of the publication

of Her Majesty's declaration, to communicate its substance to

yourself; and he replied certainly I was. He had not shewn it

to any foreign Minister except myself, nor did he intend to do so.

It had not yet undergone the last revision of the Cabinet; but the

principles stated in it had received their final approbation and
would not be changed.

If our shipping interest in the United States should feel as

anxious upon this subject as American owners of vessels in this

country, you may deem it advisable to publish a notice of the

practice which will be observed by Great Britain and France
towards neutrals during the continuance of the present war; and
to this I can perceive no objection.

The commercial world here, I think, overestimate the

danger of the capture of British Merchant vessels by Russian

Privateers ; and the rate of insurance is high in proportion. The
effect of this, however, will be to give our vessels a great advan-

tage oyer British vessels in the carrying trade. It is unfortunate

that as yet we have no Minister in St. Petersburg, as I learn by a

letter from our Consul there of the 9th Instant received this

morning. Should Russia be prevailed upon to adopt the liberal

policy towards neutrals announced in the Queen's declaration,

we may expect a harvest for our carrying trade such as it has

never before experienced. I could almost wish myself to be in

St. Petersburg for a fortnight.

In the course of the conversation with His Lordship, I

playfully observed that as Great Britain and France did not seem
to be content to confine themselves to the regulation of the bal-

ance of power in Europe, but were willing to extend their care

to our " hemisphere," it might become necessary for us to ally

ourselves with Russia for the purpose of counteracting their

designs; and I then asked him if he had read the remarks made
by General Cass in the Senate on his speech in the House of

Lords. He said he had not read the remarks but the substance

of them had been reported to him; that he was very much aston-

ished how any person could suppose they were intended to have

the least bearing on the United States ; it was evident they were

only intended to refer to the joint action of the two Powers on

the River Plata and in that region of South America.

I then said, " I desire to put a distinct question to your

Lordship which I have no doubt from what you have already

said you will be willing to answer totidem verbis:—Have Great
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Britain and France entered into any Treaty or understanding

of any kind whatever concerning Cuba, or in relation either to

the present or the prospective condition of that island?" He
replied, " I shall answer you in totideni verbis: Great Britain

and France have not entered into any Treaty or understanding,

direct or indirect, of any kind whatever concerning Cuba or in

relation to the present or prospective condition of Cuba; we have

never even thought of such a thing, nor have we the least inten-

tion to adopt any such course."

I told him the answer of His Lordship was entirely satisfac-

tory and could not fail to prove highly gratifying to the Presi-

dent. I should communicate it to Governor Marcy by Saturday's

Steamer; and he replied, he would feel much obliged to me
for doing so. I observed that I had not myself placed the con-

struction on his speech in the House of Lords which General

Cass had done; but I might add that a very able and excellent

gentleman now in the Foreign Diplomatic Service of the United

States in Europe had come to a similar conclusion with the Gen-

eral and had written me seriously on the subject. 1 referred to

Judge Mason though I did not mention his name.

Believing this to be a convenient opportunity to say some-

thing about the Sandwich Islands, I remarked that if the Public

Journals were to be credited, there was at least one particular

in which Great Britain and France appeared to be acting in

concert in such a manner as might possibly affect the interests If^

of the United States. I had noticed that Mr. Crampton and the

Count de Sartiges had gone together to the Department of State

and protested against our acquisition of these Islands. In reply

he said he believed there had been an attempt to revolutionize

the Sandwich Islands, for the purpose of annexing them to the

United States, which was headed by Dr. Judd, but this had

failed. I said I thought I could venture to assure him that the

Government of the United States had neither directly nor in-

directly instigated this movement; to which he assented. One
thing, however, I said was certain. Those Islands had been

almost completely Americanized. A very large portion of their

inhabitants were American Citizens, and should the people of

the Islands Voluntarily express a desire to be annexed to the

United States, in all human probability their request would be

granted by Congress. To this he gave me no satisfactory reply,

nor did he express any disapprobation; and I did not deem it

advisable at the moment to press the subject further. I shall
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resume it again, in a cautions manner, on the first favorable

opportunity, without committing my Government.

Whilst deeply convinced of the very great advantages which

would result to our country from the possession of these Islands,

I yet cannot be insensible to the fact that their great distance

and their inability to support a sufficient population to defend

themselves against a great Naval Power, such as England or

France, would render them the only Vulnerable point of our

territory. In these respects, they differ altogether from Cuba,

which, besides, is a necessity.

I again pressed upon his Lordship the importance of prose-

cuting our Central American conferences to a conclusion, in-

forming him that at Washington they would now be expecting

from me by every steamer a definitive report on the subject. He
again apologized for his delay, on account of the pressure upon
him of the war questions; but promised emphatically that in a

very few days he would send for me and seriously resume our

conferences. I hope that, in the meantime, I may hear from
the Department. The Collins Steamer which was to have left

New York on Saturday the 4th Instant, has not yet arrived.

Neither did I forget the Fishery question and the danger

of collision on the Fishing grounds, should he not furnish Mr.

Crampton instructions which would enable him to settle it before

the commencement of the approaching season.

I have been sent for to the Foreign Office in relation to

another matter, about which if deemed necessary I shall write

you by the next steamer, and so must omit for the present several

things which I had intended to communicate.

I shall now barely mention that Baron de Cetto, the Bavarian

Minister, returned to London some time since with the Treaty

ratified by the King, and is very anxious to learn that it has been

confirmed by the Senate. He fears that the time may be suf-

fered to elapse within which the ratifications are to be exchanged.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon. Wm. L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.
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TO MR. MARCY.^

(No. 26.) Legation of The United States.

London, 24 March 1854.

Sir: In my last Despatch, No. 25, of the 17th Instant, I

omitted, for want of time, to refer to the conversation between

Lord Clarendon & myself on the general subject of Privateering.

He did not propose the conclusion of a Treaty between Great

Britain & the United States for its suppression ; but he expressed

a strong opinion against it, as inconsistent with modern civilisa-

tion & liable to great abuses. He spoke in highly complimentary

terms of the Treaties of the United States with different nations,

stipulating that if one of the parties be neutral & the other

belligerent, the subjects of the neutral accepting commissions as

Privateers to cruise against the other, from the opposing Bel-

ligerent, shall be punished as pirates.

These ideas were doubtless suggested to his mind by the

apprehension felt here that Americans will, during the existing

war, accept commissions from the Emperor of Russia, & that

our sailors will be employed to cruise against British commerce.

In short, although his Lordship did not propose a Treaty

between the two Governments for the total suppression of

Privateering, it was evident that this was his drift.

In answer, I admitted that the practice of Privateering was
subject to great abuses; but it did not seem to me possible,

under existing circumstances, for the United States to agree to

its suppression, unless the great naval Powers would go one

step further & consent that war against private property should

be abolished altogether upon the ocean, as it had already been

upon the land. There was nothing really different in principle

or morality between the act of a regular cruiser and that of a

Privateer, in robbing a Merchant vessel upon the Ocean & con-

fiscating the property of private individuals on board, for the

benefit of the Captor.

But how would the suppression of Privateering, without

going further, operate upon the United States? Suppose, for

example, we should again unfortunately be engaged in a war
with Great Britain, which I earnestly hoped might never be the

case, to what a situation must we be reduced, if we should

*MSS. Department of State, 65 Despatches from England. The part

relating to neutral rights is printed in H. Ex. Doc. 103, 33 Cong, i Sess. lO-ii.
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consent to abolish Privateering ? The navy of Great Britain was
vastly superior to that of the United States in the number of

vessels of war. They could send Cruisers into every sea to

capture our Merchant vessels ; whilst the number of our Cruisers

was comparatively so small as to render anything- like equality, in

this respect, impossible. The only means which we would pos-

sess to counterbalance, in some degree, their far greater nu-

merical strength would be to convert our Merchant vessels, cast

out of employment by the war, into Privateers, & endeavor, by
their assistance, to inflict as much injury on British as they would
be able to inflict on American commerce. The genuine dictate

of Christianity & civilisation would be to abolish war against

private property upon the ocean altogether & only employ the

navies of the world in public warfare against the enemy, as

their armies were now employed;—& to this principle thus ex-

tended it was highly probable the Government of the United

States would not object.

Here the conversation on this particular subject ended in a

good natured manner; & I am anxious to learn whether what I

have said in relation to it meets your approbation.

The French Consul in London gave us notice some weeks
ago that, by order of his Government, he would thereafter refuse

to add his vise to that of this Legation on Certificates of the

Declaration of intention made by individuals to become Citizens

of the United States. Such Certificates viseed by this Legation

are, therefore, no longer of any avail, in enabling their holders to

proceed from Great Britain to France.

The Department ought to know that there is a Notary
Public in New York, by name, J. B. Nones, who issues Passports

in considerable numbers for the fee of three dollars each. Many
of these have been exhibited at the Legation. This is a down-
right imposition, & ought, if possible, to be prevented. In sev-

eral instances, it has subjected ignorant individuals, not citizens

of the United States, who have arrived here relying upon these

Passports, to considerable loss & inconvenience.

Referring to my Despatch No. 23, of the 7th February last,

I have the honor of transmitting to you copies of the final pro-

ceedings, in the case of the extradition of John Paramore, ending

with Lord Palmerston's warrant of the 21st February last for

his delivery to the agent of the Government of the United States.

My correspondence with our Consuls in different portions

of the British Empire has become quite voluminous. Some of
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the questions propounded to me are important, whilst the Lega-

tion possesses no books furnishing information on Consular

duties. I shall supply myself with the necessary works at my
own expense; but I have one request to make of the Department.

We already have in the Library of the Legation the Reports of

the decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States up to

nth Wheaton, inclusive. My request is that you would cause

to be sent to the Legation the succeeding volumes of these Re-

ports till the present time, together with the latest & best general

index of their contents. They would prove useful at all times;

but during the existing war, they would seem to be almost indis-

pensable. Why the Department should have ceased to send the

volumes after Eleventh Wheaton is unaccountable.

You will probably have several claims for indemnity on the

British Government before you, arising out of the incidents of

the unfortunate Bark, Peytona, Captain Oliver N. Jenkins

master, which sailed from New York on the 9th day of February,

1853, bound for Melbourne, which she never reached. For this

reason, I transmit to you copies of two letters from myself in

relation to this vessel, the one addressed to Gideon S. Holmes,

Esquire, United States Consul at the Cape of Good Hope, on the

4th October last, & the other to George H. Farnum, Esquire, our

Consul at the Mauritius, on the 14th Instant, in answer to com-

munications from them.

Several applications have been made to me to represent to

the President the propriety of appointing a Consul at Newcastle

upon Tyne. Mr. Christian Allhausen, one of the largest manu-
facturers & most influential inhabitants of that Town, called

upon me a few days ago in behalf of himself & his fellow towns-

men, upon the subject; & from his representations of its increased

& increasing trade & the inconvenience experienced for the want
of a Consul upon the spot, it is my belief that such an appoint-

ment would be judicious.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy

Secretary of State.

Enclosures.

(A.) Letter to Gideon S. Holmes, Esq. [See Oct. 4, 1853, supra.]

(B.) Letter to George H. Farnum, Esq. [See March 14, supra.]

(C.) Letter from N. Hawthorne, Esq. [See Feb. 20, 1854, supra.]

(D.) Letter to Lord Palmerston. [See Feb. 21, 1854, supra.]

(E.) Letter from Lord Palmerston. [Formal; not printed.]

(F.) Warrant of Extradition. [Not printed.]
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TO MR. MARCY/

(No. 27.) Legation of The United States.

London, 31 March 1854.
Sir,

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your
Despatches Nos. 28, 29, and 30, of the 7th, nth, and 15th

Instants, respectively; and at this moment Mr. Winslow has

arrived, on his way to Madrid, and has delivered me your
Despatch No. 30 of the 17th Instant.

I also forward you the Copy of a note from Lord Clarendon,

of the 29th Instant, communicating to me the " Copy of a

message sent by the Queen to both Houses of Parliament respect-

ing the impending hostilities with Russia, together with a supple-

ment to the London Gazette, containing Her Majesty's declara-

tions on the same subject," both of which I now transmit.

You will perceive that Her Majesty's Declaration concern-

ing the commerce of Neutrals is substantially the same as that

which I informed you it would be in my Despatch of the 17th

Instant. It has given great satisfaction to the Diplomatic Repre-

sentatives of Neutral Nations in London and to none more than

to myself. Indeed, it is far more liberal than I had any reason

to expect it would have been, judging from the Judicial decisions

and the past history of this country.

Yours Very Respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy

Secretary of State.

*MSS. Department of State, 65 Despatches from England, Extract

pVinted in H. Ex. Doc. 103, 33 Cong, i Sess. 11-12.
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SPEECH, APRIL 6, 1854,

AT A BANQUET TO LORD ELGIN.^

At a Splendid banquet given in London, on the evening of

the 6th instant, to Lord Elgin, governor-general of Canada, Mr.

Buchanan was present, and responded to a toast by the Earl of

Ellesmere as follows.

The Earl of Ellesmere, in highly complimentary terms, pro-

posed, " The Health of his Excellency the American Minister;
"

and, in doing so, referred to his own recent visit to the United

States, to the hospitable reception which he received there, and

to the impression which all that he had seen in the western world

had left upon him.

Mr. Buchanan then rose and said : My lords and gentlemen,

I came to England anticipating that I might find myself a

stranger in a strange land ; but after the first hour, I have never

failed to feel myself at home in any society of Englishmen which

it has been my good fortune to meet. In the name of my
countrymen, I thank your lordship (the Earl of Ellesmere)

most cordially for the kind sentiment which you have proposed

in favor of my country, and myself as its representative; and

my gratitude is due to this large and distinguished company for

the enthusiasm with which that sentiment has been received.

This honor will be fully appreciated on the other side of the

Atlantic. If my countrymen themselves could have selected the

individual by whom such gracious and kind words should be

spoken, I am persuaded their choice would have fallen upon the

noble Earl. He has been amongst us ; he has seen us at home,

and has been
" To our virtues very kind

And to our faults a little blind."

There are thousands on the other side of the Atlantic who
will respond to the universal sentiment of approbation in this

country, when they learn that his sovereign has conferred upon

him one of the highest and proudest marks of distinction which

it was in her powxr to bestow. May he long live to enjoy it!

Certain I am that the penalty denounced by the motto of the

* Reprinted in the Washington Daily Union, April 23, 1854, with Mr.

Buchanan's corrections, from the London Morning Post of April 7, 1854;

enclosed by Mr. Buchanan with his letter to President Pierce, April 7, 1854,

infra.
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garter will never reach either his head or his heart. And here

I ought, perhaps, to stop. We have been taught that after-dinner

speeches are dangerous; and prudence might, on ordinary occa-

sions, dictate that I should proceed no further. If, however, at

a public dinner given to Lord Elgin, as governor-general of

Canada, I should make no reference to his merits, I would expose

myself to the condemnation of my own countrymen. Under his

enlightened government, her Majesty's North American prov-

inces have realized the blessings of a wise, prudent, and pros-

I>erous administration; and we of the neighboring nation, though

jealous of our rights, have reason to be abundantly satisfied with

his just and friendly conduct towards ourselves. He has known
how to reconcile his devotion to her Majesty's service with a

proper regard to the rights and interests of the kindred and

neighboring people. Would to Heaven we had such governors-

general in all the European colonies in the vicinity of the

United States ! His lordship had solved one of the most difficult

problems of statesmanship. He has been able, successfully and

satisfactorily, to administer, amidst many difficulties, a colonial

government over a free people. This is an easy task where the

commands of a despot are law to his obedient subjects; but not

so in a colony where the people feel that they possess the rights

and privileges of native-bom Britons. And now what shall I

say in reply to the wish so earnestly expressed by his lordship,

that he might never live to see the bonds of friendship interrupted

between the kindred nations ? Had I not imagined that my own
humble instrumentality might contribute in some small degree to

remove existing causes of dissension between the two countries,

and to confirm and perpetuate their mutual friendship, I should

not have enjoyed the privilege of addressing you this day as the

minister of my country. It is my most earnest desire that the

two nations, kindred as they are in point of blood, should be

equally kindred in each other's affections. And why should they

not be? We have many free principles in common which it

would be tedious to enumerate ; we speak the same language, we
read the same books, and we both enjoy a free press, without

which liberty in any country would soon become an empty name.

We claim your old masters to be our property as much as yours,

and, thank God ! our people are able to read and appreciate them.

Every child born in most of our States has the same right to

receive a good and useful common-school education as to breathe

his native air or to drink from his native fountains. Why, then,
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should any jealousy exist between us? There have never been

two nations on the face of the earth whose material interests

are so closely identified. Commercially speaking, the progress

of the United States has proved nearly as beneficial to Great

Britain as to ourselves. The extension of our possessions on

the continent of America, from the purchase of Louisiana to

the present moment—an extension which has been accomplished,

whatever may be said to the contrary, upon pure principles of

honor and justice—has in the very same degree extended British

commerce and manufactures. Though not blessed with a poetic

imagination, I look forward with confident hope to the day when
the English language, which is the language of Christian, civil,

and political freedom, will be the language of the larger portion

of the habitable globe. No people speaking this language can

•ever become the willing instruments of despotic power. These

great results, in the destiny of the future;^ are to be peacefully

accomplished by the energy, enterprise, and indomitable perse-

verance of the British and American races. I do not confine

myself to the Anglo-Saxon race alone, because a large, re-

spectable, and useful portion of the population of my country

have sprung from the Irish, the German, and other European

stocks. I am myself, whatever may be my merits or my faults,

the son of a native-born Irishman, and I am proud of my descent.

With your indulgent patience, I cannot suffer this occasion to

pass without expressing my gratification with her Majesty's wise

and liberal declaration in favor of neutral commercial rights

during the existing war. It is worthy of the civilization of the

nineteenth century, and worthy of the best constitutional

sovereign who has ever sat upon the proud and powerful throne

of Great Britain. The time will arrive when war against private

property upon the ocean will be entirely proscribed by all civilized

nations, as it has already been upon the land, and when the

gallant commanders of the navies of the world will esteem it as

great a disgrace to rob a peaceful merchant vessel upon the seas

as the general of an army would now do to plunder the private

house of an unoffending citizen. [Loud cheers.]
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TO PRESIDENT PIERCE/

Legation of The United States.

London 7 April 1854.

My dear Sir/

I thank you cordially for your kind letter of the 22d Feb-

ruary & 13 March. I am truly rejoiced that you approve my
conduct as minister to this Country & that you have expressed

your approbation in such emphatic & friendly terms. In my
future course I shall endeavor to deserve your good opinion, &
should I succeed in this, I shall feel certain that it will not be

withheld. I can say with sincerity, that I have no other public

object in view than that of closing my mission here with honor

to myself & advantage to my Country, & then retiring to my
peaceful home. And I beg to remind you of your kind promise

that you will permit me to do this, after two years' service.

When you open the envelope of this letter, you will be

surprised to find that it contains some remarks of mine taken

from the London Morning Post at the dinner given to the Earl

of Elgin.2 These I have corrected so as to make them conform

exactly in substance with what I did say. In almost every part

of them they were hailed by the audience with loud applause. I

would thank you to give them to our good friend Forney &
request him to have them correctly published in the Union with

as little delay as possible.

I am invited here to all sorts of public dinners & am urged

to attend them. In almost every instance I have declined; but

it was impossible for me under the circumstances, to decline that

given to Lord Elgin. He has been exceedingly kind & attentive

to me; & I trust I may be able to convert my intercourse with

him to good account for my Country.

And here I would respectfully intimate that the Union, in

good policy, ought not to be so severe in its strictures against this

Country. The Times has changed its course, since my arrival,

in regard to yourself & your administration, both of which I

have never failed to defend & support in British Society. I

think the effect has been favorable. Lord Clarendon has several

times alluded to articles in the Union. Now if faith is to be

reposed in his Lordship's declarations, & I have no doubt of their

* MSS. Department of State, 65 Despatches from England.

' See Speech, April 6, 1854, supra.
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sincerity, Great Britain has no Treaty or understanding with

Spain in regard to Cuba; nor has she any Treaty or understand-

ing with France in regard to that Island, nor the least idea, at

present, of entering into any such engagements. Although I am
not informed of your particular policy in regard to the means of

acquiring this Island, yet I have shaped my course, ever since I

have been in London, with a view of reconciling Great Britain

to that great object. A portion of my remarks at Lord Elgin's

dinner was intended to convince the people of Great Britain that

the extension of the United States could not fail to benefit them.

In the Earl of EUesmere the United States have a good friend;

& without living in this Aristocratic Country, you can scarcely

appreciate the value of the friendship of a nobleman so rich, so

highly connected, so intelligent, & so influential. A word in

his praise in the Union would be well received & well deserved.

I have had a long talk with him this morning on the Fishery

question, & have no doubt what I said will be conveyed to the

proper quarter.—I am inclined to doubt the friendship of Mr.

Crampton for our Country. Am I correct? I should be sorry

to harbor unjust suspicions against him, because I like the man.

I purposely made no reply to Lord Ellesmere's remarks in

relation to their war with Russia. They commence this war
with enthusiasm & with almost perfect unanimity ; & yet no man
has been able to tell me what precise objects they mean to accom-

plish by it beneficial to themselves. '' Shadows, clouds, & dark-

ness " rest upon the future, & the complications to which it

may give birth, in the present state of Europe, no man can

foresee. Let us hope that it may eventuate in favor of the cause

of human liberty. John Bull is a pugnacious animal & is ever

ready for a fight, though he grumbles at paying the Bill. I am
persuaded that the present popularity of the war in England
arises from his desire to take the part of the weak against the

strong,—the feeble against the powerful. The Ministry have

been reluctantly forced into it ; & such is the opinion of the Turk.

The Emperor of Russia has certainly behaved badly. He has

violated solemn Treaties ; but these Treaties were guaranteed by
Austria & Prussia as well as by England; and yet England
is in the forefront of the battle, whilst her associates having a

greater interest in the question than herself remain neutral. The
French alliance zvill not last forever.

I have made it a point to read that part of your letter to

Sanders which relates to himself & to endeavor to convince him
Vol. IX-12
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of your continued friendship, not, I trust, without effect. He
certainly has made a good & useful officer; & his influence is

great with the leaders of the revolutionary party from the dif-

ferent Nations of Europe now assembled in London. I am glad

you have determined not to be in a hurry in sending a new
nomination to the Senate. In respect to the individual whom
you may select to fill his place, I have nothing to say ; but should

esteem it a favor that you should know him personally to he the

right kind of a man. It is now one of the best offices, if not the

very best, in your gift.

I cannot close this long letter without cordially & gratefully

thanking you for the appointment of Van Dyke. You will find

him to be true & faithful. He serves his friends with all his

heart.

Col: Sickles & Mr. Welsh both desire to be very kindly

remembered to you. Please to present my warmest regards to

Mrs. Pierce, whom I shall ever kindly remember. My niece,

Miss Lane, in her last letter, speaks of her much & in the proper

spirit.

Reciprocating with all my heart your friendly sentiments

towards myself, I remain always, very respectfully, your friend

James Buchanan.
His Excellency, Franklin Pierce.

TO MR. MARCY.^

(No. 28.) Legation of The United States.

London, nth April 1854.

Sir,

On the 30th March, I received a card from Messrs. Stanis-

laus Worcell, Anthony Zabicki, and Leo Zienkowicz, " the Depu-

tation of the Polish Central Democratic Committee " in London,

requesting me to appoint a day on which I would grant them an

audience. In answer, I deemed it prudent to address them the

following note, dated Friday, 31 March:—" Mr. Buchanan pre-

sents his respectful compliments to the gentlemen composing the

deputation of the Polish Democratic Committee, and will be

happy to receive them at his house, on Wednesday next, at 12

* MSS. Department of State, 65 Despatches from England.
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o'clock. In the mean time, he should esteem it a favor, if they

would intimate to him the topics on which they desire to con-

verse, so that he may be prepared to conduct the interview in

a manner satisfactory to both parties."

In reply, I received a note from them on the 2nd Instant,

which I now have the honor of transmitting.

The interview took place on the 3rd Instant, according to

appointment, when the Deputation, consisting of the gentlemen

whom I have already named, delivered me the enclosed memorial,

with the request that I would forward it to the President of the

United States. This duty I assured them it would afford me
pleasure to perform, as well as to communicate to them the

President's answer.

The Deputation remained with me but a short time. Mr.

Worcell, the Chairman, presented in conversation, very briefly,

some of the views which, on perusal, I discovered were con-

tained at length in the memorial. He appears to be a discreet,

sensible, and gentlemanly individual. The other two members
of the Deputation participated but little in the conversation, and

for my own part I was almost entirely a listener. You will find

the memorial to be a very interesting paper.

It is certain that the Partition of Poland by Russia, Austria,

and Prussia was a deliberate act of high-handed robbery and

cruel oppression, without a parallel, at least in Modern History;

and every friend of liberty,—nay, every friend of simple justice,

must hope that an over-ruling Providence, in his own good time,

will redress the outrage and vindicate the right. Whether that

time is so near at hand as the Polish Central Democratic Com-
mittee believe, is questionable. Let us hope for the best.

Of course you will consider this memorial, from its very

nature, as strictly confidential.^

Yours Very Respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

* This memorial, addressed to the President of the United States, is an

interesting document, but fills twenty closely written pages.
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TO MR. MARCY/

(No. 29.) Legation of The United States.

London, 14 April 1854.

Sir/

On Sunday last, I received a note from Lord Clarendon

appointing Tuesday, the nth Instant, at the Foreign Office, for

our often promised but long delayed interview on the Central

American questions. In his note he says,
—

" I must again apolo-

gise for the delay that has unavoidably taken place & again

thank you for your patience."

Upon our meeting, after the first salutations, his Lordship,

referring to my statement of the 6th January last, inquired

whether in his reply he should treat it as official or as informal.

I told him he had perhaps better consider it as official, though

viewed in either light it was substantially the same. Hitherto,

I said, I had occupied more time in our conferences than my
share, & had, in addition, submitted to him three months ago a

long statement of our case in writing; & I now was truly rejoiced

that my Government was about to learn, in an authentic form,

what steps the British Government intended to take in execution

of the Clayton & Bulwer Treaty. He then clearly & distinctly

announced, that they considered the Treaty as entirely prospec-

tive in its operation & not as interfering with any of their

existing possessions in Central America. I replied that according

to this construction, Lord Palmerston had put himself to much
unnecessary trouble in insisting upon an acknowledgment from
Mr. Clayton, before the exchange of ratifications, that the pro-

visions of the Treaty did not embrace Belize. Instead of this,

he ought to have desired that this possession should, as well as

the rest, enjoy the benefits of the Treaty.

Here a discursive conversation succeeded which I need not

repeat, as I am to receive, " in a very fezir days'' his Lordship's

answer to my statement, which will doubtless present the views

of the British Government more fully & authentically than a

report of this rambling conversation. Lord Clarendon through-

out seemed confused & embarrassed, & spoke more like a man
under the superior influence of others than with the freedom &
ease which had characterised his manner on former occasions.

Still, his embarrassment may have arisen from what I venture

^MSS. Department of State, 65 Despatches from England.
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to call their absurd construction of the Treaty. I fear that Lord

Palmerston is in the back ground.

I then determined that, in conformity with the spirit of your

Despatch of the nth ultimo, I would have a plain conversation

with his Lordship on the Fishery question.—I said I had ob-

served a statement in a New York Journal that Governor Marcy

& Mr. Crampton were on the point of concluding a Treaty to

settle this question, & I should be rejoiced to learn that the state-

ment was well founded. He asked what provisions this Treaty

was supposed to contain; & I answered that the Journal did

not enter into particulars. He observed he was sorry to say

there could not be any foundation for this report, as he had

informed Mr. Crampton some time ago that Governor Marcy's

projet could not be accepted by the British Government, without

material alterations. It had encountered the decided opposition

of the British Colonies, whose interests they were bound to

consult. I stated that the question of the Fisheries was a most

serious question & well worthy of his Lordship's profound atten-

tion. The destinies impending over the civilised world, at the

present moment, seemed to be full of danger; & complications

already existed which human sagacity could neither foresee nor

avoid. In addition to existing embarrassments I should not be

astonished, on any day, to learn that a collision had actually taken

place on the Fishery grounds between Her Majesty's Cruisers &
our Fishing vessels. If in such a collision American blood

should be shed, this would excite & electrify our whole population

& might produce the most unhappy consequences. That after

our fishermen had enjoyed, for a quarter of a century, the right

to fish in the large & open bays along the coasts of the British

North American Provinces, under what we believed to be a

correct construction of the Convention of 1818, the British

Government had suddenly & without proper previous notice sent

a naval force to arrest us in the exercise of this right & to enforce

a new construction of the Treaty. Had General Jackson then

been President, an immediate collision would have been inevitable.

If they should still persist in this construction of the Convention

& attempt to prevent our fishermen from taking fish in the open

bays, a collision, during the present season, could hardly be

avoided. This right the American Government will claim for

them & feel itself bound to maintain at any hazard. These

fishermen had manifested a disposition, during the last season, to

arm their vessels & maintain by force what they believed to be
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their rights; but in consequence of the interposition of our

Government, they were prevented from pursuing this course, in

the hope that the negotiations then pending would lead to a

satisfactory result. After this hope shall have been abandoned,

it would be difficult to restrain them from arming in their own
defence. I also informed him I had held a conversation on this

subject with Lord EUesmere, who was sensibly alive to the dan-

gers of a collision & was most anxious to prevent such a

catastrophe, if possible. He understood the subject perfectly, his

son having commanded one of the British cruisers during the

last two seasons, whose disagreeable duty it was to pursue

American Fishing vessels & prevent them from passing the line

which had been prescribed for them by the British Government.

His Lordship listened to me with marked attention, &
seemed solemnly impressed with what I had said. He entirely

agreed with me that a destiny did indeed appear to threaten the

civilised nations of the world which human prudence & honest

efforts had in vain endeavored to avert. He spoke in the highest

terms of Lord EUesmere, & said he was as anxious as his Lord-

ship could be to prevent a collision & to settle the question.—He
then asked, whether I had received any answer from Governor

Marcy with respect to the suggestion which had been made by

me for a temporary settlement of this question. I told him I

need scarcely repeat that this suggestion had been made without

instructions, & was dictated solely by a desire to avoid the

dangerous consequences of a collision on the Fishing grounds;

& that it was not made until I had ascertained from him that a

more general & permanent arrangement was probably out of the

question. Premising this, I said I had heard from Governor

Marcy on the subject; & if nothing better & more permanent

could be accomplished, he would be willing, in order to ward

off impending danger, to enter into an arrangement substantially

such as I had suggested. Whilst in manner expressing his

gratification with the information, he seemed carefully to avoid

any committal;—again spoke of the opposition of the Colonies,

& said they would object to any arrangement which did not

embrace reciprocal trade, thus in fact returning to the original

projet.

I told him I believed it was Nova Scotia which chiefly

opposed the settlement of the Fishery question; & if I had been

correctly informed, the Nova Scotians caught but few fish &
had comparatively but little interest in the matter. He said he
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believed this was the fact; but that I was mistaken in supposing

that the other Colonies did not share the same feelings with

Nova Scotia, & he specially mentioned Canada.

I could have wished at the moment I had possessed au-

thority to propose to conclude a Treaty with him immediately,

based upon my suggestion which he had appeared to regard

with so much solicitude & favor. As it was, I deemed it ex-

pedient to say that should he determine to instruct Mr. Crampton

to enter into such a Treaty with Governor Marcy, I would write

to the Governor & other official friends & advise the acceptance

of the offer as a temporary measure, in view of the threatening

crisis.

It is worthy of remark that Mr. Hincks has not called upon

me since his arrival in England.

I then changed the subject, & told his Lordship that his

speech concerning their *' happy accord with France " had pro-

duced a decided sensation throughout the United States; & I

took from my pocket your Despatch of the nth ultimo & read to

him its first paragraph, ending with the sentence :

'' The answers

received from them," &c. &c. He said he was sorry that the

Americans were ever ready to place an unfavorable construction

upon what was said or done in England. That in his speech,

as he had already assured me, he had not the most remote inten-

tion or idea of referring to our country. The only reference he

had in view was to the joint action of France & England in

regard to the navigation of the Plata, the Paraguay, the Amazon,

& other rivers, & to the countries of South America bordering

upon them; & that this action was equally beneficial to the com-

merce of the United States as to their own commerce.

I observed in reply that he was mistaken in supposing that

any disposition existed on the other side of the Atlantic to place

an unfavorable construction upon his speech. On the contrary,

I believed that at the present moment a more friendly feeling

existed in the United States towards this country than had done

at any former period. (Here he interrupted me & expressed

his satisfaction at this statement.) Whilst I could say for myself

I had not at the time placed a construction upon his remarks

unfriendly to the United States, yet after a careful examination

of his language, I was not surprised that others had arrived at

a different conclusion. I observed that Governor Marcy was a

clear-headed, sagacious, able, & sound-judging man, without any

prejudice whatever against either England or himself; & yet it
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appeared that he had understood his Lordship's remarks as

having a direct bearing on the United States. In reply he ex-

pressed his concurrence in the estimate which I had placed on
the Governor's character.

And here I urged upon his Lordship the importance &
necessity, with a view to the preservation of our friendly rela-

tions, if nothing better could be accomplished, of causing instruc-

tions to be immediately issued to their cruisers not to attempt to

exclude our fishermen from the open bays along the coasts of

their North American Colonies ; but to this, I am sorry to say, he

gave me no satisfactory answer.

We then had some conversation about the Russian war &
other topics, in which, however, he did not forget again to call

my attention to the danger that Russian Privateers might be

fitted out in the Ports of the United States; & I stated my belief

that no serious grounds existed for this apprehension, observing

that our neutrality law would be faithfully executed. He then

asked me, in evident connection with the subject of Privateering,

if I was acquainted with an American gentleman by the name of

M'Kay who had recently been in London. I told him I was,

—

he was a large ship builder in New York, & had constructed

vessels for the Emperor of Russia. I had received from this

very gentleman the most positive assurances that there was not

the least reason to apprehend that Russian Privateers would be

fitted out in our Ports, & that certainly no attempt of this kind

had been made when he left the United States. I added, pre-

suming they were aware of the fact, that Mr. M'Kay had gone

to Russia for the purpose of purchasing hemp, an article indis-

pensable to his calling. He told me he could not procure it in

London ; & that it was his intention to have it conveyed from St.

Petersburg by land to the nearest Prussian Port, & from thence

ship it in a neutral vessel to the United States. Yes, he said, this

would be done, under their declaration in favor of neutrals;

—

that they had surrendered a great deal under this declaration,

—

without it, they could have prevented Russia from having any

foreign market for her important staples, & thus have produced

much distress among the landed proprietors & made them far

more strongly feel the necessity for peace.

As I took my leave & when at the door, his Lordship told

me playfully not to write too strongly to Governor Marcy of

what had occurred at this interview.

I have time to make but one or tw^o remarks in conclusion.
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From my own careful observation, as well as from the informa-

tion of others, I am convinced that a more friendly feeling

towards the United States exists among the mass of the English

people than has ever done at any former period. They would

deprecate nothing so much as a war with our Country; & they

are wholly unconscious of the serious difficulties existing between

the two Governments. How is a knowledge of these to be

brought home to them ? In no other manner than by the publica-

tion of official documents in the United States; because these &
these only will be republished in England. Speeches in Congress,

however able & eloquent, are not republished in the Journals of

this Country. I am satisfied that if any mode could be devised

of bringing the true state of our relations with Great Britain to

the knowledge of the British people, public opinion would operate

powerfully in favor of a prompt, fair, & peaceful settlement of

the questions in dispute. It was public opinion that, in my judg-

ment, forced the Ministry into the existing war. Without this

resort, I confess I indulge in no bright hopes of the settlement

of the questions entrusted to my management. The Coalition

Ministry are too timid & cautious to do what is right without

external support. They are now anxious & apprehensive in

regard to the consequences to this Country of the war with

Russia, & the uncertain & wavering policy of Austria & Prussia

gives them much uneasiness.

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your De-

spatches Nos. 32 & 33, both of the 20th ultimo.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

TO MR. MARCY.^

(No. 30.) Legation of The United States.

London, 21 April 1854.

Sir,

On the 19th instant I received a note from Governor Kos-

suth, of which the following is a copy

:

* MSS. Department of State, 65 Despatches from England.
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Sir,

The object of my present communication is to solicit the favor of an

early interview for the purpose of presenting a Memorial from myself to the

President of the United States, and of requesting Your Excellency to transmit

it to the Cabinet at Washington ; to support with your authority its contents,

if they meet your approbation, and to communicate in due time to me the

answer from your Government.

I have the honor to be &c. &c. &c.

In consequence of this request Mr. Kossuth called upon me
by appointment at 2 o'clock to day, and delivered me the enclosed

Memorial to the President which I now have the honor to

transmit.^ The interview was brief ; and I expressed no opinion

to him whatever on the points embraced by it. Indeed, I had

no accurate knowledge of what these were until I had read it

over after his departure. I have been a careful and deeply inter-

ested observer of the progress of events in Europe since my
arrival in this country, though I have preserved a discreet caution

in the expression of my opinions. Whilst clouds and darkness

rest upon the future, still, in certain probable contingencies, the

oppressed people in different European Nations may rise against

their oppressors with fair prospects of success.

It is to be hoped that the existing complications may result

in such a reorganization of at least some of the States in Europe

as will relieve the downtrodden people from the oppression under

which they now suffer from Nationalities foreign to themselves

which they detest. Hungary, Poland, and Italy ought to be

independent of Russia and Austria; even with a view to the

much applauded European doctrine of the balance of Power.

Should the people of all or either of these nations rise against

either Russia or Austria and establish a regular de facto Govern-

ment with a reasonable prospect that they will be able to maintain

it, I have no doubt the President would according to our uniform

practice cheerfully adopt the proper measures to recognise their

independence. From the high character of our country, such a

recognition would afford them powerful moral aid in the struggle,

without giving just cause of offence to the Powers endeavoring

to hold them in subjection. This opinion, however, I did not

express to Mr. Kossuth, deeming it proper, in my situation, to

relieve the President from any embarrassment which an expres-

sion of opinion on my part might cast in his way. One thing is

* The memorial, which is addressed to the President of the United States,

fills twelve large pages.
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certain. The revolutionary leaders in London are now inspired

by the highest hopes. This I learn, not from themselves, but

from others in their confidence. They profess that they only

await the declaration of Austria in favor of one or the other

of the belligerents, or even to remain neutral, to make a prompt

and decided movement.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy

Secretary of State.

TO LORD CLARENDON.

(Enclosure B in No. 32.^)

United States Legation
London, 25 April 1854.

The undersigned, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister

Plenipotentiary of the United States, has the honor of bringing

under the notice of the Earl of Clarendon, Her Majesty's Prin-

cipal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, the case of ten

prisoners now confined on board the American Ship " Sovereign

of the Seas '' lying in the Port of London, charged with the

crime of mutiny. The names of these prisoners are George

Sutters, John Benson, Henry Bundy, George Hall, Irvine Lowry,

William Watts, Peter Sturman, George Davidson, James Bartlett,

and Augustus Holme.

The " Sovereign of the Seas " has recently arrived at this

Port from Melbourne. Whilst on her passage and when on the

high seas on the 17th March last, the persons named rose in

mutiny against Henry Warner of New York, the Master.

Upon the arrival of the vessel in the Port of London, George

N. Sanders, Esquire, the Consul of the United States, in pur-

suance of his general Instructions proceeded to take the Deposi-

tions of Witnesses for the purpose of ascertaining the facts in

an authentic form. Copies of these Depositions the undersigned

has now the honor to transmit, which do not seem to leave any

doubt as to the guilt of the prisoners.

The next step prescribed to Consul Sanders by his Instruc-

tions was " to apply to the local Authorities for means of securing

* Despatch to Mr, Marcy, No. 32, May 12, 1854, infra.
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the offenders while they remain in Port, and to provide the means
of sending them without delay to the United States for trial."

Application was accordingly made, on yesterday, by the Consul to

the local Authorities, who refused to afford him the necessary

aid, on the plea that they possessed no jurisdiction. If this be the

case, the necessary consequences will be not only that these

Mutineers shall escape punishment and be let loose upon society,

but that the numerous American vessels trading between Great

Britain and Australia, with the property of British Merchants

aboard, will be in danger of becoming a prey to Mutiny, punish-

ment for this crime being rendered impossible. The " Sovereign

of the Seas " does not return to the United States, Captain

Warner being now engaged in shipping a cargo for Melbourne

;

and it has thus become necessary that the Prisoners shall be

discharged, if lawful authority should not be granted to secure

them, until the Consul can send them for trial to an American

Port.

The undersigned, therefore, under the circumstances, re-

spectfully requests that the Earl of Clarendon would cause the

proper local Authorities to interfere for the purpose of enabling

the American Consul to perform his duty; but if this cannot be

done, that his Lordship would so inform the undersigned that the

Prisoners may be discharged without delay.

The undersigned avails himself of this opportunity to assure

the Earl of Clarendon of his distinguished consideration

(signed) James Buchanan.
The Right Hon. The Earl of Clarendon

&c. &c. &c. &c.

FROM LORD CLARENDON.
(Enclosure C in No. 32/)

Foreign Office, May 2, 1854.

Sir,

I have the honor to acquaint you that I am informed by the Secretary

of State for the Home Department that in the case of the mutinous seamen
of the " Sovereign of the Seas," to which you called my attention in your

note of the 25th ultimo, there is no ground upon which an English Magis-

trate can exercise jurisdiction.

The mutinous conduct complained of by the Captain took place on the

High Seas, and on board of an American Ship, and must, therefore, be con-

^ Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 32, May 12, 1854, infra.
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sidered in point of law to have occurred in the Territories of the United

States, where alone the matter can properly be adjudicated upon.

I have the honor to be with the highest consideration, Sir,

Your Most obedt. humble servant

(signed) Clarendon.

James Buchanan, Esq.

&c. &c. &c.

TO MR. MARCY.^

(No. 31.) Legation of The United States.

London, 5 May 1854.

Sir: Late on Tuesday evening last, I received the long-

promised & long-delayed Statement of Lord Clarendon on the

Central American questions, dated on the 2d Instant, a copy of

which I have now the honor to transmit.^ Accompanying this

Statement I also received a private note from His Lordship

apologizing *' for the further delay that has taken place owing
to the Easter Holidays & the necessity of consulting some of my
[his] colleagues who were out of town."

The labor of assisting to copy this statement in season for

to-morrow's steamer, with other pressing engagements, has left

me no time, at the present moment, to make any extended re-

marks on its character. You will perceive that it is rambling &
inconclusive in its arguments, & its style is not equal to what
might have been expected from Lord Clarendon. For this the

cause & not the advocate is probably responsible.

But whatever may be the merits or defects of the Statement

as a composition, it would seem to put an end to any reasonable

hope of arriving at a satisfactory understanding with the Govern-

ment of Great Britain as to the true meaning of the Clayton &
Bulwer Convention;—or even of effecting any compromise of

the Central American questions which the United States could

with honor accept. Although the task of answering it is not

difficult, I shall be in no hurry to perform this duty, at least until

after I shall have learned the President's views in answer to my
earnest request for instructions in relation to certain of these

questions, contained in Despatch No. 20, of the loth January last.

^ MSS. Department of State, 66 Despatches from England. An extract is

printed in H. Ex. Doc. i, 34 Cong, i Sess. I. 65.

''This statement is printed in H. Ex. Doc. i, 34 Cong, i Sess. I. 80-93,

and elsewhere.
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These instructions I have for some time been anxiously awaiting.

Without having first received them, I should be unwilling to offer

the counter-propositions, on behalf of my Government, to those

of the British Government, which will doubtless be expected.

We ought now to place ourselves upon record in regard to

the Central American questions upon such principles as may
challenge the approbation of the civilized world.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy

Secretary of State.

TO MR. MARCY/

No. [32.] Legation of The United States.

London, 12 May 1854.

Sir,

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

Despatches Nos. 34, 35, 36, 37, and 38, of the 6th, 13th, 14th,

22nd, and 27th April respectively. May I ask it as a favor that

you would acknowledge the receipt of my Despatches when you

have occasion to write?

I owe you many thanks for your prompt attention in for-

warding me the Reports of the decisions of the Supreme Court

of the United States since nth Wheaton, together with the

digested Index. These have already arrived, and will prove to

be very useful, not only to the Legation but to General Thomas.

I am gratified to learn, from your Despatch No. 35, that the

President will not consent to enter into a Treaty with Great

Britain and France stipulating " that the subjects or citizens of

the party being a Neutral, who shall accept Commissions or letters

of Marque, and engage in the Privateer service, the other being

a belligerent, may be treated as Pirates." I have been aware for

some time that the Governments of these two Countries desire to

conclude such a Treaty with the United States, but it appears to

me the objections to it are insuperable. These, as they have

occurred to my own mind, I had been prepared to submit to you

at considerable length, but since the arrival of your Despatch, I

shall merely advert to them in general terms.

*MSS. Department of State, 66 Despatches from England.
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1. During the pendency of the present war, it would be a

violation of our Neutrality to agree with Great Britain and

France that American Citizens who may serve on board of

Russian Privateers shall be punished as Pirates.

2. Our Treaties with other powers embrace American Citi-

zens only who shall accept Commissions as Privateers ; but do not

extend to the Crew. Sailors are a thoughtless race, and peculiarly

deserve the protection of the Government ; and it would be cruel

and unjust to hang them as pirates for enlisting in such service,

when they might be constrained to do this from necessity.

3. The British law claims all who are born British subjects

to be British subjects forever. If the Treaty were concluded

and a British Cruiser should capture a Russian Privateer with a

Naturalized American Citizen on board, what would be the

consequence? The British law could not punish him as an

American Citizen under the Treaty, because it would regard

him as a British subject. It might hang him for high Treason;

and such an event would produce an immediate collision between

the two countries. The old and dangerous question would then

be revived in one of its worst aspects.

4. The time may arrive when the United States shall re-

quire the services of foreign sailors on board their own
Privateers; and would it be wise to deprive ourselves of their

services by establishing a principle which would render them

Pirates for enlisting in our service? In point of fact, we have

now in a great degree to depend upon foreign sailors to man
both our vessels of War and of Commerce.

5. Such a Treaty with Great Britain and France might

prove to be an entangling and dangerous alliance.

6. Under the law of Nations as expounded both by British

and American Courts, a commission to a Privateer, regularly

issued by a Belligerent nation, protects both the Captain and the

Crew^ from punishment as Pirates. Would it be proper for us,

then, to expose our own Citizens to be tried and punished as

Pirates by a foreign and often prejudiced jurisdiction for such

an offence? By our Neutrality law of 1818, we have gone

further than any other nation,—but not too far, in punishing

breaches of Neutrality, before our own Tribunals; and with

this foreign nations ought to be satisfied.

7. There is no safe mean for us between preserving^ the

rights of maritime war upon the Ocean as they exist and abolish-

ing all war, whether by Privateers or regular Cruisers, against
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private property upon the Ocean, as has already been done upon
the land. To the latter, for one, I should cheerfully consent;

but until this can be adopted, it would be suicidal in us, with our

small Navy, to cripple ourselves in manning Privateers, should

this become necessary in a contest with any great Naval Power.

I beg leave to call your attention to the enclosed copies of

letters, marked. A, B, and C ; ^ the first from Consul Sanders to

Mr. Buchanan, dated April 22nd, 1854,—the second from Mr.

Buchanan to Lord Clarendon, dated April 25th,—and the third

from Lord Clarendon to Mr. Buchanan, dated May 2nd. The
mutineers therein mentioned have all escaped punishment.

I presume there can be no doubt but that the decision of the

Secretary of the State for the Home Department is correct, and

that no law of England would justify the local Magistrates in

the exercise of jurisdiction in such cases. I am satisfied that

there is a correspondent want of jurisdiction in our Magistrates

over mutiny and other offences committed in a British vessel on

the high seas.

The number of American vessels now engaged in the carry-

ing trade between Great Britain and her Colonies renders this a

serious evil. Any crime whatever committed in these vessels on

the high seas is almost certain to escape punishment; because

their masters will not abandon a profitable trade to carry offenders

home for trial.

In conversing with Lord Clarendon, the day after the receipt

of his note of the 2nd Instant, he stated to me that the British

Government had made a proposition to our Government, in the

time of Mr. Lawrence, under which such offenders could be

secured and sent home for trial and punishment, but this had

been rejected. I said I was not aware any such proposition had

been made. He stated that he would send me a copy of Mr.

Lawrence's letter; whereupon on the next day I received a note

from him of which the following is a copy.

Grosvenor Crescent May 4/54.

My dear Mr. Buchanan,
The letter to which I alluded yesterday was, I find upon enquiry, from

yourself, and dated Dec. 28/53, in answer to our proposal with respect to

the means of apprehending foreign seamen, deserters, in New South Wales.

You declined acceding to it upon grounds stated by the Attorney General.

^ Papers B and C are printed supra under April 25 and May 2, 1854,

respectively. Paper A is merely a letter of Mr. Sanders transmitting to Mr.

Buchanan the depositions.
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I made a mistake in saying that the proposal had been general, but if it

had, the constitutional objection stated by the Attorney General would have

applied equally,—a Treaty would be necessary for the purpose. I am not

acquainted with the Treaty you have with France on this subject, but shall

look at it, as a similar one with us might perhaps be of advantage to both

Countries.

In examining our Conventions with France, I find that de-

serters from our vessels are not to be dehvered up in the ports

of France, if they be French Citizens. Such a provision could

not be inserted in a similar Treaty with Great Britain; because

then under their principle of perpetual allegiance they might

refuse to surrender Naturalized Citizens of the United States

who had deserted. If any Treaty should be concluded with

Great Britain, the provision ought to apply to all deserters with-

out reference to their Country. The fact of desertion ought

alone to be the test of delivery. But comparatively few of the

sailors on our Merchant vessels trading between Great Britain

and her Colonies are American Citizens.

But whilst our Fishery Convention of 1818 and the Clayton

and Bulwer Convention with Great Britain are both violated,

ought we, for the present, to enter into any other Treaty with

that Power? This is a serious question. I fear we shall have

cause to regret the Claims Convention, although I am convinced

that both Judge Upham and General Thomas have been doing

and will continue to do their whole duty. It was unfortunate

that it provided for the session of the Commissioners in London.

I have not been inattentive to the subject of your Despatch

No. 38, received last night. Large quantities of grain and other

articles have been purchased in Russia by the subjects of several

Neutral Powers in Europe, whose representatives here have urged

upon the British Government that they should grant pemiission

to export these articles from Russian Ports, notwithstanding the

blockade. This permission has hitherto been refused. I shall

without delay bring your instructions to the knowledge of Lord
Clarendon, and urge the justice and propriety of them with all

the arguments in my power.

Yours very Respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon. W. L. Mafxy

Secretary of State.

Vol. IX—13
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FROM THE MARQUIS OF BREADALBANE/

St. James's Palace, May 17, 1854.

The Lord Chamberlain presents his compliments to The American Min-

ister, &, fearing from what Sir Edward Cust said to him this morning, that

there may be some misunderstanding as to the dress to be worn, this evening,

at the Court Ball, begs to inform His Excellency that the dress worn is

exactly the same as that worn at The Queen's Drawing Room, and that the

regulations are that no persons can be admitted into Buckingham Palace this

evening, unless they are in uniform, or Court Dress, or in that which has

been conceded to His Excellency & the members of the Legation of the

United States, as worn by His Excellency at the Drawing Room, namely

breeches, buckle, & sword.

The Lord Chamberlain did himself the honor to call upon The American

Minister this afternoon, but not having found him at home, begs now to

make this communication to him.

TO LORD CLARENDON.

(Enclosure in No. 33.^) [May 19, 1854.]

The Undersigned, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister

Plenipotentiary of the United States, has been instructed by his

Government to ascertain from the Earl of Clarendon, Her
Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, what
will be the character of the Blockade of the Russian Ports which

Great Britain and France propose to establish, so far as the rights

of American Citizens are concerned.

The Government of the Undersigned has received, with

peculiar satisfaction, the Declaration of Her Britannic Majesty

that she is
*' desirous of rendering the war as little onerous as

possible to the Powers with whom she remains at peace."

Placing implicit confidence in this declaration, he is encouraged

to believe, that the blockade of the Russian Ports will be con-

ducted in such a manner as not to prevent the exportation of

property which had been bona fide acquired by American Citizens

before its commencement.

According to the regular course of the trade of the United

States with Russia, and because of the great distance between

the two Countries, American Merchants have been in the habit,

through their Agents, of purchasing Russian productions in the

^ Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.

' Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. S3, May 19, 1854, infra.
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Autumn and Winter, and of sending vessels in the succeeding

Spring to carry them to American Ports. Purchases of this

kind have been made to a considerable extent during the last

Autumn and Winter, in good faith, before the blockade,—and

even before it was believed in the United States that the differ-

ences between Great Britain and Russia would terminate in

hostilities. This property, belonging to American Citizens, for

which they have paid the full value, is now lying at St. Peters-

burg and other Russian Ports in the Baltic. It is manifest that

to force such property to remain there can do no possible injury

to Russia. The injury inflicted would be confined exclusively

to the Citizens of a friendly Power. The property may be

injured or destroyed in Russian Ports; but if it should, Russia

will sustain no loss, whilst innocent neutrals may be ruined.

The Undersigned is even ignorant, at this day, whether a

blockade of the Russian Ports exists, and if so, when it com-
menced; no notification of it having yet, to his knowledge, been

officially published. On this point he begs leave to ask for

information.

It is presumed that an American vessel having her cargo

on board at the commencement of the blockade will be permitted

to pass out through the blockading Squadron; because this is a

neutral right clearly established by the law of Nations. The
same reason will apply to an American vessel in port, though
not actually laden before the blockade, provided her cargo had
been previously purchased by American Citizens. It w-ould be a

measure of extreme severity to compel a vessel to depart in

ballast, leaving the neutral cargo behind for which she had been

sent from the other side of the Atlantic.

Then, in regard to an American vessel which had not actu-

ally reached Port at the commencement of the blockade, but had
cleared out from the United States before its existence was
known, the Undersigned conceives the principle to be the same,

provided always her cargo had been fairly and bona fide pur-

chased by American Citizens at a previous period.

It may be said that were Great Britain to adopt this rule, it

might give rise to frauds; but these could be easily guarded

against so far as the United States are concerned. Indeed, our

distance from the scene of action and the annual freezing of the

Baltic, rendering it necessary that purchases of Russian goods

should be made so long in advance of the time when they can be

carried away, are circumstances which, in themselves, would
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almost entirely relieve such transactions from any suspicion that

the purchases had been made after the commencement of the

blockade. From the very nature of the trade, therefore, it could

be easily ascertained when the Russian goods had been ordered,

where the purchases were made, and when the price was paid.

In fact, in many instances, these payments are made through

the agency of London Bankers. The American Consul at St.

Petersburg, if need be, under the supervision of the American
Minister there, could ascertain and verify the facts in a manner
which could not fail to prove satisfactory to the British Govern-

ment.

If American Citizens, under these peculiar circumstances,

shall be compelled to leave their property in Russian Ports, it

would be difficult to conceive what will be the practical advan-

tages to neutrals of Her Majesty's wise and satisfactory Declara-

tion in favor of their rights. The Russian Ports will doubtless

be all blockaded ; and in that event, neutral trade with Russia will

be entirely prohibited. Except for the noble precedent, it is in vain

that Free Ships shall make free goods, and that the goods of a

Friend, captured on board the vessel of an Enemy, shall be re-

stored, if the Enemy's ports are all sealed against neutral com-

merce. Of this, however, the undersigned does not complain.

Belligerents have their rights, under the law of Nations, which

must be respected by Neutrals. But he respectfully suggests,

that this blockade ought not to deprive Neutrals, and especially

a distant Neutral, like the United States, of the power to carry

away property from the belligerent Country which had been

honestly purchased, and for which the price had been fairly paid,

before the existence of the blockade, or any notification of it,

had been published.

The Undersigned, knowing his Government to be sincerely

desirous of avoiding every difficulty which might possibly arise

between the two Countries out of the existing war, respectfully

requests that Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for

Foreign Affairs would furnish him, at as early a day as may
be convenient, the necessary information on the points suggested

in the present communication. If, in addition to this, the under-

signed could be informed when the blockade of the Russian Ports

actually commenced, if, indeed, it has already commenced, and

what instructions have been given to Her Majesty's Cruisers in

regard to their treatment of Neutral vessels, so that these vessels

may be placed upon their guard, this might obviate all causes of

future complaint.
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The Undersigned avails himself of this opportunity to renew

to the Earl of Clarendon the assurance of his distinguished

consideration.
^^j^^^^^ James Buchanan.

United States Legation

London 19th May 1854.

To the Right Honorable The Earl of Clarendon
&c. &c. &c. Foreign Office.

TO MR. MARCY/

No. 33. Legation of The United States.

London, 19 May 1854.

Sir/

I met Lord Clarendon, on the day before yesterday, by

appointment at the Foreign Office, for the purpose of urging

upon him the views presented in your Despatch No. 38, of the

27th ultimo, in reference to the Blockade of the Russian Ports

as affecting American Vessels ; & I read the greater portion of it

to him, as the most appropriate introduction to our conversation.

I need not detail this conversation, as you will find the substance

of what I said in relation to the subject embraced in the enclosed

copy of a note which I have just addressed to his Lordship.- In

this you will perceive that I have not referred to your suggestion

that American vessels might be permitted to depart from Russian

Ports zmth cargoes purchased after the Blockade had commenced

;

because I had ascertained to an absolute certainty, from our

conversation, that this permission w^ould not be granted. I may
add that a considerable part of my note consists of answers to

objections made by him, in conversation, to the grant of such

permission to vessels whose cargoes had been purchased before

the commencement of the Blockade.

Neither is it necessary for me to repeat his verbal remarks

;

because he has promised me a speedy answer in writing to the

points which I have presented to him by my note of to-day, &
this will be more authentic. I may say, however, in general

terms, that T fear there is but little reason to expect that Great

Britain & France, in their Blockade of the Russian Ports, will

*MSS. Department of State, 66 Despatches from England.

' The preceding paper.
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grant any thing more to neutrals than is required by the Law
of Nations. On one point he spoke positively, & that is, that

they would not, under any circumstances, grant special licenses

to individuals to carry on any trade whatever with Russia. All

should be treated alike. Indeed, I have known this for some
time, & have, on more than one occasion, given this information

to American Merchants. His Lordship observed that great

abuses had arisen from these Licenses during their last war; &
they had determined to have nothing more to do with them.

They had such an understanding with the French Government.

Neither of them would grant Licenses ; & if both had not adopted

this rule, great abuses must have been the consequence. You
will thus be enabled to give a positive answer to the applications

of Mr. J. M. Forbes & the Messrs. Cunningham, of Boston.

I asked if his Lordship had yet received a copy of your

answer of the 28th ultimo to Mr. Crampton's note of the 21st,

communicating Her Majesty's Declaration in regard to the con-

duct to be observed towards Neutrals during the existing war.

He said he had not; whereupon I read it to him, believing it to

be an excellent & appropriate document. Upon completing the

following sentence :
—

" Notwithstanding the sincere gratification

which Her Majesty's declaration has given to the President, it

would have been enhanced if the rule alluded to had been an-

nounced as one which would be observed not only in the present,

but in every future war in which Great Britain shall be a party,"

—he interrupted me & said, *' This will make no difference ; the

precedent has now been set, & it will not be departed from in

future wars."

After I had finished the reading, he referred to the subject

of the impressment of seamen, & said he was glad this had passed

away;—they could no longer impress their own sailors in their

own ports. I told him I was much gratified at his remark; as

any attempt to revive the practice of impressment on board of

American vessels could not fail to produce an immediate collision

between the two Countries.

Public opinion in this Country would not now tolerate a

Press Gang. There is no occasion for a Treaty on this subject.

Indeed such a Treaty could scarcely be framed which would

not, at least by some remote implication, admit that a reasonable

pretext had existed for the exercise of this cruel, lawless, &
arbitrary power on board of American vessels. I should as soon

think of asking Great Britain to declare by Treaty that she would
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not seize individuals upon our own soil & carry them into cap-

tivity, as that she would not impress American Seamen on board

of our Merchant vessels.

We also had some conversation about the Mosquito Coast &
the Island of Ruatan, in reference to portions of his Statement

of the 2d Instant. I shall not repeat this, having doubtless

already wearied you with too many conversations on Central

American Affairs which have hitherto resulted in nothing. I

might, however, say, judging from the tenor of his remarks,

that I would again have cause to entertain some hopes of settling

these questions, had I not been discouraged by past experience.

I await with anxiety the instructions which I have requested in

relation to Central America.

Lord Clarendon asked me how the case of the Black Warrior

was getting along at Madrid, & I told him I did not know. I

had heard nothing from there that was satisfactory. He said

he had received a letter from Madrid that morning, & a prospect

now existed that it would be amicably settled. The Spanish

Government, I understood him to say, had offered to remit the

fine & restore the property seized, & the remaining questions were

about the indemnity & the amount. Mr. Soule, when he received

this proposition, had expressed himself satisfied with it so far

as it went, & thought it afforded reason to believe that the ques-

tion would be satisfactorily adjusted. I expressed my gratifica-

tion at the information, & embraced the occasion to make a

brief statement of the case of the Black Warrior to him, as I

understood it from the published documents. I also informed

him that this was but one of many cases of injustice, vexation,

& oppression on the part of the Cuban Authorities against Citi-

zens of the United States. He replied that British subjects had,

also, on many occasions suffered from the unjust & arbitrary

conduct of the Authorities, & spoke in terms of severity against

both them & those of Old Spain.

I give you this information for what it is worth; though

you, most probably, will have far more correct information from
Mr. Soule. His Lordship did not mention his authority; but he

seemed to attach entire credit to it.

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your Despatch

No. 39, of the 2d Instant.

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon: William L. Marcy

Secretary of State.
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TO MR. SLIDELL/

U. S. Legation, London,, 23 May 1854.

My dear Sir,

I received on yesterday, per the Arabia, your very brief note

of the 14th Instant : accompanied by your very able speech, v^hich

I have perused for the second [time] v^ith great care and deep

interest.

My correspondence with the State Department has been

quite voluminous : but yet I have not perceived that either

through the columns of the Union or in any other manner the

information which I have communicated has reached the Public.

Of this I do not complain. Governor Marcy has, doubtless,

good reasons for what you call his *^ reticence." I wish, how-

ever, you had seen this correspondence before you made your

speech. Without, however, violating any duty or principle of

honor, I may say that Lord Clarendon, both in public and in

private, has constantly and in the most emphatic terms denied

the construction placed upon his ill-guarded speech, in the United

States, and has given every assurance which man could give

that they had no Treaty or understanding with France and Spain

relative to the future condition of Cuba. This I would not say

even to you if his declarations had been confined to myself.

Neither do I believe from what I know to be the feelings of

the liberal party in this Country, and from the utter ruin in

which many of its manufactures would be involved by a war
with the United States, that our acquisition of Cuba, in a fair

and honorable manner, would produce such a war. In fact the

public mind of this country is gradually preparing itself for

such an event ; and on all suitable occasions I speak of it as what
must naturally happen. Indeed, it has more than once been

foreshadowed in the columns of the " Daily News," with whose
Editor I am w^ell acquainted, as well as in other Papers.

The feelings of the Emperor of France, however, may be

very different. The Empress is, in heart and soul, a Spaniard,

and I am inclined to believe that France or rather he would look

upon our acquisition of Cuba with much more hostile feelings

than England. Should the Union of the two powers be success-

ful in humbling Russia, then there might be serious danger of

*From an unsigned copy among the Buchanan Papers of the Historical

Society of Pennsylvania.
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an alliance between them to preserve Cuba to Spain. We ought

certainly to be prepared for such an event, although I am con-

vinced that no such alliance exists or is even in contemplation at

the present moment.

I am wholly ignorant whether our administration has

adopted any measures to acquire Cuba by purchase. If they

have, the knowledge of them is confined I think to Mr. Soule.

I presented and reiterated to the President before I left the

United States a plan for accomplishing this purpose first sug-

gested to me by Mr. Belmont, which I understood at the time

was favorably received. Mr. BelmxOnt, after sounding influential

individuals, still thinks it would work well, and undoubtedly the

present would seem to be a favorable moment for making the

attempt ; but in order to afford a chance of success, the influence

of the large capitalists of Europe having an interest in Spanish

Bonds must be enlisted.—From information derived from Lord

Clarendon, as well as from Avhat was stated the other night in

the House of Commons by Lord John Russell, it is highly

probable the case of the " Black Warrior " will be finally ad-

justed upon fair and satisfactory terms. I gave Governor Marcy

by the last steamer the information I had received from Lord

Clarendon on the subject, and the declaration of Lord John,

which I know from himself w^as founded on that information,

has satisfied the public mind here.

If ever my Despatches should be submitted to your Commit-

tee of Foreign Relations, you will find what difficulties we had to

encounter in prevailing upon the British Government to adopt

the principle of " free ships free goods " during the existing

war. I spoke very freely and plainly to them on the subject,

and when they had finally resolved to adopt the principle, I was

the first person to whom they communicated their resolution;

and some time before their Declaration was promulgated in

London I communicated the substance of it, by their consent,

to Governor Marcy. It might, therefore, have been known in

Washington before it was known in London. " During the

existing war " means nothing but to let themselves down gradu-

ally. It is now freely admitted, even by the London Times,

they can never take a step backwards in future wars ;—as it is

that impressment is gone forever. Indeed, a Press Gang would

now not be tolerated by public opinion even in Great Britain.

In our Discussions, Privateering was several times a subject of

conversation; and my remark at Lord Elgin's dinner was in-
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tended as a public " clincher " to what I had said in private

conversation against any arrangement either to abolish privateer-

ing " per se," or to deprive ourselves of any legitimate means
justified by the law of nations to carry it on with effect, unless

zvar upon the ocean against, private property was abolished

altogether, as it has been upon the land. This was perfectly

understood by those present. Since, however, I have abandoned
all idea of being a candidate for the Presidency, misconstructions

of my own conduct are not much regarded by myself, knowing
that the truth will at last prevail.

For the United States to abolish Privateering on any other

condition would be a suicidal act. What would be the conse-

quences of such a measure in case of war with Great Britain?

Her Navy is vastly superior to that of the United States in the

number of vessels of war. She could send National cruisers into

every sea to capture our Merchant vessels : whilst the number of

our cruisers would be comparatively so small as to render any
thing like equality in this respect impossible. The only means
which we possess to counterbalance their far greater numerical

strength would be to convert our Merchant vessels, cast out of

employment by the war, into Privateers ; and in this manner we
might inflict as much injury on British as they would be able

to inflict on American Commerce. Besides, there is nothing

really different in principle or morality between the act of a

regular cruiser and that of a Privateer in robbing a Merchant
vessel upon the ocean. The general dictate of Christianity and
civilization would be to abolish war against private property upon
the ocean altogether and employ the navies of the world in public

warfare against the enemy as the armies are now employed.

This, which would afford perfect security to our commerce in

war as well as in peace, and be " a consummation devoutly to be

wished," the British Government are far from being prepared to

adopt. It is the best answer, however, which can possibly be

made to any offer of theirs to abolish Privateering. They must
go the whole, or we ought not to stir a step.

I have on more than one occasion been obliged to declare

that I knew nothing either from Washington or Madrid con-

cerning the case of the " Black Warrior," except what I have
seen in the public journals. In this respect, the practice of our

Government is so different from that of all others, that although

my declarations have been received with courtesy, yet it was
pretty evident they were considered as merely diplomatic.
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TO MR. MASON.^

U. S. Legation
London 30 May 1854.

My dear Sir/

I ought long since to have answered your kind letter of the

20th February last; but the pressure of business of various

kinds is so great upon this Legation as to leave but little time

for private & friendly correspondence. In the conclusion of

your letter you express the hope that I may soon return home.

Would that this hope could be realised! I agreed with the

President to remain here for two years, & I intend to fulfil my
engagement & in the mean time make myself as contented &
happy as possible. This period will not end until August, 1855.

But my desire to return home does not proceed from any idea

of future political advancement. Even if " there were three or

four Presidential terms in me," not one of them should be
" gotten out." / shall not again be a candidate for the Presi-

dency.

This I say after mature reflection, & valued friends like

yourself ought to know it & be able to shape their political

course accordingly. This determination proceeds neither from

mortification nor disappointment. The world has been a good

& indulgent world to me, & I have already enjoyed more honors

& offices than I ever deserved. My friends & my party have

been faithful & true to me, as I shall ever be, I trust, to them.

But I was 63 years of age on the 23d April last, & should I be

elected President, I would be nearly three score & ten before the

completion of the term. I think a wise man & one who desires

to be a Christian ought to prefer retirement during the short

remnant of days which a man at my age can reasonably expect.

Besides, I have always thought it a melancholy spectacle to

witness old men on the political arena struggling with younger

competitors for the honors & offices of this world, as though it

were to be their everlasting abode. I have been near enough

the Presidency to know that it is
'' a crown of thorns," & although

the most distinguished position in the world, it is not worth what

it costs. Its labors & anxieties have become so great as to

destroy the best constitutions of younger men than myself. But

enough & more than enough of this.

* Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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You mention that it was argued before you that a white

witness ought to be excluded from giving testimony in favor

of the freedom of a negro; because he would not get his per

diem in case the cause should be decided in favor of the master.

This reminds me of a conversation I had a few days ago with

Sir Frederick Pollock, the Chief Baron of the Exchequer. He
informed me that their practice of examining the parties to a

cause had Avorked admirably & beneficially ; & he highly applauded

the example which had been set them in America in this particu-

lar, which he said they had followed. I am on terms of familiar

acquaintance with him, the Lord Chancellor, & the Lord Chief

Justice; but whilst I find them all to be highly intellectual &
agreeable, I only say the truth when I assert that the more
distinguished Judges of our Courts would compare advanta-

geously in society with any of these high dignitaries of the law.

Of course I do not speak of their legal qualifications; because I

have been so long out of the practice of the law, that I am not

adequate to form an opinion on this subject.

We are now in the midst of what is called the " London
season." The nobility & gentry do not consider London as their

home, & they remain here only from Easter until the adjourn-

ment of Parliament about the end of July. During this season

they make a toil of a pleasure. The almost daily dinners at

8 o'clock & the numerous evening parties commencing near eleven

are too much for my constitution; but as my niece is now with

me, I must go out much oftener than I would do under other

circumstances. I long for Wheatland.

Please to tell Mrs. Mason that she ought to pity the sorrows

of a poor old bachelor, rather than condemn him for his mis-

fortune. Present her my kindest & best respects, & believe me
always to be your friend

James Buchanan.
Hon : Jno. Thomson Mason.
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TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 34. Legation of The United States.

London, 2nd June 1854.

Sir,

Since the date of my note to Lord Clarendon of the 19th

ultimo, I have had conferences with His Lordship and also with

Sir James Graham, the First Lord of the Admiralty ; and from

these I feel authorised to say that Great Britain and France will

eventually relax their blockade of the Russian Ports, so far as

to permit American Vessels to enter these Ports for the purpose

of carrying away Russian goods which had been purchased by

American Citizens before the existence of the blockade. I have

been requested by Lord Clarendon to furnish him a list of the

American Vessels which desire to enter the Port of Cronstadt

for this purpose; but upon application to the House of Baring,

Brothers & Co., Mr. Russell Sturgis, one of the partners of the

firm, informed me that after a thorough examination of their

own transactions, as well as a strict enquiry from other Houses

in London connected with the American-Russian trade, they

know of no such vessels. He also informed me that the quantity

of Russian goods owned by American Citizens, now in Russian

Ports, is comparatively very small, as our merchants, appre-

hending the war and blockade, did not make their usual purchases

last winter.

The " Flying Childers," belonging to J. M. Forbes, and

the '* Sherwood," belonging to Cunningham Brothers, concern-

ing which you addressed me in your Despatch No. 38, of the

27th April last, both left Cronstadt with full cargoes on the

15th May; and at that date this Port was not blockaded. There

have been other American Vessels which might have entered and

departed in a similar manner, but these, apprehending danger,

have carried their cargoes to Neutral Ports in the Baltic. I

have advised such of them as applied to me to proceed directly

for Cronstadt ; and it would be time enough for them to change

their destination and enter a Neutral Port, when met by a

Cruiser of the Blockading Squadron and warned of the existence

of the blockade. I give this advice, because the British Govern-

ment have not yet made any public notification of the Blockade

in the London Gazette or othenvise ; and because I did not believe

*MSS. Department of State, (^ Despatches from England.
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that any actual blockade of Cronstadt existed. Only one of three

vessels, the '' Dublin " from New Orleans, has taken my advice.

She sailed from the harbor of Cork for Cronstadt on the 22nd
ultimo, and although this was a late period, I shall not be

astonished if she should succeed in entering and leaving that

Port before it shall be actually blockaded.

Since the date of my note to Lord Clarendon, the Represen-

tatives of other Neutral Powers, whose subjects own large

quantities of grain and other articles now in the Russian Ports

of the Baltic, have renewed their applications for permission to

export them; and notwithstanding repeated decisions of this

Government to the contrary, I am inclined to believe such per-

mission will be eventually granted. One of them has appealed

earnestly to me not to inform Lord Clarendon at the present

moment that American Citizens do not appear any longer to

have an interest in the question.

Sj? *JC 5j€ 3{C 5ft 5jC 5j€ ?{C 5jC 3j€

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon. William L. Marcy

Secretarv of State.

TO LORD CLARENDON.

(Enclosure in No. 35.^)

(No. 5.) Legation of The United States.

London 22 June 1854.

My Lord/
I have had the honor to receive your note of the 20th

Instant transmitting to me " three copies of notification inserted

in the London Gazette of the 13th and i6th Instant, announcing

the establishment, by the combined British and French Naval

forces, of Blockades of the Danube and of the Russian Ports,

Places, Creeks, and LEavens in the Baltic therein specified." ^

In compliance with your request, I shall transmit copies of

these notifications to my Government by the next steamer.

For the present, I shall content myself with a single remark

^ Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 35, June 23, 1854, infra.

^ This and other notices of blockade may be found in the British and

Foreign State Papers.
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upon the character of the notification of the i6th Instant. This

is not a blockade of a single Russian Port, or of a specified

number of Russian Ports, with a declaration that there is a

sufficient force at their entrance to prevent communication, but

it purports to be a blockade of all " ports, roads, havens, or

creeks," extending for hundreds of miles in continuous lines

over the Baltic, the Gulf of Finland, and the Gulf of Bothnia.

In its effect it would seem rather to be a general interdict of all

neutral trade and communication with Russia, than such a

blockade of particular Ports as has hitherto been usual in the

practice of Nations.

Yours very respectfully,

(signed) James Buchanan.

The Right Hon. The Earl of Clarendon,

&c. &c. &c.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 35. Legation of The United States.

London, 23 June 1854.

Sir,

I have the honor of enclosing to you the copy of a com-

munication which I have received from the Commissioners

under the Convention for the settlement of outstanding claims

between the United States and Great Britain, proposing an

extension of the period for closing the Commission from the

15th September, 1854, till 15th January, 1855. I also transmit

a copy of the projet of the Article which they have prepared

for this purpose.

Upon a consultation with Lord Clarendon on the subject,

we arrived at the conclusion that, in view of the great number
of cases before the Commission, it would be a wise precaution to

extend the period for six instead of four months, though it is

proper to observe that Judge Upham, the American Commis-
sioner, who is very anxious to return home, still believes it

possible to close the business of the Commission on the 15th

January, 1855. Notwithstanding this opinion, however, I re-

spectfully suggest, as my deliberate judgment, that the Com-
mission should be extended until the 15th March.

Lord Clarendon will immediately transmit to Mr. Crampton

* MSS. Department of State, 66 Despatches from England.
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a communication similar to this, so that the Article may be

concluded between him and yourself, should you deem this

advisable, and be submitted to the Senate before its adjournment.

Under your instructions of the 2nd July last, I was directed

to advise with the Commissioner and Agent on the part of the

United States, in regard to the performance of their duties.

This has brought me into frequent official communication with

both these gentlemen, and I am very happy to be able to state,

that so far as I can judge, they have discharged their duties with

industry, fidelity, and ability. It has been no fault of theirs that

it is now manifestly impossible to terminate the business of the

Commission on 15th September.

I also transmit to you the copy of a note which I have

received from Lord Clarendon, dated on the 20th Instant, com-

municating three copies (two of which I send to you) of the

notification of the blockade, by the combined British and French

Naval forces, " of the Danube and of the Russian Ports, Places,

Creeks, and havens in the Baltic,'' together with my acknowledg-

ment, on the 22nd Instant, of the receipt of the same. To this

I have added a single remark on the character of the Blockade,

which I trust may meet your approbation.^

I desire again to call your attention to the Bavarian Treaty,

about which Baron de Cetto manifests much anxiety.

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

Despatches Nos. 40 and 41, of the 17th and 23rd ultimo.

I have received the Exequatur of Robert L. Longhead,

appointed Consul of the United States for the Port of Dublin,

and this, together w4th his commission, I have forwarded to him

at his post.

Your despatch No. 41, of the 23rd Ultimo, respecting our

Postal relations with Great Britain, did not reach me until the

20th Instant. I presume that the reason of this delay was,

that it must have been among the contents of a Despatch bag

directed to this Legation and entrusted to Mr. Drake, as Bearer of

Despatches, w^ho, instead of leaving it with our Consul at South-

ampton, carried it on with him to Berlin. Your instructions on

this subject shall receive due attention.

Yours Very Respectfully

James Buchanan.
To Hon. William L. Marcy

Secretarv of State.

* Mr. Buchanan to Lord Clarendon, June 22, 1854, supra.
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FROM LORD CLARENDON.

(Enclosure in No. 36.') [July A, i8S4-]

The undersigned, Her Britannic Majesty's Principal Secretary of State

for Foreign Affairs, has hitherto deferred replying in detail to the note which

Mr. Buchanan, Envoy Extraordinary & Minister Plenipotentiary from the

United States of America, addressed to him on the 19th ultimo, in the hope

that some means might be devised whereby the exemptions from the effect

of Blockades of Russian Ports to be established by Her Majesty's Naval

forces, requested by Mr. Buchanan in favour of the Mercantile Marine of

the United States, might be granted without such an abandonment of the

Belligerent right of Blockade as might very much impair its efficiency as a

hostile measure; & it is a satisfaction to the undersigned to feel assured by

the communications which have passed between Mr, Buchanan & himself that,

although as stated in his letter to Mr. Buchanan of the 23d Instant Her

Majesty's Government were unable to allow Messrs. Cameron & Brand of

New York to remove from St. Petersburg, in a neutral vessel to be sent

thither for that purpose, a cargo of flax purchased by them in the year 1853,

the case of those parties is the only one of the kind in which citizens of the

United States are interested, wherein the parties will be inconvenienced by

the strict enforcement by Great Britain & France of the Belligerent right of

Blockade as recognised by the United States no less than by this Country.

Under these circumstances the Undersigned might perhaps abstain from

any lengthened reply to Mr. Buchanan's note of the 19th May, but as in

that note Mr. Buchanan throws out various suggestions in regard to the

general principles on which Maritime blockade may be enforced, the Under-

signed thinks it may be more satisfactory to Mr. Buchanan to be made
acquainted in detail with the views of Her Majesty's Government on those

points.

Her Majesty's Government readily admit that it is consistent with

Maritime law that an American vessel having a cargo on board at the

commencement of a Blockade should be permitted to pass out through the

Blockading squadron, but they cannot subscribe to the extension of that

doctrine suggested by Mr. Buchanan, that an American vessel in port, though

not actually laden before the Blockade commenced, provided her cargo had

been previously purchased by American Citizens, should equally be permitted

to pass out with such cargo through the Blockading Squadron. In this

refusal the British Government are borne out by the best authorities on

questions of international law, & the Undersigned need only cite Mr. Wheaton
& Chancellor Kent to satisfy Mr. Buchanan that the soundness of the doc-

trines maintained in England is recognised by those distinguished jurists of

the United States.

Mr. Wheaton, in his " Elements of International Law," Volume II.,

pages 244, 245, says,
—

" With respect to violating a Blockade by coming out

with a cargo, the time of shipment is very material; for although it might

be hard to refuse a neutral liberty to retire with a cargo already laden, &
by that act already become neutral property, yet after the commencement

* Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 36, July 11, 1854, infra.

Vol. IX—14
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of a Blockade a neutral cannot be allowed to interpose in any way to assist

the exportation of the property of the enemy." ... "A neutral ship

departing can only take away a cargo bona fide purchased & delivered before

the commencement of the Blockade ; if she afterwards take on board a cargo,

it is a violation of the Blockade." ..." After the commencement of a

Blockade, a neutral is no longer at liberty to make any purchase in that

Port."

In his Commentaries, Volume I., page 148, Chancellor Kent says,
—"The

object of a Blockade is not merely to prevent the importation of supplies,

but to prevent export as well as import, & to cut off all communications of

commerce with the Blockaded Port. The act of egress is as culpable as the

act of ingress, if it be done fraudulently ; & a ship coming out of a Blockaded

port is, in the first instance, liable to seizure, & to obtain a release the party

must give satisfactory proof of the innocence of his intention. But according

to modern usage, a Blockade does not rightfully extend to a neutral vessel

found in port when the Blockade was instituted, nor prevent her coming

out with the cargo bona fide purchased & laden on board before the com-

mencement of the Blockade."

Her Majesty's Government are equally unable to admit the principle con-

tended for by Mr. Buchanan, that an American Vessel which had not actually

reached Port at the commencement of the Blockade, but had cleared out

from the United States before its existence was known, should be allowed

to enter through the Blockade & to pass out, provided always her cargo had

been fairly & bona fide purchased by American Citizens at a previous period.

The Undersigned must observe, in the first place, that the course of trade

with Russia to which Mr. Buchanan adverts as justifying this principle is

not peculiar to the United States, but is common to many other nations,

especially Great Britain & the Hanse Towns, whose subjects have made
large advances upon & payments for Russian produce, by which they may be

great losers in consequence of the war.

But as regards the bearing of international law on this principle, the

Undersigned would beg leave to observe that, in the view of the British

Government, all that an American vessel would be entitled to under the

circumstances stated by Mr. Buchanan would be actual notice or warning of

the blockade having been established ; but even that notice or warning is

not to be sought for off the Port blockaded.

Chancellor Kent, in his Commentaries, Volume I., page 150, says with

reference to this particular point,
—

" Some relaxation was very reasonably

given to this rule in its application to distant voyages from America ; and

ships sailing for Europe before knowledge of the blockade reached them were

entitled to notice even at the blockaded Port. If they sailed after notice,

they might sail on a contingent destination for the blockaded Port with the

purpose of calling for information at some European port, and be allowed

the benefit of such contingent destination to be rendered definite by the

information. But in no case is the information as to the existence of the

Blockade to be sought for at the mouth of the Port."

Mr. Wheaton also says, in his Elements of International Law, Volume
II., page 2S3,

—" Where the vessel sails from a country lying sufficiently near

to the blockaded Port to have constant information of the state of the

blockade, whether it is continued or is relaxed, no special notice is neces-
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sary; for the public declaration in this case implies notice to the party after

sufficient time has elapsed to receive the declaration at the Port whence

the vessel sails. But when the country lies at such a distance that the

inhabitants cannot have this constant information, they may lawfully send

their vessels conjecturally, upon the expectation of finding the Blockade

broken up after it has existed for a considerable time. In this case the

party has a right to make a fair enquiry whether the blockade be determined

or not, and consequently cannot be involved in the Penalties affixed to a

violation of it, unless upon such enquiry he receives notice of the existence

of the Blockade."

With reference to Mr, Buchanan's enquiry as to what instructions have

been given to Her Majesty's Cruisers in regard to their treatment of

Neutral vessels, the Undersigned has the honor to state generally that Her
Majesty's Cruisers will doubtless in all cases of blockade be guided by the

established law and practice of Nations as regulated and interpreted by the

decisions of the Prize Courts of Great Britain and of the United States,

"which" (says Chancellor Kent, Commentaries, page 149) "are distinguished

for general coincidence and harmony in their principles."

The Undersigned has purposely confined himself in this note to citing

Writers of the United States as authorities for the doctrines of International

Law applicable to the points adverted to by Mr. Buchanan; but he need
scarcely add that the opinions expressed by those distinguished Jurists are

identical with those on the same points which are to be found in the Works
of the best European Authorities.

The undersigned requests Mr. Buchanan to accept the assurances of

his highest consideration.

(signed) Clarendon.
Foreign Office, July 4th 1854.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 36. Legation of The United States.

London, ii July 1854.

Sir,

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

Despatches Nos. 42, 43, and 44 of the 12th, 26th, and 27th

June respectively.

I am now busily employed in preparing a reply to Lord
Clarendon's Statement on Central American Affairs, in accord-

ance with your instructions of the 12th ultimo. For this purpose

the materials in my possession are abundant.

*MSS. Department of State, 66 Despatches from England. The third

paragraph of this despatch, relating to the postal convention, is printed in

S. Ex. Doc. T^)^ 33 Cong. 2 Sess. 60.
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Until I shall dispose of this business, it is not my purpose

to commence negotiations on the subject of our Postal Con-
vention with Great Britain. After a review of the cor-

respondence upon this subject, I entertain the opinion of Mr.
Lawrence, that a recognition of our just claims can be obtained

from the British Government only by giving the notice to annul

the existing Convention. Nevertheless, in obedience to your

instructions, I shall renew our solicitations. Great Britain never

voluntarily yields an advantage.

I feel much obliged to you for the information communi-
cated concerning the case of the Black Warrior. I am on very

friendly terms with the Chevalier Comyn, the present Acting

Charge d'Affaires of Spain in this Country, who has read me
copies of some of Mr. Soule's notes to Mr. Calderon and his

answers, as well as given me infoniiation communicated by the

latter of some particulars in the conduct of our Minister of

which the Spanish Government think they have cause to complain.

Without knowing the fact, I have no doubt that all these things

have been regularly communicated to the Governments of France

and England, but whether in accordance with the wishes of the

Spanish Government I do not know. Chevalier Comyn expresses

a strong personal desire that Commissioners might be sent by

the United States to Madrid. In selecting these Commissioners,

I trust the President will take care that one of them at least

shall be a perfect Master of either the Spanish or French lan-

guage. The former would be preferable.

In regard to the mode of acquiring Cuba, I have expressed

my views fully to the President in a letter dated ii December,

1852, and directed to him at Concord, as well as in several

conversations with him when I was last in Washington, and

especially in reference to the appointment of Mr. Belmont, who I

considered might be rendered very useful in accomplishing the

object. I shall by no means despair of success, should the plan

indicated in my letter and conversation be steadily pursued in

concert. It would be manifestly the interest of the holders of

the Spanish debt, as well as of vSpain herself, that the Island

should be ceded to the United States for a fair pecuniary con-

sideration. Nor do I believe that this Government would inter-

pose any serious obstacles. I am not now certain that I was cor-

rect in the statement contained in my letter to the President,

that Queen Christina does hold " very large possessions " in

Cuba; but it is certain that she derives a largfe annual income
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from its revenue. She is very avaricious, and in order to secure

success it might be necessary to conciliate her interests.

I transmit to you a copy of the note of Lord Clarendon to

me dated July 4th, 1854,^ in answer to mine of the 19th May
last. This long delayed answer is different from what might
have been expected, from my conversations with him and Sir

James Graham, and from what I have some reason to believe it

would have been if the interests of the United States had been
seriously involved. Messrs. Cameron and Brand, referred to in

the note, had an ample opportunity to withdraw their goods from
St. Petersburg, had they been able to procure a neutral vessel to

bring them away. The latter, now in Dundee, made this in-

ability the ground of his application to obtain a special license,

which has not been granted in any case, and he is entirely satisfied

that every thing has been done for him which was possible.—

I

have not heard it intimated in any quarter that the French and
English Governments would consider coal as an article contra-

band of war, nor do I believe they have any such purpose. In-

deed, they could have no object in raising such a question, as all

the Ports of Russia have been blockaded. Nevertheless, I shall

mention the subject incidentally to Lord Clarendon, speaking of

coal not being contraband as a matter of course.—France and
England might as well have declared, in a sweeping clause, that

they had blockaded all the coasts of Russia, both in Europe and
Asia. Their declaration much resembles the old orders in Coun-
cil and the Berlin and Milan Decrees.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.

P. S. I may probably answer some of the points in Lord
Clarendon's note.

Hon. William L. Marcy
&c. &c. &c. Washington.

* This note is given, under the proper date, supra.
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TO MR. MARCY/
No. 37. Legation of The United States.

London, 14 July 1854.
Sir,

I herew:ith transmit to you a copy of a note addressed to

me by Lord Clarendon on the 12th Instant, enclosing copies of

the " Supplement to the London Gazette of Tuesday the nth of

July," 1854, announcing further blockades of Russian Ports in

the Gulf of Finland, by the combined British and French Naval
forces. Two of the three copies of this notification sent to me
are now forwarded for your information.

Yours very Respectfully

James Buchanan.
To Hon. William L. Marcy

Secretary of State.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 38. Legation of The United States.

London, July 21, 1854.

Sir,

The success of the Spanish insurrection is an event of

such importance to the United States, that I have sent a Tele-

graphic Despatch announcing it to Mr. Hawthorne at Liverpool,

to be telegraphed from Halifax to you at Washington. In this

way the news may most probably reach you before the adjourn-

ment of Congress.

The misgovernment of the Administration of the Queen, as

well as the serious objections to her personal character, have
produced this Revolution. The elements, however, which com-
pose the revolutionary party are of a very heterogeneous char-

acter. They consist of Absolutists, liberal Monarchists, and
Republicans. In all human probability, these different factions

will eventually come to blows with each other; and Spain will

present, as she has so often done, a scene of anarchy and con-

fusion. The great question for the United States is, what influ-

ence will this Revolution exercise upon Cuba? There is every

reason to believe it will produce a corresponding revolution in

^ MSS. Department of State, 66 Despatches from England.
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that Island; and if the Cubans are wise, they will seize the

present propitious moment to relieve themselves from the Spanish

yoke and declare their Independence.

There is one fact of which you ought to be apprised. Colonel

Sickles, the Secretary of this Legation, has derived it from fre-

quent conversations in London with a Spaniard of high character,

now at Barcelona at the head of the Republican party in Spain,

whose name I do not feel myself at liberty to mention. It is the

intention of that party, should they obtain the reins of Govern-

ment, to imitate the example of the French Republicans, and
emancipate the Slaves in Cuba; and all the arguments which
the Colonel could employ were urged in vain against the adoption

of such a course. It was also distinctly stated by this gentle-

man, that the British Anti-Slavery Society had offered the Repub-

licans of Spain the funds necessary to create a Revolution, pro-

vided they would enter into an agreement, in case of success, to

emancipate the Slaves. This offer was rejected, as he said,

because of their detestation and distrust of Great Britain.

Under these circumstances, it will be for the Government at

Washington to decide whether they ought to take any steps to

give a direction to the impending Revolution in Cuba.

In haste, Yours Very Respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon. William L. Marcy

Secretary of State.

TO LORD CLARENDON.^

(Enclosure with Mr. Buchanan's No. 39.^)

[July 22, 1854.]

Remarks in Reply to Lord Clarendon's Statement of

May 2ND, 1854.

It would not seem necessary to extend these remarks by

pointing out what might be deemed inaccuracies in Lord Claren-

don's introductory resume of the points in Mr. Buchanan's state-

ment of 6th January, 1854, nor of the order in which these

^ MSS. Department of State, 66 Despatches from England ; H. Ex. Doc. i,

34 Cong. I Sess, I. 93.

* Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 39, July 25, 1854, infra.
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points have been presented. It is sufficient to observe that the

6th and last point of this resume, embracing the true construc-

tion of the Convention of April 19th, 1850, and which was the

first discussed in Mr. Buchanan's statement, being by far the

most important, it is entitled to precedence.

The American Government cordially reciprocates the desire

expressed by that of Great Britain " to live on intimate terms and
friendly relations " with the United States. Strong bonds of

interest and affinity ought to unite the two nations in perpetual

peace and friendship. Mr. Buchanan, therefore, deplores the

unhappy misunderstanding which exists between them, in regard

to the construction of a Convention which it was believed, on

the part of the American Government, would terminate all their

pre-existing difficulties in Central America. How unfortunate

would it be if this Convention instead of settling, should only

complicate these difficulties

!

In replying to the British statement, whilst it has become
his duty to maintain the proposition that Great Britain has

failed to carry into effect the provisions of the Convention

—

a subject in its nature intrinsically delicate—^he will endeavor

to perform the task in a manner consistent with the exalted re-

spect which he entertains for the Government of Great Britain.

The rights and the duties of the parties must be regulated

by the first article of the Convention of 19th April, 1850, and

these observations shall, therefore, be primarily directed to the

ascertainment of its true meaning. The following is a copy of

its text :
" The Governments of the United States and Great

Britain hereby declare, that neither the one nor the other will

ever obtain or maintain for itself any exclusive control over the

said ship Canal ; agreeing that neither will ever erect or maintain

any fortifications commanding the same or in the vicinity thereof,

or occupy, or fortify, or colonize, or assume or exercise any

dominion over, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, the Mosquito coast, or any

part of Central America ; nor will either make use of any protec-

tion which either affords or may afford, or any alliance which

either has or may have, to or with any state or people, for the

purpose of erecting or maintaining any such fortifications, or of

occupying, fortifying, or colonizing Nicaragua, Costa Rica, the

Mosquito coast, or any part of Central America, or of assuming

or exercising dominion over the same; nor will the United

States or Great Britain take advantage of any intimacy, or use

any alliance, connexion, or influence that either may possess
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with any state or Government through whose territory the said

canal may pass, for the purpose of acquiring or holding, directly

or indirectly, for the citizens or subjects of the one, any rights or

advantages in regard to Commerce or Navigation through the

said canal which shall not be offered on the same terms to the

citizens or subjects of the other."

In the course of these remarks it is proposed to maintain

that this article requires Great Britain to withdraw from the pos-

session of Ruatan and the other Bay Islands ; the Mosquito coast

;

and the territory between the Sibun and the Sarstoon. The
Belize settlement will demand a separate consideration.

What then is the fair construction of the article? It em-

braces two objects. I. It declares that neither of the parties

shall ever acquire any exclusive control over the ship canal to

be constructed between the Atlantic and the Pacific, by the route

of the River San Juan de Nicaragua, and that neither of them
shall ever erect or maintain any fortifications commanding the

same or in the vicinity thereof. In regard to this stipulation,

no disagreement is known to exist between the parties. But the

article proceeds further in its mutually self-denying policy, and.

in the second place, declares that neither of the parties will

" occupy, or fortify, or colonize, or assume or exercise any

dominion over, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, the Mosquito Coast, or

any part of Central America."

We now reach the true point. Does this language require

that Great Britain shall withdraw from her existing possessions

in Central America, including "the Mosquito Coast"? The
language peculiarly applicable to this coast will find a more
appropriate place in a subsequent portion of these remarks.

If any individual enters into a solemn and explicit agree-

ment that he will not " occupy " any given tract of country then

actually occupied by him, can any proposition be clearer, than

that he is bound by his agreement to withdraw from such occu-

pancy? Were this not the case, these words would have no
meaning, and the agreement would become a mere nullity. Nay
more, in its effect, it would amount to a confirmation of the party

in the possession of that very territory which he had bound
himself not to occupy, and would practically be equivalent to

an agreement that he should remain in possession—a contradic-

tion in terms. It is difficult to comment on language which

appears so plain, or to offer arguments to prove that the meaning
of words is not directly opposite to their well known signification.
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And yet the British Government consider that the Conven-
tion interferes with none of their existing possessions in Central

America ;—that it is entirely prospective in its nature and merely

prohibits them from making new acquisitions. If this be the

case, then it amounts to a recognition of their right, on the part

of the American Government, to all the possessions which they

already hold; whilst the United States have bound themselves,

by the very same instrument, never under any circumstances to

acquire the possession of a foot of territory in Central America.

The mutuality of the Convention would thus be entirely de-

stroyed; and whilst Great Britain may continue to hold nearly

the whole Eastern Coast of Central America, the United States

have abandoned the right, for all future time, to acquire any

territory or to receive into the American Union any of the states

in that portion of their own Continent. This self-imposed prohi-

bition was the great objection to the Treaty in the United

States, at the time of its conclusion, and was powerfully urged

by some of the best men in the country. Had it then been

imagined that whilst it prohiibited the United iStates from
acquiring territory under any possible circumstances, in a portion

of America through which their thoroughfares to California and

Oregon must pass, the Convention at the same time permitted

Great Britain to remain in the occupancy of all her existing pos-

sessions in that region, Mr. Buchanan expresses the confident

conviction that there would not have been a single vote in the

American Senate in favor of its ratification. In every discussion,

it was taken for granted that the Convention required Great

Britain to withdraw from these possessions, and thus place the

parties upon an exact equality in Central America. Upon this

construction of the Convention there was quite as great an

unanimity of opinion as existed in the House of Lords, that the

Convention with Spain of 1786 required Great Britain to with-

draw from the Mosquito Protectorate.

There is the strongest reason to believe that the same con-

struction was placed upon the Convention by the Government of

Great Britain at the time of its conclusion. If this were not

the case, why their strenuous efforts, before the ratifications

were exchanged, to have the British settlement of Belize specially

excepted from its operation? Upon the opposite construction

of the Convention, it ought to have been their desire to place

that settlement under its protection, and thus secure Great Britain

in its occupancy.
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The conduct of the Government of Great Britain, on this

occasion, can be satisfactorily accounted for only upon the

principle that, perceiving the language of the Convention to be

sufficiently explicit and comprehensive to embrace Belize, they

must have made these efforts to prevent the necessity of their

withdrawal from that settlement. And as no attempt was made
to except any other of their possessions from its operation, the

rule that expressio unius est exclusio alterius applies to the case,

and amounts to an admission that they were bound to withdraw

from all their other Central American possessions.

If this be the true construction of the Convention, as well as

its manifest spirit, then let us apply it to the objects it was
intended to embrace. And first of Ruatan—thus for the present

disembarrassing ourselves from the Mosquito Protectorate.

It is not denied by the British statement that Ruatan '' is

clearly a Central American Island," '' and but thirty miles distant

from the [Honduras] Port of Truxillo." Indeed, it was impos-

sible that this could be denied. Why then is this Island not

embraced by the Convention? The only reason given for it is

the allegation that Ruatan and the adjacent Islands were de-

pendencies of Belize and were protected frord the operation of

the Convention by Mr. Clayton's declaration of the 4th July,

1850. Now admitting for the sake of argument that this declara-

tion is binding on the United States, to what does it amount?
Its language is very explicit. The Convention was not under-

stood by either of the negotiators, says Mr. Clayton, ** to include

the British settlement in Honduras (commonly called British

Honduras, as distinct from the state of Honduras) nor the

small Islands in the neighborhood of that settlement which may
he knoimi as its dependencies.'^

" The small Islands in the neighborhood of that settlement
"

—what are they? These are undoubtedly Cayo Casina and " the

cluster of small islands " on the coast at the distance of " three

leagues from the river Sibun " particularly specified in the British

Convention with Spain of 1786. Indeed, the same construction

would seem clearly to have been placed upon this Convention by

the British Minister at Washington in his letter to Mr. Clayton of

the 7th of January, 1854—a copy of which is doubtless in the

possession of Lord Clarendon. It would be a strained construc-

tion of Mr. Clayton's carefully guarded language to make his

" small islands in the neighborhood " embrace the comparatively

large and very important Island of Ruatan, with its excellent
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harbors, not in the neighborhood but hundreds of miles distant;

an island represented '' as the Key of the Bay of Honduras and
the focus of the trade of the neighboring countries," which is

considerably larger, according to Captain Henderson, than many
of the West India Islands in cultivation; and in its soil and
natural advantages not inferior to any of them. This would be

to make the dependency far more valuable than the principal,

and to engraft an absolute sovereignty upon a mere usufruct.

And here it may be proper to observe that the quotation " Island

dependencies " in the British statement, if intended to be made
from any part of Mr. Clayton's declaration, is an incorrect

quotation. His language is not '' Island dependencies," but
'' small islands in the neighborhood " of Belize. This Island

is then clearly a Central American Island in the neighborhood,

not of Belize, but of the state of Honduras ; and in the language

of Mr. Clayton's statement, so much relied upon, is one of " the

proper dependencies " of that State, and is, therefore, embraced

by the Treaty. Indeed, it would be little short of an absurdity

for Mr. Clayton to have excepted, as it is contended he ought to

have done, from his declaration, including only " the small

Islands in the neighborhood " of Belize, the distant, large, and

valuable island of Ruatan. And yet it is alleged, from his omis-

sion to do this, that Great Britain was justified '' in deeming

that her claim to Ruatan as a part of the Belize settlement was
not about to be disputed !

"

The British statement seems to attach considerable im-

portance to the fact, but why it is difficult to conceive, that " Mr.

Buchanan in his statement observes that Ruatan was occupied in

1850 by Great Britain." It was for the very reason that not

only Ruatan but nearly the whole Eastern Coast of Central

America was occupied by Great Britain that the Government of

the United States was so anxious to conclude a Convention

requiring her to withdraw from this occupation. It was for this

reason that the United States, as an ample consideration for this

withdrawal, bound themselves never to occupy any portion of

Central America. But for this agreement to withdraw, the

United States, in self defence, would have been compelled to

accept cessions of territory in Central America ; because without

such territory, Great Britain would have been left in a position

absolutely to command not only the projected canal by the Lake
Nicaragua, but all other Canals and Railroads which may be con-

structed through any part of the Isthmus. The Convention was.
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therefore, not confined to this single route, but extended its

protection " to any other practicable communications, whether by

Canal or Railway, across the Isthmus which connects North

and South America." Both parties were to stand aloof, and

neither of them was to occupy territory in the vicinity of any of

these routes, much less an Island, which, from its position and

excellent harbors, would enable a strong naval Power in posses-

sion of it to close any canals or Rail Roads which might be

constructed across the Isthmus.

Now, whether Great Britain was in the occupation of Ruatan

at the date of the Convention by a good or by a bad title cannot

make the least difference in regard to the construction of that

instrument. The case might have been different, had the ques-

tion arisen between her and the State of Honduras. The ques-

tion between the United States and Great Britain, however, is

not as to the validity of her title, but, no matter what it may
have been, whether she has not agreed to abandon her occupation

under this title. Not what was the state of things before, but

what she agreed it should become after the conclusion of the

Convention. Still, out of deference to the British statement,

which contends that the British title was good to this island at

the conclusion of the Convention, it is but proper to examine the

reasons on which this claim was founded.

Ancient possession is invoked to sustain this claim, and it is

said that "it is well known that [in] 1742 the English were

formally settled at Ruatan ;
" but in reply it may be stated that

this possession was speedily abandoned. We are informed by

Rees's Cyclopaedia, published in London in 1819, that " the Eng-

lish in the year 1742 formed a settlement here [in Ruatan] for

the purpose of carrying on the logw^ood trade, but it zvas soon

abandoned/'

In answer to the map published by Jeffries, in 1796, cited

by Lord Clarendon, it may be observed, that there is another copy

of the very same map in the British Museum, published in the

same year, on which Ruatan is not colored as a British possession.

At the date of this map, more than a half a century ago, the

Geography of that portion of America was comparatively but

little known. Fcr this reason, the map published at London, in

185 1, "by James Wyld, Geographer to the Queen," " of the West
India and Bahama Islands, with the adjacent coasts of Yucatan,

Honduras, Caraccas," &:c., also to be found in the British

Museum, is of much higher authority, and upon its face Ruatan
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and the other Bay Islands are assigned to Honduras. The same
view is presented by the same author on a former '' map of the

West India and Bahama Islands," &c., published in 1849, and i^ow

in possession of the Legation.

It may also be confidently asserted, as a well known his-

torical fact, that if the English were in the occupation of Ruatan
at the date of the Treaty with Spain of 1786, they abandoned it

immediately thereafter in obedience to that Treaty. Brooke's

General Gazetteer, published at London in 1853, distinctly states

this fact. It says, '' this beautiful Island, partially covered with

wood, was once in possession of the English, who fortified its

excellent harbor, hut abandoned it zvhen they withdrew from
the Mosquito shore." And Johnson, in his Dictionary of

Geography, published in London in 1851 and 1852, describes it

as an Island off the North Coast of Central America, '' formerly

belonging to the English." " Near its southern extremity is a

good harbor, with batteries erected by the English during their

former occupation."

At what period, then, after the Convention of 1786 did this

Island cease to be Spanish and become English? It is admitted

by Captain Henderson, an officer of the British Army, in his

" Account of the British settlement of Honduras," an authority

which will not be disputed, that it was still a Spanish Island in

1804. The next we hear of it is, that it was in the possession

of Honduras as the successor of Spain in 1830, whilst the con-

federation of the Central American states still continued to exist,

and was, in that year, (not in 1835, as in the former statement)

captured from that state by. the British forces ; but was soon

afterward restored. The following extract from Crowe's '' Gos-

pel in Central America," an able and interesting w:ork pre-

pared after personal observation, and published in London in

1850, gives a correct account of the transaction. The author

says ** 1830. The only notable breach upon peace and good

order was the seizure of the Island of Ruatan in the Bay of

Honduras, by the authorities of the neighboring British settle-

ment. But upon complaint by the federal Government the act

of the Superintendent of Belize was theoretically disallowed by

his Government, though it has since been practically repeated in

precisely the same quarter and under the sanction of the same

Power." There is other evidence of a similar character in the

possession of Mr. Buchanan, but as it proceeds from American

sources, it is deemed best to let the facts, especially as they have
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not been contradicted by the British statement, rest upon the

authority of a British author of highly respectable character.

The author then proceeds to speak in indignant terms of its

second capture and annexation in 1841, denouncing it as an
" inglorious revolution."

Lord Clarendon, in his statement, admits that this Island

and that of Bonacca " have doubtless been at various times left

unoccupied and at others claimed or held by other Powers ;

"

but says, " it is certain that in 1838, 1839, and 1840 [it ought to

have been in 1841] Great Britain not only asserted her right to

the same, but declared her intention to maintain that right by

force."

That is, in substance, that Great Britain captured this

Island from Honduras in 1841, and expelled the troops of that

state from it, and now maintains that this capture gives her title.

It is impossible that Great Britain can claim this Island by the

right of conquest, because the capture was made in a time of

profound peace. She cannot convert the very act of which

Honduras complains, as a wrong and an outrage, into the founda-

tion of British title. Of the manner in which the seizure 'of

Ruatan was made by the superintendent of Belize, in 1841, Mr.
Crowe speaks in the following language

:

" As he expected, Colonel Macdonald found only a few

inhabitants, under care of a sergeant, and a small detachment

of soldiers belonging to the state of Honduras. These being

incapable of resistance, he proceeded to haul down the flag of

the Republic and to hoist that of Great Britain in its stead. No
sooner, how^ever, had he re-embarked, than he had the mortifica-

tion of seeing the Union Jack replaced by the blue and white

stripes of Honduras. He subsequently returned, and completed

the inglorious revolution, by taking such precautions and making
such threats as he thought necessary."

The British statement contests the principle that the Central

American Provinces, having by a successful revolution become
independent states, succeeded within their respective limits to all

the territorial rights of Spain.

As the statement presents no reason for denying this prin-

ciple, it is not deemed necessary to assign reasons in its support

in addition to those of the former American statement. The
principle cannot, it is conceived, be successfully controverted.

Were any third Power permitted to interpose and seize that

portion of territory which the emancipated colony could not
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defend, all Powers might exercise the same right, and thus the

utmost confusion and injustice would follow. If Great Britain

could seize Ruatan, France might have taken possession of an-

other portion of Honduras, and the United States of a part of

San Salvador; and thus a successful revolution, instead of

proving a benefit to those who had asserted and maintained their

independence, would give rise to a general scramble among the

nations for a proportion of the spoil.

But the British statement not only denies that her Treaty

with Mexico of the 26th of December, 1826, is a recognition of

the principle asserted, but maintains that it proves the contrary.

At the date of this Treaty Great Britain was in possession,

for special purposes, of the usufruct of Belize, which she had

acquired from Spain under the Treaty of 1786. Upon what

other principle could she have solicited and obtained from

Mexico an agreement that British subjects should not be dis-

turbed in the enjoyment of this limited usufruct, unless upon

the principle that Mexico had inherited the sovereign rights of

old Spain over the Belize settlement ? Had she then intended to

claim this settlement in absolute sovereignty, she never would

have sought and obtained from Mexico a continuance of her

special license. The idea of an absolute owner asking a special

permission to use his own property in a particular manner, from

a person in whom he recognizes no title, would be, to say the least,

a novelty, if not an absurdity. Greatly to her credit and her

good faith, however, Great Britain agreed to hold under Mexico

in the very same manner she had held under old Spain, and thus

clearly recognized the rights of Mexico.

How does the British statement answer this argument? It

says that the Treaty " simply stipulates that British subjects

should not be worse off under Mexico independent than under

Mexico when a Spanish province." And " it was natural in

recognizing the independence of Mexico that Great Britain should

make such a stipulation." It was certainly natural that she

should do this, but only on the principle that Mexico might

otherwise have asserted her rights as the successor of Old Spain,

and at any moment have tenninated the license.

The British statement observes that, since the capture of the

island, in 1841, no attempt has been made by Honduras to

recapture it; and that the Commandant of Truxillo, when
on two or three occasions complaints had been made to him
for redress against the settlers of Ruatan, had referred them
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to Belize, telling them that the island was British. But what

inference can be drawn from these facts? Honduras from her

feebleness has been compelled to submit, and to resort to the

only remedy which the weak have against the powerful. Com-
plaints and protestations against the act, which she has never

ceased to make, have been her only resource. How ridiculous it

would have been for her to have attempted to recapture this

island from Great Britain! And the Commandant of Truxillo

would, as a matter of course, refer complainants against the

settlers in Ruatan to Great Britain for redress,—the Power in

possession, and the only power in existence which could apply

the remedy.

If, therefore, the question depending had been between

Great Britain and Honduras, and the point to be decided by an

impartial umpire were, which of the two Powers held the best

title to the Island, there could be but little doubt, it is conceived,

what would be his decision. But, as before remarked, the

question is not between these parties, but between Great Britain

and the United States. Its decision does not depend upon the

validity or invalidity of the British title, but whether Great

Britain has bound herself by Treaty with the United States not
"' to occupy, or fortify, or colonize, or assume or exercise any

dominion over " Ruatan. Under these circumstances, it was not

the duty of the United States, as is alleged, at the conclusion of

the Convention of 1850, to have formally contested the title of

Great Britain to this island. Such a course could only have

produced useless irritation. It was sufficient for them to know
that Great Britain, being in the occupation of it, no matter by

what title, had agreed to withdraw from this occupation.

But " Her Majesty's Government cannot admit that an

alteration in the internal form of Government of these Islands is

a violation of the Treaty, or affords a just cause of remon-

strance to the United States." What are the facts of the case?

When the Treaty was concluded, Great Britain was simply in the

occupation of Ruatan under the capture made by Colonel Mac-
donald. She had established no regular form of Government

over its few inhabitants, who, to say the least, were of a very

heterogeneous character. She had then taken but the first step,

and this in the face of the remonstrances of Honduras, towards

the appropriation of the Island. No trouble could have been

anticipated by the United States in regard to this island. No
doubt could have been entertained but that Great Britain would

Vol. IX—15
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promptly withdraw from it after the conclusion of the Treaty.

Her relation towards Ruatan at this time was merely that of a

simple occupant. From this occupancy it was easy to retire, and
the Island would then have naturally reverted to Honduras.
Instead, however, of taking one step backward, the Government
of Great Britain has since taken a stride forward, and has pro-

ceeded to establish a regular colonial government over it. But
this is not all. They have not confined themselves to Ruatan
alone, but have embraced within their colony five other Central

American Islands off the coast of the state of Honduras. One
of these, Bonacca, says Bonnycastle, is an island about sixty

miles in circumference, and is supposed to be the first island

which Columbus discovered on his fourth voyage. It was not

known, however, in the United States, that the British Govern-

ment had ever made claim to any of these five Central American
Islands, previous to the proclamation announcing their coloniza-

tion. Indeed, the British statement nowhere asserts that any

of them had ever been occupied, at any period, by Great Britain,

before their incorporation with Ruatan and the establishment in

1 85 1 of the Colony of the " Bay Islands."

In this manner has the feeble state of Honduras been de-

prived of ever}^ valuable island along her coast, and this is now
completely commanded by the impending power of Great Britain.

The Government of the United States view the establish-

ment of the colony of the " Bay Islands " in a still more un-

favorable light than they do the omission on the part of the

British Government to carry the provisions of the Treaty into

effect. They feel this to be the commission of a positive act in

'' palpable violation both of the letter and the spirit of the

Clayton and Bulwer Convention."

2. The Mosquito Protectorate.

It does not seem necessary to add arguments to those of the

former American statement, for the purpose of proving that the

Mosquito Protectorate has been abolished by the Convention.

This point has nowhere been directly met throughout the British

statement, by arguments drawn from the body of the Treaty

itself. These remarks shall, therefore, be confined to the topics

presented in the British statement.

In this discussion, as in the case of the Bay Islands, it ought

ever to be borne in mind that it is the true construction of the
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Convention which is mainly to be ascertained & enforced, & not

the historical circumstances & events which either preceded or

followed its conclusion.

The admission is noticed with satisfaction, that the United

States had not, under the Convention, acknowledged the existence

of the British Protectorate in Mosquito. This relieves the argu-

ment from much embarrassment & the American negotiator from

the imputation of having done an act which would have been

condemned by his Country.

It is also repeatedly admitted that although the British

Government (to employ its own language) " did not, by the

Treaty of 1850, abandon the right of Great Britain to protect

the Mosquitos, yet it did intend to reduce & limit that right."

Had the statement proceeded one step further & specified in what

manner & to what extent the British Governm.ent intended to

reduce & limit this right, the controversy on this point might,

then, for all practical purposes, have been settled. Why? Be-

cause Lord Clarendon must have resorted to the Convention

itself for the limitations imposed on the Protectorate; & this

would have informed him that it shall never be used for the

purpose of '' occupying " " the Mosquito Coast " "or of assum-

ing or exercising dominion over the same." Let Great Britain

no longer employ it for these purposes,—let her cease to occupy

this Coast & exercise dominion over it, & although not all the

Convention requires, yet for every essential object this would
prove sufficient.

The British statement, strangely enough, first proceeds to

discuss at considerable length what it terms " the spirit " of the

Treaty, which, it says, " must always be inferred from the cir-

cumstances under which it takes place; " & afterwards, in a very

few lines, disposes of the great question of the true construction

of its language. This entirely reverses the natural order of

things. Vattel informs us, in his Chapter on " The interpreta-

tion of Treaties," that '' the first general maxim of interpretation

is, that it is not allowable to interpret what has no need of
interpretation. When a deed is worded in clear & precise terms,

—when its meaning is evident & leads to no absurd conclusion,

—

there can be no reason for refusing to admit the meaning which

such deed naturally presents. To go elsewhere in search of con-

jectures in order to restrict or extend it, is but an attempt to

elude it. If this dangerous method be once admitted, there will

be no deed which it will not render useless."
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It was, therefore, incumbent upon the British statement,

first, to prove that the language of the Convention is obscure,

—

a most difficult task,—before it could properly resort to ex-

traneous circumstances to explain its meaning. Nevertheless,

following the order of the statement, a reply shall first be given
to the circumstances adduced.

But, as preliminary to these, the statement branches off into

a declaration '' that Mr. Buchanan confounds the two conditions

of a Sovereignty & a Protectorate, & under this error treats the

agreement ' not to colonize, nor occupy, nor fortify, nor assume,
nor exercise dominion over,' as including an agreement not to

protect.'* Now, admitting for the sake of argument that these

words do not include " an agreement not to protect," they do at

least limit this protection so that it cannot be employed for the

purpose of occupying or exercising dominion over the Mosquito
coast. Let this be granted, & the United States need ask but

little more.

No foundation, however, is to be found in Mr. Buchanan's
statement for the criticism that he had confounded two things so

distinct in their nature as " a Sovereignty & a Protectorate."

Indeed, he does not even use the word " Sovereignty " in con-

nection with this topic, throughout his whole statement. On the

contrary, he has carefully confined himself to the language of the

Convention itself, & employed only the words '' occupy " " or

assume or exercise dominion."

The American Government have .never treated the Protec-

torate claimed by Great Britain as one which could be recognized

by public law. They well knew, from the savage & degraded

character of the Mosquito Indians, that no Treaty of Protection

could exist between Her Britannic Majesty & the King of the

Mosquitos such as is recognized among civilized Nations. Under
such a Treaty, the protected Power reserves to itself the right of

administering its own Government,—a right which it was im-

possible for the Mosquitos to exercise. This nominal Protector-

ate must, therefore, from the nature of things, be an absolute

submission of these Indians to the British Government, which,

in fact, it has ever been. For these reasons, the American state-

ment has everywhere treated Great Britain as in possession of

the Mosquito coast & in the exercise of dominion over it, in the

same manner as though she were its undisputed owner; & has

contended that she is bound by the Treaty to withdraw from this

possession & the exercise of this dominion. This is the substance.
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All the rest is mere form. In this point of view, it is wholly

immaterial whether the relations of the Mosquito Indians towards

Great Britain be called a Protectorate, a Submission, or by any

other name. The great object of the Convention, as understood

by the Government of the United States, is, that she should

cease to occupy the Mosquito coast, no matter by what name,

or under what claim, it is retained.

The leading, indeed, it may almost be said, the only circum-

stance adduced to illustrate " the spirit " of the Convention, &
to bear upon its construction, is a correspondence which took

place at London, in November, 1849, between Mr. Lawrence &
Lord Palmerston. It is thus sought to convert this preliminar\^

correspondence, which occurred months before the Convention

was concluded, between different individuals, into the means of

changing & limiting the meaning of the language afterwards

employed by the actual Negotiators. By such means, all agree-

ments between private parties & all Treaties between Sovereign

States might be annulled. When the final agreement is once

concluded, the preliminaries become useless. Like the scaffold-

ing of a building, they are cast aside after the edifice has been

erected.

But even if such a process were legitimate, there is nothing

in this correspondence which, so far from weakening, does not

fortify the construction placed upon the Convention by the

Government of the United States. Mr. Lawrence first asks Lord
Palmerston, as the primary object,

'*' whether the British Govern-

ment intends to occupy or colonize Nicaragua, Costa Rica, the

Mosquito coast, or any part of Central America;" and then

inquires " whether the British Government will unite with the

United States in guaranteeing the neutrality of a ship canal,

railway, or other communication, to be opened to the world &
common to all nations." In reply. Lord Palmerston says " that

Her Majesty's Government do not intend to occupy or colonize

Nicaragua, Costa Rica, the Mosquito coast, or any part of Central

America ;
" & he also gave an equally satisfactory answer to the

second inquiry of Mr. Lawrence.

Now, what inference does the British statement draw from
this language ? It is, that as the correspondence, which is alleged

to have been before the negotiators, does not refer to the Mos-
quito Protectorate by name, therefore, they must have intended

that this should remain untouched by the Treaty. But no in-

ference can prevail against a positive fact. If the correspondence
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be silent in regard to the Protectorate, not so the Convention.

This expressly embraces it, & declares, " nor will either [of the

parties] make use of any protection which either affords or

may afford, or any alliance which either has or may have, to or

with any state or people, for the purpose of (erecting or main-

taining any such fortifications or of) occupying, fortifying,

or colonizing Nicaragua, Costa Rica, the Mosquito coast, or

any part of Central America, or of assuming or exercising

dominion over the same."

But even if the Convention had not contained this express

stipulation in regard to the Mosquito Protectorate, & had simply

provided for carrying into effect the intention expressed by
Mr. Lawrence & Lord Palmerston that neither of the parties

should '' occupy or colonize " '' the Mosquito coast," this would,

it is conceived, have been abundantly sufficient to bind Great

Britain to withdraw from its occupation. In point of fact, it

resulted from abundant caution alone that the clause just quoted

from the Convention was superadded, prohibiting Great Britain,

whether under the name of a " Protection " or " Alliance," from
'*' occupying " '' the Mosquito coast," " or of assuming or exer-

cising dominion over the same."

In reference to the " literal meaning of the Convention,"

which is certainly the main point, the British statement occupies

but a few lines & avoids any direct discussion of the language

which it employs. Indeed, the construction for which the Gov-
ernment of the United States contends is substantially admitted.

The statement, after quoting the provisions of the article &
asserting that it " clearly acknowledges the possibility of Great

Britain or the United States affording protection to Mosquito or

any Central American State," concedes that whilst it was not the

intention of the parties to prohibit or abolish, it was their inten-

tion *' to limit & restrict such Protectorate." Let there be no
dispute about words on so grave a question. How did the Con-
vention limit & restrict this Protectorate? It does this, as before

observed, by prohibiting both parties from using " any protection

which either affords," for the purpose of occupying or exercising

dominion over the Mosquito coast.

Throughout that portion of the argument arising out of the

correspondence between Mr. Lawrence & Lord Palmerston, &
indeed in other parts of it, the British statement has treated the

joint protection of the two Governments to the Nicaragua Canal

as though this were the principal & almost the only feature of the
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Convention. Such expressions as these are employed :

—

" The
mere Protectorate of Great Britain, stripped of those attributes

which affected the construction & the freedom of the proposed

canal, was of small consequence to the United States." It is

again treated as " a matter of indifference, so far as the canal

is concerned, as to whether the Port & Town of San Juan are

under the modified Protectorate of Great Britain or under the

Government of Nicaragua." And again :

—

" The practical dif-

ference between Great Britain & the United States, with regard

to the only mutually important portion of Mosquito, namely that

portion to which the construction & condition of the canal, which

formed the origin & basis of the Treaty of 1850, applies, is

very small indeed," &c. &c.

These are but very partial & limited expositions of the

motives which gave birth to the Convention. It consecrated a

policy far more extended & liberal. The Convention was not

confined to a single route, but embraced all the routes, whether

for rail-roads or canals, throughout Central America. To em-

ploy its own language, it agreed to extend the protection of the

two Governments, " by Treaty stipulations, to any other prac-

ticable communications, whether by canal or rail-way, across the

Isthmus which connects North & South America, & especially to

the inter-oceanic communications, should the same prove to be

practicable, whether by canal or rail-way, which are now pro-

posed to be established by the way of Tehuantepec or Panama."
Over all such routes Great Britain & the United States have

bound themselves to cast the aegis of their protection, not for

their own exclusive benefit, but for that of all the commercial

nations of the earth. It was to avoid all jealousies between

themselves, as well as those which might arise against either or

both on the part of other nations, that they agreed, not merely

that neither of them would erect fortifications on the single

route of the San Juan, or in its neighbourhood, but, also, that

neither would directly, or by virtue of any Protectorate or Alli-

ance, " occupy, or fortify, or colonize, or assume or exercise any

dominion over, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, the Mosquito Coast, or

any part of Central America." Without this latter provision

the former would have been vain. The prohibition of occupa-

tion was, therefore, co-extensive with the whole territory over

which such canals or Rail-roads might pass.

Viewing the Treaty in the light of its own extended &
liberal provisions, it was a matter of some surprise that the
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British statement should have confined itself merely to a proposi-

tion for the two Governments to enter into some arrangement

whereby Great Britain may withdraw her Protectorate from the

Port & Harbor of Greytown & the Northern Bank of the San

Juan, thus leaving the residue of the Mosquito coast in its present

condition.

The Government of the United States can become a party to

no such arrangement. It stands upon the Treaty which it has

already concluded, firmly believing that under this Great Britain

should, more than four years ago, have ceased to occupy or

exercise dominion over the whole & every part of the Mosquito

coast. It cannot, therefore, now enter into any new stipulation

confined to the Port of Greytown & the Northern bank of the San

Juan. Such an agreement could only lead to fresh complications,

& besides, would be a tacit admission, which the United States

cannot make, that the Convention of 1850 did not embrace the

entire Mosquito coast, as well as every other portion of Central

America. All that the Government of the United States deem it

proper to do, under existing circumstances, is to persist in their

efforts to induce Great Britain to withdraw from the entire coast.

This object once accomplished, the Treaty will then have its full

& beneficent effect. The two Powers can then proceed in har-

mony to procure from the proper Central American States the es-

tablishment of two free Ports, one at each end of the canal, &
successfully to interpose their good offices to settle all existing

disputes concerning boundaries between these States. It is mani-

fest, however, that nothing of this kind can be accomplished,

—

there can be no settlement of Central American affairs whilst

Great Britain shall persist in expressing a determination to re-

main in possession, under the name of a Protectorate, of the

whole coast of Nicaragua on the Caribbean Sea.

The Earl of Clarendon has been already informed, that the

Government of the United States, from motives of humanity, are

willing to unite with Great Britain in inducing the State of

Nicaragua to assign a suitable portion of her territory for the

occupation of the miserable remnant of the Mosquito Tribe.

This, however, upon the principle always recognized by Great

Britain & the United States, in the treatment of their own
Indians, that the ultimate dominion & absolute sovereignty belong

to Nicaragua ; the Mosquitos having a right of mere occupancy,

to be extinguished only by the State of Nicaragua.

How unfortunate is the condition of Nicaragua ! Her title
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to all the territory embraced within the limits of the ancient

Province of that name is perfect. This she has acquired not

only by a successful revolution, but she holds it under a solemn

Treaty w^ith Spain. This Treaty, concluded at Madrid on the

25th July, 1850, recognizes her sovereignty & independence, as

well as her right '' over the American territory situated between

the Atlantic & Pacific sea," & '' from sea to sea," '' with its

adjacent Islands, known before under the denomination of

Province of Nicaragua, now Republic of the same name." And
yet her Eastern coast is covered, in its whole extent, by the

Mosquito Protectorate, & she is deprived of every outlet to the

Caribbean Sea. Her Port of San Juan has been seized by

British troops, & that of Bluefields is the residence of the King

of the Mosquitos & the seat of the British dominion.

An effort has been made to assimilate the case of the British

Protectorate over the Mosquitos to that of Englishmen & Amer-
icans acting as Ministers to the King of the Sandwich Islands.

But there is no parallel between the cases. The inhabitants of

the Sandwich Islands are not degraded savages, but a Christian

people, & the Government of their King has been recognized by

the principal Powers of the earth. He possesses the right to

select foreigners for his ministers, as other sovereigns have fre-

quently done; but these, in the exercise of their functions, are

totally independent of their own Governments.

It is alleged that a British Consul or agent resides in Mos-
quito, who " may oftentimes be called upon to give his opinion

or advice to the Mosquito Government." But it is notorious, &
from the degraded character of the Indians it cannot be other-

w^ise, that the Mosquito Government is exclusively the British

Government, exercised through the agency of this Consul. It is

through him that the British Government, in the name of this

mere shadow of a King, captures the Sea Ports of his neighbours,

by the employment of British forces alone, & exercises dominion

over the entire so called Mosquito Coast. We have the nothing-

ness of the Mosquito Government & the King graphically de-

lineated by two eminent British statesmen of the present Cabinet.

Truly this Government is but a '' -fiction," whilst that of Great

Britain is the substantial reality.

The British statement, after defining the general distinction

between " sovereignty " & " defence or protection," presents the

consequences which might arise if an agreement ^' not to occupy

or exercise dominion " should prohibit either party from the
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performance of certain enumerated acts, either for or against

the Central American States. As these remarks are merely

hypothetical & do not seem to have any direct bearing upon the

great question pending between the parties, it is deemed unneces-

sary to prolong this statement by a reply to them seriatim. They
may be well or ill founded ; but it is inconceivable in what manner
they bear upon the simple question under the Treaty,—which is,

shall Great Britain continue to occupy or exercise dominion over

the Mosquito Coast ?—not what acts she may perform, without a

violation of the Convention, after she shall have withdrawn from
this occupation & the exercise of this dominion.

Opinions are referred to, said to have been expressed by
Mr. Webster concerning the Convention; but this is to be ex-

pounded according to its own text, & not by the mere incidental

dicta of any man, no matter how eminent.

And here all has been said which either directly or remotely

touches the merits of the Mosquito question ; but as several other

topics have been introduced, it would be improper to pass them
ever in silence.

The statement declares, in reference to the Mosquito Pro-

tectorate, that Great Britain " will not enter into any explanation

or defence of her conduct with respect to acts committed by her

nearly forty years ago." Be it so. Such an explanation is not

solicited by the United States. Still it is but just to observe, that

the British Government first set the example of discussing their

ancient right to the Mosquito Protectorate; & this is the only

reason given in the former American statement for presenting
" the views of the Government of the United States on the

subject."

It is highly satisfactory, however, to observe, that the British

statement, instead of relying upon acts of the English on the

Mosquito Coast for centuries, limits these within a period of less

than forty years anterior to the present date. It is possible that

the former American statement may have done some good in

effecting this change, by causing Lord Clarendon to re-examine

the Treaties of 1783 & 1786 & to refer to the history of the

time, in which additional proof has been found, not now neces-

sary to be presented, in confirmation of the construction placed

upon these Treaties by the American Government.

It would still have been interesting, as a historical fact, to

learn at what time, " nearly forty years ago," under what cir-

cumstances, & upon what terms Great Britain again entered upon
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Mosquito, after having acknowledged the sovereignty of Spain

over it, in 1783 & 1786, & surrendered it to that Power.

The British statement proceeds to allege, that, since the

peace of 181 5, Old Spain had never raised any question with

the British Government respecting the Mosquito Protectorate.

This is doubtless the case, because Old Spain, from the intimate

relations of friendship which had existed between the two Gov-

ernments since their Treaty of Alliance in 1809, could not have

suspected that Great Britain was renewing her connection with

the Mosquitos ; & soon after " the acts committed by her nearly

forty years ago," the Spanish American Revolutionary war

coTnmenced, which would naturally prevent the Spanish Govern-

ment from bestowing its attention on a matter so comparatively

unimportant.

The statement then denies that, by the British Treaty with

Mexico of 1826, Great Britain had recognized the right of the

Central American States, having achieved their independence, to

the territories respectively included within their boundaries, as

these had formerly existed under Old Spain. As this point has

been discussed in a former portion of the present statement, it is

not now necessary to add any thing to what has already been

said.

But, again, argues the British statement, even supposing that

these States did inherit the rights of Old Spain, they made no

remonstrance '' for many years, after the Protectorate of Great

Britain over Mosquito had been a fact well known to them."

Surely the British Government does not mean to contend

that the omission of these feeble States, agitated, in the first place,

by a Revolutionary War & afterwards by domestic dissensions,

to make such remonstrances, would confer upon Great Britain

the right to deprive them of their territory. Besides, if it were

necessary to go into the question, it might be proved that not

many but only a few years had elapsed before these States did

remonstrate against the encroachments of Great Britain.

The statement next asserts, that although the Government

of the United States, in 1842, knew of the existence of the

British Protectorate, yet they did not complain of it until 1849.

And from this what is to be inferred? The United States had

no right, under any Treaty with Great Britain, to interfere in

this question, until April, 1850. But even if they had been

directly interested in the territory, as Nicaragua was, is there

any Statute of Limitations among nations, which, after six years
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of unlawful possession, dq)rives the true owner of his territorial

rights ?

Had the United States interfered in this question before

the conclusion of the Convention of 1850, this could only have

been done under the Monroe doctrine; & then they would have

been informed, as they have already been in the British state-

ment, that this doctrine " can only be viewed as the dictum of

the distinguished personage who delivered it; but Her Majesty's

Government cannot admit that doctrine as an international axiom

which ought to regulate the conduct of European States."

But it must not be inferred, from what has been said, that,

without this Convention, the Government of the United States

would not have eventually interfered, in obedience to the Monroe
doctrine, to prevent, if possible, any portion of Central America

from being permanently occupied or colonized by Great Britain.

Neither is Lord Clarendon correct in supposing that this

doctrine is but the mere " dictum " of its distinguished author.

True, it has never been formally sanctioned by Congress; but

when first announced, more than thirty years ago, it was hailed

with enthusiastic approbation by the American people; & since

that period different Presidents of the United States have re-

peated it, in their messages to Congress, & always with unmis-

takable indications of public approbation.

H the occasion required, Mr. Buchanan would cheerfully

undertake the task of justifying the wisdom & sound policy of

the Monroe doctrine, in reference to the nations of Europe, as

well as to those on the American Continent.

The British statement proceeds to enumerate several in-

stances, commencing in November, 1847, extracted from the

report of Mr. Clayton to the President, in July, 1850, in which

no answers were returned by the Government of the United

States to appeals made by, or on behalf of, the State of Nicara-

gua for our interference to arrest the progress of British en-

croachments in Central America.

Surely the war then pending between the United States &
Mexico was sufficient to account for this temporary omission,

without attributing it to any indifference to the proceedings of

Great Britain against Nicaragua.

But even before this war was finally terminated by a Treaty

of peace, & after the capture of San Juan by the British forces.

President Polk, in April, 1848, gave a public pledge to the world,

in strong terms, of his adherence to the Monroe doctrine, as he
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had already done in two previous Messages. Besides, in De-

cember, 1847, h^ asked an appropriation from Congress to enable

him to send a Minister to Guatemala ; & this Minister was ac-

cordingly despatched with instructions, which have been pub-

lished, having distinctly in view the adoption of measures neces-

sary to give effect to this doctrine in Central America.

The British statement, whilst admitting that, under the

former principles & practice of European Nations in regard to

their treatment of the Indian races, the Mosquitos would have

no right to rank as an independent State, yet indicates that Great

Britain has changed her conduct in this respect. As examples

of great changes in other respects which have occurred in modern

times, & as an excuse or justification for her own change, the

British statement cites the suppression of the African Slave

Trade & the establishment of the Republic of Liberia. Neither

of these would seem to be very w^onderful. They both occurred

in the natural progress of events, from the advance of civilization

& the efforts of wise & benevolent men. But the British Gov-

ernment will have performed a miracle if they can convert the

debased & degraded race of Mosquito Indians, such as they have

been described without contradiction in the American statement,

into citizens or subjects of a really independent & sovereign

nation.

The British statement, also, declines to furnish " the grounds

on w^hich Her Majesty's Government made the capture of San

Juan de Nicaragua," & it is, therefore, scarcely necessary to

pursue this branch of the subject. If it were, it would be easy

to add proofs to those contained in the former American state-

ment, that this was never a Mosquito Port, in any sense, but

always, together with the River San Juan, rightfully belonged

to Spain, & afterwards to Nicaragua. Reference might be made
to the Report of Sir William Wise, the Commander of the

British Ship of war, Sophie, who visited the coast in 1820, &
also to that of Mr. Orlando Roberts, who was carried as a

prisoner up the San Juan in 1821. The latter describes the Fort,

to which Captain Bonnycastle had referred, as then still mounting
twelve pieces of large cannon & containing accommodations for

one hundred men.

The two chapters of Crowe's Central America, entitled
^' British Encroachments," might also be cited. Of these the

author presents a striking history, from the time of the numerous
8z formidable but unsuccessful expedition of Great Britain
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against Spain, in 1780, for the purpose of wresting from that

Power the Port & River of San Juan, until they were finally

captured from Nicaragua, in 1848, & then first became a part of

the Mosquito Protectorate.

3. The Territory between the Sibun & the Sarstoon.

The next portion of Central America which demands at-

tention is the territory between the Rivers Sibun & Sarstoon.

Over this territory the British settlers from Belize have been

encroaching for several years; but this, it was believed, without

the authority or sanction of the British Government. It now
appears that Great Britain claims the territory, & declines to

withdraw from its occupation, in obedience to the Convention.

In regard to it, the question need not be discussed whether

the Convention embraces the entire Isthmus, geographically

known as Central America, or is confined to the five States which

formerly composed the Republic of that name. In either sense,

the country between the Sibun & the Sarstoon is included within

Central America. This territory is a part of the Province of

Vera Paz, all of which constitutes an integral portion of the

vState of Guatemala. At the date of the Treaty of 1786, &
until the Spanish dominion terminated, the territory South of

the Sibun was included within the ancient Kingdom of Guate-

mala, of which, with the exception of Chiapas, the confederated

Republic was composed. This, as a geographical fact, it is

presumed, will not be denied.

The British statement contends that Mr. Clayton's declara-

tion of the 4 July, 1850, not only embraces the settlement of

Belize proper, under the Treaty with Spain, but covers the terri-

tory South of it, between the Sibun & the Sarstoon.

The language employed by Mr. Clayton is,
—

''The British

settlement in Honduras." Now, while such a settlement exists,

under the Treaty of 1786, to which this language is precisely

applicable, it would be a most strained construction to extend

its application beyond the Treaty limits & make it protect the

encroachments of British settlers over a larger territory than that

included within the settlement itself.

Besides, Mr. Clayton states, in a subsequent part of the

same document, that the Convention of 1850 "was understood

to apply to and does include all the Central American States of

Guatemala, Honduras, San Salvador, Nicaragua, and Costa

Rica, with their just limits and proper dependencies."
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Then, under this declaration itself, the territory in question,

being within '' the just limits " of the state of Guatemala, is

expressly embraced by the Convention.

Lord Clarendon considers himself " more warranted " in

concluding that Mr. Clayton's statement applies to this territory,

" from the fact that the United States had in 1847 sent a Consul

to the settlement, which consul had received his Exequatur from

the British Government; a circumstance," says his Lordship,
" which constitutes a recognition by the United States Govern-

ment of the settlement of British Honduras under Her Majesty,

as it then existed."

Now, it would be easy to prove that a Consul is never sent

to a whole settlement or to an entire nation, but only to a single

port, for the purpose of superintending the Commerce at that

Port, and therefore that no inference could be drawn from the

fact that the United States had sent a Consul to the Port of

Belize, within the Treaty limits, in favor of the claim of Great

Britain to a country far beyond these limits ; but this would not

be sufficient for the occasion. Mr. Buchanan emphatically denies

the proposition that the appointment of a Consul to Belize was
any, even the slightest, recognition of the right of Great Britain

to this very port.

A Consul is an officer appointed to reside in a foreign

Country for the purpose of facilitating, extending, and protect-

ing the trade of his nation with that Country. Such officers

follow foreign trade wherever it may go, and afford protection

to it, no matter whether the ports to which they are sent be in

the possession of the rightful owner or a usurper. The appoint-

ment of a Consul recognizes nothing more than the de facto pos-

session of the Port by the Power from which his Exequatur is

received. Such an appointment does not, in the slightest degree,

interfere with the question of the right [de jure] of this Power
to be in possession. This has ever been, and this must ever be,

the law and practice of modern commercial nations. If it were
otherwise, then, before the appointment of a Consul, the govern-

ment of a nation must first carefully inquire whether the party

in possession be the rightful owner of the Port; and if they

determine against its right, then their commerce with it must
either cease altogether or remain without Consular protection.

This would be a novel doctrine to maintain in the present age of

commercial progress.

The law and practice of nations have for a long period been
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clear on this point ; because Consuls are mere commercial and not

political agents. At the present time, even the appointment of

a public minister is wisely considered as a recognition of nothing

more than the de facto possession of the Power to which he is

accredited.

The British statement claims the territory between the

Sibun and the Sarstoon by right of conquest, and observes " that

the Treaty of 1786 was put an end to by a subsequent state of

war " with Spain, and " that during that war the boundaries of

the British settlement in question were enlarged," and that, the

subsequent Treaty of peace not having revived the Treaties of

1783 and 1786, Great Britain is entitled to retain this territory.

It may be observed that the statement does not mention at

what period the boundaries of the British settlement were en-

larged. If this took place, as it is believed it did, after the date

of the Treaty of alliance between Great Britain and Spain, in

1809, which terminated the war, then this argument falls to the

ground. If before 1809, Great Britain, when concluding this

Treaty, ought to have informed Spain that she intended to

convert the encroachments of the settlers in Belize on Spanish

territory into an absolute right. That she did not then intend

to pursue such a course towards an ally in distress is clear from
her subsequent conduct.

In 18 1 4 Great Britain revived all her pre-existing Commer-
cial Treaties with Spain; and w^hat is the privilege granted to

her by the Treaty of 1786, of cutting mahogany, logwood, and
other dye woods on Spanish territory, thus enabling her to extend

British commerce in these articles, but a commercial privilege?

So far from the Treaty of 1786 being " put an end to " by
the war, its continued existence, in 18 17 and 1819, was recog-

nized by acts of the British Parliament. These declare, in so

many words, that Belize was " not within the territory and
dominion of his Majesty," but was merely " a settlement for

certain purposes, in the possession and under the protection of

His Majesty."

For the nature of this " settlement " and a knowledge of

these " certain purposes," we can refer nowhere except to the

Treaties of 1783 and 1786.

In addition to these acts of Parliament, it is proper here to

repeat that so late as 1826, Great Britain has, by her Treaty with

Mexico, acknoAvledged the continued existence and binding force

of the Treaty of 1786.
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But no matter what may be the nature of the British claim

to the country between the Sibun and the Sarstoon, the observa-

tion already made in reference to the Bay Islands and the Mos-

quito Coast must be reiterated, that the great question does not

turn upon the validity of this claim previous to the Convention

of 1850, but upon the facts that Great Britain has bound herself,

by this Convention, not to occupy any part of Central America

nor to exercise dominion over it, and that the territory in ques-

tion is within Central America, even under the most limited

construction of these words. In regard to Belize proper, con-

fined within its legitimate boundaries, under the Treaties of 1783
Sc 1786, & limited to the usufruct specified in these Treaties, it is

necessary to say but a few words. The Government of the

United States will not for the present insist upon the withdrawal

of Great Britain from this settlement, provided all the other

questions between the two Governments concerning Central

America can be amicably adjusted. It has been influenced to

pursue this course, partly by the declaration of Mr. Clayton of

the 4th of July, 1850, but mainly in consequence of the extension

of the license granted by Mexico to Great Britain under the

Treaty of 1826, which that Republic has yet taken no steps to

terminate.

It is, however, distinctly to be understood, that the Govern-
ment of the United States acknowledge no claim of Great Britain

within Belize, except the temporary " liberty of making use of

the wood of the different kinds, the fruits, and other produce in

their natural state," fully recognizing that the former " Spanish

sovereignty over the country " now belongs either to Guatemala
or Mexico.

In conclusion, the Government of the United States most
cordially and earnestly unite in the desire expressed by " Her
Majesty's Government not only to maintain the Convention of

1850 intact, but to consolidate and strengthen it by strengthening

and consolidating the friendly relations which it was calculated

to cement and perpetuate." Under these mutual feelings, it is

deeply to be regretted that the two Governments entertain

opinions so widely different in regard to its true effect and
meaning.

(signed) James Buchanan.
United States Legation
London, 22 July 1854.

Vol. IX—16
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TO MR. MARCY/

(No. 39.) Legation of The United States.

London, July 25th, 1854.
Sir: I have the honor to transmit to you a copy of my

" Remarks in reply to Lord Clarendon's Statement of May 2nd,

1854," the original having been sent to his Lordship on the

22nd Instant.

I regret their length; but I found it impossible, such were
the number of topics introduced in the British Statement, to

render them shorter. I trust they may meet the approbation

of the President and yourself.

James Buchanan.
HoNL. Wm. L. Marcy, &c., &c., &c.

FROM MR. MARCY.^

Private & Confidential.

Washington, August 8th, 1854.

Hon: James Buchanan.
Sir : Your " Remarks " in reply to Lord Clarendon's statement of the

2nd of May were received here yesterday and read in Cabinet. There is but

one opinion among us in regard to them. They are exceedingly able. Your
positions are so well sustained by an array of facts and cogency of argument

that it seems to us to be impossible to shake them.

The occurrence at Greytown is an embarrassing affair. The place

merited chastisement, but the severity of the one inflicted exceeded our

expectations. The Government will, however, I think, stand by Capt. Hollins.

Will Great Britain interfere in the matter? If she does, her course will

tend to bring Central American affairs to a crisis. I am glad your reply to

Lord Clarendon was in before the news of the bombardment of Greytown

was received at London.

The Reciprocity & Fishery Treaty has not only passed the Senate by a

strong vote, but the law requisite to give it effect was passed by Congress.

We are not sorry to be relieved from the presence of Congress for a

few months. That body did not see fit to put at the disposal of the Executive

extraordinary means for the adjustment of our difficulties with Spain.

Yours sincerely,

W. L. Marcy.

^MSS. Department of State, 66 Despatches from England; H. Ex. Doc. i,

34 Cong. I Sess. I. 69.

' Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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FROM PRESIDENT PIERCE/

Washington, Aug. 12, 1854.

My dear Sir—
Altho' Mr. Sickles is to return to the Legation by the Steamer which will

leave New York next week on Saturday, I cannot permit the Wednesday's

Steamer to depart without expressing my admiration of your argument on

the Central American question, and my acknowledgments for the honor you

are reflecting upon our Coimtry.

Mr. Sickles' visit at this time is, on several grounds, very opportune, and

if he has participated in the pleasure he has conferred, he will have no

occasion to regret it, Altho' you will be sorry to part, as I regret to have

you, with Mr. Sanders, you will be glad to meet again yr. old acquaintance

and friend Genl. Campbell, who, with his family, will probably go out in

the same steamer which will bear this.

Mr. Sickles will return with despatches for yourself, Mr. Mason, & Mr,

Soule, and will have much to communicate verbally with regard to home
and other affairs. Please to present my kindest regards to yr. niece Miss

Lane.

Yr. friend,

Frank. Pierce,

Hon. Jas. Buchanan.
London.

TO LORD CLARENDON.

(Enclosure in No. 53.^)

United States Legation,

London 15 August 1854.

The undersigned. Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni-

potentiary of the United States, has the honor of presenting to

the Earl of Clarendon, Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of

State for Foreign Affairs, the claim for indemnity of George
W. Colson, Master of the American Ship " Moses Kimball,"

who has been imprisoned and fined by the Mayor and two
Magistrates of Newport, Monmouthshire, on the first instant,

for an assault alleged to have been committed by him on one of
his own sailors, in his own vessel, whilst she was ofT the Coast
of France, between Cape Heve and Cape Barfleur. The
Magistrates overnaled the plea of Captain Colson that they had
no jurisdiction, and thus disregarded the undoubted principle of

public law that an offence committed on board of an American

* Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
' Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 53, December 29, 1854, infra.
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ship when on the high seas can alone be tried and punished by

an American tribunal. Under these circumstances Captain Col-

son claims that the sum of £i6.i6.o. which he has been actually

compelled to pay in fine, costs, and attorney's fee shall be

refunded to him. He might claim an indemnity for his unlawful

imprisonment and detention at Newport; but this he consents to

waive.

The undersigned transmits to the Earl of Clarendon copies

of two communications received from Captain Colson bearing

date on the 8th & loth instant, which fully explain the nature of

his case.

The undersigned avails himself of this opportunity to renew

to the Earl of Clarendon the assurance of his distinguished

consideration.

(Signed) James Buchanan.
The Right Hon. The Earl of Clarendon,

&c. &c. &c.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 40. Legation of The United States.

London, i8th August 1854.

Sir,

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

Despatches No. 45, on the first instant, Nos. 47, 48, 49, and 50
on the 14th Instant, and No. 51 on the i6th instant. Your
No. 46 has not yet come to hand.

I had an inter^new on Tuesday last with Lord Clarendon,

respecting several Consular and other matters of comparatively

small importance which are constantly demanding the attention

of this Legation ; and I embraced the occasion to introduce the

subject of the existing Postal relations between the two
Countries.

In complying with your instructions, No. 41, I did not deem
it advisable, after two recent & positive refusals, to make a third

formal proposition to the British Government to convey the

closed mails between the United States and France, through

England, at a rate not exceeding I2j4 cents per ounce.

^ MSS. Department of State, 66 Despatches from England. Paragraphs

2-5, inclusive, of this despatch, relating to the postal convention, are printed

in S. Ex. Doc. 73, 33 Cong. 2 Sess. 60.
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The first of these refusals will be found in the note of Lord

Palmerston to Mr. Lawrence of October 14th, 1851, and the

second in that of Lord Clarendon to Mr. Ingersoll of May 27th,

1853. Without any change of circumstances, and recollecting

that Lords Palmerston and Clarendon are still members of the

British Cabinet and Lord Canning still Post Master General,

I deemed it proper first to ascertain, if possible, whether there

was any probable prospect of success, before submitting another

formal proposition.

Taking this view of my duty, I had a general conversation

with Lord Clarendon on the subject of the existing Postal Con-

vention, which it is evident he would be unwilling to see annulled.

The result was, that I am to converse with Lord Canning, the

Post Master General, and his secretary, Mr. Rowland Hill, and

ascertain whether we can come to any agreement. Lord Can-

ning, however, has left England for a month in his yacht, and

Mr. Hill has within the last few days had a severe attack of

Asiatic Cholera ; so that it will be some time before I can have an

interview with either of them. I confess, however, I expect but

little from such an interview ; and I do most cordially coincide in

the opinion expressed and reiterated by Mr. Lawrence, even

before the second refusal, in his note to Mr. Webster of the 30th

April, 1852, that " when I look at the circumstances under which

this negotiation has been conducted and at the fact that the

British Office is a great gainer by the continuance of the present

state of things, I cannot but again respectfully but strongly

advise that the notice to annul the Convention be given at once.''

A strong intimation that the Convention would be annulled

unless the British Government should comply with our proposal

has already been tried in vain. The notice once given, the state

of the case will be changed, and it will then be for them to decide

whether they will abandon all the advantages they enjoy under
the Convention, rather than convey the mails between the United

States and France through England at the same rate we convey
their mails to Canada through the United States. Until this

question shall be presented to them in a distinct form, it is my
opinion they will hold on to their present advantageous position.

In reference to your instruction to ascertain from Lord
Clarendon whether the British Government considered coal as

an article contraband of w^ar,—he stated that coal was not in

their opinion generally contraband, but was one of the articles

which might become so, if evidently intended for warlike pur-
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poses. For example, if a neutral vessel were found conveying

coal to an enemy's port to be used to propel his war steamers,

he thought this would convert it into contraband.

Sir James Graham has stated in the House of Commons
" that coals will be regarded by our cruisers as one of the articles

ancipitis usus, not necessarily contraband, but liable to detention

under circumstances that warrant suspicion of their being applied

to the military or naval uses of the enemy." Vide Edinburgh
Review, for July, 1854, pages 201 & 202,—Title, '' The orders in

Council on Trade during War."
On the receipt of your Despatch No. 51, on the i6th Instant,

I sent a copy of it to Lord Clarendon accompanied by a note in

which I expressed the hope that his Lordship would enable me
to communicate to the Secretary of State, by Saturday's steamer,

that orders had been sent by the British Government to the

authorities in the Colonies not to molest American Fishermen

in using at once the privileges secured to them by the Treaty. I

also cordially congratulated him " upon the final settlement of the

Fishery Question, which has for so many years threatened to

produce serious difficulties between our two Countries ;
" and

expressed the wish that they might ever be friends. Lord
Clarendon in answer under date of the 17th Instant says:

I have requested the Colonial Office and the Admiralty to send out

instructions to-morrow that will secure to American fishermen at once the

privileges of the Treaty.

I lost not a moment in informing the Queen of the intelligence that

arrived yesterday. She says in answer to-day that she considers the Treaty

most important, and that it has given her the sincerest satisfaction.

Lord Clarendon is evidently very much gratified with the

Treaty, and it will probably secure to Lord Elgin a Marquisate

or a Dukedom, if not the Governor Generalship of India, to

w^hich it is said he aspires. One cause of the favor with which

it is regarded in this Country, is the belief that Canada, having

acquired by it a free trade with the United States in her most

valuable productions, will feel no desire to change her allegiance

and annex herself to the American Union.

I send you two copies of a notification, inserted in a supple-

ment to the London Gazette of the nth Instant, containing a

further announcement relating to blockades of Russian Ports in

the Baltic, which Lord Clarendon requests me under date of the

1 sth instant to transmit to my Government, " in order that it
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may through that channel become known to the citizens of the

United States."

I have watched with deep interest the progress of the Revo-

lution in Spain, without being able to form any decided opinion

as to what will be its final result. It is certain, however, I think,

that we have only yet witnessed " the beginning of the end."

Those who know Espartero best, whilst they concur in repre-

senting him as a man of pure integrity and patriotism and per-

sonally brave as his own sword, yet say that he wants the energy,

industry, and moral courage required by the crisis. It is evident

that the Revolution is proceeding. Although Espartero's Cabinet

have decided that a Constituent Cortes consisting of only one

branch shall be elected, under the extended right of suffrage

granted by the Constitution of 1837, and that the Queen Mother
shall be kept in confinement and tried before this Cortes, yet the

people do not seem to be satisfied with these concessions. The
Juntas still exercise their revolutionary powers, and no person

here pretends to predict what a day may bring forth in Spain. It

is an incomprehensible Country. It might be worth the time for

you to examine the leading Editorial of the Times of this

morning on the vSubject.

In the course of conversation with Lord Clarendon on
Tuesday last, I observed that, the Reciprocity Treaty having been

concluded, they ought now to settle the Central American ques-

tions and thus remove every subject out of the way which might

threaten serious difficulties between the two Countries. He said

that the burning of Greytown was not well calculated to lead

to such a result. I replied that I thought this act with all its

attendant circumstances shewed conclusively the necessity of

restoring the Town to Nicaragua, under which alone a regular

and orderly Government could be established. In that event.

Great Britain and the United States might proceed together, in

pursuance of the Clayton & Bulwer Convention, in procuring

the establishment of two free Ports, one on the Atlantic and the

other on the Pacific. He replied that we seemed to be very

partial to Nicaragua. And I said this was not the case,—we
only advocated her claims because we believed she had the right

on her side. He informed me that Mr. Crampton had written

to him that he had conversed with you in regard to the burning

of Greytown; but that you had informed him the Cabinet were

at the moment (I think he said) in session on the subject, and

that you could then say nothing decisive about it. I told him
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that I had seen the instructions from yourself and Secretary

Dobbin in the PubHc Papers; and it was evident from them
that Captain Hollins had exceeded his instructions and had no
authority to proceed to such extremities.

It cannot be denied that this act of Captain HoUins in

burning a town which had been deserted by its population, and

in destroying indiscriminately the private property not only of

its inhabitants but of the citizens of other Countries, has pro-

duced a most unfavorable impression in England. Whilst those

unfriendly to us denounce it in savage terms, as the London
Times did a few days ago, our friends regret it extremely.

From the very first, I undertook to express my firm conviction

that it was an act done without authority, and I await with

confidence its disavowal by the Government. At the same time,

I shall be most happy to learn any circumstances which will

palliate the conduct of Captain Hollins in proceeding from the

bombardment to the burning the town.

Great Britain, it is true, has no right to regard it as a place

under her protection, and should she make any claims upon our

Government in this character, on account of the act of Captain

Hollins, we ought to resist them to the last extremity. In my
opinion, however, the British Government will not attempt to

pursue such a course.

I have this moment returned from the Foreign Office, where

Lord Clarendon and myself exchanged the ratifications of the

Convention for the extension of the period limited for the

duration of the Mixed Commission under the Claims Convention

of the 8th February, 1853, and I now have the honor of trans-

mitting to you through the Despatch Bag, according to your

instructions, the copy of the Convention ratified by Her Britannic

Majesty together wath the proper certificate.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.
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TO MR. MARCY/

Private & Confidential.

Legation of the U. S.

London, 25 Aug-. 1854.

My dear Sir,

I have received yours of the 8th inst., and am much gratified

to learn that the President and Cabinet are satisfied with the

remarks in reply to Lord Clarendon on Central American affairs.

I am sorry, however, to be informed that the Government will,

you think, stand by Captain Hollins. I have read every thing

with care in regard to that affair, and with the strongest disposi-

tion to excuse or justify him for burning Greytown;—and I

still hope that after more mature reflection the Government will

not adopt the act.

There are many things which pass here in social conversation

that you ought to know; and yet I should consider it highly

improper to record them in a Despatch. Lord Clarendon &
myself have many jokes together.

Some time ago we met, and the son and grandson of Tippoo
Saib, rigged out in their gorgeous Eastern Costume, were in

the Company. I said to his Lordship, I hope you pay well for

this finery. The annexation of Seringapatam deserves a large

pension to Tippoo's descendants. Yes, he said, it was worth
something handsome, and they paid these people a goodly pen-

sion ;—adding that he supposed they zvoidd also have to pension

His Majesty the King of the Mosqiiitos. I said I was glad to

hear it. This would be the best mode of getting clear of him.

Since that time we have had a conversation of similar character,

but not so direct.

I was with him but a very few minutes on Friday last the

1 8th Instant, and this at a late hour, when we exchanged the

ratifications.^ After the ceremony was over and when I got up
to take my leave, he repeated what he had written, but in still

stronger terms, of the Queen's gratification and pleasure at the

conclusion of the Reciprocity Treaty. I said to him, My Lord,
the Queen may well be pleased. You have got every thing your
own way in this Treaty and have secured the allegiance of

* Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.

^Of the convention of July 17, 1854, extending the duration of the

claims commission under the convention of Feb. 8, 1853.
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Canada for a long time to come. You might now by addressing

me a note of twelve lines settle the Central American Questions;

then every thing would be adjusted between the two governments
and we would make a new and fair start, and nothing I thought
could occur to interrupt our friendship. He said, if I were to

do this, our American cousins would say, we have discovered the

mode of dealing with the British—we went down to Greytown
and smashed it, whereupon they became alarmed and gave us all

we wanted. I told him I must go and have a long talk with

Lord Aberdeen himself on Central American Affairs. I had
already conversed with him on the subject at the Frenchman's
dinner. Lord Aberdeen had always been disposed to treat

America fairly, and such was his character in the United States.

Lord Clarendon then seized me by the lapels of my coat and shook

me, and said, " I am as good a friend of the United States as

Lord Aberdeen, or any man in the three Kingdoms." I replied

I entertained no doubt that his feelings were equally friendly

with those of Lord Aberdeen; but they did not bring forth fruit.

You will admit that I ought not to write these things in a
Despatch and hardly in a private letter, but still it may be of

some consequence 3^ou should know them.

At the date of my last Despatch I did not believe that Great

Britain, in the character of Mosquito Protector, would interfere

in the Greytown affair. From an article in the " Times " this

morning I fear I was mistaken. Should she attempt to interfere

in this character through me, I shall at once inform Lord
Clarendon that we cannot in any manner or form recognise her

in that capacity.

TO MR. MARCY/

No. 41. Legation of The United States.

London, 25 August 1854.

Sir/

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

Despatches Nos. 52 & 53, of the 7th & 8th Instant, respectively.

I transmit you the copy Of a note received from Lord
Clarendon, dated on the 19th Instant, in which he states, in reply

to mine of the i6th Instant, that Her Majesty's ratification of

^ MSS. Department of State, 66 Despatches from England.
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the Fishery & Reciprocity Treaty " was sent last night, (the

1 8th) to Her Majesty's Minister at Washington, & that by the

same Mail directions will have been sent to the British Colonial

& Naval Authorities not to molest American Fishermen in using

at once the privileges secured to them by the Treaty."

I have received the Exequatur for George A. Brandreth,

Esquire, appointed Consul of the United States for Plymouth,

& this, together with his commission, I have forwarded to him at

his post.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

TO PRESIDENT PIERCE.^

U. S. Legation,

London *i Sept. 1854.

My dear Sir,

I have received your favor of the 12th ultimo and am truly

gratified to learn that my "remarks " in answer to Lord Claren-

don, on the Central American Questions, have received your

approbation. It was not difficult to advocate a course so just.

Col. Sickles has returned, but I have seen very little of him

since his arrival. He brought with him the Despatch to which

you refer. I can not for myself discover what benefit will

result from a meeting between Mr. Soule, Mr. Mason, and

myself. I perceive that you expect from it " useful information

and suggestions," but it is impossible for me to devise any other

plan for the acquisition of Cuba in which I could be useful than

what I have already fully presented to you. We are willing to

purchase, and our object is to induce them to sell. One great

means of accomplishing this object is to bring the creditors of

Spain into our views by an appeal to their self-interest. The
best agent for this purpose with whom I am acquainted would

be Mr. Belmont, and it was for this reason that I so strongly

urged his appointment. Besides, I should deem it to be unfor-

tunate for Mr. Soule to be absent from his mission at the present

crisis in the affairs of Spain. He might thus miss the " golden

^ Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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opportunity." I am glad, therefore, that our meeting for mere

consultation and not for decisive action is left to his discretion.

I am truly sorry for Sanders, to whom and to whose family

I have become attached,—certainly not on account of any past

services or future expectations. He is active and energetic, and

was capable of rendering service both to the Legation and the

Country. The Consulate at London is the best office, pecuniarily

speaking, in your gift; and ought at this centre of the Commer-
cial and political world to be filled by a first rate man.

I send you as an object of curiosity a recent letter in four

languages written by Sanders to the President of the Federal

Council in Switzerland on the subject of the right of asylum.

I knew not his intention to write such a letter until I saw it in

the London Times. It has created quite a sensation throughout

Europe, and has been more extensively translated and republished

than any American document except the President's Message.

I also send you a few of the stamps prepared for imposing

on the United States
'"' Taxation without representation." They

were presented to me as a curiosity by the head of the Excise

office, who in his note observes that " the arbitrary attempt hap-

pily failed, and led to the independence of your Country and the

prosperity of America and the Parent State. May their cordial

relations long continue !

"

I am getting along here "as well as could be expected." I

should get along better and I think more successfully but for the

attacks of the Union. Please to tell Forney that he is quite too

belligerent to be politic. Still my heart is at home, and I an-

ticipate my return to my native land in another year with

unalloyed pleasure. I am heartily tired of public hfe, and hope

to pass the remnant of my days, after the teniiination of my
present mission, in tranquillity and retirement. Miss Lane de-

sires me to present her kindest regards to Mrs. Pierce and your-

self. With sentiments of the highest regard, I remain, very

respectfully

Your friend

(Signed) James Buchanan.
His Ex. Franklin Pierce.

P. S. Since the foregoing was written, I have had a long

conversation with Col : Sickles, and am sorry to say this has not

changed my views concerning the policy of a meeting between

Mr. Mason, Mr. Soule, and myself; nevertheless, I shall write
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nothing to either of them on the subject. No more unsuitable

place than Paris could be devised for such a meeting. The
French espionage is perfect and all-pervading, and all its eyes

would be upon us. Every object which you have in view can,

in my opinion, be accomplished by correspondence.

Should you deem it proper to cause me to be specifically

instructed to that effect, and furnish me with the necessary

means from the Treasury, to be strictly accounted for, I think

I could, with the assistance of Mr. Belmont, ascertain the names

and places of residence of the principal Spanish Bond holders

and probably induce them to unite in an effort to prevail on the

Spanish Government to sell Cuba to the United States. Capital

and Capitalists, however, are proverbially timid, and nothing of

this kind ought to be attempted until after the eclat by the public

journals to Col. Sickles' journey to Paris and Madrid shall have

passed away. Matters of this kind, in order to be successful in

Europe, must be conducted with secrecy and caution.

According to the Times of to-day, Espartero's ministry have

entered office with a deficit of £6,000,000 sterling left by their

predecessors, and wdth the revenues of Cuba anticipated for two

years and an half. From present appearances, the party in favor

of constitutional monarchy will prevail, and in that event, the

slaves will not be emancipated as it is supposed they would be

were the Republicans in power.

TO MR. ELY.

(Enclosed with No. 44.^)

Legation of The United States.

London, 28th Septr. 1854.

Sir:

I have received your favor of the 31st of July and regret

that I cannot give it a more satisfactory answer. Many similar

complaints have reached me from different quarters ; but without

a Consular Convention between Great Britain and the United

States, such as w^e have with France, these cannot be redressed.

The only provision in any existing Treaty between the two

Countries in regard to Consuls is to be found in the 4th Article

* Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 44, September 29, 1854, infra.
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of the Convention of the 3d July, 1815. This merely provides
that " it shall be free for each of the two contracting parties,

respectively, to appoint Consuls for the protection of trade, to

reside in the dominions and territories of the other party," &c.,

without conferring upon them any power whatever either of an
executive or judicial character; and neither the laws of Great
Britain nor the United States, in the absence of a Treaty Stipula-

tion, supply this defect. The consequence is, that no provision

exists on either side for the restoration of deserters. The Act
of Congress of March 2d, 1829, is confined expressly to the

Consuls and Vice Consuls " of any foreign Government having
a treaty zvith the United States stipulating for the restoration of
seamen deserting " " while in any port of the United States."

Then, again, the Consuls of the United States ought unques-

tionably to possess the exclusive power of deciding *' differences

which may arise, either at sea or in port, (to use the language of

our Consular Convention with France) between the captain,

officers, and crew, without exception, particularly in reference to

the adjustment of wages and the execution of contracts ;
" and

the local authorities in British Ports ought to be bound, as in

France, to carry these decisions into effect. This, I regret to say,

is not the case.

A case has recently occurred in London, under the 35th

Article of the 5th Section of the Consular Instructions. A
mutiny had been committed on board of an American vessel on
the high seas; and our Consul at London, having complied with
all the necessary preliminaries, applied " to the local authorities

for means of securing the offenders while they remain in port,

and to procure the means of sending them, without delay, to the

United States for trial." The local authorities refused to inter-

fere, and their refusal was sanctioned on an appeal to the highest

authority, on the principle that there was no law in existence

which would warrant such an interference. The consequence

was that the mutineers escaped.

The men to which you refer who were guilty of the assault

and battery with intent to kill on the Master and Second Officer

of the Ship Napoleon, as this offence zvas committed, not upon
the high seas, hut within the Port of Bombay, might have been

tried and punished by the British Court at that place having

jurisdiction of such offences. There is no principle of public

law better settled than that the maritime territory of every state

extends to its own Ports and to the distance of a marine league
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from its shores. Within these Hmits, its jurisdiction is absolute

and excludes that of every other nation. In the very strong-

language of Lord John Russell, whilst Minister for Foreign

Affairs, in a note addressed to Mr. Ingersoll, my predecessor, of

the 24th day of January, 1853, " a merchant vessel of one
country within the waters of another country is, with all the

persons on board, as fully and entirely liable to the laws and
jurisdiction of the country within whose waters the ship is, as if

that ship and those persons were high and dry upon the land

of such country."

The necessity for a Consular Convention between the United

States and Great Britain is becoming more apparent every day,

and I trust that ere long such a Convention may be concluded.

In the mean time, I have no advice to give but that you should,

as a matter of international courtesy, obtain from the local

authorities all the assistance within your power in the per-

formance of your duties, which I regret you cannot demand as

a matter of right.

Yours very respectfully

(Sd.) James Buchanan.
Edward Ely, Esq.,

Consul U. States, at Bombay.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 44. Legation of The United States.

London, 29 September 1854.

Sir/

The numerous complaints of our Consuls from different

Ports throughout Her Majesty's dominions, wath the detail of

which I shall not trouble you, seem to render a Consular Conven-
tion between the two Governments indispensable. As a specimen
both of the nature of these complaints & the answer I am
obliged to give them, I transmit the copy of a letter which I

yesterday addressed to Mr. Edward Ely, our Consul at Bombay.^
Indeed, since the trade has been opened to our vessels be-

tween the British Ports in Europe & those in Australia & other

^MSS. Department of State, 66 Despatches from England.

'To Mr. Ely, Sept. 28, 1854, supra.
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British possessions in the East, such a Convention is imperatively

required. A great number of American vessels are now em-

ployed in this trade, & from necessity these are navigated by

sailors of all nations,—many of them desperate characters. Does
such a vessel enter any British Port, the crew may desert with

perfect impunity; & what is worse, should a mutiny or other

crime have been committed on board, whilst on the high seas, the

criminal is placed beyond the reach of punishment, & must be

discharged. It cannot be long before British freighters will

hesitate to employ American vessels in this trade; because they

have no security for their property against the acts of lawless

men, whom nothing but the fear of punishment will restrain.

Several of the Consuls who have written to me assert that

the local authorities in American Ports do aid British Consuls in

securing & restoring deserters from British Ships; & upon

enquiry, I am informed this is the case both in New York &
Philadelphia. I have not learned whether aid is given by our

authorities to prevent the escape of offenders who have committed

crimes on board of British Vessels on the high seas, & to send

them to a British Port for trial.

It is important that I should know what has been the practice

in our Ports in such cases. It seems to be certain, at least, that

there has been a want of reciprocity in British Ports, in regard

to deserters.

I have examined our Consular Convention with France, &
can perceive no objection to a similar Convention with Great

Britain, except that under its Ninth Article deserters are not to

be restored, if they be citizens of the Country zvhere the demand
is made. Should this clause be inserted in a Treaty with Great

Britain, they might, under their decision of perpetual allegiance,

refuse to surrender a seaman born in the Queen's dominions, who
had become an adopted citizen of the United States. This we
could not tolerate.

But why make such an exception? Is it not just that a

sailor, no matter what may be his nation, should be compelled

to perform his contract? Why should a British subject or an

American Citizen be released from this obligation & permitted

to desert with impunity, especially when such a license may cost

the lives of the passengers & remaining crew, as well as the loss

of the vessel ? By striking from the 9th Article the words, '' not

being citizens of the Country where the demand is made," the

difficulty would be removed. Whether in the one form or the
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other, however, I am persuaded, the conclusion of a Consular

Convention with Great Britain cannot long be delayed.

It is, to say the least, doubtful whether our Convention with

France provides for the case mentioned in the 35th Article of

the 5th Section of the Consular Instructions; & on this subject

all doubt ought to be removed in a Convention with Great Britain.

Should such a Convention be concluded, it ought to contain a

clear & positive stipulation, requiring the local authorities to

furnish the necessary aid to the Consuls of both Governments to

enable them to send home for trial those accused of having com-
mitted offences on the high seas against the laws of the respective

Countries, under the circumstances stated in this 35th Article.

My position here & my correspondence with our Consuls at

British Ports have impressed me with the great importance to

our navigation & commerce of a Consular Convention with Great

Britain. Should you entertain a similar opinion, then you might,

with the President's approbation, either negotiate with Mr.

Crampton or leave the matter to Lord Clarendon & myself. To
me it is indifferent which course shall be pursued. If the latter,

I would thank you to express an opinion, whether the words,
" not being citizens of the Country where the demand is made/'

should be inserted in the Convention, with such other instructions

as you may deem advisable.

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

Despatches Nos. 57, 58, & 59, of the 24th Ultimo & the 9th &
14th Instant, respectively.

In regard to your Despatch No. 58, you have left to my
discretion whether I shall present to Lord Clarendon the claim

of Major Wigg against the British Government (which comes to

me unaccompanied by a single voucher) for spoliations com-

mitted on the property of his Grandfather more than seventy

3'^ears ago by the British forces, during the American Revolution.

I do not think that a claim like this, whatever may have been its

original justice, ought to be presented, when we know that not

the most remote probability exists that it will be allowed. After

the Treaty of Peace of 1783, a subsequent war, a second Treaty

of Peace, & numerous Treaties respecting claims, & when the

injury to the property was public & notorious at the time it was

committed, it is now, in my opinion, too late in the day to invoke

the interposition of our Government in favor of this claim.

Should all the injuries done to private property by the British

forces throughout the Revolutionary war & during & since that

Vol. IX—17
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period in all portions of the world be allowed, this would break
down the Treasury of Great Britain. If, however, you should

think differently & instruct me accordingly, I shall, as in duty
bound, obey, without hesitation.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

TO MRS. BAKER.^

Legation of The United States.

London 6 October 1854.
My dear Mary/

I received your letter in due time of the 14th July, & should

have answered it long ere this, but that I knew Harriet wrote to

you regularly. I wrote to you soon after my arrival in London

;

but you have never acknowledged that letter, & as you have said

nothing about it in yours of the 14th July, I fear it has miscarried.

If I do not write often it is not because you are not freshly

and most kindly remembered. Indeed, I feel great anxiety about

your health & prosperity, & am rejoiced that you appear to be

happy in San Francisco. You are often, very often, a subject

of conversation between Harriet & myself.

We set out for Belgium to-morrow where I have important

public business to transact. I take Harriet along to enable her

to see a little of the Continent; & I may perhaps have time to

accompany her along the Rhine. I cannot be long absent, be-

cause the business of this Legation is incessant, important, &
laborious.

Thank God I have been enjoying my usual health here, &
am treated quite as kindly as I could have expected. And yet I

long to return home, but must remain nearly another year to

fulfil my engagement with the President when I most reluctantly

consented to accept the mission. Should a kind Providence

prolong my days, I hope to pass the remnant of them in tranquil-

lity & retirement at Wheatland. I have been kindly treated by
the world, but am heartily sick of public life. Besides, a wise

^ Buchanan Papers, private collection.
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man ought to desire to pass some time in privacy before his

inevitable doom.

Please to remember me, in the kindest terms, to Mr. Peyton,

Governor Foote, Mr. & Mrs. Stanley, Mrs. Greenhow & her

daughters, & also to Mr. and Mrs. Beale.

I hope to be able to take Harriet on a short visit to Paris

before her return to the United States.

I have but little time to write to-day after my Despatches, &
determined not to let another Post for California pass without

writing.

Remember me kindly to Mr. Baker, & believe me to be

with warm & sincere affection & regard

Your uncle

James Buchanan.
Mrs. George W. Baker.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 45. Legation OF The United States.

London, 6 October 1854.

Sir:

In obedience to your instructions. No. 56, of the i6th

August last, I intend to leave London to-morrow morning for the

purpose of meeting Mr. Soule and Mr. Mason, by appointment,

at Ostend on Monday next.

In my Despatcli No. 51, of the 25th August, I informed

you that I had received and forwarded to Plymouth the Commis-
sion and Exequatur of George A. Brandreth, Esquire. On the

25th September, the envelope containing these documents, with

the accompanying letter, has been returned to me by the Post,

with the remarks endorsed, " Not called for,"
—

" Not known."
We have heard nothing of or from Mr. Brandreth at the

Legation.

I have the honor of transmitting you two copies of a notifi-

cation of the Blockade of certain Russian Ports by the British and

French fleets, extracted from the London Gazette of September

29, 1854, which I received last evening with a Note dated yester-

day from Lord Clarendon, requesting that I would transmit them

*MSS. Department of State, (£ Despatches from England.
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to my Government, " in order that it may through that channel
become known to the citizens of the United States."

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon : Wilijam L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

THE OSTEND REPORT.^

Aix-la-Chapelle, October i8th, 1854.

To THE Hon. Wm. L. Marcy,
Secretary of State.

Sir: The undersigned, in compliance with the wish ex-

pressed by the President in the several confidential despatches

you have addressed to us respectively to that effect, have met in

conference, first at Ostend, in Belgium, on the 9th, loth, and
nth instant, and then at x\ix-la-Chapelle, in Prussia, on the days

next following, up to the date hereof.

There has been a full and unreserved interchange of views

and sentiments between us, which, we are most happy to inform

you, has resulted in a cordial coincidence of opinion on the grave

and important subjects submitted to our consideration.

We have arrived at the conclusion and are thoroughly con-

vinced that an immediate and earnest effort ought to be made
by the Government of the United States to purchase Cuba from

Spain, at any price for which it can be obtained, not exceeding

the sum of one hundred and twenty millions of dollars.

The proposal should, in our opinion, be made in such a man-
ner as to be presented, through the necessary diplomatic forms,

to the Supreme Constituent Cortes about to assemble. On this

momentous question, in which the people both of Spain and the

United States are so deeply interested, all our proceedings ought

to be open, frank, and public. They should be of such a char-

acter as to challenge the approbation of the World.

We firmly believe that, in the progress of human events, the

time has arrived when the vital interests of Spain are as seriously

involved in the sale as those of the United States in the purchase

^MSS. Department of State, (6 Despatches from England. Printed in

H. Ex. Doc. 93, 33 Cong. 2 Sess. 127-132; Horton's Buchanan, 392-399. An
extract is given in Curtis's Buchanan, II. 139.
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of the Island, and that the transaction will prove equally honor-

able to both nations.

Under these circumstances, we cannot anticipate a failure,

unless, possibly, through the malign influence of foreign Powers
who possess no right whatever to interfere in the matter.

We proceed to state some of the reasons which have brought

us to this conclusion; and, for the sake of clearness, we shall

specify them under two distinct heads

:

1. The United States ought, if practicable, to purchase Cuba
with as little delay as possible.

2. The probability is great that the Government and Cortes

of Spain will prove willing to sell it, because this would essentially

promote the highest and best interests of the Spanish people.

Then— i. It must be clear to every reflecting mind that,

from the peculiarity of its geographical position and the con-

siderations attendant on it, Cuba is as necessary to the North
American Republic as any of its present members, and that it

belongs naturally to that great family of States of which the

Union is the Providential Nursery.

From its locality it commands the mouth of the Mississippi

and the immense and annually increasing trade w^hich must seek

this avenue to the ocean.

On the numerous navigable streams, measuring an aggregate

course of some thirty thousand miles, which disembogue them-

selves through this magnificent river into the Gulf of Mexico, the

increase of the population, within the last ten years, amounts to

more than that of the entire Union at the time Louisiana was
annexed to it.

The natural and main outlet of the products of this entire

population, the highway of their direct intercourse with the

Atlantic and the Pacific States, can never be secure, but must ever

be endangered whilst Cuba is a dependency of a distant Power,

in whose possession it has proved to be a source of constant

annoyance and embarrassment to their interests.

Indeed, the Union can never enjoy repose, nor possess reli-

able security, as long as Cuba is not embraced within its

boundaries.

Its immediate acquisition by our Government is of para-

mount importance, and we cannot doubt but that it is a consum-

mation devoutly wished for by its inhabitants.

The intercourse which its proximity to our coasts begets and

encourages between them and the citizens of the United States
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has, in the progress of time, so united their interests and blended

their fortunes, that they now look upon each other as if they were

one people and had but one destiny.

Considerations exist which render delay in the acquisition

of this Island exceedingly dangerous to the United States.

The system of emigration and labor lately organized within

its limits, and the tyranny and oppression which characterize its

immediate rulers, threaten an insurrection, at every moment,
which may result in direful consequences to the American
People.

Cuba has thus become to us an unceasing danger, and a

permanent cause of anxiety and alarm.

But we need not enlarge on these topics. It can scarcely

be apprehended that foreign Powers, in violation of international

law, would interpose their influence with Spain to prevent our

acquisition of the Island. Its inhabitants are now suffering

under the worst of all possible Governments,—that of absolute

despotism, delegated by a distant Power to irresponsible agents

who are changed at short intervals, and who are tempted to im-

prove the brief opportunity thus afforded to accumulate fortunes

by the basest means.

As long as this system shall endure, humanity may in vain

demand the suppression of the African Slave trade in the Island.

This is rendered impossible whilst that infamous traffic remains

an irresistible temptation and a source of immense profit to needy

and avaricious officials who, to attain their end, scruple not to

trample the most sacred principles under foot.

The Spanish Government at home may be well disposed, but

experience has proved that it cannot control these remote deposi-

tories of its power.

Besides, the commercial nations of the world cannot fail to

perceive and appreciate the great advantages which would result

to their people from a dissolution of the forced and unnatural

connection between Spain and Cuba, and the annexation of the

latter to the United States. The trade of England and France

with Cuba would, in that event, assume at once an important

and profitable character, and rapidly extend with the increasing

population and prosperity of the Island.

2. But if the United States and every commercial nation

would be benefited by this transfer, the interests of Spain would

also be greatly and essentially promoted.

She cannot but see that such a sum of money as we are
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willing to pay for the Island would effect in the development of

her vast natural resources.

Two thirds of this sum, if employed in the construction of

a system of Railroads, would ultimately prove a source of greater

wealth to the Spanish people than that opened to their vision by

Cortes. Their prosperity would date from the ratification of the

Treaty of cession. France has already constructed continuous

lines of Railways from Havre, Marseilles, Valenciennes, and

Strasbourg, via Paris, to the Spanish frontier, and anxiously

awaits the day when Spain shall find herself in a condition to

extend these roads, through her Northern provinces, to Madrid,

Seville, Cadiz, Malaga, and the frontiers of Portugal.

This object once accomplished, Spain would become a centre

of attraction for the travelling world and secure a permanent and

profitable market for her various productions. Pier fields, under

the stimulus given to industry by remunerating prices, would

teem with cereal grain, and her vineyards would bring forth a

vastly increased quantity of choice wines. Spain would speedily

become, what a bountiful Providence intended she should be,

one of the first Nations of Continental Europe, rich, powerful,

and contented.

Whilst two thirds of the price of the Island would be ample

for the completion of her most important public improvements,

she might, with the remaining forty millions, satisfy the demands

now pressing so heavily upon her credit, and create a sinking

fund which would gradually relieve her from the overwhelming

debt now paralysing her energies.

Such is her present wretched financial condition, that her

best bonds are sold, upon her own Bourse, at about one third of

their par value; whilst another class, on which she pays no

interest, have but a nominal value and are quoted at about one

sixth of the amount for which they were issued. Besides, these

latter are held principally by British creditors, who may, from

day to day, obtain the effective interposition of their own Govern-

ment, for the purpose of coercing payment. Intimations to that

effect have been already thrown out from high quarters, and

unless some new source of revenue shall enable Spain to provide

for such exigencies, it is not improbable that they may be realized.

Should Spain reject the present golden opportunity for de-

veloping her resources and removing her present financial em-

barrassments, it may never again return.

Cuba, in its palmiest days, never yielded her Exchequer,
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after deducting the expenses of its Government, a clear annual

income of more than a million and a half of dollars. These

expenses have increased to such a degree as to leave a deficit

chargeable on the Treasury of Spain to the amount of six hun-

dred thousand dollars.

In a pecuniary point of view, therefore, the Island is an
encumbrance instead of a source of profit to the Mother Coun-
try.

Under no probable circumstances can Cuba ever yield to

Spain one per cent, on the large amount which the United States

are willing to pay for its acquisition.

But Spain is in imminent danger of losing Cuba without

remuneration.

Extreme oppression, it is now universally admitted, justifies

any people in endeavoring to relieve themselves from the yoke of

their oppressors. The suflferings which the corrupt, arbitrary,

and unrelenting local administration necessarily entails upon the

inhabitants of Cuba cannot fail to stimulate and keep alive that

spirit of resistance and revolution against Spain which has of late

years been so often manifested. In this condition of affairs, it

is vain to expect that the sympathies of the people of the United

States will not be warmly enlisted in favor of their oppressed

neighbors.

We know that the President is justly inflexible in his de-

termination to execute the neutrality laws, but should the Cubans
themselves rise in revolt against the oppressions which they

suffer, no human power could prevent citizens of the United

States and liberal minded men of other countries from rushing

to their assistance.

Besides, the present is an age of adventure, in which restless

and daring spirits abound in every portion of the world.

It is not improbable, therefore, that Cuba may be wrested

from Spain by a successful revolution; and in that event, she

will lose both the Island and the price which we are now willing

to pay for it—a price far beyond what was ever paid by one

people to another for any province.

It may also be here remarked that the settlement of this

vexed question, by the cession of Cuba to the United States,

would forever prevent the dangerous complications between

nations to which it may otherwise give birth.

It is certain that, should the Cubans themselves organize an

insurrection against the Spanish Government, and should other
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independent nations come to the aid of Spain in the contest, no

human power could, in our opinion, prevent the people and

Government of the United States from taking part in such a

civil war in support of their neighbors and friends.

But if Spain, deaf to the voice of her own interest, and

actuated by stubborn pride and a false sense of honor, should

refuse to sell Cuba to the United States, then the question will

arise, what ought to be the course of the American Government

under such circumstances?

Self-preservation is the first law of nature, with States as

well as with individuals. All nations have, at different periods,

acted upon this maxim. Although it has been made the pre-

text for committing flagrant injustice,, as in the partition of

Poland and other similar cases which history records, yet the

principle itself, though often abused, has always been recognized.

The United States have never acquired a foot of territory,

except by fair purchase, or, as in the case of Texas, upon the

free and voluntary application of the people of that independent

State, who desired to blend their destinies with our own.

Even our acquisitions from Mexico are no exception to this

rule, because, although we might have claimed them by the right

of conquest in a just way, yet w^e purchased them for what was
then considered by both parties a full and ample equivalent.

Our past history forbids that we should acquire the Island

of Cuba without the consent of Spain, unless justified by the

great law of self-preservation. We must in any event preserve

our own conscious rectitude and our own self-respect.

Whilst pursuing this course, we can afford to disregard the

censures of the world to which we have been so often and so

unjustly exposed.

After we shall have offered Spain a price for Cuba, far

beyond its present value, and this shall have been refused, it will

then be time to consider the question, does Cuba in the possession

of vSpain seriously endanger our internal peace and the existence

of our cherished Union?
Should this question be answered in the affinnative, then,

by every law human and Divine, we shall be justified in wresting

it from Spain, if we possess the power; and this, upon the very

same principle that would justify an individual in tearing down
the burning house of his neighbor, if there were no other means

of preventing the flames from destroying his own home.

Under such circumstances, we ought neither to count the
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cost, nor regard the odds which Spain might enhst against us.

We forbear to enter into the question, whether the present

condition of the Island would justify such a measure. We
should, however, be recreant to our duty, be unworthy of our

gallant forefathers, and commit base treason against our pos-

terity, should we permit Cuba to be Africanized and become a

second St. Domingo, with all its attendant horrors to the white

race, and suffer the flames to extend to our neighboring shores,

seriously to endanger or actually to consume the fair fabric of

our Union.

We fear that the course and current of events are rapidly

tending towards such a catastrophe. We, however, hope for the

best, though we ought certainly to be prepared for the worst.

We also forbear to investigate the present condition of the

questions at issue between the United States and Spain.

A long series of injuries to our people have been committed

in Cuba by Spanish officials, and are unredressed. But recently

a most flagrant outrage on the rights of American citizens, and

on the flag of the United States, was perpetrated in the harbor

of Havana, under circumstances which without immediate redress

would have justified a resort to measures of war, in vindication

of national honor. That outrage is not only unatoned, but the

Spanish Government has deliberately sanctioned the acts of its

subordinates and assumed the responsibility attaching to them.

Nothing could more impressively teach us the danger to

which those peaceful relations it has ever been the policy of the

United States to cherish with foreign nations are constantly

exposed than the circumstances of that case.

Situated as Spain and the United States are, the latter have

forborne to resort to extreme measures. But this course cannot,

with due regard to their own dignity as an independent nation,

continue ; and our recommendations, now submitted, are dictated

by the firm belief that the cession of Cuba to the United States,

with stipulations as beneficial to vSpain as those suggested, is the

only effective mode of settling all past differences and of securing

the two countries against future collisions.

We have already witnessed the happy results for both coun-

tries which followed a similar arrangement in regard to Florida.

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.

J. Y. Mason.
Pierre Soule.
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TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 46. Legation of The United States.

London, 23 October 1854.

Sir/

I have the honor to inform you that I returned to this

Legation on Saturday the 21st Instant, after a fortnight's absence,

from the conference between Mr. Mason, Mr. Soule, & myself,

held first at Ostend, & afterwards at Aix La Chapelle. Our joint

Despatch to you dated at the latter City, on the i8th Instant, will

make known to you fully the result of our deliberations. As this

has already been transmitted to you by Duncan K. M'Rae,

Esquire, U. S. Consul at Paris, whom Mr. Soule selected for

this purpose, it has become unnecessary for me to prepare &
send another copy.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy

Secretary of State.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 47. Legation of The United States.

London, 31 October 1854.

Sir,

I visited the Foreign Office on Friday afternoon last, for the

purpose of paying my respects to Lord Clarendon, not having

seen him for several weeks. In soliciting the interview, I in-

formed him that I had no " business of the least importance " to

bring to his notice. His Lordship was thus left free to introduce

what topics he pleased. He very soon adverted to the recent
'' Congress of American Ministers on the Continent," which has

given rise to so many absurd- surmises and reports. We had

much agreeable bagatelle upon this subject, in which I treated

in the jesting manner they deserved the various ridiculous rumors

concerning the Conference which had found their way into the

public Prints. Still, he manifested considerable anxiety to learn

something of the objects of our meeting and the nature of our

proceedings. I told him nothing could be more natural and

proper, under the circumstances, than the desire of the Adminis-

* MSS. Department of State, 66 Despatches from England.
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tration at Washington that Mr. Mason and myself should meet

Mr. Soule and advise with him in regard to the existing relations

which he had in charge, between Spain and the United States.

It was true that far more eclat than was necessary had been

given to this very simple and informal affair; and I assured him
there was no foundation for his remark that Mr. Dudley Mann,
the Assistant Secretary of State, had been sent out by you to

preside at our meeting. He had not the least connection with

it, and had, in fact, returned to the United States before it took

place. I said it would be improper for me to give him any in-

formation in regard to our proceedings. This was a secret

which belonged exclusively to the Administration at Washington,

but still I might assure him that nothing had transpired which

ought to give the slightest offence to the British Government.

They might dift'er in opinion from the members of the Confer-

ence in certain points, but so far as I was personally concerned.

I should be quite willing to see our proceedings published in the

London Times. He then expressed a strong desire, (with which

I was not displeased) to know why we were so anxious to

acquire Cuba. I told him the constant danger that Cuba might

be '' Africanized," and become a second St. Domingo, thus

threatening our domestic security, was one principal cause of

our anxiety. He replied that he felt confident there was not the

slightest danger of any such results. I then added that the

people of the Valley of the Mississippi, whose numerous navi-

gable rivers in their courses measured some thirty thousand

miles, had scarcely any other outlet for their productions, to the

Ocean, than through the Mississippi, and that the Island com-

manded its mouth. From the position of Cuba, therefore, we
felt a deep interest in its acquisition, but this only on fair and

honorable terms. We were opposed to all filibustering expedi-

tions; but we would give a price for the Island, which would

enable Spain, now in a state of hopeless bankruptcy, to develop

her resources by constructing a system of National Rail-Roads

and to make provision for restoring her credit and paying the

interest due to the holders of her Bonds. The conversation then

branched off upon the conduct of Mr. Soule at Madrid, which

I defended, employing for this purpose the information he had

furnished me ; and Lord Clarendon recounted unfounded charges

w^hich had been made against him by the Spanish press whilst he

was Minister in Spain, illustrative of the suspicious character of

the people of that Country.
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His Lordship then, with much apparent anxiety, expressed

his deep regret that the President had again sent Captain HolHns

in command of a naval force to Grey Town, and his serious

apprehension, from the character of the Captain, that there

might be a colHsion between the parties at that place. I told him
I had not heard from you that Captain Hollins had been sent, and

expressed some doubt upon the subject, as the reports in the

Public papers had been contradictory. He said, nevertheless, it

was certain,—that at the first the President had determined not

to send him back again, but had afterwards changed his mind,

on the solicitation of his friends. I told him I did not apprehend

any danger of collision between the forces, as I entertained a

perfect confidence that his instructions had been prudently and

carefully prepared, and I doubted not the British Government

had pursued a similar course. It was possible that if he and

Captain Jolly should meet, they might have a personal conflict,

but this could not involve the peace of the two Countries. After

some further general conversation upon this subject, His Lord-
|

y-

ship next adverted to our acquisition of the Sandwich Islands.

He said that a Treaty had already been concluded for this purpose,

and that when Mr. Crampton spoke to you upon the subject, you
had informed him that if these Islands should be offered to the

United States, they would be accepted. I told him that here

again he had the advantage of me. I had heard from you

neither of the existence of the Treaty, nor that it would be sanc-

tioned by the President. His Lordship manifested more feeling

upon this subject than I could have anticipated. He said the

Government of Great Britain had refused to accept a cession of

the Sandwich Islands w^hen it was oft'ered in 1843. That they

had supposed it was perfectly understood among the Commercial

Powers chiefly interested, that these Islands were to remain

independent, the vessels of each having free access upon equal

terms to their Ports. That he understood the Government of

the United States had been perfectly content with this arrange-

ment. Of course, having no recent instructions and no authentic

information, I waived this subject for a future occasion.

And here it is my duty to observe that I fear the annexation

of these Islands, at the present moment, may result in serious

consequences. After having been a close observer for more than

a year in England, I am now convinced that both this Government

and People earnestly desire to preserve peaceful and friendly

relations with the United States. They would make many sacri-
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fices rather than go to war with us. In my opinion, Louis

Napoleon is not inspired by similar sentiments. As a despot, he

regards the existence and the rapid advance of the Republic of

the United States as a standing censure upon his usurpation and

his tyranny. He has annihilated liberty in France, and looks

upon its existence in our Country with extreme jealousy. He
is bold, wary, and unscrupulous. Knowing that our naval force

is comparatively insignificant, though of the very best material,

it would be altogether in consistency with his character to attempt

to humble us by one of those bold strokes in w^hich he so much
delights, and to declare that we shall not have the Sandwich

Islands. In vain might we justly say to him that under the law

of Nations, the people of the Sandwich Islands had a right to

cede them, and we had a right to accept this cession, without the

interference of any third Power. His past history proves how
little such considerations would influence his conduct.

And here I am sorry to observe that I believe him to be the

controlling spirit of the Alliance. His influence over the Coun-

sels of Great Britain is very great, if not commanding. I do

not think there is any heart love between them, yet she dreads the

consequences of a rupture with France. It is, therefore, not

improbable that he might be able to induce Great Britain to

unite with him in an attempt to prevent us from acquiring the

Sandwich Islands.

The allies have already sustained an immense loss of human
life in the Crimea, both by battle and by disease. That they will

eventually capture Sebastopol is generally believed ; but this will

be accomplished by a great additional sacrifice of human life.

No well informed person, however, believes that the capture of

Sebastopol will terminate the war, or that the Czar, in that event,

would yield to the terms which Great Britain and France are

disposed to dictate. Indeed, they can do him but little more

harm. But in case of a rupture between us and the Allies, or,

what is more probable, between us and France alone, he could

render us but very little service. The contest would be one

purely by sea ; because no European Power, it is presumed, would

commit the folly of landing forces on our Continent, although I

have been informed that individuals near the Emperor Napoleon

express the belief that the Union is ready to fall to pieces on the

Slavery question.

I have felt it to be my duty to throw out these suggestions

in order that you may be prepared for any contingency. I be-
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lieve we might acquire Cuba with far less danger of serious

consequences than would result from the acquisition of the

Sandwich Islands. For the former we ought to be willing, if

necessary, to risk a war. It is questionable whether we ought

to do this for the latter. The former we could defend, with the

assistance of its population, whilst the defence of the latter, from

their great distance, and the feebleness of each of the separate

Islands, and our inability to send troops to their assistance, would

be attended with great difficulty. Besides, it is worthy of con-

sideration whether the annexation of the Islands might not raise

a clamor in France and England against our annexing propensi-

ties, and produce a concert between these Powers, which I am
convinced does not exist at present, to prevent our acquisition of

Cuba,—which is a necessity.

Lord Clarendon next adverted to our proposed Protectorate

of the Dominican Republic and our acquisition of Samana. I told

him I had heard nothing from you on this subject, and therefore

presumed that the object of our Government, if there were any

truth in the report; was to acquire a Naval Station in the West
Indies, of which we were greatly in need, such as we already had

in the Mediterranean. I send you the Morning Post of Friday

last, containing a leading Editorial on this subject. This Journal

is supposed to be the organ of Lord Palmerston, and it certainly

always defends and eulogises him.

We then had a conversation respecting a Consular Conven-

tion, which His Lordship will have no difficulty in concluding.

The want of it is a cause of great labor and annoyance to this

Legation, and, what is much more important, injuriously affects

our Navigating & Commercial interests throughout the British

Empire.

Here I rose to leave, determined not to introduce the subject

of the recent refusal of the French authorities at Calais to permit

Mr. Soule to enter France. His Lordship, however, asked me
if I knew any cause for this refusal, and expressed a fear that

Mr. Soule might have said or done something to give serious

offence to the Emperor of the French.

This afforded me an opportunity, which I embraced, of

speaking my mind freely on this act of the French Government.

I said that, unexplained, it could be viewed in no other light

than a deliberate insult to the United States. I recollected no

example in modem times of the refusal of one Country to grant

to the Public Minister of another Country, whilst peaceful rela-
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tions subsisted between them, the right of passage to the Court
where he had been accredited. Mr. Soule was traveUing under

a Passport from Mr. Pacheco, the Spanish Minister for foreign

artairs, and was on his return to Spain, after a brief visit to

London. He 'had received no previous notice of the intention

of the French Government to refuse him a passage. The in-

formation was first communicated to him by the Commissary of

PoHce of Calais. Even admitting, which I did not for a momertt

beHeve, that Mr. Soule had said or done something to give just

offence to the French Emperor, this would be no justification or

excuse for the denial of a passage to him as the Minister of a

friendly Nation. It was impossible that Louis Napoleon, whilst

exercising despotic power over thirty-six millions of Frenchmen,

and with the system of espionage which existed in France, could

say that his Government would be in danger from permitting

Mr. Soule to pass through his dominions to Spain. As the case

at present appeared, I could view it in no other light than a

premeditated insult to the Government of my Country. We
were a young Nation, and could not afford to submit patiently

to such an indignity; and I was persuaded, however much the

people of the United States might be divided on domestic ques-

tions, they would to a man resent any insult to the National

honor. That in my opinion, if a suitable atonement were not

made for this act, or if satisfactory^ reasons were not given for

it, which I did not consider possible, Mr. Mason would be justified

in demanding his Passports. I might, also, add that I had come
to the knowledge of other circumstances which, in connection with

the recent overt act, induced me to apprehend that the French

Emperor indulged hostile feelings towards the United States.

His Lordship appeared to be deeply impressed with what I

had said, and, laying his hand upon his heart, declared upon his

honor that he knew I was mistaken in attributing to Louis

Napoleon unfriendly sentiments towards the United States. On
the contrary, he knew that the Emperor w^as desirous of main-

taining and cultivating the most friendly relations with our

Country,—of this I might feel well assured.

This conversation took place on Friday, and on Monday,

the 30th, there appeared in the Times a leading and significant

editorial on the subject. To this I would specially refer you. I

now learn that Mr. Mason addressed his note to the French Min-

ister for Foreign Affairs on the 27th Instant ; and I cannot doubt
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that this article was prepared with a reference to that note and

probably to my conversation with Lord Clarendon.

The plot thickens, and it will require all your skill to navi-

gate the Ship of State successfully through the breakers. But

she is a gallant vessel and will triumphantly weather the storm.

Even the audacity of the French Emperor will hesitate

before coming to extremities with the United States. He will

be unwilling to risk the consequences which might result to him-

self from the loss to the Bourgeoisie of his good city of Paris and
other cities of the immense purchases of expensive articles of

French manufacture made by our wealthy and extravagant citi-

zens. These, according to current report, surpass those of any

other nation. This species of trade is altogether for the benefit

of French manufacturers and shop keepers, without any cor-

responding advantages to our Country. Its sudden interruption

might raise a storm about Louis Napoleon which he would not

be able to weather.

Lord Clarendon and m3^self had then some conversation

about our Central American difficulties, from which I might
infer an increased disposition to settle them. I shall not repeat

it, because its character was not such as to inspire me with any
great degree of confidence, and I have already sufficiently troubled

you on this matter.

Yours Very Respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon. William L. Marcy

Secretary of State.

P. S. I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

Despatches, Nos. 60 & 6 1, of the 27th September & 2d October,

respectively.

TO MR. MARCY.^

Legation of The United States.

London 3 November 1854.

J4 to 6 P. M.
My dear Sir,

It is with much pleasure I inforni you that the French
Government have revoked the order refusing Mr. Soule permis-

' MSS. Department of State, 66 Despatches from England.

Vol. IX—18
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sion to enter France. This information is official & authentic;

but I have not time to give you the particulars before the closing

of the Despatch Bag. Great credit is due to Mr. Mason for the

able, discreet, & judicious manner in which he has conducted

this affair.

Mr. Soule will leave here on his return to Madrid, via Calais

& Paris, on Monday next.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy.

TO MR. MARCY/

No. 48. Legation of The United States.

London 3 November 1854.

Sir/

I have the honor to inform you that on Wednesday last, the

first Instant, the Baron de Cetto & myself met & exchanged the

Ratifications of the Convention for the mutual extradition of

criminals, fugitives from justice, which had been concluded at

London on the 12th September, 1853, between the United States

& Bavaria.

I now transmit you, through the Despatch Bag, according to

your instructions, the copy of this Convention ratified by the

King of Bavaria which I received from the Baron in exchange

for the copy ratified by the President, together with a certificate

of the Exchange of Ratifications.

I also send a translation from the German into English of

His Bavarian Majesty's act of Ratification, furnished me by

Baron de Cetto.

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy

Secretary of State.

^ MSS. Department of State, 66 Despatches from England.
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TO MISS LANE/

Legation of The United States.

London 4 Nov: 1854.

My dear Harriet/
I have little to say, but General Thomas presents so good an

opportunity that I must write a line. We are getting on as usual.

You are not included in the invitation to the Lord Mayor's

Dinner. But the present Lady Mayoress says she will take you

under her wing. I do think you ought to be smuggled in.

I dine to-day at Col : Lawrence's.

The new cook has come & promises rather fairly.

Judge Mason has proved himself to be fully equal to the

Soule occasion. I wrote a few lines to Gov. Marcy last night,

after I heard the news; which I hope he may publish. They
do Mason justice. They went in the Despatch Bag. Moran
promises fairly. I have got him at work. He is willing, & in

a short time will relieve me greatly. Cobden & Bright dined

with me yesterday. They were greatly pleased at Mason's

victory.

Yours affectionately

James Buchanan.
Miss Harriet Lane.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 49. Legation of The United States.

London, 21 November, 1854.

Sir:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

Despatches Nos. 62, 63, 64, and 65, of the 26th and 31st ultimo,

and of the 2d Inst., respectively.

Having learned that Lord Canning had returned from
Paris and resumed the duties of his office, I addressed him a

* Buchanan Papers, private collection.

*MSS. Department of State, 66 Despatches from England. The parts

of this despatch relating to the postal convention are published in S. Ex. Doc.

73* 33 Cong. 2 Sess. 61-63. The suggestion of arbitration as to the Clayton-

Bulwer treaty is printed in S. Ex. Doc. 35, 34 Cong, i Sess. 246. The passage

relating to the cases of the " Hudson " and the " Washington " is printed in

S. Ex. Doc. 19, 42 Cong. 2 Sess. 12.
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note on the 7th Instant, expressing a desire to converse with him
" on the subject of the present Postal relations between Great

Britain and the United States, especially in regard to the expense

of transporting American Mails through this Country to France,

when compared with the correlative expense of transmitting

Mails through the United States to Canada," and requesting him
to designate a time when I might wait upon him at the General

Post Office for this purpose. On the next day I received a note

from his Lordship appointing Saturday, the nth Instant, for

our interview.

We accordingly met and had a long conversation, in which

I pressed the arguments which had been employed by my prede-

cessors to induce the British Government to reduce their rate to

I2j^ cents per ounce for the conveyance of our closed mails

through England to France; and his Lordship, in answer, re-

peated the objections which he had urged against this measure,

through Lord Clarendon, in the communication to Mr. IngersoU

of May 27th, 1853. It would be useless to repeat this conversa-

tion. It is sufficient to observe, that I could not infer from it

the slightest indication that he intended to depart from the

decisions which had been announced in this communication and

in that from Lord Palmerston to Mr. Lawrence of the 14th

October, 1851.

There was nothing new, except that he informed me that

whilst recently in Paris he had endeavored in vain to make
such an arrangement with the French Postal authorities as

would enable the British Government to reduce the transit rate

for carrying our mails to the point which would be acceptable

to us, without being unjust to British subjects. That M. Drouyn
de L'Huys had stated this was impossible, and had at the same
time intimated that the French Government had then before

them a proposition from our Government on the same subject,

which Lord Canning inferred did not meet with any favor. His

Lordship said he was anxious to know from Drouyn de L'Huys
the nature of this proposition; but deemed it indelicate to ask.

I informed him that, if I were acquainted w;ith it, I should cheer-

fully communicate its purport to him; but I had received no

information from my Government on the subject. We did not,

however, consider that their Postal relations with France, what-

ever they might be, could justify them in charging more for

carrying our mails through England to France than we charged

them for carr^^ing their mails through the United States to Can-
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ada. And that it would be most unfortunate, after all matters in

relation to their North American possessions had been adjusted by

the Reciprocity Treaty between the two Governments to their en-

tire satisfaction, that we should get up a petty war of retaliatory

Post Office restrictions^ which could not fail injuriously to affect

these Provinces. He referred to Mr. Bancroft's memorandum
of November, 1848, to shew the nature of our existing Postal

Convention. I answered that the Convention itself afforded us

a remedy in the provision which would enable the,J^nited States

Government to terminate it after a year's notif^^
His Lordship also informed me that he had endeavored,

whilst in France, to have the rates of Postage reduced on letters

between France and England from the present rates of 8d. and

lod. to 3d. and 46.., England however agreeing to adopt the %.

ounce standard which prevailed in France. He had hopes of

success in this effort; and when informed of the decision of the

French Government, he would let me know the result.

I told him, I had brought with me a letter from our Post-

master General to the Secretary of State (that of the 19th July.

1853) in which the whole of this subject was clearly and ably

presented, and I would leave this with him, if I could entertain

the hope that it might produce any change in his views. He
said if I would leave it, he would be most happy to give it a

careful consideration. I told him he could return it to me when
convenient.

In the course of the interview, I expressed my willingness

to unite with him in giving the invitation to France required by
the 1 2th article of the Postal Treaty; but he expressed a confident

belief, from his recent interview with the French Postal Authori-

ties, that the^^ would not accede to our wishes. He said that

Monsieur Stourm, the Director General of Posts, had em-
phatically declared that they could not reduce their postal rates

to the standard either of the United States or Great Britain;

—

that their service was much more costly than that in either of

these countries, and the expense which they incurred in the

delivery of letters throughout France, to all persons to whom
they were directed, was very great.

It is doubtless the policy of France, under its present Govern-
ment, to discourage instead of encouraging private correspond-

ence. Besides, their present revenue falls so far short of their

expenses, that it is confidently asserted they must speedily negoti-

ate a new loan of four or five hundred millions of francs.
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On Friday last, I called upon Lord Clarendon by his own
invitation on a matter wholly personal to him and myself. The
conversation between us branched off, as it usually does, to

matters and things in general. In the course of it, I observed an

increasing disposition to settle the Central American questions

upon satisfactory terms, of which several slight indications had

been previously given; and yet I cannot express the opinion that

this disposition will result in any decided action. He informed

me that he had some time since prepared an answer to my state-

ment of the 226. July last; but not caring to have the last word,

he had hitherto omitted to send it.

I feel confident there would not be the least difficulty in

arriving at a satisfactory adjustment of the Mosquito question.

The point of difficulty with the British Government is the Bay
Islands. In the course of the conversation he intimated that it

might be desirable to have the opinion of a third Power on the

true construction of the Convention. To this I playfully observed

that it would now be difficult to find an impartial umpire, as they

had gone to war with our arbitrator, the Emperor of Russia.

This was, however, but a mere intimation on his part. I then

urged upon him as strongly as I could the reasons which, I

thought, ought to induce the British Government to relinquish

the Bay Islands to Honduras. He replied that these Islands were

not of the least value to Great Britain; and the only question

with them was whether the national honor did not forbid this

course.

He is evidently apprehensive that the conduct of Captain

Hollins, on his return to Greytown, may lead to some new
complications. I told him I had great faith in your sound

judgment and prudence, and had no doubt your instructions to

the Captain would fully justify this opinion, though I had not the

least knowledge of what they were.

I am happy to believe that we shall soon know^ the final

determination of the British Government on the Central Amer-
ican questions. Should Lord Clarendon send the answer to my
statement which he informed me he had prepared, I presume it

will be decisive.

The very great freedom with which we converse whenever

we meet, and the excellent opinion which I entertain of his Lord-

ship, forbid me to report what he says, unless upon official inter-

views. Indeed, I would consider it dishonorable. Suffice it to
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observe, that upon all suitable occasions I never fail to say some-

thing in favor of my own country. The Island of Cuba,—the

balance of power in Europe,—the resistance which we would

make to the application of this doctrine to America,—the threats

thrown out in some of the British Journals that England and

France would regulate us after they had done with Russia,—the

visits of inquiry and discovery of Messrs. Crampton and Sartiges

to yourself, &c., &c., &c., are topics upon which I often comment.

I gave him as graphical an account as I could of your inter-

view with these gentlemen on Dominican affairs.

I entertain not the least doubt of the warm and friendly

feelings of Lord Clarendon towards the United States. I wish

I could say as much for his colleague. Lord Palmerston. The
Morning Post, believed to be his organ, is incessant in its abuse

of the United States. Scarcely a week passes that it does not

contain disparaging remarks upon our Country. I will quote the

last example from its Saturday's number. In an article on the

subject of withdrawing the British Troops from Canada for the

purpose of reinforcing the army in the Crimea, it observes :

—

" It is, therefore, necessary that Canada should have some means

of self defence,—some regularly organized force,—always avail-

able not only to maintain internal peace, but sufficient, at least,

to garrison its strong places, if its neighbour should, in any com-

plication of affairs, inconveniently extend that doctrine of annex-

ation, which is only to he equalled in its dishonesty by that

repudiation principle which is so much in vogue in some of the

States/'

Notwithstanding these and similar remarks from different

quarters, I have no doubt that the bone and sinew of this country

sincerely desire to maintain the most peaceful and friendly rela-

tions with the United States.

The present war against Russia is emphatically a war of the

British people. The more its difficulties and dangers increase,

the more determined they seem to be to prosecute it with deter-

mined perseverance to a successful conclusion. I am fully per-

suaded that the present Ministry could not make peace with

Russia, on any terms which the Emperor would be likely to

accept, without being forced by public opinion to retire.

In reference to your No. 60, of the 27th September last,

—

I have not yet made a demand for indemnity from the British

Government on behalf of the owners of the " Hudson " and the
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'' Washington," according to your instructions. This delay has

been occasioned solely by the receipt of your favor of the 8th

October, in which you inform me that Mr. Crampton had pre-

sented you a copy of a despatch from Lord Clarendon relative

to the occurrences at the Falkland Islands, in reply to your note

of the I July, which is in effect a demand for indemnity; and
that you would soon probably communicate with me on this

affair. I did not think it advisable to complete my note asking

indemnity from the British Government without a copy of this

despatch from Lord Clarendon, and either a copy of the docu-

ments or of the statement of the facts made out from them to

which you refer in your note to Mr. Crampton. I await your

further instructions.

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon. William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

P. S. I have been agreeably surprised in receiving a

private note from Lord Canning, who, in returning " Mr. Camp-
bell's letter with many thanks," informs me that he hopes " to be

able to make a proposal to you [me] in regard to the subject of

our late conversation (the Rates of Transit) which may be

acceptable to the Government of the United States and which

will not be dependent upon the French Post Office. Some little

time will elapse before I shall be able to communicate with you

upon it; but I will let you know as soon as I can do so." I need

scarcely add that this proposal when received shall be immediately

communicated to you.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 50. Legation of The United States.

London, 28 November 1854.

Sir:

I had the honor of receiving, on yesterday, your Despatch

No. 66, of the 14th Instant, together with a copy of your

Despatch to Mr. Soule of the 13th Instant, transmitted for my
information. The original Despatch to Mr. Soule was received

at the same time, wnth a note from Mr. Hunter, as follows, "If

MSS. Department of State, 66 Despatches from England.
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Mr. Soule should be in Lond6n, please hand him the enclosed.

If, however, he should have started for Spain, please forward it

to him."

I have already sent this Despatch to Mr. Mason to be for-

warded from Paris; because the opportunities are very rare of

sending any communication direct from London to Madrid ; and

I do not know any trustworthy person here whom I could employ

as a Special Bearer of Despatches, even if I possessed the author-

ity to draw upon the Bankers of the United States, in London,

for his expenses and services. Of course, such a Despatch

cannot be entrusted to the Mail.

I transmit you two copies of a notification extracted from

the London Gazette, which I have received from Lord Clarendon,

together with a copy of his Lordship's note in which they were

inclosed. You will observe that whilst this notification announces

the raising of the blockade of certain Russian Ports therein speci-

fied,^ the note expresses " the intention of the allied Governments

in the event of the continuance of the war with Russia, to insti-

tute a strict blockade of the Enemy's Ports, from the earliest

period next Spring when ships of war can resume their Station."

On the 24 Instant, Count Kielmansegge, the Hanoverian

Minister at this Court, called upon me to ascertain whether it

was probable the Government of the United States would consent

to conclude a Convention of Extradition, for the mutual delivery

of criminals, with Hanover, similar to that which existed between

us and Prussia; and whether we would be willing to extend the

list of criminals to be surrendered to certain other cases. I told

him that from our very friendly relations with Hanover, I had

reason to believe the President would be willing to place Hanover
in this respect upon the same footing with Prussia and Bavaria

;

but I did not think he would consent to extend the Convention to

new offences. After some further conversation we parted, he

promising to send me his request in writing and I stating that I

would communicate it to the Secretary of State by the next

Steamer. I now send you his note and memorandum of the

25 th Instant, and request that you will enable me to answer them
as soon as may be convenient.

I herewith return the paper containing the letters of Denis

Cassidy and Judge Kane, of the 28th October last, to the Hon:

Russian ports in the Gulf of Bothnia."
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Mr. Florence, with the endorsement of the latter, which you
transmitted to me with your Despatch No. 64, of the 31st ultimo.

I do this because, without the usual testimony under oath of the

parent to the age of his son, it would certainly be in vain to

attempt to obtain his discharge from the British Service as a

minor at the time of his enlistment. When I shall be furnished

with this proof, and a letter from Mr. Florence or Judge Kane,
in favor of the father's character, which I can submit to Lord
Clarendon, it will afford me great pleasure to use my best efforts

to secure the son's discharge; and the British Government upon
the submission of the proper proof have been liberal in granting

such applications. The father's letter does not even state the

name of his son. As he enlisted under an assumed name, and
when it would seem he was nearly of age, the proof ought to be

as clear as possible.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy

Secretarv of State.

TO MR. FORNEY.^

Legation of The United States.

London 14 December 1854.

My dear Sir/

I have received your two letters of the 27th ultimo; & whilst

I feel deeply mortified that any portion of my letter to you, in its

nature private & confidential, should have reached the public, I

do not harbor the slightest suspicion that you intended this result

in communicating its contents to third persons. I feel that such

a suspicion would do you wrong & great injustice.

It is well known to the President & many other friends,

that I was strongly against the separation of the questions be-

tween us & England ; & that it was my firm conviction that both

ought to have been settled together either at London or at Wash-
ington. The public revelation of my well known opinion on this

subject, therefore, only distresses me for the reason that its repeti-

tion by me whilst in the employment of the Government, except

^ Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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to a private friend who like yourself had previously known it,

would not be consistent with the proprieties of my position.

But what shall I say of Sickles? You are the only person

in the world to whom I have ever written a word which could by

possibility do him an injury. I am warmly & strongly attached

to him. He is a man of fine talents, of excellent manners, & of

a brave & loyal temper. My personal relations with him have

been every thing I could desire. It is true that it is almost essen-

tial the Secretary of this Legation should be able to write a fair

recording hand; & in this respect he is deficient, & has not,

therefore, been able to render me all the assistance I could have

desired; yet no human consideration would have induced me to

mention this circumstance, could I for a moment have supposed

it possible it would find its way to the public. In fact Col:

Sickles possesses qualification's both of mind & manners for a

much higher place tlian that of Secretary of Legation. To-mor-
row's steamer wall bear him to the United States. Both his

professional & private interests at the present moment require

that he should return to New York. When he left this with his

family in July last, he would have remained at home but for the

earnest request of the President that he should bear Despatches

to Mr. Soule at Madrid. He leaves the Legation entirely upon

his own suggestion; though after his determination had been

communicated to me, with the reasons, it received my approba-

tion.

You have been entirely misinformed as to the intention of

Mr. Sanders " to set up a campaign paper " for me. No person

knows better than he my firm & unchanged purpose not to be a

candidate for the Presidency & my determination to make this

publicly known upon the first suitable occasion.

I am sorry that the President or his immediate friends should

imagine that it was possible I could oppose him whilst holding an

office under him, even if I were so disposed. I entertain no such

disposition. On the contrary, it has almost daily fallen to my lot

to defend him in society here as well as the Cabinet against the

charges in the American papers. These people so little know our

Institutions that many of them believe he & the Cabinet ought

to resign, the recent elections having gone against them
;
just as

a British ministry would resign under similar circumstances.

I was much surprised to learn from your letter that Mr.

Sanders had circulated " his French & Swiss letters " under seal

or stamp of the American Legation at London; & "that the
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official covers of his French letters have been received by the

President." I had not the most remote idea that such a thing

existed until I received your letter, & I am obliged to you for

the information. I presume Governor Marcy will write to me
on this subject. I am now inquiring about it. It is impossible,

I think, that either the seal or the official stamp of the Legation

could thus have been used; but there is a stamp in the office com-
monly used to verify the papers sent to the Despatch agent from
the Legation. I as yet, however, know nothing accurately of the

matter.

The present war with Russia is a war of the masses,—of the

British people. It is especially a war of those who from their

liberal & progressive sentiments are most strongly inclined to

favor our country. Their only apprehension is that the Govern-

ment from dynastic prepossessions have not conducted it & will

not conduct it with as much vigor as they ought to have done.

Whether rightly or wrongly, the British Liberals believe that it

is a war to promote progress & free principles. Hence they re-

ceive with somewhat embittered feelings the news that " their

cousins on the other side of the Atlantic " sympathize with

Russia. We do not stand as well with the popular element in

England as we did six months ago.

Rest assured, my dear Sir, you are entirely mistaken in

regard to any change of feeling on my part towards yourself, as

Col : Sickles can abundantly satisfy you.

With the kindest regards of Miss Lane & myself for Mrs.

Forney, I remain sincerely & respectfully your friend

James Buchanan.
Col: John W. Forney.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 51. Legation of The United States.

London, 15 December 1854.

Sir/

Tomorrow's Liverpool Steamer will bear Colonel Sickles, the

Secretary of this Legation, to the United States. Both his pro-

fessional & private interests render this course imperative, & it

^ MSS. Department of State, 66 Despatches from England.
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has received my approbation. When he returned with his family

to New York in July last, it was then his intention to remain at

home; but he yielded to the request of the President that he

should bear your instructions respecting the conference of Min-

isters to Mr. Soule at Madrid, & orally furnish that gentleman

such explanations of the views of the administration as could be

more fully & satisfactorily communicated in this manner than

by writing.

Our intercourse has uniformly been of the most agreeable

& friendly character, & he carries with him my best wishes for

his future welfare.

At the request of Mr. Paul Harro Harring, I transmit you a

communication, dated on the 2d Instant, addressed to me, com-
plaining of the violation of his rights as an American Citizen

travelling with a Passport from the State Department, by the

authorities in Denmark & at Hamburg. Ere this can reach the

Department, you will doubtless have received infonnation on this

subject from Mr. Bedinger & our Consul at Hamburg. From
the statement of Mr. Harring, his case would seem to be of a

serious character.

I transmit two copies of the Queen's Speech at the recent

meeting of Parliament. Her Majesty does no more than express

the enthusiastic determination of the British people to prosecute

the war against Russia " with the utmost vigor & effect." Every

indication of public opinion throughout the Country is in accord-

ance with this sentiment. It is emphatically a people's war;

& whether rightly or wrongly, they believe it to be a war against

the extension of despotism & in favor of progress & free insti-

tutions. Viewing it in this light, they are much annoyed that

their " transatlantic Cousins " should seem to sympathise with

Russia rather than with themselves. In fact, this circumstance

has rendered us less popular with them than we were six months

ago. Their only apprehension appears to be that the dynastic

prepossessions which many of them attribute to leading members
of the Ministry have heretofore prevented & may hereafter

prevent the Government from prosecuting the war with proper

vigor. In the present state of public feeling in this Countr}%

I cannot believe that the British Ministry could venture to offer

any terms of peace which the Emperor of Russia would be

willing to accept.

What may be the effect of the so called Austrian Alliance

I cannot venture to predict, as it has not yet been published.
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Should this contain any guarantee to Austria of her ItaHan &
Hungarian possessions, it will render the Ministry very ob-

noxious to the British people.

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your
Despatch No. 67, of the 20th Ultimo.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

TO MR. MARCY.^

Private. Legation of The United States.

London 15 December 1854.

My dear Sir/

In appointing a Secretary to this Legation, in the place of

Col : Sickles, 1 would ask it as a personal favor from the Presi-

dent & yourself that you would select no person who cannot

write a fair, plain, & legible recording hand. Without this

qualification, no matter what other talents & acquirements he

may possess, I care hut little for the appointment of any person

during the remainder of my time.

The Secretary to this Legation ought, however, to be a man
of steady application & industrious habits. Young gentlemen

who desire to see the world & pass much of their time in social

enjoyments may accomplish their purpose, in a great degree,

as Secretaries of other Legations, without detriment to the public

service. Not so in London. Here it is necessary for the Secre-

tary to work hard & perform a great variety of heterogeneous

services which must otherwise be performed by the Minister

himself. In that event his time which ought to be occupied in

more important duties must be devoted to all sorts of miscel-

laneous correspondence. The number of letters daily received at

the Legation containing inquiries of different kinds has surprised

me very much.

Should a suitable person be selected, he might, during my
time, besides being highly useful to myself, acquire such knowl-

edge & habits of business as would be nearly indispensable to

* Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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my successor for the first few months. And if he should have

no experience in foreign affairs, his position here for a time

would be of the most awkward & embarrassing character. I beg

you " to lay these things to heart," in the choice of a successor

to Col: Sickles. I purposely refrain from recommending any

person. Indeed, I would not know whom to recommend.

I am anxiously looking for the President's message, which

we expect to receive on Monday morning next, the i8th Instant.

The British people know but little of the Mosquito question, &
literally nothing of the Bay Islands.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy.

TO MR. MASON.^

Legation of The United States.

London i8 December 1854.

My dear Sir/

I had an intimation from a friend in Washington by the

steamer of INIonday last that Mr. Sanders had circulated his

Swiss & French letters in envelopes stamped with the Stamp
of this Legation. To-day has brought me a Despatch from
Washington stating this fact & that one of these had been placed

in the hands of Mr. Jerome Bonaparte of Baltimore & is, also,

known to Mr. Sartiges. Never have I been more astonished in

my life than at this information; & I have instituted a rigid in-

quiry to ascertain in what manner the stamp of this Legation

could have been thus abused. I need scarcely say to you that it

was without my authority or consent. I trust that no person

who knows me could for a moment suppose that I could have
given my sanction to such an act. I now write you that you
may disavow it on my part in the most solemn & explicit terms,

should the occasion offer in conversation with Mr. Drouyn de

L'Huys. Indeed it may become necessary to do this, long before

my answer to the Despatch of Mr. Marcy can reach Washington.
It is a long time since any occurrence has given me so much
uneasiness.

* Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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With my kindest regards to Mrs. Mason & the family, I

remain, as ever, very respectfully

Your friend

James Buchanan.
Hon : John Y. Mason.

TO MR. MARCY.^

Private. Legation of The United States.

London 22 December 1854.

My dear Sir/

I have received your favor of the 3rd Instant; & although,

according to the proverb, " a fair exchange is no robbery," yet

Heaven forbid that I should exchange even my present position

for the State Department. This would truly be " out of the

Frying Pan into the fire." To be serious, I should be very

sorry, in the event of your coming to England, that I should be

thought of as your successor; though I do not deem this probable.

In that contingency, however, I should certainly decline the

honor. I again repeat, if you have any such desire or intention,

that it would be important, on Mrs. Marcy's account as well as

your own, that you should be here a fortnight before my de-

parture. This would be rendered less necessary, should you
send me such a Secretary of Legation as I have described in my
last week's letter. Indeed without such a person, I would advise

no friend to accept the London mission & / hope, he zmll be sent

immediately ; Col : Sickles was to resign as soon as he reached

Washington. If it suits your own views & wishes, I shall be

very glad to have you for my successor. The importance of this

mission cannot be overestimated, & no second or third rate man
ought ever to be thought of for it.

I was much disappointed that the President in his message

did not enter into a brief explanation of the present position of

the Central American questions. In England, the people know
nothing about them. They have some vague idea of the Mos-
quito question ; but no Englishman not in Executive office with

whom I have ever conversed had even heard of the question

of " the Bay Islands." The President's message was the only

Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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means of communicating this information to the British public;

because no other of our pubhc documents is repubHshed in Eng-

land. I am persuaded, had this been done, that public opinion

in this Country would have been brought to bear upon the Min-

istry & might probably have induced them to reconsider the

determination expressed in Lord Clarendon's last note. The
message would have arrived here in the very nick of time.

I observe in a number of American Journals the statement

made positively that the Conference at Ostend was the volun-

tary action of the American Ministers. Surely this ought to be

corrected. Never did I obey any instructions so reluctantly.

And yet I continue to be entirely satisfied with our report.

Both Miss Lane & myself desire to be most kindly remem-
bered to Mrs. Marcy.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy.

P. S. I beg you without delay to send me such a Secretary

as I have described. I much need him at the present moment.

I have partly prepared & could easily complete a Despatch in

answer to your last ; but I wait till the next Steamer for further

information. I myself have been so prudent & cautious in re-

gard to the revolutionists here as to have leaned back. I have

strong sympathies for the Poles, Hungarians, & Italians; but

none at all for the French. They have chosen Louis Napoleon, &
let them have him. De gustibus non disputandum. I am not

partial to him, neither to Ledru Rollin, Louis Blanc, or Victor

Hugo, or any red Republicans & Socialists. The two latter

named I never saw; the first I have met twice. On the last

occasion, a mere accidental meeting, we differed toto coelo on a

point of some consequence.

Mr. Sanders, like his predecessors, had the privilege of the

Despatch Bag to send his letters & papers to the U. S. He
doubtless thus sent some of his French letters to his friends,

one of whom has reached Jerome Bonaparte. In this there was
nothing wrong except the .Stamp, about which I am now enquir-

ing. Even Mr. Sartiges will not, I presume, have the impudence

to complain that a citizen of the U. S. has sent what he pleased to

the LI. S. I was absent at the Conference when the French

letter appeared. From all I can learn, none of them were ever

stamped. The package sent to Mr. Fay is a very serious affair.

Vol. IX—19
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& I am now endeavouring to fix the blame upon the proper

person. You will be gratified to learn, however, that but two
of these packages were ever sent, one to Fay & the other to

Belmont. The rest were stopped; & all this without my knowl-

edge. But I will write at length.

TO MR. SICKLES.^

Legation of The United States.

London 22 December 1854.

My dear Sir/

I have just learned from Mr. Gates what induces me to

address you this letter. He says you told his son you would

return to London early in January & had requested him to say

to the Landlady you would pay for your rooms after a given

day in that month which I do not now recollect. Perfect frank-

ness is necessary to friendship; & you know I would not have

consented to your return to the United States, had you not

infonned me you would resign when you reached Washington.

The idea of a visit in August & another in December would

expose us to just censure. Besides, I have considered • it an act

of friendship to state to all inquirers that your professional &
private interests at home absolutely required that you should

leave the Legation. In fact I have already urged Marcy to

appoint your successor speedily. You know what is the condi-

tion of the office & how much I need assistance to redeem it from

the chaos in which it is placed. I would write thus to no

person except yourself, & am very sorry for the intimations I

gave to Forney. I must have a Secretary who can write a

good hand & be pretty much of a drudge during the remainder

of my time in England.

Now what Gates' son told him may be altogether false ; but

I write this from abundant caution, so that by no possibility can

there be any difficulty between us. Indeed the Despatch which

you took out is sufficiently explicit; & I yielded freely to your

suggestion that you should postpone your actual resignation

until you reached Washington. Your refusal to rise when the

Queen's health was proposed is still mentioned in society, but I

have always explained & defended you.

^Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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We have no news here since your departure. Com. Perry

called to see me yesterday & told me that Belmont was very-

tired of his position. The Commodore will return to the U. S.

by the Baltic on the 30th.

The Foreign Enlistment Bill is manifestly very unpopular

in England. It could not have passed unless the Ministry had

declared their intention of resigning in case it failed. It has

been a severe blow to their popularity. I have heard nothing

of the Peabody affair since you left.

Please to remember me, in the very kindest terms, to Mrs.

Sickles & Mad. Bagioli, & believe me to be, very sincerely, your

friend

James Buchanan.
Daniel E. Sickles, Esq.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 52. Legation of The United States.

London, 27 December 1854.

Sir:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

Despatch No. 68, of the 4th Instant. In this you inform me
" that much has been said, at home and abroad, in relation to

the interference of some of our Diplomatic Agents in the internal

affairs of foreign Governments," &c., &c. And you also state

that " the President is confident I will adopt the conclusion he

has, that the circumstances therein presented " touching the

conduct of this Legation, '' could not he permitted to pass un-

noticed/'

Before entering upon an explanation of these circumstances,

I desire to make one or two preliminary remarks.

I confess that my sympathies have been strongly enlisted in

favor of the Poles, Hungarians, and Italians. These people,

almost to a man, detest the foreign despotisms which have blotted

their Nationalities from the map of Europe, and every lover of

freedom must ardently desire that they should succeed in recov-

ering their independence, though the prospect at present is far

from encouraging. In regard to France, similar reasons do not

^ MSS. Department of State, 66 Despatches from England.
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exist. It has not been subjected to a foreign Power; and what-

ever may be thought of the usurpation of Louis Napoleon, this

has been sanctioned by a vast majority of the French people.

Should they become tired of his dominion, they are abundantly

able to relieve themselves from it.

Conscious that such have been my feelings and sympathies,

for this very reason, I have, on all occasions, maintained a double

guard, as a public Minister of my Country, over my conversation

and conduct respecting Revolutionary plans and movements in

Europe. In my very rare and accidental intercourse with the

unfortunate exiles themselves who have found a secure asylum

in this Country, I have never conversed with them on these

subjects, nor uttered a word which could possibly compromit

either my Government or myself, as its Representative. Indeed,

I have not yet happened to see some of the most distinguished

among them. I have thus acted for the purpose of placing the

Government at Washington above all suspicion.

And yet, notwithstanding all my prudence and precaution, I

am now called upon to explain " circumstances " which appear

to the President to present a different aspect. The first of these

is the granting of a passport to a certain Victor Fronde. I might

enter into a detail of circumstances respecting this case; but the

substance may be embraced in a brief compass, and has already

been communicated to you in my private letter of the 8th Instant.

I addressed you this letter immediately after I had learned from

Mr. O' Sullivan that Victor Fronde was the person to whom you

had referred, without naming, in your private letters. And here

permit me to remark that if Mr. O' Sullivan had informed me in

August last, when he wrote to you, that Fronde was employing

his passport for the purpose of implicating this Legation in his

revolutionary movements at Lisbon and Madrid, or if you had

not felt yourself restrained from furnishing me the name and the

scene of action of this individual, until you could consult Mr.

O'Sullivan, his power to do mischief would long since have

terminated. I should have immediately written to Mr. O'Sulli-

van, and he would have done then what he has now done,—^have

sent for Mr. Fronde and cancelled the passport. I may add that

Mr. O'Sullivan has explained the whole affair to the Spanish

Charge d'Affaires at Lisbon, who will doubtless communicate it

to his Government.

The Courier's Passport was issued to Mr. Fronde, without

my knowledge, by Mr. Welsh, the Clerk of this Legation, in the
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regular course of business. He was represented at the time, by

a gentleman of character, to be a respectable American citizen

who was about to set out for Lisbon and Madrid, and was willing

to carry Despatches to our Legations at these places. The pass-

port was willingly issued by Mr. Welsh; because opportunities

rarely occur of transmitting Despatches directly to Portugal and

Spain, and Mr. Miller had then Despatches on hand which he was
desirous to send; though, as I now learn, Mr. Fronde, after

receiving his Passport, never called for them at the Despatch

Agency. You are aware that this is a sort of distributing office

for all the Legations in Europe; and we are obliged to find

Couriers willing to render their services to the Government, in

conveying your Despatches to their different destinations, with-

out money and without price.

I have truly said that this Passport was issued without my
knozvledge, and I ought to explain the reason. From the great

number and pressure of the applications for passports, it would be

impossible for me to give my personal attention to this business,

without a sacrifice of the important Diplomatic duties of the

Legation. I am, therefore, compelled to sign Passports in blank,

and leave it to Colonel LawTence and Mr. Welsh to fill them up,

under strict injunctions that whenever a case of the least doubt

or difficulty may occur, they shall appeal to me. I have reason

to be satisfied w^ith the manner in which these gentlemen have

performed this duty. Indeed I may congratulate myself that

notwithstanding the great number of Passports issued, and the

misrepresentations in order to obtain them against which we
must constantly be upon our guard, no Passport, except that to

Fronde, has been granted, which, to my knowledge, we have had
reason to regret.

The next " circumstance " alleged is one of a grave char-

acter. It is certain that Mr. Fay received a package, directed to

him under the Seal of this Legation, containing a number of

printed copies of Mr. Sanders' letter to the President of the Swiss

Confederation in favor of the right of asylum ; which copies were
addressed, as is alleged, " to the leading revolutionary or ultra

liberal persons, principally in the Canton of Tessino."

This letter of Mr. Sanders created at the time no little sensa-

tion in Europe. It was republished in the London Times, and
in other English Journals. The principle which it advocated was
well calculated to make a strong impression upon the people, and
especially the Democratic party of Switzerland. The mainte-
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nance of the right of asylum by the Sultan in refusing to sur-

render Hungarian and Polish Refugees to the Emperors of Aus-
tria and Russia had contributed more than any other cause to

elevate his character throughout the world. That the Republic

of Switzerland would have followed the example of the Sultan

cannot be doubted, had it not been surrounded by powerful

Despotisms able and willing to enforce obedience to their de-

mands. In this peculiar position, the Swiss Government would
be extremely sensitive to any seeming attempt on the part of a

Legation of the United States to circulate throughout Switzer-

land a letter written by an American Consul, and so well cal-

culated in its nature to produce dissatisfaction among their

constituents. In fact, such an attempt on the part of this

Legation would be a direct " interference " in the internal affairs

of Switzerland, and would deserve the President's disapprobation.

Under such circumstances, it is fortunate, that none of these

letters, with the stamp of the Legation upon them, ever reached

the individuals to whom they were directed.

This package to Mr. Fay was undoubtedly stamped at the

office of the Legation,—but by whom or under whose authority

I have found it impossible to ascertain,—was taken from thence,

along with other packages of a similar character directed to

several of our Ministers in Europe, by young Mr. Sanders, the

son of the late Consul, to Mr. Miller, the Despatch Agent, who
placed upon it the Seal of the Legation, and then delivered it to

a Bearer of Despatches for Mr. Fay. Thus far is certain. The
responsibility for sending this package to Mr. Fay undoubtedly

rests between Mr. Miller and Mr. Welsh. Mr. Miller alleges

that when young Sanders brought the different packages, to

which I have already referred, to the Despatch Agency, he de-

livered him a written authority and direction from Mr. Welsh
to send them to the places of their destination; but says this has

been lost. Fortunately, none were actually sent, as Mr. Miller

asserts, except the one in question and that to Mr. Belmont, because

Col : Lawrence happening to visit the Agency a short time after

they had been received there, and these packages having been

brought to his notice, he told Mr. Miller, very properly, that he

felt confident the stamp was placed upon them without my knowl-

edge or authority, (which was certainly true) and that by for-

warding them not only myself and the members of the Legation

but our Government itself might be seriously compromised ; and

therefore he directed him to permit no other copies to be for-
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warded from his office. The consequence is, the remaining

packages continued in the Despatch Agency until yesterday, when
they were brought to the Legation.

The question, and the important question, remains—did Mr.

Welsh give this alleged written authority to Mr. Miller, as

Despatch Agent, to send these packages to their destination?

That Mr. Miller believed Mr. Welsh had done so, is evident as

well from his positive statement, as from his declaration to this

effect made to Col : Lawrence—during the conversation to which
I have referred—a short time after he had received the packages.

This is rebutted, however, by the positive and explicit declaration

of Mr. Welsh to the contrary; and I have ever found him to be

a man of strict integrity and veracity. It is unfortimate that the

alleged note of Mr. Welsh cannot be found ; for it is quite pos-

sible that Mr. Miller may have misunderstood its purport, if it

ever existed. Had Col : Lawrence repeated his conversation with

Mr. Miller soon after it took place, I should have immediately

instituted an inquiry into the matter, and the truth could then

have been ascertained; but the fact is, I remained in entire

ignorance of the whole affair until after I had heard from Wash-
ington. Upon the whole, as no harm has been actually done,

and as neither Mr. Welsh nor Mr. Miller could have intended to

do anything wrong, I deem it best to pass this affair over without

further notice, unless you should be of a different opinion. I

do not transmit the written statements which I have received

from Mr. Miller, Col: Sickles, Col: Lawrence, and Mr. Welsh,
deeming it best simply to furnish you the result. Mr. Sanders
was not appealed to, because he and his family had left for the

United States.

I must confess that the third " circumstance " stated by you
does not seem to me to be of a very grave nature. It is easy to

account for the manner in which copies of Mr. Sanders' French
letter have reached the United States under the Stamp of the

Legation. It has always been the practice of this Legation to

afford to our Consul at London the use of the Despatch-bag to

send his letters and communications to the United States ; and the

communications of Mr. Sanders, as well as every thing else which
has been sent from the Legation to Mr. Miller for the United
States, have been stamped. This was considered by the gentle-

men in the office as nothing more than a warrant to Mr. Miller

to place them in the Rag. The practice was not necessary for

this purpose; and I have ordered it to be discontinued, except in
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regard to letters and papers of an official character. Mr. Sanders

has thus, undoubtedly, sent his French letter to friends in the

United States. I am convinced, however, that none of these

could have been sent to France under the official stamp. Mr.

Miller is positive that none were ever forwarded by him to

France or any part of the continent ; and Mr. Mason, in a recent

letter to me, states that he had never heard of them. When this

letter appeared, I was absent on the continent attending the con-

ference of Ministers, under your instructions, and Mr. Welsh
accompanied me.

But even if I myself had sent one or more of these letters

to friends in the United States, (which I never did,) under the

Stamp of the Legation, and Mr. Jerome Bonaparte and Mr.

Sartiges had acquired possession of them, this most unquestion-

ably could afford no just cause of complaint on the part of the

French Government. Very different, indeed, would be the case

if I had sent such letters to be circulated in France. Any attempt

on the part of Louis Napoleon to institute his system of espionage

in the United States, for the purpose of ascertaining what our

Despatch Bags contain on their passage home, would certainly

be a most extraordinary proceeding. But it would be still more
extraordinary if his Government should make the printed copy

of a letter which had been sent home through the Despatch-Bag

of this Legation, and which has been extensively republished in

our Country, " an item in its list of pretended grievances " against

our Government. I cannot believe that this will ever be done.

This would be a direct attempt to interfere in our Domestic

concerns, and would, at the least, be quite as reprehensible as any

attempt on the part of our Government to interfere with the

Domestic concerns of France.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy

Secretary of State.
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TO MR. MARCY/

No. s;^.
Legation of The United States.

London, 29 December 1854.

Sir:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

Despatch No. 69, of the 5th Instant.

I had a long and interesting conversation with Lord Aber-

deen yesterday, at his private residence, upon the Central Amer-
ican questions, including that of Greytown. The result was,

upon the whole, more promising and satisfactory than I had

reason to anticipate. As Premier he felt himself at liberty to

speak more freely on these subjects than Lord Clarendon had

ever done, I regret that I have not been able to find time to

report this conversation to you for to-morrow,'s Steamer.

In reference to your Despatch No. 57, of the 24th August

last, I regret to inform you that, after diligent inquiry, I have

not been able to discover the place of residence of Mr. John
Levett Yeats, if he be still alive. This is not very probable, as

the date of his affidavit, a copy of which you communicated to

me with the note of the Attorney General, is more than thirty

years ago. I shall, however, pursue my inquiries.

In reference to your Despatch No. 61, of the 2d October

last, it affords me satisfaction to state that I have received a

note from Lord Clarendon, of the i6th Instant, informing me
that the request contained in my letter to him of the 23d ultimo
" for the discharge of Joseph Kilgore, a minor and a citizen of

the United States, from Her Majesty's army into which he had
enlisted, was communicated to the Secretary of War, who has

notified to me that orders have been given accordingly for Mr.

Kilgore's free discharge."

In reference to your Despatch No. 67, of the 20th Novem-
ber last, I have to inform you that I have not yet heard of, or

received, '' the box containing two copies of the first part of

Volume 15 " of Captain Wilkes' Exploring Expedition.

I transmit two copies of a notification which appeared in the

London Gazette on the 19th Instant, communicated to me by

Lord Clarendon on the 2 1 st Instant, announcing that the blockade

of the several Russian Ports therein mentioned had been raised;

with a request that I " will have the goodness to transmit

MSS. Department of State, 66 Despatches from England.
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copies of this notification to your [my] Government, in order

that it may, through that channel, become known to the citizens

of the United States."

I have deemed the subject of sufficient importance to trans-

mit you a copy of my note to Lord Clarendon, dated on the 1 5th

August last,^ asking indemnity from the British Government for

George W. Colson, Master of the American ship " Moses Kim-
ball," for the fine, costs, and attorney's fees, amounting to

£i6"i6''o, which he was compelled to pay, under the sentence

of British Magistrates who had no rightful jurisdiction of the

case, with a copy of His Lordship's answer dated on the 23d

Instant, announcing a compliance with my request.

I look with much anxiety for the appointment of a Secre-

tary to this Legation.

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon: William L. Marcy

Secretarv of State.

FROM LORD CLARENDON.^
Private. The Grove, Dec. 30/54-

My dear Mr. Buchanan
Your letter of yesterday reached the F. O. after I left it & followed me

to this place, where I am come for one day's quiet work.

I wish I could ask you even by the telegraph to return to town, for I

long to finish our business together, but tho' small in interest & importance

to us, it is large in point of honor, & with respect to that no one better than

yourself will appreciate our difficulty.

There are two other obstacles in the way of immediate settlement.

1st. The Republic of Nicaragua is in a complete state of dissolution & getting

worse every day.

2nd. The adoption of Captn. Hollins' proceedings & the manner in which

the Greytown affair has been vindicated in the President's speech complicate

the matter very much.—Let me ask you not as a Minister but a Friend what
would be said of us both here & in the U. S. if we beat a retreat before such

a shower of hard words.

However, it does not abate my desire & intention to settle the question

somehow amicably.

You expressed a wish to keep aloof from the Falkland Islands difficulty,

& so I determined not to bother you about it, but Captn. Lynch has been

sent there again & was going to batter down the Govr.'s house because an

To Lord Clarendon, Aug. 15, 1854, supra.

Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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American Citizen had been imprisoned for a breach of the Island law, tho'

Captn. L. knew at the time that he had been released & had left the Island.

Such acts are not favorable to such negotiations as you & I would like

to carry on.

Believe me, my dear Mr. Buchanan
Very faithfully yours

Clarendon.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 54. Legation of the United States.

Lx)NDON, 30 December 1854.

Sir/

In pursuance of a previous understanding, I called upon
the Earl of Aberdeen, at his private residence, on Thursday
last, the 28th Instant, & was received with great kindness. After

conversing upon several subjects, & especially the Russian war,

which is at present a universal topic in this Country, I said

I had called to see him for the double purpose of cultivating

more intimate personal relations with his Lordship, to which

I had been so kindly invited, & of conversing with him on the

Central American questions between the two Governments. I

did not know whether it would be comme il faut for me to

address myself to any member of the Government except Lord
Clarendon upon these questions; & if it were not, I would feel

myself indebted to him to put me right. That it was natural

an American Minister should resort to his Lordship when diffi-

culties occurred between the two Countries, as it was well known
& justly appreciated in the United States that he had been

mainly instrumental in adjusting such difficulties on former

occasions.

He replied that it was perfectly proper for me to converse

with him upon the subject & he would be happy to hold such

a conversation. with me. Whilst Lord Clarendon was the ap-

propriate official organ of the Government in regard to Foreign

Affairs, he exercised a general superintendence over the whole.

He then expressed the hope that Lord Clarendon & myself got

along well together; & in answer I spoke of Lord Clarendon

in the strong and friendly manner which his conduct towards

me has uniformly deserved, but added, I was sorry to say, we
had made but slow progress in the Central American Questions.

^ MSS. Department of State, 66 Despatches from England.
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The conversation then branched off upon the Ashburton
Treaty & the Oregon Treaty, as well as the agency of his Lord-
ship in concluding them; but this I need not repeat.

I then asked him if he had found time, amidst his other

important engagements, to bestow any particular attention upon
the Central American questions. He said he had read the

correspondence between Lord Clarendon & myself, & that my
reply was a masterly & powerful paper. With several portions

of it he entirely agreed; but from others he dissented. The
Greytown affair was an unpleasant circumstance, & rendered

it difficult for them at the present moment to settle these ques-

tions; but he did not believe that the Government of the United

States could have intended any insult to the British Govern-

ment by that unfortunate expedition. He had no doubt there

were many lawless people at Greytown, & our Government
might truly allege that we had in this affair taken a leaf out

of their book, for Great Britain had on some occasions pro-

ceeded in a like summary manner against such people; but in

this instance he thought our Government had gone beyond what
they had ever done. He proceeded, & said that in regard to

the Mosquito question, it could produce no serious difficulty

between the two Countries. He made several remarks in a

conciliatory spirit on this question, with which I need not trouble

you ; because as I have intimated to you heretofore, I feel satis-

fied they are nearly as anxious to relieve themselves from the

Mosquito Protectorate, as we are that they should withdraw
from it. The Greytown affair may interpose a momentary diffi-

culty; but that will soon pass away & be forgotten.

Finding his Lordship disposed to speak freely, & not will-

ing to interrupt him, I then merely remarked that he had said

nothing in regard to the Bay Islands, which my Government
believed to be a question of great & pressing importance. He
then proceeded:—As to the Bay Islands, their claim to them
rested entirely upon the question whether they could be con-

sidered as legitimate dependencies of British Honduras. He
thought it was doubtful whether they could be considered

in that light. He was not prepared to express a decided

opinion on the subject. Still, he thought this question could

present no insurmountable difficulty. According to the Scotch

proverb, " where there was a will, there would always be a

way." He then asked what interest the Government of the

United States could have in these Islands. I told him we did

not claim any territorial interest in them. That when our Gov-
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ernment entered into the Clayton & Bulwer Treaty, we had

agreed not to acquire any territory in Central America, & they

had as an equivalent bound themselves, as we firmly believed,

to withdraw from all their Central American possessions & thus

place the two Countries on an exact equality in that region.

We were anxious, therefore, that they should restore these

Islands to the State of Honduras, to which, in our opinion, they

rightfully belonged; & this was our only interest. Ruatan

had been captured from Honduras in 1 831, by Colonel M'Donald,

the Superintendent of Belize, whom I believed to be a very

troublesome man, but was afterwards restored by the British

Government. This same Colonel M'Donald, however, had again

captured Ruatan in 1841, under circumstances of such a char-

acter as to meet the unqualified condemnation of Crowe, a

respectable British author, in his Gospel History of Central

America.

His Lordship then said, he thought it would be difficult

for them to maintain that the Bay Islands were dependencies

of Belize. He rather believed that the Islands referred to in

their Treaties with Spain w^ere certain small Islands in the im-

micdiate vicinity of that settlement, & did not extend to so large

an Island as Ruatan & one at such a distance. He remarked

the Belize was a sort of exceptional settlement under their old

Treaty with Spain,—that they had never appointed a regular

Governor over it, as they had done over their other Colonies,

but a Superintendent.

This led to a conversation on the subject of the notes ex-

changed between Mr. Clayton & Sir Henry Bulwer previous to

the exchange of ratifications of the Treaty, the communication

of these notes to the Senate afterwards by Mr. Everett, & the

consequent discussions in that Body. In the course of this con-

versation, I told him emphatically that if it had been believed

by the Senate that the Treaty did not require them to with-

draw from their Central American possessions, there would not

have been a single vote in that Body in favor of its ratification.

After some further conversation, in which he manifested

a most amicable spirit, I then asked what remained to prevent

us from at once proceeding to settle these unfortunate Central

American difficulties. Why should they remain as obstacles to

that firm & sincere friendship between the two nations which,

for one, I was so anxious to promote by every honorable means ?

The trade between the two Countries was immense. In 1853,
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their exports to the United States had been within a million

& a half of pounds of the whole amount of their exports to all

the Continental nations of Europe, Turkey alone excepted. That
the interests of constitutional freedom, as well as the progress

of civilisation throughout the world, required that Great Britain

& the United States should be the best of friends.

Besides, I observed that the internal affairs of the Central

American States were now in an unhappy & distracted con-

dition, from which they could not probably be relieved until

the difficulties were settled between Great Britain & the United

States, when both could employ their good offices for this pur-

pose. In the mean time Capitalists would not invest their money
in the construction of Rail Roads & Canals across the different

routes on the Isthmus, which must prove so valuable to the

commerce of both nations.

His Lordship answered, that as to thoroughfares across the

Isthmus, he had never considered them of so much importance

as other people had done. The value & importance, however,

of a sincere & lasting friendship between Great Britain & the

United States could scarcely be overrated. No man could be

more anxious than himself to promote the best understanding

between the two Countries. Whilst this had at all times been

his desire, their existing war with Russia was a good reason

why they should feel at the present time doubly anxious to

cultivate the best relations with the United States.

After some conversation in regard to the existing & pro-

jected thoroughfares across the Isthmus, & the practicability

of a thorough Cut Canal, I took my leave, his Lordship saying

he would be most happy to see me at all times, & expressing

the desire that I might speedily call again.

In this interview, he made a favorable impression upon

me. He is believed, even by his political opponents, to be

a frank, sincere, & honest man, & he has always professed to

entertain friendly feelings for our Country. Should nothing

occur on the other side of the Atlantic further to complicate

the Greytown difficulty, on which they are extremely sensitive,

there would seem to be a better prospect than heretofore of

settling the Central American questions.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.
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TO LORD CLARENDON/

Private. Hornby Castle,

2 January 1855.

My dear Lord Clarendon/
I have received your note of the 30th ultimo.

" The point of honor " involved in the settlement of the

Central American questions is, I confess, too deep for my vision.

Like truth it lies in the bottom of a well.

The fact that Nicaragua is at present in a sad condition

appears to me to be a strong reason for the immediate settlement

of these questions. The friendly offices of the two Govern-

ments acting in concert will be required to put things to rights

in Central America.

There are surely no hard words in the President's message

directed to England in regard to the Greytown affair, & he

certainly never intended to say anything which could give just

cause of offence to the British Government.

But what will Mrs. Grundy say to the settlement ? I know
not what on this side of the Atlantic; but I feel confident of

what she will say on the other side. This will be that Buchanan
has made a capitulation under which Great Britain is not re-

moved from the usufruct of Belise which she still holds under

the old Spanish Treaty, despite The Clayton & Bulwer Treaty.

It is just like the capitulations by which The United States sur-

rendered to Great Britain the one third of the State of Maine
& nearly six degrees of latitude on the Pacific coast. So it is

always in our negotiations with England.

As to the braggadocio of Captain Lynch, if he ever indulged

in such a folly,—this I consider of no account.

Wishing your Lordship with all my heart many a happy
New Year, I remain yours as ever

James Buchanan.
Lord Clarendon.

P. S. We go to Mr. Brown's near Liverpool on Friday, &
I hope to be in London on Monday or Tuesday. Have you for-

gotten the Consular Convention?

* Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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TO MR. MARCY/

No. 55. Legation of The United States.

London, 12 January 1855.

Sir:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

"Strictly Confidential" Despatch, No. 70, of the 15th ultimo.

Having recently written you at length on the subjects to which
it refers, in my No. 52, I shall now confine myself to a few
remarks.

Neither the letter of Mr. Sanders to the President of the

Swiss Federal Council, as published in the London Times of

the 21 August last, nor as it was published by Mr. Sanders

himself in letter form in the English language, of which he

furnished me a copy, had any note appended.

I am wholly ignorant who were the translators of this

letter into French, German, Italian, and Spanish, or who were

the authors of the notes to these translations referring to myself.

These notes, as well as the letter itself, were published without

my previous knowledge, sanction, or approbation. The trans-

lations were probably made by the unfortunate exiles now in

London, who may have learned that I was in the habit of

visiting the estimable and much esteemed family of Mr. Sanders,

who were my near neighbors; and from this circumstance may
have drawn unfounded conclusions.

Although this letter advocating the right of asylum w,as

well received at the time by the British liberals, and contains

nothing objectionable in the abstract had it been written by a

private American citizen, except in such portions of it as mani-

festly go beyond the advocacy of this simple and sacred right,

yet it was highly improper thus to implicate me as the public

Minister of my Country, and indirectly my Government, with

that of Switzerland; and at this conduct I strongly and em-
phatically expressed my disapprobation. In fact, the note

annexed to the French letter was the only one which I under-

stood; and it now appears, from the translations which you

have sent me, to be the least exceptionable of the four.

It is but just to state that Mr. Sanders, although over-

zealous in the cause of the exiles, was a good and obliging Con-

sul who rendered me many services, the value and the loss of

^ MSS. Department of State, 66 Despatches from England.
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which the American Minister in London can alone properly

appreciate.

You inform me that '' the French Government pretends

to know that the person mentioned in Mr. O'SuUivan's Des-

patch, [Victor Fronde] has returned to London with oral and

written communications from Mr. Soule to Ledru Rollin." This

I believe to be but a mere pretence. My conviction to this effect

is derived from the long, able, and most interesting narrative

which Mr. Soule gave to Judge Mason and myself of his pro-

ceedings at Madrid. After conversing with him freely and

confidentially, we both arrived at the conclusion that his conduct

had been greatly misrepresented. He certainly made a very

favorable impression both on the Judge and myself; and in

regard to myself, I may say, much more favorable than I had

anticipated. I do not believe that, since his appointment to

the Spanish Mission, he and Ledru Rollin have had any political

connection or correspondence whatever. Besides, Mr. Soule

left Madrid for his estate in the French Pyrenees on the ist Sep-

tember, and Fronde's passport is dated on the i6th August, so

that I very much doubt whether the latter had arrived in Madrid

before the departure of the former. Perhaps Mr. C Sullivan's

first Despatch would shew when Fronde left Lisbon for Madrid.

I have received your Despatches Nos. 71 and 72, of the

iQth & 23d ultimo, respectively.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon: William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

TO VISCOUNT CANNING.

(Enclosure in No. 59.^)

Private. U. S. Legation,

London, 15 January, 1855.

My Lord:
Pardon me for recalling your attention to the existing

Postal difficulties between the two Governments, and suggesting

that the Session of the American Congress, indeed the present

* Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 59, Feb. 2, 1855, infra. This enclosure is

printed in S. Ex. Doc. 73, 33 Cong. 2 Sess. 64.

Vol, IX—20
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Congress itself, will expire on the 3d of March next. If, there-

fore, your Lordship should deem it proper to make any proposal

to me in relation to the rates of transit for the conveyance of

American Mails and letters through Great Britain to France,

according to the hope expressed in your note of the 20th Novem-
ber last, it is desirable that this should be done with no greater

delay than may be convenient.

Yours very respectfully,

(Signed) James Buchanan.
Viscount Canning.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 57. Legation of The United States.

London, 19 January 1855.

Sir:

I again called upon Lord Clarendon on Wednesday last,

by appointment, on the subject of the proposed Consular Con-

vention between the two Governments ; but as we did not arrive

at a final conclusion, it is unnecessary to detail our conversation.

The law officers of the Crown are opposed to several of the

details in our Convention with France; but I have reason to

believe that we shall be able to agree upon all important

stipulations.

I embraced this occasion to speak strongly to Lord Claren-

don in relation to the proceedings of James Finn, Esqr., Her
Majesty's Consul at Jerusalem, in regard to Mr. Murad, our

Vice-Consul there, and to other citizens of the United States in

that quarter of the world ; and I deemed it proper to communi-
cate to him not only the copy of Mr. J. Hosford Smith's letter,

but also a copy of your Despatch No. 62, on the subject. I told

him that I had read Mr. Smith's letter with care; and that the

terms in which you spoke of the conduct of Mr. Finn were,

in my opinion, fully justified by the statements in that letter

& the documents which accompanied it.

His Lordship promised to examine this case himself with

care and to demand explanations from Mr. Finn, of whom he

does not seem to entertain a high opinion. In the course of

our conversation on this matter, he pronounced a warm eulogium

^ MSS. Department of State, 66 Despatches from England.
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upon the character and conduct of the American Missionaries

in that region.

We then branched off, as is our wont, upon the Central

American questions and upon the opinions expressed by Lord

Aberdeen to me, which I communicated to him and have re-

ported to you in my No. 54. It is evident that Lord Clarendon

differs from the Premier on these questions, though he ex-

pressed, as he had often done, a strong desire to settle them and

an entire willingness to yield his opinions; and he promised to

converse with Lord Aberdeen upon them without delay, and

give me immediate notice of the result.

I have not been unmindful of your important Despatch,

No. 52, of the 7th August last, instructing me to propose to

conclude a Treaty with Great Britain establishing the principles

that " Free ships shall make free goods," and that the property

of a friend captured on board the vessel of an enemy shall

not be confiscated, contraband in both cases excepted. The
only reason why I have not hitherto formally presented this

proposal is the moral certainty that it would be rejected; and

this not because the present Ministry are opposed to it, but

for the reason that they would not, in the midst of the exist-

ing war with Russia, be willing to encounter the opposition

which such a Treaty would occasion. As I have before in-

formed you, this war is emphatically a war of the masses of

the people of England; and public opinion has been decidedly

opposed and loudly expressed against the Government, even for

having permitted any trade with Russia to be carried on by

neutrals through Prussian Ports. This they could not have

prohibited, without violating the law of nations.

The lawyers, a most powerful class in England, are strongly

opposed to the principles of the proposed Treaty. Mr. John
Phillimore, with whose high professional character and attain-

ments you are well acquainted, although a strong and decided

Liberal, in July last moved in the House of Commons, " That

it is the opinion of this House, that however, from the peculiar

circumstances of this war, a relaxation of the principle that

the goods of an enemy in the ship of a friend are lawful prize,

may be justifiable, to renounce or surrender a right so clearly

incorporated with the law of nations, so firmly maintained by

us in times of the greatest peril and distress, and so interwoven

with our maritime renown, would be inconsistent with the se-

curity and honor of the Country."
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The Ministry relieved themselves from this motion by pro-

posing the Previous Question, which is widely different in its

nature from our Previous Question. I mention these circum-

stances as the reason why I had not at an earlier period intro-

duced the subject to the notice of Lord Clarendon.

I informed his Lordship, on this occasion, that I had re-

ceived instructions from you to propose to consecrate by a

Treaty the wise and just principle towards neutrals which they

had established for their guidance during the continuance of

the present war:—that the flag of a neutral shall protect the

goods of an enemy; but that I did not intend at the present

moment to enter upon the negotiation. He replied, in a signifi-

cant manner :
—

" I presume this is the same Treaty you have

already made with the Emperor of Russia." I said, *' Yes, the

very same. We trust that the British Government will now be

willing to return to the practice which they had almost univer-

sally adopted in their Treaties with different nations, before the

wars of the French Revolution,—of stipulating that ' free ships

shall make free goods.' The rule which you have so properly

adopted for the present war appears to justify this belief." He
answered, " You were the first person I consulted about the

adoption of this rule, and you are fully aware of the difficulties

we had to encounter in adopting it. The lawyers, who are a

very powerful class, were violently opposed to it, and talked as

if they believed it would ruin the country. We think, however,

it is a rule in accordance with modern civilization; but the

conclusion of such a Treaty, under existing circumstances, is

a different affair." I told him that my object at this time was
merely to mention the subject to him; and that on a future

occasion I would introduce it in a more formal manner.

I confess I am perplexed to know how to act in this mat-

ter, and should be glad to receive your advice. It is quite

certain that a proposition to conclude this Treaty would now be

rejected, for reasons of expediency, although the Ministry are

not opposed to it and do not believe, as Lord Clarendon informed

me on a former occasion, that the old rule will again be adopted

in practice. It might, however, embarrass a future Ministry,

desirous of pursuing the correct course, to have such a refusal

placed on file in the Foreign Office. I have some time since

collected the materials, partly from their own history, for a

note on this subject, and to some extent have put them together,

which, I think, ought to produce an effect; but was unwilling to
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meet a refusal. What I now propose is, with your assent, " to

bide my time," but in any event to present this note before my
departure from the Country; but if I should discover that the

answer would be unfavorable, so to arrange that I shall not

receive an answer. The note would then remain on record in

the Foreign Office, and might be useful hereafter. In the mean
time, I shall avail myself of every proper opportunity to mention

the matter incidentally in my conversations with Lords Aberdeen

and Clarendon. I shall feel much indebted to you for your

advice as soon as may be convenient.

Under the French law of nations, '' Free ships make free

goods," and " Enemy's ships make enemy's goods." Under the

British law, the rule is directly the reverse in both cases. One
reason given by a member of the Ministry in the House of

Commons for the rule of the present war was, that this is a

compromise between the two nations,—the French having yielded

their principle that " enemy's ships make enemy's goods," and

the British theirs, that the goods of an enemy may be captured

on board the vessels of a friend.

Their war with Russia then became a topic of conversation
;

and he expressed quite a decided opinion that the existing

negotiations at Vienna would not lead to peace. In regard to

the sympathy expressed in the United States for Russia, I told

him that the causes for this were not those which had been

assigned in the article in the Times of Tuesday last. The true

cause was the belief that England and France were disposed to

interfere with the rights of the United States on the other side

of the Atlantic. He declared solemnly that there was not the

least shadow of foundation for such a belief. On the con-

trary, it was their earnest desire to cultivate the most friendly

relations with the United States. And he asked, " How can

you believe otherwise, when you have just informed me that

in the year 1853, the value of our exports to the United States

was within less than a million and a half of being equal to that

of our exports to all the nations on the Continent ? " I referred,

in answer, to the recent conduct of the British and French Con-j

suls acting in concert to prevent the United States from conA

eluding a Treaty of Commerce with the Dominican Republic;!

and observed that on all occasions in which the United States

were interested, the officials of the two Governments appeared
" to hunt in couples," and to be ever ready to do us injury. He
replied that there had been too much of this,—it was all wrong,
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and he would take care that for the future we should have no
cause to complain on this account.

It is an astonishing fact that, according to the official

Statistical tables of this Government, the value of British exports

to the United States for the year 1853 amounted to £23,658,427,
whilst that to all the nations of Europe, Turkey alone excepted,

only amounted to £25,083,087. What has been the value of their

exports during the year 1854, I have not yet been able to

ascertain.

I transmit the Convention of Extradition with Hanover
which was signed yesterday by Count Kielmansegge and myself

;

and trust that you will take care it shall be acted upon during

the present Session of the Senate. The Count and his Govern-

ment would both be greatly disappointed if this Convention

should not be ratified at Washington before the 4th March.

They appear to attach much importance to it.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon: William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

TO MISS LANE.^

U. S. Legation,

London 20 Jan. '55.

My dear Harriet/
I have rec'd yours of yesterday. In answer, I say, do just

as you please & then you will please me best. I desire that

whilst you remain in England you should enjoy yourself pru-

dently & discreetly in the manner most agreeable to yourself.

If you desire it, there can be no objection to a visit to Miss

Hargreaves.
I send the letters received by the last steamer. I got one

myself from Mr. Macalester, who says, " Please say to Miss

Harriet that ' Job ' will be out in the spring, provided the Boston

gentleman is disposed of (as he could wish) in the interim."

For my part, my impressions are favorable to '"Job;"

although I consider him rather a cold lover to wait for a

whole year. He does not know that you will be home in the

* Buchanan Papers, private collection. Imperfectly printed in Curtis's

Buchanan, II. 149.
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spring, & that he may spare himself the voyage, nor did I so

inform Mr. Macalester.

I dine to-day '' en famille " with General D'Oxholme.

With my kind regards to all, I remain yours affectionately

James Buchanan.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 58. Legation of The United States.

London, 26 January 1855.

Sir:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your De-

spatch No. 73, of the 6th Instant.

The Commission for the settlement of outstanding claims

between the United States and Great Britain has just terminated

;

and Judge Upham, the Commissioner on our part, will return

home by to-morrow's steamer from Liverpool. The relation

which your instructions established between myself and the

American Commissioner and Agent renders it proper for me to

express an opinion of the manner in which these gentlemen have

respectively performed their duties. This is a pleasing office;

because it would scarcely be possible for any individuals to have

discharged these duties in a more satisfactory manner. The
business of the Commission was conducted by Judge Upham
and General Thomas, in their several spheres of action, with

much ability as well as indefatigable industry and perseverance;

and the result of their labors has proved to be quite as favorable

to our country as could have been reasonably anticipated. They
had many serious obstacles to overcome, arising chiefly from

the fact that the Convention had fixed the seat of the Com-
mission at London instead of Washington.

The action of this Commission will be a great relief to

the two Governments. All the claims of the citizens and sub-

jects of each on the Governments of the other, which had been

accumulating since the date of the Treaty of Ghent, (24 Decem-
ber, 1 8 14) and had given rise to so much diplomatic corre-

spondence, have happily now been decided and can no longer

become subjects of discussion. These claims in number exceeded

one hundred, and in amount involved millions of dollars. The
sum actually awarded was about $600,000,—of which the Ameri-

MSS. Department of State, 66 Despatches from England.
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can claimants will receive considerably more than one half.

In this connection, I cannot forbear to observe that the sum of

$3000 per annum, fixed by the Convention as the salary of the

Commissioner, must have been wholly inadequate to defray the

necessary expenses of himself and family in London; and I

might make a similar remark in regard to the Agent and his

family. Although it became the duty of these gentlemen to

investigate and discuss the gravest questions of international

law, involving large amounts, yet this salary falls far below
even what is allowed as outfit and salary to a Charge d'Affaires.

The decisions, in the main, of Mr. Joshua Bates, the Um-
pire, will prove that he was worthy of the highly responsible

trust confided to him. No person has ever doubted his integrity

;

and his sound judgment and extensive and intimate knowledge

of Commercial affairs were highly appreciated by the American
Commissioner. His awards in the cases of the Enterprise, the

Creole, and the Hermosa, although eminently just, in the face

of prejudices so extensively prevailing in this country, as well

as of decisions of the British Government, afford strong evidence

of his independence.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy

Secretary of State

P. S. I have this moment received a note from Lord

Clarendon, dated on the 24th Instant, relative to the complaint

of J. Hosford Smith, our late consul at Beyrout, of which I

transmit you a copy.

(Enclosure.) Foreign Office, January 24, 1855.

Sir : I have duly considered the documents which you placed in my
hands on the 17th Instant, on the subject of the complaints preferred by the

American consul at Beyrout against Her Majesty's Consul at Jerusalem; and

while I regret that any servant of Her Majesty should have given cause for

such a representation being made against him, I am sensible that it is due no

less to the United States Government than to the honor of Her Majesty's

service that the matter should be most closely investigated.

Lord Napier, her Majesty's Secretary of Embassy at Constantinople,

will accordingly be directed to proceed at once to Jerusalem to inquire into

the charges brought against Mr. Consul Finn, and he will be desired on his

passage through Beyrout to announce his arrival to the American Consul

there, & invite him to accompany him to Jerusalem for the purpose of being

present at the investigation, and he will request him to produce before him,

for examination, such evidence as he may wish to offer in support of his

complaints against Her Majesty's Consul.
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I have accordingly the honor to suggest that you should apprise the

United States Consul of the object for which Her Majesty's Secretary of

Embassy has been sent to Syria, and request him to proceed in such manner

as may best serve to elucidate the matters which are to form the subject

of inquiry.

I have the honor to be, with the highest consideration, Sir,

Your most obedient humble servant,

(Signed) Clarendon.

TO LORD CLARENDON.

(Enclosure in No. 59.^)

Legation of The United States,

London 27 January 1855.

My Lord:
I have received your note of the 24th Instant, & am gratified

to learn that you have determined to investigate the complaints

preferred by Mr. J. Hosford Smith, late Consul of the United

States at Beyrout, against Mr. James Finn, Her Majesty's Con-

sul at Jerusalem. I hasten, however, to remind you that in the

copy of Mr. Marcy's Despatch which I had the honor of com-
municating to you, Mr. Smith is designated as "" late United

States Consul at Beyrout ;
" and I know not who may have

been appointed his successor, nor where that gentleman is at

present. I shall, however, immediately address a letter to the

Consul of the United States at Beyrout, and request him, who-
ever he may be, to furnish all the aid in his power to Lord
Napier in the prosecution of the investigation.

I have the honor to be, with the highest consideration.

Your most obedient serv^ant,

(Signed) James Buchanan.
The Earl of Clarendon,

&c. &c. &c.

Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 59, Feb. 2, 1855, infra.
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TO MR. WOOD.

(Enclosure in No. 59.^)

Legation of The United States,

London 2y January 1855.

Sir:

I some time since received a Despatch from the Hon:
William L. Marcy, Secretary of State, dated on the 26th October

last, from which the following is an extract :
—

'' Mr. J. Hosford
Smith, late United States Consul at Beyrout, in Syria, has

addressed a letter to this Department under date the 5th June
last, accompanied by a statement in detail relative to certain

proceedings of James Finn, Esqr., Her Britannic Majesty's

Consul at Jerusalem. From this statement it appears that Mr.
Finn has behaved in a manner so improper in regard to Mr.

Murad, the United States Vice Consul at Jerusalem, and in

regard to certain citizens of the United States residing in that

quarter, as to justify and require a representation upon the

subject to be made to Her Majesty's Government. The report

adverted to states, in its closing paragraph, that a copy would
be transmitted to our Legation at London." The Despatch then

proceeds to instruct me to bring this subject to the notice of

Lord Clarendon, and " request that such explanations may be

required of Mr. Finn as the report seems to call for,"—all of

which I have accordingly done. I also, on the suggestion of

Mr. Marcy, delivered to his Lordship the copy of the report

in my possession. The original will, doubtless, be found on

record in your Consulate.

In answer to my representations, I received, on yesterday,

a note from Lord Clarendon, of which I transmit you a copy;

and I have no doubt that in furnishing all the aid in your power

to Lord Napier in the investigation of the very serious charges

against Mr. Finn, you will be acting in conformity to the wishes

of your Government. Indeed, I feel confident you would re-

ceive instructions to this effect, if they could be furnished in

time.

Yours very respectfully

(Signed) James Buchanan.

Henry Wood, Esquire,

U. S. Consul, Beyrout.

^Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 59, Feb. 2, i8s5, infra.
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FROM VISCOUNT CANNING.
(Enclosure in No. 59/)

General Post Office, January,^ 1855.

My dear Sir: My desire, if possible, to meet your wishes has pre-

vented my replying earlier to your private note of the isth instant. I regret

to say, however, that, after again very carefully considering the subject, it

is not in my power to make any proposal in regard to our transit rates on

the correspondence between the United States and France.

The enclosed paper shows the modifications which have recently been

introduced into our treaty with France ; but the question of transit rates is

still undecided, and although negotiations are in progress, I have little hope

that they will be brought to a conclusion before the date mentioned in your

note of the 3d of March.

Meanwhile, seeing that as yet no answer has been given to Lord Claren-

don's letter to Mr. Ingersoll of May, 1853, I would suggest for your consid-

eration whether it is not right that the full statement of the views of her

majesty's government contained in that letter should receive a reply; and

whether, if those views be objected to by your government, the grounds

of objection should not be explained, and a distinct proposition made on

the part of the United States.

On referring to the treaty of 1848, you will find that article 12 throws

no peculiar obligations on England, though she alone of the three States

concerned has as yet made any sacrifices. As stated by Lord Clarendon,

the British government is willing, on certain conditions, to make a still

further sacrifice, and I have reason to believe that France also is willing to

reduce her charge on the correspondence in question; but she expects, and

I think not unreasonably, that if France and England reduce their charges,

the United States should do the same. As yet, however, the government of

the United States, though pressing England for further reduction, has not,

I believe, proposed any on their own part.

Believe me yours, very faithfully,

Canning.
Hon. James Buchanan, &c., &c., &c.

TO VISCOUNT CANNING.

(Enclosure in No. 59.^)

Private. Legation of The United States.

London, i February 1855.

My Lord:
In acknowledging your Lordship's note dated '' January,

^Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 59, Feb. 2, 1855, infra. This note from

Viscount Canning is printed in S. Ex. Doc. yz> ZZ Cong. 2 Sess. 65.

'So dated.

^ Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 59, Feb. 2, 1855, infra. This note is

printed in S. Ex. Doc. 73, 33 Cong. 2 Sess. 68.
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1855,'' and received on Monday last, I must express my regret

that you have not been able, as in November last you had hoped

you would be, to make any proposal in regard to transit rates

between Great Britain and the United States. Such a proposal

might have proved the basis of a new Postal arratigement

founded on principles of equal and just reciprocity between the

parties; and rendered it unnecessary for the American Govern-

ment to decide whether they will give the notice necessary to

temiinate the existing Convention.

Under this Convention, the United States pay Great Britain

for transit service just double the sum they receive for a

similar service; and their citizens in corresponding with

France are taxed six cents more on each letter of a quarter of

an ounce when sent by an American than if conveyed by a

British steamer. Besides, the Convention is so defective as to

have caused the British Postal authorities to believe that they

have a right to charge and receive, as they actually did for a

considerable period, the sea postage on all correspondence be-

tween the United States and France, via England, sent across

the Atlantic in American Mail Packets, precisely as though the

service had been rendered by British Packets, thus compelling

those who corresponded by the American line to pay double

sea postage.

At our interview in November last, I expressed what would

be my sincere regret should the Government of the United

States feel itself compelled, in self-defence, to resort to measures

necessary, in its judgment, to produce a just and equal reciprocity

in the postal relations between the two countries. These might

give birth to a petty war of postal restrictions which could

not fail to prove injurious to both, and especially to the British

North American Provinces, whose trade with the United States

has recently been placed on such a satisfactory footing by the

Reciprocity Treaty. And all this, simply because Great Britain

declines to relinquish 6d. per ounce for the purpose of equalizing

her transit rates with those of a country to which her exports

in 1853, (I have not seen a statement of those of 1854), were

within a million and a half of being equal to those to all the

nations on the Continent, Turkey alone excepted.

It is true, as your Lordship remarks, that no formal answer

has been given to Lord Clarendon's letter to Mr. Ingersoll of

May, 1853; and this solely because the subject had been ex-

hausted, on our part, in the former correspondence, and this
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letter left no reason to hope that a continuance of it could be

productive of a favorable result.

But the letter of Lord Clarendon, although not formally,

has been substantially, and in my estimation satisfactorily

answered in the letter of Postmaster General Campbell to Secre-

tary Marcy of July 19th, 1853, which I left with your Lordship

in November last, and of which I presume you have taken a

copy. It would have been easy for me, as it would still be, to

embody the facts and arguments so clearly presented in that

letter in a formal note to Lord Clarendon; but your note of

January shows, I regret to say, how unavailing this would have

proved.

I return you my thanks for the copy of your Postal

Convention with France, and I should feel still further obliged

to you for a second copy, as well as two copies of the Con-

vention of the 3d April, 1843.

Yours very respectfully,

(Signed) James Buchanan.
Viscount Canning.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 59. Legation of The United States.

London, 2 February 1855.

Sir:

In my last Despatch, No. 58, of the 26 ultimo, I sent a

copy of Lord Clarendon's note to me of the 24th ultimo, rel-

ative to the complaint of J. Hosford Smith, our late Consul

at Beyrout, against James Finn, Her Majesty's Consul at Jeru-

salem. I now transmit you a copy of my answer to Lord
Clarendon's note, dated on the 27th January, and of my letter

of the same date to Henry Wood, Esquire, our Consul at

Beyrout. As the mail for the East will not leave London until

Sunday, the 4th Instant, this delay has enabled me, by the

arrival of the American Almanac in the mean time, to add the

proper name of the Consul to the direction of the letter.

The Exequatur for F. B. Wells, Esqr., appointed Consul

of the United States to Bermuda, was received on the 27th

^MSS. Department of State, 66 Despatches from London. The part

of the despatch relating to postal matters is printed in S. Ex. Doc. yz^ ZZ

Cong. 2 Sess. 6^.
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ultimo, and this, together with his Commission, has been for-

warded to him at his post.

I have at length received " the Box containing two copies

of the first part of Volume 15 of Captain Wilkes' Exploring

Expedition," and shall immediately deliver these copies to Lord
Clarendon, as I had already delivered to him, some time since,

the two copies of the Second Part of volume 14 of the same

work.

I transmit, in compliance with the request of the Council

of '* the Society of Arts, Manufactures, & Commerce," London,

a copy of certain resolutions passed at their meeting on the

24th ultimo, in relation to the late reduction on international

postage between Great Britain and France, together with the

accompanying letter to myself from their Secretary, Mr. P. Le
Neve Foster, of the 27th ultimo.

Having waited in vain for the '' proposal " from Lord

Canning (vide the Postscript to my Despatch No. 49, of 21

November last) in regard to the rates of Transit Postage be-

tween Great Britain and the United States, I deemed it proper,

on the 15th ultimo, to address him a note reminding him of the

subject. To this he answered by his note of " January, 1855,"

and I replied on the ist Instant. I transmit copies of these three

notes.

Although I think I understand our Postal difficulties with

Great Britain tolerably well, yet the subject involves so much
detail which can be perfectly understood only by those prac-

tically acquainted with it, that I do not feel great confidence

in myself. Should the Postmaster General, after advising with

the President and Cabinet, deem it expedient that the letter of

Lord Clarendon to Mr. Ingersoll of May, 1853, shall receive a

formal answer, according to the suggestion in the note of Lord

Canning, I would respectfully suggest that this, or at least a

precise statement of what it ought to contain, might be pre-

pared by Judge Campbell. The Foreign Office here is, in fact,

merely the organ of the Postmaster General of Great Britain

in communicating with Foreign Governments on Postal affairs;

and I should feel gratified if our Postmaster General would

act upon the same principle. In this manner the Postmasters

General of the two countries, who of all men are best acquainted

with the subject, could conduct the correspondence using merely

the signatures of the appropriate official organs for Foreign

Affairs.
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Although I entertain but little hope that our Postal diffi-

culties with Great Britain will be brought to a satisfactory con-

clusion until after the United States shall have evinced a deter-

mination to act, yet to enable me to meet any contingency which

may arise, I greatly desire to receive from our Post Office

Department such an Article or Articles supplementary to the

existing Conventionj drawn out at length, as they would be

willing to accept. This would render any mistake on my part

impossible. It is true that the conclusion of such Articles would
not be necessary to enable the British Government to do us

justice in regard to the transit rates, yet they would prove a

sure guide for my conduct.

Lord Clarendon informs me, by a note of yesterday, that

my application of the 29th ultimo " for the discharge of Joseph

Cassidy, alias Blanchard, from Her Majesty's Naval Service had

been forwarded to the Admiralty, with a recommendation that

it should be complied with."

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

Enclosures.

Mr. Buchanan to Ld. Clarendon, 27 January, 1855. (Supra.)

Mr. Buchanan to Henry Wood, Esqr., Beyrout, same date. (Supra.)

Resolutions of Council of " Society of Arts, Manufactures & Commerce."
Mr. Foster's letter to Am. Minister, Jan. 27th, 1855.

Mr. Buchanan to Lord Canning, Jan. 15, 1855. (Supra.)

Lord Canning to Mr. Buchanan, with Postal Convention with France,

"January, 1855," (Supra, after Jan. 27, 1855.)

Mr. Buchanan to Ld. Canning, i February, 1855. (Supra.)

TO MR. MARCY/

No. 60. Legation of The United States.

London, 9 February 1855.

Sir:

. . . You will perceive from the Public Journals that,

after an interregnum of ten days. Lord Palmerston has succeeded

in forming a Ministry. Judging from the antecedents of the

^MSS. Department of State, 67 Despatches from England.
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new, Premier, the change will not be for the better so far as our

Country is concerned.

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

P. S. I send a copy of a note which I have this moment
received from Lord Clarendon stating that the discharge of

Joseph Cassidy, alias Blanchard, has been ordered by the Lords

Commissioners of the Admiralty.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 6i. Legation of The United States.

London, i6 February, 1855.

Sir:

Since the Ministerial Crisis all public business has been sus-

pended in this country, except such as relates to the existing

war with Russia. From a conversation which I casually had
with Lord Aberdeen on the day before the vote against his

Ministry in the House of Commons, I was confirmed in the

belief that the Central American questions would have been

settled, had he remained in power a few weeks longer. The
accession of Lord Palmerston, should he retain his often ex-

pressed opinions, will render this impossible.

You will be informed of the progress of the existing war
against Russia, and the prospects of peace, by the London Times
and other British Journals. I may say, however, that I have

just been told, by a high authority, that the Queen feels deeply

mortified at the mismanagement of the war and the disasters

which her brave troops have suffered in the Crimea. The con-

trast presented there between the condition of the French and
English forces is galling to the pride of every Englishman, and
they loudly complain of Aristocratic incompetency.

But I sat down only to communicate to you a fact unknown
to the public here, which was revealed to me by a Member of

^ MSS. Department of State, 67 Despatches from England. A part

of the first paragraph of this despatch, relating to Central American ques-

tions, is printed in H. Ex, Doc. i, 34 Cong, i Sess. I. 69.
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the British Parliament who has recently returned from France,

where he had several confidential interviews with the Emperor.

He authorized me to inform you of it in confidence.

The Emperor read him a Despatch, which he had prepared

himself with great care. Of course it was signed by Drouyn
de L'Huys. A Copy had been delivered to Lord Cowley at

Paris, and another sent to Count Walewski, in London.

This proposes that, in the future progress of the war, France

shall furnish five soldiers for one furnished by England; but

that the command of the joint forces shall he entrusted to a

French General, both nations to pay an equal portion of the

expense. The Emperor, also, proposes, to place the combined

fleet under the command of a British Admiral.

This proposition proves conclusively that Louis Napoleon

is dissatisfied with the manner in which the war in the Crimea
has been conducted by his ally. In this view^ I do not think

the British Ministry will dare to assent to it.

The governing class in this country are doubtless anxious

for peace. The continuance of the war may still further demon-
strate the incompetency of the existing system successfully to

govern the country, and the necessity of a large infusion of the

popular element in high places. It is, also, the interest of the

Czar to make peace, because it is now certain he will not be able

to accomplish his object and annex Constantinople. It would be

wise then for him to bide his time. But what of the Emperor
of the French? The conclusion of a peace unpopular in Eng-
land could only change an administration; but peace without

glory and without the capture of Sebastopol might in France

change a dynasty. In truth, the complications are so multifarious

that no one can now venture to predict future events. They
expect much from the Mission of Lord John Russell to Vienna

;

but without detracting from his real merits, I think I may
confidently venture to say that he never would have filled so

large a space in the public eye had he not been a scion of the

House of Bedford.

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon: Wm. L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

Vol. IX—21
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TO LORD CLARENDON.

(Enclosure in No. 62.^)

[March i, 1855.]

The Undersigned, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister

Plenipotentiary of the United States, has the honor to recall the

attention of the Earl of Clarendon, Her Majesty's Principal

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, to the subject of con-

cluding a Consular Convention between the two Governments.

The correspondence of the Undersigned with American

Consuls in different portions of the British Empire convinced

him at an early period of his mission of the great value and

importance of such a convention to the foreign commerce of

both nations. Having brought this subject to the notice of the

Earl of Clarendon in conversation, he was encouraged to believe

that their opinions concerning it coincided. In consequence, he

obtained from his Government instructions and a full Power to

conclude such a Convention, and on the 23d of November last

had the honor of submitting to the Earl of Clarendon a printed

copy of the existing Consular Convention of the 23d February,

1853, between the United States and the Emperor of the French,

with some amendments, as the basis of the negotiation.

The Undersigned was subsequently informed by the Earl

of Clarendon that serious objections existed to several of the

details of this Convention; whereupon, in order to obviate these

difficulties, he proposed to confine the negotiation to three points,

which he deemed the most essential. These were,— i. That sea-

men of the one party deserting from merchant vessels or ships

of war whilst in the Ports of the other party should be restored.

2. That individuals who had been guilty of murder, mutiny, or

other high crimes on board the merchant vessels of one party

on the high seas, beyond the territorial jurisdiction of either,

should not be permitted to escape on the arrival of such vessels

in the Ports of the other party. And 3. That the merchant

vessels of the one party, upon touching or arriving at the Ports

of the other, should not have their voyages interrupted or

destroyed by vexatious law suits arising out of trifling disputes

between the masters and crews of such vessels, and relating

exclusively to them, which could be much better adjusted upon

their return to their own country.

Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 62, March 9, 1855, infra.
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The Undersigned, having since learned that the British

Government are not yet entirely satisfied to accede to these

three propositions, has deemed it proper to present them in the

form of three distinct Articles, which he has now the honor of

enclosing to the Earl of Clarendon. He will make a very few

observations on each of them. And,

1. In regard to restoring deserters. The wonder is, that a

stipulation for this purpose should have been so long delayed be-

tween two nations whose commercial intercourse is so vast. It

is obviously the dictate of mutual justice, as well as policy,

that seamen of the one arriving in the Ports of the other should

not be permitted to desert their vessels and leave the master

without the necessary crew. The United States have Treaties

with all other commercial nations providing an appropriate

remedy for this evil. From the information which the Under-

signed has received he believes that in the Ports of the United

States deserters from British merchant vessels have been gener-

ally restored in the same manner as those from the vessels of

other nations. The same inconvenience and loss have not, there-

fore, been experienced by British as by American vessels. As
soon, however, as it shall become extensively known that an

unlimited, license is reciprocally permitted by the tw^o countries

to desertion of the seamen of the one in the Ports of the other,

the balance of injury will at least be equalised.

Surely it would be no hardship on the seamen of either

nation to compel them to perform their contract according to

its terms. Besides, a provision to this effect would prevent

desertion, and render the application of the remedy, in most

cases, unnecessary.

2. If it would be wrong to permit deserters from merchant

vessels to escape, it w'ould be much more so to suffer those who
have committed murder, mutiny, or other high crimes on ship

board, beyond the territorial jurisdiction of either of the parties,

to go at large perfectly free from all danger of trial and punish-

ment upon their arrival in the ports of the other party. A bare

statement of this proposition would seem to be sufficient. The
necessity for a Treaty stipulation on this subject can not be

more forcibly illustrated than by the case, perfectly within the

Earl of Clarendon's knowledge, of mutiny which occurred on

board the American ship " Sovereign of the Seas," in the month
of March last, on her voyage from Melbourne to London. On
that occasion, ten persons proved to have been guilty of mutiny
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were discharged from confinement, for the reason that no law
exists in Great Britain authorising their detention. And indeed.

Captain Warner, the master of the vessel, deemed himself quite

fortunate in having escaped a suit for false imprisonment, with
which he had been threatened by the mutineers. Thus, as the

law stands at present, mutiny may be committed on the high

seas on board any American vessel bound to a British Port,

with perfect impunity. The lives of the passengers and the

crew may thus be endangered or destroyed, and the property

in freight, whether belonging to American Citizens or British

subjects, be indiscriminately plundered.

At an early period of the history of the United States,

instructions were issued to American Consuls abroad, prescribing

the mode in which they should proceed by deposition to ascertain

the guilt of individuals charged with having committed " piracy,

mutiny, or any other offence against the laws of the United

States " on board of American vessels arriving in their respective

consular districts; and, after having perfomied this duty, they

were then directed " to apply to the local authorities for means
of securing the offenders while they remain in Port, and to

provide the means of sending them without delay to the United

States for trial." The Undersigned has never heard, that such

an appeal to the local authorities of any other country has been

disregarded, though he is satisfied that no law exists in this

country which would justify such British authorities in interfer-

ing. Hence has arisen, even with a view to self protection, the

absolute necessity of a Treaty stipulation to prevent the greatest

criminals from being turned loose to prey upon society.

3. The third Article, which is similar to that now in force

between the United States and several commercial nations, will

require a brief explanation. The principle on which it rests is,

that the great interests of commerce should not be seriously

injured by trifling differences and disputes which may have

arisen during the previous voyage between the master and the

crew of a British vessel arriving in an American Port, and so

vice versa, in no manner affecting individuals of the country

where the vessel temporarily remains. This Article, therefore,

relates exclusively to such disputes, and prohibits the parties

from commencing law suits against each other before a foreign

tribunal, concerning wages, contracts, and the internal police of

the vessel, which can be far more satisfactorily decided after

their return home, by the tribunals of the country to which the

vessel belongs.
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But from abundant caution, and in order to prevent the

possibility of injustice in cases requiring a speedy redress, the

Article proposes to refer such disputes, for immediate but tem-

porary adjustment, to the Consul of the proper country, ac-

quainted with its laws and usages, leaving either party at perfect

liberty, on the return home of the vessel, to pursue his remedy

just as though there had been no such adjustment.

Great inconvenience and loss have resulted from these

petty law suits in British Ports to American vessels. A single

litigious or mischievous person on board, by instituting a suit

against the master of a British or American vessel in a Port

of the other party at which she happens to touch or arrive, may
retard or break up the voyage altogether. The master may not

be able to find the necessary security at a place where he is

entirely unknown, and his imprisonment is the consequence. And
even if he can obtain security, it is, in most instances, out of

the question that he should be able to return and attend the

trial. Surely neither Great Britain nor the United States have

any reason to distrust the Judiciary of the other in deciding the

differences among their own people, according to their own
laws; and the master, officers, and crew cannot suffer injustice

by merely postponing their law suits until the termination of

the voyage and return home of the vessel.

The Government of the Undersigned is convinced that the

embodiment of the three accompanying Articles, with such

amendments as may be deemed advisable, in a Convention, would

be highly advantageous to the commerce of both countries ; and

could do no possible injury to either. Other stipulations might

be beneficial ; but these are the most important.

The Undersigned has the honor to renew to the Earl of

Clarendon the assurance of his distinguished consideration.

(Signed) James Buchanax.
Legation of the United States,

March ist, 1855.

The Right Honble. The Earl of Clarendon,
&c., &c., &c.

Article i.—Deserters.

That Deserters from the Merchant vessels or ships of war of either of

the high contracting parties, whilst in the Ports of the other, shall be

restored. For this purpose the proper Consuls General, Consuls, Vice

Consuls, and Commercial Agents of the one party may apply in writing to

any Court, Judge, Justice, or other Magistrate of the other party, having

competent power to issue warrants, stating that the person or persons
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therein named has or have deserted from a merchant vessel or ship of war

whilst in any Port of the other party, and on proof by the exhibition of

the Register of the vessel, ship's roll, or other official document, that such

person or persons belonged at the time of desertion to the crew of any

such vessel or ship of war, it shall be the duty of the said Court, Judge,

Justice, or other Magistrate to issue his or their warrants to cause the said

person or persons to be arrested for examination ; and if on examination

the facts stated are found to be true, then the person or persons so arrested

shall be delivered up to the proper Consul General, Consul, Vice Consul, or

Commercial Agent, to be sent back to the vessel or vessels from which

they had deserted, or on the request and at the expense of the said Consuls

General, Consuls, Vice Consuls, or Commercial Agents, they shall be de-

tained in confinement until an opportunity shall be found to send them back

to the Country to which the vessel from which they had deserted belongs.

And the said Consuls General, Consuls, Vice Consuls, and Commercial Agents

of the respective parties shall receive all necessary aid and assistance from

the proper local authorities of the other party, for the search, arrest, deten-

tion, and sending back of such deserters. Provided, that no such person

shall be detained in confinement more than three months after his arrest,

but at the end of that period shall be set at liberty and shall not again be

molested for the same cause: And provided, also, that if any such deserter

shall have committed any crime or offence, his surrender may be delayed

until the proper tribunal before which the case shall be depending or may
be cognizable shall have pronounced its sentence and this sentence shall

have been carried into effect.

Article 2.—Criminals.

When the crimes of Mutiny or Revolt, or the attempt to commit Mutiny

or Revolt, Murder, or Assault with intent to commit Murder, Piracy,

Robbery, &c., &c., &c., &c., have been committed on board the Merchant

vessels of one of the contracting parties on the high seas and beyond the

territorial jurisdiction of either, the accused persons shall not be suffered

to escape on their arrival in such vessels in the Ports of the other party, but

shall be sent to the country for trial against whose laws they have offended.

For this purpose, it shall be the duty of the Consul General, Consul,

Vice Consul, or Commercial Agent at the Port where such merchant vessel

shall have arrived, to make application in writing to any Court, Judge, Jus-

tice, or other Magistrate having competent power to issue warrants, for a

warrant to cause such accused person to be brought before him for examina-

tion, as well as process to compel the attendance of witnesses. And it

shall be the duty of the said Consul General, Consul, Vice Consul, or Com-
mercial Agent to cause to be brought before the said Court, Judge, Justice,

or other Magistrate, the witnesses to prove the commission of such crime,

whose testimony shall be taken by deposition signed by the said witnesses,

and if it shall appear to such Court, Judge, Justice, or Magistrate, that the

testimony thus given is sufficient in law to warrant the trial of the accused

for the crime with which he is charged, then it shall be his or their duty to

remand him to the custody of the master of the vessel from on board of

which he had been brought for examination, to be sent therein for trial to the

appropriate jurisdiction, or upon the request and at the proper cost and
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charge of the Consul General, Consul, Vice Consul, or Commercial Agent

to cause him to be imprisoned & confined, until he can be sent for trial

to the appropriate jurisdiction in some other merchant vessel belonging to

the same party. And the said Consuls General, Consuls, Vice Consuls, and

Commercial Agents of the one party shall receive all necessary aid and

assistance from the proper local authorities of the other party, to prevent

the escape of such accused persons, and to cause them to be arrested in

case they shall have escaped, and for securing them from the time of their

arrival in Port until their departure. Provided this period shall in no case

exceed three months : And provided, also, that all expenses incurred under

this Article shall be borne by the proper Consul General, Consul, Vice

Consul, or Commercial Agent.

Article 3.

Consular Jurisdiction in cases exclusively pertaining to the Masters and

crews of vessels belonging to the country of the Consul.

In order to prevent the interruption or loss of the voyages of merchant

vessels by vexatious law suits for trifling causes, in a foreign country,

between the master, officers, and crew, which may be more appropriately

referred for final decision to the tribunals of the country to which such

vessels belong, it is agreed that the said Consuls General, Consuls, Vice

Consuls, and Commercial Agents of the one party shall have the exclusive

right to sit as Judges and Arbitrators in reference to disputes concerning

wages, the execution of contracts, and the internal order and police of such

vessels, whilst in the Ports of the other party, between the masters, officers,

and crew of such vessels, without the interference of the local authorities,

unless the conduct of the master, officers, or crew should disturb the order

or tranquillity of the Country, or the said Consuls General, Consuls, Vice

Consuls, or Commercial Agents should require their assistance, which shall

not then be refused, in executing or supporting their own decisions. But

this species of Judgment or decision shall only have a temporary effect,

and shall not deprive the contending parties of their right to resort, on

their return, to the judicial authority of the Country to which the vessel

"belongs.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 62. Legation of The United States.

London, 9 March 1855.

Sir:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your De-

spatches No. 75 and 76 of the 6th and 12th Ultimos, respectively,

and to inform you that in pursuance of the permission granted

by the former, I have drawn upon the Department in favor of

Col. A. H. Sibley for the sum of $284"46=£58"i5"5.

^ MSS. Department of State, 67 Despatches from England.
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, I transmit two copies of a notification of the blockade of

Russian Ports in the Black Sea by the combined British and
French Naval Forces, inserted in a Supplement to the London
Gazette of the 2d Instant, together with a copy of the communi-
cation from the Foreign Ofhce to myself which accompanied

them.

I also transmit the copy of a note addressed by me to Lord
Clarendon, on the ist Instant,^ proposing a Consular Convention

between the two Governments, together with a copy of the three

Articles referred to therein.

It would be tedious and useless to trouble you with a state-

ment in detail of what passed at the different conferences between

his Lordship and myself in relation to this Convention. Suffice

it to say that an obstruction has been cast in the way of this

measure, so necessary for the benefit of our commerce, by the

Solicitor General, (Sir Richard Bethell.) His objections, which

have been read to me, prove conclusively that he does not under-

stand the subject. They did not appear to be satisfactory to

Lord Clarendon; but yet he observed that, as it would be the

official duty of the Solicitor General to carry the Bill necessary to

give effect to such a Convention through the House of Commons,
it w^ould be vain to conclude it against his opposition or without

the assurance of his support. I told him that, although it v/as

not for me to judge, I should yet feel no apprehension whatever

of the result in the House, notwithstanding the objections of the

Solicitor General. As I should not have undertaken this business

unless I had been previously satisfied that Lord Clarendon entirely

coincided with myself, I deemed it proper, especially as he has

never individually manifested any change of opinion, to bring

the subject in a formal manner to his notice.

One incident I ought not to forget. In a conference some
time since, he said there was no necessity for a Convention so far

as Deserters from our Merchant Ships were concerned : that all

the United States had to do, in order to secure their apprehension

and return, was to accede to the terms of the Foreign Deserters

Act of 1852; and then Her Majesty would issue an order in

Council which, in this respect, would accomplish all we desired.

I asked to see a copy of this Act; and found upon its perusal that

it applied to " Seamen not being slaves who desert from Merchant

Ships," &c., &c., of Foreign Powers. I then informed his Lord-

* Note to Lord Clarendon, March i, 1855, supra.
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ship, in emphatic terms, that the Congress of the United States

never would pass, and in my opinion never ought to pass, an

Act to give effect to this Act of Pariiament. It v^as entirely

out of the question to imagine it possible that my Government

would consent to make the discrimination which this Act pro-

poses, between slaves and freemen deserting from our vessels.

And that although I believed but few^ if any slaves were employed

as seamen, we could never sanction the principle which would

restore the freeman and grant permission to the slave to escape.

I have since heard nothing more of this Foreign Deserters Act.

It was passed on the 17th June, 1852, 15 Victoria, Cap. 26, and

is entitled " An Act to enable Her Majesty to carry into effect

Arrangements made with Foreign Powers for the apprehension

of Seamen who desert from their ships."

Count Kielmansegge, the Hanoverian Minister, called on

the 15th February last, and informed me he had just learned

from his Government that there was a mistake in the preamble

to the Convention recently concluded between him and myself,

in copying into it the following words from our Treaties with

Prussia and Bavaria :
" The Constitution and Laws of Han-

over, however, not allowing the Hanoverian Government to sur-

render their own subjects for trial before a Foreign Court of

Justice, a strict reciprocity requires, that the Government of the

United States shall be equally free from any obligation to

surrender citizens of the United States ;
" and he requested me

to write to Washington and have this mistake corrected. I told

him it was then too late, as the Senate would adjourn on the

3d of March. He asked if we could not correct this error in

form by a protocol on the exchange of ratifications, which I,

of course, answered in the negative.

He called again on Tuesday last and manifested much
anxiety upon the subject. After considerable conversation, it

was agreed that I should ascertain from you whether, after the

ratifications had been exchanged in due form, he might address

me a note expressing the intention of the Hanoverian Govern-

ment not to publish, as a part of the Convention, these words

of the preamble inserted by mistake. I told him that as they

constituted no part of the Treaty and were merely an unfounded
recital, I did not think that you would object to the omission of

them from the copy published in Hanover; but that the whole

must be published in the United States. I do not perceive any

valid objection to this course; but I shall not, as I informed him,
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proceed to the exchange of ratifications until you inform me that

it will meet your approbation. Please to let me hear from you

on this matter with as little delay as may be convenient. Should

the Count agree to exchange the ratifications in the usual form,

without afterwards addressing me any such note as I have men-

tioned, then I shall proceed to the exchange, leaving it to the

Government of Hanover, on its own responsibility, to act in

regard to publication as it may think proper.

General D'Oxholm, the Danish Minister at this Court, has

often conversed with me on the subject of the Sound dues. A
few days since he placed in my hands a letter addressed to

myself, dated on the 26th ultimo, which I enclose to you in

compliance with his request.

The death of the Emperor Nicholas and the accession of

the Emperor Alexander 2d to the throne of Russia were at first

generally considered as harbingers of a speedy peace. The funds

in consequence immediately rose at London, Paris, and Vienna.

Serious doubts have since arisen in the public mind on the subject,

and the funds have fallen. One reason for this change is found

in the general tone of the Manifesto of the new Emperor, espe-

cially in that part of it where he promises to accomplish the

incessant wishes of Peter, Catharine, Alexander, and his father.

I do not attribute much importance to this phraseology, unless

indeed it has been dictated by the old fanatical Muscovite party,

at the head of which is Constantine, the brother of the Emperor.

This Prince and his party have undoubtedly had a fixed purpose

of re-establishing the Byzantine empire and placing himself

upon the throne of Constantinople. In my judgment, it is pal-

pable that this object cannot be accomplished as a result of the

present war, and therefore I believe that the Emperor Nicholas

was sincere in desiring peace, and that his successor is equally

sincere in this desire. Indeed, his prompt renewal of the powers

of Prince Gortschakoff is strong evidence to this effect.

It is my impression that the great difficulty will proceed from
France. Louis Napoleon is the soul as well as the strength of

the Alliance. England plays but a secondary part; and anxious

for peace as are her Governing Class, they must have united

with the French Emperor in authorising the demand of such

terms as he thought proper to exact; and these may be of a

character to which the new Czar cannot accede.

Every effort has been made by the British Government to

dissuade Louis Napoleon from his purpose of going to the
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Crimea; and it is understood without effect. It is certain that

he heard the appeals of Lord John Russell without manifesting

any symptom of change. After sending such a magnificent army

to the Crimea, it may be dangerous for him to make peace without

achieving some great victory. Besides, like his uncle, he is a

believer in his own destiny. To join the army and win such a

victory would revive the glories of the great Emperor. Sebasto-

pol once taken, Louis Napoleon may then be willing to make
peace ; but after this event, it is impossible to foresee what new
complications may arise. These are not merely my own specula-

tions, but those of well informed people here.

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 63. Legation of The United States.

London, 16 March, 1855.

Sir:

I have the honor to transmit to you two copies of a notifica-

tion, received from Lord Clarendon, and inserted in a Supplement

to the London Gazette of the 9th Instant, announcing that the

Blockade instituted by the combined British and French Naval

Forces of the mouths of the Danube has been raised ; and giving

notice that cruisers will be stationed off the mouths of that river

to capture any vessels laden with contraband of war destined for

the use of the enemy.

His Lordship requests, in his note to me of the loth Instant,

that I " will have the goodness to transmit copies of this notifica-

tion to your [my] Government, in order that it may through

that channel become known to the citizens of the United States."

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

^ MSS. Department of State, 6"] Despatches from England.
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FROM MR. SLIDELL/

New Orleans, 3 April, 1855.

My dear Mr. Buchanan:
I wrote you a few hurried lines shortly after the adjournment of

Congress. Since then I have read with great pleasure your Ostend manifesto.

I say yours, for I think it carries with it internal evidence of its being the

product of your sound judgment & practised pen. It has my unqualified

approbation both as to form & substance. The only fault that can justly

be found with the proceedings is one for which you are not responsible,

the unnecessary formality of your meeting and the publicity given to its

objects. You were right in your objections to the mode & place of meeting,

& I deeply regret that you did not insist upon them. You might have met
at Paris or London without any suspicion of your object, or what would
have still been better, might have fully interchanged views by correspondence.

One thing has struck me as perhaps giving a certain vantage ground to

Marcy. It is this—that he seems, so far as I can judge from the published

documents, only to invite you to confer about the best means of promoting
the acquisition of Cuba by purchase, while you have reviewed the whole

question of policy & suggested the possibility of recourse being had to

measures of coercion. But as Marcy has not availed himself of this objec-

tion, it is probable that good reasons exist for his abstinence, in the papers

that have not yet been given to the public. As to Marcy's course, I think

that I can very readily account for it. His every thought is directed towards

the Presidency, & he fancies that he sees in you the only obstacle to the

realisation of his dreams. On this subject he is morbidly susceptible, & is

constantly suspecting some deep laid scheme to supplant him. Poor man

!

if every one whose name has ever been mentioned in connection with the

Presidency were translated to another world, I do not believe that he could

obtain the vote of a solitary State for his nomination. Rumor is rife,

probably without any foundation, that he will leave the Cabinet. On this

score I am entirely indifferent, for I have no hope that any change can

restore to the President the lost confidence of the party. Say what they

will of Nebraska and Know-Nothingism, the personal unpopularity or

rather the total want of consideration and influence of the administration has

been the chief cause of our reverses. The mass of the party is as sound as

ever, but no confidence is reposed in its nominal chief, & a party without a

head is doomed to as certain destruction as an army without a general. I

have written you a very gloomy letter. Perhaps a shocking cold under

which I have been laboring since the adjournment of Congress may have

its influence on the view I take of our political future, but I confess that

I cannot see anything encouraging in the perspective. My family are all

well. The climate of Louisiana seems to agree with them much better than

that of Washington, but as I cannot make up my mind to be separated from

them for many months at a time, we must run the risk of northern winters.

Mrs. S. feels very sensibly the sacrifice of our comfortable home, which we
cannot replace at Washington, but as a good wife submits with the best

^Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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grace she can to what is unavoidable. She begs to be remembered to you.

We will leave here in June, pass a few weeks in Washington, & then go to

Newport. When do you intend returning home? Believe me ever faithfully

Your friend

Hon. James Buchanan, John Slidell.

London.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 64. Legation of The United States.

London, 5 April, 1855.

Sir:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

Despatches Nos. yy, 78, 79, and 80, of the 6th, loth, loth, and

20th ult. respectively.

There is one circumstance calculated to exercise an unfavor-

able influence on the relations between the two countries to which

I desire to call your special attention; and this is, the profound

ignorance which prevails among the mass of otherwise well in-

formed people here concerning the Government, policy, and

institutions of our country. All Americans who have travelled

in England can testify to the fact. The cause is apparent. The
London Journals never republish even a sketch of the debates or

proceedings in Congress, and the same may be said, with rare

exceptions, of which the President's Message is always an in-

stance, in regard to our most important official documents.

A discussion in the Legislative Assemblies of Prussia, Sar-

dinia, Belgium, or au}^ other European State, on any important

subject, is always noticed in these Journals, and the character of

their leading statesmen and debaters is brought before the British

people. American Statesmen and Parliamentarians who would
do honor to any country are here entirely unknown even by
name.

Articles from Continental Journals which are supposed to

speak, whether officially or semi-officially, the sentiments of their

Governments, are republished here with comments ; whilst, ac-

cording to my best recollection, no political article from the

Washington Union, or any other Press of a similar character, has

ever been republished in London since my arrival in this country.

When other nations are assailed or misrepresented for some
reason or other, one or more London Journals are always ready

*MSS. Department of State, (fj Despatches from England.
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and willing to defend them; but against such assaults the United

States have no means of self protection. In this respect, no

reciprocity exists between the two countries ; because the British

Government is always defended in our country, and British edi-

torials, as well as news, constitute a principal staple of the whole

American Press.

It follow;s from all this that the masses in this country have

not the least idea of the existence of unsettled and dangerous

questions between the two Governments. Even a distinguished

member of Parliament with whom I am on terms of intimacy

>

and to whom but a few days ago I gave a copy of Mr. Mason's

speech delineating the conduct of British and French officials in

different portions of the world, was wholly taken by surprise at

the statements which it contains. He had never heard of this

speech. Such a speech proceeding from a gentleman deservedly

occupying Mr. Mason's high official position in any European

Legislative Body, would have attracted great public attention and

been a subject of remark in all the leading Journals of this

country. In no one of them, how^ever, so far as I have observed,

has it been republished or even noticed.

To the same Member of Parliament, I communicated some
information concerning the Central American questions. He
declared that for years he had supposed these questions had all

been amicably and satisfactorily adjusted ; and he ridiculed the

Mosquito Protectorate. He said, however, that he apprehended

no danger from this cause, and expressed his conviction that

whenever the correspondence should be given to the world, public

opinion in this country would soon compel their settlement. This

I believed myself, and, therefore, regretted at the time, as you

have reason to know, that the President had not in his last

annual Message entered into a brief explanation of the position

of the Central American questions. For a similar reason, I now
regret that the correspondence on these questions had not been

sent to Congress at its last Session. It might have been the

means of reopening the negotiations, and this at an auspicious

period, when it was peculiarly the interest of the British Govern-

ment and the British people to have no dangerous outstanding

questions with the United States. I should have had the docu-

ment circulated generally among members of Parliament.

It might be inferred from what has been said that as the

Public Press is generally a fair reflection of public opinion, the

British people must necessarily be unfriendly or indifferent in
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their feelings towards the people of the United States. Judging

both from my social intercourse in this country, which has been

pretty extensive, and from manifestations which I have observed

on public occasions, such an inference would not, in the main, be

correct. All the numerous associations in this metropolis for

literary, charitable, and scientific purposes have an anniversary

dinner. To many of these I am invited, and I have attended on
several occasions. At these dinners where I have been present,

a toast in honor of the United States, or of the President, or of

the American Minister, has never failed to call forth enthusiastic

cheering; and is always preceded by the kindest remarks and

congratulations upon the friendly relations which now so happily

unite " the kindred nations."

Having a leisure hour this morning, before going to the

Foreign Office by appointment at 4 o'clock I thought it might

not be either uninteresting or useless to you to have your atten-

tion directed to the facts stated in this Despatch.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 65. Legation of The United States.

London, 6 April, 1855.

Sir:

After my Despatch of yesterday's date, I called upon Lord

Clarendon at the Foreign Office. The first topics were the

existing war, the conference at Vienna, and the prospects of

peace. From his Lordship's conversation, he evidently does not

consider that these prospects are bright. Similar opinions had

been expressed to me by Lord Palmerston a week ago. I ought,

however, to observe that on my return home from the Foreign

Office, I met Lord Aberdeen on his way there, who immediately

asked me what I thought Avere the prospects of peace. I an-

swered that I had just come from Lord Clarendon, who did not

believe that they were favorable. He said that Lord Clarendon

had never believed in peace ; but it was his own impression that

MSS. Department of State, 67 Despatches from England.
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if peace should not be concluded at Vienna, Louis Napoleon
would be the cause.

Lord Clarendon informed me that Louis Napoleon would
visit England on Monday the i6th Instant, and return to Paris

on Saturday the 21st; and expressed a strong conviction that

he would then, after a brief period, proceed to the Crimea.

I now brought to his Lordship's notice the proposal con-

tained in your Despatch (No. "jy.^ for the mutual payment of

the awards under the claims Convention ; with which he expressed

himself entirely satisfied. He said he had suggested a similar

proposal to Mr. Crampton. He regretted, however, that he

could do nothing until after Parliament had appropriated the

sum of $329,734.18, which had been awarded to American

claimants ; but promised to hasten this appropriation by all means
in his power. He said the Chancellor of the Exchequer had not

found himself able to present " the budget " to the House of

Commons before the adjournment for the Easter Holidays; but

he would do this immediately after the meeting of Parliament

on the 1 6th Instant, and that I might assure you there should be

no unnecessary delay.

In reference to your No. 78,—the Proclamation of the

President giving effect to the Fishery and Reciprocity Treaty

proves that before it was issued he had received the Act of

Parliament to which you refer. We had some conversation on

this subject; but not of the least importance.

Pie then informed me, as he had done on a former occasion,

that he believed the three articles of the Consular Convention

which I had last proposed, with some slight amendments, were

entirely reasonable and would prove equally beneficial to both

countries. That on this subject he had cut himself loose entirely

from the Law Officers of the Crown, and had informed the

Board of Trade, to which they had been referred, that it was a

shame no such Treaty stipulations existed between our two great

commercial nations ; and the Board coincided with him in opinion.

He would send the articles to me in the course of a few days,

with the proposed trifling amendments, and they would carry a

Bill through Parliament enabling them to give effect to the

Treaty. I have encountered so many difficulties in this matter

that I confess I still entertain some doubts, though not of his

Lordship's sincerity, especially as he did not indicate the nature

of the amendments.

I then mentioned that I had received a Despatch from you
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(No. 78) covering the copy of a Despatch to you from Mr.

Wheeler, our Minister in Central America, with copies of accom-

panying documents; of which I intended to leave him copies.

These papers proved conclusively that the inhabitants of Grey-

town were of a most lawless and tumultuous character; indeed,

that they were little better than banditti. Tliat they had no

responsible Government, and that life and property there were

rendered wholly insecure. That whilst they were permitted to

remain in their present lawless state, individuals would be un-

willing to entrust their property and their lives over this great

transit route; and that these evils could only be effectually

remedied by restoring the possession of Greytown to Nicaragua.

For the first time in our intercourse, the placid temper of

Lord Clarendon became much excited, and he criticised with

some degree of severity the President's Message of December
last, relative to the inhabitants of Greytown; he said they had a

very good Government there—a Government which had been

sanctioned by Mr. Webster himself, when Captain Hollins de-

stroyed the Town. That to this wanton destruction their present

condition must be attributed. The poor creatures had had their

houses burnt about their ears and their property destroyed, and

it was no wonder they should be driven to acts of desperation.

He also observed that when the news first arrived, I had ex-

pressed the opinion to him that the act of Captain Hollins was
not authorised by his Government and would not be justified

by it.

In my turn I became excited, and spoke, also, with some

degree of severity. I told him that his criticisms on the Presi-

dent's Message were altogether unjust. The character which it

had attributed to the outlaws at Greytown was well and richly

deserved. That the evidence before the world abundantly demon-
strated this fact. It was true I had expressed the opinion to him
that Captain Hollins was not justified in going so far as to burn

Greytown, and had, in this respect, exceeded his instructions ; but

this not because its inhabitants did not deserve severe and exem-
plary punishment. That there never had been a Government in

Greytown, deserving the name, since the British first captured it

from Nicaragua, and it was a disgrace that such miscreants

should occupy this important position on one of the great routes

of transit between the two oceans. The property of British

subjects as well as of American citizens, to a large amount, was

thus constantly exposed to depredation and plunder.

Vol. IX—22
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I purposely omit some pretty sharp expressions used on both

sides.

We then proceeded to converse in a calm manner in relation

to Central American affairs; and I am sorry to say that from

this conversation I have reason to believe that my anticipations

will be realised in regard to the policy of Lord Palmerston's

administration in Central America. I regret that I cannot report

this conversation to you to-day in time to have it copied before the

closing of the Despatch Bag; which I cannot delay for a later

mail to Liverpool, as this is Good Friday, which is kept in Eng-

land as strictly as though it were the Sabbath.

Not having in the least degree anticipated the feeling mani-

fested by Lord Clarendon in regard to Greytown, and being

unable to conjecture its meaning, I have deemed it my duty not

to suffer a steamer to depart without communicating to you

the fact; otherwise I should have waited and reported the

entire conversation of the day by the steamer of next week.

I did not leave a copy of Mr. Wheeler's Despatch and the

accompanying documents with Lord Clarendon, because I dis-

covered in the former a paragraph which ought to be omitted.

I shall send them to him to-morrow. His Lordship, in the course

of the conversation, expressed a favorable opinion of Mr.

Wheeler.

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

TO MR. MARCY.

No. 66. Legation of The United States.

London, 7 April 1855.

Sir:

I now proceed to complete the Despatch of yesterday then

left unfinished for the reason therein stated. In order, however,

that you may justly appreciate the effect of the concluding por-

tion of the conversation of Thursday evening last, between Lord

Clarendon and myself, it will be necessary to bring to your notice

some previous circumstances.

MSS. Department of State, 67 Despatches from England.
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In my Despatch (No. 54.) I reported a conversation held

on the 28th December last with the Earl of Aberdeen, then Prime

Minister, on the Central American questions. From this conver-

sation, there v^as reason to hope that the British Government,

notwithstanding the opinions expressed in Lord Clarendon's

Statement of the 2d May, 1854, might eventually consent to

settle these questions on terms conformable to the Clayton and

Bulwer Treaty and satisfactory to the Government of the United

States.

Within two or three days after this conversation, I intimated

to Lord Clarendon, but in a purely private and unofficial manner,

that should he have any important communication to make to

me, it w^as desirable this should be done in time to reach Wash-
ington before the 4th March ; because on that day Congress would
adjourn. His Lordship, correctly understanding me to refer to

the difficulties in Central America, expressed a strong desire to

finish our business together; but observed that though small in

interest and importance to them, it was large in point of honor.

He added that the adoption of Captain Hollins' proceedings and

the manner in which the Greytown affair had been vindicated in

the President's Message had complicated the matter very much;
but that this, however, did not abate his desire and intention to

settle the question somehozv amicably. I replied that there w^as

nothing in the President's Message in regard to the Greytow^n

affair which could give, or was intended to give, just cause of

offence to the British Government.

I do not believe that at this time Lord Clarendon had been

informed of my conversation with Lord Aberdeen on the 28th

December, and I did not allude to it myself, deeming it better

that this information should first proceed from the Premier to

the Secretary for Foreign Affairs rather than from myself; and

this, more especially on an informal occasion.

Having waited until the 17th January last, without hearing

from Lord Clarendon, and presuming that ere this Lord Aberdeen

must have conversed with him on the subject, I then stated to

him at an official interview, as I informed you in my Despatch

No. 57, the opinions w^hich had been expressed to me by Lord

Aberdeen on the Central American questions. His Lordship inti-

mated, in answer, that Lord Aberdeen might not, or could not,

have considered the peculiar position of the question in respect to

Ruatan; and I told him that he had specially referred to this

very question, and repeated what he had said upon the subject.
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Although it was evident Lord Clarendon did not coincide in the

opinion of Lord Aberdeen respecting Ruatan, yet he expressed a

strong desire to settle the questions, and an entire willingness to

yield to the judgment of the Premier. He added that he would

converse with Lord Aberdeen upon the subject without delay,

and immediately thereafter communicate to me the result.

I waited for some days without receiving any communication

from Lord Clarendon, but did not deem this remarkable, because

Mr. Roebuck, on Tuesday, the 23d January, the day on which

Parliament met after its adjournment for the Christmas Holi-

days, had given the notice of the motion under which the Aber-

deen Ministry fell ; and Lord John Russell, on the same day, had

resigned his office as President of the Council.

From this time until the final formation of Lord Palmer-

ston's administration, all public business was suspended, except

that which was absolutely necessary.

On Friday, January 26, Mr. Roebuck brought forward his

motion in the House of Commons, and the debate upon it

commenced.

On Sunday, 28th January, I called upon Lord Aberdeen

merely to pay him a visit of respect and courtesy. The fate of

his Ministry was to be decided the next day in the House of

Commons, and the result was then considered doubtful. He
was perfectly calm and tranquil. At such a time, and on such

an occasion, I had not the least intention of introducing any topic

of business. He himself, however, evidently adverting to our

previous conversation, though not in express terms, observed I

must wait patiently; there would be necessary delays in adjusting

the matters in dispute between the two countries, but at last they

would all be satisfactorily settled. He added, I might rest

assured, whatever might be his fate, there would never be another

Prime Minister of England entertaining unfriendly views

towards the United States.

Of course, I expressed great satisfaction with what his

Lordship had said.

From all this I inferred that Lords Aberdeen and Clarendon

had conversed on the Central American questions, and was in-

clined to augur favorably of the result in case the Aberdeen

administration should be sustained by the House of Commons.
The next day, Monday, January 29, Mr. Roebuck's resolu-

tion prevailed by a vote of 305 to 148, and Lord Aberdeen

resigned his office.
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After an interregnum of ten days, and after the Earl of

Derby & Lord John Russell had successively failed in attempts

to form a Ministry, Lord Palmerston succeeded in accomplishing

the object; and on Thursday, 9 February, 1855, the list of the

new Ministers was announced in the Public Journals.

From Lord Palmerston's antecedents I had nothing to hope

;

and, therefore, awaiting the course of events, I had not deemed
it advisable again to call Lord Clarendon's attention to the

Central American questions, until our conference on Thursday
last.

After our conversation on that occasion, in direct reference

to the Greytown affair, had ended, I then again adverted to the

subject, and said that difficulties of this nature would never

cease in Central America—the good understanding between the

two Governments would be constantly endangered, and peace and

harmony could never be restored among the Central American

States themselves, until the questions relating to them should

be finally settled between the two Governments. He said there

seemed to be an insuperable difficulty in the way, in the opposite

constructions placed by the two Governments on the Treaty.

Whilst they, on their part, were firmly convinced it meant one

thing, we, on our part, were equally convinced it meant another

thing. They believed it to be wholly prospective in its character

and that it did not interfere with any of their existing possessions

in Central America, and they could not consent to surrender

Ruatan. I observed that Lord Aberdeen entertained different

opinions ; and if he had remained in power for some time longer,

I believed that these questions would have been satisfactorily

adjusted. He told me he thought I was mistaken in r^ard to

Lord Aberdeen's opinions respecting Ruatan. I told him I could

not be mistaken in respect to them. I had written them down,

with great care, immediately after the conversation took place,

and but two days thereafter had reported them to my Govern-

ment. His Lordship had distinctly stated that their claim to the

Bay Islands rested entirely upon the question whether they

could be considered as legitimate dependencies of British Hon-
duras, and finally declared he thought it would be difficult for

them to maintain that these Islands were such dependencies, at

the same time giving his reasons for this opinion. In addition,

on the very day before the vote in the House of Commons on

Mr. Roebuck's resolution, Lord Aberdeen, in evident reference

to our previous conversation, and without the most remote allu-
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sion on my part to the subject, had stated to me there would be

necessary delays in adjusting- these matters ; but he had no doubt

they would all at last be satisfactorily settled. I further stated

that he, (Lord Clarendon) also, differed from Lord John Russell

in the construction of the Treaty, and took from my pocket an

extract from the Despatch of Lord John to Mr. Crampton, dated

19th January, 1853, and read it to him as follows:

—

'' While Greytown was virtually a possession and Mosquito

a dependency of Great Britain, it was not unnatural that the

United States should have looked upon such a state of things with

jealousy and aversion, and should have thrown their weight into

the scale of Nicaragua, which contested with Great Britain the

right both to Greytown and Mosquito. But those circumstances

exist no longer. The Treaty of April, 1850, has entirely changed

the future,"— [After reading these last words, his Lordship in-

terrupted me, and said emphatically, " Yes, the future ; but did

not change the existing position of Great Britain."]
—

" if not

the present position of Great Britain with respect to Greytown

and Mosquito, and indeed to the whole of Central America ; and

the great question now to be solved is how to turn the Mosquito

country to the best account, not merely for the benefit of Great

Britain or of the United States, but for the benefit of the whole

world."

When I had concluded the extract, I asked his Lordship if

it was his construction that the Treaty had produced no change

whatever in regard to their possessions in Central America. He
declared that such was his construction of the Treaty. Not even,

said I, in regard to the Mosquito Protectorate? Yes, said he,

such is our construction of it in regard to the Mosquito Protec-

torate—the Treaty refers entirely to the future. I informed

him, emphatically, I was greatly surprised to hear this from his

Lordship. After a moment's pause, during which I thought he

appeared to be considerably embarrassed, I changed the subject

and called his attention to the case of James Welsh, referred to

in your Despatch No. 80.

From this conversation but faint hope can be entertained of

the adjustment of the Central American questions during the

administration of Lord Palmerston, in a manner which ought

to be satisfactory to the Government of the United States. In-

deed, it may be said with truth that his Lordship, as Minister

for Foreign Affairs, was the author of the modern Mosquito

Protectorate, and he held the same office in 1848, when Great
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Britain expelled the Republic of Nicaragua from San Juan de

Nicaragua and took possession of it in the name of the Mosquito

King.

Lord Palmerston was, also, the Minister for Foreign Affairs

in 1841, when the British forces under Col: M'Donald seized the

Island of Ruatan from the Republic of Honduras and subjected

it to British dominion.

I might refer to other acts and declarations of his Lordship

at different periods indicating his aggressive policy in regard to

Central America, but this would be wholly unnecessary. Suffice

it to say that, from his antecedents and his well known character,

we can have but little reason to expect that he will ever carry into

execution the Clayton and Bulwer Treaty according to what we
firmly believe to be its true construction.

It is yet too early to speculate upon the probable duration of

Lord Palmerston's administration. I think I may truly say he

has thus far disappointed public expectation; and by filling the

offices with a larger proportion of the aristocratic or governing

class than any of his predecessors, has given offence to the Lib-

erals. A union between the two extremes, between the conser-

vative and liberal members of the House of Commons, would,

any day, place him in a minority. But what then ? How could

a Ministry be formed out of such heterogeneous materials?

This is Lord Palmerston's present and probably his only security.

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

P. S. I sent to Lord Clarendon to-day a copy of Mr.

Wheeler's Despatch with the paragraph omitted beginning with

the words,
—

" Since I have no other protection," &c., &c.,

together with copies of the accompanying documents.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 68. Legation of The United States.

London, 20 April 1855.

Sir:

I have received your Despatch, No. 84, of the 31 ultimo.

^ MSS. Department of State, dy Despatches from England.
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I have the honor to inform you that on Tuesday last, the

17th Instant, Count Kielmansegge and myself met and exchanged

the ratifications of the Convention for the mutual extradition of

Fugitives from justice in certain cases, which had been concluded

at London on the eighteenth day of January, 1855, between the

United States and the Kingdom of Hanover. I read to the

Count that portion of your Despatch (No. 84) relating to this

subject, with which he was entirely satisfied.

I now transmit, through the Despatch Bag, in obedience to

your instructions, the copy of this convention ratified by the

King of Hanover, which I received from the Count in exchange

for the copy ratified by the President, together with a certificate

of the Exchange of Ratifications.

I also send a translation from the German into English of

His Hanoverian Majesty's Act of Ratification, furnished me by

Count Kielmansegge.

Your Circular of the 29th ultimo, transmitting two copies

of the Act of Congress passed at the last Session to regulate the

carriage of passengers in steam ships and other vessels, has also

been received.

The Emperor and Empress of the French arrived in this

city on a visit to the Queen on Monday evening last, and will

return to Paris on Saturday. Their reception by the British

people has been all they could have desired. Indeed, their visit

has been one continued triumph. It is needless for me to enter

into particulars, as the public journals furnish these in detail.

The Diplomatic Corps attended yesterday at the French Am-
bassador's to be presented to the Emperor and Empress. The
manner of my reception hy both was peculiarly cordial and kind.

Indeed, this was observed by those present. Considering the

brief occasion, I had more than the usual amount of conversation

wnth them. In that with the Emperor, among other things, he

expressed a strong desire that peace and friendship might always

be maintained between France and the United States and never

be interrupted, which sentiment I cordially reciprocated. Per-

haps this sentiment is not in exact accordance with a portion of

the address read by him on Thursday last at Guildhall,—all of

which was evidently prepared with great care & deliberation.

It would seem from your remarks that the three articles of

a Consular Convention proposed by me to Lord Clarendon con-

tained something new and unusual. This is not the case. The
first and third of the three articles are of the same nature with
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those of the 9th and 8th articles of our existing Consular Conven-

tion with France ; but were intended, after different conversations

wuth Lord Clarendon, to be more precise and guarded, and to

obviate objections which might be made to these latter articles,

as well as to those of a similar character in several of our existing

Treaties.

The Second of the three articles is intended simply to carry

into effect the 35th Article of the old consular instructions, for

the purpose of sending criminals home for trial who had com-

mitted offences against the laws of the United States on board

of our merchant vessels.

I shall, however, pause in my proceedings and thoroughly

re-examine the question.

The necessity for such a Convention with Great Britain on

these subjects as we have with other Commercial Nations be-

comes more apparent every day. For example, at the very time

your Despatch arrived, I received a letter from William Win-
throp, Esqr., our Consul at Malta, dated on the 6th Instant,

informing me that since the arrival of the American ship, the
" Queen of Clippers," in that Port, " more than 20 of her crew

have deserted, leaving only fifteen men on board to take care of

a ship of 2360 tons,—a number wholly insufficient for the pur-

pose." He adds that these men are on shore threatening to sue

the mates for ill treatment.

Mr. Winthrop appealed to the Governor, the Admiral, and

the Police to induce them to arrest and restore the Deserters ; but

all in vain, each expressing regret that he had no authority to act

in the premises.

The first Consular Convention with France to which you

refer (that of the 14 Nov: 1788) certainly does confer very

inconvenient powers upon consuls. Its 12th article constitutes

them judges, respectively, in ''
all differences and suits between

the subjects of the Most Christian King in the United States, or

between the citizens of the United States within the dominions

of the Most Christian King." It is not confined '' to disputes

concerning wages, the execution of contracts, and the internal

order and police of such vessels, whilst in the ports of the other

party, between the masters, officers, and crew of such vessels."

(Vide the proposed 3d article and the 8th article of our present

Consular Convention with France, which is probably still too

general in its terms.)

I have met General D'Oxholm casually since the receipt of
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your Despatch and have made the inquiry of him which you
request. He informs me that no Treaties exist between Den-

mark and the other Baltic Powers requiring that evidence must be

produced of the payment of the Sound dues before vessels can

enter their ports; but that municipal regulations to this effect

exist in the Ports of Russia and Prussia.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 69. Legation of The United States.

London, 26 April 1855.

Sir:

You have already been privately informed of my intention

to terminate my official duties as Minister to Great Britain on

the 30th September next ; but the time has now arrived when it

has become proper that I should communicate this determination

to the President in an official manner.

When I consented to accept this Mission, which had been

so kindly tendered to me by the President, it was distinctly under-

stood between us that I should be permitted to resign it, if I so

desired, after a service of two years. This period will expire

on the 23d of August next; but it is more convenient that I

should remain until the end of the then current quarter. I have,

therefore, to request that the President may be pleased to trans-

mit me a letter of recall in sufficient time to enable me to

terminate my Mission and take leave of the Queen on the 30th

September next.

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon. William L. Marcy,

Secretarv of State.

^ MSS. Department of State, 67 Despatches from England.
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TO MR. MARCY/
No. 70. Legation of The United States.

London, 4 May 1855.

Sir:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

Despatch No. 85, of the nth ultimo, but not of the ''Silver

Trumpet v^hich the President desires to present to Captain Bosdet

of the British bark Ellen."

I transmit, herev^ith, two copies of a Notification received

from Lord Clarendon and inserted in the London Gazette of the

27th ultimo, " announcing the establishment of the Blockade of

certain Russian Ports in the Baltic by the united British and

French Naval Forces."

His Lordship requests, in his note to me of the 28th ultimo,

that I " will have the goodness to transmit copies of this Notifica-

tion to your [my] Government, in order that it may through

that channel become known to the citizens of the United States."

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretarv of State.

FROM LORD CLARENDON.
(Enclosure in No. 71.^) [May 10, 1855.]

The Undersigned, Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign

Affairs, has had the honor to receive the letter which Mr. Buchanan, Envoy

Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary for the United States, addressed

to him on the 20th ultimo, enclosing copy of the Act of Congress for carry-

ing into effect the Convention upon the subject of Claims between Great

Britain and the United States of February the 8th, 1853, and also a copy of

a Despatch from the Secretary of State of the United States, suggesting that,

in order to avoid delay and the trouble of making remittances, Her Majesty's

(k)vernment should give you a release to the United States for the amount,

$277,102.88= £57,252.13.4, awarded to British subjects, and pay to you the

difference between that sum and the amount awarded to Citizens of the

United States, $329,734.18= £68,131.0.71^, being $52,631.30 = £10,878.7.3^, on

which you will be authorized to give to Her Majesty's Government a release

for the amount awarded to Citizens of the United States, $329,734.18 =
£68,131.0.7^.

In reply, the Undersigned has the honor to inform Mr. Buchanan that

^ MSS. Department of State, dy Despatches from England.

^Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 71, May it, 1855, infra.
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Her Majesty's Government are quite willing to adopt the mode of settle-

ment proposed by Mr. Marcy, instructions having been sent to Her Majesty's

Minister at Washington to propose a similar arrangement, before Mr.

Buchanan's letter was received by the Undersigned.

Mr. Crampton was at the same time instructed to ascertain from Mr.

Marcy his opinion as to the manner in which certain points should be settled

as to the expenses of the commission, which had been left by the Commis-

sioners for the decision of the two Governments.

These points are

:

1st. The time when the salaries of the Commissioners should commence

and terminate: 2dly, what travelling expenses, if any, should be allowed to

the appointed place of meeting and return from the same: and 3dly, the

compensation to be allowed to the Umpire. It has since been ascertained

that Mr. Bates does not wish for any compensation for his services as

Umpire, and Mr. Crampton has been so informed ; the two first points

therefore only remain to be determined. But assuming that, as agreeably

to the Second Clause of the 6th Article of the Convention each Government

is to pay the stipulated rate of salary to its own Commissioner (each Gov-

ernment reimbursing itself out of the ratable deduction from the sums

awarded,) so any further allowance to be made on the heads submitted by

the Commissioners will in like manner be paid by each Government sepa-

rately, it would only remain to apportion between the two sums charged in

the account annexed to the Report of the Commissioners for Clerk's Salary

and Contingent Expenses, amounting to £935.9.10, which sum has been paid

by the British Government, and a ratable proportion of which is therefore

to be repaid by the United States.

Total of the account at page 315 £2588.16.6

Strike out am't of salary of Commissioners 1653. 6.8

Rem'd £935.9.10

The proportions in which that sum will have to be divided, being the same

as that which the total amount of awards bears to the amount awarded to

each party, are as follows

:

£ s.d.

Amount of awards to British Claimants 57252.13.4 = 427-3-3

Do. to United States Claimants 68131.0.7^2 = 508.6.7

i25383-i3-ii^ = 935-9.10

Her Majesty's Government have therefore a claim upon the Government

of the United States for the sum of £508.6.7, as their share of the expenses

of the Commission, each party paying its own Commissioner at the stipu-

lated rate; and that sum they propose to deduct from the balance of

£io,878.7.3>^ payable as explained, to the United States, on account of the

awards.

If this plan meets with Mr. Buchanan's concurrence, the Undersigned

will take steps for proceeding to a settlement with the least possible delay.

The Undersigned avails himself of this opportunity to renew to Mr.

Buchanan, the assurance of his highest consideration,

(Signed) Clarendon.

Foreign Office, May 10, 1855.

J. Buchanan, Esqr., &c. &c. &c.
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TO MR. MARCY/

No. 71. Legation of The United States.

London, ii May 1855.

Sir:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

Despatch No. 86, of the 19th ultimo.

I enclose the copy of a note from Lord Clarendon of the

4th inst., stating that '' the Commissioners for the Affairs of

India have informed him that the usual instructions will be sent

to the Governor General of India for the recognition "of Mr.

Richard Lewis as Vice Consul of the United States at Calcutta.

I transmit the copy of a note of yesterday's date, just re-

ceived from Lord Clarendon, on the subject of the final adjust-

ment and payment of the amount of the awards under the Claims

Convention of the 8th February, 1853.^ This, as you will

perceive, whilst it recognises the mode of settlement suggested

in your Despatch No. yy, of the 6th March last, proposes, in

addition, to settle the amount of the expenses of the Commission,

and thus make an end of the whole business.

The terms appear to be in conformity with the Treaty; as

it expressly provides that " Each Government shall pay its Com-
missioner," &c. &c. Deducting, therefore, the salary of the

Commissioners from the amount of the expenses of the Com-
mission, as is proposed, the balance would be £935.9.10, which,

ratably, according to the amount of the sums awarded to British

and American claimants respectively, would make our proportion

of the expenses £508.6.7;—less than % of one per cent, of the

amount awarded to American Claimants.

It may, also, be obser^^ed that if the salaries of the Com-
missioners were not deducted from the expenses, but apportioned

ratably between the two Governments, we would pay more than

one half of these salaries.

I have not a copy of the report of the Commissioners in my
possession, nor have I had time to verify the calculations in Lord
Clarendon's note; but I shall go to the Foreign Office and

examine the report, and if I find all to be correct, I shall make
an end of the affair with Lord Clarendon, before the departure

of the next steamer, in the manner he has proposed. In doing

this and avoiding the great delay which would result from waiting

^ MSS. Department of State, 6"] Despatches from England.

'Note from Lord Clarendon, May 10, 1855, supra.
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to hear from you, I believe I shall act in conformity to the spirit

of your instructions. When I receive the balance, £10,370.0.8^,
I shall deposit it to the credit of the United States with Messrs.

Baring Brothers & Co. in that form which, after consultation

with them, shall be deemed most advisable.

I also send you the Blue Book, which I received last night

from Lord Clarendon, containing '' papers relating to the Nego-
tiation at Vienna on the Eastern question."

The resignation of Drouyn de L'Huys, the very able French

Minister for Foreign Affairs, and the appointment of Count

Walewski to his place, are leading political topics of the day.

It is generally, and I believe correctly, understood that this

resignation was occasioned by the dissatisfaction of the Emperor
with the Minister's conduct at Vienna, in having gone further

than his instructions warranted in the interests of peace. It is

now believed that the Emperor, in view of the dilatory policy

of Austria and since the attempt upon his life, has abandoned

his purpose of going to the Crimea; his personal and political

safety both rendering it expedient that he shall remain in France.

Should he make peace without glory to his arms in the East,

his throne might be in danger, and, therefore, it would seem to

be his policy to continue the w;ar in the hope of the capture of

Sebastopol or some other brilliant victory.

Although the conduct of the Russian Plenipotentiaries is

much censured in England, yet what would be thought by this

Government if an attempt were made on the part of a Foreign

Power to limit the number of British vessels of war in the

English Channel, or by our own if a similar attempt were made
to limit the number of American vessels of war in the Gulf of

Mexico? The limitation of the power of Russia in the Black

Sea could only be effectually accomplished with honor to Russia

by making it an open sea like the Baltic or the Mediterranean^

free to the vessels of war of all nations; and this the Russian

Plenipotentiaries have offered.

The Administration of Lord Palmerston does not gain

ground in public opinion; and its speedy fall is predicted by

many. Its present safety, as I have observed in a former

Despatch, rests entirely on the heterogeneous materials of which

the opposition is composed.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy

Secretary of State.
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TO MR. MARCY.^

No. y2. Legation of The United States.

London, i8 May 1855.

Sir:

I have the honor to inform you that I have received a note

from Lord Clarendon dated on the nth Instant, stating ''that

orders have been given by the proper authority for the discharge

of Patrick Hourigan from Her Majesty's Service." Immedi-

ately upon the receipt of this, I addressed a note to his Lordship

informing him that the Christian name of Hourigan was Michael

and not Patrick, and requesting him to have the mistake

corrected.

I have received the Exequatur of James Arrott, Esquire,

appointed Consul of the United States for Dublin, and this,

together with his Commission, has been forwarded to him at his

post.

Since the date of my last Despatch, No. 71, I have been

furnished by the Foreign Office with the Report of the Com-
missioners under the Claims Convention ; and having examined it

wath care, I addressed a note to Lord Clarendon on the 14th

Instant, of which I now transmit a copy, in answer to his of the

loth, a copy of which accompanied my last Despatch. He
appointed this day, at four o'clock, to temiinate the business;

and I have no time before the closing of the Despatch Bag to

do more than send you the receipt from Lord Clarendon to

myself for the sum of £57,252.13.4, and the Statement signed by

us, which fully and clearly explains the whole proceeding. I

shall to-morrow morning deposit the amount of the draft,

£10,370.0.8, referred to in the Statement, with Messrs. Baring,

Brothers & Co., to the credit of the United States, and transmit

you a certificate of the deposit by the next steamer.

Of course, I gave Lord Clarendon a receipt for the sum of

£68,131.0.7^, in terms corresponding with those of his receipt

to me.

In haste, yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
PIoN : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

^ MSS. Department of State, d'j Despatches from England.
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TO MR. MARCY/
No. 73. Legation of The United States.

London, 19th May .1855.

Sir:

Referring to my Despatch of yesterday (No. 72) I now
transmit a receipt from Messrs. Baring Brothers & Co., dated qn

this day, for the sum of £10,370.0.8

—

" ten thousand three hun-

dred and seventy pounds and eight pence, which sum has been

placed to the credit of the United States Treasury,
—

' Account,

British Claims'—subject to the orders of the Secretary of State."

This, together with a copy of my receipt to Lord Clarendon, of

yesterday, for the sum of £68,131.0.7^—sixty-eight thousand

one hundred and thirty-one pounds seven pence halfpenny,

—

which I now enclose, will place the Department in possession of

all the papers relating to the final adjustment and settlement

between the two Governments of the awards under the Claims

Convention of the 8th February, 1853. I left to Messrs. Baring

Brothers & Co., as Bankers of the United States, to decide under

what head in their accounts, and in what form, the deposit to the

credit of the United States should be made.

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 74. Legation of The United States.

London, 25 May, 1855.

Sir:

I have the honor to transmit herewith two copies of a

Notification received from Lord Clarendon and inserted in a

Supplement to the London Gazette of the i8th Instant, " an-

nouncing the establishment of the Blockade of certain Russian

Ports in the Baltic by the combined British and French Naval

forces,'' on the 28th day of April last.

I have received a letter from Colonel Seibels, our Minister

at Brussels, dated on the 17th Instant, in relation to this Block-

MSS. Department of State, 6y Despatches from England.
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ade, which contains an extract from a note addressed by the

Russian Minister at Brussels to the Belgium Minister for Foreign

Affairs, a copy of which the Colonel informs me he has trans-

mitted to you. In this note, the Russian Minister informs the

Belgium Government that an English official messenger, not

named, (Parlementaire) had been sent to Baltischport, it is pre-

sumed by Admiral Dundas, to give notice, among other things,

that neutral ships found in Russian ports at the commencement

of the blockade laden with goods the property of Russians would

not be permitted to dq^art, in the same manner as if their cargoes

belonged to neutrals. This would be in violation of the British

Declaration of the 28th March, 1854, '* waiving the right of

seizing enemies' property laden on board a neutral vessel."

Soon after I received this letter from Col: Seibels, I met

the Danish Minister at this Court, who was then on his way to

the Foreign Office, and communicated its contents to him. He
said he would mention the subject to Lord Clarendon and let me
know the result. He yesterday informed me that his Lordship

had assured him he neither knew nor approved of any such

reservation as that mentioned " against Russian property found

on board of neutral vessels."

If any such reservation had been authorized by this Govern-

ment, it would surely have been mentioned in the Notification

of blockade which I now transmit. Still, it is not improbable,

from the irregularity and confusion of the administrative system

in this country, and from the want of explicit instructions, that

the British Admiral in the Baltic may have authorized the notifica-

tion alleged to have been given at Baltischport.

I shall inquire further into this matter.

The Box containing the Silver Trumpet for Captain Bosdet

has at length been received, and I have sent it to the Foreign

Office, with a note to Lord Clarendon, of which I enclose a copy.

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

Vol. IX—23
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FROM MR. MARCY/
Private and confidential.

Washington, May 28, 1855.

My dear Sir:

In looking over a file of the " London Times," I observe in one of them
a complaint against the United States for want of sympathy for the allies.

It might not be proper to notice such a topic in a despatch or in a note

from you to the Minister of Foreign Relations, but an allusion to it w^ould

find a very proper place in a conversation with him. The allegation is, to

some extent, true. It is a matter of some surprise that the British Ministry,

and persons so well informed as the editors of the " Times," should not be

aware of the cause of this phase of public sentiment in this country. Great

Britain as well as France, since the " entente cordiale," has placed herself

in our path, and attempted to obstruct us in whatever direction we have

attempted to move. Many of the facts to prove this assertion—not all of

them—were alluded to in the speech of Mr. Mason at the last session of

Congress. You will readily call to mind many others not noticed by him.

In a letter published in the " Times," not many months ago, it was
offensively stated that, when the allies had broken the power and humbled
the pride of Russia, they would then show the United States the value of

steam, and teach them a lesson of moderation. The want of good faith on

the part of Great Britain in regard to the Clayton and Bulwer treaty, and

the constant succession of offensive articles in the British press against

the Government and people of this country, are well calculated to extinguish

all sympathy in our people with England in her present cause—and prob-

ably would have the same effect, if it was a much better cause.

The allies may not be fully aware of the high tone of dictation which

they assume towards other nations. They undoubtedly think that if all

other Powers would suffer these self-constituted guardians to manage their

affairs, all would be wisely done. England did not think, in the days of the

elder Napoleon, that he or the French nation were fit to rule the whole

world or even the Continent of Europe, and she ought not to be surprised

that we think that the like task ought not to be committed to the joint

labors of the allies.

The qualification made to you by Lord Clarendon of his declaration in

Parliament, that the policy of the allies extended to both hemispheres, &c.,

is not very satisfactory. It is much less so since the reiteration of the same

sentiment by Louis Napoleon, in his speech at the opening of the French

Chambers last winter. This matter is somewhat worsened by his allusion to

slavery in his recent speech in London.

It is now no longer a matter of doubt that British agents have been

engaged, with the approval of their Government, in recruiting soldiers for its

army in the Crimea within the limits of the United States.

While the British press is denouncing, in unmeasured and bitter terms,

this Government for conniving at the organization of expeditions against

other Powers, Great Britain has agents employed in violating our laws

Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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within our own borders. It is no longer a disputable fact that British agents

are busy in all our principal cities in engaging men to go to the Provinces

to enroll themselves in the British army, and the means for carrying on

this operation are furnished by their Government. I do not believe there

will be any difficulty in establishing the fact that not only the Canadian

authorities, but the Home Government, have lent their direct sanction to

this invasion of our sovereign rights and open violation of our neutrality

laws. On this latter subject I shall send you a despatch, with the President's

directions to present the subject to the attention of Her Majesty's Gov-

ernment.

Some time since, I promised to address you a communication on the

subject of the interference of British agents with our negotiations with other

Powers. There has been a longer delay than was expected in carrying out

my intention, but it is not abandoned. If the people of Great Britain could

see the conduct of her rulers towards the United States in its true light,

I am quite sure they would not be surprised at our want of sympathy for

them in their present cause.

Complaining is a business I very much dislike, either in nations or

individuals, where it does not assume the character of a remonstrance against

actual wrongs. As, between Great Britain and the United States, we have

much better grounds for complaining than she has, her deportment towards

us lays no foundation for our sympathy. Her cause has not the character

in the eyes of others which she herself gives to it. In its true aspect, it

appears to be a war against Russia, justified by a suspicion that the Emperor
intended to do what she has been in the practice of doing for a century

and a half—encroaching upon, absorbing, the territories of other nations.

The news has just reached us that Wise has been elected Governor of

Virginia. It was an exciting and furious contest, and is justly regarded as a

great triumph for the democratic party. Had the Know-nothings carried

the Old Dominion—and they made a desperate fight for it—they would have

considered themselves in the ascendant in the country, and felt quite sure

of prevailing in the next Presidential election. Their defeat in Virginia,

where they were very confident of success, will be very disheartening to

them.

The condition of things in Kansas is very unpropitious. I confess I

cannot see a favorable issue to the difficulties which have there arisen. If

Governor Reeder goes back to the Territory, as I think he will, there is

some reason to fear that he will be ill-treated, and his authority contemned.

To supersede him I am quite sure would produce consequences as mis-

chievous as the worst effects which would attend his return.

Yours truly,

W. L. Marcy.
Hon. Jas. Buchanan.
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TO MR. MARCY/

Legation of The United States.

London 8 June 1855.

My dear Sir :

Ere this I had expected to receive an acceptance of my
resignation and to hear from you on some other points. I de-

sire to make a suggestion to you on a matter which I deem
important. The new law has forbidden the employment of a

clerk for this Legation at the expense of the Government; and

yet the services of a Clerk are indispensable. Benjamin Moran,

the present Clerk, is all that can be desired. He is one of the

most industrious men I have ever known and seems to take

delight in labor. Besides, his politics are firmly Deinocratic. I

shall retain him in his place at his present salary until the end

of my time ($8oo=£i65.5.9.) After this, he has an offer of

£200 per annum from General Campbell; but he would prefer

to remain in the Legation at his present lower salary; and I

think, here he ought to remain. By the time this can reach you,

you will doubtless know who is to be my successor ; and I would

request that you should inform me, as soon as you may be able,

whether he w^ould agree to retain Mr. Moran at his present

salary. I repeat, that in all respects Mr. Moran is an agreeable

and useful clerk.

Lord Palmerston has regained much of his lost ground by

assuming a warlike position. His present attitude is in accord-

ance Avith the prevailing sentiment of the British people. They
seem to be determined to fight on until they can recover their

ancient military character. How long this feeling may continue

is another question. The war and the necessary taxes begin to

press heavily upon certain classes, and particularly such me-
chanics and artisans as are employed in the fabrication of what
may be called luxuries. It is very long since they have had so

cold & backward a season as the present in England. The
harvest will be very late, and serious apprehensions have been

entertained respecting the crop. The last few days, however,

have been seasonable.

I take it for granted that you do not intend to come here

yourself. If I should be mistaken, however, I still cordially

repeat my former offers. I have no doubt of the great advan-

^ Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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tage you might derive from being here a short time before my
departure. My house is an excellent one, in a high and healthy

part of the city, and is exceedingly well furnished,—a rare

advantage. It is in a highly respectable, though not the most

fashionable part of the city. I have the Austrian, the Spanish,

the Belgian, and Brazilian Ministers for neighbours. If the

room or rather rooms occupied as an office could be appropriated

to domestic purposes, it v^ould be all that could be desired.

Still, my successor, on view, ought to decide for himself.

I am most anxious about the result of the Virginia election

;

and this both for the cause and the man who represents it. I

trust we may receive the news of Wise's election by the next

steamer. Although I can have no possible personal interest in

the result, yet I almost feel as though I were a party in the

contest. It would be truly disastrous, should Know-nothingism

gain a footing in the South. I have long been expecting to

hear from you as to my course on the " Free ships Free goods
"

Treaty, &c. &c. &c.

With my very kindest regards to Mrs. Marcy and my
respectful compliments to the President, I remain.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy.

P. S. Ex-Presidents Van Buren and Fillmore are now
both here.

TO MR. MARCY.^

Private & confidential.

Legation of The United States.

London 15 June 1855.

My dear Sir/

I have received by the last Steamer your favor of the 28th

ultimo containing several very proper suggestion^ in regard to

what ought to be my private conversations on certain subjects

with Lord Clarendon. I am happy to inform you that I had

anticipated these suggestions & have often conversed with him

as well as others concerning the attempts of French & English

officials throughout the world to frustrate the policy of the

Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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United States. I pressed this subject strongly upon him at an

official interview reported in Despatch No. 57 of the 19th Janu-

ary last ; & you will there find his declaration " that there had

been too much of this,—it was all wrong, & he would take care

that for the future we should have no cause to complain on this

account." I have since been waiting for your Despatch on this

subject promised in your private letter of the 25th February last.

I have not said any thing formally to Lord Clarendon about

British recruiting in the United States; & I shall be happy to

receive & obey your promised instructions on this subject.

One thing is very certain, that I speak my mind very freely

to these people in all that relates to the interest of our Country

;

though I trust I do this in such a manner as to afford no just

cause of offence.

We have sufficient real causes of complaint against England

without relying on those which are unfounded or equivocal; &
of this character I am convinced is the construction placed in the

United States on the remark of Lord Clarendon in the House of

Lords, '' that the policy of the allies extended to both hemi-

spheres," &c. &c. In two official conversations this construction

was disclaimed by Lord Clarendon. Vide my Despatch No. 25

of the 17 March, 1854, & No. 29 of the 14th April, 1854. Can

any thing be more clear & explicit than the disclaimer reported

to you in the last of these Despatches? I might add that on

several other occasions in private conversation I have alluded

informally & pleasantly to this subject; & he has always dis-

claimed the meaning imputed to him & spoken of General Cass's

Anglophobia, &c. &c. It is, also, but just to remark that from

my conversations & previous knowledge of the course of England

& France in conjunction, in regard to that portion of South

America watered by the La Plata & its branches, & their fair &
liberal conduct, in this matter, towards the United States, I had

myself placed a similar construction on Lord Clarendon's remark

to that which he afterwards declared to me was its true meaning.

It did not occur to me he could have been guilty of the extreme

folly, especially at that critical moment, of proclaiming the in-

tended interference of France & England in our affairs on the

other side of the Atlantic, even if such an intention existed; as

he must have foreseen that such a declaration would give serious

& just offence to the United States.

With the feelings & intentions of the Emperor of the

French towards the United States, I am not sufficiently ac-

quainted to speak positively. I fear they are not very kind,
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notwithstanding his own declarations, & those of Lord Clarendon

to myself, of a different character. The Empress when here

gave me a strong, I might almost say a pressing invitation to

visit Paris during the Grand Exhibition; & should I do so,

which is my present purpose, I shall probably know more on

this subject before my return.

The English are extremely sensitive in relation to the

apparent sympathy in the United States for the cause of Russia.

Inquiries are made of me respecting this wherever I go. There

is a strange, jealous, inconsistent, & almost inexplicable feeling

in this country towards their " transatlantic cousins." They
like us & they don't like us. On Wednesday last, I was present

at the " inauguration," as they call it, of the new cattle market

in a remote part of the city to take the place of the ancient

Smithfield Market. Prince Albert presided, & more than a

thousand people sat down to lunch. In different portions of

the apartment the flags of England, France, Turkey, & our

stars & stripes were intertwined ! ! ! A strange conjunction

!

This was pointed out to me & remarked upon with evident satis-

faction by an Admiralty Lord who sat next me at the table.

The late signal successes of the allies over the Russians in

the Crimea have considerably raised the spirits of the British

people, as well as the price of stocks, which is a true barometer

of pubHc opinion.

I know not when I have been so much gratified as at the

news of Wise's election. Both Appleton & myself awaited the

result with the most anxious solicitude.

Messrs. Van Buren & Fillmore are both now here. Since

my arrival in London I have talked pretty freely to Lord Claren-

don & others in regard to the neglect with which our distinguished

countrymen who occupy or have occupied high official stations

w^ere treated at Court & by the court circle, compared with the

attentions lavished upon foreign continental princes, their rela-

tives & titled officials. W^hether this has produced any effect, I

cannot pretend to say. Certain it is, however, that the civilities

extended to Mr. Van Buren & Mr. Fillmore have been greater

than past experience might have taught us to expect. Still they

have not been what they ought to be, on the part of the Court.

Mr. Fillmore was presented to the Queen at a private audience

on the day before the Drawing Room, instead of in the crowd
on that occasion ; but this was on my suggestion in a note to the

Master of Ceremonies. Miss Lane & myself dined with him

at the Palace on Wednesday last ; but he was not placed in that
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distinguished position at table which would have been assigned

to the near relative of any petty German Prince; & I observe

that in the Court Circular his name is placed near the end of the

list of guests, that of Mr. Van Buren, who dined with Her
Majesty on the day following, being the very last on the list.

The Queen ought to give a dinner to an ex-President as the

principal guest, & assign him the post of honor at the table.

Still I do not complain, for they have done more than I had

expected ; & the Queen's character as well as her conduct towards

myself is above all exception. She always asks me in the kindest

manner after the health of the President.

I do hope you will inform me what are the " abuses "of
which you complain & which you have visited with so severe a

penalty in regard to our Despatch Bag from London. I venture

to say no abuses exist, unless Mr. Miller, who so far as I know
& believe is an industrious & faithful officer, has placed matter in

the Despatch Bag other than that which he has received from

the Legation.

With my kindest regards & those of Miss Lane to Mrs.

Marcy, I remain yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. y6. Legation of The United States.

London, 15 June 1855.

Sir:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

Despatch No. 88, of the 28th ultimo, in which you state that

you have " reason to believe that abuses have been committed in

the conveyance of letters and other articles, not entitled to the

privilege, by the Mail Bags between the Legation at London
and this Department." I trust you will deem it due to this Lega-

tion to specify these " abuses." I know that since my attention

has been directed to this subject by occurrences which took place

some months ago, nothing has been sent from this Legation to

Mr. Miller to be placed in the Despatch Bags, except what, at

* MSS. Department of State, 67 Despatches from England. The part

relating to court dress is printed in S. Ex. Doc. 31, 36 Cong, i Sess. 23.
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least in my estimation, has been entirely proper. Indeed, all

that we have sent would occupy but little room.

Both Mr. Appleton and myself consider it a hard measure

of justice, without having received any previous notice of the

alleged " abuses," to be deprived of the use of the Bag almost

altogether for our private correspondence ; for such is the effect

of your decision " that the Despatch Agents at Boston & New
York have no right to open the Bags in their transit from
London to Washington." The law requiring prepayment is an

excellent law, and I had provided myself with U. S. Post Office

Stamps to be attached to letters from members of the Legation

and their families to persons in the United States. We had sup-

posed that these letters prepaid would be deposited in the Post

Offices at New York and Boston for transmission to their places

of destination. The consequence now is, that we must send most

of our letters by the ordinary foreign mail, and that twenty-

four cents postage will be charged on each.

In my Despatch No. 24, of the 24th February, 1854, in

speaking of Court Costume, I expressed the hope that I was
done with this subject forever. It is proper, however, I should

inform you that the dress worn by myself and the members of

this Legation has recently been recognized as an appropriate

Court dress for other American Citizens, and what is remarkable,

also for British Subjects.

Some weeks since Mr. J. R. Tyson of Philadelphia arrived

in London and expressed a desire to be presented at Court. Not
wishing him to appear in the absurd and ridiculous Court Cos-

tume prescribed for civilians, I addressed a note to Sir Edward
Cust, the Master of Ceremonies, inquiring whether Mr. T.

might not be received by Her Majesty in a dress similar to my
own. The response was brief and satisfactory. It is dated

May 1 6th, 1855, and is as follows

:

My dear Sir: I consider the dress adopted by you to be quite sufficient

to fulfil Court Etiquette either for an American or an English gentleman,

&c., &c., &c.

Mr. Tyson was accordingly presented in this dress at the

Birthday Drawing Room on the 19th May; and Mr. Fillmore

and Mr. Henry E. Davies, his companion, have appeared at

Court in the same costume.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy

Secretarv of State.
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TO MR. MARCY/

No. 78. Legation of The United States.

London, 29 June 1855.

Sir:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

Despatches, Nos. 90 & 91, of the 7th and 9th Instant, respectively.

Previous to their receipt, I had made an appointment for a

meeting with Lord Clarendon on Wednesday last, without hav-

ing any specific matters of importance to bring to his notice.

The arrival of your 91 in the mean time, however, enabled me
to refer to the subject of enlistments by British Officials and

Agents for the British Army in the United States. I told him
I had received instructions from you to bring this subject to His

Lordship's notice, which I intended to do by a formal note; and

now merely mentioned it for the purpose of apprising him that

such was my intention. I then took occasion to observe that the

Government of the United States was able proudly to declare

that, from the days of Washington until the present moment,

they had always faithfully performed their neutral duties. In

confirmation of this, I might state that no Russian Privateers,

about which they had expressed so much anxiety, had been fitted

out in our Ports, and to refer to the unceasing vigilance with

which unlawful expeditions to Cuba had been watched and pre-

vented by the Government of the United States. I said I was
sorry that the British Press had most unjustly denounced our

Government for secretly encouraging filibustering expeditions,

although they ought to know that such conduct was alike opposed

to our uniform practice, our principles, and our interest.

His Lordship in reply assented to the correctness of my
observations. He said they had learned that a number of British

subjects and Germans in the United States were anxious, on

account of the pressure of the times, to enter the British service,

and they were not aware that our neutrality laws applied to such

cases. He highly approved of these laws; and as soon as he

had discovered that such a proceeding was likely to give offence

to the authorities at Washington, he had addressed a Despatch

to Mr. Crampton on the subject, with authority to make you

acquainted with its contents. [According to diplomatic usage,

you had a right to ask for a copy of this Despatch, and it could

^ MSS. Department of State, &j Despatches from England.
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not have been refused.] He proceeded to state that a fort-

night ago Lord Panmure had sent instructions to HaUfax which

would effectually put an end to all such attempts, and that noth-

ing was further from their intention than to violate our neutral-

ity laws. He then asked if these laws really prevented individuals

in the United States from entering into engagements to go abroad

for the purpose of afterwards enlisting. I told him that most

certainly they did, and that without this it would be easy to

evade the provisions of our neutrality laws; and I then referred,

as an example of the manner in which this might be done, to the

notice of the Lieutenant Governor of Nova Scotia, but told him

I would soon address him more particularly on the subject.

In the course of the interview we had some conversation in

relation to the three articles of a Consular Convention proposed

by myself. This subject I have not pressed since the receipt of

your Despatch No. 84, of the 31st March last, though I confess

that after re-examination the difficulties you present do not strike

me with the same force they have done yourself; and I am con-

stantly reminded by my correspondence with our consuls of

the necessity of some stipulation for restoring seamen deserting

from our Merchant vessels in different British Ports. In an-

swer to this Despatch, I addressed you in mine of the 20th April

(No. 68) ; but not having since heard from you on the subject,

I infer that I have not succeeded in removing your difficulties.

But I do not suppose there is much prospect of concluding any

such convention, for which, however. His Lordship professes to

be extremely anxious. Indeed, he became quite excited in con-

versing about it,—spoke in very strong terms of the obstructions

cast in his way by the Solicitor General, and said he had told

him in a late conference it would be a shame for England to have

it published to the world that, on account of the opposition of

the Law Officers of the Crown, they could not conclude a con-

sular convention with the United States similar to conventions

which the United States already had with so many other com-

mercial nations. I told him I had said all I intended to say on

the matter, but should expect an answer to my proposition, and

he might, if he thought proper, place their refusal to conclude

the convention on the ground he had stated ; and he replied that

he should certainly do this, and relieve himself from all personal

responsibility. (We shall see.)

I observed that as soon as it should become generally known
in the United States that they would enter into no stipulations
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to restore Deserters from American vessels, and that we were
not bound, on our part, to restore Deserters from British vessels,

their seamen would probably leave their vessels in our Ports in

much greater numbers than American seamen now left our ves-

sels in British Ports. He said this would be a bad state of

affairs; they already had a law upon this subject [the Foreign

Deserters Act of 1852], and why could we not comply with that

law ? I told him this was impossible,—we could never recognise

the distinction which that law made in favor of slaves over free-

men; and he replied that, in the present state of pubhc opinion

in England, it would be in vain to attempt to pass an Act through

Parliament which did not exempt slaves from being delivered up
as deserters. I said I was sorry to hear this. The interference

of the British people with Domestic slavery in the United States,

—a subject which did not concern them, and in which they had

no right to interfere,—had done much to alienate the two coun-

tries from each other.

I am much pleased with your reply to Mr. Crampton's

verbal note proposing to constitute an independent Government
at Greytown. I confess, however, I should have been more
pleased with it had you referred, as you perhaps might have done

not inappropriately, to their obligations under the Clayton and

Bulwer Treaty. I doubt not that any English Administration,

except perhaps the present, would cheerfully accede to the just

and proper terms of arrangement respecting Greytown proposed

by yourself, provided there was a silent acquiescence in their

dominion over Ruatan, to which I know you would never

consent. This Island is one of those commanding positions in

the world which Great Britain has been ever ready to seize and

appropriate. It enables her to control our commerce in the

Caribbean Sea and on its transit to California and Oregon. She
now possesses it in violation of a solemn Treaty w;ith the United

States ; and we can never voluntarily yield to her dominion over

it without a loss of character before the world and something

like national disgrace. Deeply impressed as I am with the vast

importance to both of preserving friendly relations between the

two countries, and willing as I should be to make sacrifices on
questions of mere policy to accomplish this object, yet we are

too young- and too proud a people to surrender any point of

national honor. Perhaps I may feel too strongly upon the sub-

ject, arising out of my past connection with it, now however at

an end.
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There begins to be an uneasy feeling, especially in quarters

having the deepest interest in trade with the United States, that

all is not well in the relations between the two countries. Sev-

eral members of the House of Commons have asked me for

information in regard to the Central American questions; and

but a few days ago a distinguished and influential member pro-

posed to call upon the Government for the production of the

papers, if this would meet my approbation; but I did not feel

myself at liberty to give any encouragement to make the call.

I told him this was a question for himself to decide on his own
responsibility. He then asked what the President had said

about these questions in his last Message ; and I shewed him the

paragraph. He said he thought, upon the strength of this para-

graph, he would, without asking for the papers, propound a

question to Lord Palmerston as to the present state of the rela-

tions between the two countries. I replied,—this was also a

question he must decide entirely for himself; I could neither

encourage nor discourage him. It is a week since I held this

conversation, and I have since heard nothing more of the matter.

In this interview with Lord Clarendon, I informed him it

was my intention, before I left the country, which it was my
purpose to do early in October, to submit a formal proposition

to him, in obedience to my instructions, for the conclusion of

the Treaty respecting neutral rights to which I had referred in

previous conversations. He intimated that he was himself favor-

able in principle to such a Treaty; but alluded to the difficulties

in the way. I feel pretty confident they would be unwilling, at

this time, to give such a proposition either an affirmative or a

negative answer. I have been expecting a Despatch from you
on this subject.

The truth is, that the whole policy of the governing class

is to pursue the old and beaten track as long as possible. Year
after year reports are made in Parliament in favor of the cor-

rection of known abuses. These recomm.endations are always

resisted, until public opinion forces them to yield. They fear

any change. It is quite notorious that the inefficient adminis-

tration of the different and interfering branches of the War
Department has been the cause of most of their disasters in the

Crimea, and that the Civil Departments of the Government re-

quire great reform. Whether the present agitation in favor of

administrative reform will do much practical good is extremely

doubtful. In any event, no more reform will be granted than
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•

may be absolutely required by public opinion. In the event of

the capture of Sebastopol, which they now expect with confidence,

the cries for reform may be drowned in the shouts and self-

gratulations for victory and the recovery of their military

prestige. Count Persigny, the French Ambassador, told me the

other day that the disasters of the allies in the Crimea were

attributable to their two incompetent Generals (Canrobert and
Lord Raglan.) They are now relieved from both.

I transmit herewith two copies, received from Lord Claren-

don, with a note dated on the 23d Instant, of a '' further notifica-

tion inserted in the London Gazette of the 226. Instant, respect-

ing the Blockade of Russian Ports in the Gulph of Finland by

the combined British & French naval forces," with the request

that I would have " the goodness to transmit copies of this

notification to your [my] Government in order that they may
through that channel become known to the citizens of the United

States."

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretarv of State.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 79. Legation of The United States.

London, 6 July 1855.

Sir:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

Despatches, Nos. 92 & 93, both of the i6th ultimo.

Mr. Alberdi has not yet arrived in London, at least to my
knowledge. After conversing with him, I shall not fail to com-

.municate to the British Government the course which the Presi-

dent intends to pursue as well towards the Argentine Confedera-

tion as the Republic of Buenos Ayres.

I transmit herewith the copy of a further notification re-

ceived from Lord Clarendon, writh a note dated on the 30th

ultimo, inserted in the London Gazette of the 29th ultimo,
'' respecting a blockade of Russian Ports on the Coast of Fin-

* MSS. Department of State, 67 Despatches from England.
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land by the combined British and French Naval forces," which

his Lordship requests me to transmit to my Government, in order

that it may through that channel become known to the Citizens

of the United States.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

TO LORD CLARENDON.

(Enclosure in No. 80.^)

Legation of The United States.

London, 6 July, 1855.

The Undersigned, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni-

potentiary of the United States, has been instructed to call the

attention of the Earl of Clarendon, Her Majesty's Principal

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, to the fact that numerous

attempts have been made, since the commencement of the exist-

ing war between Great Britain and Russia, to enlist soldiers for

the British army within the limits of the United States; and

that rendezvous for this purpose have been actually opened in

some of their principal cities. When intimations were thrown

out that British Consuls in the United States were encouraging

and aiding such enlistments, Mr. Crampton, Her Britannic Ma-
jesty's Minister at Washington, exhibited to the Secretary of

State the copy of a letter which he had addressed to one of these

Consuls disapproving of the proceeding and discountenancing

it as a violation of the Neutrality Laws of the United States.

After this very proper conduct on the part of Mr. Crampton,

it was confidently believed that these attempts to raise military

forces within the territory of a neutral nation from whatever

source they may have originated, would at once have been aban-

doned. This reasonable expectation has not been realized; and

efforts to raise recruits within the United States for the British

army are still prosecuted with energy, though chiefly in a some-

what different form. To arrest a course of proceeding which

so seriously compromitted the neutrality of the nation, in the

^Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 80, July 13, 1855, infra. The note to

Lord Clarendon is printed in S. Ex. Doc. 35, 34 Cong, i Sess. 10.
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existing war, prosecutions were instituted by order of the Amer-
ican Government against the offenders. This led to develop-

ments establishing the fact that the Lieutenant Governor of

Nova Scotia has had a direct agency in attempts to violate the

Neutrality Laws of the United States. This will appear from
the copy of a notification issued by that functionary, dated at

Halifax on the 15th March last, and believed to be genuine, a

copy of which the Undersigned has now the honor to communi-
cate to the Earl of Clarendon. This notification has been pub-

lished in the newspapers of the United States. In consequence,

it is believed, of this document, purporting to be official, the

practice of recruiting still proceeds with vigor, notwithstanding

the legal measures adopted by the ofBcers of the United States

to suppress it. The American Government are constantly re-

ceiving information that persons are leaving, and have left, the

United States, under engagements contracted within their limits,

to enlist as soldiers in the British army on their arrival in the

British Provinces. These persons are provided with ready means
of transit to Nova Scotia, in consequence of the express promise

of the Lieutenant Governor of that Province to pay '' to Nova
Scotian and other ship masters," the cost of a passage for each

poor man " willing to serve Her Majesty/' " shipped from
Philadelphia, New York, or Boston."

The disclosures made within the very last month, upon a

judicial investigation at Boston, (a report of w^hich is now
before the Undersigned,) afford good reason to believe that an

extensive plan has been organized by British functionaries and

agents, and is now in successful operation in different parts of

the Union, to furnish recruits for the British army.

All these acts have been performed in direct violation of the

Second Section of the Act of Congress of the 20th April, 18 18,

which provides,
—

'' That if any person shall, within the terri-

tory or jurisdiction of the United States, enlist or enter him-

self, or hire or retain another person to enlist or enter himself,

or to go beyond the limits or jurisdiction of the United States

with intent to be enlisted or entered in the service of any foreign

prince, state, colony, district, or people, as a soldier, as a marine

or seaman, on board of any vessel of war, letter of Marque, or

Privateer, every person so offending shall be deemed guilty of a

high misdemeanor, and shall be fined not exceeding one thou-

sand dollars, and be imprisoned not exceeding three years,"

&c. &c.
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The plain and imperative duties of neutrality, under the

law of nations, require that a neutral nation shall not suffer its

territory to become the theatre on which one of the belligerents

might raise armies to wage w^ar against the other. If such a

permission were granted, the partiality which this would mani-

fest in favor of one belligerent to the prejudice of the other

could not fail to produce just complaints on the part of the

injured belligerent, and might eventually involve the neutral as

a party in the war.

The Government of the United States, however, did not

leave the enforcement of its neutral obligations to rest alone on

the law of nations. At an early period of its history, in June,

1794, under the Administration of General Washington, an Act

of Congress was passed defining and enforcing its neutral duties;

and this Act had been supplied, extended, and enlarged by the

Act already referred to, and now^ in force, of the 20th April,

1 818. Under both these Acts, the very same penalties are im-

posed upon all persons implicated, whether the actual enlistment

takes place within the territory of the United States, or whether

an engagement is entered into to go beyond the limits or jurisdic-

tion of the United States, " with intent to be enlisted or entered

in the service of any foreign prince," &c., &c. Without the latter

provision the former might be easily evaded in the manner pro-

posed by the Lieutenant Governor of Nova Scotia. If the law

permitted any individual, whether official or unofficial, to engage

persons in Philadelphia, New York, and Boston to serve in the

British army, and to enter into contracts to transport them to

Halifax, there to complete the formal act of enlistment, then it

is manifest that this law, to a very great extent, would become
a dead letter.

The Undersigned is happy to know that in this respect the

fX)licy of the British Government is identical with that of the

United States. The Foreign Enlistment Act (59 Geo. 3, ch. 69),

like the Act of Congress, inflicts the same penalties upon any

individual who shall, within the British dominions, engage " any

person or persons whatever " " to go or to agree to go or embark
from any port of His Majesty's dominions, for the purpose or

with intent to be so enlisted," as though the enlistment had
actually taken place wathin the same.

And here it may be worthy of remark that neither the

Foreign Enlistment Act nor the Act of Congress is confined to

the enlistment or engagement of British subjects or American
Vol. IX—24
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citizens, respectively, but rightfully extends to individuals of all

nations :
—

'' to any person whatever." The reason is manifest.

The injury to the neutral principally consists in the violation of

its territorial sovereignty by the belligerent for the purpose of

raising armies ; and this is the same, no matter what may be the

national character of the persons who may agree to enter the

service.

The Government of the United States can look back with

satisfaction to the manner in which it has performed its neutral

duties at every period of its history ; and this often at the immi-

nent risk of being involved in war.

In the early stage of the present war, the British Govern-

ment very properly turned its attention towards the neutrality

laws of the United States; and particularly to the provisions

which forbid the fitting out and manning privateers for foreign

service. Any remissness in enforcing such provisions would
have been justly regarded by that Government as a violation

of the neutral relations of the United States. It is not difficult

to conjecture in what light the conduct of the American Govern-

ment would have been viewed by the Allies, had it not denounced

and resisted any attempt on the part of their enemy to send its

agents into the ports of the United States to fit out privateers

and engage sailors to man them. But would the Government of

the United States be less censurably neglectful of the duties of

neutrality, were it now to suffer one of the Allies to recruit armies

within its borders, than it Avould have been, had it permitted the

other belligerent to resort to American seaports for the purpose

of organizing a privateer force to take a part in the present war?
In view of all these considerations, the President has in-

structed the Undersigned to ascertain from the Earl of Claren-

don how far persons in official station under the British Govern-

ment have acted, whether with or without its approbation, either

in enlisting persons within the United States or engaging them
to proceed from thence to the British Provinces for the purpose

of being there enlisted; and what measures, if any, have been

taken to restrain their unjustifiable conduct.

The President will be much gratified to learn that Her
Majesty's Government has not authorised these proceedings, but

has condemned the conduct of its officials engaged therein, and

has visited them with its marked displeasure; as well as taken

decisive measures to put a stop to conduct so contrary to the law

of nations, the laws of the United States, and the comity which
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ought ever to prevail in the intercourse between the two friendly

Powers.

The Undersigned has the honor to renew to the Earl of

Clarendon the assurance of his distinguished consideration.

James Buchanan.

The Right Honble. The Earl of Clarendon,
&c. &c. &c.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 80. Legation of The United States.

London, 13 July 1855.

Sir:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your De-

spatches, Nos. 94, 95, 96, and 97, of the 21st, 21st, 25th, and

26th June, respectively.

I transmit the copy of a note which I yesterday addressed to

Lord Clarendon, in obedience to your No. 94, communicating

to the British Government the thanks of the President for the

aid rendered by Commander Curtis, of Her Majesty's Steam
Sloop " Brisk," to the American Merchant ship " North
Carolina."

I herewith transmit the copy of a note addressed by me to

Lord Clarendon, dated on the 6th Instant, and prepared in

conformity with your instructions (No. 91) on the subject of

the enlistment and employment of soldiers for the British army
within the limits of the United States ;—which I trust may receive

your approbation. It was sent to the Foreign Office on the 7th,

but its receipt has not yet been acknowledged.

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

^ MSS. Department of State, 67 Despatches from England. The last

paragraph is printed in S. Ex. Doc. 35, 34 Cong, i Sess. 10, together with

the note to Lord Clarendon of July 6, supra.
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TO MR. FLINN/

Legation of The United States,

London 13 July 1855.

My dear Sir/

I have received your very acceptable letter of the 19th

ultimo; & although very much pressed for time at the present

moment, cannot deny myself the pleasure of answering it. I am
truly sorry to learn that Mrs. Flinn is in poor health. I trust

that ere this she may have entirely recovered.

No public event for many a day has afforded me such heart-

felt satisfaction as the triumphant election of Mr. Wise ; & this

as well for the sake of the man as the cause. Democracy would

not have been Democracy had it not made war upon Know-
nothingism. A secret political society bound together by unlaw-

ful oaths, whose objects were to persecute a religious denomina-

tion & to deny civil rights to naturalised foreigners, was so

totally at war with the principles & practice of the Democratic

party that it necessarily encountered their determined opposition.

I am glad to learn by every steamer that it cannot long endure.

Our people must enjoy the liberty of going to Heaven their own
road, & if they don't get there it is their own fault.

You are right in all your conversations in stating em-

phatically that I am not a candidate for the Presidency. The
office has no longer any charms for me, & I am now as anxious

to pass into the shade of private life & enjoy peace & tranquillity

during the remnant of my days, as I ever was to reach that high

distinction. I have written in this spirit to every friend who has

addressed me on the subject. The circumstance of my absence

during the late exciting questions at home has turned for the

moment some considerable degree of public attention towards me;

but this will gradually vanish away as the friends of the aspirants

who desire the office bring their claims more & more into public

view.

My excellent friend Lynch, to whom I owe so much, is very

chary about writing. He very rarely writes to me. I am re-

joiced that he had determined to attend the Harrisburg Conven-

tion, & trust that the next steamer will bring me the news of Mr.

Plumer's nomination as Canal Commissioner.

I am truly sorry to hear of the removal of John H. Houston.

^ Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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I am warmly attached both to himself & his family, & cannot

believe that he ever joined the Know-nothings.

Please to say to my good & valued friend Danl. L Jenks that

I have received his letter of the 15th ultimo, but have not time

to answer it by this steamer.

Every thing goes well & smoothly with me so far as the

business of the Legation is concerned. Appleton is all I can

desire as a Secretary of Legation, & the Clerk, Mr. Benjamin

Moran of Philadelphia, performs his duties to my entire satisfac-

tion. Still I shall heartily rejoice when relieved from its labors.

Jenks informs me that Col: Forney is travelling through

the South & West, & intimates that I may know all about his

movements. In this respect I am a Know-nothing. He never

informed me of his intention to make such a trip, though I occa-

sionally hear from him & am always rejoiced when his letters

arrive. His obligations to General Pierce are so strong, & he

possesses such a warm & grateful heart, that he ought to be for

the General's succession, especially as I am not a candidate.

From your friend, very respectfully,

William Flinn Esquire.

James Buchanan.

FROM LORD CLARENDON.
(Enclosure in No. 81/) [July 16, 1855.]

The Undersigned, Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for

Foreign Affairs, has the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the note which

Mr. Buchanan, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of the

United States, addressed to him on the 6th Instant, respecting attempts

stated to have recently been made to enlist within the limits of the United

States soldiers for the British army.

The Undersigned must in the first instance express the regret of Her
Majesty's Government if the Law of the United States has been in any

way infringed by persons acting with or without any authority from them;

and it is hardly necessary for the Undersigned to assure Mr. Buchanan that

any such infringement of the Law of the United States is entirely contrary

to the wishes and to the positive instructions of Her Majesty's Government.

The Undersigned, however, thinks it right to state to Mr. Buchanan that

some months ago Her Majesty's Government were informed from various

sources that in the British North American Possessions, as well as in the

United States, there were many subjects of the Queen who, from sentiments

of loyalty, and many foreigners who, from political feeling, were anxious

to enter Her Majesty's service and to take part in the war. Her Majesty's

^Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 81, July 20, 1855, infra.
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Government, desirous of availing themselves of the offers of these volun-

teers, adopted the measures necessary for making generally known that Her
Majesty's Government vv^ere ready to do so, and for receiving such persons

as should present themselves at an appointed place in one of the British

Possessions. The right of Her Majesty's Government to act in this way
was incontestable ; but at the same time they issued stringent instructions to

guard against any violation of the United States Law of Neutrality, the

importance and sound policy of which Law has been so well expounded

by Mr. Buchanan, in whose remarks upon it, as well as upon the Foreign

Enlistment Bill of this country. Her Majesty's Government entirely concur.

It can scarcely be matter of surprise that when it became known that

Her Majesty's Government was prepared to accept these voluntary offers,

many persons in various quarters should give themselves out as agents

employed by the British Government, in the hope of earning reward by

promoting, though on their own responsibility, an object which they were

aware was favorably looked upon by the British Government. Her
Majesty's Government do not deny that the acts and advertisements of these

self-constituted and unauthorized agents were in many instances undoubted

violations of the Law of the United States ; but such persons had no

authority whatever for their proceedings from any British Agents, by all of

whom they were promptly and unequivocally disavowed.

With respect to the Proclamation by the Lieutenant Governor of Nova
Scotia, inclosed in Mr. Buchanan's note, the Undersigned can assure Mr.

Buchanan, with reference both to the character of Sir Gaspard Le Marchant

and to the instructions he received, as well as to his correspondence on

these instructions, that that officer is quite incapable of intentionally acting

against the Law of the United States ; and in proof that he did not in fact

do so, the Undersigned begs leave to refer Mr. Buchanan to the legal

decision given, on the particular point adverted to by Mr. Buchanan, by

Judge Kane on the 22nd of May last, in the United States Circuit Court

at Philadelphia. The Judge says :
" I do not think that the payment of the

passage from this country of a man who desires to enlist in a Foreign Port

comes within the Act " [the Neutrality Act of 1818.] " In the terms of the

printed Proclamation there is nothing conflicting with the Laws of the

United States. A person may go abroad, provided the enlistment be in a

foreign place, not having accepted and exercised a commission. There is

some evidence in Hertz's case that he did hire and retain, and therefore

his case would have to be submitted to a jury. In Perkins's case there was

testimony upon which a jury might convict. In Bucknell's case it appears

that there was a conversation at which he was present, but no enlistment,

or hiring, or retaining. The conversation related as to the practicability

of persons going to Nova Scotia to enlist. If the rule I have laid down
be correct, then the evidence does not connect him with the misdemeanor."

—

" Mr. Bucknell is therefore discharged, and Messrs. Perkins and Hertz are

remanded to take their trial."

As regards the proceedings of Her Majesty's Government, the Under-

signed has the honor to inform Mr. Buchanan that Mr. Crampton was

directed to issue strict orders to British Consuls in the United States to be

careful not to violate the Law; and Mr. Crampton was enjoined, above all,

to have no concealment from the Government of the United States. In the

absence of Mr. Crampton from Washington, Her Majesty's Charge d'Affaires
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placed in Mr. Marcy's hands a despatch from the Undersigned on this

subject, expressly stating that "Her Majesty's Government would on no

account run any risk of infringing this (the neutrality) law of the United

States."

The Undersigned has, however, the honor, in conclusion, to state to Mr.

Buchanan that Her Majesty's Government, having reason to think that no

precautionary measures, with whatever honesty they might be carried out,

could effectually guard against some real or apparent infringement of the

Law which would give just cause for complaint to the Government of the

United States, determined that all proceedings for enlistment should be put

an end to, and instructions to that effect were sent out before the Under-

signed had the honor to receive Mr. Buchanan's note ; as the Undersigned

need hardly say that the advantage which Her Majesty's service might

derive from enlistment in North America would not be sought for by Her
Majesty's Government, if it were supposed to be obtained in disregard of

the respect due to the Law of the United States.

The Undersigned has the honor to renew to Mr. Buchanan the assurance

of his consideration.

(signed) Clarendon.

Foreign Office, July i6, 1855.

The Honble. James Buchanan.

TO LORD CLARENDON.
(Enclosure in No. 93.^)

Legation of The United States,

London, 18 July, 1855.

The Undersigned, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister

Plenipotentiary of the United States, has the honor to acknowl-

edge the receipt of the note which the Earl of Clarendon, Her
Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs,

addressed to him on the i6th Instant, in answer to his note of

the 6th Instant, on the subject of the enlistment and employment

of soldiers for the British army within the United States ; and

the Undersigned will have much satisfaction in transmitting a

copy of His Lordship's note to the Secretary of State by the

next Steamer.

The Undersigned has the honor to renew to the Earl of

Clarendon the assurance of his distinguished consideration.

(Signed) James Buchanan.
The Right Honble. The Earl of Clarendon,

&c., &c., &c.

' Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 93, Sept. 28, 1855, infra. Printed in S. E.^

Doc. 35, 34 Cong. I Sess. 26.
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FROM LORD CLARENDON/
Private. Grosvr. Cresct. July 19/55.

My dear Mr. Buchanan :

I beg to enclose the copy of a letter from Major Butler to Lt. Colonel

Bolton which you desired to have from the State Paper office.

I have caused enquiry to be made in several Departments respecting

the Govt, property destroyed at Fort Ticonderoga, but without success. I

also referred to the Colonial office and beg to enclose the answer which
I received. I fear there is no chance of obtaining the information.

I have had several communications with the Solicitor General, verbal

and written, about the Convention, which I am as anxious as yourself to

conclude, for I feel as you do that the present state of things is an oppro-

brium to two great commercial and maritime Countries like the United States

& England, but I have not been able to come to an understanding with

him. I venture to trouble you with a memorandum which I have made from

the last written opinion of the Solicitor General, in order that you may
be aware of the difficulties which he sees in the proposed arrangement, &
I shall be much obliged for any remarks upon it that you may favor me
with.

If I remember rightly, you told me that Conventions similar to the

one which you propose to us have been agreed to between the United States

& several other Countries & that they have not given rise to any difficulty.

If you would have the goodness to furnish me with a copy of one of these

documents I might perhaps turn it to good account with our Lawyers.

Believe me
Very faithfully yours

Clarendon.

Memorandum.

It is an essential principle of criminal justice that no man ought to be

imprisoned on a criminal charge without the certainty of being at the earliest

period put upon his Trial on that charge.

Nor ought any man to be taken into custody and sent to take his Trial

on a criminal charge to a distant place or country, where there is no reason-

able certainty of ensuring the attendance of those who have personal

knowledge of the circumstances attending the commission of the alleged

crime; and who are therefore the only competent Witnesses, as well for the

defence as for the prosecution.

But these principles are wholly disregarded by the 2d of the draft

articles inclosed in Mr. Buchanan's note of the ist of March last, and it

seems obvious that in many, if not the majority of cases, the provisions

of that article would fail of securing the ordinary means for the administra-

tion of Justice.

This will be best illustrated by an example.

An American vessel leaves New York on a Whaling Voyage, or on a

Voyage to India and China. She puts in at the Cape of Good Hope, and a

Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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charge of mutiny or robbery is brought before a British Magistrate by

the American captain against an English seaman. The depositions are taken,

and the evidence is sufficient to justify the man being committed to take his

Trial. According to the Article, the accused person is either to be delivered

as a Prisoner to the Captain, or to be sent by some other ship to New
York for Trial. But the American ship, if she ever returns to New York,

will probably not return there for 2 or 3 years, and what in the mean time

is to be done with the Prisoner? This is not an extreme case, but one

very likely to occur; and in fact the case is the same in principle, tho' not

in extent, if we take an ordinary merchant vessel trading between Baltimore

and Bristol. The seaman accused and committed at Bristol would be

sent to Baltimore for Trial, but with no certainty that the persons whose
evidence is essential to save his life may not (if Passengers) be left at

Bristol, or (if Seamen) have quitted the ship before her return to Balti-

more. Suppose the crime to be alleged to have been committed by a Seaman
upon a Passenger in an American ship during a voyage from Boston to

Liverpool. The seaman, having been arrested at Liverpool, is to be sent

to Boston for Trial ; are the Witnesses both for the prosecution and defence

to be sent there too ? Some of them may be persons who will have no inten-

tion of returning to Boston. It would be easy to multiply such instances,

and to show that the proposed Article, instead of promoting the adminis-

tration of criminal justice, would be calculated to produce a contrary effect.

If it be asked, " Have you no remedy for the present existing evil of

the entire failure of Justice ? " There seems no better remedy than that

the Criminal Courts of England and America shall by mutual legislation be

empowered to take cognizance of Crimes committed on the High Seas by

persons on board the ships of either country.

With regard to the objects contemplated by the other draft articles

proposed by Mr. Buchanan :

—

1st. As to Article i. There would be no difficulty in extending to

American vessels all such facilities as the law permits for apprehending

deserters from merchant vessels, and sending them on board their ships

;

those facilities being such as are described in the Act of Parliament 15 and

16 Victoria, c. 26. This might be done either by an Article of a Convention,

or by an Order in council which might be issued under the Act above

referred to, on Mr. Buchanan simply giving official assurance that equal

facilities are or will be given to British vessels in the United States.

2ndly. Nor would there be any objection to conclude an Article on the

subject treated of in the 3d of Mr. Buchanan's Articles; to the effect that

no jurisdiction shall be exercised by the Courts of either country at any

port or place at which a vessel of the other may touch in the course of her

voyage, with respect to any cause of dispute or matter of litigation of a

civil nature between the master and crew of such vessel, except at any

port or place where the voyage and term of service of one of the litigating

Parties may have terminated; and that in any such case, and in any

other cases on the application of the Consul of the nation to which the vessel

belongs, the Justices or other officers possessing summary jurisdiction shall

exercise the same jurisdiction with regard to disputes between the Masters
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and Seamen of such vessels as they can exercise between the Masters &
seamen of national vessels.

Such an Article would however require the authority of Parliament,

and therefore Her Majesty's Government could conclude it only subject

to obtaining such authority.

July 19, 1855/

TO MR. MARCY/

No. 81. Legation of The United States.

London, 20 July 1855.

Sir:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

Despatches Nos. 98, 99, 100, and loi, of the 28th and 30th June
and of the 2d and 3d July, respectively.

I transmit the copy of a note received from Lord Claren-

don, dated on the i6th Instant, in ansv^er to mine of the 6th

Instant, on the subject of the enlistment and employment of

soldiers for the British army within the limits of the United

States. In acknowledging the receipt of this note, I have in-

formed his Lordship that I shall have much satisfaction in trans-

mitting a copy of it to the Secretary of State by the next

Steamer.

I also transmit the copy of a note received from Lord
Clarendon, dated on the i6th Instant, in answer to mine of the

1 2th, which communicated to the British Government the thanks

of the President for the aid rendered by Cominander Curtis, of

Her Majesty's Steam Sloop " Brisk," to the American merchant

ship '' North Carolina."

I have received from the Department of State a copy of the

new edition of Wheaton's Elements of International Law, for

the use of the Legation.

• I transmit herewith two copies of a notification received

from Lord Clarendon, with a note dated on the i8th Instant, in-

serted in the London Gazette of the 17th, "announcing the

establishment of a blockade of Russian Ports in the White Sea by

the combined British and French naval forces; " which his Lord-

^This memorandum was enclosed to Mr. Marcy by Mr. Buchanan with

his despatch No. 83, of August 3, 1855, infra. It was received by Mr.

Buchanan on July 20.

^ MSS. Department of State, 67 Despatches from England. The para-

graph relating to recruitment is printed in S. Ex. Doc. 35, 34 Cong, i Sess. 15.
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ship requests me to transmit to my Gk)vernment, " in order that

it may through that channel become known to the citizens of the

United States."

In regard to your Despatch No. 99, concerning the use of

the Despatch Bags, I shall make a few observations.

You appear throughout to have confounded this Legation

with the Despatch Agency in London; although our connection

with it, like that of other Legations, consists simply in sending

our Despatches, private letters, &c., once per week to Mr. Miller

to be placed in the bag. I repeat again emphatically that noth-

ing has been sent from this Legation to him since the period

mentioned in my Despatch No. 76, except what in my estimation

has been entirely proper. In confirmation of this, and after care-

fully examining the Inventories of the Despatch Bags of the

Atlantic and Baltic which you have forwarded here, I believe

they contain not a single letter, or newspaper, or anything else,

which was placed in the Bag on my request, by my direction,

or with my knowledge, except the letter to the Chevalier de

Cueto. I did send a very few private letters written by myself

in the Bag by both of these steamers, of which I always keep a

register; but, strange to say, not one of these is mentioned in

either Inventory. Ever since the period to which I have alluded,

I have made it a point to see personally that nothing should be

sent from the Legation to the Despatch Agency, except what
was clearly within the long established rules.

If you had acted upon the distinction between the Legation

and the Agency, and instructed the Minister to inquire into the

alleged abuses of the latter, I should have most cheerfully per-

formed this duty. Even as it is, I have taken upon myself to

advise Mr. Miller to place nothing in the Despatch Bag for any

person in London, except the Consul, which he shall not receive

from this Legation; and if you should think proper to add your

instruction to my advice, I am persuaded there would be no

cause for complaint hereafter. He is faithful, honest, indus-

trious, and obliging, and is devoted to his duties; but is one of

those persons who can with difficulty say No.

I am gratified that you have relaxed the rule prescribed in

your Despatch of the 28th May last, & that my letters to persons,

although not residing in Washington, and not relating to official

business, if prepaid, can now go forward to their destination

without being considered " as sea borne letters." Still, since you
have deemed it unsafe to entrust your agents in New York and
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Boston to open the bags, we shall use them but little for this

purpose.

Whilst I shall obey your instructions implicitly, I still ven-

ture to express the opinion that some discretion ought to be

allowed to a minister in London to use the bag in certain cases

beyond these instructions.

It has always been the practice to send in the bag letters to

gentlemen who have been Ministers in this country, from their

English friends; and yet I do not believe I have sent a dozen,

certainly not twenty, such letters since I have been in London.

So far as I am acquainted with the practice of different

Legations, it has always been deemed an act of international

comity to send Despatches and letters for each other in their

respective bags ; and as the United States rarely, if ever, employ

paid messengers, we have certainly gained more than we have

lost by this practice. When in St. Petersburg, I sent many of

my Despatches & letters to London in the bag of the British

Ambassador, and received many such Despatches and letters

through the same channel.

I do not recollect whether " the four large bundles " directed

to Mr. Figaniere, the Portuguese Minister, by his Government,

were sent from this Legation to the Despatch Agency or not;

but if not, they certainly would have been sent before the receipt

of your instructions. And why? Because every thing that

comes in the Despatch Bag from the State Department—all

private letters, packages, &c., whatever 'they may be, from the

United States, directed to our Minister at Lisbon, are regularly

sent in the Despatch Bag of the Portuguese Minister in London.

Under these circumstances, I could not have refused to send even
" the four large bundles " to Mr. Figaniere. Besides, this was
an exceptional case, and may never again occur. Nor would

the Government have lost $66 postage had these bundles not been

sent in the bag. They would surely not have been transmitted

by mail. Besides, the British bag to Mr. Crampton would doubt-

less have been at the service of Count de Lavradio, the Portu-

guese Minister in London.

There are some matters of a public nature for which it is

difficult to refuse the use of the Bag. For example, I was
obliged, a few days ago, most reluctantly to refuse to send in

this manner reports of the Royal British Agricultural Society to

four of our State Agricultural Societies. At this very moment,

whilst I am writing, I have received a letter from the Foreign
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Correspondent of the " Royal Institute of British Architects,"

with three accompanying packages. I send the letter and the

packages to you merely to shew the nature of the applications

which are sometimes, though not often, made, and have been

always heretofore granted, and promise not again to violate your

instructions in this particular.

By the last steamer (the Atlantic) there came in the

Despatch Bag, from a gentleman of high respectability in New
York, a package of books (I know not what they are) for Sir

John Packington. Should he desire to send something in return

to his correspondent, it will sound strangely for me to say to

him, although you have received your package by the Despatch

Bag, I have been instructed that you shall not return your answer

by the same channel.

In regard to the "cumbersome packages" to which you refer

as found in the Despatch Bags, addressed to private individuals,

with printed labels, &c., and with the seal of the Legation upon

them,—not one of these ever saw, the Legation, and no man in

London would, I think, even venture to request either Mr. Apple-

ton or myself to send such packages in the Despatch Bag. You
do not seem to be aware that Mr. Miller has always had a seal

of the Legation in his possession, and must continue to have it

unless he should be obliged to bring every Despatch Bag which

he sends to the United ^States, or to the Continent, nearly two

miles to this Legation for no other purpose than merely to have

the seal affixed.

Instead of the plan which 3^ou propose, of identifying the

letters from members of this Legation by requiring them to

endorse their names upon these letters, I shall adopt another

which will be equally efficacious for your purpose. The few

letters which we may send to the Department by the Bags shall be

placed in a single envelope and directed either by Mr. Appleton

or myself to Mr. Hunter, who is well acquainted with the hand-

writing of both. I have sent but very few newspapers to the

United States, either in or out of Bags,—and I shall send no

more by the latter conveyance.

I have been Informed by a note from Mr. Bates, of the

firm of Baring Brothers, & Co., that they have received instruc-

tions from the State Department which will prevent them from
paying the salary of the Minister and Secretary of Legation at

the end of each month as heretofore. This will put me to no

other inconvenience during the brief remnant of my term than to
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borrow the amount of my salary at the end of each month, to

be repaid at the end of the quarter, which I can do readily. I

speak, therefore, only in behalf of my unknown successor. He
will have no outfit, and will be obliged, according to the uniform

custom here, to pay his household expenses at the end of each

month. Under these circumstances it may be very inconvenient

for him to be in London three months before he can draw for

any part of his salary.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy

Secretary of State.

TO LORD CLARENDON.^

Private. U. S. Legation, London,
2ist July 1855.

My dear Lord Clarendon,
Many thanks to you for your kindness in procuring and

sending the papers which I requested. But you thus always act.

In regard to the Consular treaty, I had given this up after

our last conversation. The unfortunate subject of Slavery which

has done & wnll continue to do so much injury in the relations

between the two countries, T thought, from your remarks, would

effectually prevent Great Britain from restoring deserting sailors

to the United States, although [it is] notorious that slaves are

never employed as sailors in foreign voyages by my countny^nen.

I had thought it was a very simple matter to apply the principles

of our Extradition Treaties to high crimes committed on the

ocean as Avell as on the land. At present, according to your

established law and practice, a murder may be committed any

day, of the most valuable person of either Country, on board a

Collins Steamer, and on her arrival at Liverpool the murderer is

set at liberty, and the Captain may consider himself fortunate if

he should not be sued for false imprisonment. The law may
be the same in the United States, and reciprocate this evil in

regard to murders and other high crimes committed on board one

of the Cunard Steamers on her way to New York; though I am
persuaded the practice has been altogether different.

^ Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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The Solicitor General treats this great question involving the

life and property of all people who '' go down to the sea in

Ships " in the spirit of his highly respectable profession. He
imagines a case of hardship which may possibly occur, should the

extradition of criminals on the ocean as well as on the land be

provided for, and hence infers that no provision ought to be

made. Such reasoning would bring the world to a '' Stand

Still " and arrest the progress of the most conservative human
improvements. The truth is that from the high character of the

Judiciary in both Countries, from the humanity of Juries, and

for the very reasons stated by the Solicitor General, it would be

very difficult to convict any person for a crime committed on

the ocean, unless in very clear cases.

I believe that we now have Conventions with every commer-
cial nation in the world except England, providing for the first

and third points of my proposition. The necessity for a pro-

vision for the second point had never been rendered manifest

until the recent occurrence of the discharge of the mutineers

in London. In regard to other nations this has never been

found necessary. The Consular instructions adopted at an early

period of our history, to which I have referred specially in my
note to you of the first of March last, have proved sufficient.

—

If you think there is any possibility of concluding a Convention,

I shall be happy again to confer with you on the subject.

I cannot omit this occasion of expressing my high personal

satisfaction at the able, firm, and consistent course pursued by

your Lordship in conducting the late negotiations. Although I

entertain my own opinions in regard to the present war, and

sincerely wish England were fairly and honorably out of it, yet

I heartily congratulate you for having presented so clear a record,

free from ambiguity and doubt, & requiring no explanations, no

apologies, no " doubling and twisting."

Yours very respectfully

Iames Buchanan.
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TO MR. MARCY/

No. 82. Legation of The United States.

London, 27th July 1855.

Sir:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your Circular

of the loth Instant, relative to the use of the Despatch Bags.

I have received a note from Lord Clarendon, dated on the

19th Instant, in reply to mine of the 19th June, requesting Her
Majesty's Exequatur for D. M. Huckins, Esquire, appointed

Consul of the United States at Cape Town; in which he informs

me " that the Governor of the Cape has been instructed to report

whether he is aware of any objection to an Exequatur being

issued to Mr. Huckins, and that if in his opinion no such objec-

tion exists, he is authorized to recognise Mr. Huckins as Acting

Consul pending the transmission of his Exequatur."

I have received (on the 24th inst.) the Exequatur for Israel

D. Andrews, appointed Consul General of the United States for

the British North American Provinces, and this, together with

his Commission, has been forwarded to him at his post, St.

John, N. B.

In obedience to your instructions (No. loi) I have ad-

dressed a note to Lord Clarendon requesting the discharge of

David L. Caldwell. I do not, however, find the slightest allega-

tion, even in his own letter of the 19th May last, which accom-

panied your Despatch, that he had been impressed into the British

service, and from this it is doubtful, to say the least, whether he

had been actually deceived.

I have had two interviews with Mr. " Juan B. Alberdi,

Charge d'Affaires of the Argentine Confederation " to this

Court, and have communicated to him the substance of your

Despatch No. 93. It was agreed between us that when he

thought the proper time had arrived, he would give me notice,

and I should then call upon Lord Clarendon and inform him of

the views of the President and the course which he intends to

pursue in relation to the Argentine Confederation and the Repub-

lic of Buenos Ayres. Our last interview took place on Wednes-

day the 18th Instant, and since that time I have not seen him.

I have not yet been able to obtain the list of claims for

return duties on woollens, to which you refer in your Despatch

MSS. Department of State, 67 Despatches from England.
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No. lOO; but I hope to do so in time to forward it to you by
the steamer of August 4th.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon: William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 83. Legation of The United States.

London, 3 August 1855.
Sir:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your
Despatch No. 102, of the 15th ultimo.

Referring to that part of my Despatch No. 78, of the 29th

June, relating to the proposed Consular Convention between
Great Britain and the United States,—I received from Lord
Clarendon, on the 20th ultimo, a '* Memorandum," dated on
the 19th, of which he thus speaks in a private note accompanying
it :
—

" I have had several communications with the Solicitor Gen-
eral, verbal and written, about the Convention, which I am as

anxious as yourself to conclude, for I feel as you do, that the

present state of things is an opprobrium to two great commercial

and maritime countries like the United States and England ; but

1 have not been able to come to an understanding with him. I

venture to trouble you with a ' Memorandum ' which I have

made from the last written opinion of the Solicitor General, in

order that you may be aware of the difficulties which he sees in

the proposed arrangement, and I shall be much obliged for any

remarks upon it that you may favor me with," &c. &c. &c.

I send a copy of this " Memorandum." ^

I do not furnish you a copy of the whole of his Lordship's

private note, though I feel myself quite at liberty to give you a

copy of my entire answer, dated on the 21st ultimo, so far as it

relates to this subject. It is as follows : . . .

^

In reply to this, I received a private note from His Lordship,

^ MSS. Department of State, 67 Despatches from England.
' See note from Lord Clarendon, July 19, 1855, supra.

^ See the answer, supra, under date of July 21, 1855. In the despatch

Mr. Buchanan quotes the whole, except the first and last paragraphs.

Vol. IX—25
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dated on the 24th ultimo, of a satisfactory character, so far as

his own individual opinion was concerned, in which he says,

among other things :

—

'' I am sure that you and I could in an
hour lay the ground for a better state of things."

In this condition of affairs, I received opportunely a letter

from Nathaniel Hawthorne, Esquire, our Consul at Liverpool,

dated on the 30th ultimo, of which, together with the enclosed

affidavits I transmit you copies.

You will perceive that these raise the question clearly and
distinctly whether an " assault with an intent to commit murder,"

on hoard an American vessel on the high seas, is embraced by
the provisions of the loth [Extradition] Article of the Treaty of

Washington of the 9th August, 1842.

In my official note to Lord Clarendon of the 31st ultimo,,

of which I send a copy, requesting a warrant for the arrest of

Henry Norris Johnson, charged with this crime, you will observe

that the facts necessary to raise the question are distinctly stated.

I accompanied this with a private note from myself of the

same date, of which the following is a copy:

—

" I send, accompanying this, a requisition for the extradition

of Henry Norris Johnson. The crime charged and clearly proven

against him is ' assault with intent to commit murder.'
" The place :—On board an American ship on the high seas,

whilst on her voyage from New York to Liverpool; and there-

fore, under the law of nations, ' within the jurisdiction ' of the

United States, according to the terms of the Treaty. (Wheaton,

157O
'' The Treaty not only provides for the extradition of crimi-

nals who ' shall seek an asylum,' but also of those who ' shall

be found ' within the territories of the other party; and through-

out the subsequent part of the article, the language employed is

' the fugitive or person so charged,' in the alternative.
'•'

It is manifest that the Article embraces not merely such

criminals as have fled from justice, but all others who have com-

mitted the crimes mentioned, & ' shall be found ' within the

jurisdiction of the other party.

" The crime and not the flight is, as it ought to be, the

question.

"If this construction be correct, and I do not see how it

can be contested, then the second of my propositions for a

Consular Convention becomes, in a great degree, unnecessary.

The crime of mutiny, or an attempt to commit mutiny, might
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simply be added to the list embraced by the Extradition Treaty.
" Please to give this subject a little of your own personal

attention.

" The decision of the case of extradition now submitted will

decide the whole matter, so far as the crimes enumerated in the

treaty are concerned."

On the next day, August ist, I received a note from Lord
Clarendon, of which I send a copy, transmitting a warrant from
Sir George Grey, the Secretary of State for the Home Depart-

ment, for the apprehension of Henry Norris Johnson,—which I

immediately forwarded to Mr. Hawthorne.
I also received a private note from Lord Clarendon of the

same date, in which he says :
—

" I did as you desired in your

letter of yesterday and took the matter in hand myself—no
lawyer having been consulted, there was neither difficulty nor

delay, as you will have seen by my official note."

I transmit, herewith, two " copies of a further notification

inserted in the London Gazette of yesterday [27th July, received

from Lord Clarendon on the 28th] respecting the blockade of

Russian Ports in the Gulf of Bothnia by the combined British

and French Naval Forces ;
" and his Lordship requests that I

" will have the goodness to transmit copies of this notification to

your [my] Government, in order that it may through that

channel become known to the citizens of the United States."

Mr. Appleton has had in charge the subject of your

Despatch No. 100, and has received a note from Mr. Russell

Sturgis, one of the partners of the House of Baring Brothers

& Co., dated on the 31th ultimo, in which he states that he has

seen Mr. Barry, who says, " the list [of claimants for the return

of woollen duties, under the Convention of 8 February, 1853]
waits only for one or two names (Mr. W. Brown and Mr. Rath-

bone), and as soon as he gets them he will send it at once to

Judge Upham."
You will observe by the London Times of this morning

that Lord Palmerston last night in the House of Commons, in

answer to an inquiry of Mr. Thomas Milnor Gibson, stated as

follows :
—

" With regard to the question which arose in the

United States [respecting the enlistment or engagement of

soldiers for the Foreign Legion] I beg to inform the right

honorable gentleman that a similar arrangement [to that at

Heligoland] was made at Halifax, by which any persons going

there from whatever quarter might be enrolled ; but it appearing
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that that had led to questions within the territory of the United
States as to whether or not the law of that country had been
violated, Her Majesty's Government, being desirous that no
such questions should by possibility arise, has put an end to the

enhstment of forces which used to take place at Halifax."

("Hear, hear.")i

I need scarcely observe that the extracts which I have made
in this Despatch from the private notes of Lord Clarendon are

merely intended to present to you a full view of the matters to

wiliich they relate, and ought not, at least for the present, to be

published.

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

Enclosures.

1.
—"Memorandum" from Lord Clarendon, dated 19 July, 1855. (See

supra, under July 19.)

2.—Letter from Nathaniel Hawthorne, Esq., to Mr. Buchanan, dated at

Liverpool, 30 July, 1855. (See below.)

3.—Affidavits in the case of Henry Norris Johnson. (Not given here.)

4.—Mr. Buchanan to Lord Clarendon, dated July 31, 1855. (See below.)

5.—Lord Clarendon to Mr. Buchanan, dated August i, 1855. (See below.)

6.—Two copies London Gazette, July 27, 1855, containing Notification

of further blockade of Russian Ports in the Gulf of Bothnia. (Not given

here.)

(Enclosure in No. 83.) Consulate of the United States,

Liverpool, 30th July, 1855.

Sir:

I beg to enclose herewith affidavits of the Master and three of the crew

of the American ship " Cultivator," charging Henry Norris Johnson with

the crime of assault with intent to commit murder, on board the said ves-

sel, while within the jurisdiction of the United States, in order that you

may make requisition for the surrender and extradition of the accused,

under the tenth section of the treaty with Great Britain of 1842.

Johnson is now in confinement on board the vessel in the Dock at this

Port, and must be kept there until the Magistrate can issue a warrant for

his apprehension, which he cannot do until he is notified by the Secretary

of State of your having made the requisition.

With high respect I have the honor to be

Your Obed. Servant,

(signed) Nathl. Hawthorne.
To His Excellency, James Buchanan.

* The foregoing paragraph is printed in S. Ex. Doc. 35, 34 Cong, i

Sess. 18.
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(Enclosure in No. 83.)

Legation of the United States,

London, July 31st, 1855.

My Lord,

I have the honor to furnish you a letter just received from Nathaniel

Hawthorne, Esquire, United States Consul at Liverpool, bearing date on

the 30th instant, together with the original depositions taken before him at

Liverpool on the 28th & 30th instant, from which it seems clear that Henry
Norris Johnson, a seaman belonging to the American Merchant Ship " Cul-

tivator," was on the 'tenth instant guilty of the crime of " assault with intent

to commit murder " on Charles Ryan, another seaman on board the said

ship, when seven days out from Port on her voyage from New York to

Liverpool, the said crime being committed "within the jurisdiction of the

United States ; and that the said Henry Norris Johnson is now ' to be found

'

at Liverpool."

I have, therefore, to request that your Lordship would grant, or cause

to be granted, the warrant required by the Act of Parliament to the proper

Magistrate or Magistrates at Liverpool for the arrest of the said Henry
Norris Johnson, to answer to the charge of " assault with intent to commit
murder " on Charles Ryan, on board the said ship, and to be further dealt

with, according to the provisions of the tenth article of the treaty of Wash-
ington of the 9th August, 1842.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
The Right Honorable The Earl of Clarendon,

&c. &c. &c.

(Enclosure in No. 83.)

Foreign Office, August ist, 1855.

Sir,

I did not fail to refer to Her Majesty's Secretary of State for the Home
Department your letter of yesterday's date requesting the extradition, under

the loth article of the Treaty of Washington of the 9th of August, 1842, of

Henry Norris Johnson, a seaman belonging to the American Merchant Ship
" Cultivator," who is charged with the crime of assault with intent to com-

mit murder, and who is stated to be at Liverpool ; and I have the honour to

transmit to you herewith a warrant which has been issued under the hand

and seal of Secretary Sir George Grey for the apprehension of the above

mentioned person.

I return herewith the Depositions enclosed in your letter.

I have the honor to be, with the highest consideration, Sir,

Your most obedient humble servant,

(Signed) Clarendon.

The Honorable James Buchanan.
&c. &c. &c.
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TO MR. MARCY/

No. 84. Legation of The United States.

London, 10 August 1855.

Sir:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

Despatch No. 103, of the 20th July last.

For want of something more important, I am induced, on

account of an unpleasant incident which has recently occurred at

the Liverpool Custom House, to make some observations on a

subject with which the State Department ought to be acquainted.

In this, as I believe in all other countries, foreign Ministers

import what they please for their own use, and also receive

articles from their respective Governments, free of duty. I have

exercised this right in a very limited manner, generally preferring

to purchase from English dealers all articles for domestic pur-

poses (w^ith the single exception of wine,) rather than conform

to the stringent regulations required in order to avail myself of

it. In fact, the authorities here w^ould seem to act upon the

presumption that all foreign Ministers would be smugglers if

they could. As an example of the process required, I transmit

a copy of the application I was obliged to make to Lord Clarendon

for the importation free of duty of the Eleven Packages con-

taining copies of Wheaton's Elements of International Law, and

Newspapers, sent by the Department for distribution among our

Legations and Consulates in Europe.

From some mistake or omission at the Department, which

has previously occurred on more than one occasion, I have never

until this day received any advices concerning these Packages,

nor did I know of their arrival, or even of their existence, until

a notice arrived to this effect from the Liverpool Custom House.

In order to ask for a Treasury Order for their admission duty

free, it became necessary that I should ascertain what they con-

tained ; and for this purpose I directed them, through Mr. Miller,

to be opened. It was then discovered that their contents consisted

of the Volumes of Wheaton, a package of Newspapers, and

about six pounds of cigars, the duty on which is nine shillings

per lb., with 5 per cent, additional duty.

Believing that these cigars had been fraudulently inserted

in the packages and not having the most remote idea w^hence or

^ MSS. Department of State, 6y Despatches from England.
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from whom they came, I did not deem it proper to ask that they

should be covered by the Treasury Order. The inference which

the Custom House officers at Liverpool seem to have drawn,

strangely enough, from this refusal on my part to violate my
duty (as will appear from Mr. Hawthorne's letter of the 9th

Instant, a copy of which I send together with my answer,) is

that the American Legation " has been detected in an attempt at

petty smuggling." That is,—because we refused to ask for the

admission of these cigars duty free, which we might readily

have done had this been proper, that therefore we desired to

smuggle them and evade the payment of duty which would have

been remitted on our request.

The occurrence nevertheless is an unpleasant one, especially

as these packages would appear to have come directly from the

Department ; and I therefore request that you would endeavor to

ascertain how the cigars came to be inserted in the packages.

That this was not done at the Department, I am thoroughly

convinced; because, from my knowledge of the gentlemen em-

ployed in it, I do not, for a moment, harbour the suspicion that

any of them would be concerned in such an act. They must

have been fraudulently introduced by some person after the

packages left the Department. If you could ascertain by whom
or under whose care these packages were sent, this might lead to

some discovery.

From what I have said, you will be convinced of the neces-

sity of accompanying every package sent to the Legation by a

letter of advice to Mr. Miller or myself, stating the contents.

I have several times spoken to Lord Clarendon concerning

the stringency of the rules applied to Foreign Ministers at British

Custom Houses, and stated my belief that the practice was alto-

gether different in regard to articles sent from abroad to foreign

Ministers at Washington; and that we acted on the presumption

that no person occupying such a position would ever consent to

receive any articles free of duty except those to which he was

entitled. I would thank you to inform me whether I have been

correct in this statement.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy

Secretary of State.
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TO MISS LANE/

Legation of The United States

London, i8 August, 1855.

My dear Harriet/
I enclose a letter to you from Mr. H. Randall, which I

opened, seeing that it came from Manchester & believing it was
about the shawls. I have sent the two shawls mentioned in the

letter as requested to Messrs. Stavert, Figomala, Miller & Co.,

Glasgow, & informed Mr. Randall where you are & that you

would not be in London until Monday the 27th Instant.

There is no news of any consequence. I dined yesterday

with Sir Richard Pakenham at the Traveller's Club & we had a

pleasant time of it. I shall meet him again at dinner on Tuesday

next at Count Lavradio's, to which you were also invited.

Sir Richard is a sensible man. He has absolutely resigned

& has only been prevailed upon to attend the coronation of the

young King of Portugal as British minister. He will be back

from Lisbon in October. He says he is determined not to wear
out his life from home ; but pass the remnant of his days among
his relatives & friends in Ireland. I am persuaded he has not

the least idea of marrying a young wife, though younger than

Sir F.—He was born in '97 & Sir F. in '96. I am in favor

of a considerable disparity between the ages of husband & wife

for many reasons & should be especially so in your case. Still,

I do not think that your husband ought to be more than double

your own age.

With my kindest regards to Mr. & Mrs. Shapter & Sissy,

I remain

Yours affectionately

James Buchanan.
Miss Harriet Lane.

* Buchanan Papers, private collection. Imperfectly printed in Curtis's

Buchanan, II. 150.
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TO MISS LANE/

Legation of the United States,

London, 20 August, 1855.

My dear Harriet/
I enclose you a number of letters including all received by

the Atlantic.

There is one, I presume, from Lady Ouseley. I wrote to

her & informed her of the circumstances of your visit to the Isle

of Wight, & your intention to pass some time with me at the

Star & Garter before proceeding to Lancashire & our intention

then to visit them & Miss Gamble.

I learn by a letter from John H. Houston that poor Jessie

is very ill of a typhoid fever & her recovery doubtful to say the

least. Brother Edward had been sent for & was expected.

I have received instructions from Gov. Marcy on the Central

American questions which render it almost morally certain that

from their nature they cannot be executed before the 30th Sep-

tember, with declarations that I am the most proper person &c.

&c. &c. to carry them into effect, & not a word about my succes-

sor. Indeed Mr. Hunter, the Chief Clerk, writes me as follows

under date of 6th August : "I hear nothing as to who is to be

your successor. It is no doubt a difficult question to decide."

With my kindest regards to Mr. & Mrs. Shapter & to my
own Sissy, I remain

Yours affectionately

James Buchanan.
Miss Harriet Lane.

TO MISS LANE.^

Legation of the United States,

London, 23 August, 1855.

My dear Harriet/
I know nothing at present which will prevent me from

accompanying Mr. Appleton to the Isle of Wight. Why should

I not occasionally take " a spree " as well as Mr. Shapter? You

* Buchanan Papers, private collection. Imperfectly printed in Curtis's

Buchanan, II. 150.

^ Buchanan Papers, private collection. Partly printed in Curtis's

Buchanan, II. 150.
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may, therefore, secure me a room in the hotel should this be

deemed necessary. I shall be there some time on Saturday. Till

then, farewell!

Yrs. affectionately

James Buchanan.

P. S. I have just rec'd yrs. of yesterday. Mr. Appleton

will want a room. We shall dine at the hotel. Mark this.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 86. Legation of The United States.

London, 24 August, 1855.

Sir:

I have had the honor to receive, on Monday last, your

Despatch No. 104, of the 6th Instant.^ In this I am instructed

to bring the Central American questions, which have arisen under

the Treaty of the 19th April, 1850, to an issue wath the British

Government and to obtain an explicit declaration of the position

Great Britain is determined to maintain relative to these ques-

tions. This duty I shall cheerfully perform, according to my best

ability; without, however, entertaining much hope that Lord
Palmerston's administration w^ill recede from the position which

they have already so clearly indicated. Still, the gravity and

responsibility of a final answer in the negative to our just

demands under this Treaty may, possibly, cause them to recon-

sider and to change their avowed opinions in regard to its true

construction. I should entertain better hopes of such a result,

were it possible at the present moment to enlighten the British

people on the nature of these questions, and thus, probably, to

bring public opinion to bear in our favor upon the Ministry.

This cannot now be done until after the next annual message

of the President to Congress ; and it may be then too late.

Your instructions will most probably delay my separation

from the Mission until after the 30th September. Lord Claren-

don is still absent with the Queen in France, and will not return

to London until some time next week. After I shall have pre-

pared and presented my note to him in obedience to them, there

^ MSS. Department of State, 67 Despatches from England.
^ H. Ex. Doc. I, 34 Cong, i Sess. I. 69.
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may be considerable delay in obtaining an answer; and even

then, it may become necessary to transmit this answer to you and

await your reply.

I had calculated with perfect confidence, and anticipated

with great satisfaction, my return to the United States early in

the month of October, and had made all my arrangements accord-

ingly. Indeed, up till the receipt of your Despatch, I had inferred

that the President deemed it advisable, before demanding a final

and explicit answer on the Central American questions, to await

a change in the British (Palmerston) Ministry, and in the mean
time to bring these questions before the Public of both countries

by his next annual Message. In this inference it appears I was
mistaken; and it has now become my duty, whatever time this

may require, to carry into effect your instructions, according to

my best judgment and with all due deliberation. On the per-

formance of this duty the President and yourself may confidently

rely, whatever may be the personal inconvenience and disap-

pointment to myself.

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

TO MISS LANE.^

U. S. Legation,

London, 28 Aug: 1855.

My dear Harriet/
I opened a letter for you from Glasgow. It is dated on the

24th & announces the sending of the two shawls
—

'' Grey centre

with black & scarlet border." They have not yet been received,

neither had those I returned been received.

There was no letter for you by the Asia. I send the three

last Heralds. Poor Mr. Lawrence had been given up.^ There

were no longer any hopes of his recovery.

Col : L. is still in Paris. His brother & lady are, I under-

stand, in London, & will leave for home by the Arago from

Southampton to-morrow.

^Buchanan Papers, private collection; Curtis's Buchanan, IL 151

* Abbott Lawrence, of Boston.
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I had not a word from Washington,

—

official or unoiEcial.

Nothing about poor Jessie.

We had a very pleasant time on our return from Black Gang
Chine & indeed throughout our excursion.

The Shanklin Chine is much more picturesque than the

Black Gang affair. No news.

With my kindest regards to Mr. & Mrs. & Miss Shapter &
Mrs. Coleman, I remain, in haste,

Yrs. affectionately

James Buchanan.

P. S. No letters for me from Philadelphia or Lancaster.

P. S. The shawls have arrived from Glasgow & Grey ^

says they are all right according to yr. order.

TO LORD CLARENDON.

(Enclosure in No. 87.-)

Legation of the United States,

London, 30 August, 1855.

The Undersigned, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister

Plenipotentiary of the United States, has been instructed to

propose to the Earl of Clarendon, Her Majesty's Principal Sec-

retary of State for Foreign Affairs, the conclusion of a conven-

tion between the United States and Great Britain, recognizing

the principles in favor of neutral commerce:—that free ships

shall make free goods, contraband of war excepted ; and that the

goods of a friend captured on board the vessels of an enemy, with

the like exception, shall not be subject to confiscation. And,

furthermore, that the parties shall '' apply these principles to

the commerce and navigation of all such Powers and States as

shall consent to adopt them, on their part, as permanent and

immutable."

The Undersigned has, also, the honor of communicating

for the Earl of Clarendon's consideration, the Projet of a con-

vention which has been transmitted to him by the Secretary of

State, for the purpose of giving effect to these principles.

^ Miss Lane's English maid.

^Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 87, August 31, 1855, infra. This note is

printed in S. Ex, Doc. 85, 34 Cong, i Sess. 3.
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The Government of the United States has, from its very-

origin, on all suitable occasions, exerted its influence to estab-

lish the principle that free ships shall make free goods. It has

ever believed that the practice of violating the neutral flag for

the purpose of seizing and confiscating enemies' property had

its origin in a barbarous age and was wholly inconsistent with

the spirit of advancing civilization. Acting on this conviction,

it has concluded many successive treaties with different nations,

the first that with France in 1778, adopting the principle that the

flag shall protect the cargo. It therefore hailed with peculiar

satisfaction the high authority of Her Britannic Majesty's

Declaration announcing this principle as the guide of her Gov-

ernment during the existing war with Russia.

The President of the United States, believing that this

declaration affords an auspicious occasion for obtaining the gen-

eral consent of commercial nations to recognize the principles

which it sanctions as a part of the public law, has, accordingly,

invited France, as well as other Powers, to enter into arrange-

ments for this purpose similar to that now proposed to Great

Britain.

It is scarcely necessary to observe that the present proposal

does not proceed from any apprehension that Great Britain will

ever hereafter reverse the precedent she has so recently estab-

lished. It has been solely dictated by a desire to give to the

principles of Her Majesty's declaration the solemn sanction of

both Governments; and thus, by their combined influence, to

recommend the adoption of them to the other nations of the

civilized world.

In issuing this declaration. Her Majesty has done no more
than return to the just and liberal policy on which Great Britain

had acted during a long period previous to the wars of the French

Revolution. We have been recently informed by an eminent

British statesman that during the century and a quarter which

preceded these wars, the all but invariable rule of British friendly

relations, as established by Treaty with the great Maritime Pow-
ers of Western Europe, was, " free ships, free goods." Indeed,

it has been observed by a high authority on international law

(Wheaton), that "there is sd great preponderance of modern
treaties in favor of the maxim, free ships, free goods, sometimes,

but not always, connected with the correlative maxim, enemy
ships, enemy goods; so that it may be said that for two centuries

past there has been a constant tendency to establish by compact the
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principle that the neutrality of the ship should exempt the cargo,

even if enemy's property, from capture and confiscation as prize

of war."

A reference to the numerous treaties concluded within this

period among the great maritime Powers of Europe, Great

Britain included, will abundantly justify this statement.

The struggle which Great Britain triumphantly maintained

against nearly all the other nations of Europe from 1793 till

1 81 5 caused her during this period to fall back upon the ancient

and rigorous rule of capturing and confiscating the goods of an

enemy on the vessel of a friend. A favorable conjuncture of

circumstances, however, has led her to resume the more liberal

policy which she announced at the commencement of the present

war with Russia. Great Britain, by surrendering her claim to

capture the goods of an enemy on the vessels of a friend, in def-

erence to the French rule, and France, on the other hand, by
yielding her claim to confiscate the goods of a friend on the

vessels of an enemy, in deference to the British rule, have, indeed,

come to happy accord. The two great maritime Powers of

Europe have thus united in recognising principles well calculated

to advance the cause of civilisation, to secure the just rights of

neutrals, and promote the best and lasting interests of all com-

mercial nations.

It is unnecessary, at this day, to advance arguments in sup-

port of the general doctrine that the flag shall prote*ct the cargo.

Why should a neutral be compelled to abandon a fair and accus-

tomed trade in lawful articles with its friend, simply because that

friend has become the enemy of a third Power? The rights of

war ought not, in the nature of things, to extend further than to

exact from neutrals the interruption of all trade with a blockaded

port, and to subject articles contraband of war to capture and

confiscation.

There are some considerations, however, in favor of this

principle which apply with peculiar force to Great Britain and

the United States.

So various and so momentous are the interests involved in

preserving and perpetuating peace and friendship between these

countries, that it is the imperative duty of both, so far as may
consist with their essential rights, carefully to abstain from any

course of policy which might endanger their friendly relations.

The exercise of the belligerent right of search is, at best,

a delicate proceeding, and must ever arouse watchful jealousy
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on the part of the people of both countries. According to the

estabhshed pubHc law, a vessel on the high seas is considered a

portion of the territory of that nation to which she belongs.

The search of such a vessel by either party when belligerent will

never be submitted to with good will by the other being neutral,

should this extend beyond the necessity of ascertaining whether

there are articles on board contraband of war on their way to

the enemy. When the search proceeds further and seeks to dis-

cover whether there is enemy's property on board, its character

is altogether changed. The searching officer then becomes a

judge in his own cause and decides a question of property in

which his own pecuniary interests are directly involved. Under
such circumstances the temptation is strong to feel might and

forget right.

On the other hand, the British or American master of the

vessel searched would naturally consider himself the injured

party, and w^ith that susceptibility to wrong which is both the

characteristic and the pride of the people of both countries, would

become indignant at what he might believe to be the unfair and

arbitrary conduct of the searching officer. Hence bad blood

could not fail to be the result, and constant and dangerous

reclamations would thus arise between the two nations. Their

past history fully justifies such apprehensions.

Should the searching officer decide that enemy's goods have

been found on board, what is then the consequence ? The voyage

is broken up—the vessel is conveyed to the country of the captor,

however distant it may be, to await the decree of a Court of

Admiralty ; and whether this results in the affirmance or reversal

of the searching officer's preliminary decision, the loss, in many
instances, is nearly the same to the owner of the vessel and cargo.

Should the Court decide that the property seized does not belong

to the enemy, the party injured is, notwithstanding, deprived of

all redress for the wrong, provided it be their opinion that prob-

able cause existed for the seizure. But if, in the judgment of

the Court, no such probable cause had existed, even then the

injured party is turned for redress to the prosecution of a tedious

law suit in a foreign country against the captor, the delay,

trouble, and expense of which w^ould in many cases render the

remedy of little or no value ; and in the end, he might prove to be

insolvent.

The undersigned cannot be mistaken in supposing that, if the

United States should be engaged in war and Great Britain
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remain neutral, the search by American cruisers for the prop-

erty of their enemy on board of British vessels would give rise to

many serious complaints on the part of British subjects. On
the other hand, the past history of the two countries unfortu-

nately proves that the search of American vessels by British

cruisers for enemy's property has already produced the most

unhappy consequences. The truth is, that, from its very nature,

great abuses are inseparable from the exercise of this right of

search.

The establishment of the principle, '' Free ships, free goods,"

will effectually remove all these dangers. Even if the sacrifices

made by either party when belligerent, arising from the aban-

donment of the opposite rule, were far greater than they will ever

prove to be, what comparison would they bear to the evils result-

ing to both nations from a state of hostilities brought about under

its malign influence?

The Undersigned has the honor to renew to the Earl of

Clarendon the assurance of his distinguished consideration.

James Buchanan.
The Right Honble. The Earl of Clarendon, &c. &c. &c.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 87. Legation of The United States.

London, 31 August, 1855.

Sir:

I have the honor to transmit to you the copy of a note of

yesterday's date ^ which I have sent to Lord Clarendon, propos-

ing, on the part of the United States, to conclude a convention

with Great Britain on the subject of neutral rights, in compliance

with your instructions (No. 52) of the 7th August, 1854.

I should have delayed this some time longer, but the impor-

tant issue which will most probably be made between the two

Governments in the Central American questions, in obedience

to your instructions No. 104, of the 6th August, might have pre-

cluded me altogether from proposing to the British Government

to conclude a treaty on this or any other subject. After the con-

^ MSS. Department of State, 67 Despatches from England. The first

paragraph is printed in S. Ex. Doc. 85, 34 Cong, i Sess. 3.

^ Note to Lord Clarendon, August 30, supra.
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versation with Lord Clarendon reported in my Despatch (No.

66) of the 7th April, but little hope can be entertained that Lord

Palmerston's administration will recede from the position which

the former so distinctly took upon that occasion.

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 88. Legation of The United States.

London, 4 September 1855.

Sir:

On Friday last, after having received a very long communi-
cation from Mr. Alberdi, I called upon Lord Clarendon at the

Foreign Office, for the purpose of '' explaining to the British

Government the course which the President has determined to

pursue towards Buenos Ayres and the Argentine Republic; and

to ascertain what that of Great Britain now is or is likely to be."

I took with me your Despatch No. 93, of the i6th June last, and

read it over carefully to him, deeming this the most satisfactory

method of communicating to him the President's intentions.

When I had finished the reading, he said he concurred in every

word the Despatch contained, and was gratified that the Presi-

dent had determined upon a course in accordance with that

which the British Government had already adopted. They had

paid no attention to the protest of Buenos Ayres against the

treaty with the Argentine Confederation, and he had simply

acknowledged its receipt. They had accredited no Minister to

Buenos Ayres and had merely a Vice Consul at that port. They
had, on the other hand, accredited a Minister (Captain Gore) to

the Argentine Confederation, who had been received with great

distinction at Rosario. Since his death another Charge and Con-

sul General had been appointed to that Republic, William Dougal

Christie, Esquire, recently Secretary of Legation in Switzerland.

He was yet in England on leave, but would soon depart for his

post.

He said he had endeavored to persuade France to pursue the

* MSS. Department of State, 67 Despatches from England.

Vol. IX—26
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same course, urging that the purpose of Buenos Ayres in standing

out against the other thirteen States of the Confederation Avas

to defeat the commercial objects of the treaties with France and
England; but in this he had proved unsuccessful. The French

Minister stated that there were so many Frenchmen in Buenos
Ayres who had deep interests at stake, that the Government felt

itself obliged to appoint a Minister to that State. Accordingly

they had accredited the same Minister to both Governments.

And what, said his Lordship, has been the consequence? The
French Charge has been coldly received both at Buenos Ayres
and Rosario, as ought to have been anticipated from sending the

same Minister to two hostile countries. He was scarcely treated

with decent respect upon his arrival at Rosario from Buenos

Ayres. His Lordship expressed the hope that you had sent the

same instructions to our Minister at Paris which I had received.

I stated this was highly probable, but I did not know.

He then asked if the President had determined to withdraw

the Minister from Buenos Ayres. I told him that the best answer

I could give to this question was again to read to him that por-

tion of your despatch relating to this subject; which I accordingly

did.

He said that Mr. Alberdi appeared to be a very gentlemanly

man, but was a most voluminous writer ; to both of which propo-

sitions I assented.

I have not seen Mr. Alberdi since my interview with Lord
Clarendon.

I enclose, herewith, the copy of a note from the Hanoverian

Legation in London, dated on the 23d ultimo, together with " the

Number 21 of the official law publication of the Kingdom of

Hanover, containing the Royal patent, dated 23d July, 1855, for

the publication of the treaty concluded on the i8th January last

between Hanover and the United States for the mutual extradi-

tion of certain criminals."

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.
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FROM PRESIDENT PIERCE/

Washington, Sept. lo, 1855.

My dear Sir

I cannot regard with indifference any circumstance calculated to inter-

rupt your plans or occasion inconvenience in relation to your proposed

return to the United States, still, in view of the pending Central American
questions, your last despatch and your two letters to Gov. Marcy of the

17th and 24th of August afforded me great satisfaction. Whatever the

result of negotiations may be, touching this embarrassing subject, I deem
it very important that you " see it out." I have been reluctant to urge you

to remain at London beyond Sept. 30th, but shall never fail to appreciate

the high considerations which have prompted your determination. If de-

tained until the rough weather of Autumn, will it not be agreeable to you to

reniain till Spring?

Ever & sincerely yr. friend,

Frank. Pierce.

Hon. James Buchanan,
Envoy &c. &c. &c. London.

TO LORD CLARENDON.

(Enclosure in No. 89.^)

Legation of the United States,

London, ii September, 1855.

The Undersigned, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni-

potentiary of the United States, has been instructed by the Presi-

dent again to call the attention of the Earl of Clarendon, Her
Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, to

the Central American questions pending between the two Gov-

ernments, under the convention of the 19th April, 1850.

The President has directed the Undersigned, before retiring

from his Mission, to request from the British Government a

statement of the positions which it has determined to maintain in

regard to the Bay Islands, to the territory between the Sibun and

the Sarstoon, as well as the Belize settlement, and to the Mos-
quito Protectorate. The long delay in asking for this informa-

tion has proceeded from the President's reluctance to manifest

any impatience on this important subject whilst the attention of

Her Majesty's Government was engrossed by the war with

^ Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.

-Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 89, Sept. 11, 1855, infra. This note is

printed in H. Ex. Doc. i, 34 Cong, i Sess. I. yz-
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Russia. But as more than a year has already elapsed since the

termination of the discussion on these questions, and as the first

Session of a new Congress is rapidly approaching, the President

does not feel that he would be justified in any longer delay.

Whilst it is far from the purpose of the Undersigned to

reopen the general discussion, he has been instructed to communi-

cate to the Earl of Clarendon the conclusions at which the

President has arrived upon the whole case.

After having carefully reviewed and reconsidered all the

questions involved, with the light cast upon them by the Earl of

Clarendon's statement of the 2d May, 1854, the President has

expressed his unwillingness to believe that the positions which

he conceives to be rather indicated therein than finally adopted

will be adhered to by the British Government.

It was, in his opinion, the manifest intention of the conven-

tion to exclude both the contracting parties from holding or

occupying as well as from acquiring territorial possessions in

Central America ; and that this intention is not clothed in ambigu-

ous language, but is set forth in explicit terms. The United

States have bound themselves not to acquire any such possessions,

and Great Britain has stipulated not to '' assume or exercise any

dominion over any part of Central America." Indeed, without

such a reciprocal engagement no mutuality whatever would have

existed between the covenants of the contracting parties. Whilst

the United States are excluded from occupying, colonising, or

exercising dominion over any part of Central America, it cannot

be admitted that the same restriction, imposed in the very same

language, is not equally applicable to Great Britain.

The President, therefore, confidently believes that Great

Britain is bound by the first article of the convention of 1850 to

withdraw from the possession she now holds of Ruatan and the

other Central American Islands on the coast of the State of Hon-
duras, as well as from the territory in Central America between

the Sibun and the Sarstoon which has been encroached upon by

Her Majesty's subjects. He is also of opinion that the possession

of the British Government at the Belize should be restricted to

the limits and objects specified in the treaties between Great

Britain and Spain of 1783 and 1786.

In regard to the alleged Protectorate over the so-called

Mosquito Kingdom :—the President has instructed the Under-

signed to say it was his confident belief that this Protectorate had

been finally disposed of by the convention. It is therefore much
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to his regret that he finds it is still continued as the basis of

British dominion over an extensive region in Central America.

Even although Great Britain admits that the convention has

imposed restrictions on the Protectorate claimed, yet she still con-

tinues to exercise the same dominion over the Mosquito Coast

which she had done before its date. Indeed, at the present

moment, no visible power, civil or military, exists in the Mosquito

territory, except that which is exercised by British subjects, not-

withstanding the convention expressly prohibits both parties from
using any protection which either may afford to any State or

people, for the purpose of occupying, fortifying, or colonising,

the Mosquito Coast or any part of Central America, or for the

purpose of assuming or exercising dominion over the same.

The declaration of the British Government that this Pro-

tectorate is only employed for the security of the rights of the

Mosquito Indians, and that it is ready to abstain from further

interference in that country whenever these rights can, in a proper

manner, be guaranteed to them, cannot be recognized by the

United States as having any foundation in the convention. The
President considers this to be a question between Nicaragua and

the Indians within its territory, with which neither Great Britain

nor the United States has any right to interfere, except in friendly

conference with the authorities of that State.

Having thus distinctly presented to the British Government

the views of the Government of the United States in regard to the

obligations imposed by the convention of 1850, the President

feels assured that the Earl of Clarendon will, with characteristic

frankness, be equally explicit in presenting the views of the

British Government in regard to these obligations.

In conclusion, the Undersigned is instructed to state that the

President does not doubt that the interest of the two countries

and their mutual desire to maintain existing friendly relations

will alike inspire each party with a conciliatory spirit, and enable

them to overcome all obstacles to a satisfactory adjustment of the

Central American questions.

The Undersigned has the honor to renew to the Earl of

Clarendon the assurance of his distinguished consideration.

(Signed) James Buchanan.

The Right Honble. The Earl of Clarendon, &c. &c. &c.
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TO MR. MARCY/

No. 89. Legation of the United States,

London, ii September, 1855.

Sir:

I have the honor of transmitting to you the copy of a note

which I this day addressed to Lord Clarendon on the Central

American questions, in obedience to your instructions of the 6th

uhimo, (No. 104). I shall, of course, be anxious to learn

whether it has received the President's approbation. It has been

prepared with much care, my purpose having been to employ
conciliatory language so far as this might be done consistently

with the President's instructions and the attainment of the

objects which he had in view.

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 90. Legation of The United States.

London, 14 September 1855.

Sir:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

Despatches, Nos. 105 and 106, of the 25th & 27th of x\ugust,

respectively.

In regard to your No. 105,—I think, from the information

I have obtained, there can be no doubt but that the cigars at-

tempted to be smuggled were placed in one of the bags contain-

ing copies of Wheaton's International Law, by the bearer of

despatches. The name of this person I cannot ascertain ; but am
informed by a highly respectable gentleman, well known to me,

who came out with him on " the Atlantic," which left New York

on the 27th June last, that he was a German Jew. He appeared

^MSS. Department of State, 67 Despatches from England; H. Ex. Doc.

I, 34 Cong. I Sess. I. JZ-

^ MSS. Department of State, 67 Despatches from England.
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most anxious about the landing of the bags, and complained

loudly that he was not permitted to go ashore with them in the

Mail Boat. He had been boasting on the passage what privi-

leges he would enjoy on landing at Liverpool; and it appeared

to my informant that he was altogether unfit to be trusted with

a Courier's passport. I am anxious to ascertain the name of this

person, and request you to obtain it for me. I have in vain

applied to Mr. Hawthorne and Mr. Miller for this purpose.

Neither of them has been able to discover it.

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 92. Legation of The United States.

London, 21st September, 1855.

Sir:

An unpleasant incident has occurred here of which it has

become my duty to give you information.

Tal. P. Shaffner, Esquire, who is connected with the differ-

ent Telegraph lines in the United States, came to London last

Autumn on business, as he informed me, connected with the

establishment of a Telegraph between Europe and America.

From my intercourse with him, he appears to be an intelligent and

respectable man. He applied to the Gutta Percha Company of

London, to sell him a quantity of Electric Telegraph wire, with

Galvanic Batteries, and a parcel of a particular kind of Fusees

intended for submarine exploding purposes, only manufactured

at that establishment. This company, being in the employment

of the British Government and suspecting that these articles

might be intended for Russia, at first refused. Upon his repre-

sentations, however, that they were intended only for use in the

United States and for the benefit of our Government, and after

having consulted an agent of the British Government, the com-

pany finally consented to make the sale. So jealous, however,

^ MSS. Department of State, 68 Despatches from England.
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were they that these articles might be sent to Russia, that they

refused to deHver them unless directed to the War Department
at Washington ; and in regard to the Fusees, they made it a con-

dition that these should be delivered into my hands to be sent by

the Despatch Bag to the Secretary of War. The package of

Fusees was accordingly brought to me by Mr. T. B. Smithies, the

Confidential Clerk of the Company, in December last, and I

ordered it to be placed in the Despatch Bag. This I cheerfully

did, because Mr. Shaffner had repeatedly assured me that it was
highly important that the Secretary of War should obtain these

Fusees, as they were of a superior character and unknown in

the United States. Indeed, he took much credit to himself for

having obtained them for our Government. The result will

appear from the deposition of Captain Field, herewith enclosed,

and obtained upon the request of Mr. Smithies. The Captain

placed in my hands a recommendation of himself from the Sena-

tors and Representatives of Tennessee in Congress, of which I

transmit a copy.

Mr. Smithies informs me that the company feel bound to

represent the whole transaction to the British Government. I

assured him there was no living man who would more intensely

scorn the idea of participating in any such fraud as that alleged

than the Secretary of War. I observed to him, at the same time,

that it was his own want of caution to have added to the simple

direction to the " War Department, Washington," on these pack-

ages, that of " For Mr. Shaffner—Experiments." This addition

Avould naturally cause the Secretary of War to deliver these pack-

ages to Mr. Shaffner without inquiry.

The British Government look with much apprehension to

the infernal machines at Cronstadt intended to blow up their

ships of war; and when they discover that their own wires,

Galvanic Batteries, and fusees have been employed for this pur-

pose, through the misrepresentations and agency of Mr. Shaffner

and his employment of the name of the '' War Department," they

will be very much provoked. It is almost certain they will bring

the subject to my notice, and I am willing that they should,

because it is easy to explain the whole affair so far as the Secre-

tary of War is concerned.

Of course the improper conduct of Mr. Shaffner depends

entirely upon the veracity of Captain Field. He says he hap-

pened to be dining in company with Mr. Smithies, and in convers-

ing about Mr. Shaffner, he had incautiously and unintentionally
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proceeded so far that he " could not back out," but was obliged

to go on and tell the whole story.

I send, also, the deposition of Mr. Smithies.

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

(Enclosure in No. 92.)

I, Captain Matthew Dickerson Field of Massachusetts, at present staying

at the Golden Cross Hotel in London, make oath and say that in the early

part of this present year three large packages of Electric Telegraph Wire and

Galvanic Batteries, which I understood had been shipped from England

addressed to the " War Department, Washington—For Mr. Shaffner's Ex-

periments," were re-forwarded from Washington to New York, and were

warehoused in Cyrus W. Field's store, No. 11 Cliff St., New York, without

having, as I believe, been opened in Washington.

The said packages were opened and re-packed at the request and under

the direction of Tal. P. Shaffner, President of the St. Louis & New Orleans

Telegraph Company, and with the utmost despatch were shipped on board

the " Herman " or the " Washington " on the 20th or 24th March, 1855, for

Bremen.

The said Tal. P. Shaffner desired me to accompany him to Russia by

way of England, with which request I complied, and sailed in company with

him on the 4th April last from New York by the Atlantic.

The said Tal. P. Shaffner had with him a parcel about the size of a

man's hat, which he on several occasions referred to as being of great value

to the Russian Government. Such parcel contained a number of Fusees for

Submarine Exploding purposes.

The said Tal. P. Shaffner was the bearer of some official despatches to

Liverpool or London, and during the voyage from New York to Liverpool he

requested and prevailed upon the purser of the Atlantic to fill up a blank

despatch paper, which he, the said T. P. Shaffner, had by some means become

possessed of before leaving New York; and I declare that such blank de-

spatch paper was filled up by the said purser to the effect that the said

T. P. Shaffner was the bearer of official despatches to Liverpool or London
and St. Petersburg.

The said Tal. P. Shaffner also in my presence sealed, with a very

large seal, the parcel of Fusees, which gave the parcel an official appearance

similar to the official despatches. The Despatch Paper and the official-

looking seal secured a ready landing of the parcel in Liverpool.

From Liverpool we proceeded to London, & from thence to Berlin by

way of Ostend. At Barlin the said Tal. P. Shaffner handed the bag con-

taining the said parcel of Fusees to the Russian Minister for the purpose of

being forwarded by him to St. Petersburg, at which latter place I again saw

it when handed to the said T. P. Shaffner.

I have reason to believe that the aforesaid Telegraph Wire which was

shipped to Bremen, and the said Fusees which the said Tal. P. Shaffner

handed to the Russian Government, and for which he received a large
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consideration, are now submerged at Cronstadt for the purpose of blowing
up the War Vessels of the Allies.

M. D. Field.

Sworn before me in the Consulate

of the United States at London this

twentieth day of September A. D. 1855. (Seal)

Robert B. Campbell
Consul U. S. A. London. *

(Enclosure in No. 92.)

I, Thomas Bywater Smithies, confidential clerk to the Gutta Percha

Company, 18, Wharf Road, City Road, London, make oath and say

That on the 24th of November last, Mr. Tal. P. Shaffner of the Ameri-
can Telegraph Confederation, New York, called at the Works of the said

Company and ordered thirteen Miles of Telegraph Wire, together with twelve

Galvanic Batteries and fittings ; also one hundred fusees for Submarine
Explosions. Mr. Shaffner stated that these goods were for Experiments at

the American War Department at Washington, and he wrote on a sheet of

paper the following address to which they were to be forwarded.

War Department, United States,

Washington, D. C.

For Mr. Shaffner. Experiments.

They were to be shipped through Brown, Shipley & Co., Liverpool.

These articles being contraband, owing to the present War, the Gutta

Percha Company had to communicate with our Government Authorities

before they could be shipped.

After the most solemn assurances from Mr. Shaffner to Mr. Scanlan,

the Government Inspector, that the Wire and fusees were bona-fide for

the American War Department, and the statement of Mr. Archibald of the

Conservative Club and Rusland Hall, Lancashire, that Mr. Shaffner's word
might be relied upon, it was finally agreed that the Exportation should take

place, provided the small package of Fusees was placed in the hands of His

Excellency the American Ambassador, Mr. Buchanan, to be forwarded in

his private bag direct to Washington.

Accordingly on the 15th December, 1854, three large packages contain-

ing the Wire and Batteries were forwarded to Liverpool. I then waited

upon His Excellency, the American Ambassador, who smilingly said, on

my handing him the packet of Fusees, " You may make yourself perfectly

easy that these will never find their way to Russia ; the American Govern-

ment has too much respect for England and Neutrality to allow them to

be used against you ;
" or words to the same effect.

The next tidings I had of these Fusees, and Wire, were the circum-

stances as detailed in Captain Field's Affidavit made before the American

Consulate in London on the 20th September, 1855.

T. B. Smithies.

Declared at the Guildhall London
this 2ist day of September 1855 before (Stamp)

me
John Humphrey.
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FROM LORD CLARENDON.

(Enclosure in No. 93/)

[Sept. 27, 1855]

Mr. Buchanan, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of

the United States at this Court, will probably have received from his Gov-

ernment a copy of a letter which Mr. Marcy, Secretary of State of the

United States, addressed to Mr. Crampton, Her Britannic Majesty's Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary in the United States, on the

5th of this month, on the subject of the communication which the under-

signed. Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, had

the honor to make to Mr. Buchanan on the i6th of July, in reply to his note

of the 6th of that month, complaining of the proceedings of British Agents

and British Colonial Authorities in raising within the States of the Union

recruits for the British Military service, in violation (as was alleged) of the

Act of Congress of the 20th of April, 1818.

The Undersigned had hoped from the answer which he received from

Mr. Buchanan on the i8th of July that the explanations and assurances which

he had given on this subject in his note of the i6th of that month would

have proved as satisfactory to the Government of the United States as they

appeared to be to Mr. Buchanan, and it was therefore with no less disap-

pointment than regret that Her Majesty's Government perused the letter

addressed by Mr. Marcy to Mr. Crampton on the 5th Instant, of which the

Undersigned encloses a copy to Mr. Buchanan in case he should not have

received it from Washington.

In his letter Mr. Marcy, laying less stress than Mr. Buchanan did upon

the alleged infraction of the Municipal Laws of the United States, dwells

chiefly upon the point, which was but slightly adverted to by Mr. Buchanan,

of an assumed disregard of the Sovereign Rights of the United States on

the part of the British Authorities or the Agents employed by them.

Her Majesty's Government have no reason to believe that such has been

the conduct of any Persons in the employment of Her Majesty, and it is

needless to say that any person so employed would have departed no less

from the intentions of Her Majesty's Government by violating International

Law, or by offering an affront to the Sovereignty of the United States, than

by infringing the Municipal Laws of the Union, to which Mr. Buchanan
more particularly called the attention of the Undersigned. Her Majesty's

Government feel confident that even the extraordinary measures which have

been adopted in various parts of the Union to obtain evidence against Her
Majesty's servants or their agents, by practices sometimes resorted to under

despotic institutions, but which are disdained by all free and enlightened

Governments, will fail to establish any well founded charge against Her
Majesty's servants.

The British Government is fully aware of the obligations of international

duties, and is no less mindful of those obligations than is the Government of

the United States. The observance of those obligations ought undoubtedly to

be reciprocal, and Her Majesty's Government do not impute to the Govern-

^ Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 93, Sept. 28, 1855, infra. This note is

printed in S. Ex. Doc. 35, 34 Cong, i Sess. 23.
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ment of the United States that, while claiming an observance of those obli-

gations by Great Britain, they are lax in enforcing a respect for those obliga-

tions within the Union.

But as this subject has been mooted by Mr. Marcy, Her Majesty's Gov-
ernment cannot refrain from some few remarks respecting it

The United States profess neutrality in the present war between the

Western Powers and Russia ; but have no acts been done within the United

States, by citizens thereof, which accord little with the spirit of neutrality?

Have not arms and ammunition and warlike stores of various kinds been

sent in large quantities from the United States for the service of Russia?

Have not plots been openly avowed and conspiracies entered into, without

disguise or hindrance, in various parts of the Union, to take advantage of

the war in which Great Britain is engaged, and to seize the opportunity for

promoting insurrection in Her Majesty's Dominions and the invasion thereof

by an armed Force proceeding from the United States?

Her Majesty's Government have been silent on these matters, which

they did not consider indicative of the general feelings of the American

People, for remembering the many ties and sympathies which connect the

People of the United States with the two powerful Nations who are engaged

in the present contest with Russia, they were convinced that a free, en-

lightened, and generous race, such as the citizens of the Great North Ameri-

can Union, must entertain on the important questions at issue sentiments

in harmony with those which animate not only the British and French Na-

tions, but the great mass of the Nations of Western Europe ; and Her
Majesty's Government would not have adverted to the exceptional course

pursued by a certain number of individuals if it had not been for the above

mentioned statements in Mr. Marcy's note.

But Her Majesty's Government think themselves entitled to claim the

same credit for sincerity of purpose and uprightness of conduct which they

readily allow to the Government of the United States, and to expect that

their assurance should be received that as they have enjoined on all Her
Majesty's servants a strict observance of the Laws of the United States, so

they have no reason to believe that any of Her Majesty's servants or any

agents duly authorised by those servants have disregarded those injunctions

in respect to the matters which form the subject of this note.

The Undersigned requests Mr. Buchanan to accept the assurance of his

highest consideration.

Clarendon.

Foreign Office,

September 27, 1855.

The Honorable James Buchanan,
&c. &c. &c.
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TO LORD CLARENDON.

(Enclosure in No. 93.^)

Legation of The United States.

London, 28th September, 1855.

The Undersigned, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni-

potentiary of the United States, has the honor to acknowledge

the receipt of the note, dated on the 27th instant, from the Earl

of Clarendon, Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for

Foreign Affairs, in reference to the note of the 5th instant ad-

dressed by Mr. Marcy, the Secretary of State, to Mr. Crampton,

Her Britannic Majesty's Minister at Washington, on the subject

of the enlistment and engagement of soldiers for the British

Army within the limits of the United States; and he will not

fail to transmit to Washington a copy of His Lordship's note by

to-morrow's Steamer.

The Undersigned forbears to make any observations on this

note or to interfere in any manner with the correspondence com-

menced at Washington between the Secretary of State and Mr.

Crampton, as he has received no instructions which would war-

rant him in so doing.

The Undersigned has the honor to renew to the Earl of

Clarendon the assurance of his distinguished consideration.

(Signed) James Buchanan.

The Right Honble. The Earl of Clarendon
&c., &c., &c.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 93. Legation of The United States.

London, 28th September, 1855.

Sir:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

Despatch No. 107, of the 8th instant, with the accompanying

documents.

I transmit to you the copy of a note of yesterday's date.

^ MSS. Department of State, 68 Despatches from England; S. Ex. Doc. 35,

34 Cong. I Sess. 25.

^ MSS. Department of State, 68 Despatches from England ; S. Ex. Doc.

35, 34 Cong. I Sess. 22.
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received this morning from Lord Clarendon/ in reference to yoiir

note to Mr. Crampton, of the 5th instant, on the subject of British

recruitments in the United States, together with a copy of my
note of this date,^ acknowledging its receipt. I have been thus

prompt in notifying His Lordship that I had no instructions which

would warrant me in interfering with the correspondence com-
menced between Mr. Crampton and yourself at Washington, so

that there might be no reason for any delay on the part of the

British Government in sending their instructions to that gentle-

man. I doubt very much, however, whether the confident trust

expressed by him in his note to you of the 7th instant will be

realised,—that, after having been more fully put into possession

of the views of his Government, he " shall be enabled altogether

to remove the unfavorable impression which has been created as

to the motives and conduct of Her Majesty's Government and
their officers, including myself, [himself] in regard to this

matter." Lord Clarendon's Note to me of yesterday renders it

improbable that Mr. Crampton will receive any such instructions

;

and I doubt whether the expression of his confident trust to this

effect has received the approbation of His Lordship.

I also transmit a copy of my note of the i8th July last " to

Lord Clarendon, to which he refers in his note to me of yesterday.

I communicated to you the substance of this note in my No. 81,

of the 20th July,—though at that time I did not deem it neces-

sary to send a full copy.

I have not time at present, before the closing of the bag, to

make some observations which I had intended to do on the sub-

ject. I may resume it next week.

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

^ Note from Lord Clarendon, Sept. 27, 1855, supra.

^ Note to Lord Clarendon, Sept. 28, 1855, supra.

^ This is given under July i8, 1855, supra.
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FROM LORD CLARENDON.
(Enclosure in No. 95.*)

Foreign Office, September 28, 1855.

The undersigned, her majesty's principal secretary of state for foreign

affairs, has the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the note which Mr.
Buchanan, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the United

States, addressed to him on the nth instant, stating that he had been directed

by the President, before retiring from his mission, to request from the British

government a statement of the positions which it has determined to main-

tain, in regard to the Bay Islands, to the territory between the Sibun and the

Sarstoon, as well as the Belize settlement, and to the Mosquito protectorate,

and setting forth the conclusions at which the President has arrived upon the

whole case, namely, that it was the intention of the convention of the 19th of

April, 1850, to exclude both the contracting parties from holding or occupying,

as well as from acquiring territorial possessions in Central America, and that,

consequently, Great Britain is bound to withdraw from the possession she now
holds of Ruatan and other Central American islands on the coast of the

state of Honduras, as well as from the territory in Central America between

the Sibun and the Sarstoon; that the possession of the British government

at Belize should be restricted to the limits and objects specified in the treaties

between Great Britain and Spain of 1783 and 1786, and that the protectorate

of the so-called Mosquito kingdom was finally disposed of by the convention.

The undersigned observes with satisfaction that, while thus expressing

the opinion of the President of the United States on the several points thus

enumerated, Mr. Buchanan announces that it is far from his purpose to

re-open the general discussion upon them. Her majesty's government had,

indeed, refrained from pursuing that discussion by replying to Mr. Buchanan's

note of the 226. of July, 1854, because it appeared to them that the continua-

tion of the correspondence was not likely to lead to any satisfactory con-

clusion; and, as her majesty's government are still of that opinion, the under-

signed will confine his answer to Mr. Buchanan's present note within the

same limits as those which Mr. Buchanan has prescribed to himself.

In answer, therefore, to the questions put by Mr. Buchanan, the under-

signed has the honor to state to him, that her majesty's government adhere

to the opinion which they have uniformly held, that the convention of April

19, 1850, was merely prospective in its operation, and did not in any way
interfere with the state of things existing at the time of its conclusion. If

it had been intended to do so, there can be no question but that, in conform-

ity with what the undersigned believes to be the universal rule in regard to

instruments of this nature, it would have contained, in specific terms, a

renunciation, on the part of Great Britain, of the possessions and rights

which, up to the conclusion of the convention, she had claimed to maintain,

and such renunciation would not have been left as a mere matter of inference.

Neither can her majesty's government subscribe to the position that, if the

convention did not bear the meaning attached to it by the United States, it

would have imposed upon the government of the United States a self-denying

^ Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 95, Oct. 4, 1855, infra. This note is printed

in H. Ex. Doc. i, 34 Cong, i Sess. I. 76.
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obligation which was not equally contracted by Great Britain, and that such

a state of things could not have been in the intention of the contracting

parties, because, if the convention did bear the meaning attached to it by

the United States, it would then have imposed upon Great Britain the obliga-

tion to renounce possessions and rights without any equivalent renunciation

on the part of the United States. If the government of the United States can

complain, in the one case, of the convention as presenting an unilateral char-

acter unfavorable to the United States, with much greater reason might the

government of Great Britain, in the other case, if the assumption of the

United States were to be acted upon in the construction of the convention,

complain of it as prejudicial to England.

But looking to the object which the contracting parties had in view at

the conclusion of the convention, namely, the security of the proposed ship

canal, the British government consider that the design of the contracting

parties was not to disturb any state of things then existing, but to guard

against the future creation of a state of things which might by possibility

interfere with the security of the proposed canal. That such was the true

design of the convention is obvious from the provision in the sixth article,

by which the contracting parties engaged to invite every State to enter into

stipulations with them similar to those contained in the convention. But if

the position of the United States government were sound, and the conven-

tion was intended to interfere with the state of things existing at the time

of its conclusion, and to impose upon Great Britain to withdraw from portions

of territory occupied by it, a similar obligation would be contracted by other

States acceding to the convention, and the governments of the Central Amer-

ican States would, by the mere act of accession, sign away their rights to

the territories in which they are situated.

The British government share the conviction of the President of the

United States that the interest of the two countries, and their mutual desire

to maintain existing friendly relations, will alike inspire each party with a

conciliatory spirit, and enable them to overcome all obstacles to a satisfactory

adjustment of Central American questions. The British government see no

reason why it should be otherwise. The British government neither have the

wish to extend the limits of their possessions or the sphere of their influence

in that quarter, nor would any British interest be promoted by doing so ; but

the British government are not prepared to contract either the one or the

other, in pursuance of the interpretation of a convention, to which interpreta-

tion they cannot subscribe.

The undersigned requests Mr. Buchanan to accept the assurance of his

highest consideration.

Clarendon.

Hon, James Buchanan, &c., &c., &c.
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TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 94. Legation of The United States.

London, 3d October, 1855.

Sir:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

Despatches Nos. 108, 109, and iii, of the 8th, nth, & 13th Sep-

tember, respectively. Your no has not yet arrived.

In my last Despatch, No. 93, of the 28th ultimo, I stated that

I had not then time, before the closing of the Bag, to make the

observations I had intended on the subject to which it refers; but

intimated that I might do so this week.

The alleged agency of Mr. Crampton in the recruitment of

British soldiers within the limits of the United States presents a

serious aspect. From the information contained in your Despatch

(No. 91) of the 9th June, we had reason to expect a different

course of conduct on his part. I need scarcely say that, had I

been informed that Her Britannic Majesty's Representative at

Washington had placed himself in the position attributed to him

by Captain Strobel, I should not have expressed to Lord Claren-

don my satisfaction in transmitting to you his note of the i6th

July-

It is remarkable that Lord Clarendon, in his note to myself

of the 27th ultimo, whilst commenting on your note of the 5th

September to Mr. Crampton, should have been totally silent in

regard to that gentleman, after what you had said respecting his

conduct.

I cannot but regard as offensive the remark of his Lordship

on '' the extraordinary measures which," he alleges, " have been

adopted in various parts of the Union to obtain evidence against

Her Majesty's servants or their agents, by practices sometimes

resorted to under despotic institutions, but which are disdained

by all free and enlightened Governments," though he would

doubtless say these were not intended to apply, in an offensive

sense, to the American Government. He probably alludes to

occurrences at Cincinnati and other places.

If arms and ammunition and w^arlike stores of various kinds

have been sent in large quantities from the United States for the

service of Russia, as his Lordship alleges, this is nothing more

' MSS. Department of State, 68 Despatches from England. The part of

this despatch relating to recruitment is printed in S. Ex. Doc. 35, 34 Cong.

I Sess. 27.

Vol. IX—27
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than our citizens had a right to do, subject to the risk under the

law of contraband. Similar articles have been sent from the

United States to Great Britain in large quantities. Besides, at

the present moment, and ever since the commencement of the

present war, many of our vessels have been engaged as transports

by Great Britain and France to carry troops and munitions of

war to the Crimea. When this business first commenced, I was
applied to by masters and agents of American vessels for infor-

mation as to what penalties they would incur by engaging in it,

and I stated to them that their vessels would be lawful prize if

captured by the Russians. For this reason, I advised them to

obtain an indemnity from the Government employing them
against this risk.

The " plots " to which his Lordship refers relate chiefly, I

presume, (for I do not know), to the proceedings and " address

of the Massachusetts Irish Emigrant Aid Society," at Boston, on

the 14th August. These were republished in the London Times
on the nth September; and you will find an editorial on this

subject on the following day.

In his bill of particulars. Lord Clarendon would doubtless

have mentioned the alleged conduct of Mr. Shaffner (vide my
Despatch No. 92), had this come to his knowledge. If it had not,

this was perhaps caused by my remark to Mr. Smithies, that it

was his own want of caution in adding to the direction to the
" War Department " that of " Mr. Shaffner—Experiments,"

which, most probably, induced the delivery of the packages to

Mr. Shaffner without examination. This consideration may have

occasioned the Gutta Percha Company to withhold from the

British Government a knowledge of the transaction. By the bye,

I have written to Mr. Shaffner, who is now believed to be in

St. Petersburg, on this subject, and await his answer.

The Foreign Enlistment Bill encountered strong opposition

both in Parliament and throughout the country. It was con-

tended that it would be degrading to the character of Great

Britain as a Military Power to resort to Foreign nations for

recruits for her armies. After its passage, the Ministry pro-

ceeded to carry it into execution in different countries, a la mode
de Palmerston, without a proper regard to their sovereign rights

as neutral nations. Against this several complaints proceeded

from the Continent; but such are the power and dread of the

AlHance, especially of France, that these did not become loud or

serious.
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The circumstances attending the failure of the British forces

to capture the Redan, in the presence of the victorious French

army at the Malakoff, have produced deep mortification among
the British people. This was for some time suppressed, but is

now manifesting itself extensively.

With reference to your No. 109—application has already

been made for an Exequatur for Charles Huffnagle, Esqr.,

appointed Consul General for British India.

I transmit a copy of the note which I addressed to the Earl

of Clarendon, on the 2d inst., in compliance with your instruc-

tions (No. Ill), communicating through him the thanks of the

President to Mr. Hay and Lieutenant Heath for the valuable

assistance rendered by them to the American bark '' Juniata."

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

TO PRESIDENT PIERCE.^

Legation of The United States.

London 4 October 1855.

My dear Sir :

I have received your kind favor of the loth ultimo, and you

will perceive from my Despatch of this date that I have now
remained long enough to '' see out " the Central American ques-

tions. The answer of Lord Clarendon is doubtless such as you

had anticipated. You will at once perceive that under all the

circumstances, both public & private, I ought not to linger here

any longer than may be necessary ; but I cannot take leave of the

Queen until I shall have received my letter of recall. If it has

not been already despatched, I hope it may be sent immediately.

The Legation may be most safely entrusted to Mr. Appleton

during the period which may elapse before the arrival of a new
minister. Indeed, there are few men in the United States of his

age better calculated for the essentials of diplomatic duties. This

I discovered when he was Chief Clerk in the State Department.

I shall surrender my house on the last day of the present month,

but have made an arrangement with the Landlady that the Lega-

^ Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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tion may continue here until the arrival of the new minister, at

the rate of £io per month. This could only have been effected

in the hope she indulges that he may take her house, which she

would consider an honor. He could not possibly do better for

the same rent, as General Thomas will testify. She is in affluent

circumstances, and has been quite liberal in all small matters. I

shall accompany Miss Lane to Liverpool this evening, who will

go home in the Atlantic on the 6th.

Mrs. Bigelow Lawrence called to see me yesterday in deep

distress on account of the discharge of Midshipman Mercer, her

sister's husband, from the Navy. She informs me that he was a

good officer, as is testified by the fact that Commodore Macauley

appointed him to do the duties of master on board the Princeton.

It appears that at the time of this appointment Midshipman
Mercer had received assurances from the late Mr. Lawrence that

he might obtain a place at Lowell, the emoluments of which would
enable him much better to support his family; and he gave this

as a reason to Commodore Macauley for declining to act as

master, with which the latter appeared to be satisfied. Mrs.

Lawrence believes this to have been the cause of his dismissal.

When Mr. Mercer went on to Boston, Mr. Lawrence was no

longer able to attend to business, and he did not get the place.

This is certainly a hard case, and I shall be personally very

much gratified should you be able to do any thing for him. His

father in Law, Judge Chapman of Bucks County, Pennsylvania,

is a man of great respectability and influence. Col : Forney can

tell you all about him. His wife is the daughter of the late Gov-

ernor Shunk, of Pennsylvania.

I am sorry I have not time to write at greater length.

Should any thing important occur to me, I shall write to Gov-

ernor Marcy from Liverpool. This, however, will scarcely be

necessary, as General Thomas, with w^hom I have conversed

much, will be able to give you all the news.

Please to present me, in the kindest terms, to Mrs. Pierce.

With sentiments of the highest respect I remain

Your friend,

James Buchanan.
His Excellency Franklin Pierce.

P. S. You seem to be at a loss for a successor to me. Why
not appoint Mr. Glancy Jones ? In my opinion, he is well quali-

fied for the situation & would make a wise & prudent minister.
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Besides, his appointment would gratify the Democracy of Penn-

sylvania. I make this suggestion without the knowledge of Mr.

Jones & without having the least idea whether it would be agree-

able to him or not.

I expected to have an interview with Lord Clarendon this

morning ; but the illness of his mother has prevented, & it is now
postponed until Monday next.

TO LORD CLARENDON.

(Enclosure in No. 95.^)

Legation of the United States,

London, 4th October, 1855.

The Undersigned, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni-

potentiary of the United States, has the honor to acknowledge
the receipt of the note of the Earl of Clarendon, Her Majesty's

Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, dated on the

28th ultimo, in reply to the note of the Undersigned of the nth
ultimo, in reference to the Central American questions between

the two Governments; and he will not fail to transmit a copy of

the same by the next Steamer to the Secretary of State at

Washington.

Whilst far from intending to renew the general discussion of

these questions, which has already been exhausted, the Under-
signed, in passing, would make a single observation in regard to

the Earl of Clarendon's remark that if the convention of the 19th

April, 1850, had intended that Great Britain should withdraw
from her possessions in Central America, " it would have con-

tained in specific terms a renunciation " to that effect ;
" and such

renunciation would not have been left as a mere matter of

inference."

Now, it appears to the Undersigned that an engagement by a

party not " to occupy " " or exercise any dominion over " terri-

tory of which that party is in actual possession at the date of the

engagement, is equivalent in all respects to an agreement to with-

draw from such territory. Under these circumstances, this is not
" a mere matter of inference ;

" because the one proposition is

necessarily & inseparably involved in the other, & they are merely

' Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 95, Oct. 4, 1855, infra. This note is printed

in H. Ex. Doc. i, 34 Cong, i Sess. I. 78.
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alternative modes of expressing the same idea. In such a case,

to withdraw is not to occupy—and not to occupy is necessarily to

withdraw.

The Undersigned needs no apology for briefly adverting to

another argument of the Earl of Clarendon, because it has now
for the first time been advanced. He states that " if the position

of the United States Government were sound, & the convention

was intended to interfere with the state of things existing at the

time of its conclusion and to impose upon Great Britain to with-

draw from portions of territory occupied by it, a similar obliga-

tion would be contracted by other States acceding to the conven-

tion [under the 6th Article] and the Government of the Central

American States would by the mere act of accession sign away
their rights to the territories in which they are situated."

Confining himself strictly to this single view of the subject,

the Undersigned would observe, that notwithstanding the general

terms employed by the convention, an examination of its pro-

visions, and especially of the Sixth Article itself, will prove it

never intended that the Central American States should become
joint parties to this Treaty with the United States, Great Britain

and other Governments exterior to Central America. These

States are the subjects on which the guarantees of the convention

were to act, and the exclusion of all other Powers from the occu-

pancy of Central America, with a view to the security not only

of this canal but all other canals or railroads across the Isthmus,

was one of the main objects to be accomplished by the Treaty.

The Earl of Clarendon has himself indicated how absurd it

would be for the Central American Governments to become joint

parties to this convention, according to the American construc-

tion. It would, however, be none the less absurd according to the

British construction; because then, no Central American State

could accede to the Treaty without confining itself forever within

its existing boundaries and agreeing not to add to its territory

and extend its occupation under any possible circumstances which

might arise in the future.

Besides, were it possible for Nicaragua for example to

become a party to this joint convention, she would then take upon

herself the extraordinary obligation to use her own influence with

herself, under the 4th Article, to induce herself to facilitate the

construction of the canal, and to use her good offices to procure

from herself " the establishment of two free ports, one at each

end of the canal," both these ports being within her own limits.
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Consequences almost equally extraordinary would result from

other portions of the convention.

But although the contracting parties could not have intended

that the Central American States should become joint parties to

the convention, yet they foresaw that it would be necessary to

obtain stipulations from one or more of them, individually, pro-

viding for the security of the proposed canal, adapted to their

anomalous condition, and without interfering in any manner with

their territorial possessions. Accordingly, in the 6th Article,

and in the clause next following that commented upon by the Earl

of Clarendon, the convention provides as follows :
—

" And the

contracting parties likewise agree that each shall enter into Treaty

stipulations with such of the Central American States as they

may deem advisable, for the purposes of more effectually carrying

out the great design of this convention, namely, that of construct-

ing and maintaining the said canal ^as a ship communication

between the two oceans, for the benefit of mankind, on equal

terms to all, and of protecting the same," &c., &c.

In order to arrive at the conclusion that the Central Ameri-

can States are embraced in the general language of the first clause

of the 6th Article, it would be necessary to overlook this second

clause entirely, or at least to regard it as unnecessary & without

meaning.

The Undersigned has the honor to renew to the Earl of

Clarendon the assurance of his distinguished consideration.

James Buchanan.

The Right Honble. The Earl of Clarendon, &c., &c., &c.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 95. Legation of The United States.

London, 4 October, 1855.

Sir:

I have now the honor of transmitting to you a copy of the

note of Lord Clarendon of the 28th,2 received by me on the 29th

ultimo, in answer to my note of the nth ultimo on the Central

American questions ; as well as a copy of my reply dated on the

^ MSS. Department of State, 68 Despatches from England. The first

paragraph of this despatch is printed in H. Ex. Doc. i, 34 Cong, i Sess. I. 75.

* See note under Sept. 28, 1855, supra.
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4th instant.^ Lord Clarendon's note is of such a character as

might have been anticipated after the conversation between his

Lordship and myself on the 5th April last, reported in my
Despatch (No. 66) of the 7th of that month. This note has been

received so much sooner than I had anticipated, that if I were
now in possession of my letter of recall, I might return home on
the 6th of October, as I had originally determined. It is impos-

sible, however, that I should leave before this letter shall arrive,

and it is certainly proper,—under all the circumstances,—that I

should remain here no longer than may be necessary. If, there-

fore, it shall not have been forwarded before the arrival of this

Despatch, I trust it may be sent by the next succeeding steamer.

Should a period intervene between my departure and the

arrival of a new minister, as would seem most probable, Mr.

Appleton is entirely competent to discharge the duties of the

Legation during the interim. I would respectfully recommend
that the President might confer upon him the appointment of

Charge d'Affaires; and this not only as due to his own merits,

but necessary in a pecuniary view. He cannot maintain himself

here, as the responsible head of the Legation, on the salary of a

Secretary of Legation, nor would it be convenient for him to

advance his own money to the public and wait till Congress might

grant him the salary of a Charge. Besides, he would have clerk

hire to pay (a clerk being altogether indispensable), as well as

office rent at the rate of £120 per annum.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

TO MISS LANE.^

Legation of the United States,

London, 12 October, 1855.

My dear Harriet/
I have been watching the weather since your departure & it

has been as favorable as I could have desired. If the winds &
the waves have been as propitious as my wishes & my hopes

^ See supra.

^ Buchanan Papers, private collection. Imperfectly printed in Curtis's

Buchanan, II. 151.
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induce me to believe, you will have had a delightful voyage.

Good luck to you on your native soil! I miss you greatly; but

know it was for your good that you should go home in this

delightful weather, instead of encountering a winter passage.

Every person I meet has something kind to say of you. You
have left a good name behind, & that is something ; but not more
than you deserve.

Poor Lady Ouseley has lost her son. I have not seen her

since this sad event ; but of course have called.

I have met Lady Chantrey, Mrs. Shapter, the D'Oxholmes,
&c. &c., but need not repeat what they said.

Sir Henry Holland called on Wednesday immediately after

his return & expressed both sorrow & disappointment that he had
not seen you before your departure. He desired me to present

you his kindest regards, & says, God walling, he will call upon

you next summer in the United States.

Take good care not to display any foreign airs & graces in

society at home nor descant upon your intercourse with titled

people;—but your own good sense will teach you this lesson.

I shall be happy on my return to learn that it has been truly said

of you,

—

'' she has not been a bit spoiled by her visit to England."

I forgot to tell you I had seen the good Duchess, who said

many extravagant things about you.

I received a letter from Mrs. Plitt by the last steamer,

directed to you, with instructions that if you had left I might open

& read & then burn it ; all which I have done.

I wrote to Miss Hetty by the Southampton steamer on

Wednesday last & sent two of the Posts.

I shall give up the house towards the end of the month.

Mr. Appleton now occupies your room & renders himself quite

agreeable.

I have not seen Grey since you left ; but she says she did put

up your slippers in the black bag. I shall make it a point to see

her & talk with her before she finally leaves the house. She has

been absent ; but is backwards and forwards.

I heard nothing from Washington by the last steamer re-

specting myself. I shall present my letter of recall & take leave

of the Queen soon after it arrives. As you know, I am heartily

tired of my position. But what then ? I do not wish to arrive in

the U. S. before the meeting of Congress. I am uncertain what I

shall do ; but will always keep you advised, having confidence that
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you will not talk about my intended movements. If you see

Van Dyke & Tyler, I wish you would inform me what you say.

Louis Napoleon at the present moment wields more real

power than ever his great uncle did. All the potentates in Europe
dread him & are paying court to him. He has England in lead-

ing strings nearly as much as Sardinia. How have the mightv

fallen!

Mr. Piatt's resignation went to Washington by the Atlantic.

I presume this will be a relief to the Judge.^

Mr. Ward came to the Legation to take leave of you a few

moments after we left on Friday morning. Consols have been

falling, falling continually for the past week, & this makes him
melancholy.

Mrs. Shapter promised to wTite by the steamer. She has

arranged the account you left with her in a satisfactory manner.

She has not yet sent her letter, which I shall transmit by the

Bag.

Mrs. Lawrence called this morning to take leave of me. She

appears to be much rejoiced at the prospect of getting home.

Please to remember me, in the kindest terms, to Mr. & Mrs.

Plitt, Mr. & Mrs. Van Dyke, & Mr. & Mrs. Tyler, & all other

friends. Always
Yours affectionately,

James Buchanan.
Miss Harriet Lane.

TO MISS LANE.^

U. S. Legation,

London, 19 October, 1855.

My dear Harriet/
Whilst I write I congratulate myself with the belief that,

under the blessing of Providence, you are again happily in your

native land & among kind friends. The passage of the Baltic

from New York to Liverpool was one of the smoothest & most

^ This refers to the resignation of Mr. Donn Piatt as secretary of legation

at Paris, John Y. Mason being then American minister there.

^Buchanan Papers, private collection. Imperfectly printed in Curtis's

Buchanan, II. 152.
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agreeable ever made. Hence we have every reason to believe that

the Atlantic enjoyed the same favorable weather.

I had a very pretty note from Mrs. Sturgis ^ on the 15th

Instant presenting me with a water-melon, in which she says:
'* I was sorry not to say ' Good bye ' to Miss Lane in person;

but we did not forget to drink her health and a prosperous voy-

age & we feel how very much we shall miss her & her praises

another season." Of course, I answered this note in a proper

manner.

The good but eccentric Duchess always speaks of you in

terms of warm affection & regard & sends her kindest love.

Mr. & Mrs. Alston of South Carolina & Mr. Elliott, the

Commissioner of that State at the Paris Exhibition, passed last

Sunday evening with us. She is a superior woman & withal quite

good looking & agreeable.

I received the enclosed letter from Mary to you on Monday
last by the Baltic. Knowing from unmistakable signs that it

came from Mary, I opened it merely to ascertain that she was
well. I purposely know but little of its contents. I wrote to her

yesterday & invited her to pay us a visit next spring, offering to

pay the expenses of her journey. I suggested that it would
scarcely be worth her while to pay us a visit for less than a year,

& that, in the mean time, Mr. Baker's expenses would be much
reduced & he would have an opportunity of arranging his affairs.

Doctor & Mrs. Le Vert, formerly Miss Octavia Walton, are

now here. Strangely enough, I had never met her before. She

is sprightly, talkative, & animated; but does not seem to under-

stand the art of growing old gracefully. I shall make a favorable

impression on her, I trust, by being a good listener. I have not

seen her daughter; but they are all to be with me some evening

before their departure, which will be in the Arago on the 24th

Instant.

I have not received my letter of recall, & entertain but little

hope that it will be sent before General Thomas shall reach

Washington. I will keep you advised. I dine to-day with Gen-

eral D'Oxholme.

The repulse of the Russians at Kars astonishes me. The

Turks & the French have acquired the glory of the present war.

Our mother England is rather upon the background.

Sir William & Lady Ouseley are most deeply affected by the

loss of their son. I saw her last night for the first time since the

* Mrs. Russell Sturgis.
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sad event & most sincerely sympathised with her. She became
calmer after the first burst of grief was over & talked about you.

On request of Sir William I write to-day to Mrs. Roosevelt giv-

ing her the sad information.

Lady Stafford requests me by letter to give you her warmest
regards & to tell you she hopes Heaven will bless you both in

time & eternity.

Mrs. Shapter looks delicate. I saw her yesterday. She said

she would write; but I have not yet received her letter. Should

it come, I shall send it by the despatch bag.

Remember me most kindly to Mr. & Mrs. Plitt, from the

latter of whom I have received a very kind letter.

Yours affectionately

Miss Lane. James Buchanan.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 96. Legation of The United States.

London, 25th October, 1855.

Sir:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

Despatches Nos. 112, 114, and 115, of the 20th September and

the 3d and 5th October, respectively. Your mmiher 113 has not

yet been received.

In reference to your No. 115,—I send a copy of the note,

dated on the 24th Instant, which I have addressed to Lord Clar-

endon when transmitting to him the chronometer and gold chain

from the President for Captain Gale of the barque " Rosina."

With reference to your No. 109,—I have received a note

from Lord Clarendon, dated on the 17th instant, of which I

transmit a copy, returning the commission of Mr. Charles Huff-

nagle, appointed Consul General of the United States in British

India, and informing me " that the Governor General of India

has been instructed to recognise Mr. Huffnagle in that capacity.'^

You will perceive from this note that " Her Majesty's

Exequatur is not required to enable the Consuls of foreign States

to enter upon their duties in Her Majesty's Possessions in the

East Indies."

A copy of Lord Clarendon's note, together with the Com-
mission of Mr. Huffnagle, has been transmitted to him at

Calcutta.

^ MSS. Department of State, 68 Despatches from England.
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Referring to your No. loi and my No. 82, I transmit copies

of two notes received from Lord Clarendon, dated respectively on
the 6th August and the 2d instant, in answer to my letter to him
of the 26th July, of which I also send a copy, requesting the dis-

charge of David L. Caldwell, a citizen of the United States, from
the British Navy.

Justice to Tal. P. Shaffner, Esquire, requires that I should

transmit to you a copy of the correspondence between him and
myself in relation to the subject of my Despatch to you. No. 92,

of the 2 1 St September. Accordingly I send a copy of my letter

to him of the 22d September, and of his two letters in answer,

dated at St. Petersburg on the 19 Sept./ist October and on the

20 Septr./2d October.

After the receipt of these letters, I addressed a note to Mr.
T. B. Smithies, stating to him briefly the purport of them and

offering to exhibit them to him at any time he might call at the

Legation; but I have not heard from him since. From this I

infer that the Gutta Percha Company have deemed it prudent not

to communicate a knowledge of the transaction to which they

relate to the British Government. If this had been done in their

present temper, we should doubtless have heard of it.

I also send a copy of the note from Lord Clarendon, dated

on the 4th Instant, in answer to mine of the 2d Instant, convey-

ing the thanks of the President to Mr. Hay, British Charge

d'Affaires at Tangier, and to Lieutenant Heath, of the British

steamer " Medusa," for the assistance which they afforded to the

American barque '' Juniata."

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

(Enclosure in No. 96.)

OiHcial. Legation of the United States,

London, 22 September, 1855.

Tal. p. Shaffner, Esqr.

St. Petersburg, Russia.

Dear Sir:

I deem it to be my duty to enclose you copies of the affidavits of Captain

Matthew Dickerson Field and Mr. T. B. Smithies, Confidential Clerk to the

Gutta Percha Company, London, furnished to me by the latter. These affi-

davits, as you will perceive, seriously implicate your conduct, and refer to

the War Department, Mr. Archibald, and myself as your instruments, though

neither of us could have entertained the most remote suspicion that you
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were capable of acting with bad faith. To Mr. Archibald this may do much
injury, as he is a British subject and for reasons known to myself desires to

stand well with the British Government.

I sincerely trust there is no foundation for the allegations of Captain

Field ; and I offer you, at the first moment, an opportunity to contradict them,

if this can be done with truth, by your own affidavit, which may be taken

before any American Consul. In writing to the Department of State upon
the subject, I have spoken of the favorable impression you had made upon
me, and stated that the charge against you " depends entirely upon the

veracity of Captain Field."

You, of all others, best know what was done with the telegraph wire, the

Galvanic batteries and fittings, and the fusees which you purchased from the

Gutta Percha Company and which by your order were directed to the " War
Department ;

" and, also, whether any of them have found their way to

Russia, through your agency. Your explanation of the matter, under oath,

would relieve the facts of the case from all embarrassment; and I shall look

for it with much anxiety. It may arrive in London several weeks before I

can hear from Washington.

Yours very respectfully,

(Signed) James Buchanan.

(Enclosure in No. 96.)

St. Petersburg, Septr. 20/Oct. 2, 1855.

To His Excellency James Buchanan,
Minister, &c. &c.

Sir:

My answer to Mr. Field's affidavit is not yet ready, and it may not be

possible to send it by mail from Russia, but if it can be done with safety I

will do so. It will embrace these points.

1st. That the blank passport was given me on the vessel just before

sailing, together with the mail for the London Legation and a despatch for

the St. Petersburg Legation. The person who was to take the despatches did

not appear, and I was requested to accommodate the government by attend-

ing to it, and as there was not time then to write my name in the passport,

I was requested to do so before arrival at Liverpool. The purser did write

my name, Mr. Field telling me he was a good penman. It was not con-

sidered of any consequence at the time by Mr. Field.

2d. The package put under seal on the vessel was composed of my own
papers, and my own seal was employed ; besides there were no fuses whatever

in it.

3d. In passing the Customs at Liverpool, the parcel was not noticed by

the officers, as my baggage was soon seen to have been proper. So careful

was I on this matter that I declined to carry one of Mr. Field's guns which he

smuggled through England. Being bearer of despatches, I was very par-

ticular in not having anything improper.

4th. All the wire and fuses bought in England are owned by me and

are partly in my possession, and the balance is with Prof. Morse on loan.

The whole of the batteries, Gutta Percha jugs, are with Morse. I presume

he has them all at Poughkeepsie, N. Y. They are not employed for the

benefit of Russia as stated by Mr. Field, nor will they ever be to my knowl-

edge and belief.
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5th. The package given the Russian Legation in Berlin to be sent to

St. Petersburg, was composed of Mr. Field's cannon ball, shells, and guns

which he was, I suppose, intending to sell to the Russian Government. In

the package were a number of my telegraph books. The reason I got the

Russian Legation to send them was, that I was bearer of despatches. Field

being my travelling associate, I might get into some trouble by being in

such company.

6th. That I am not employed either directly or indirectly by the Russian

Government in any manner whatever. That I have never received any pay

nor a promise of pay for any services rendered or to be rendered, from the

government, nor have I been requested to take part in the war affairs, but

upon the contrary I have always in my negotiations guarded against a lia-

bility of such connections, confining myself to my own business.

7th. That I have declined to peddle new inventions of balls, shells, guns,

&c., to the Russian government, and also that I objected to Mr. Field's doing

so, while associated with me, and from which course upon my part I am
now being the object of his malignity.

The above will embrace the points which will be in my answer, framed in

detail so as to fully meet this malicious attack of Field. I am desirous of not

retaliating upon him, as that will be left for the future if I deem it necessary

to pursue the unfortunate man, who has proved himself to be a wicked man
or a lunatic, & the latter I fear is the case.

Yours very respectfully,

(Signed) Tal. P. Shaffner.

N. B. The interpretation of the aforegoing letter must not be applied

in any manner to my Railroad and Telegraph negotiations for Russia.

T. P. S.

This letter can be used in such manner as Your Excellency may think

proper.

The undersigned,^ Taliaferro P. Shaffner, a citizen of the United States,

in answer to the affidavit lately given by a certain Matthew D. Field of the

United States in London, makes the following statement, viz.

:

That about the 4th of April, 1855, the undersigned embarked on the

steamer Atlantic for Liverpool. While on board and just before departure,

the United States Despatch Agent in New York requested him to take

charge of the despatches on board of the Steamer, as the gentleman who was

to take them had not appeared. There were several bags of despatches for

the Consul at Liverpool or for the Legation at London, and a small package

of papers for the Legation at St. Petersburg. The said Agent gave the

undersigned a blank passport, as bearer of despatches, (as he, the said

Agent, had not time to fill it with the undersigned's name, on account of his

having waited until the last moment for the proper person to appear) with

the request that the undersigned fill it at sea with his name, which was done

by the Purser of the ship, by the request of the undersigned and of the

said Matthew D. Field, the said Purser being a good penman.

^This affidavit is given here, as completing the story; but it accom-

panied, not the present despatch, but Mr. Buchanan's No. 104, a month later.
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The undersigned states that he was very particular in not compromising
his country in passing any article not proper, and did refuse to carry articles

ashore, or aid in any manner the said Field to deceive the custom officers at

Liverpool in evading the custom regulations, in getting ashore guns, balls,

shells, powder, &c., which he the said Field had with him for Russia, dis-

tinctly stating to the said Field that as he was Bearer of Despatches it

was not possible for the undersigned to render him any aid whatever.

The undersigned further states that he does not remember of having

stated to the said Field that he had anything of value to Russia, and if he

did so speak, it must have been in jest, as there was nothing real to base

such a remark upon.

Also, that the package sealed on the ship was private papers of the

undersigned, pertaining to his own business, having no relation whatever to

Russia or war affairs, and that the seal used was his own, and that at Liver-

pool it did not pass free of examination on account of being under seal.

The seal was used as a substitute for twine.

The undersigned further states that the package sent from Berlin to

Russia was composed of Field's balls, shells, guns, &c., which the undersigned

requested to be sent, as he was fearful of trouble by being in company with

Field as long as he had with him such war matters, and that there was
nothing in said package belonging to the undersigned which has been

given the Russian government except a telegraph book, published by the

undersigned.

And further, that he has never received any pay from the Russian gov-

ernment in any manner whatever for services rendered or to be rendered,

nor does the undersigned know of having done anything to merit from the

Russian government any compensation whatever, excepting, however, that

he may in the future receive pay on Rail Road or telegraph contracts, but

in no manner pertaining to war matters.

And further, the undersigned has had nothing to do with submarine

mines at Cronstadt or anywhere else in Russia, nor does he ever expect to.

And he states, further, that the wire, fuses, &c., purchased in London of

Messrs. Slatham & Co., are to the best of his knowledge and belief still his

property and not even taken out of the original sacking, and he believes

that on his return to New York he can exhibit every fuse in their original

state and in the original envelope, except some which were given Prof.

Morse, with some of the wire, the batteries, canteens, &c., &c., and they also

can doubtless be procured.

Finally, the undersigned states that he has had nothing to do with war

matters in Russia, except some assistance given the said Field in the intro-

duction of a cannon ball, which proved to be a failure and disgraceful

to every body that had anything to do either with the ball or Field, and

the undersigned states that he would not allow the said Field to further

peddle war implements as long as he, the undersigned, was negotiating on

the Rail Road and Telegraph affairs, and on this account Field became the

enemy of the undersigned, and therefore the said Field has been impelled by

a malicious feeling to give the affidavit mentioned in the caption of this,

totally regardless of truth and honesty, but in consonance with a spirit of

treachery to himself, his friends, and his country.

Tal. p. Shaffner.

Bremen, November 5th, 1855.
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U. S. Consulate, Bremen, Nov. 5th, 1855.

Sworn to and subscribed before me the fifth day of November, A. D.

1855. Witness my hand and seal of Office.

(Seal) W. HiLDEBRAND.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 97. Legation of The United States.

London, 26 October 1855.
Sir:

I need scarcely direct your attention to the Leader in the

London Times of yesterday morning, professing to state the

reasons why so large a naval armament has been sent by the

British Government to the North American and West Indian

Naval stations. This speaks in such a tone of confidence that

we might infer it had been written by authority, and yet this

Journal has not been heretofore considered an organ of the

present administration. Still, it has recently on more than one
occasion manifested strong symptoms of good will towards Lord
Palmerston. I would, also, refer you to Leaders on the same
subject in the Globe of last evening and the Post of this morning.

Both these Journals are friendly to the present administration;

and the latter is believed to be a personal organ of Lord Pal-

merston, and is ever fulsome in his praise. But how far all

or any of these articles speak his language I cannot positively

assert.

When information was brought to my notice on Friday

last, through the Daily Telegraph, (a copy of which I have already

sent you) that a large additional Naval force had been

despatched to our coasts, I could scarcely imagine, even if the

statement should prove to be correct, that this could have been

done with any menacing intention. Nothing had transpired

which could lead to such a suspicion on my part. I nevertheless

at once determined that I would ask Lord Clarendon for an

explanation of the true state of the fact, and if the force had

been sent, for what purpose this had been done. The Tele-

graph, however, having been but recently commenced and not

being a Journal of much authority, I resolved to wait a few

days for further developments. When the Times appeared on

Thursday morning, I immediately addressed Lord Clarendon a

^ MSS. Department of State, 68 Despatches from England.

Vol. IX—28
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note requesting an interview; but up till the present moment
(Friday, at 5 o'clock) I have not received an answer. In this

I have been greatly disappointed, for I expected to be able to

communicate to you the result of our interview by to-morrow's

steamer.

I forbear, until after I shall have conversed with his Lord-

ship, to make any comments on these insulting and unfounded
articles so well calculated to excite hostile feelings between the

people of the two countries. Meanwhile, from all I can learn,

the statement contained in the Telegraph is strictly true; and it

is reported that the vessels have sailed with sealed orders. They
consist of the Pembroke, Cornwallis, Russell, Hawke, and

Hastings, Screw ships of 60 guns each, all of which, it appears

from the United Service Magazine, corrected to the 27th August

last, had been recently employed on the Baltic station. The Cap-

tains of the four first whilst on that station were, and it is pre-

sumed still are, respectively, G. H. Seymour, G. G. Wellesley,

F. Scott, and E. Ommaney. The name of the Captain of the

Hastings is not given in the Magazine. These ships, familiarly

called " Blocks," are seventy-fours cut down and with a screw

applied. In addition to them there is the Powerful, 84, a sailing

vessel. Captain T. L. Massie, which has been, I believe, recently

employed as a transport for the Crimea; and the Rosamond, 6

gun paddle steamer. Commander S. S. L. Crofton, stated in the

Magazine to be on " particular service." If you have not this

number of the Magazine itself to refer to, you will find a copy

of it in the London Times of the 5th of September last, furnish-

ing a list of the " Stations of the Royal Navy in Commission."

Were Great Britain alone concerned, I should not apprehend

any thing very serious from all this bluster ; but in speculating

upon its meaning we must take into consideration that the Em-
peror of the French is the soul, the guiding spirit, of the existing

Alliance, and that Lord Palmerston may prove to be but too

willing an instrument in his hands. That Louis Napoleon is

unfriendly to our Country I do not doubt. He is not a hereditary

despot feeling secure in his power, but in order to reach his pres-

ent elevation has annihilated political liberty in France. His

object, therefore, now is to convince the world that his Govern-

ment better subserves the interests of mankind and of the French

people than a Government of a freer form. As our institutions

are in perfect contrast to his own, we present a standing reproach

to his usurpation. The Press in France is under a strict censor-
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ship: and it is, therefore, a significant sign that nothing ever

appears in it in relation to our country, as I am informed and
beHeve, except what is unfavorable and unfriendly. This may
have already produced its effect, at least to some extent; as I

learn from intelligent Americans who have recently visited

France, after an absence of some years, that the general conduct
) /

and tone of the French people towards our countrymen has/

become much less kind than formerly. Mr. Mason, however, can

furnish you more reliable information on this point than myself.

The allies are fighting for " the balance of power," and the

effect will most probably be to impair the power of Russia to

such a degree as no longer to leave her a counterpoise to that of

France, and to make Louis Napoleon the arbiter of the continent.

And this, too, by the aid of England

!

I enclose a letter to you from Dr. Parker, who has just come
here from an interview with Lord Clarendon at the Foreign

Office. The expressions of his Lordship to the Doctor were kind

and conciliatory towards our country; but he said nothing of

the naval armament which had been despatched. By the bye,

1 have been informed this moment by an American gentleman

who has been on change to-day that it was reported there that

only two Screw steamers had been actually sent, and no other

vessel. This differs from all my previous information. We
shall not learn the exact truth until after my intei*view with

Lord Clarendon.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon: William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

TO MISS LANE.^

Legation of The United States,

London, 26 October, 1855.

My dear Harriet/
I have but little time to write before the closing of the Mail,

having been much & unexpectedly engaged to-day.

Almost every person I meet speaks kindly of you. I dined

^Buchanan Papers, private collection. Imperfectly printed in Curtis's

Buchanan, II. I53-
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with Lady Talbot de Malahide on Tuesday last & she desired me
specially to send you her kindest love. Doctor, Madame & Miss

Le Vert passed last Sunday evening with me. She is a most

agreeable person. I think it right to say this of her, after what

I wrote you in my last letter.

I dine to-day with Lady Chantrey, where I am to meet

Dr. Twiss.

Grey left yesterday morning on a visit to her relatives in

Devonshire. I made her a present of a sovereign to pay her

expenses there besides paying her week's wages. I have enlisted

Lady Chantrey warmly in her favor, & I hope she may procure a

place.

I received by the last steamer a private letter from Governor

Marcy in answer to mine requesting my letter of recall. He
informs me it had been sent & was then on its way. There is

something mysterious in the matter which I cannot explain. It

has not yet arrived though it ought to have been here before

your departure. Before that, I had received Despatches Nos.

109 & III. Despatch No. no, the intermediate one, has not yet

come to hand. I presume my letter of recall was in the missing

Despatch. I have my own suspicions; but these do not attach

to Governor Marcy. His letter was frank & friendly & was
evidently w;ritten in the full conviction that I would have received

my recall before his letter could reach me. Some people are

very anxious to delay my return home.

Now the aspect of things has changed. The British Govern-

ment has recently sent a considerable fleet to our coasts & most

inflammatory & abusive articles in reference to the object of this

fleet have appeared in the Times, the Globe, & the Morning Post.

I have no doubt they will be republished all over the United

States. The aspect of affairs between the two countries has

now become squally ; & Mr. Appleton will not consent to remain

here as charge till the new minister arrives. In this he is right

;

& consistently with my honor & character, I could not desert my
post under such circumstances. I may, therefore, be compelled

to remain here until the end of December or even longer. This

will depend on the time of the appointment of my successor,

which may not be until the meeting of Congress. It is possible

that Mr. A. may return home by the Pacific on the 3d November.

He is very anxious I should consent to it, which however I have

not yet done.

I trust I may hear of your arrival at home by the Pacific on
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to-morrow. The foggy & rainy weather has commenced & the

chmate is now dreary. Mr. & Mrs. John Wurts of New York
passed the evening with me yesterday. He is an old friend &
she an agreeable lady. They will return by the Pacific.

Please to remember me most kindly to Mr. and Mrs. Plitt,

& believe me always to be yours affectionately

James Buchanan.
Miss Lane.

TO MR. MARCY.'

No. 98. Legation of The United States.

London, 30 October 1855.

Sir:

On the evening of Friday last, several hours after the

Despatch Bag had left for Liverpool, I received a note from
Lord Clarendon appointing yesterday at one o'clock for our

interview. Soon after my arrival he commenced the conversa-

tion by saying he was sorry that the feelings of the Cabinet at

Washington were so unfriendly to them. That Mr. Cushing,

the Attorney General, had written a letter to Philadelphia about

the Hertz trial in which he commented harshly and unjustly on

his note to me about enlistments, and had gone so far as to call

British officers and agents in the United States '' Malefactors."

I told him that I was confident he was mistaken in attributing

to the Cabinet at Washington any hostile feeling towards the

British Government; and that as to the letter of Mr. Cushing, of

w^hich he complained, I could say nothing about it, as I had not

seen it ; but I thought he must be laboring under some mistake ;

—

that the Despatch Bag from Washington, by the " Pacific," had

arrived at the Legation just before I left there to meet his

Lordship, and I had not had any time to examine its contents.

It would doubtless contain something on the subject. That

when in acknowledging the receipt of his note to me on the

subject of enlistments I had expressed the satisfaction I should

feel in forw^arding it to Washington, I had not the most remote

idea that Mr. Crampton was implicated in these enlistments ; and

I felt quite sure such was the case in regard to yourself at the

^ MSS. Department of State, 68 Despatches from England. A part of this

despatch, relating to enlistments, is printed in S. Ex. Doc. 35, 34 Cong, i

Sess. 28.
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time you sent me your instructions; but that the trial of Hertz
at Philadelphia, much to my surprise, had brought this fact to

light. He said that Crampton was placed there in a very

unpleasant and embarrassing situation; he had no means of

defending himself before the American public, and if he had, it

would not be proper for him to resort to them; but I would be

astonished to learn that the witnesses against him had perjured

themselves and were not worthy of the least credit. I told him
I did not conceive how this could be, as the facts testified by

them were sustained by written documents; but intimated my
desire to waive the subject for the present and proceed to the

business for which I had sought the interview.

I then said:—You have sent a large naval armament to

your West India and North American stations, and I desire in

the spirit of frankness and friendship to request you to inform

me the reason why so many vessels of war have been despatched

to the vicinity of our coasts. H this has not been done with a

hostile or menacing intention, which I do not believe it has, then

the sooner the truth is known the better. It was to prevent, if

possible, the irritation among our people which the appearance

of such a fleet would naturall}^ produce, that I had on Thursday

morning requested an interview with you, so that the explanation

might arrive in the United States by the same steamer which

would convey the intelligence that the fleet had been sent.

He replied :—The fleet has not been sent with the least un-

friendly intention. We have learned from unquestionable

authority, and from affidavits, that a large, fast, and powerful

steamer has been built at New York under the direction of a

Russian Naval officer, and that she is now altogether or nearly

ready for sea. That this officer is to take her out from that port

as a Russian privateer, and that the object is to intercept our

ships from Australia conveying gold to this country. Besides,

three or four other steamers are building in New York for the

same purpose. We are also infomied that it was intended to

capture one of the Cunard steamers and make her a Russian

privateer.

His Lordship then said he was extremely sorry he had not

been able to give me an interview on Friday, in time for the

steamer, on account of the dangerous illness of his mother.

I observed :—All this is perfectly new to me. I think your

information must be wholly unfounded. I have never heard

that a steamer was building in New York to be made a Russian
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privateer; and from my intercourse with my countrymen I do

not think it possible this could have been the case without my
having received intimation of it. Besides, the Government of

the United States has justly prided itself upon the fidelity and
success with which it has at all times preserved its neutrality;

and no Government had ever deserved more credit for this than

that of General Pierce. It had in every instance, without excep-

tion, succeeded in suppressing all lawless expeditions ; and never

at any period was there less reason than at the present to appre-

hend danger from this cause. Our neutrality law confers upon
the Government ample power .to prevent the sailing of any
Russian privateer built and equipped in our ports; and surely

you can have no reason to doubt, considering the strict neutrality

we have hitherto observed, but that the President will prevent

the sailing of any such privateer.

His Lordship here branched off upon the Irish question. He
said that until very recently he had treated as mere idle rumors

all that had been said about an expedition from the United States

to Ireland. When he spoke of the expedition to Ireland I smiled

incredulously, which his Lordship observing, said I might smile,

but that Mr. Crampton who had previously treated these rumors

in the same manner until recently, now thought them worthy of

serious attention, and had felt it to be his duty to call upon Mr.

Marcy and represent the case to him. He observed that two

vessels had recently come from the United States to Ireland con-

taining three hundred Irishmen, and the object seemed to be to

return to their country piecemeal to create disturbances. I told

him I supposed these were Irish Emigrants who had got tired

of our country and were returning to their native land; and I

went on to show the utter impossibility that there could be any

reason for such an apprehension. Indeed, from all appearances,

there has never been a period in the history of Ireland, since its

connection with England, when any attempt to excite the people

to insurrection against the British Government would be so

perfectly Quixotic as at the present moment.

In justice to his Lordship, I must observe that he did not

assign any apprehensions for Ireland as in any degree the cause

for despatching the fleet.

He stronsrlv condemned the article in the Times of Thurs-

day last, and that in the Morning Post of the next day, which he

said was still worse,—complained that the Press was constantly

embarrassing them in their foreign relations, and protested in the
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strongest manner that the Government had no connection with

any of these journals and they did not speak its language. He
was thankful that the Presses and Governments of the two coun-

tries all united could not get up a war between them ; the people

of both would prevent such an unnatural war.

I told him I had written home by the last steamer that I

had not understood the Times to be an Organ of the present

Government; but I had always heard that the Globe and the

Post were connected with it. I knew they were very friendly

to it, and the Post was considered " Lord Palmerston's own."

He denied this in an emphatic manner and spoke of the Post

rather disparagingly. I told him that on my way to the Foreign

Office I had called at the Athenaeum Club to see an article in the

Globe on Friday evening last, which I had understood was dif-

ferent in its tone from the article on Thursday evening; and

there was a coincidence in Friday evening's article with what he

had informed me were the causes for sending out the fleet. He
hesitated for a moment, and said a gentleman who, he believed,

was in some way connected with that journal had called at the

Foreign Office and he had given him some such information;

but he had not read the article itself since its appearance.

I observed that the President's forthcoming message would

probably present the true state of the Central American questions

to Congress, and as their fleet would arrive but a short time

before, our people might connect this movement with these ques-

tions and view it as a menace. He declared that this movement

had no connection with these questions, & made light of any

such idea.

He then commenced to speak on the subject of Mr. Cramp-

ton, &c. &c. I told him we had better defer this until after I

had read the Despatches and papers which I had received by

the Pacific. He said he believed it was better, as he had not

himself read the Despatches he had received that morning. We
agreed upon Thursday next at half-past three for our meeting,

so that we might be able to write to Washington by next Satur-

day's steamer.

In your confidential Despatch of the 12th Instant, you state

as follows :
—

" I do not find by any of your communications to

me an account of your action upon Despatch No. 102, and it is

fair to infer from the tenor of Lord Clarendon's note and your

acknowledgment of it that it had not been brought to his notice."

In making this remark, you could not have referred to dates.
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It was not possible to have brought any thing contained in your
No. 1 02, of the 15th July, to his Lordship's notice previous to

the 1 6th July, the date of his note to me to which you refer.

Your Despatch did not arrive here until the 30th July; and ten

days previous thereto, I had transmitted a copy of this note to

you with my Despatch No. 81, of the 20th July.

But I have not since taken any action upon your No. 102,

for the plainest reason. I had, previously to its arrival, trans-

mitted to you a copy of Lord Clarendon's note already referred

to, of the 1 6th July, on the subject of the enlistment and employ-

ment of soldiers for the British army within our limits, and had
informed his Lordship, in acknowledging the receipt of this note,

that I should have much satisfaction in transmitting a copy of it

to the Secretary of State. Of course, it would have been im-

proper for me to take any new step in this matter until I should

learn whether this note would prove satisfactory to yourself.

Again :—Your No. 102 states that after many months had elapsed

British officers w^ere still proceeding to violate our laws and

persist " in carrying on the obnoxious scheme without any

open disapproval by the Home Government or any attempt to

arrest it ;
" and one of the two express instructions which the

President gives me in conclusion is " to say to Her Majesty's

Government that he expects it will take prompt and effective

measures to arrest their proceedings." Now, these measures had

been already adopted ; but could not possibly have been known to

you. Lord Clarendon's note had entirely changed the aspect of

the case from the view which you took of it, and must neces-

sarily have taken of it, at the date of your No. 102. The general

tenor of this note—its disavowals and its regrets—were cer-

tainly conciliatory, and the concluding paragraph declaring that

all proceedings for enlistments in '' North America " had been

put an end to by Her Majesty's Government, for the avowed

reason that the advantages which Her Majesty's Service might

derive from such enlistments would not be sought for by Her
Majesty's Government if it were supposed to be obtained in

disregard of the respect due to the law of the United States, was

highly satisfactory. It was for these reasons that I expressed the

satisfaction I would have in communicating it to you. Then

came the declaration of Lord Palmerston to the same effect in

the House of Commons on the 2d August, in which he explicitly

declared that, in order to avoid questions with the United States,

the Government " had put an end to the enlistment of forces
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which used to take place at Halifax." This declaration was,

to my knowledge, received with much satisfaction by Mr. Milner

Gibson, who had made the inquiry of Lord Palmerston, as well

as by many other liberal Members of Parliament. Vei-y different

indeed had been the conduct of the British Government in this

respect towards certain continental States.

I can assure you that I did not entertain the most remote

idea that this question had not been satisfactorily adjusted, until

I learned the complicity of Mr. Crampton in the affair. This

was officially communicated to me in your Despatch No. 107, of

the 8th, received on the 24th September, with a copy of your

letter to Mr. Crampton on the 5th, and his answer of the 7th of

the same month. From these it appears you had thought it due

to Mr. Crampton, no doubt properly, to take the affair in hand
yourself, and this you have done in an able manner in your

letter to that gentleman. Thus much I have deemed necessary

to place myself rectus in curia.

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon: William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 99. Legation of The United States.

London, 2 November, 1855.

Sir:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

Despatch No. 113, of ist of October (the non-arrival of which

is mentioned in my No. 96), and of Nos. 116 and 117, dated

13th & 15th October, respectively; of Duplicate of No. 118,

October 13th; of '' Confidential;' of October 15th, and of No. 119

of October i6th.

According to the appointment mentioned in my last

Despatch, I met Lord Clarendon yesterday afternoon at the

Foreign Office. After some unimportant conversation, I told

him that on my return to the Legation on Monday last I found

a Despatch from yourself on the recruitment question which I

^MSS. Department of State, 68 Despatches from England. Extracts

from this despatch are published in S. Ex. Doc. 35, 34 Cong, i Sess. 34, 246.
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had been instructed to read to him and furnish him a copy if

requested. He said he had, also, Despatches from Washington
on the same subject. I then stated that, Mr. Crampton having
promised in his note of the 7th September to address you again

after hearing from his Lordship, I should be glad to know
whether he had furnished instructions to Mr. Crampton for this

purpose. He told me he had not—that he had pursued the

usual diplomatic course in such cases, in addressing me a note

in answer to the note addressed by you to Mr. Crampton. I said.

Very well,—then your note to me of the 27th September is the

answer to Mr. Marcy's note to Mr. Crampton of the 5th of that

month ; and the Despatch which I was about to read to him was
your answer to his note to me of the 27th September. To this

he assented.

I then read to him your Despatch to me of the 13th

October; to which he listened throughout with great apparent

attention. After the reading he requested a copy, & I delivered

him the duplicate which you had forwarded. He then asked

what was the nature of the satisfaction from the British Govern-

ment to which you had referred in your Despatch just read.

I said that the best mode of giving him the infomiation was to

read to him this Despatch of yours to me, which I accordingly

did, except the last paragraph but one, of which he also desired

a copy, and I promised to furnish it. I had prepared myself to

state in conversation the substance of what this Despatch required

from the British Government ; but having the Despatch with me
I thought it better at the moment, in order to prevent all mis-

apprehension, to read it to him, as it had evidently been prepared

with much care. I have sent him a copy of it to-day ; except the

paragraph to which I have already alluded.

I then stated, his Lordship would obsei-ve that the Govern-

ment of the United States had two causes of complaint. The
one was such violations of our neutrality laws as might be tried

and punished in the Courts of the United States. The other, to

which I especially desired to direct his attention, consisted in a

violation of our neutrality under the general law of nations, by

the attempts which had been made by British officers and agents,

not punishable under our municipal law, to draw military forces

from our territory to recruit their armies in the Crimea. As

examples of this, I passed in review the conduct of Mr. Cramp-

ton, of the Lieutenant Governor of Nova Scotia, and the British

Consuls at New York and Philadelphia.
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I observed that in his note of the i6th July he had assured

me that the individuals engaged in recruiting in the United

States acted upon their individual responsibility and had no
authority for their proceedings from any British officials, by

v^^hom their conduct was condemned. In addition, he had stated

that instructions had been sent out to Sir Gaspard Le Marchant

to stop all enlistments in North America. [Yes, his Lordship

"

observed, they were sent out on the 226. June last.] I said I had

expressed the satisfaction which I felt in transmitting this note

to Mr. Marcy ; and was, therefore, sorry to say satisfactory proof

existed that Mr. Crampton and other British officers had before

and since been engaged in aiding and countenancing these pro-

ceedings and recruitments. In fact, Wagner had been convicted

at New York for a violation of our neutrality law committed at

so late a period as the 3d of August.

Lord Clarendon sat silent and attentive whilst I was making

these remarks, and then took from his drawer several sheets of

paper containing extracts from a Despatch of Mr. Crampton

(received, as I understood, by the last steamer) some of which

he read to me. Mr. Crampton emphatically denies the truth of

Strobel's testimony and Hertz's confession, as well as all com-

plicity in the recruitments. I expressed my surprise at this ; and

said that Strobel's character was respectable, so far as I had ever

learned, and that his testimony was confirmed by several docu-

ments implicating Mr. Crampton, which had been given in

evidence on the trial of Hertz. I told him he would see this on

a perusal of the trial itself, of which I gave him a copy.

I asked him whether he intended I should communicate to

you my recollection of the particular extracts he had read to me
from Mr. Crampton's despatch. He said he would prefer I

should not,—that he would examine and sift the subject with

great care, and preferred to present these to you in his own
language.

In concluding this part of the conversation, Lord Clarendon

declared, in a sincere and emphatic manner, that nothing had been

further from the intention of the British Government than to

violate the neutrality of the United States or to give them cause

of offence. He could, also, declare in regard to himself, per-

sonally, that he would not act in such a manner towards one of

the weakest Powers, not even towards Monaco, and certainly

would not do so towards the great and powerful Republic of the

United States, for which he ever entertained the warmest feelings

of respect and friendship.
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I presume you may expect ere long to hear from Lord
Clarendon, through a note addressed to Mr. Crampton, accord-

ing to what he says is diplomatic usage.

We afterwards had some conversation about the invasion

of Ireland, which I have never treated seriously. In regard to

the Russian privateer alleged to be fitting out at the port of New
York, I told him (that since our last conversation I had seen two
gentlemen who had just arrived from New York, who assured me
they would be likely to know or have heard of it, were any such

steamer building, and they treated the report to that effect on

this side of the Atlantic as idle and unfounded. In reply he

informed me that the fact was substantiated and the steamer

described in a particular manner, which he detailed, by three

depositions which had been forwarded by the British consul at

New York to Mr. Crampton, who had brought the subject to

your notice, and you had promised to inquire into it.

In the course of the conversation I observed to him that the

most serious difficulty between the Governments miight arise out

of the Central American questions. He said that when two

Governments disagreed about the construction of a treaty, the

best and most natural mode was to refer the question to a third

Power. At an early period of the negotiation, he had made
this suggestion ; but I had jocularly replied that the Emperor of

Russia was the only Power sufficiently independent to act as an

impartial umpire in the case, and they had gone to war with

him. That we had tried Louis Napoleon on one occasion and

he had decided against us.^ I then asked him to state to what

Power, sufficiently free from British influence, we could refer

this question, even if such a reference were possible; and he

hesitated for a reply. I then said, I know of none unless it

might be *' King Bomba." He laughed, and the conversation

on this point dropped.

I then referred to the most extraordinary leading article in

the Times of yesterday morning, and said it w;ould seem that

the writer had had information from the Foreign Office. Indeed,

from this it might almost be inferred that I had encouraged them

to recruit in the United States; and I expressed my regret that

they had not informed me of their intention, for if they had done

so, I thought I could have given them such reasons against it as

might have prevented it altogether. He declared, in the most

^The case of the brig General Armstrong. See Moore, International

Arbitrations, II. 1092 et seq.
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solemn manner, that the Times had received no information

either from him or, he was convinced, from any other person in

the office. I told him there might be some leaky vessel about the

office. He said he was certain there was not ; but could not ac-

count for the manner in which the Times had obtained the

information.

There was other conversation ; but not of much importance.'

Besides, I have not time to report it or make the general remarks

which I could desire. Suffice it to say, that I believe the storm

which has been raised here by the sending of the fleet and by the

first article in the Times will be productive of good. The
English public, and especially the manufacturing and mercantile

classes, have become excited and alarmed, and are now eagerly

intent upon acquiring a knowledge of the questions in dispute

between the two Governments. The dead calm in which the

public mind had rested concerning American affairs has been

succeeded by a storm; and the symptoms indicate strongly that

Lord Palmerston will not be sustained in raising difficulties with

the United States. We have been already ably defended in the

Press.

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretarv of State.

TO MISS LANE/

Legation of The United States,

London 2 November 1855.

My dear Harriet/
I have truly but a moment to write to you. We did not

learn your arrival by the Pacific, which I had expected with

much interest.

Lord Clarendon told me yesterday that the Queen, had ex-

pressed her regret not to have seen you before your departure.

He said she had heard you were to marry Sir Fitz Roy Kelly, &
expressed how much she would have been gratified had you been

detained in England. We had some talk about the disparity of

your ages which I have not time to repeat, even if it were worth

^Buchanan Papers, private collection; Curtis's Buchanan, II. 157.
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rq)eating. I said it was supposed Sir Fitz Roy was very rich.

" Yes," he said, '' enormously."

There is a great muss here at present about the relations

between the two countries ; but I think it will all eventually blow
over & may do good. Every body is now anxious to know
something about American affairs, & both in the Press & the

Public we have many powerful defenders against the measures

adopted by Lord Palmerston's government.

With my kindest regards to Mr. & Mrs. Plitt, I remain ever

yours

Affectionately,

James Buchanan.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. IOC. Legation of The United States.

London, 7 November, 1855.

Sir:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your Un-
official Despatch of the 22d ultimo, and also of your missing

Despatch No. 110, of the nth September last, containing my
letter of recall. This was not received until Monday last, the

5th Instant. I shall always regret the mistake which prevented

it from leaving the Department until so late a period as the 22d

of October. It has arrived here at a time when the relations

between the two countries have assumed so threatening an aspect

on this side of the Atlantic, that I cannot at the present moment
retire without violating my sense of duty. I have secured a

passage in the " Arago " from Southampton on the 19th Decem-

ber ; but I hope it may become proper for me to leave the Mission

before that day, as I am anxious in the mean time to visit Paris.

It was with difficulty that I prevailed upon Mr. Appleton not to

return home by the steamer of the 3d Instant. He has now,

much to my satisfaction, consented to remain until the 19th

December. On that day, and I trust much earlier, I shall leave

him in charge of the Legation with entire confidence that he is

fully competent to discharge its duties.

In reference to your No. 115, I transmit a copy of the note

of Lord Clarendon, dated on the 26th ultimo, acknowledging the

receipt of my note to him of the 24th ultimo, and of the chro-

^ MSS. Department of State, 68 Despatches from England.
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nometer and gold chain for Captain Gale, of the bark " Rosina."

I have received the Exequatur for V. Holmes, Esquire (vide

your No. t i6) appointed Consul of the United States for Galway,

and on the 3d Instant I transmitted the same to him, together

with his commission, at his post.

According to the United Service Magazine for October,

corrected up till 26th September, the following were the British

vessels of war on the North American and West Indian Stations

:

Arab, 12

Argus, 6

Buzzard, 6

Boscawen, 70
Columbia, 6
Daring, 12

Espiegle, 12

Eurydice, 26

Hernies, 6
Imaum, (receiving ship) 72
Mariner, 12

Medea, 6

Netley, 8

Scorpion, 6
Termagant, 24
Vestal, 26

310

According to the same magazine for November, corrected

up till 27th October, the following were the vessels of war on
the same Stations

:

NAMES. GUNS.

Arab, 12

Argus, 6
Boscawen, 70
Buzzard, 6

Columbia, 6

Cornwallis, 60
Daring, 12

Espiegle, 12

Eurydice, 26
Express, 6

Imaum, 72
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NAMES. GUNS.

Mariner, 12

Medea, 6
Netley, 8
Pembroke, 60
Powerful, 84
Rifleman, 8
Rosamond, 6
Scorpion, 6
Termagant, 24
Vestal, 24
Hermes, 6

532 Guns.

In addition to these, unless their destination should be

changed, there will soon be on these Stations,

The Hastings, 60, Capt. E. G. Fanshawe.

Hawke, 60.

Russell, 60.

making in all a fleet of 25 vessels carrying seven hundred and

twelve guns. The increase, therefore, since the 27th September,

has been nine vessels and 402 guns. But I presume I need

scarcely trouble you with these details, as the United Service

Magazine is doubtless received at the Navy Department.

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. loi. Legation of The United States.

London, 9 November, 1855.

Sir:

I had an interview with Lord Clarendon on yesterday by

ap])ointment, and shall now report to you, as nearly as I can

recollect it, our conversation. After the usual salutations, I

said to him :
—

" Your Lordship, when we last parted, asked me

' MSS. Department of State, 68 Despatches from England. Extracts

from this despatch are printed in S. Ex. Doc. 35, 34 Cong, i Sess. 36.

Vol. IX—29
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to help you to keep the peace between the two countries, which

I cordially promised to do ; and I have come here to-day to make
a suggestion to you with this intent.

" You have now learned the prompt and energetic action of

the Government of the United States in causing the seizure and

examination of the vessel at New York which you had learned

was intended for a Russian privateer. Upon this examination,

she has turned out to be the barque Maury, built for the China

trade and bound to Shanghai. The ten iron cannon in the hold

and four on deck, together with the other amis on board, were

designed to furnish arms to the merchantmen in the Chinese seas,

to enable them to defend themselves against the Pirates so nu-

merous in that quarter. The time of her sailing had been

announced for three weeks in five daily journals, and she was to

take out four Christian Missionaries. So satisfactory did the

examination prove to be, that Mr. Barclay, the British consul,

had himself assented to her discharge.

" Your Lordship stated to me, at our last meeting, that the

reason w4iy the British fleet had been sent to the vicinity of the

United States was the information you had received that a

Russian privateer had been built in New York and was about to

leave that port to prey upon your commerce with Australia.

You have now received the clearest evidence not only that this

was all a mistake, as I predicted at the time it would prove to

be, but also that the Government of the United States has acted

with energy and good faith in promptly causing the vessel to be

seized and examined. Now, My Lord, the cause having proved

to be without foundation, the effect ought to cease, and I

earnestly suggest to you the propriety of issuing an order to

withdraw the fleet.

" The Times accompanied the annunciation that this fleet

had been sent with the most insulting and offensive exposition

of the reasons for this act, and several journals friendly to the

present Government followed in the same spirit. When we
take into view the existing difference between the two Govern-

ments about enlistments, and the still more dangerous questions

behind, concerning Central America, all of which are well known

to the people of the United States, what will be the inference

naturally drawn by them when the news shall first burst upon

them.? Will it not be that this fleet has reference to these ques-

tions and is intended as a menace? I need not say what will

be the effect on my countrymen. They well know that no reason
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ever existed in point of fact for apprehension on account of

Russian privateers, and still less, if that be possible, for an

expedition to Ireland ; and they will not attribute the sending of

the fleet to these causes. The President in his Message to Con-
gress early in December will doubtless present to that Body the

present unsatisfactory condition of the Central American ques-

tions; and it will require the cool and clear heads of the public

men of both countries to prevent serious consequences from these

questions. Now, it so happens that the news of the sending of

the British fleet will arrive in the United States but a short time

before the date of the Message, and will almost necessarily be

connected in public opinion with these dangerous questions, thus

rendering them more complicated. If you will, at the present

moment, and before we can hear from the United States, volun-

tarily withdraw your fleet, upon the principle that the danger

from Russian privateers of which you had been informed did

not, in point of fact, exist, and at the same time do justice to the

Government of the United States for having so faithfully pre-

served its neutrality, this would be to pour oil upon the troubled

waters and could not fail to produce the best results. You
might address a note either to Mr. Crampton or myself stating

that the fleet had been withdrawn ; and I am persuaded that this

act of justice would have a most happy effect."

His Lordship in reply said in substance, (for I will not

undertake to repeat his very words), that he thanked me for my
suggestion and would take it into serious consideration; but of

course he could do nothing without consulting the Cabinet. Of
this, however, he could assure me most positively, as he had

done at our former interview^ that nothing could be further

from their intention than any, even the most remote, idea of a

menace, in sending out the fleet. Immediately after our con-

versation on Thursday last, he had sent to the Admiralty and

requested that orders might be issued that the vessels sent

out should not go near the coasts of the United States. Sir

Charles Wood and Admiral Berkeley had both informed him that

it was never their intention that they should approach our coasts,

and he could assure me that none of these vessels would ever go
" poking " about our ports. Besides, he said. Sir Charles Wood
had informed him that but three vessels had been sent out, one to

Bermuda and the other two to Jamaica. [I observed this was a

mistake, but I would not interrupt him.] He replied, this was

the information he had received from Sir Charles.
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They had received what they had supposed to be the most
authentic, information that the Russian privateer was nearly

ready to leave New York. That she was a fast and powerful

vessel, well armed, and one that it would be difficult to overtake

;

and that she intended to capture one of the Cunard steamers and
employ her also for the purpose of cutting up their commerce
with Australia. That they also had information of the pro-

jected expedition to Ireland. In this state of affairs he had
received Mr. Marcy's letter to Mr. Crampton, the tone and lan-

guage of which he said were not usual in diplomatic correspond-

ence between friendly Governments and evinced what they be-

lieved to be a hostile feeling on the part of the Cabinet at

Washington towards Great Britain. This was afterwards con-

firmed by Attorney General Cushing's letter, which was of a

most insulting character to himself personally and did him the

greatest injustice. It attributes to him the employment of con-

trivances to shelter their agents in the United States from
conviction as " malefactors." Besides, the American steamer
" Fulton '' had been employed in going from port to port through-

out their West India Islands, making surveys, taking soundings,

and inquiring into the strength of their fortifications. Under all

these circumstances they would have been condemned by the

British people if they had taken no precautions against the danger

which seemed to threaten.

I told him I must again express my regret that they had

adopted the course of sending out a fleet without giving me, or

giving you through Mr. Crampton, any notice of their intention.

Had this been done, it must have led to explanations which would
most certainly have obviated all difficulties. The news of the

sending of the fleet, accompanied by the article in the Times,

when it reached the United States, would most probably excite

much public indignation. We had experienced a blast here;

but when the counter blast reached us from the other side of

the Atlantic, it would equal, if not surpass, that on this side in

intensity. The people of both nations were proud and jealous

of their rights, and neither could brook an insult. The states-

men of the two countries ought, therefore, to be peculiarly careful

how they acted. Wars often arose from small beginnings.

When the news reached the United States, it would find the

people calm and tranquil in relation to their foreign affairs and

wholly unprepared for it. It would burst upon them suddenly,

and they would doubtless manifest their feelings in strong and
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defying language. This would return to England and react

upon the people here, thus further increasing the difficulties, until

at last by degrees the two countries might find themselves in-

volved in war, although, with the exception of the Central Amer-
ican questions, there was no question of very serious importance

between them. And such a war! It would exasperate the

people of the two countries against each other to such a degree

Jhat the intervals of peace hereafter would be but little better

than mere truces. The despotisms of the continent would be

highly gratified by such a war between the two freest nations of

the world, whilst the cause of liberty and civilization would every-

where suffer. I would not have it on my conscience for any

human consideration to be the author of any act which might

lead to such consequences. His Lordship, with much enthusiasm

of manner, declared he heartily agreed with me in every sentiment

I had expressed; and I must know from his frank and free

communications with me how anxious he had ever been to

preserv-e the most friendly relations with the United States. He
said it was very true that the Despotisms on the continent would

be highly gratified with such an unnatural war.

I observed it was true that Governor Marcy had expressed

himself in strong and decided but, I thought, not offensive lan-

guage in his letter to Mr. Crampton, because he had felt strongly

on the subject; but I could venture to assure him that no oft'ence

was intended. And I might add that he had returned a Row-
land for the Governor's Oliver, and now they both stood upon

the same footing. I thought his Lordship's letter was in some

portions of it not of a very conciliatory or diplomatic character.

And, as to Mr. Cushing's letter of which he complained, it was

merely conditional and inferential, and in employing the term
'' malefactors " he could not have intended it in its worst sense,

and must have meant nothing more than " wrongdoers." He
said he differed from me entirely in regard to Mr. Cushing's

letter, which has evidently nettled him very much.

I then told him there was a mistake in regard to the number

of ships they had sent to the North American and West Indian

Stations, and explained the matter fully to him as I have done

to you in my last Despatch. He took notes of this explanation

and said he would inquire into it immediately.

[I have just received at the present writing a note from Lord

Clarendon, dated yesterday & marked '' Private'' in which he

states that he had just seen Sir Charles Wood, who informed
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him '' that the Powerful, Rosamond, CornwalHs, aiid Pembroke
are gone out^three of them stationed at Bermuda and one at

Jamaica—that another vessel (I think the Malacca) is going out

to replace the Rosamond, which is recalled, and that no other

ships are going or have been ordered to go."

The Malacca is a Screw Corvette of 17 guns. It is now
evident they have changed their intention of ordering the

Hastings, the Hawke, & the Russell to the West Indies.]

I asked him if he had yet sent to Mr. Crampton a reply to

your letter addressed to him through myself. He said he was

sorry he had not yet been able to do so,—^he had not received

the necessary reports from their agents in the United States, &
would only be able to write a private letter to Mr. Crampton on

the subject by Saturday's steamer. We then had some conversa-

tion in relation to your Despatch No. 102, and he ,told me I

might inform you he was entirely willing to discharge every

soldier who had been recruited in the United States and pay

for his passage home. That if he could obtain a list of these

soldiers, he would cheerfully have them immediately discharged.

It was against his wishes and instructions that the laws of the

United States had been violated ; and he was sorry that this had

ever been done, whether with or without the authority of their

agents. Mr. Crampton had kept nothing back from Mr. Marcy.

I expressed my satisfaction at his willingness to discharge these

soldiers; but said that in reporting the conversation to you I

desired to be perfectly correct. Did his Lordship mean only

the soldiers who had completed their enlistment within the United

States, or did he mean to embrace those who had been engaged to

leave the United States and to go to Canada for the purpose of

being enlisted? The latter class of cases was as much within

the penalties of our law as the former. He said he meant all

—

the latter as well as the former—^whoever had been enlisted or

engaged contrary to the law of the United States should be

discharged.

He then retui-ned to the Newspaper Press, and complained

bitterly of the annoyance it had given them in different portions

of the world, as well as in the United States, and instanced

Germany;—^these Presses spoke without the authority of the

Government. I replied that the article in the Times of the first

of November had convinced me that the writer must have had

information from some member of the Ministry. It contained

some statements which could only be known to those acquainted
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with the documents in the Foreign Office, though I had not the

most remote suspicion (/ have not) that the information was
communicated by himself or any person attached to his office.

I told him that in that article the Times had attributed to me
absurd expressions which I had never used, and that I had on
the day of its appearance sent the Editors a respectful note for

publication correcting the misstatement, which they had never

published, or noticed in any other manner. He said that this

was very bad treatment; but was just in character with them
and might have been expected.

I informed him that I had received my letter of recall and
was anxious to leave, but I should not present it until the present

storm, raised in a considerable degree by the Press on this side

of the water, should blow over; and he expressed much satis-

faction at my determination, and said some flattering things

concerning myself which I need not repeat.

I then brought to his notice and explained to him the case

of the Masters of vessels at Liverpool who had taken saltpetre

on board previous to the recent order to prohibit its exportation,

and delivered him a note on the subject, to which he promised to

give his immediate attention.

He asked me if I had received the note he had addressed to

me yesterday, informing me that all the necessary steps had been

taken in Ireland, according to my request, for the extradition of

the criminals at Cork. I said I had not; but was glad to hear

it because this second decision shewed they had finally determined

that the treaty embraces crimes committed on board of American

vessels on the high seas. In the course of this part of the con-

versation, he said he was ashamed to speak to me about the

Consular Convention, and had determined to do so no more until

he could inform me he was ready, which he hoped to be in a very

short time. This had given him more trouble than almost any

thing he had ever undertaken. I observed that it had now
become quite common for seamen to desert from our vessels in

different ports of the British Empire, because they knew they

could do so with perfect impunity. Such cases were often

brought to my notice, and were greatly annoying and detrimental

to our commerce.

His Lordship then adverted to the Shaffner case. He said

he was reminded of it by what he had recently heard from Wash-
ington. He had been informed of it at the time of its occurrence

and would have mentioned it to me if he had seen me soon after;
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but attaching to it no particular importance, it had sHpped his

memory. This afforded me an opportunity of explaining to him
the nature of the transaction in extenso, as it is already known
to you ; with which he expressed himself to be perfectly satisfied.

It is evident, however, that he has no very favorable opinion of

Mr. Shaffner.

On rising to take my leave, I again impressed upon him the

importance of the suggestion I had made relative to the with-

drawal of the fleet; and he promised to give it his most serious

attention.

He then said,—About these Central American questions,

—

the best mode of settling them is by arbitration. I replied there

was nothing to arbitrate. He said the true construction of the

treaty was a proper subject for arbitration. I told him I did

not consider it a question for construction at all,—the language

was plain and explicit, and I thought this would be the almost

unanimous opinion of the American people; but in writing to

you I should mention what he had now said, as I had done what

he had said at our former interview:.

I have thus given you a faithful report of our conversation

according to my best recollection. Lord Clarendon's manner is

at all times courteous and kind ; but upon this occasion it was
peculiarly so, and he seemed to be deeply impressed with the

subject. Were the decision to depend upon him, I am persuaded

the fleet would be withdrawn ; but this would not be in character

with Lord Palmerston. There are unmistakable indications,

however, from different quarters of England, and especially from

the Manufacturing Districts, of strong disapprobation at the

course of the Ministry towards the United States. We are de-

fended in the public journals, and able and judicious communica-

tions in our defence have even been inserted in the Times. There

is now quite a lull here, which will most probably continue until

the blast shall reach us from your side of the Atlantic.

The Times exerts a wonderful influence in this country.

Its circulation is more than 60,000 per day. Every body reads

it,—every body abuses it,—and every body is influenced by it.

To give you an instance : The English public, and to my own
certain knowledge, several highly respectable and intelligent per-

sons, really believed in the danger from Russian privateers fitted

out in our ports, and in the inability if not want of inclination on

the part of the Government to prevent this violation of our Neu-

trality laws. Nay, more, many even swallowed the absurdity of
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the Irish invasion. The consequence was, that when by the last

advices all appeared to be quiet and peaceful in the United States,

consols rose immediately. The reason avowed for this was, that

there did not appear to be any immediate danger from Russian

privateers or from an expedition to Ireland.

I shall now close this interminable Despatch.

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon: William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

TO MISS LANE.^

Legation of The United States,

London, 9 November, 1855.

My dear Harriet/
I have received your favors of the 21st & 226. October. I

thank Heaven that you have arrived at home in health & safety.

The weather since your departure has been such as you know
prevails at this season, & London has been even too dull for me,

& this is saying much for it.

I received my letter of Recall dated on the nth September

last on Monday the 5th Instant ! with an explanation from Gov

:

Marcy of the mistake which had occasioned its delay. Had this

been sent on the nth September, I might with all convenience

have accompanied you home, either on the 6th or at latest on the

20th October.

The storm which has been raised in England in regard to

the relations between the two countries renders it impossible that

I should leave the Legation at the present moment, Mr. Apple-

ton has at length reluctantly consented to remain until my de-

parture ; & this relieves me from much embarrassment. I now
hope to be at home early in January; but this for the present

you had better keep to yourself. I may, in the mean time, prob-

ably visit Paris.

I regret that such unfounded reports respecting Mr. Mason's

health should reach the United States.

You speak to me concerning the Presidency. You of all

other persons best know that even if there were no other cogent

Buchanan Papers, private collection; Curtis's Buchanan, IL 154.
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reasons, the state of my health is not such as would enable me to

undergo the intense anxiety & fatigue incident to wearing that

crown of thorns. Of course I wish nothing said about the state

of my health.

My friends in Pennsylvania constitute the ablest & most
honest portion of the Democratic party. They now have the

power in their own hands, & they ought for their own benefit,

not mine, to take care that Penna. shall be represented by proper

persons in the National Convention. They can, if they will,

exert such a powerful influence as to select the best man for the

country from among the list of candidates & thus take care of
themselves. This would be my advice to them, were I at home.

I hope they may follow it. As far as I can learn. President

Pierce is daily growing stronger for a renomination.

I enclose you a note which I have received from the Duchess

of Somerset.

I know not whether Mrs. Shapter will write to you to-day.

I communicated your kind messages to her, with which she ap-

peared to be much gratified, & spoke of you most affectionately.

You will be gratified to learn that Sir Fitz Roy does not

bear malice. Mr. Bedinger in writing to me from Copenhagen
on the 4th Instant says " I saw them both several times. Sir

Fitz Roy & his charming niece (for so I found her) told me
much of yourself & your charming niece, who they said had re-

cently left you. for America."

I have a very long Despatch for to-day & must bid you
adieu! May God be with you to protect & direct you. Be
prudent & circumspect & cautious in your communications to

others. There are very few people in the world who can keep

a secret. They must tell or burst.

My kindest regards to Mr. & Mrs. Plitt. I have written to

the latter by the Bag. Ever yours.

Affectionately,

James Buchanan.
Miss Lane.
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FROM LORD CLARENDON/
R O. Nov. 16/55.

My dear Mr. Buchanan
With reference to our conversation of yesterday, I must again express

the great value that we attach to a continuance of friendly relations with

the United States, & assure you that as those friendly relations will never

be disturbed by any act of ours, so we hope & trust that they will not be

put in danger by any act of the United States Govt.

We are convinced that the value of those relations & the duty of main-

taining them are felt alike by the two Govts., & we are consequently under

no apprehension that they will be disturbed.

I have informed you that three ships had been sent to Bermuda & one

to Jamaica & that they will not quit those Stations. They were sent there

because it is the duty of those who are charged with the conduct of affairs

in this country to be on their guard against all dangers which may appear

in any part of the Horizon & let them come from what quarter they may;

but I assure you that we have taken no step prompted by any hostile feeling

or menacing intention on our part towards the United States. Believe me
Very faithfully yrs.

Clarendon.

TO LORD CLARENDON.^

Private. Legation of the United States,

London, 16 November 1855.

My dear Lord Clarendon/
I have received your note of to-day, & regret to say it is

not all I might have expected from our conversation of yester-

day. It wxW not, I fear, exert that happy influence in restoring

cordial relations between the two governments which, in this

conversation, I so confidently predicted, and which I shall always

so earnestly desire.

Yours vQvy respectfully,

(signed) James Buchanan.

^Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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TO MR. MARCY/
No. 1 02. Legation of The United States.

London, 16 November, 1855.

Sir:

To-morrow's steamer from Liverpool will carry home Mr.

John Appleton, the Secretary of this Legation. I am truly sorry

to part from him. In every respect, he has performed his duties

to my entire satisfaction. Indeed, in my opinion he is v^ell quali-

fied to perform the duties of any Diplomatic station under the

Government. Whilst I regret his loss, I am compelled to yield

my assent to the domestic reasons which have induced his de-

termination to go home. He will be able to give you reliable

information of the state of affairs and the relations between the

two Governments on this side of the Atlantic.

I had anticipated with great pleasure my release from this

Legation before the present time. The moment, however, that

I learned the departure of the fleet for the West Indian and
North American stations, and the purpose for which this fleet

had been despatched, with the comments of the Times, Globe, and
Post, I could not hesitate a moment as to my line of duty. I

could not desert my post in the midst of a storm, however incon-

venient and disagreeable to myself personally to remain in it

any longer.

I shall say nothing for the present about a Secretary of

Legation, as the new Minister, whoever he may be, will doubtless

be consulted on this subject. In the mean time, I have written

to my nephew, James B. Henry at Philadelphia, who is now about

to be admitted to the bar, to come out here immediately. As he

writes a good hand and understands and speaks the French

language, he will be of great use to me and I shall be able to get

along with his assistance during the remainder of my time. Still,

should the President desire to appoint and send out a Secretary

of Legation, I shall be happy to give him all the instruction in

my power. I need scarcely suggest how important it is that a

suitable and industrious person should be selected for this station.

Within the last fortnight I have observed that the popularity

of the war in this country is not so great as it has been heretofore.

There certainly has been considerable change in this respect. But

Mr. Appleton can inform you not only of this change but of its

causes.

MSS. Department of State, 68 Despatches from England.
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A war with the United States, at the present time, would
not be popular in this country. Still, I believe the people might

be brought up to it by the Press, if they could be convinced,

however erroneously, that their national honor required the

sacrifice. In the mass they are ig-norant; and feeling that they

have, in a great degree, lost their prestige as a military nation,

ihey are extremely sensitive. It is my belief, however, that if

the Central American questions, which are the dangerous ques-

tions, should be brought before them, in a firm, calm, and
temperate manner, as I have no doubt they will be by the Presi-

dent in his message. Lord Palmerston will be compelled either to

yield or retire. Whilst for one I should not hesitate to go to

war with England at the present moment (though I do not

believe in any immediate danger of war) if the honor of the

country demanded this course, yet without a railroad to the

Pacific we might sufifer much in such a contest. Had there been

a railroad from Moscow to Sebastopol, the Allies would never

have been able to make good their footing in the Crimea.

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

TO MR. MARCY.

No. 103. Legation of The United States.

London, 16 November 1855.

Sir:

I had an interv^iew yesterday afternoon with Lord Clarendon

at the Foreign Office. In requesting it, I had informed him

that Air. Appleton would return home by Saturday's steamer and

this would be the last opportunity of reaching Washington before

the President's Message.

We had much desultory conversation, of which I shall not

attempt to make a full report. It is evident that his Lordship is

kept well informed of every thing passing at Washington. He
spoke of unfairness which he had heard existed in the published

report of the trial of Hertz,—its extensive circulation by the

Russian Legation at Washington,—the knowledge in advance

MSS. Department of State, 68 Despatches from England.
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of the Russian Minister there, that you were about to address

your letter to Mr. Crampton, and the terms in which he an-

nounced this fact to other Members of the Diplomatic Corps, &c.

&c. &c., all evidently tending to convey his idea of the partiality

of our Government for Russia.

By the arrival of the last steamer we had received in the

public journals a syllabus of the Attorney General's opinion in

regard to violations of neutrality. In reference to this, his

Lordship expressed his deep regret that a member of the Cabinet

had issued '' such a manifesto," because it evinced the hostile

animus of the Government towards England. It w;as unneces-

sary to publish such a warning, as the alleged recruitments had
long- previously thereto ceased to exist. He said if the Lord
Chancellor had acted in the same manner towards the United
States we would be justly offended. He went on to refer to the

universal hostility of the American Press towards them, and espe-

cially of the Union, thus evincing the unfriendly feelings of the

American people and their partiality for Russia. He declared

in the most solemn manner that their feelings towards our country

wxre directly the reverse and it was their anxious desire to do
every thing the}^ honorably could to live in peace and harmony
with us, and to promote sincere and lasting friendship between

the two countries.

I shall not pretend to repeat what I said in this conversa-

tion, which had been hitherto quite desultory ; but I told him they

were greatly mistaken in supposing that the feeling in the United
States was universally favorable to the Russians and against the

Allies. A considerable portion of the Press took their side. If

I were to judge of the feelings of the British people by their

Press, and thus adopt his own standard, I might infer that these

were universally hostile to our country, and went into particulars

to shew the gross injustice which had been done us by the Press

ever since I had been in England until the commencement of

the present difficulties, since which, I admitted, there had been

a considerable change.

I assured him that in regard to the President and his

Cabinet, he was mistaken in supposing that any feeling hostile to

England had actuated their conduct ; and they desired to live on

the best terms with Great Britain.

I told him that the sympathies in favor of Russia which

existed in the United States arose chiefly from the impression

that France and England, after having finished the war with
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Russia, intended to interfere with our affairs on the other side

of the Atlantic. That among other reasons for this impression

which I need not repeat, was his own speech in the House of

Lords, and that of Louis Napoleon at Guildhall. Here he inter-

rupted me & said that in the remarks which he had made in the

House of Lords, he need not repeat to me, that he had not the

most remote idea or intention of referring to the United States.

Far, very far from it. He had repeatedly disavowed this in the

most solemn manner. I told him that I had done him entire

justice in this respect in my correspondence with the Department,

and never had believed he intended to refer to the United States;

but the speech of Louis Napoleon at Guildhall was most unfor-

tunate. He asked me what Louis Napoleon had said, and de-

clared he did not know. I replied I had not a distinct recollection

of the words, but he had stated substantially it was the mission

of the Allies to abolish Slavery, or something to that effect. He
replied that he must have meant " political slavery," for Louis

Napoleon did not care about any other kind of slavery. Not
much about the former, I replied ; at which he laughed heartily.

He then declared emphatically and in the most deliberate

manner that neither England nor France had ever thought of

interfering in any manner in the affairs of our country or doing

any thing which could give us just cause of offence. It was the

sincere desire of both, so far as he knew and believed, to cultivate

the most friendly relations with our country.

I then came to the object of my visit, and asked him what

good news he had to communicate to me to be sent to the Presi-

dent before the delivery of his message; and what they had

decided as to the recall of the fleet. In answer he repeated in

substance a part of what he had said on this subject in our last

conversation, and went on to state that, in that conversation, he

had disavowed any intention of menace in sending the fleet;

—

that they had found the information on which they had acted in

regard to Russian privateers to be incorrect;—that he had in-

formed me only four vessels had been sent out, and these they

would recall or withdraw (I do not recollect which word,) as

soon as this could be done conveniently, and that in the mean
time, during the brief period they might be obliged to remain at

Bermuda and Jamaica, they should confine themselves to these

Islands & their immediate vicinity and not go near the coasts of

the United States. I told him I was gratified to hear this state-

ment from his Lordship—I had not understood him, at our last
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conversation, to say anything positive in regard to the recall of

the fleet & the orders that had been issued to regulate its conduct

in the interim. Fie repeated, he had told me this in our last

conversation; but I again stated I did not recollect it, though I

might possibly have inferred as much from what he had said. It

was my practice in my reports to you, when I had any doubt,

rather to understate than overstate his remarks.

I then observed that the information he had just communi-
cated could not fail to have a beneficial effect on the relations

between the two countries at the present moment of excitement.

When Great Britain found herself mistaken, she was great

enough to acknowledge and correct her mistake, and he said this

was true. I remarked that if I could have an official note from
him embodying the substance of what he had just stated, to send

home to the President by the steamer, this would, for obvious

reasons, have a much better -effect than any report I might make
of the conversation, and this would be very desirable. He said

he had no objection in the world to give me such a note. After

pausing for a moment, he remarked that a proper deference for

Lord Palmerston required that he should see this note before it

was sent. He would write it down immediately in the very terms

he had employed to me and send a messenger with it to Lord
Palmerston in the country, near Southampton, with a request that

he should just say Yes, or No, at the foot of it. He could send

it to me at the latest by 5 o'clock to-day. I desired him, if pos-

sible, to send it at an earlier hour, as this would give me more

time.

1 have waited till half past four, when the note arrived,

marked " Private," of which I transmit a copy ;
^ and I regret

to say, that neither in substance nor in tone does it come up to

what I had reason to expect : & I shall so inform his Lordship.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

^ See note from Lord Clarendon to Mr. Buchanan, dated Nov. 16, 1855,

supra. A copy of this note accompanied the present despatch.
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TO MISS LANE/

Legation of the United States,

London, i6 November, 1855.

My dear Harriet/
I have received your favor of the 30th ultimo per the

" Atlantic."

General Webb's advice is likely to be followed, very much
against my own will. I am now in the midst of the storm, &
my sense of duty leaves me no alternative but to remain at my
post until the danger shall have passed away or until President

Pierce shall think proper to appoint my successor. Mr. Appleton

goes home by this steamer. The President had sent him a

commission as Charge ad interim, to continue from my departure

until the arrival of my successor. I resisted his importunities

to go home as long as I could ; but the last letter from his wife

was of such a character that 1 could no longer resist. He is a

perfect secretary as well as an excellent friend. He has been in

the house with me since your departure; & I shall now give the

house up for the present. The little cook has done wtvy well.

I presume that ere this you know that Col : Forney has come
out openly in favor of the renomination of Gen : Pierce. You
know that I considered this almost unavoidable. General P.

placed him in the Union & has maintained him there & afforded

him the means of making a fortune. Besides, he is the Editor

of the President's official journal. Under these circumstances,

he could not well have acted otherwise, & I do not blame him for

it. Still he will be severely attacked, & in self defence will be

obliged to come out & say that he has acted thus because I had

determined not to become a candidate for nomination before the

National Convention; & this defence will be nothing more than

the truth. This will possibly place Mr. Dallas and General Pierce

as rival candidates before the Democracy of Penna., which might

prove unfortunate. But still he quiet & discreet & say nothing.

If I had any views to the Presidency, which I have not, I

would advise you not to remain longer in Philadelphia than you

can well avoid. A large portion of my friends in that city are

bitterly hostile to those whom you must necessarily meet there.

I presume, without knowing, that Gov : Bigler will be the candi-

date of the administration for the Senate.

* Buchanan Papers, private collection. Imperfectly printed in Curtis's

Buchanan, II. 155.
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Lady Ouseley desires me to send you her kindest love; &
1 believe she entertains for you a warm affection. I have not

seen her to deliver your message, since the receipt of your letter.

—Lady Alice Peel, Lady Chantrey & others send their kindest

regards. I dine with Mrs. Shapter to-morrow.

I shall write by the present steamer to James Henry to come
out here immediately, as I may be detained until January or

February, & I shall want some person to be in the house with

me. Could I have foreseen what has come to pass, I might have

been selfish enough to retain you here. I can scarcely see the

paper for a " yellow fog." I wish you could call to see John
G. Brenner & his wife.

Give my love to Mrs. Plitt & my kindest regards to Mr.

Plitt.

Yours affectionately,

James Buchanan.
Miss Lane.

Give my love to brother Edward and his family.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. T05. Legation of The United States.

London, 23 November 1855.

Sir:

I stated at the conclusion of my Despatch No. 103, of the

i6th Instant, that the note of Lord Clarendon to me of that date

neither in substance nor in tone came up to what I had reason

to expect; and that I should so inform his Lordship. Accord-

ingly, I transmit the copy of a note which I addressed to him
on the same evening.^ Its language is purposely as mild as

possible, consistently with the expression of disappointment and

dissatisfaction. To this note I have received no response.

I forgot to mention in my No. 103 that in our conversation

on the 15th Instant Lord Clarendon had informed me he would

send his answer to your last letter to Mr. Crampton by the then

next steamer, (Saturday the 17th). I expressed the hope that

it was of such a character as might prove satisfactory. He said

it was conciliatory in its character; but their understanding of

^ MSS. Department of State, 68 Despatches from England.
* See note of Mr. Buchanan to Lord Clarendon, Nov. 16, 1855, supra.
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the law of nations differed from yours in regard to what acts

violated national sovereignty. He did not offer to show it to

me, nor did I ask to see it.

I have not called upon his Lordship this week, deeming it

advisable to wait until Monday next, when I shall doubtless hear

from you as well as learn the impression produced on the Amer-
ican people by the recent conduct of the British Government.

In the mean time, everything here has become comparatively

calm and tranquil on the surface, although I know that consider-

able uneasiness is felt in regard to the present relations between

the two Governments, especially among the commercial and
manufacturing classes. I have also learned, in the strictest confi-

dence however, that consultations have been held by distinguished

and influential personages as to the best means of removing the

danger of any interruption in the friendly relations between the

two countries ; and that strong representations have been privately

made to members of the British Cabinet in regard to their

conduct towards the United States.

The present unsatisfactory financial condition of Great

Britain ;—the dependence of their manufactories on the markets

of the United States;—the strikes at Manchester for higher

wages;—the dreadful condition to which the laboring poor will

be reduced during the present winter from the high price of

bread, and the pressure of the existing war, would all seem to

point out the madness of provoking hostilities with the United

States. And yet, notwithstanding all these, I am convinced that

the masses of the British people are so much under the influence

of the governing classes, and of the Press, and are withal so

ignorant of our country and so arrogantly confident in their

own power, that they may be brought up even to this extremity.

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon : Wilijam L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.
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TO MISS LANE/

56, Harley Street,

23 November, 1855.

My dear Harriet/
I have received your favors of the 5th & 6th Instants, &

immediately posted your letters to the Duchess, Lady Ouseley,

& Miss Hargreaves.

The weather here has been even more disagreeable than

usual for the season & I have had a cough & clearing of the

throat exactly similar to your own last winter. I have not used

any remedies for it; & it is now, thank Heaven! passing away.

Since Mr. Appleton left, I have got Mr. Moran to sleep in the

house with me.

Lady Ouseley has been quite unwell ; but she was able to

ride out in my carriage yesterday. In requesting this, which I

had offered, she says, " when you write to Miss Lane pray give

her my best love, with many thanks for her kind note, which

I will answer as soon as I am better."

In a letter from Mrs. Roosevelt dated on the 13th ultimo,

after mentioning that she had learned your intention to return

home, she invites you to make her house your home while in New
York, &c. &c. &c. I have written to her to-day, thanking her

for her kind invitation & expressing the desire that you should

know: each other better.

I agree with you in opinion that Mr. Tyson is not the man
to succeed in public life or in captivating such fastidious ladies as

yourself; but yet I have no doubt he is a good & amiable man,

as he is certainly well informed. Much allowance ought to be

made for wounded vanity. But I admit I am no judge in these

matters, since you inform me that Mr. Welsh has been the ad-

miration of Philadelphia ladies.

Mr. Van Dyke does not properly appreciate Mr. Tyler. I

like them both very much, as well as their wives.

Van Dyke is able, grateful, energetic & influential; &
should he take care of himself will yet win his way to a high

position.

Do not forget to present my love to Lily Macalester & my
kind regards to her father & Mrs. Lathrop.

I know of no news here which would interest vou much. A

Buchanan Papers, private collection; Curtis's Buchanan, II. 156.
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few dinner parties are now given to which I have been invited.

I dine to-day with Monckton Milnes & on Tuesday next with Sir

Henry & Lady Holland.

Many kind inquiries are still made about you. I wish you
would inform Eskridge without delay that I attach great im-

portance to the immediate transfer of the Michigan Central R. R.

stock about w^hich I wrote to him by the last steamer. I hope,

however, that ere this can reach you he will have attended to

this business.

In one respect, at least, I am now deemed a man of great

importance. In the present uneasy condition of the Stock Ex-
change, an incautious word from me would either raise or sink

the price of consols.

I see much of Mr. Ward, & he, strange to say, is thoroughly

American in our present difficulties. This has raised him much
in my estimation.

With my kindest regards to Mr. & Mrs. Plitt, I remain

always

Yours affectionately,

Miss Lane. James Buchanan.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 1 06. Legation of The United States.

London, 30 November, 1855.

Sir:

I have had the honor to receive your Despatch No. 122, of

the 12th Instant, together with its enclosure.

Although I deemed it best not to solicit an interview with

Lord Clarendon for the purpose of conversing with him about the

important existing relations between the two Governments until

after the arrival of the President's Message, yet having several

small matters of business with him, I requested an interview zvhen

it might suit his convenience, in the hope that more important

affairs might be incidentally introduced. His Lordship, however,

was obliged to go to Windsor and remain there during the visit

of the King of Sardinia to Her Majesty; and for this reason

expressed his regret that he could not see me until after his

return next week.

MSS. Department of State, 68 Despatches from England.
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Meanwhile, the news brought by the Baltic is considered
" much more pacific " by the British people, to employ their own
phrase, than they had anticipated. Partly in consequence of this

and partly because of the vague rumors of approaching peace,

the funds have risen a little and are much more firm than they

were a week ago. The discussion of the questions betw,een the

two Governments still continues in the public Press, although with

very little exact information of their true nature; but with a

manifest change in our favor. They all deprecate a war with the

United States, and several of the journals are quite severe on

the conduct of the Ministry. Among these I may mention the

Morning Herald, which is the principal organ of the Conservative

or Tory party. This is significant.

It is certain that the impression prevails, and I am inclined

to believe wath good reason, that the Emperor of the French is

quite willing to make peace upon reasonable terms. Not so the

British people, judging from external appearances. Indeed,

there would seem to be an emulation among public men, in their

addresses to the people on different occasions, which shall insist

most strongly upon the vigorous prosecution of the war ; and this

sentiment is always hailed with acclamations by the assembled

masses. Lord Palmerston has done everything in his power

to bring them up to this point, and on this his popularity mainly

depends. It is, therefore, more than probable if he should now^

conclude a peace upon any terms to which the Emperor of Russia

would submit, that public opinion would drive him from power.

His opponents, hoping and believing that he may be forced to

such a measure by Louis Napoleon and by the pressure of the

war, stand prepared, should this occur, to denounce him as recre-

ant to his pledges, and to the honor of England. This, in my
opinion, is the present political game.

Notwithstanding appearances to the contrary, the sentiment

in favor of peace is gaining ground, and there is a strong under

current in that direction, especially among the Manufacturing &
Commercial classes. Many shout for the continuance of the war

who in their hearts are friendly to peace upon any reasonable

terms.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretarv of State.
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TO MISS LANE/

U. S. Legation,

London, 30 Nov: 55.

My dear Harriet/
I have received your favor of the 12th Instant from Lan-

caster. Ere this can reach you Mr. Appleton will have seen

you & told you all about my affairs. I have but little to say to

you of any consequence.

I saw the Duchess two or three days ago, & she spoke in

raptures, as is her wont, about your " beautiful letter " & your-

self. She begged me to say to you she would soon answer it.

I shall deliver your message to Mrs. Sturgis. . . r
Van Dyke's message is like himself. He is a kind and true

hearted fellow. I am persuaded, however, he does Tyler in-

justice. His being for Wise was but another name for being for

myself. He had written me several letters of a desponding

character. He thought the State was going all wrong,—^great

danger of Dallas, &c., &c., & attributed all to my refusal to be a

candidate & not returning home at the time I had appointed.

By the last steamer, however, I received a letter from him of a

character altogether different. Do not suffer your associations

in Philadelphia to prevent you from treating Mr. & Mrs. Van
Dyke & Mr. & Mrs. Tyler zvith kindness & attention. I wish

very much that Tyler & Van Dyke would become friends. This,

I fear, will not be the case until after my return.

I shall be anxious to learn what plans you have adopted

for the winter.

The enclosed letter from Lady Chantrey was handed to

me by Charles. In a hurry I opened it. Why, said he, that

is to Miss Lane, & was brought here from Lady Chantrey. I

now take the cover off & enclose it to you, assuring you that I

have not read a single word of it.

With my kindest regards to Mr. & Mrs. Plitt, I remain, in

haste,

Yours affectionately,

James Buchanan.
Miss Lane.

* Buchanan Papers, private collection. Imperfectly printed in Curtis's

Buchanan, II. 158.

'The passage here omitted is now illegible.
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TO MR. MARCY/
No. 107. Legation of The United States.

London, 6 December, 1855.

Sir:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your
Despatch No. 123, of the i6th ultimo, with its enclosure.

I herewith transmit a copy of a notification received from
Lord Clarendon, and inserted in the London Gazette of the 29th

ultimo, announcing the raising by the allied squadrons, on and

from the 9th October last, of the blockade of the Russian Ports

in the White Sea; with the request that I would transmit the

same to my Government, that it may through that channel become
known to the citizens of the United States.

I also transmit a Despatch from John L. O' Sullivan, Esqr.,

Minister Resident of the United States at Lisbon, to yourself,

dated on the 13th ultimo, with its three enclosures.

You will observe that Mr. O'Sullivan states that he sends
" this Despatch open through Mr. Buchanan, in order that if he

should have anything worth while to add, which he may derive

from Lord Clarendon or from Count Lavradio (the Portuguese

Minister in London), he may be able to do so if he thinks

proper.''

I have little to add of any consequence, though I have con-

versed with Lord Clarendon on the subject. He is by no means
prepared to recognise the Portuguese title to Ambriz or to any

other portion of the territory on the African Coast between

5° 12' and 8° South latitude; though I think he might be brought

to this, without much difficulty, provided Portugal would make
a positive Treaty stipulation that the coast between these latitudes

should be open to free trade with the Natives as it has been here-

tofore. He said he was to have a conference with Count Lavradio

upon the subject, and would immediately inform me of the

result. I saw the Count afterwards, who told me he was very

soon coming to see me on the same subject. I told him, in

civility which he well deserves, that I should be happy to see

him, though the question is beyond my province and I have

scarcely time to discharge my appropriate duties.

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

^ MSS. Department of State, 68 Despatches from England.
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TO MR. MASON.

(Enclosure in No. 125.^

)

Legation of the United States,

London, 6 December, 1855.

My dear Sir:

I address you upon the request of Mr. Juan B. Alberdi,

Charge d'Affaires of the Argentine Confederation to England
and France, who is now in Paris.

You are aware that a Treaty of Commerce was concluded

between this Confederation and the United States, on the 27th

July, 1853. This Treaty is similar to those concluded with

England and France. The Province of Buenos Ayres has re-

fused to join the other thirteen Provinces embraced by the Con-
federation, has protested against these Treaties, and has estab-

lished and maintained an independent Government. To repeat

the language of Governor Marcy in his Despatch to me of the

1 6th June last, ''It is represented that the object of Buenos

Ayres in taking and holding such a position is to secure to

herself at the Port of Buenos Ayres the monopoly of foreign

commerce to that country. She fears that by joining the Union
of the other States foreign trade will be opened on the La Plata

at Ports above that of Buenos Ayres. For this selfish purpose,

she is naturally anxious to be recognised by foreign Powers, if

not as a separate State, as one entitled to control the policy of

the present Confederation."

Mr. Alberdi visited Washington before his arrival in Eng-

land and held conferences with the Secretary of State, which

resulted in the Despatch to which I have already referred. You,

most probably, have received a Despatch of a similar character.

I was directed by this Despatch, which I read to Lord Clar-

endon, to explain to him " the course which the President has

determined to pursue tow^ards Buenos Ayres and the Argentine

Republic and to ascertain what that of Great Britain is or is

likely to be."

This duty I have performed, and I find that the two Govern-

ments are agreed not to recognise Buenos Ayres by accrediting

a Minister to that country. France has pursued a different

policy; and the object of Mr. Alberdi at Paris is to induce the

French Government to adopt a policy similar to that of Great

Despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 125, Feb. 29, 1856, infra.
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Britain and the United States. How far you may be willing to

aid him in accomplishing this object, if you have received no

instructions on the subject, will be for yourself to decide.

Meanwhile, I have sent Mr. Alberdi a letter of introduction

to you. He was commended to me by Governor Marcy as a

gentleman deserving my favorable notice, and " well acquainted

with the state of things on the La Plata," " who will desire to

explain fully to me the relations between the Argentine Republic

and Buenos Ayres," and this he has certainly done in the most

ample manner. " The President, (concludes the Despatch) is

satisfied that his Government is entitled, in a political and com-

mercial point of view, to our friendly regards."

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.
Hon: John Y. Mason,

United States Envoy Extraordinaiy, &c. &c. Paris.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 1 08. Legation of The United States.

London, 7 December, 1855.

Sir:

I had the interview with Lord Clarendon on Monday last, to

which I referred in my Despatch No. 106, of the 30th ultimo.

This was earlier than I had reason to anticipate, and the Despatch

bag by the Asia had not reached the Legation. After transacting

satisfactorily some ordinary business, with which I need not

trouble you, I told his Lordship that I had not then received my
Despatches by the steamer ; but after they should come to hand I

might probably request him to grant me another interview during

the week. He said he should be most happy to do so, and I might

appoint my own time either on Thursday or Friday, giving him

previous notice. I have not done this ; because the Despatch bag

contained no response to my Despatches Nos. 98 and 99, of the

30th October and 2d of November. Not knowing in what light

my conduct and conversations, as detailed in these Despatches,

might be viewed by the President, I deemed it most prudent to

wait until after I should hear from you.

^ MSS. Department of State, 68 Despatches from England.
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I need not repeat to you the news, which you will find detailed

in the public journals, respecting the present tone of feeling in

this country towards the United States. There is one incident,

however, of sufficient significance to justify a passing notice as

indicating the feelings of the most respectable classes of the

population of London in regard to our country. At the reception

of the King of Sardinia in Guildhall, on Tuesday last, when the

entrance of the American Minister was announced, he was re-

ceived with spontaneous, loud, and reiterated cheers. This was
so marked as to attract the attention of every person present in

that large assembly. It was impossible even for the Morning
Post to deny this fact; but it is passed over by that journal in

the following remark, which, without any such intention, adds to

its significance.
—

" When Mr. Buchanan, the American Minister,

appeared, some interest was evinced, as if people thought they

could judge from the countenance of the diplomat either what he

himself felt or what were the intentions of his nation towards

our own."

I think I may now venture to predict, upon what I deem
sufficient authority, that the war with Russia will end before the

commencement of the next campaign. It is certain, I believe,

that Austria has submitted propositions to the French and English

Governments for its termination, with the assurance that if

accepted by them and afterwards rejected by the Czar, she would

at once break off all Diplomatic relations with him preparatory to

a rupture. Louis Napoleon, as is confidently asserted, promptly

expressed his willingness to accede to these propositions ; and the

British Government, as is believed, have since tardily and re-

luctantly followed his example. Lord Palmerston holding out

until the last.

These propositions substitute for the third of the Vienna

four points the conversion of the Euxine into a mere commercial

sea, excluding from it vessels of war of all nations, as well those

of Russia and Turkey as of other Powers.

The whole course and the mouths of the Danube, are, also,

to be relieved from Russian dominion ; and to render this purpose

effectual, a small strip of territory on the North of this river,

between the Euxine and the Pruth, is to be ceded to Moldavia.

Will the Czar accept these propositions ? I do not doubt it.

Russia is exhausted both in men and money, and her people have

suffered dreadfully from the war. Her honor will be saved ; be-

cause all the world will admit that it would be folly for her to
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continue the contest against the alHes with the vast mihtary

Power of Austria superadded to their forces. Besides, I

shrewdly suspect that Russia had been consulted by Austria be-

fore she submitted these propositions, which are not unreasonable

in themselves, to France and England.

I shall not, at this time, attempt to speculate upon what will

be the effect of such a peace upon Lord Palmerston's Government.

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon: William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

TO MR. MARCY.^

No. 109. Legation of The United States.

London, 14 December, 1855.

Sir :

I have not asked an interview with Lord Clarendon since the

date of my last week's Despatch, not having yet heard from you

in answer to any of my Despatches since the sending of the

British Fleet to Bermuda and Jamaica. Under these circum-

stances, I have deemed it most prudent to await the arrival of the

President's Message, before any renewal of my conferences with

his Lordship. Meanwhile, every thing is quiet here, and all

congratulate themselves that " the storm has blown over." I

hear this sentiment everywhere I go and from every person who
visits me. There is certainly no disposition at present on the

part of the British people to have serious difficulties with the

United States. The discussions in the public journals since the

storm commenced have furnished them much better information

in relation to our country than they had previously possessed.

Doubts begin to be expressed, especially since the fall of

Kars, as to whether the Czar will accept the terms proposed by

Austria and acceded to by France and England. Lord Palmer-

ston would, it is believed, be gratified should they be refused by

Russia. Never at any period have such vast preparations been

made in this country for any campaign as for that of the next

spring and summer, and never have they had such a navy afloat.

They seem determined to recover the military prestige which

^MSS. Department of State, 68 Despatches from England.
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they have lost during the last two campaigns. I have no doubt

it will go hard with Russia, should not peace be concluded during

the present winter.

The winter has set in here with unusual severity, and from
the high price of provisions, and the inadequate demand for

labor, the poor must suffer dreadfully before the Spring.

Referring to Despatch No. 2, from General Thomas to

Mr. Appleton, of the 2d ultimo,—I have received a note from
Lord Clarendon, dated on the loth Instant, in which he states

that he has *' been informed by Mr. Secretary Labouchere that,

as he is not aw^are whether Mr. Fairfield is or is not a resident

in the Colony of Mauritius, the Governor has been instructed to

ascertain whether this is the case, and, if he is so resident, to

report whether he is aware of any objection to his appointment

as United States Consul at Port Louis; but if he is not aware of

any such objection, he has been instructed to recognise Mr. Fair-

field provisionally in that capacity, until the arrival of the

Exequatur."

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

TO MISS LANE.^

Legation of the United States,

London, 14 December, 1855.

My dear FIarriet/

I have nothing of interest to communicate by this steamer.

The past week has been dull, gloomy, & cold for the season.

The walks in the park are covered with snow & I find them

very slippery. The winter has set in with unusual severity,

whilst the price of provisions is very high. God help the poor

in this vast Babel! Their sufferings will be dreadful.

Although I have not suffered, either from ennui or

despondency, yet I shall hail the arrival of James Henry wnth

pleasure. I think it may be of service to him to be with me for

a month or six weeks.

I am extremely sorry to learn that " Mrs. Plitt's health is

^Buchanan Papers, private collection; Curtis's Buchanan, II. 158.
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very bad." She is a woman among a thousand. Most sincerely

& deeply do I sympathise with her. Give her my kindest love.

I have heard nothing of the six shawls since your departure;
but I have already written to Mr. Randall & requested him to

send me the Bill, which I shall pay as soon as received. I am
now getting rich very fast, though I still retain the house.

I have received your furs from Mrs. Shapter & shall send
them to New York by the " Arago," which will leave Southamp-
ton on the 19th Instant. They are packed in a nice little box,

directed to the care of George Plitt, Esquire. I shall, through
Mr. Croskey, get Captain Lines himself to take charge of them
& to pay the duty. Please to so arrange it that some friend at

New York may be ready to receive them & refund him the duty
which he may have paid.

I have again inadvertently opened a letter addressed to you
which I enclose, & assure that I did not read a single word in

it except " My dearest Hattie." I can, therefore, only guess who
is the writer.

I started out yesterday & paid three very agreeable visits,

—

to the Countess Bernsdorff, Lady Palmerston, & the Duchess of

Somerset. I found them all at home & had a nice little chat

with each. The Duchess told me Lord Panmure had been with

her & had been quite extravagant in his praises of what he termed
my able, friendly, & discreet conduct in the late difficulties be-

tween the two countries. But for me, he said, these might have

produced serious consequences. The Duchess, as usual, spoke

extravagantly in your praise & desired her love to you.

I presume that Mrs. Lane & yourself have had a fine time of

it hearing Rachel. She is quite competent to understand &
appreciate the beauties of French tragedy. However this may
be, she possesses as much knowledge in this line as thousands of

others who will be quite enraptured with Rachel's acting. I am
glad you are on good & friendly terms with her. From present

appearances the war will end before the spring. This will be

the case should the Czar accept the terms suggested by Austria

& consented to by the allies.

With my kindest regards to Mr. Plitt, I remain

Yours affectionately

James Buchanan.
Mtss Lane.
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TO MR. MARCY.^

No. I lo. Legation of The United States.

London, i8 December, 1855.
Sir:

I have had the honor to receive your Despatch No. 124, of

the 30th ultimo, with the accompanying papers.

There was a trifling omission in the first sentence in my
last Despatch, of the 14th Instant, which I would thank you to

have corrected. Please to cause to be inserted in it the words,
'' detailing conversations with his Lordship,'' so as to make the

latter part of the sentence read, ''in answer to any of my
Despatches ' detailing conversations with his Lordship/ since the

sending of the British fleet to Bermuda and Jamaica."

Referring to your No. 117, of the 15th of October,—I re-

ceived on yesterday from Lord Clarendon the Queen's Exequatur
for Albert Pillsbury, Esquire, appointed Consul at Halifax, Nova
Scotia, and this, together with his Commission, has already been

delivered to the Despatch Agent to be forwarded to him at his

post on Saturday next by the Cunard steamer.

Referring to your No. 123, of the i6th November, I have

received a note from Lord Clarendon, dated on the 15th Instant,

in which he states that he has " been informed by Mr. Secretary

Labouchere that as he is not aware whether Mr. Winter is or

is not a resident in the Colony of Turk's Islands, the Governor

has been instructed to ascertain whether this is the case, and, if

he is so resident, to report whether he is aware of any objection

to his appointment as United States Consul in Turk's Islands;

but if he is not aware of any such objection, he has been in-

structed to recognise Mr. Winter provisionally in that capacity

until the arrival of the Exequatur."

A copy of this note Avill be immediately forwarded to Mr.

Winter at his post.

I regret that the difliculties in the organisation of the House

have prevented me from receiving a copy of the President's

Message by the " Canada." The British public expect a pretty

strong expression of opinion in that document on the Central

American questions; and I am persuaded this will do good. The

rejection of your ultimatum by the Palmerstonian administra-

tion, and the consequent termination and failure of the negotia-

*MSS. Department of State, 68 Despatches from England.
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tion, place the Governments in such an attitude towards each

other as will excite serious apprehensions among the British

people as to what may be the final result. This will, most prob-

ably, produce an external pressure upon the British Government
which may result in causing it to reconsider its answer to your

ultimatum, and to retrace its steps. Every thing remains quiet

here so far as relates to the relations between the two countries

;

but much anxiety is expressed to see the Message. I have been

often asked what would be its character; and I could only answer

that I had no information whatever on the subject; but that when
it arrived I had no doubt it would speak for itself in a proper

and becoming manner.

The Senate having now assembled, I shall expect by every

steamer to hear of the appointment of my successor.

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

TO MISS LANE/

Legation of the United States,

London, 21 December, 1855.

My dear Harriet/
Since the date of my last letter, I have received the sad news

of the death of poor Mary.^ I need not inform you of my
devoted attachment to her, & she deserved it all. Poor girl

!

she had her own troubles & she bore them all with cheerful

patience. She is now at rest, I trust, in that heavenly home
where there is no more pain & sorrow. Her loss will make the

remainder of my residence here, which I trust may be brief,

dreary & disconsolate.

How happy I am to know that you are now with Mrs.

Plitt! She has a warm heart & a fine intellect & will better

than any other person know how to comfort & soothe you in

your sorrow. I am thankful that you are now at home.

With Mrs. Plitt's kind letter to me came that from Mrs.

Speer to you & one from Lieutenant Beale to myself. I shall

^Buchanan Papers, private collection; Curtis's Buchanan, II. 159.

''Mrs. Baker.
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always gratefully remember his kindness & that of his wife.

His letter was just what it ought to have been. I wrote to

Mrs. Plitt by the *' Arago " from Southampton, which left on
Wednesday last.

The death of poor Mary has been your first serious sorrow

;

because you were too young to feel deeply that of your parents.

Ere this can reach you, a sufficient time will have elapsed for

the first natural overflowings of sorrow. I would not have

restrained them if I could. It is now time that they should

moderate & that you should not mourn the dead at the expense of

your duties to the living. This sad event ought to teach you
the vanity of all things human & transitory & cause you to fix

your thoughts, desires, & affections on that Being with whom
*' there is no variableness or shadow of turning." This will not

render you gloomy; but will enable you the better to perfomi

all the duties of life. In all calamitous events, we ought to say

emphatically: '' Thy will be done." At the last, all the proceed-

ings of a mysterious Providence will be justified in another &
a better world ; & it is our duty here to submit with humble

resignation. Although my course of life has been marked by

temporal prosperity, thanks be to Heaven, yet I have experienced

heart rending aillictions; & you must not expect to be exempt

from the common lot of humanity. I have not seen Mrs. Shap-

ter ; but I sent her Mr. Beale's letter, which she returned wnth a

most feeling note. She, also, wrote to you by the '' Arago."

You will know sooner in the United States than I can at

what time I shall be relieved. I shall now expect to hear by

the arrival of every steamer that my successor has been ap-

pointed. Should he arrive here within a month or six weeks

I still have an idea of running over to the Continent ; but I

have yet determined upon nothing. I have a great desire to be

at home.

With my kindest love to Mrs. Plitt & my warm regards for

Mr. Plitt, I remain

Ever yours affectionately

James Buchanan.
Miss Lane.
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TO MR. MARCY/
No. III. Legation of The United States.

London, 28 December. 1855.

Sir;

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

Despatch No. 125, of the loth Instant, with the copy of the letter

to you from the Secretary of the Treasui*y, which shall receive

my immediate attention.

Awaiting the arrival of the President's Message, I have not

asked for an interview with Lord Clarendon, since the date of

my last Despatch.

The revelations made by Col : Tal. P. Shaffner to the New
York Herald concerning Russia, which have been extensively

republished and ridiculed by the British Press, have brought that

gentleman before the public in this counti*y. He has stated in

his deposition, (now in your possession,^) before the United

States Consul at Hamburg, on the 5th November last, doubtless

with truth, " that the wire, fusees, &:c., purchased in London of

Messrs. Slatham & Co., are, to the best of his knowledge and

belief, still his property and not even taken out of the original

sacking, and he believes that on his return to New York he can

exhibit every fusee in their original state in the original en-

velope, except some which were given Professor Morse, with

some of the wire, the batteries, canteens, &c., &c., and they also

can doubtless be procured."

For the sake of Col : Shaffner himself, as w^ell as because

of my representations to Lord Clarendon upon this subject, I

shall be gratified to learn that his statements have been verified

in the manner he has himself suggested. I intended to impress

upon him the propriety of doing this immediately on his return

to New York ; but he did not call at the Legation when he last

passed through England, nor did I know he had been here, until

I saw his arrival by the Atlantic announced in the New: York
journals.

With reference to your No. 85, of the nth April, 1855, and

my No. 75 of the 8th June,—I now transmit copies of notes

from Lord Clarendon and Captain Bosdet of the British bark
" Ellen," in regard to the receipt by the latter of the Silver

Trumpet presented to him by the President.

' MSS. Department of State, 68 Despatches from England.
'^ See despatch to Mr. Marcy, No. 96, Oct. 25, 1855, supra.
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Referring to your No. 124, of November 30th, I have re-

ceived a note from Lord Clarendon stating that he had referred

to the War Department my note requesting the discharge of John
R. Sweet from the British Army.

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy,

Secretary of State.

TO MR. MARCY.^

Legation of the United States,

London, 28 December, 1855.

My dear Sir :

I have received your favor of the 9th Instant. I expect

the President's Message with much anxiety on Monday, as well

as news of the appointment of my successor. I shall not present

my letter of recall before Tuesday the 12th Februaiy next. I

purpose to pass February on the continent, and shall, God
willing! be home before the ist of i\pril, on which day my
private affairs imperatively require that I should be in Lancaster.

If by any accident neither Minister nor Secretary should in the

mean time arrive, I shall leave the Legation in charge of General

Campbell. It is always to be understood that I shall be most

happy should my successor arrive at an earlier day, and the

sooner the better. I do not write this in a public Despatch,

simply because I think it ought not to appear on the face of the

record. Now for my sake and the sake of all concerned, I

hope you will attend to this matter. [P. S. Please to consider

this portion of my letter to be strictly confidential betzvecji us,

if an appointment has been made, or you know it will be made,

in time to relieve me on or before the T2th February next.]

I have not the least doubt that your answer to Lord Claren-

don's last will be all that it ought to be, and I shall be most happy

to do every thing in my power informally (or officially, if so in-

structed) to bring the Crampton affair to a satisfactory conclu-

sion. I have often presented you to His Lordship in tlie terms

you so well deserve, to which he has ever freely responded, except

in reference to your last letter to Mr. Crampton : and about this

* Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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all has been communicated to you in my Despatches. Indeed,

it is mainly in reference to this affair that I have determined so

long to delay the presentation of my letter of recall.

In regard to the Central American questions,—I cannot

perceive how it is possible that my presence here any longer can

prove beneficial. Further negotiations on these questions, dur-

ing the continuance of Lord Palmerston's administration, could

lead to no favorable result. This administration is too far com-

mitted in their answer to the President's ultimatiini to do us

justice. Even if the President should desire to open new negoti-

ations, these, for obvious reasons, had better be entrusted to a

new Minister. The presentation of these questions, which I have

no doubt has been made in the message in a manner to bring

them home to the grave and serious consideration of the British

people, will, I think, bear fruit in due season, but not whilst

Lord P. remains at the helm.

The question of peace now rests with the Czar, and various

are the speculations upon what will be his decision. The stock

jobbers are sadly perplexed. My impression still continues that

there will be peace before the time for opening another cam-

paign.
'' Where there is a will there is a way; " and that such

a will strongly exists in the mind of Louis Napoleon I entertain

not a doubt. The revelations of the French Press, under a strict

censorship as it is, would seem to be conclusive of this fact. It

is quite in contrast with the British Press. It is possible that

the old Russian Party, under the leadership of Constantine, may
influence the Czar to return such an answer to the propositions

before him as to forbid further negotiation; but this would be

so manifestly against the interest of Russia, that I cannot indulge

in such a supposition. In fact it is the interest of all parties to

make peace, although the English would like to have the chance

in another campaign of recovering their prestige as a military

nation.

I rejoice that Mrs. Marcy is again with you. Her mild and

salutary influence will do you much good. With my kindest re-

gards to her, I remain,

Yours very respectfully,

James Buchanan.
Hon : William L. Marcy.
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TO MR. SLIDELL.^

Legation of the United States,

London, 28 December, 1855.
My dear Sir :

I have received your favor of the 9th Instant, and now
in compHance with your request return the statement of Mr.
Duponte.

I have no reserves to yourself either on the subject of the

Presidency or any other subject, and yet I cannot make up my
mind to write, even to you, ** acknowledging the obligation under
which every public man should be of obedience to the popular

will." This w^ould be an avowal that I am a candidate, to which

I feel an irresistible disinclination. My purposes are formed
with much deliberation and are not easily changed. ; I shall be

65 on the 23d April next, and I had detennined upon my line

of life for the remnant of days with which a kind Providence

might bless me, discarding every idea of the Presidency. It is

perfectly true, as you say, that I had written to many friends

that I would not be a candidate for this high office : and espe-

cially to every friend in Pennsylvania who addressed me on the

subject. I had hoped that this would prevent any movement
in my own State in my favor. But not so,—they paid no atten-

tion to my wishes, and after having commenced operations in-

formed me that this was necessary to unite and consolidate the

party and to give the honest, faithful, and true Democracy of

the State their just influence. All they asked of me was that

for the present I should wTite no more letters declaring I was

not a candidate. I could not resist such an appeal proceeding

from such friends. To this I assented. Nothing more. To the

question which has been repeatedly asked me:—What will you

decide should the Cincinnati Convention, without your agency,

offer you the nomination?—to this I have uniformly answered

that it would evince an extravagant degree of vanity for me to

assume the possibility of an event so improbable; but if it should

occur, then '' sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof." This is

the precise ground upon which I stand, and for the present, at

least, I cannot depart from it.

No desire lurks in my bosom to become President.-^ This

' Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.

^The sincerity of Mr. Buchanan's reiterated expressions of a disinclina-

tion to seek the presidential nomination in 1856 is strongly borne out by the
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you may think strange, knowing that I was anxious to be

nominated by the last Baltimore Convention, if this could have

been accomplished upon honorable principles. I can now leave

public life, I trust, with credit.
. Should I become President, the

case may be very different, after I shall have worn myself out

with the toil and anxiety of the office./ Still, I do not believe

/ that the next President, should he really be the man for the

place, would encounter insuperable difficulties. Unchangeable
firmness tempered b}'- prudent discretion would, I think, in a great

degree, put down the slavery agitation. The question has been

settled by Congress, and this settlement should be inflexibly

maintained. The Missouri Compromise is gone, and gone for-

ever ;ybut no assault should be made upon those Democrats who
maintained it, provided they are nozt' imlling in good faith to

maintain the settlement as it exists. Such an understanding is

wise and just in itself, and is necessary to reunite and strengthen

statement of Mr. S. L. M. Barlow, which is printed in Curtis's Buchanan,

II. I/O. Mr. Barlow, who had seen much of Mr. Buchanan early in 1856 in

Europe, found, on his return to the United States, that Mr. Buchanan's

friends were unorganized, and that unless earnest efforts were made by them

Mr. Buchanan's nomination was impossible. Mr. Barlow narrates how the

nomination was effected " almost wholly by the efforts of the friends of

Mr. Buchanan, who were induced at the last moment to come to Cincinnati."

The leader of the friends of Mr. Buchanan at Cincinnati was Mr. Slidell,

who, after the nomination was made, declared that it had been effected

without promises or commitments to any section or to any individual. This

declaration Mr. Slidell afterwards repeated to Mr. Buchanan, just before

his inauguration, in Mr. Barlow's presence. " Mr. Buchanan's opposition to

the repeal of the Missouri Compromise left him," says Mr. Barlow, "with-

out support from the ultra Southern leaders, many of whom believed that

Mr. Douglas would be less difficult to manage than Mr. Buchanan. Louisiana

was controlled through the personal influence of Messrs. Slidell and Ben-

jamin, and Virginia was from the beginning in favor of Mr. Buchanan's

nomination. Apart from these States, the South was for Pierce or Douglas.

Mr. Buchanan's strength was from the North, but it was unorganized.
*' To that time, no one had undertaken to speak for him. There were

no headquarters where his friends could meet even for consultation. There

was no leader—no one whose opinions upon questions of policy were con-

trolling, and but for this almost accidental combination of his friends in

Cincinnati, it was apparent that Mr. Buchanan could not have been nom-

inated, simply because of this utter lack of that ordinary preliminary organi-

zation necessary to success, which was by his opponents alleged to be the

foundation of his strength, but which in fact was wholly Vvdthout existence.

" Mr. Slidell undertook this task, and before the meeting of the conven-

tion Mr. Buchanan's success was assured."
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the Democratic party in the Northern States & to bring into the

party the honest & independent Anti Free Soil Whigs. If I

should be asked to denounce the Missouri Compromise, this

would be asking me to eat my own words. It is well known
how I labored in company with Southern men to have tliis line

extended to the Pacific Ocean. But it has departed—the time

for it has passed away, and I verily believe that the best, nay,

the only mode now left of putting down the fanatical and
reckless spirit of Abolition at the North is to adhere to the

existing settlement, without the slightest thought or appearance

of wavering, and without regarding any storm which may l>e

raised against it. *' Nolumus leges Angliae mutare."

But what if the Cincinnati Convention should denounce the

Missouri Compromise as unconstitutional, unjust, and violative

of Southern rights, and ask me to mount upon this platform?

I know well what answer you would give, were you placed in

my position. Still, notwithstanding my very high respect for

your judgment, I believe your personal friendship for myself,

which I am proud to possess, has led you astray upon this occa-

sion, and I do not believe I shall ever have to decide this question.

T have now written to you more freely than to any other

friend the real sentiments of my heart.

With my kind regards to Mrs. Slidell, I remain always

Your friend,

James Buchanan.
Hon : John Slidell.

TO MISS LANE.'

Legation of The United States,

London, 28 December, i^^^.

My dear Harriet/
I have received your favor of the nth Instant with the

copy of Mr. Baker's letter, w^hich I have read with deep interest.

I wrote to you last week on the subject of poor Mar}^'s death,

which I deeply deplore. I hope that ere this can reach you

your mind will have been tranqiiillized on that sad event. It

would have been wrong,—it would have been unnatural had you

^Buchanan Paper?, private collection. Imperfectly printed in Curtis's

Buchanan, II. 160.
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not experienced anguish for the loss of so good, kind hearted &
excellent a sister. Still the loss is irreparable, grief is unavail-

ing, & you have duties to perform towards yourself as well as

your friends. To mourn for the dead at the expense of these

duties would be sinful. We shall never forget poor Mary,

—

her memory will always be dear to us ; but it is our duty to bow
with submission to the will of that Being in whose hands are

the issues of life & death. You know what a low estimate I

have ever placed upon a woman, without religious principles. I

know that in your conduct you are guided by these principles

more than is common in the fashionable world; but yet if this

melancholy dispensation of Providence should cause you to pay
more attention than you have done to '' the things which pertain

to your everlasting peace," this would be a happy result. I have

lost many much loved relatives & friends; but though age be-

comes comparatively callous, I have felt & feel deeply the loss

of Mary & Jessie. Poor Jessie ! She died breathing my name
with her devotions. What can I do—what shall I do for her

children ?

I send by the Bag to the Department a letter from the

Duchess, to whom, I believe, I have not mentioned our loss.

Sir William & Lady Ouseley dined with me a few days ago.

There were no persons present except ourselves. She sincerely

sympathizes with you. Time begins to produce its healing influ-

ence on her grief, though both she & poor Sir William have been

sadly cast down by their calamity.

James Henry arrived here on Christmas evening after a

passage of three weeks which he evidently enjoyed. He talks

to Mr. Ward knowingly about every part of a sailing vessel.

His plan of travel is quite extensive; far too much so for the

sum he intends to expend. I shall gradually cut it down to more
reasonable limits. . . .

Mr. Dallas has just returned from the Crimea & has made
friendly inquiries about you.

No news yet of the appointment of my successor, notwith-

standing the efforts of Mr. Appleton. I have not received the

President's message, but expect it on Monday with much anxiety.

Should I, then, hear nothing of a successor or secretary of lega-

tion, I shall give them formal notice that I will present my
letter of recall on a particular day, & should no person arrive in

the mean time, that I will leave the legation in charge of General

Campbell.
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I have just learned that Dr. Brown will leave in the Atlantic

to-morrow. I shall send this & other letters by him to New
York.

With my love to Mrs. Plitt & my kindest regards to Mr.
Plitt, I remain always

Yours affectionately

James Buchanan.
Miss Lane.

TO LORD CLARENDON.^

Private. Legation of The United States.

London 31 December 1855.

My dear Lord Clarendon :

I desire to have the honor of an interview with you some
day this w^eek when it may best suit your convenience.

I have recently been provoked at seeing extracts from the

New York Herald republished in the Times and other London
journals, purporting to give the substance of my Despatches to

Washington. These are sheer fabrications made to produce a

sensation. The Herald is the very last journal in the whole

country to whom any such communications would be made.

I observe an extract from the Herald in the Times of this

afternoon, on a subject about which I did not write a line by

the Baltic.

These reports, uncontradicted as they must be so far as I

am concerned, are calculated to place me in an unfavorable light

before the British public, and what is far worse, to give a false

and erroneous impression of the relations between the two

Countries.

Yours very respectfully

James Buchanan.

Buchanan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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